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Abstract
This dissertation investigates temporal and modal interpretation in Atayal, an endangered and
understudied Austronesian language of northern Taiwan. The central questions concern the
semantics of tense/aspect markers, the existence of a tense category, and the extent to which
the temporality of modal sentences reduces to an independent temporal and modal system.
The investigation of Atayal temporal interpretation presents strong support for
decomposing temporal categories into a small set of basic semantic building blocks (von
Fintel and Matthewson 2008). I propose that aspectually-unmarked sentences in Atayal
encode a neutral aspect (Smith 1997), formulated as encoding an initial event stage within a
reference time, following Altshuler (2014). The consequence of this proposal is separation of
the mechanism of culmination of telic events from (im)perfectivity. Culminations in Atayal
are instead bundled in a single morpheme that also has core ingredients for perfect aspect.
These results are fully expected given the decomposition idea but would be puzzling under
the assumption of uniformity of temporal categories.
In the area of tense, I show that an anteriority marker with dominant experiential
readings has associated properties that all point to analyzing it as a tense, instead of an
aspect, and as a genuine existential past tense. Moreover, the temporal reference of sentences
without this overt tense is not reducible to any tenseless analyses (Smith and Erbaugh 2005,
Tonhauser 2011a, Mucha 2013, a.o.); such sentences are best analyzed as possessing a
semantic tense (cf. Matthewson 2006). This result not only demonstrates variation in the
semantics of tense but also the co-occurrence of both quantificational and pronominal tense.
In support of the proposed tense/aspect system, I further show that the same set of patterns
recurs in the context of modality: Temporality in modal sentences only varies with relative
scope of the modal and temporal operators (Chen et al. 2017a, Rullmann and Matthewson
2018). A detailed description of the Atayal modal system is provided before this discussion.
Overall, this work provides a reassessment of the semantics/syntax of temporal
categories in Atayal grammar, and presents a case study of exploring semantic building
blocks in tense, aspect, and modality cross-linguistically.
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Lay Summary
Every language possesses the ability to talk about situations that are not happening at the
present time—for example, Tali’ left yesterday, and Rimuy will leave tomorrow, as well as
how situations are related to a time span—for example, Tali’ was leaving has a temporal
profile distinct from that of Tali’ left. This dissertation investigates how such temporal
information is conveyed in Atayal, an understudied, endangered Austronesian language. The
case of Atayal raises interesting and challenging questions about whether the meaning of
temporal categories is invariant and whether a certain temporal category is universal in every
language. In this investigation, I conducted original fieldwork and elicited data situated in
designed discourse contexts. The findings not only uncover many properties of the Atayal
temporal system that have not yet received proper attention, but also contribute to crosslinguistic analyses of categories that encode temporal information.
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This dissertation consists of both independent and collaboration work. Chapters 2, 3, 5, 6,
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Orthographic Conventions
The Atayal orthography follows the orthography co-published by Taiwan’s Council of
Indigenous Peoples and Ministry of Education in 2005. The correspondence between the
orthography and IPA is listed here.
Consonant
Orthography
b
c
g
h
k
l
m
n
ng
p
q
r
s
t
w
x
y
z
’

IPA
β
ʦ
ɣ
h
k
l
m
n
ŋ
p
q
r
s
t
w
x
j
z
ʔ

Vowel
Orthography
a
e
i
o
u

IPA
a
e
i
o
u

Pre-penultimate vowels (i.e., vowels in the syllables before the penult) are systematically
reduced to a weak vowel, as an apical vowel [ɨ] when the preceding consonant is a coronal
sibilant, as in squliq [sɨquliq] ‘people, human being’, or as a schwa elsewhere, as in mquriq
[məәquriq] ‘steal’ (Egerod 1965, P. Li 1980, Rau 1992, J. Huang 2006); such vowels are
omitted in transcriptions. An additional symbol “_” is used for distinguishing the case where
a schwa is omitted between the consonants [n] and [g], written as n_g, as in n_gawn
[nəәgawn] ‘wait’, and the case where there is no schwa but a single consonant [ŋ], written as
ng, as in ngasal [ŋasal] ‘house’. Stress in general falls on the final syllable, and thus is also
not written. The first word in a sentence is not capitalized.
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Chapter 1

Introduction: Goals, Context, and
Overview

1.1 Introduction
This dissertation explores the semantics of tense, aspect, and modal markers in Atayal, an
endangered and understudied Austronesian language spoken in the mountainous northern
areas of Taiwan. The central question concerns how temporal interpretation of sentences
without modals and modal sentences in the language is achieved. There are empirical,
theoretical, and typological goals that motivate this investigation. Empirically, this work
aims to provide extensive data for better understanding of the semantic properties of these
markers in Atayal, which haven’t received proper attention in the literature. The theoretical
goal is to offer an adequate formal account of the temporal and modal systems as well as a
proposal about modality-temporality interactions. The typological goal is to present a case
study for exploring the basic semantic building blocks in the area of tense, aspect, and
modality cross-linguistically, aiming to contribute to discovering universals and variation in
the semantics of these functional categories.
The issues which arise when investigating variation in the semantics of functional
morphemes vary depending on the morphological realization of those morphemes. For
overtly realized elements whose meanings are putatively equivalent or which belong to the
same category, typical questions are what semantic component they encode and/or how they
carve up the semantic space. For superficially invisible categories in languages, active debate
is about whether certain functional meanings are ever instantiated, and if not, how languages
1

do without these functional meanings. The former issues have been addressed for elements of
tense, aspect, and modality, leading to fruitful and ongoing research on lexical variation in
the inventory of these categories, while for the latter the debate seems to be geared mainly
toward tense, in which there have been a wide range of different accounts. Semantic
variation also arises with respect to how tense and aspect elements are combined to arrive at
propositional truth conditions of temporal semantics, and how modality further factors into
temporal semantics. Approaching these types of variation involves understanding both the
lexical meaning of the available tense, aspect, and/or modal elements in a language, and
different ways that complex meanings are built out of these pieces.
The guiding hypothesis behind investigating the meaning of tense and aspect markers
in this work is the idea of “building blocks” advocated in von Fintel and Matthewson (2008)
and Matthewson et al. (2015). In their discussion of universal lexical aspectual classes, von
Fintel and Matthewson suggest that the semantics of aspectual classes is not uniform across
languages, but the smaller building blocks from which event structures are composed may be
shared to construct aspectual classes across languages (p.154). Lack of uniformity in lexical
aspectual classes is revealed by accomplishment verbs, which do not entail culmination of
the event in the perfective aspect in some languages, and stative verbs, which may be either
homogeneous or involve an initial change-of-state. In the same vein, von Fintel and
Matthewson suspect that there are also no primitive categories of viewpoint aspect operators.
Cross-linguistic work has shown that this largely holds for common viewpoint aspects. For
example, perfective aspect in some languages can remove culmination of telic events (e.g.,
M. Singh 1998 for Hindi, Koenig and Muansuwan 2000 for Thai), and in others, it can
impose culmination even for activities (e.g., Wilhelm 2003 for Dëne Su̜ ɬiné). For
imperfective aspects, the range of various readings available often vary across languages; for
instance, while imperfectives in Romance and Slavic languages share generic/habitual and
progressive readings, they do not equally have event-in-preparation readings (also known as
‘futurates’) or resultative readings (a “perfective-like” use for so-called Factual Imperfectives
in Slavic). Arregui et al. (2014) propose that the semantic core for imperfective aspects is a
universal modal operator over situations, and variation in the interpretation of imperfectives
arises through language-specific constraints on the domain of quantification. This analysis is
in spirit a variant of decomposing imperfectives, according to which what is universal is a set
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of semantic building blocks intrinsic to the various interpretations rather than the category
itself.
The most notorious case of lacking semantic uniformity among viewpoint aspects is
perhaps perfect aspect. It seems that there are no languages (even closely related ones) that
have perfects which behave exactly like the English perfect (e.g., de Swart and Molendijk
2001, Musan 2002, B. Rothstein 2008, Laca 2010, Bertrand et al. 2017, Bowler and Ozkan
2017, among many others). In their recent micro-typological study, Grønn and Stechow (to
appear) suggest that a semantically uniform analysis of have/be-perfects in European
languages remains elusive, and a major obstacle to uniformity comes from the mixed
behavior of (definite) temporal adverbials under the perfect (see also Giorgi and Pianesi
1997). Moreover, cross-linguistic attempts to survey perfects often lack consensus as to the
features that identify a perfect aspect: for instance, constructions are defined as perfects by
Ö. Dahl and Velupillai (2013) only if they allow both “resultative” and “experiential”
readings, while Bybee et al. (1994) take the defining property of perfects as indicating a past
action that is relevant to the current situation. Even in languages in which perfects appear to
share with the English perfect approximately the same semantics, they may also encode other
components. Such cases can be exemplified by the perfect in Niuean (Polynesian,
Austronesian), which in addition involves a change-of-state operator, and accordingly lacks
universal perfect readings (Matthewson et al. 2015); the change-of-state operator is further
argued to be a building block that can combine with viewpoint aspect or lexical items.
The idea of building blocks predicts that tense and aspect can be bundled together in
a single form. A known example is the Mandarin Chinese -le, which is argued to be an
amalgam of perfective aspect and past tense (J.-W. Lin 2006). Similarly, there can also be
cases of bundling tense or aspect with other notional categories that are not
temporal/aspectual. Indeed such proposals are not unheard in the literature. For example, the
Turkish perfect marker -mis̹ in the present tense incorporates evidential meanings (Izvorski
1997); in Korean, the suffix -te, which is commonly categorized as a tense/aspect marker,
also incorporates evidential meanings (K.-S. Chung 2007). Bundling of two categories is in
fact prevalent across the entire functional domain, one case of which outside tense and aspect
is the association of epistemic modals and evidential semantics in some languages
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(Matthewson et al. 2007, Rullmann et al. 2008, von Fintel and Gillies 2010, Faller 2011,
a.o.).
To recapitulate, emerging cross-linguistic research has shown that aspect and tense
markers recur in language after language with similar but not identical semantics. I assume
that functional morphemes are not universal but instead decomposable into a small set of
basic semantic building blocks, which are shared and assembled differently by languages.
This dissertation presents an empirical testing of this hypothesis in the area of tense, aspect,
and modality.
Another guiding hypothesis is the principle of compositionality (Partee 1984a;
Janssen 1997): There are smaller semantic units upon which the meaning of a larger, more
complex utterance is built, given the syntactic structure of the complex expression. The
principle of compositionality shares its essence with the notion of “building blocks” in the
above discussion: While the above focuses on primitives which constitute the lexical content
of a morpheme, in composing sentences, the building blocks are instead smaller syntactic
units that make up a larger unit, eventually a sentence. As we go through the chapters of this
dissertation, it will become clear that the semantics at the level of one of these categories
builds upon the understanding of another: The semantics of tense/aspect operators is
influenced by lexical aspectual distinctions (i.e., Aktionsart), and the temporal interpretation
of propositional-level utterances cannot be fully understood without assessing the semantics
of viewpoint aspect operators first. Furthermore, when we turn to modal sentences, it will be
shown that the temporal interpretation is derived from the temporal interpretation of the
modal-less clause, with predicted variation deriving from the syntax. These are all
substantially guided by the principle of compositionality, and the findings for the semantics
of individual tense, aspect, and modal markers.
This dissertation does not aim to propose new universals for these functional
categories, but takes a moderate step in searching for cross-linguistic common semantic
components within them. Looking closely at the level of individual tense, aspect, and modal
meanings and of syntax-semantics correlations in a particular language by testing the
predictions of different hypotheses, we can then begin to ask questions about the patterns
discovered. With in-depth formal investigations cross-linguistically, it will then be possible
to answer the question of to what extent languages vary in the semantic building blocks that
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make up a grammatical system. For further details of how in-depth formal investigations of
individual languages are indispensable to discovering linguistic diversity, see Matthewson
(2013b) and Davis et al. (2014).
The rest of this introductory chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.2 presents my
research questions and the main claims of this dissertation. Section 1.3 establishes the basic
theoretical framework for tense and aspect and the semantic ontology that I assume
throughout this dissertation. Section 1.4 provides information about the Atayal language and
its basic grammar, and assesses how the Atayal temporal/aspectual system is characterized in
the prior literature. Following this assessment, Section 1.5 gives a detailed overview of the
proposals of each chapter. Section 1.6 is devoted to data collection and fieldwork
methodology.

1.2 Research questions and main claims
1.2.1 Research questions
The two major empirical questions that are addressed in this dissertation are: (i) How are
temporal and aspectual meanings packaged morpho-syntactically in Atayal to give rise to the
temporal interpretation of sentences? and (ii) Does the temporal interpretation of sentences
vary in the context of modality, and if so how? To answer these questions amounts to
answering a few more specific questions which take into account the inventory of tense,
aspect, and modal categories in the language, as given in (1) and (2).
(1)

(2)

Temporal semantics
a.

What is the semantics of temporal/aspectual markers in Atayal?

b.

Does Atayal have tense? How are morphologically tenseless sentences interpreted?

Temporal semantics of modals
a.

What is the semantics of individual modal elements in Atayal?

b.

How does the modal meaning contribute to temporal interpretation?

The first set of questions in (1) is concerned with temporal semantics. It has been assumed in
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the previous literature that Atayal has abundant markers for aspect and modal categories, but
lacks an inflectional paradigm for tense (see Section 1.4.3 for a review). Given this linguistic
status, studying temporal semantics will involve investigating both the lexical content of the
temporal/aspectual markers, and how tense information is instantiated. The second set of
questions in (2) shifts to modal sentences, the ultimate goal of which is to address the bigger
question of how modality affects temporal semantics, i.e., (2)b. Tackling this question is
unavoidably affected by how we answer the questions in the first set in (1) and the
understanding of the meaning of modals, i.e., (2)a.
The main body of this dissertation is organized along the lines of these questions.
Chapters 2-5 investigate temporal semantics. These four temporal chapters are on the
meaning of bare predicates and the auxiliary cyux/nyux (Chapter 2), the auxiliary wal
(Chapter 3), and the verbal infix -in- (Chapter 4), and the temporal interpretation of
morphologically tenseless sentences (Chapter 5). Chapters 6 and 7 investigate the realm of
modal sentences, looking at the meaning of individual modals (Chapter 6) and their temporal
interpretation (Chapter 7). Each chapter connects to the others but is self-contained and can
be read individually, with the same agenda of exploring universal semantic building blocks,
and under the assumption of the principle of compositionality described above. A detailed
chapter overview is provided in Section 1.5.

1.2.2 Main claims
I present my empirical and analytical claims in the form of answers to questions.
Q1:

What are the findings about the semantics of tense/aspect markers in Atayal?

One significant finding in this work is that several semantic components recurrently attested
across languages are arranged in an interesting manner in Atayal. The meaning of
aspectually-unmarked sentences in Atayal is similar to those of non-culminating perfective
sentences in languages like Skwxwú7mesh (or Squamish, Central Salish, Bar-el 2005), and
Thai (Koenig and Muansuwan 2000): Accomplishments do not entail the completion of the
event, in contrast to achievements. Empirical evidence shows that the mechanism which
removes the culmination is encoded in the aspectually unmarked verb phrase instead of the
lexical verb stem. This motivates a covert aspect for unmarked sentences, which is better
6

subsumed under an imperfective aspect considering that the same form also gives rise to
imperfective (habitual) readings. Aspectually-unmarked sentences in Atayal suggest that
non-culmination of telic events is decomposable as a component associated with different
aspects, not only with commonly seen perfectives.
Culmination entailments in Atayal, on the other hand, are bundled in a single
morpheme that also has core ingredients that are used to define perfect aspect: anteriority of
events and current relevance. Atayal thus exemplifies a case of realizing two notional
categories—perfective and perfect aspect—in the same form; this corresponds to a synthetic
version of the perfect in Greek, which obligatorily selects a perfective participle (see e.g.,
Giannakidou 2003, Gerö and von Stechow 2003: 286).
Atayal has another morpheme that gives rise to two types of readings that are usually
expressed by two distinct aspects—event-in-progress readings by progressive aspect, and
result-state readings by perfect aspect. In contrast to the morpheme wal that incorporates
both a perfective and a perfect aspect, the event-in-progress and result-state readings share a
common semantics, and can be unified by a single aspect akin to imperfective/progressive,
which places the reference time inside a proper part of the event. The two “readings” are
arguably variants of the same meaning of the aspect that interacts with lexical aspectual
classes. Support for this claim comes from the fact that the two readings are similarly attested
across languages with different grammatical aspects such as perfects (e.g., Niuean,
Matthewson et al. 2015) and imperfectives (e.g., Slavic languages, Arregui et al. 2014).
Another place in which Atayal exemplifies a decomposable semantic component is
an anteriority marker which has salient “experiential” readings in some cases, usually
expressed by the English present perfect, and past-tense readings in other cases. Careful
testing of several hypotheses shows that the marker is not an aspect of any kind but an
existential past tense; this finding not only presents evidence about the distinction between
pronominal tenses and existential tenses, but also puts forth the hypothesis that existential
operators over times can be either encoded in aspects (like the English perfect) or tenses (like
the Atayal past). Another property of the Atayal existential past tense is that it is relative in
nature, constituting direct support for the existence of relative past tense independent of
perfect aspect (see Bohnemeyer 2014).
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The fact that the decomposed components are similarly found cross-linguistically and
that the Atayal temporal/aspectual system only varies parametrically (rather than randomly)
from other languages present strong evidence for the hypothesis stated in von Fintel and
Matthewson (2008) that what is universal is a few building blocks rather than the aspectual
and temporal functional categories themselves. It however remains for future research how
much variation is permitted within these areas.
Q2:

What is the analysis of morphologically tenseless sentences in Atayal and what
are the consequences of the analysis?

The Atayal data support the proposal that the tense category is realized in morphologically
tenseless languages. While most Atayal sentences do not overtly mark tense, the temporal
interpretation of those sentences is not free. The fact that Atayal reveals a split temporal
pattern, in which one set of sentences are temporally constrained to non-future time intervals,
while others are freely interpreted with any reference time (including future ones), initially
poses a challenge to both tenseless and tensed analyses, but a careful examination of every
analytic option suggests that the free temporal pattern is better analyzed as an ambiguity
between a phonologically null non-future tense and a null future tense/modal operator.
Atayal also exemplifies the case where both a pronominal and an existential tense cooccur in a temporal system, a consequence of the finding about the existential past tense,
discussed above, and the proposal that morphologically/superficially tenseless sentences
possess a covert tense, which is pronominal in nature on the basis of its use in advancing
narratives. This result presents a crucial empirical contribution to the ongoing debate about
the nature of tenses and the typological possibilities of temporal systems.
Q3:

What are the findings about the semantics of modal markers in Atayal?

The lexical semantics of modals has recently received relatively more attention in formal
research, the result of which provides a convincing typology of the lexical semantics of
modals framed by Kratzer’s theory of modality. This typology is advanced by the result of
investigating the lexical specification of Atayal modals. The Atayal modals provide empirical
support for the division between epistemic and circumstantial modal bases, as none of them
encodes modality which cross-cuts the division. Atayal also supports deontic and ability
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modality each being a distinctive category separate from other subtypes of circumstantial
modality.
The most striking finding is the fact that Atayal has possibility modals of varied
degree but lacks necessity modals; this not only suggests many more possible ways in which
modal systems can be organized in languages, but also sheds light on analyses of
quantificational strength: Modals without duals can have variable strength or stay weak or
strong; lacking a morphological counterpart is not a sufficient condition for variable strength
(as in Deal 2011).
Q4:

What are the findings about the interaction between temporality and modality in
Atayal?

Modal sentences form a testing ground for the temporal semantics built up in the preceding
chapters. The fact that temporal operators scoping above and under the modal transparently
determine the temporal interpretations of modals in Atayal presents strong support for the
null hypothesis proposed in Chen et al. (2017a) and Rullmann and Matthewson (2018),
according to which the lexical meanings of modals do not contribute to specific temporal
meanings, but the temporal interpretation is instead given by individual temporal operators in
languages. Moreover, the three syntactic patterns found in Atayal transparently reflect the
relative position of modals and temporal operators in the syntax—modals can be situated
higher than tense and aspect, sit in between these two types of operators, or be located under
both. The syntactic position of the modals correlates with modal flavor, epistemic modals
being higher and circumstantial modals lower. Viewing the Atayal case in a cross-linguistic
perspective suggests that there may not be a universal syntactic hierarchy of modals. The
flexibility of interpreting temporality in modal sentences with different temporal operators by
virtue of their scope with respect to the modal is ultimately guided by the principle of
compositionality.
Overall, this dissertation aims to contribute to a fine-grained theory of universal
semantic building blocks of tense and aspect, and the way in which temporal semantics is
derived in the modal domain. Very few if any of the areas addressed by the above questions
have been researched in an in-depth manner in Atayal, and hence this dissertation also
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contributes to filling this empirical gap by presenting a theoretically informed description of
the temporal semantics in Atayal.

1.3 Theoretical context
This section outlines the basic notions of tense and aspect (leaving the background on
modality to Chapters 5 and 6) and semantic ontology that I assume in this work.

1.3.1 Basic notions of tense and aspect
Following much of the recent literature, I adopt a so-called neo-Reichenbachian or Kleinian
theory in formally defining the categories “tense” and “aspect”. Temporal interpretations
involve three distinct time intervals—event time (ET), reference time (RT), and utterance
time (UT), as defined in (3); tense concerns the relation between RT and UT, and aspect the
relation between ET and RT.
(3)

a.

Event time: the time of an eventuality

b.

Reference time: the time interval to which the speaker’s claim about an
eventuality refers

c.

Utterance time: the time of utterance

The introduction of the independence of reference time has been attributed to
Reichenbach (1947) to deal with the English past perfect: In (4), the time of my mailing the
letter does not directly relate to the utterance time but to the time of John’s coming—this
time is hence a time distinct from the utterance time and the mailing event time.1
(4)

I had mailedET1 the letter when John cameET2.
————ET1————RT1————UT————
ET2

(simplified from Reichenbach 1947: 74)

1

Note that the terminology Reichenbach uses for the three times is actually E (for point of event), R (for
point of reference), and S (for point of speech), which I convert into ET, RT, and UT for the sake of consistency
in this dissertation.
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Similarly, in a series of events recounted in a story, for example in (5), the past perfect is
used to refer to an event happening before the reference time determined by past tense in the
story rather than simply before the utterance time.
(5)

“But Philip ceased to think of her a moment after he had settled down in his carriage.
He thought only of the future. He had written to Mrs. Otter, the massière to whom
Hayward had given him an introduction, and had in his pocket an invitation to tea on
the following day.” (Human Bondage by W. Somerset Maugham, cited by
Reichenbach 1947: 71)

The tripartite relation between the three times is employed to describe the various
combinations of tense and aspect in English, as listed in Table 1.1. To illustrate some of
them: The simple past differs from the past perfect in that it expresses temporal precedence
between RT and UT (RT < UT), with ET and RT being simultaneous (ET = RT). The present
perfect expresses temporal precedence between ET and RT (ET < RT), with RT coinciding
with UT (RT = UT); hence the event is not viewed in the past but from a reference time
situated at the utterance time, and this leads to a certain immediacy effect of the event
(Reichenbach 1947: 72) (i.e., so-called current relevance of present perfects, see Chapter 3).
Simple past
Present
Simple future2
Present perfect
Past perfect
Future perfect
Posterior past
(Past progressive)
Posterior future
(Future progressive)

ET = RT < UT
ET = RT = UT
UT < RT = ET

I saw John.
I see John.
I shall see John tomorrow.

UT = RT < ET

Now I shall go.

ET < RT = UT
ET < RT < UT
UT < ET < RT
UT = ET < RT
ET < UT < RT
RT < ET < UT
RT < ET = UT
RT < UT < ET

I have seen John.
I had seen John.

UT < RT < ET

I shall be going to see him.

I shall have seen John.

I was going to see him.

Table 1.1 Temporal combinations in English under Reichenbach’s (1947) analysis
2

According to Reichenbach, the simple future is ambiguous between these two temporal meanings.
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The notion that the two types of relations—RT to UT on the one hand, and RT to ET on the
other—underlie the definition of tense and aspect is made concrete in Klein (1992, 1994).3 4
Examples like (6) are given by Klein to illustrate that tense marking applies to the relation
between RT and UT irrespective of how ET is related to UT. Imagine (6) is a conversation
between a judge and a witness. The judge’s question only concerns the past time when the
witness looked into the room, hence the reference time (“topic time” in Klein’s terms); it is
irrelevant to the truth of the witness’ utterance whether the light was still on at the time of
utterance (or even after the time of utterance).5
(6)

A: What did you notice when you looked into the room?
B: The light was on.

(Klein 1994: 2-3)

Under the two pairs of dyadic relations, tense can be one of the three ways in which
RT and UT are related along a time line, while the ET and RT relation for aspect can be one
of many more ways: One can precede (“<”), follow (“>”), include (“⊃”), or properly include
(“⊇”) the other (Klein 1992: 536-7); a basic inventory of tense and aspect categories is given
in Table 1.2.6 Note that “aspect” here refers to “viewpoint/grammatical aspect” rather than
“lexical aspect/Aktionsart”; a more detailed overview of aspect is given in Chapter 2.

Tense

Aspect

past
present
future
imperfective/progressive
perfective
perfect
prospective

RT < UT
RT = UT
RT > UT
RT ⊆ ET  
ET ⊆ RT
ET < RT
ET > RT

Table 1.2 Definition of tense vs. aspect according to Klein (1994)
3

Reichenbach already notes that the relation between UT and RT and that between the RT and ET are what
is relevant for English temporal forms (p. 77), and he appears to distinguish the two relations by their names:
“The position of R[T] relative to [UT] is indicated by the words ‘past’, ‘present’, and ‘future’. The position of
E[T] relative to R[T] is indicated by the words ‘anterior’, ‘simple’, and ‘posterior’ […]” (Reichenbach 1947:
77); yet he does not specify that the distinction is the one between tense and aspect.
4
Klein uses “time of situation” (TSit), “topic time” (TT), and “time of utterance” (TU); again, to facilitate
the discussion, I always use ET, RT, and UT.
5
Bohnemeyer (2014) further distinguishes “reference time” that is moved forward in a narrative from that
underlying Klein’s two-dimensional analysis of tense (which Bohnemeyer calls “perspective time” and uses to
define relative tense, see Chapter 4).
6
These listed relations do not fully represent Klein’s theory, as Klein allows the meaning of aspects to vary
with languages; see Chapter 2, Section 2.5.3, for discussion.
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The relations in Table 1.2 are however only approximations to the meaning of
tense/aspect categories; as stated earlier, the meaning of temporal markers varies across
languages, and not every language has any particular tense/aspect category or the same set of
tense/aspect categories. Also, tense and aspect in some languages might not be two
independent categories as defined by the dyadic relations; in Russian, for example, the
present tense form of an imperfective verb has present tense meaning, while the present tense
form of a perfective verb has future tense meaning (Klein 2009: 55); see also Cover and
Tonhauser 2015: 327-329) for discussion of cases of interrelatedness of tense, aspect, and
modal information cross-linguistically. The issue of how to tease apart different temporal
categories will be discussed throughout Chapters 2-4.
Another issue that will be addressed in this dissertation is that tense need not always
be deictic in languages as defined in Table 1.2: The anchor of a reference time need not be
the utterance time but can be an evaluation time of which the utterance time is one example.
This is most clearly revealed by examining the tense of a subordinate or embedded clause,
which in some languages is evaluated relative to the event time of the matrix clause, as
already suggested by Klein (2009: 46) (see also Bohnemeyer 2014, Cover and Tonhauser
2015: 309). Such tenses are hence relative in nature, relating RT to an “evaluation time”,
following Cover and Tonhauser’s terminology. The evidence from Atayal for relative tense
will be presented in Chapter 4.

1.3.2 Semantic ontology and basic assumptions
The basic semantic types I assume are listed in Table 1.3. Relevant to this work are also
assumptions about the structure of times. I assume that time is made up of a non-empty set of
infinitely small instants. The set of instants is structured into a dense and strictly linear
ordering, represented by the precedence relation “<”; for example, for two instants m1 and
m2, their relation is either m1 < m2, m2 < m1, or m1 = m2. The structure of instants can be
used to define relationships between (closed) time intervals, which are part of the ontology:
For example, for two time intervals t1 and t2, t1 is before t2 if each moment in t1 precedes any
moment in t2. As reviewed in the last subsection, the relations between time intervals are
what tense and aspect operators in languages encode.
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Truth values
Worlds
Time intervals
Events
Entities

Type
t
s
i
l
e

Set
{0, 1}
{w1, w2, w3, w4…}
{t1, t2, t3, t4…}
{e1, e2, e3, e4…}
{a, b, c, d…}

Table 1.3 Basic type assignments
These basic semantic types can then form complex semantic types following a
recursive rule: If α and β are semantic types, then <α, β> is also a semantic type, and nothing
else is a semantic type. The complex types (i.e., functions) that are central to this work are
illustrated in (7) with a standard LF structure of tense and aspect functional categories.
Following the framework of Kratzer (1998), I assume that Aspect Phrase (AspP) denotes
properties of times, which are of type <i, st>; the meaning of individual aspectual markers in
Atayal is the central issue of this investigation.
(7)

TP
<s,t> or <i,st>
T
i or <<i,st>,<i,st>>
Asp
<<l,st>,<i,st>>

AspP
<i,st>
VoiceP
<l,st>

I however differ from Kratzer in allowing two possible semantic types for the tense
head: type i or type <<i,st>,<i,st>>, which correspond to the difference between pronominal
tense and quantificational tense; this distinction will be elaborated on in Chapter 4 and
supported by extensive empirical data from Atayal (see also Mucha 2015 for Medumba). The
two types of tenses hence combine with an AspP differently: A tense of type i fills the time
argument of an AspP, while a tense of type <<i,st>,<i,st>> maps properties of times denoted
by an AspP onto properties of times, which will need an extra step to yield a propositional
sentence of type <s,t> denoted by a TP (see Chapter 4).
Lastly, I assume that the phrase that denotes properties of events (which is of type
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<l,st>) and is mapped by aspectual operators onto properties of times is always a Voice
Phrase (VoiceP) in Atayal, under the conventional view that every verb takes a voice, and
voice alternations correlate with transitivity, telicity, argument structure, etc.
Following Heim and Kratzer (1998), I assume that the semantic system that yields
interpretations consists of two components: the lexicon, which lists the denotation of each
atomic expression, and the compositional rules, which derive larger expressions from a set of
atomic expressions compositionally.
The denotation of an expression, assigned by the interpretation function “⟦   ⟧”,   is
relative to a variable assignment function g and an utterance context variable c, as in (8)a. A
simple example of the interpretation function independent of the assignment g is the personal
name given in (8)b. A notational note is that what is placed inside ⟦ ⟧  is the object language
under investigation, which is Atayal in this case; English is a meta-language used for
denotation statements (i.e., what follows “=”).
(8)

a.

⟦α⟧g,c is the denotation of α with respect to g and c.

b.

⟦Yarim⟧g,c is the denotation of the person named “Yarim” referred to in context
c, written as: ⟦Yarim⟧g,c = Yarim.

The context variable c means “the situation of utterance, i.e., the way things are that
helps determine what is actually expressed by an utterance” (Chierchia and McConnell-Ginet
2000: 330); it is relevant to interpreting indexical expressions (also called deixis), for
example: the first and second person pronouns I and you, demonstratives like this and that,
tenses, the temporal adverb now, locative expressions like here and there, motion verbs like
go and come, etc. (9) gives the representation of a sample indexical expression.7
⟦I am happy⟧g,c is true iff the speaker of c is happy.

(9)

The variable assignment function g, as defined in (10), is only relevant to the
semantic composition when interpreting variables, a typical example of which is third person
7

I leave unspecified the decision between two ways that the context variable can be formulated (Chierchia
and McConnell-Ginet 2000). In one approach, c constitutes a set of various parameters that the speech context
supplies, for example: a set of speakers, a set of addressees, a set of locations, a set of times-worlds, etc. The
alternative is to view expressions as interpreted in two stages: they are first relativized with respect to functions
from contexts to propositional concepts before the interpretation function introduced above applies.
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pronouns with indices, as illustrated in (11) (where k is a meta-variable that ranges over
natural numbers in the case of pronouns). (11) also shows that an index is usually simplified
as an integer rather than a pair of an integer and a type.
(10)

A variable assignment is a partial function from the set of indices to the set of all
denotations, such that for every <k,τ> ∈ dom(g), g(k,τ)  ∈ D<τ> .
(adapted from Heim and Kratzer 1998: 213)

(11)

⟦himk⟧g,c = g(k), defined only if g(k) is male
A last note for interpretations of lexical entries is that I treat world and time variables

as object language expressions (i.e., they are extensional and can be represented in the
syntax, see e.g. Percus 2000). Tense, for example, can be a time variable denoting the
reference time in a sentence, which is the first time argument of an AspP. An example of this
is given in (12), where the tense variable is the present tense, referring to the utterance time
in context c, annotated as tc, and the world variable is filled by the actual world for this
unembedded sentence, annotated as w0; possible worlds are brought up when modals or
intensional predicates are part of the expression (see Chapter 5 for examples of modal
sentences).
(12)

a.

⟦[AspP mqas qu Yarim]]⟧g,c = λt. λw. Yarim is happy at t in w

b.

⟦[TP  Tense [AspP mqas qu Yarim]]⟧g,c
= [λt. λw. Yarim is happy at t in w](tc)(w0)
= [λw. Yarim is happy at tc in w](w0)
= Yarim is happy at tc in w0

The compositional rule that is mostly relevant to this work is Functional Application,
whose definition is given in (13); see Heim and Kratzer (1998) for illustrations and other
compositional rules.
(13)

Functional Application:
If α is a branching node and {β, γ} the set of its daughters, then, for any assignment
g, α is in the domain of ⟦α⟧g if both β and γ are, and ⟦β⟧g is a function whose domain
contains ⟦γ⟧g. In this case, ⟦α⟧g = ⟦β⟧g(⟦γ⟧g).

(Heim and Kratzer 1998: 105)
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1.4 Empirical context
This section first introduces the Atayal language and presents the basic features of Atayal
grammar that are relevant to this study. I then zoom in to the temporal/aspectual system of
Atayal by assessing four perspectives in the prior literature.

1.4.1 The Atayal language
Atayal (ISO 639-3; code: tay) is an Austronesian language spoken in the mountainous areas
of northern and northeast Taiwan, covering the areas of New Taipei City, Yilan, Taoyuan,
Hsinchu, Miaoli, Taichung, and Nantou County. It is often referred to as a Formosan
language, an areal term for the Austronesian languages spoken in Taiwan. 8 Formosan
languages and languages spoken in the Philippines, Borneo, Malaysia, the western parts of
Indonesia, and Madagascar are commonly referred to as western Austronesian, in opposition
to eastern Austronesian (i.e., Oceanic languages). Although the internal subgrouping of the
Austronesian languages is debated, Atayal has been considered to belong to one of the first
subgroups or the primary subgroups of Austronesian (P. Li 1985, 2008, Starosta 1995, Blust
1999, Sagart 2004, Ross 2009, 2012, among many others). For example, Blust (1999)
classifies Atayalic as one among ten subgroups directly branching from the ProtoAustronesian language, nine of which are found on Taiwan, while the tenth is the so-called
Proto-Malayo-Polynesian language reconstructed for all Austronesian languages spoken
outside Taiwan; Blust’s subgrouping is schematized as in Figure 1.1.

Rukai

Tsouic

Puyuma

East
Formosan

Bunun

Paiwan

Atayalic

Northwest

Western

Malayo-

Formosan

Plains

Polynesian

Figure 1.1 The subgrouping of Proto-Austronesian in Blust (1999)
The Atayalic group is comprised of two main subgroups: Atayal and Seediq (e.g., P.
Li 1985), both of which are spoken in the northern part of Taiwan. Atayal is further divided
8

For the geographic distribution of Atayal and other Formosan languages, the reader can refer to this
website in companion with Wang and Sun (2015): www.oup.com/us/ohcl.
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into two major dialects, Squliq and C’uli’, the former of which has a larger number of
speakers and has been considered to be less diverse (e.g., P. Li 1980, 1985), but each of these
groups has distinct dialectal variation within it (e.g., P. Li 1982a, 1982b, L. Huang 2009).
The data in this dissertation is based on the Squliq dialects spoken in Hsinchu and Yilan
County; see Section 1.6.1 for the location of these dialects and information about the
speakers.
Most Atayal people are bilingual, speaking Atayal and also being fluent in Mandarin
Chinese (and/or Hokkien, Hakka, Japanese, or other Formosan languages). The size of the
Atayal ethnic population is estimated at 88,841 as of June 2017,9 but the actual number of
fluent speakers is unclear. It was estimated at around 63,000 as of 1993 (Lewis 2009, cited
by Blust 2013: 51); according to UNESCO’s Atlas of the World’s Languages in Danger
(Moseley 2010), however, Atayal had only 10,000 speakers in 2008, and its vitality is
defined as vulnerable in the sense that “most children speak the language, but it may be
restricted to certain domains (e.g., home).”

1.4.2 The basic features of Atayal grammar
There are already quite a few reference grammars of Atayal, published as part of a dictionary
(Egerod 1980/1999), as a dissertation (Rau 1992), as a book (L. Huang 1993, 1995a, 2000, L.
Huang and H.-S. Wu 2016), or in the introduction of theses or dissertations on various topics
(Lambert 1999, W.-Y. Lin 2004, Hsiao 2004, A. Liu 2004, Su 2004, B. Lin 2005, Lu 2005,
S. Chen 2007, Shih 2008, Y.-C. Chen 2011, C. Wu 2013, Maya Yeh 2013, Y.-Y. Cheng
2013, W. Cheng 2015, Zheng 2016, Peng 2016, among others). There are also papers on
Atayal phonology: P. Li (1980, 1981), Qian (2001), J. Huang (2006a,b, 2015b),
(morpho)syntax: P. Li (1995), L. Huang (1994, 1995a, 1995c, 1996a, 1996b, 2000, 2002,
2008), L. Huang and Davis (1989), L. Huang and Hayung (2011, 2008), and sociolinguistics:
P. Li (1982a, 1982b, 1983).
Given this large amount of work, I only give a very brief overview of (Squliq) Atayal
grammar below that is sufficient for the reader to understand the discussion in this
dissertation.
9

The number is based on the census of the Council of Indigenous People, Executive Yuan, Taiwan.
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Word order
Like most other Formosan languages, Atayal is a predicate-initial language. (14) schematizes
the basic word order, where the absolutive argument is always in the sentence-final position,
and personal pronoun clitics always attach to the predicate if no higher auxiliaries are
present; otherwise, they attach to the first auxiliary.
(14)

(auxiliary=clitics)

predicate=clitics (DPOBL) DPERG (DPOBL) DPABS

As shown by (14) and will be clear from my glossing of the examples in this disseration, I
adopt an ergative-absolutive analysis of the case and voice agreement, similar to Aldridge’s
(2004, 2012) analysis of Tagalog. This is however orthogonal to my investigation; for a
nominative-accusative analysis of Western Austronesian languages, see for example V. Chen
(2017) and Erlewine et al. (2017).
Ergative arguments are only present in non-actor-voice sentences, and when present,
the ergative argument must precede the absolutive argument. If a sentence has an oblique
argument, usually it directly follows the predicate. (15) exemplifies the ordering between an
oblique, an ergative, and an absolutive argument with a ditransitive predicate.
(15)

s-p-kita’
CV-CAUS-see

[OBL Tali’] [ERG ni
Tali’

ERG

Yumin] [ABS qu

syasing].

Yumin

photo

ABS

‘Yumin shows Tali’ photos.’
Voice
Atayal has a four-way voice system typical of western Austronesian languages; that is, verbs
carry morphological marking that has been assumed to indicate the thematic role of the
absolutive-marked argument in the clause. In indicative sentences, the morpheme m-/-m-/Ø
typically marks an actor, -un a patient, -an a location or a recipient, and s- an instrument,
beneficiary, or the theme of a ditransitive verb.10 With this rough semantic mapping, I term
them actor voice (AV), patient voice (PV), locative voice (LV), and circumstantial voice
(CV), following the usual conventions. Note that not every verb is compatible with the four
10

The actor voice (Proto-Austronesian *-um-) has several allomorphs, including a null form, presented as Ø
here. These forms are argued to correlate with the dynamicity/stativity of predicates (L. Huang 2000, Maya Yeh
2013: 111, Ross 2015), in which the zero allomorph tends to indicate less dynamic/more stative events.
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voices (Maya Yeh and S. Huang 2009b, Maya Yeh 2013: 106). Also note that indicative
sentences with the actor voice m-/-m-/Ø are restricted to non-future interpretation; it is p- for
future interpretation (see also Section 1.4.3.1).
The four voice markers in hortative sentences, imperative sentences, and sentences
containing the negations ini’, kana, and the particle si have different forms from those in
indicative sentences, as shown by the three sets in Table 1.4. Notice that this table is part of
my proposal in this dissertation, and differs from previous literature in two places: (a) the
morpheme -in-, which co-occurs with some of the above-mentioned voices (m-/-m-/Ø, and an), is analyzed as a past tense marker (Chapter 4), and (b) the voice marking for the future is
grouped under indicative rather than into an irrealis category with the other two sets (Ch 5).
Set I: Indicative

Set II: Hortative

Set III: Dependent
Imperative / Negations

Non-future

Past

Future

Hortative

AV

m-/-m-/Ø

m-in-

p-

m-/-m-/Ø…-a

Ø

PV

-un

-in-

-un

-aw

-i

LV

-an

-in-…-an

-an

-ay

-i

CV

s-

-in-

s-

-anay

-ani/-an

ini’, kana / Particle si …

Table 1.4 Atayal voice-tense-mood system
Case marking
Table 1.5 illustrates the sets of case marking, among which the ergative case has the same
form as the genitive case, and the oblique case has no overt morphology. The case marking
varies with personal versus common nouns; however, it is noticeable that such a distinction
for the absolutive and ergative/genitive case has declined (indicated by dash lines in the
table): many speakers tend to use the common noun set for both types of nouns.
Absolutive

Ergative/genitive

Personal

i

ni

Common

qu

na, nqu

Oblique

Ø

Locative

Inst.

Comitative

ki

-

ki

i, sa, tay, squ

na

-

Table 1.5 Atayal case marking system (L. Huang and H.-S. Wu 2016: 61)
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Personal pronouns
There are bound and free personal pronouns: Absolutive and ergative/genitive pronouns are
bound, while pronouns that are neutral between most of the case positions (except ergative)
are free forms. Bound pronouns always attach to the first head element in (mono-clausal)
sentences, while free pronouns behave as nouns. Free pronouns have been further
distinguished in the literature into a set of pronouns ending with -an, which seem to only
refer to locations/recipients, termed “locative”, and the other set called “neutral”. It is unclear
to me how their function differs; my consultants sometimes use the two sets interchangeably.
I mark as “?” those locative forms given in L. Huang and Wu (2016) that I haven’t
encountered.
Bound
Absolutive Ergative/genitive

Neutral
kung/kwing/

kngan

kun/kuzing

su’

sunan

isu’

nya’

?

hiya’

1st ergative + 2nd absolutive = misu’

---

---

1 Inclusive

ta’

?

ita’

1 Exclusive sami

myan

sminan

sami

2

simu

mamu

smunan

simu;

3

---

naha’

?

laha’/lhga’

saku’/ku’

2
3

PL

Locative
knan/

1
SG

Free

---

maku’/mu

Table 1.6 Atayal personal pronoun system (L. Huang and H.-S. Wu 2016: 67)

1.4.3 Prior descriptions of Atayal tense and aspect
Atayal lacks an inflectional paradigm for tense, but utilizes a couple of verbal affixes and
preverbal auxiliaries to express temporal and aspectual information. Sentences without any
of those temporal/aspectual markers also have temporal/aspectual meanings, which have
often been described as varying with voice marking on the verb. In addition, Atayal
possesses an array of sentence-final particles, which have been described as carrying
aspectual, modal, evidential, or other pragmatic information (S. Egerod 1966, 1966, 1999,
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Rau 1992, L. Huang 2008, Kao 2010, Yu 2015, Gorbunova 2015b, and H. Chang 2017). I
will focus on verbal affixes and preverbal auxiliaries, setting aside final particles.
While these final particles could potentially contribute to temporal information, it is
unclear to me whether they do so at the level of propositional composition. The particle la,
for example, typically co-occurs with a change of state reading and may be considered to be
an aspectual marker, but it can also give rise to a non-inchoative, already-like reading
(Gorbunova 2015b); these two types of reading appear to be conditioned by contexts. In my
preliminary investigation of a C’uli’ dialect spoken in Miaoli County, most of the particles
heavily rely on the interluctor(s)’ assumptions, instead of obligatorily marking temporal
interpretation. Given the fact that the final particles are discourse-oriented, I expect that this
omission does not have a significant impact on my analyses, which aim to compute the
semantic composition of temporal interpretation. Covering final particles would also go far
beyond the scope of the dissertation.11
In this section, I give an overview of prior research on the Atayal tense and aspect
system, focusing on indicative sentences, that is, sentences marked with one of the set of
voice paradigms (-)m-/Ø, -un, -an, and s(i)- (see above). The literature to be reviewed is
classified into the following four perspectives:
(i)

Atayal has no tense but a mood/reality system (Zeitoun et al. 1996, L. Huang and T.
Hayung 2016);

(ii)

Atayal tense/aspect is one among other mode conjugations (Egerod 1965, 1966,
1980/1999);

(iii)

Atayal has a tripartite tense system (Rau 1992);

(iv)

Atayal tense/aspect is lexically determined (Maya Yeh and S. Huang 2009b, S. S.
Huang 2017).

Note that the dialect(s) studied in these works differ: Zeitoun et al. (1996) investigate two
dialects—Mayrinax Atayal (also known as Mtu’uwal), one of the C’uli’ dialects spoken in
Tai’an Township of Miaoli County (also called Mtu’uwal), and the Squliq dialect spoken in

11

As the precise contribution of the particles still remains to be determined, I gloss them as ‘PRT’
throughout.
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Wulai Village of New Taipei City—while the other authors’ works are based on Squliq
dialects.
1.4.3.1 A mood/reality system
In their pioneering work on voice, tense, aspect, and modality across Formosan languages,
Zeitoun et al. (1996) argue that the temporal system in Atayal, as well as in many other
Formosan languages, exhibits a morphological distinction between non-future and future,
which they equate to a mood/reality distinction between realis and irrealis. Here I spell out
Zeitoun et al.’s two main claims about Atayal, which are in turn based on L. Huang’s (1993,
1995a, 2000) work, and assumed by L. Huang and Wu (2016).
Sentences without any overt aspectual or temporal marking, referred to as “neutral
forms”, can refer to a past or present situation, whereas future is marked either by (i)
affixation: the affix p(a)- in actor voice, and C(a)- reduplication in a non-actor voice (where
C is identical to the initial consonant of the stem, yielding the pattern C1(a)-C1V), or by (ii)
the auxiliary musa’ (p. 24, 37). Several dialectal differences revolving around this claim are
however worth noting. The first difference is the correlation of non-actor voices and
temporal interpretations. While neutral forms in the actor voice in both Squliq and Mayrinax
dialects have a non-future reading covering past and present, as shown in (16), neutral forms
in a non-actor voice in Squliq Atayal may be restricted to a specific temporal reading; for
example in the Squliq dialect spoken in Wulai (New Taipei City), the locative voice form -an
is only interpreted as past, as in (17)a. Notice that the Mayrinax counterpart in (17)b has no
such restriction.
(16) a.

m-ihiy=ku’

laqi’.

AV-beat=1SG.ABS

child

‘I beat (past) a child.’ / ‘I am beating a child.’ / ‘I (usually) beat child(ren).’
(Wulai Squliq, Zeitoun et al. 1996: 24)
b.

t<um>uting

cku’

’ulaqi’

’i’

yaba’.

beat<AV>

ACC

child

NOM

father

‘Father beat (past) a child.’ / ‘Father is beating a child.’ / ‘Father (usually) beats
child(ren).’

(Mayrinax, Zeitoun et al. 1996: 25)
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(17) a.

bhiy-an=mu

laqi’.

beat-LV=1SG.ERG child
‘I beat (past) the child.’
b.

(Wulai Squliq, Zeitoun et al. 1996: 25)

tuting-un

ni

yaba’

ku’

’ulaqi’.

beat-PV

GEN

father

NOM

child

‘Father beat (past) the child.’ / ‘Father is beating the child.’ / ‘Father (usually)
beats child(ren).’

(Mayrinax, Zeitoun et al. 1996: 25)

Individual non-actor voices in Wulai Squliq may carry different temporal
interpretations. In contrast to the past interpretation of the locative voice marker -an in (17)a,
the patient voice marker -un indicates the future; this contrast is shown in (18).
(18) a.

niq-an=mu

qulih.

eat-LV=1SG.ERG fish
‘I ate the fish.’
b.

niq-un=mu qulih.
eat-PV=1SG.ERG fish
‘I will eat the fish.’

(Wulai Squliq, Zeitoun et al. 1996: 26)

The non-actor voice and tense correlation has been observed across variants of Squliq
Atayal. Maya Yeh (2013) reports that in the Squliq dialect spoken in Jianshi Township of
Hsinchu County, the patient voice marker -un can refer to the future, the locative voice
marker is often neutralized to -un and also allows a future reading, and the circumstantial
voice marker s- can be absent, in which case, the sentence only has a future reading (pp. 5354). It was also pointed out earlier in Egerod (1965) that in the dialect spoken in Fuxing
Township of Taoyuan County, the patient voice marker -un often refers to “an unspecified
future” (p. 271). These situations vary to some extent from the Squliq dialect investigated in
this work, where sentences in a non-actor voice in general allow future readings in addition
to past and present readings, and only certain verbs show the PV/LV tense contrast as in
Wulai Squliq (e.g., in (18)). All in all, these reports suggest that at least in Squliq Atayal, the
temporal interpretation of non-actor-voice neutral sentences is not restricted to a non-future
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time; the temporal interpretation of the so-called neutral sentences will be discussed in
Chapter 5. It should be noted that the non-future/future generalization proposed in Zeitoun et
al. (1996) is only based on unmarked sentences; it does not cover sentences with an overt
aspectual marker.
Considering the way of marking future, the two main dialect groups not only differ in
whether the temporally unmarked non-actor-voice sentences allow a future reading, but also
in the set of grammatical marking that is utilized: Squliq Atayal exploits both affixation (i.e.,
p- or C(a)-) and an auxiliary, as in (19)-(20), while Mayrinax Atayal only uses the affixation,
as in (21). There is no discussion as to how these strategies of referring to the future differ.
(19) a.

p-qwas=saku’

(suxan).

FUT.AV-sing=1SG.ABS

tomorrow

‘I will sing (tomorrow).’
b. k~kal=mu
FUT~talk=1SG.ERG

i’

Ciwas qu’ zyaw qasa.

LOC

Ciwas

ABS

thing that

‘I will talk about that thing with Ciwas.’
(20) a.

musa’=saku’

m-ihiy

Tali’.

FUT=1SG.ABS

AV-beat

Tali’

(Jianshi Squliq, Maya Yeh 2013: 314)

‘I am going to beat Tali’.’
b.

musa’=maku’ bhiy-un Tali’.
FUT=1SG.ERG

beat-PV Tali’

‘I am going to beat Tali’.’
(21) a.

pa-tuting=ci’

cu’

FUT.AV-beat=1SG.NOM ACC

(Wulai Squliq, Zeitoun et al. 1996: 40)
’ulaqi’.
child

‘I will beat a child.’
b.

ta~tuting-un=cu

nku’

FUT~beat-PV=1SG.GEN NOM

‘The child will beat me.’

’ulaqi’.
child
(Mayrinax, Zeitoun et al. 1996: 37)
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The other claim of Zeitoun et al. about Atayal tense is that past and present are not
overtly marked but distinguished through the occurrence of overt aspectual markers, voice,
or temporal adverbs in the sentence. Zeitoun et al. also state that (im)perfectivity in the
language disambiguates past and present: “[T]he notions ‘past’ and ‘present,’ to the extent
they are expressed, are done so through the aspectual distinctions perfective vs.
imperfective” (p. 27). The affix -in- (which is sometime realized as -n- or n-) is considered to
be perfective aspect, and the neutral form and the progressive aspect are subsumed under
imperfective aspect. (22)-(23) give their examples, intended to show that sentences with -indenote a past and completed situation. A relevant fact about -in- is that it can also indicate a
future event anterior to another future event, as shown in (24), for which reason it is instead
treated as a relative past tense in L. Huang (1993); details on -in- are laid out in Chapter 4.
(22) a.

m<in>aziy qutux ngasal yaba’=mu.
AV<IN>buy

one

house father=1SG.GEN

‘My father bought a house.’
b.

p<in>anga’=maku’ laqi’ qani.
carry<IN.PV>=1SG.ERG childthis
‘I (once) carried the child on my back.’ (Wulai Squliq, Zeitoun et al. 1996: 27; 29)

(23) a.

t<um><in>uting cku’ ’ulaqi’ ’i’

yaba’.

<AV><IN>beat

father

ACC

child

NOM

‘Father beat a child.’
b.

h<in>ihip-an ni’ yaya’

ku’

’ulaqi’.

kiss<IN>-LV

NOM

child

GEN

mother

‘Mother kissed the child.’
(24)

(Mayrinax, Zeitoun et al. 1996: 27, 29)

kira’ ga’ n-lukus=ku’

lga’

qaniq=ta’

la.

later

PRT.TOP

eat.imp.AV=1PL.INCL

PRT

TOP IN-clothes=1SG.ABS

‘Later after I put on clothes, we will eat.’

(Wulai Squliq, L. Huang 1993: 66)

Examples of the neutral form from Zeitoun et al. were already given in (16)-(17)
above. (25)-(26) are their examples of the progressive marker cyux/nyux; Zeitoun et al. state
that the difference between cyux and nyux in the Squliq dialect and the one between kia’ and
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hani’an in the Mayrinax dialect marks both spatial and temporal deixis (‘distal/past’ for cyux
and ‘proxmial/present’ for nyux). However, this generalization is inconsistent with the
translations that they provide for (25)-(26), which suggest that the two forms only differ in
temporal deixis. As already pointed out by L. Huang (1993: 71-72), cyux can also describe a
present ongoing event (away from the speaker), while nyux can also describe a past ongoing
event (next to the speaker), as shown in (27). These data thereby demonstrate that at least in
the Squliq dialect, the two forms of the progressive aspect only denote spatial deixis, cyux
being a distal progressive aspect, and nyux a proximate one.
(25)

a.

cyux=saku’

m-aniq qulih.

PROG.DIST=1SG.ABS

AV-eat

fish

≠ ‘I am eating fish (now).’ / ‘I was eating fish (when the telephone rang).’
b.

nyux=suku’

m-aniq qulih.

PROG.PROX=1SG.ABS

Av-eat

fish

‘I am eating fish (now).’
(26)

a.

kia’=ci’

(Wulai Squliq, Zeitoun et al. 1996: 48)

m-aniq cu’

PROG.DIST=1SG.NOM AV-eat

ACC

qulih.
fish

≠ ‘I am eating fish now.’ / ‘I was eating fish (when the telephone rang).’
b.

hani’an=ci’

m-aniq cu’ qulih.

PROG.PROX=1SG.NOM

AV-eat

ACC

fish

‘I am eating fish (now).’
(27)

a.

(Mayrinax, Zeitoun et al. 1996: 48)

cyux=nya’

yut-un

punya’ misuw qani.

PROG.DIST=3SG.ERG

extinguish-PV fire

now

this

‘He is putting out the fire now.’
b.

m<in>wah mita’ knan Sayun hira’,
AV<IN>come

nyux=saku’

trang m-aniq.

see.AV 1SG.N Sayun yesterday PROG.PROX=1SG.ABS when AV-eat

‘When Sayun came to see me yesterday, I was eating.’

(L. Huang 1993: 72)
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Table 1.7 recapitulates Zeitoun et al.’s proposal for the neutral form, p(a)- and C(a)reduplication, -in-, cyux/nyux and hani’an/kia’, and the morphological realization of voice
when combined with each of these markers in Squliq and Mayrinax Atayal.
Non-future/Realis
IPFV
Neutral form
AV

m-/-m-/Ø

Squliq

PV

--

Atayal

LV

-an

CV

PFV

PROG

Future/Irrealis

m-…-in-

p-

cyux/

-in-

-un, C-

nyux

-in-…an

C-

s-

-in-

s-, C-

AV

m-, ma-, -um-, ø

(-u)m-…-in-

pa-

Mayrinax

PV

-un

kia’/

-in-

Ca-…-un

Atayal

LV

-an

hani’an

-in-…-an

Ca-…-an

CV

si-

-in-

Ca-

Table 1.7 Atayal voice-aspect-mood in Zeitoun et al. (1996: 43; 51)
Based on the above-discussed claims that Atayal has a non-future vs. future
distinction and (im)perfectivity disambiguates past and present interpretations, Zeitoun et al.
argue that Atayal does not grammaticalize the notion of tense, but marks a reality distinction
between future/irrealis and non-future/realis. Their argument for the reality/mood equation
however is based on S. Chung and Timberlake’s (1985) example of Lakhota, a language that
has a mood distinction and uses irrealis for future events, as well as S. Chung and
Timberlake’s statement that “an event that will occur after the speech moment is non-actual
and potential. … [T]here is a correlation between future tense and non-actual potential mood
and, by implication, between non-future tense and actual mood” (p. 23). I will return to the
issue of tense and reality/mood in Chapter 5, where I extend Zeitoun et al.’s nonfuture/future dichotomy to sentences with every type of predicate, but present arguments for
not equating the future markings to an irrealis mood; the non-future/future distinction will be
shown to be a real tense distinction.
What is not mentioned in Zeitoun et al. (1996) is the aspectual marker wal and its
variants wan and wayal in Squliq Atayal, as given in (28). It is argued by L. Huang (1993) to
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be a perfective aspect denoting past events, and to be able to “mutually exchange with the
affix -in-” (p. 68); the same claim is found in Maya Yeh (2013: 62). The semantics of the two
markers (wal and -in-) will be investigated in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively, and the result
will show that they are not completely interchangeable.
(28)

wan m-lukus

lukus

talah.

WAN AV-clothes

clothes red

‘He put on red clothes.’

(Wulai Squliq, L. Huang 1993: 68)

1.4.3.2 Tense/aspect as “mode” conjugations
In his series of works (1965, 1966, 1980/1999) on Squliq Atayal spoken in Fuxing (Taoyuan
County), Egerod defines six verb forms—indicative, negative indicative, imperative,
subjunctive, future, and perfect—which he calls “modes”. The morphological realization of
these modes varies in each voice, as shown in Table 1.8.12
Mode

AV

PV

LV

CV

Indicative

m-, -m-, zero

-un

-an

s-

Negative indicative

p-, k-, zero

an s-

Imperative

zero

an s-

Future

p-

zero

Perfect

(m)n-, -mn-

(-)n-

(-)n-…-an

ns-

Subjunctive

(m-)-a

-aw

-ay

anay s-

Table 1.8 Atayal mode conjugations in Egerod (1965, 1966, 1980/1999)
I focus on Egerod’s description of the indicative, future and perfect modes since the
negative indicative, imperative, and subjunctive modes all involve a different set of voice
marking. The indicative mode corresponds to what Zeitoun et al. call the neutral form, which
“expresses no specific tense or mood” (Egerod 1965: 271) or “is neutral as regards
mode/tense/aspect” (Egerod 1966: 347). The future mode is equivalent to Zeitoun et al.’s
future/irrealis. The perfect mode refers to verbs marked with the infix -in-, which “implies

12

The original orthography is modified to what is used in this dissertation for consistency and the four
voices correspond to Egerod’s active voice, first passive, second passive, and third passive voice.
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the result of a previous action or event” (Egerod 1965: 272). According to Egerod, “the
future and perfect [modes add] tense/aspect information” (Egerod 1966: 347).
The function of the other preverbal auxiliaries, cyux/nyux, wal, and musa’, is
described briefly in Egerod’s (1999) dictionary: “Cyux is a preverb […] indicating recent or
present progressive, away from the speaker” (p. 115); “nyux is a preverb […] indicating
recent or present progressive, close to the speaker.” (p. 431); “wayal/wal is a preverb […]
indicating past tense.” (p. 743); “mosa’ and less commonly musa’ function as preverbs for
future tense ‘going to’, construed with indicative.” (p. 767). As is clear from these
descriptions, cyux/nyux and musa’ are treated as a progressive and future marker, whereas
wal is described as a past tense.
Egerod’s work is a valuable resource on Atayal grammar, but the mode conjugations
appear to be a construction-based classification, which does not represent how the Atayal
tense/aspect system is organized. For instance, the inclusion of only the affixes p- and -in- in
the conjugations but not the auxiliaries is clearly a decision based on morphological criteria.
1.4.3.3 A tripartite tense system
Rau (1992) has a radically different view of the Atayal tense system, which she regards as
encoding a tripartite distinction between past, present and future tense. Aspectuallyunmarked neutral forms are treated as present verbs that “express no specific tense-aspectmodality” (p. 47). The varied affixes and preverbs mentioned above are associated with past
and future tense: -in- or wal are argued to convey past tense, and Rau claims that there is no
difference in meaning between them (p. 50); the prefix p-, the C(a)-reduplication, and the
auxiliary musa’ are all treated as future tense (p. 52). Cyux/nyux is called a “tense/aspect
marker” describing an action in progress or a continuous state (p. 161). I will show in
Chapter 5 that this tripartite approach is not empirically motivated for Atayal, and the
consequence is that the fact that languages can use varied strategies to express or
disambiguate past, present, and future events should not be taken as an argument for the
existence of tenses.
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1.4.3.4 Tense is lexically determined
Maya Yeh and S. Huang (2009b), Maya Yeh (2013), and L. Huang (2017) study how
participant roles and tense/aspect/mood information correlate with voice marking in the
Squliq dialect spoken in Jianshi (Hsinchu). Their data is from an Atayal corpus that contains
twenty oral stories, a few retellings of the Frog Story (Berman and Slobin 1994), and one
two-hour conversation. They argue that no two verbs in their bare form (i.e., marked by
voice but without an overt aspect) in their corpus share the same participant roles as well as
tense/aspect/mood information. They show that a verb stem can take some but not all of the
four voices, each of which selects a specific participant as the subject, and encodes certain
reality information in the sense of Zeitoun et al (1996), as illustrated in Table 1.9 with four
types of verbs in the patient and locative voice (the dark area marks the default temporal
information).
PV
qaniq ‘eat’

niq-un

ciriq ‘capture’

triq-un

hongu’ ‘bridge’

hng-un

gluw ‘accompany’

glg-un

patient
future
patient
future
location
immediate future
patient
immediate future

LV
niq-an
triq-an
hngwan
glg-an

patient/nominalization
non-future/realis
location
non-future/realis
location
future
patient
future

Table 1.9 Some examples of voice-participant-reality in Maya Yeh and S. Huang (2009b)
To illustrate with the verb stem qaniq ‘eat’, its patient voice, niqun, encodes a patient as the
subject and receives a future interpretation by default, which can be overridden by overt
aspect.13 By contrast, its locative voice form, niqan, is interpreted either as past or present,
and has an additional function of nominalization.
Based on evidence of this kind, Yeh and Huang conclude that participant roles and
temporal information are lexically determined by voice-marked verbs. However, notice that
13

The default interpretation is termed “neutral” in Maya Yeh and S. Huang (2009b) for the reason that the
same verb form marked by the auxiliary wal must refer to a past event.
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while verbs never behave the same when considering both types of information, they appear
to reveal certain similarities in terms of temporality alone.14 Table 1.9 already shows two
patterns: (a) default future in PV and default non-future in LV, as discussed earlier, and (b)
default future in both voices (see below); this suggests that the temporal interpretation is not
so idiosyncratic. Moreover, Yeh and Huang themselves state that 95% of the predicates in
their corpus express non-future events. This fact is unexpected given the proposal that there
are “lexically-determined” temporal readings.
Another fact that Yeh and Huang take to support the claim that voice markers encode
the temporal information is that unmarked verbs have a higher percentage (over 85%) of
occurrences in their discourse data mostly composed of narratives, than those with aspectual
markers. They suggest that tense cannot be formally separated from voice, and temporal
information of voice can only be overwritten at the discourse level (S. Huang 2017: 18).
Nevertheless, the preference for using aspectually-unmarked verbs in narratives only
indicates that the unmarked form is the preferred way to narrate a story; there is no reason
why verbs with aspectual markers should be excluded from the assessment of temporal
interpretations simply because they are less used in narratives.
As for the entire tense/aspect/mood system, S. Huang (2017) views sentences without
an overt aspect, and sentences with cyux/nyux, and those with -in- or wal, as habitual,
progressive, and perfective sentences, respectively. All of these sentences are also considered
to carry a realis mood, in contrast to sentences marked with p-, C-, or musa’, which are
irrealis (p. 15). Maya Yeh (2013) differs from Yeh and S. Huang (2009b) and S. Huang
(2017) in treating -in- as past tense (p. 62). These works give a picture which is very similar
to Zeitoun et al.’s (1996) proposal; since no new empirical data are included, I group them
with Zeitoun et al in my summary below.

14

It is not surprising that verbs take specific voices and encode different participant roles. Prior research has
shown that voice marking in Formosan languages correlates with transitivity, telicity, and argument structure
(Starosta et al. 1982, Ross 2002, Liao 2004, Ross and Teng 2005, S. Huang 2005, J. Wu 2006, S. Chen 2007,
C.-L. Li 2010, H. Chang 2011, Maya Yeh 2013, Kuo 2015). However, whether and how voice and tense
correlation is mediated by participant roles remains an open question. This question requires an independent
investigation of the relation between voice selection and aspectual classes (as in e.g., the work on some other
Austronesian languages: DeLancey 1981, Travis 2005, 2010), which in turn interact with viewpoint aspect and
tense.
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1.4.3.5 Summary and preview of the proposal
I have so far assessed how the Atayal tense and aspect system is described in prior studies.
Table 1.10 summarizes these proposals for the six dedicated forms in Atayal. It is clear that
each form has received several different proposals, among which there is the most agreement
on the functions of the bare form, cyux/nyux, p-, and musa’: The bare form has been
described as a temporally or aspectually neutral form, cyux/nyux as a progressive or an
imperfective aspect, and p- and musa’ as future tenses or irrealis markers. Wal is either
treated as a perfective aspect or a past tense, and -in- as a perfective aspect, a perfect aspect
or a past tense.

bare form
cyux/nyux

Zeitoun et al.; L. Huang

Egerod

Rau

aspectually-neutral

indicative mode

present tense

non-future/realis mood

tense-neutral

progressive aspect

progressive aspect progressive/

realis mood
wal

perfective aspect

continuous
past tense

past tense

perfect

past tense

realis mood
-in-

perfective aspect
realis mood

p-

irrealis mood

future tense

future tense

musa’

irrealis mood

future tense

future tense

Table 1.10 Previous proposals of Atayal temporal/aspectual forms
The first part of this dissertation (Chapters 2-5) aims to advance the understanding of
the Atayal tense/aspect system. I do this firstly by providing novel data for the temporal and
aspectual meaning of each form; my proposal is previewed in Table 1.11. Aspectuallyunmarked sentences and the markers cyux/nyux and wal are all analyzed as grammatical
aspects, and -in-, p-, and musa’ as tense operators. I also propose a null non-future tense for
all the sentences without -in-, p-, or musa’, which are called morphologically tenseless
sentences. Importantly, in this work the temporal semantics is only established after the
discussion of grammatical and lexical aspect; this differs from the previous work, which tried
to approach tense in terms of entire constructions or morphological forms without paying
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much attention to the other building blocks of the system and how they are combined.
In the second part of the dissertation (Chapters 6-7), I show that the temporal and
aspectual systems are replicated in modal sentences, in which the variation systematically
depends on the scope of modal and temporal operators.

Aspect

Tense

Form

Proposal

Location

aspectually-unmarked sentences

null neutral aspect

cyux/nyux

progressive aspect

wal

perfective-and-perfect aspect Chapter 3

-in-

relative existential past tense

morphologically tenseless sentences

null non-future tense

p-

relative future tense/modal

musa’

relative future tense/modal

Chapter 2

Chapter 4
Chapter 5

Table 1.11 Proposal for Atayal temporal/aspectual forms

1.5 Overview of the dissertation
Chapter 2 is concerned with the aspectual meaning of sentences that are only marked with
voice but without an overt aspect (note that these sentences are also temporally unmarked;
see below) and sentences that are marked with the auxiliary cyux/nyux. To begin with the
aspectually unmarked sentences, a consensus in the prior literature is that they are
aspectually neutral between perfective and imperfective/progressive readings. This chapter
however shows that these sentences lack typical event-in-progress readings but allow for
various perfective-like readings determined by lexical aspectual classes: Activities and
accomplishments are interpreted with an inceptive and possibly continuing reading without
the culmination of the event, whereas achievements and inchoative states receive a
completed reading. I argue that these two types of readings can be unified by refining
Smith’s (1997) neutral aspect, which denotes a partitive operator requiring only an initial
stage of the described event to be included within the reference time in the implementation of
event stages (Landman 1992, Altshuler 2014). Neutral aspect in this sense is defined as a
particular aspect which allows telic events to not culminate, rather than being underspecified
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or ambiguous between two aspects. I show how the Atayal aspectually-unmarked predicates
present evidence for neutral aspect being independent of perfective and imperfective.
The second half of Chapter 2 brings in the auxiliary cyux/nyux, and shows that it
systematically gives rise to event-in-progress and result/current state readings, the former of
which arise with activity and accomplishment verbs, whereas the latter arise with
achievement and stative verbs. It is attested in other languages that these two types of
readings are grouped under a single category; for instance, with -tei- in Japanese (Ogihara
1998) and with -ite in Totela (Bantu, Crane 2013). I propose that cyux/nyux has a meaning
equivalent to a progressive aspect, which places the reference time inside a proper stage of
the event described by the predicate —either a process or a (result) state through coercion.
This proposal utilizes the notion of event stages again, which suggests that the sentences
without an overt aspect and those with cyux/nyux in Atayal contrast with those marked with
wal (see below) in being unbounded (i.e., making reference to an internal part of events).
Chapter 3 deals with the semantics of the auxiliary wal. I show that neither a past
tense nor a perfective aspect analysis, both of which have been used to describe wal,
correctly predicts its anteriority and boundedness properties. I further show that wal shares
some known pragmatic effects—result state and current relevance—with the English perfect;
I eventually opt for analyzing wal as a perfect aspect bundled with perfective aspect. I show
how this analysis in conjunction with pragmatic competition between wal and the
progressive aspect cyux/nyux and the past tense -in- (see below) in Atayal explains the
absence of universal and experiential perfect readings, and the absence of the English perfect
adverbial restrictions with wal. This finding provides cross-linguistic evidence that languages
vary in how they combine perfect with other aspects (e.g., Iatridou et al. 2003, Pancheva
2003). This chapter also discusses potential alternatives for the analysis of wal such as a past
perfective (e.g., J.-W. Lin 2006) and an aspect ambiguous between perfective and perfect
(e.g., Condoravdi and Deo 2014), which I ultimately reject.
Chapter 4 analyzes the infix -in-, which always yields an anteriority reading, and has
previously been related to a perfective, a perfect, or a past tense. I first show that -in- always
restricts the reference time to the past, an unexpected property if -in- were an aspect, and -insentences can have progressive, habitual, or non-culminating perfective readings, which
either characterize an imperfective aspect, or an atypical perfective aspect. I further show
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that -in- does not share any other common properties that define a perfect except an
experiential reading. On the basis of these empirical diagnostics, I argue that -in- is not an
aspect of any kind, but instead is a past tense. Furthermore, -in- as a past tense
unambiguously behaves like a quantificational tense rather than a pronominal one: It exhibits
scopal interactions with negation, lacks deictic or anaphoric uses, is felicitous discourseinitially, and is not obligatory for the past; these properties are in direct opposition to those of
pronominal tenses. I propose that the semantics of -in- encodes an existential quantifier over
contextually restricted past times, following Ogihara (1996), Kusumoto (2005), von Stechow
(2009), Mucha (2016), among others (Chen et al. 2017b). Further support for analyzing -inas an existential past tense comes from pragmatically conditioned effects in the Atayal tense
system: (a) the competition between -in- and a phonologically null tense (see below) is
correctly predicted by a quantificational, rather than pronominal, analysis of -in-, and (b)
stative predicates marked with -in- give rise to a strong implicature that the described state
does not continue to the utterance time, which can be explained based on tense choice.
Lastly, I show that embedded clauses marked with -in- only allow back-shifted readings but
no simultaneous readings, from which I conclude that -in- is a relative existential past tense.
Chapter 5 investigates the temporal interpretation of sentences excluding those with
the past tense -in-. In order to provide a basis for the investigation, I assess the analyses of
morphologically tenseless languages in the literature, which either argue for the presence of a
null tense (with presuppositional features or not) or utilize other functional categories such as
aspect and mood or discourse anaphors to convey temporal information. A detailed
examination of every type of predicate shows that temporal reference in Atayal is restricted
to a present or past time except for non-actor-voice sentences without an overt aspect, which
in addition allow for future interpretations. The future interpretations are not only available
for planned or scheduled events but also in contexts of prediction or intention; this fact rules
out the possibility of analyzing bare non-actor-voice sentences as futurates. I argue that
Atayal has a null tense, which carries a presuppositional feature restricting the reference time
to a non-future time interval, following Matthewson (2006); the null tense alternates with
future operators (realized as p- or musa’) to yield future interpretations. I propose that nonactor voices can combine with a null future operator; under this analysis, the unrestricted
temporal reference is only apparent, due to an ambiguity between having a null non-future
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tense and a null future. In support of the tensed analysis, I also discuss how various tenseless
analyses are not extendable to Atayal.
Another empirical contribution of Chapter 5 concerns the temporal and modal
semantics of future markings. I demonstrate that the prefix p- in the actor voice (and a null
counterpart in a non-actor voice) entail forward shifting, while the auxiliary musa’ is
compatible with future and (limited) present interpretations. As for the flavor of modality, pis not restricted to a particular type of future circumstantial modality, whereas musa’ is
mostly for future and present predictions. I argue that these future markings are relative
future operators, forming a mirror image of the past tense -in-. Overall, Atayal is not a
genuine tenseless language but a language with both pronominal and quantificational tenses.
Chapter 6 turns to the realm of modality, investigating the lexical meaning of modal
markers in Atayal, to prepare for the discussion of the temporal interpretation of modal
sentences in Chapter 7. I first provide theoretical background on modality, introducing
possible-worlds semantics and Kratzer’s (1977, 1979, 1981, 1986, 1989, 1991, 2012) theory
of modality, giving an overview of the current cross-linguistic work against this theoretical
background. I then provide an in-depth description of epistemic and circumstantial modal
expressions, and argue based on extensive evidence for the lexical specification of modal
flavor and quantificational strength for individual modals. All the modals in Atayal lexically
distinguish between epistemic and circumstantial modal flavor and between necessity and
possibility strength. In particular, Atayal has two epistemic possibility modals, varying in the
degree of strength—weak and strong possibility modals; however, there are no lexical
modals of epistemic necessity in Atayal, and the two possibility modals do not strengthen to
necessity modals. Atayal also possesses general-purpose circumstantial modals siki and blaq,
each respectively denoting universal and existential force, and a specialized deontic
possibility modal nway. I also present data showing that there are two ability modals that are
specified for mental and physical ability respectively. On the basis of these findings, I
provide a formal semantic analysis that defines the strictly encoded modal base and
quantificational force for Atayal modals. In the last part of the chapter, I discuss crosslinguistic implications of the Atayal modal system.
Chapter 7 explores temporality-modality interactions by systemically examining the
range of possible temporal interpretations associated with individual modals. I first introduce
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two temporal parameters for interpreting a modal claim following Condoravdi (2002)—
temporal perspective for the time at which the modal’s conversational background is
accessed, and temporal orientation for the relation between the temporal perspective and the
time of the proposition embedded under the modal. I also provide a cross-linguistic picture of
how past/perfect morphology on modals is interpreted and a cross-linguistically stable
constraint on the connection between temporal orientation and modal flavor. Before
discussing the Atayal data, I lay out the null hypothesis proposed in Chen et al. (2017a) and
Rullmann and Matthewson (2018), which states that modals are inherently atemporal; the
temporal perspective of modals is determined by temporal operators scoping above the
modal, while the temporal orientation comes from temporal operators scoping under the
modal. Atayal modals offer the best testing ground for the null hypothesis, since they are
realized as three different grammatical categories, and have different syntactic positions,
bearing a potentially different scope with respect to temporal operators.
The investigation shows that the temporal interpretation of epistemic and
circumstantial modals follows straightforwardly from the null hypothesis given their
syntactic position relative to tense and aspect operators. The epistemic modals precede and
scope over all the temporal operators, the consequence of which is that they hardly shift
temporal perspective to a time other than the utterance time, and their temporal orientation is
determined by tenses. In contrast, circumstantial modals can be freely interpreted with any
temporal perspective, but are not compatible with any forward/backward-shifting operators
(such as past or future tenses or perfect aspect). Both of these generalizations are predicted
by the null hypothesis in consideration of their syntactic position between tense and aspect,
and the constraint requiring circumstantial modals to be future-oriented. Lastly, I add into
this picture ability modals, which present the third syntactic pattern that satisfies the null
hypothesis—being lexical verbs, they fall under both aspect and tense operators, as a result
of which they exhibit expected temporal properties.
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1.6 Data collection and fieldwork methodology
1.6.1 Data collection
The Atayal data presented in this dissertation come from my original fieldwork on varieties
of Squliq Atayal spoken in Hsinchu and Yilan County of northern Taiwan. The primary
consultant is a male born in 1949 from Taoshan Village, Wufeng Township, Hsinchu County
(R’uyan Tribe; Bailan in Mandarin); see Figure 1.2 for the location of Wufeng, which is in
the northwestern area of Taiwan, indicated by the dark area in the smaller map. I also
conducted interviews with another male speaker from the same tribe (born in 1954)
concerning modal uses and temporal meanings.
During the last phase of fieldwork, a male speaker (born in 1954) from Songluo
Village (Syanuh Tribe), in the north of Datong Township of Yilan County (see Figure 1.3),
was recruited. The three speakers all grew up with Atayal as their native language but they
also speak Mandarin and/or some Taiwanese Southern Min, Hakka, Japanese, and other
Formosan languages such as Bunun and Saisiyat. Not all the data were tested with all of the
speakers, but the core generalizations on which the above claims are based were checked
with at least two of the speakers.

Taiwan

Wufeng
(2 speakers)

Jianshi
(1 speaker)

Figure 1.2 Map of Hsinchu County15
15

This map is retrieved from https://www.hsinchu.gov.tw.
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Taiwan

Datong
(1 speaker)

Figure 1.3 Map of Yilan County16
In a pilot investigation of this research on modal sentences, a male speaker (aged
above 50) from Jianshi Township, Hsinchu County was consulted (in the bottom right corner
of Figure 1.2), from whom some of the data are included to demonstrate subdialectal/idiolectal parallels. The choice of these three sub-dialects is exclusively motivated
by the accessibility of the speakers. Throughout the dissertation, the data collected from the
primary speaker will be presented as unmarked except in places where I show parallel data
from different speakers; for the data that were not from the primary speaker, I will indicate
the initials and sub-dialect of the speaker who provided or judged the sentence (e.g., M.P.,
Yilan Syanuh). Cited data will also be accompanied with the (sub-)dialect which it was
collected from.
An important note for my data presentation is that while most of the data are from the
primary speaker, some of the data, especially those pertaining to my core generalizations, are
also tested with the other speakers. There are noticeable phonological/morphological
differences between utterances provided by speakers from these three varieties of Squliq
Atayal (see P. Li 1985, L. Huang 2009, J. Huang 2015a), which I note in footnotes whenever
relevant, but overall there seem to be no major differences between these sub-dialects that
impact my generalizations. It is also worth noting that while the speakers’ comments are
included as part of my data (see below), I do not solely rely on their comments/intuitions, but
treat these comments as supporting evidence and discuss them when necessary.
	
  
16

This map is retrieved from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Datong,_Yilan.
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1.6.2 Fieldwork methodology
Three major types of elicitation methods were exploited in my fieldwork: (i) translations in
isolation (Section 1.6.2.1); (ii) elicitations with designed, controlled contexts (i.e., judgment
and production tasks in contexts) (Section 1.6.2.2); (iii) storyboards (Section 1.6.2.3). Data
from the direct elicitation were sometimes augmented by spontaneous speech volunteered by
the consultants, and by examples from texts written by my consultants or from the literature.
For unpublished texts from the consultants (with their permission), I include the immediately
preceding context in the text as the context of examples. My reference to the existing texts
includes those appended to Rau (1992), L. Huang (1993), and L. Huang and X.-S. Wu (2016),
and examples from a modern dictionary published online in 2017 by Taiwan’s Council of
Indigenous People (henceforth referred to as CIP Atayal dictionary 2017); note that the
translations provided in these works only serve as certain clues or suggestions rather than
sufficient information for a semantic analysis (see below).
Overall the contextual elicitation is the main method, with translation tasks,
examination of textual materials, and the consultant’s observations/comments being
supplementary support. My implementation of storyboards either followed controlled
elicitation to test established generalizations, or preceded it as a pilot investigation of
relevant phenomena; see Bohnemeyer (2015) for other methods of eliciting temporal
semantics.
Mandarin Chinese was used as an intermediate language throughout the fieldwork. I
discuss here potential issues with an intermediate language in tasks of translation and in
presenting contexts and storyboards to the consultants.
The reason why Mandarin was chosen as the intermediate language is essentially
based on practical considerations: Mandarin is the official and prevalent language of the
community and is spoken by both the author and the native speaker consultants. While there
are other languages in the community that the consultants speak (see above), they are not
used as frequently as Mandarin and the consultants are less fluent in those languages.
There are adequately justified reasons that using an intermediate language like
Mandarin in contextual elicitation tasks has little influence on the results of my investigation
(see Matthewson 2004, AnderBois and Henderson 2015). According to AnderBois and
Henderson, judgment tasks in contexts (see below) do not require speakers’ attention to the
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details of the context but the information it conveys, and an intermediate language is even a
better option considering the ability to illustrate the context and to manipulate contextual
properties. This was a primary reason why Mandarin was chosen apart from the fact that it is
prevalently used.
There were noticeable similarities and differences between Mandarin and Atayal
utterances in translation (sometimes revealed by consultants’ comments on Atayal
utterances), some of which I note below; a systematic comparison of the Atayal and
Mandarin temporal and modal systems however goes beyond this work. In the data in this
dissertation, I sometimes include as “volunteered translation” the consultant’s Mandarin
translation of targeted Atayal sentences, and sometimes annotate in square brackets “[ ]” the
consultant’s choice of Mandarin words/utterances from his comment in judgment tasks,
when they appear relevant to understanding the meaning of target markers.
1.6.2.1 Translations of isolated sentences
Translation tasks of targeted meanings from Mandarin sentences to Atayal sentences or in
the other direction were used in the following phases in my elicitation:
•

In the initial stage of this investigation, direct translation tasks provided me with a quick
grasp of approximate meanings of targeted sentences; typical questions in priming
translation tasks I often asked are of the form “How do you say X (in Mandarin)?” and
“What does Y (in Atayal) mean?”

•

I assume that Atayal sentences into which the consultant translates from Mandarin are
always grammatical, and I often changed them minimally afterwards for judgment tasks
(see below). In actual elicitation, it was sometimes difficult to react upon receiving an
object language utterance when the utterance did not contain the targeted markers (e.g.,
to construct another grammatical sentence on the fly);17 such cases were facilitated when
I had translated sentences at hand for follow-up judgment questions.

•

I also used translated sentences to elicit default temporal readings, since they lack
contextual information, and amount to out-of-the-blue sentences. I also tested through
17

In fact this scenario is common in elicitation because language speakers may well respond to a particular
context with many possible utterances that are equally appropriate in the context.
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translation whether sentences have co-occurrence restrictions with temporal adverbs,
which is a useful diagnostic of temporal reference (see Cover and Tonhauser 2015).
However, asking for translations of particular sentences in isolation is useful only
insomuch as the above-mentioned purposes allow; Matthewson (2004: 389-391) points out
several significant limitations of using translation to provide direct evidence about the truth
conditions of sentences (Deal 2015; see also Cover 2015 for similar challenges within the
tense, aspect, and modal realms), two of which I want to stress here with examples from my
elicitation.
First, translations of Mandarin sentences into Atayal only yield a similar but not
exactly the same meaning as the Mandarin sentences. This is best demonstrated by
investigating the semantics of Atayal sentences without any overt aspect, which are
translated frequently as Mandarin progressive sentences, and for this reason they have been
assumed to have a progressive meaning. Nevertheless, using contextual elicitation clearly
shows that such sentences are infelicitous in contexts targeting progressive meanings (see
Chapter 2, Sections 2.5.1; 2.5.7). This demonstrates that direct native-speaker intuitions
about meaning cannot be solely extracted from translations of isolated sentences.
Second, translations without any context are unreliable as there are many possible
ways in which the consultant can understand targeted Mandarin sentences, and vice versa,
Mandarin translations offered by the consultant could have different meanings. Several
factors may play a role: First, it could be that either Atayal or Mandarin is ambiguous.
Second, the consultant’s use of Mandarin is not always the same as a native speaker’s. An
example of this involves stative or achievement sentences marked by the aspectual marker
cyux/nyux in Atayal, which have result state readings (Chapter 2, Section 2.6.1). My
consultants tended to offer Mandarin progressive sentences as the translations of those resultstate readings, which are however ungrammatical Mandarin sentences, and it would be
misleading if one took the Mandarin progressive form as evidence for progressive readings.
Third, upon being requested to translate a Mandarin sentence, the consultant most likely
imagines a situation in which the sentence can be felicitously uttered, but the situation might
well be different from the intended one. The last possibility is that there could be information
about felicity conditions lost through translations (see Deal 2015).
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1.6.2.2 Elicitation with controlled contexts
Limitations of translations can largely be overcome by elicitation situated within a context.
There are many examples in my fieldwork showing how the inclusion of contextual
information is indispensible to understanding the truth conditions of Atayal sentences. The
progressive achievement sentences mentioned above are one such example, which are often
translated using the Mandarin progressive but the result of contextual elicitation shows that
they have only result-state readings.
My elicitation with discourse contexts follows the techniques of Matthewson (2004).
In general, I first constructed hypothetical contexts for testing my proposal, and I asked the
consultant to perform the two types of tasks in (29).18 In addition, I took note of the
consultants’ comments about their reasons for rejecting a sentence, which often provide clues
to some facet of meaning.
(29)

Two types of tasks placed within constructed contexts:
(i)

Judgment tasks: The consultant provides judgments on the truth/felicity of
Atayal sentences in the context; that is, the consultant is asked whether a
constructed Atayal sentence is true and appropriate in a certain situation.

(ii)

Production tasks: The consultant provides Atayal sentences for constructed
contexts, which may contain a target Mandarin sentence.

The result of felicity judgment tasks means that an Atayal sentence accepted in a
particular context is both true and felicitous in that context; if an Atayal sentence is rejected
(but it is grammatical), it is infelicitous in that context. 19 Throughout this dissertation,
unacceptability judgments of sentences will be indicated according to whether they are
ungrammatical, infelicitous, or degraded, as detailed in (30).
(30)

a.

If a sentence is context-independently unacceptable and hence
ungrammatical, it will be marked with “*”.

18

These two tasks are not necessarily used in the same order or at the same time; they are often repeated
throughout the elicitation.
19
It is theoretically possible that the consultant will reject a sentence if it is false about the facts in the
context, but such rejections are carefully eliminated (e.g., by means of translation tasks).
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b.

If a sentence is unaccepted in a given context (otherwise grammatical), it will be
marked with “#”.

c.

If the consultant does not firmly reject a sentence but feels uncertainty about its
felicity in a context, it will be marked as “?” or “??” depending how degraded it
is judged by the consultant.

I mostly presented constructed contexts to the consultants verbally. Visually
presented contexts, including a pictorial figure (e.g., timeline for the temporal reading I
intended to elicit) or a brief passage in Mandarin that the consultant can read, typically
occurred when context descriptions were complex. Another way of dealing with complex
contexts is volunteered translations of Mandarin texts into Atayal. This was especially
exemplified by my eliciting past epistemic readings (see Chapter 6): The consultant preferred
to translate the entire context upon my explanation, which either already enclosed the target
sentence, or clearly showed his understanding of the context.
1.6.2.3 Storyboards
A method I used to complement elicitation data with instances of more spontaneous speech is
storyboards (Burton and Matthewson 2015). Storyboards are pictorial stories which contain
discourse contexts which target words, sentences, and/or meanings. In this way, they are
another form of controlled contexts, but they simultaneously allow the speaker to
spontaneously produce an original text.
The procedures I used for conducting storyboard elicitation are as follows: I first
went through the story in Mandarin, sometimes clarifying particular pictures on request, and
then I asked the consultant to tell me back the whole story in Atayal. I usually recorded the
consultant’s speech, and replayed the entire recording. When the consultant accepted the
recording, I then replayed the recording again—this time one picture at a time—to transcribe
the story, and wrote down the consultant’s translations. Either during this process, or after
completing the story, I conducted follow-up elicitation to test whether an alternate form was
felicitous in particular pictures.
I used six storyboards in this dissertation: ‘Sick Girl’ (TFS Working Group 2011a),
‘Chore Girl’ (TFS Working Group 2011b), ‘On the Lam’ (TFS Working Group 2011c),
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‘Feeding Fluffy’ (TFS Working Group 2012), ‘Miss Smith’s Bad Day’ (Matthewson 2014),
and ‘Bill vs. the Weather’ (Vander Klok 2013b). The original storyboards can be found at
http://www.totemfieldstoryboards.org/.
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Chapter 2

Reference to Event Stages: Aspectually
Unmarked Predicates and the Aspect
Cyux/nyux

2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I provide a semantic analysis for the aspectual meaning of aspectuallyunmarked predicates (i.e., those with voice markers but without any overt aspect) and that of
the preverbal auxiliary cyux/nyux (which takes different forms depending on spatial deixis,
‘distal’ for cyux and ‘proximal’ for nyux) in Atayal. In the earlier literature (Egerod 1965,
1966, 1999, Rau 1992, L. Huang 1993, and Zeitoun et al. 1996), unmarked predicates have
been described as encoding a realis mood, a neutral or present tense, or an imperfective
aspect, depending on how the entire aspectual/temporal/mood system is analyzed. The
auxiliary cyux/nyux has been considered to be a progressive, continuous, or imperfective
aspect. These varied descriptions reveal interesting properties of these forms and raise an
empirical question as to their semantics. I will focus on their aspectual semantics in this
chapter, and postpone to Chapter 5 the discussion of what tense interpretations sentences
containing these aspects can have.

2.1.1 The puzzles
At first sight, Atayal unmarked predicates and the auxiliary wal appear to behave like fairly
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familiar imperfective versus perfective aspect with respect to whether there are culmination
entailments for accomplishment events. For example, the unmarked accomplishment in (31)
does not entail culmination of the described event, whereas the wal-marked one in (32) does.
(31)

kblayun ni

Watan sa

kawas wayal ga

make.PV

Watan

year

ERG

LOC

past

ini’ tmasuq

TOP NEG

na’.

finish.AV.DEP still

‘Watan built the house last year, but he didn’t finish building it.’
(32)

wal

kblayun ni

Watan sa

kawas wayal (#ga

WAL

make.PV

Watan

year

ERG

LOC

past

ini’ tmasuq

TOP NEG

na’).

finish.AV.DEP still

‘Watan built the house last year (#but he didn’t finish building it).’
Unexpectedly for this idea, however, the two forms behave as if unmarked predicates were
perfective while wal were a perfect with respect to the interpretation they yield with a
punctual reference time. With punctual when-clauses, accomplishments in the unmarked
form give rise to an inceptive interpretation typical of a perfective rather than an overlapping
interpretation. For example in (33), the event of Tali’s drinking the wine happens right after,
instead of overlapping with, the event of my coming.
(33)

mwah=saku’

lga,

AV-come=1SG.ABS PRT.TOP

nbun

ni

Tali’ qu

qwaw qasa

la.

drink.PV

ERG

Tali’

wine

PRT

ABS

that

‘When I came, Tali’ drank the wine.’
By contrast, accomplishments marked with wal bring about an anterior interpretation typical
of a perfect rather than an inceptive interpretation. This is illustrated by (34), where the
drinking event happens prior to the coming event.
(34)

mwah=saku’

lga,

wal

AV-come=1SG.ABS PRT.TOP WAL

nbun

ni

Tali’ qu

qwaw qasa la.

drink.PV

ERG

Tali’

wine

ABS

that

PRT

‘When I came, Tali’ had (already) drunk the wine.’
Aktionsart also plays a role: Unlike unmarked accomplishments, unmarked
achievements entail culmination as expected for a perfective:
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(35)

m-huqil qu
AV-die

ABS

mlikuy=nya’

(# lga,

man=3SG.GEN

PRT.TOP

ulung

ini’

huqil).

fortunately

NEG

die.AV.DEP

‘Her husband died (#but fortunately he didn’t die).’
Turning to cyux/nyux, these have two types of readings: While cyux/nyux gives rise to eventin-process readings typical of the English progressive for activities and accomplishments, it
nevertheless permits co-occurrence with achievements, in which it gives rise to a result-state
reading rather than an event-in-preparation reading, as shown in (36). The reading also
indicates that achievements in the aspect cyux/nyux entail culmination, as they do in the
unmarked form and with the aspect wal.
(36)

nyux=saku’

tayhuk

b’bu’

rgyax

la.

NYUX=1SG.ABS

arrive.AV summit mountain

PRT

‘I’ve arrived at the summit.’ / ≠ ‘I’m arriving at the summit.’
Table 2.1 gives an overview of the readings of these three forms in interaction with lexical
aspect, with other details to be discussed in this chapter.

Activity
Accomplishment
Achievement

unmarked form

cyux/nyux

wal

inceptive

ongoing

anterior

inceptive
no culmination entailment
inceptive
culmination entailment

ongoing
result state

anterior
culmination entailment
anterior
culmination entailment

Table 2.1 Overview of the readings in unmarked form, cyux/nyux, and wal
This set of data brings up (at least) three puzzles about the meaning of the three
grammatical markers, the first two of which will be investigated in this chapter, and the third
in Chapter 3:
(i)

Why do unmarked forms, which are always inceptive with a punctual reference time,
only ensure culmination entailments for achievements but not for accomplishments?
(Section 2.5)
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(ii)

Why does cyux/nyux, which behaves like a progressive aspect in yielding event-inprocess readings, give rise to result-state readings with achievements (rather than
describing a preparatory process of events as in English)? (Section 2.6)

(iii) Why does wal lead to a culmination entailment as well as an anterior reading? (Chapter
3)

2.1.2 Overview of the proposal for unmarked forms and cyux/nyux
A conventional name for Atayal unmarked predicates is “neutral form”, which reflects the
traditional view that they are temporally or aspectually neutral. I will argue, however, that
unmarked predicates are not underspecified for perfective and imperfective, but realize a
special aspect; specifically, I propose that every sentence with an unmarked predicate in
Atayal possesses a phonologically covert neutral aspect in the sense of Smith (1997), which I
formalize as requiring only the initial part of the event denoted by the predicate to be
included inside the reference time. The difference in culmination entailments for telic
eventives is a pragmatic effect resulting from the interaction of the neutral aspect with the
atomicity of events.
The auxiliary cyux/nyux receives a more consistent view in the literature as being
analogous to the English progressive aspect, but yet it does not yield the same range of
interpretations as the English progressive. I will show that the reading of cyux/nyux is also
conditioned by lexical aspect, for which I propose a coercion rule which shifts achievements
to inchoative states. This proposal thus assigns to cyux/nyux a unified semantics as a
progressive aspect. Following a partitive analysis of events (Landman 1992, 2008, S.
Rothstein 2004, Landman and Rothstein 2012a, 2012b, Altshuler 2014; see also Bach 1986,
Krifka 1992, Link 1998), my proposed semantics for the neutral aspect and progressive
aspect implements the notion of event stages. The difference between the two aspects lies in
which part of an event is targeted, and how it relates to the reference time.
The plan for this chapter is as follows. Section 2.2 introduces the diagnostics for the
beginning and final part of events in lexical and grammatical aspects. Section 2.3 is a review
of theoretical approaches to progressives/imperfectives, dealing with the famous
imperfective paradox with an intensional semantics, and takes a look at Altshuler’s proposal
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for the Russian imperfective, which bears a close resemblance to the Atayal unmarked/plain
form in exhibiting a (non-)culminating effect conditioned by event type. Section 2.4 provides
a preliminary picture for Atayal lexical aspectual classes. Sections 2.5-2.6 discuss the
aspectual properties of predicates in unmarked forms and in the aspect cyux/nyux and detail
my analysis. Section 2.7 summarizes this chapter.

2.2 Diagnosing initial and final points of events
I begin this section by giving an overview of aspect and discussing the close interrelatedness
between grammatical aspect and lexical aspect. I then review the common diagnostics
employed in the literature for initial and final points of events, which I will apply to diagnose
the meaning of the aspect-and-verb complex in Atayal.

2.2.1 Interrelatedness of viewpoint aspect and lexical aspect
In the study of aspect, two types of information always interrelate: viewpoint/grammatical
aspect and lexical aspect/Aktionsart. In one approach, the role of viewpoint aspect has been
analyzed as expressing different perspectives whereby the speaker chooses to frame the
temporal course of a situation (Comrie 1976, Smith 1997, among others). Another
sophisticated approach characterizes these perspectives as reference times (Reichenbach
1947, Klein 1994, Kratzer 1998), and the role of viewpoint aspect is to relate the runtime of
an eventuality to the reference time denoted by the tense. Lexical aspect refers to aspectual
characteristics of the eventuality denoted by verbal expressions, typically by a verb and its
complements (and/or its subject and modifiers) (Declerck 1979, Verkuyl 1989, 1993, among
others). Verbs can be grouped into several classes with properties shared with certain verbs
but not others (Vendler 1957, Comrie 1976, Dowty 1977, Moens 1987, Smith 1997, S.
Rothstein 2004, among others; see Tatevosov 2003 for a review of different classifications of
lexical

aspect);

common

classes

are

activities,

accomplishments,

achievements,

semelfactives, and states. In English, activities differ from accomplishments in telicity,
whereas both classes differ from achievements in durativity. Semelfactives are atelic
instantaneous events such as knock at the door, blink, and hiccup. Unlike eventive classes,
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states are shown to be non-dynamic and homogeneous, which means that they have no
internal change.
Although the two types of aspect can be clearly defined, it is empirically impossible
to observe the meaning of either lexical or viewpoint aspect directly, because when situated
in a sentence, predicates always carry both types of aspect.20 Instead, the classification of
lexical aspect is indirectly deduced from similar behaviors of a group of predicates in
different viewpoint aspects, and in various kinds of temporal inference patterns, and vice
versa, the meaning of a viewpoint aspect is often determined based on the semantics that it
consistently contributes to different lexical classes. Therefore I assume that analyses of
aspectual systems in languages depend on understanding both types of aspect, as well as on
assumptions about the input to the aspects.

2.2.2 Diagnosing initial and final points of events
In Smith’s (1997) theory, lexical and viewpoint aspects interact but are formulated as two
independent components of the overall aspectual meaning of an utterance. Adopting
Discourse Representation Theory, which develops a representation of the dynamic semantic
structure of a discourse (including entities, properties, and the relationships between them),
Smith characterizes the lexical aspect of a sentence as a “situation entity” and the viewpoint
aspect as a property of the temporal interval introduced with every sentence. This property
states what portion of a situation entity is visible in the temporal interval, specifically,
whether the endpoints and/or internal stages of a situation entity are encoded. Smith argues
for three types of viewpoint aspect, perfective, imperfective, and neutral, the first two of
which will be discussed here with English as examples. The neutral aspect, which is absent
in English but is relevant to Atayal unmarked predicates, will be reviewed in Section 2.5.4.
There are several semantic tests that Smith applies for the aspectual meaning of
English perfective and imperfective aspect; note that the imperfective aspect in fact refers to
the progressive aspect, which Smith considers to be a subtype of imperfective that applies
only to non-statives, and the perfective aspect refers to sentences without the progressive.
20

The problem of observing directly the meaning of the input is referred to as ‘the problem of indirect
access’ in Zucchi (1999) in his assessment of the approaches to the English progressive in the literature, which
involve different assumptions about the meaning of the bare predicate.
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Conjunction tests, which concern whether a viewpoint aspect presents a telic event as open
or closed in a given sentence, are based on the compatibility of the targeted sentence with an
assertion that the event was terminated without completion, or continues. If the sentence
entails a completed event, conjoining it with assertions of non-completion or continuation
will cause a contradiction. For example, the accomplishment predicate ‘walked to school’ in
(37)a is neither compatible with an assertion that Mary didn’t complete her walk nor one that
her walk is still proceeding at the utterance time; this shows that the simple past form in the
first conjunct (analyzed as perfective by Smith) entails the final point of the event (i.e., the
event must complete and stop).
(37)

a. # Mary walked to school but she didn’t actually get there.
b. # Mary walked to school and she's still walking.

(Smith 1997: 64)

In contrast, the (a) and (b) examples of (38) are entirely reasonable because the first conjunct
doesn’t mean that Mary completed or stopped her walk to school; therefore, the final point of
the accomplishment event is not entailed in a progressive sentence.
(38)

a.

Mary was walking to school but she didn’t actually get there.

b. Mary was walking to school and she’s still walking.

(Smith 1997: 64)

However, Smith indicates that the presence of culmination entailments depends on
the aspectual class of the predicate; she points out that perfective activities in English are
interpreted as having terminated but not as having culminated, as given in (39).
(39)

# Lily swam in the pond and she may still be swimming.

(Smith 1997: 67)

According to Smith, the result of the continuation test shows that the perfective imposes an
implicit bound to activities, which is an arbitrary final point (p. 25); perfective activities may
also have explicit bounds, as when they appear with certain time adverbials, e.g., from 2 to 3,
for an hour (p. 23). In short, the English perfective consistently conveys “final points” whose
meaning however varies according to the event type: Telic events have natural final points,
while atelic events have arbitrary ones.
Note that in this sense, the term “final point” covers both culmination and termination
points. The two notions appear to coincide for English perfective accomplishments:
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Culmination effects are similar to not being able to continue, but I still distinguish them
because the two criteria do not always coincide in languages. For example, accomplishments
in Hindi and Thai need not entail culmination (i.e., inherent final points of telic events do not
have to be reached) but cannot continue (i.e., terminated final points exist) (see M. Singh
1998 on Hindi, and Koenig and Muansuwan 2000 on Thai). The event continuation test is
thus sometimes utilized to argue for whether the maximal part of an event (realized in the
actual world) is included in the reference time (e.g., Koenig and Muansuwan 2000, Altshuler
2014; see Section 2.3.3).
Another test involves temporal clauses including before- and after- clauses, and
when- clauses. According to Smith, before- and after- clauses require successive events, and
to be successive, an endpoint of one event must follow that of the other; that is, the main
clause must have a closed viewpoint aspect, usually perfective. (40) shows that a progressive
sentence is not possible with an after-clause.
(40)

?* Herbert was hiding the loot after the telephone rang.

(Smith 1997: 74)

Smith argues that when-clauses that consist of instantaneous events (as well as momentary
adverbials) induce either a successive or inceptive reading with perfective sentences
depending on the event type, but an overlapping reading with progressive ones (see also
Dowty 1979, S. Rothstein 2004). For instance, in (41)a, the inception of the swimming event
takes place at or right after the bell rang, whereas in (41)b, the entire event of Bill’s leaving
occurs simultaneously or immediately with the bell’s ringing.21
(41)

a. Mary swam when the bell rang.
b. Bill left when the bell rang.

(Smith 1997: 64)

By contrast, both examples in (42) give rise to an overlapping reading: (42)a means that
Mary was already swimming when the bell rang, while (42)b means that when the bell rang,
Bill was in the middle of leaving (or a preliminary process leading up to it).

21

Unlike activities and achievements, however, there is a disagreement in the literature with respect to the
readings for accomplishments modified by punctual clauses/adverbials in English (Bar-el 2005: 144-147). Barel conducts a small study of native speakers’ judgments on this, and shows that the preferred reading is an allat-once or instantaneous reading.
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(42)

a.

Mary was swimming when the bell rang.

b.

Bill was leaving when the bell rang.

(Smith 1997: 64)

Thus, when-clauses similarly show that sequential readings only arise for perfective events
but not for progressive ones. Smith hence argues that progressive aspect does not
semantically include initial points of events, unlike the perfective.
Bar-el (2005) designs a set of diagnostics for the presence of initial and final points of
perfective predicates in Skwxwú7mesh (or Squamish, Central Salish). She builds upon
Smith’s diagnostics discussed above as well as some language-internal tests. Based on the
results of these tests, Bar-el argues that Skwxwú7mesh differs from English with respect to
the meaning of accomplishment verbs: While English accomplishments have intrinsic final
points, Skwxwú7mesh accomplishments lack them; final points in Skwxwú7mesh
accomplishments are an implicature.
An important divergence from Smith when utilizing conjunction tests and punctual
when-clauses is that Bar-el argues that these tests diagnose the semantics of an aspectual
class instead of that of a viewpoint aspect. According to Bar-el, initial and final points of
events represent beginning and ending changes of state in the denotation of a given predicate;
in this way an initial point is a distinct beginning part of the event, while the
presence/absence of final points is equivalent to (a)telicity. This divergence is based on
empirical arguments: Skwxwú7mesh sentences without an overt imperfective aspect are
analyzed as perfective. Assuming that the Skwxwú7mesh perfective is like the standard one,
if a predicate has final points, the perfective will ensure that the final point has been reached
within the reference time, and in the lexical classes of Squamish, achievements indeed
behave as standard perfectives in entailing culminations (p. 135). Likewise for initial points,
Bar-el attributes them to the representation of lexical classes, and argues that initial points
account for the inceptive reading induced by punctual clauses/adverbials. Yet in order for the
event to fit into a punctual reference time, Bar-el additionally proposes a shift operation
which turns the whole event into an instantaneous type; Turner (2014) however points out
that if a type shift is needed anyway, there is no benefit to analyzing the predicate with initial
points to start with. Turner instead suggests that inceptive readings induced by when-clauses
need not be taken to be a property of lexical predicates but are normal sequential readings
observed for perfective aspect.
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As discussed in the last subsection, I consider there to be no direct access to the
meaning of lexical aspect and viewpoint aspect individually; instead what we observe
through varied means is the meaning of both types of aspect as a whole. Therefore, I will
assume that the diagnostics discussed above test the property of the event described by the
predicate-and-aspect complex—both the lexical aspect and viewpoint aspect that the
predicate carries. For example, the conjunction tests tell us whether or not the viewpoint
event described by the complex entails culmination. Whether it is the predicate or the aspect
that encodes a final point is part of the analysis after considering the interaction between
lexical aspect and viewpoint aspect and the entire grammatical system in the language.
I will apply culmination cancellation and event continuation tests, and readings
induced by punctual clauses, using the terminology in Bar-el (2005), to Atayal unmarked
predicates in Section 2.5.2, and to cyux/nyux-marked predicates in Section 2.6.2. The
rationale for using these diagnostics is recapitulated in (43)-(45). The same set of tests will
be applied to wal-marked predicates in Chapter 3.
(43)

Culmination cancellation
Is it felicitous to continue the sentence in question with an assertion that the described
telic event is not completed? If the continuation is judged infelicitous, the predicateand-aspect complex entails culmination; if felicitous, there is no entailment of
culmination.

(44)

Event continuation
Is it felicitous to continue the sentence in question with a clause that asserts that the
event may have continued? If it is infelicitous, the predicate-and-aspect complex
entails termination; it doesn’t otherwise.

(45)

Readings induced by punctual clauses
If initial points are present in the predicate-and-aspect complex, then we expect that a
punctual when-clause (which picks out an instantaneous event) induces an inceptive
reading, where the initial point of the event is either simultaneous with or successive
to the instantaneous event in the when-clause.
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2.3 Reference to event stages
In this section, I review the so-called imperfective paradox, and zoom in on Landman’s
(1992) and Altshuler’s (2014) proposal for event stages, which I will implement to explain
the properties of Atayal unmarked predicates and those of the aspect cyux/nyux.

2.3.1 The imperfective paradox and modal semantics
Analyses of English progressive sentences have been concerned with the imperfective
paradox, which refers to the phenomenon whereby progressive-marked sentences containing
an accomplishment do not entail the truth of their perfective or perfect counterparts (Bennett
and Partee 1978/2004, Dowty 1977, 1979). As illustrated in (46), if an activity event is a
process of John running, it can also be seen as an instantiation of a running event; therefore
(46)a entails (46)b. But this is not true of accomplishment predicates, as shown by the fact
that a process of building a house is not sufficient to make the building event true; that is, the
inference from (47)a to (47)b is not valid.
(46)

a. John was running. →

b. John ran.

(47)

a. John was building a house. ↛

b. John built a house.

Importantly, the paradox is based on the assumption that accomplishments lexically encode
the final point of the event in their perfective forms; if (47)b did not entail culmination, (47)a
would not involve the issue of entailment failure. With this reasoning, it follows that
progressive sentences only describe a sub-event of the accomplishment event, without
asserting that the endpoint is completed.
In Bennett and Partee’s (1978/2004) analysis based on interval semantics, given in
(48), the truth of a progressive sentence depends on a superinterval at which the nonprogressive counterpart is true.
(48)

[PROG 𝜙] is true at I if and only if I is a moment of time, there exists an interval of
time I′ such that I is in I′, I is not an endpoint for I′, and 𝜙 is true at I′.
(adapted from Bennett and Partee 2004: 71)
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Bennett and Partee ascribe the difference between (46) and (47) to the subinterval property of
predicates. John was running is true at I when there is an interval I′ which contains I such
that John run is true at I′. Since John run is an activity, and has the subinterval property, it
follows that the past counterpart John ran is true. The situation is different for an
accomplishment: John was building a house is true at I when there is an interval I′ which
contains I such that John builds a house is true at I′; John builds a house however does not
have the subinterval property, and hence John builds a house, even though it is true at I′,
cannot be true of all of its subintervals; therefore, John built a house is not true of I. The
requirement “not an endpoint subinterval” captures the fact that an accomplishment event
being in progress at a certain period does not mean that an accomplishment event is
completed at that period.
However, this explanation wrongly predicts an entailment from a present progressive
(or a future progressive) to a future perfect one. For example, for John is building a house to
be true, its non-progressive counterpart must also be true at an interval including the present
and extending into the future, and this predicts that John will have built a house is true. The
prediction is incorrect since John is building a house can be true even if John might never
finish building his house. According to Dowty (1977: 57), all these inferences fail for the
same reason: The progressive only entails that the culmination of an accomplishment event is
a “possible outcome”. Similarly, an event in progress at a certain period possibly, but not
necessarily, continues beyond that period, as Bennett and Partee’s analysis of the progressive
would require; for instance, the period of watching television in (49) is naturally understood
as stopping at the time of John’s falling asleep:
(49)

John was watching television when he fell asleep.

(Dowty 1977: 60)

That being said, the imperfective paradox arises because of modality. Thus, Dowty differs
from Bennett and Partee in assigning the truth value of the progressive relative to an interval
I as well as a possible world w.
Dowty (1977) provides an analysis in terms of a branching time structure proposed
by Thomason (1970). The branching time model is constructed to capture alternative
possible futures into which the actual world could develop at the next moment (i.e., there is
unsettledness of the future in contrast to the past); each branch in the structure represents a
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possible future which shares the same history as the actual world up to a fixed moment. The
idea is that the progressive is true at an interval which belongs to a larger and later-ending
interval in some possible future(s) if and only if the non-progressive counterpart is true at
that interval in that world. As illustrated by Figure 2.1 (adapted from Dowty 1977: 63), the
initial subinterval of 𝜙   is actualized, but the final subinterval may or may not lie in the
possible future of I that turns out to be the actual one. Thus, in the case of accomplishments,
which typically culminate in the final subinterval, the culmination point need not exist in the
actual world.
𝜙 is true

I

Figure 2.1 Dowty’s (1977) analysis of the progressive in a branching time structure
In Dowty’s (1979) revised analysis, the condition on possible worlds is termed inertia
worlds, abbreviated as Inr, and the definition for the progressive is given as follows (Dowty
1979: 149):
(50)

[PROG ϕ] is true at <I,w> iff for some interval I' such that I⊂I' and I is not a final
subinterval for I', and for all w' such that w' ∈ Inr(<I,w>), ϕ is true at <I', w'>.

Inr(<I,w>) picks out those worlds “which are exactly like the given world up to the time in
question and in which the future course of events after this time develops in ways most
compatible with the past course of events” (p.148). In short, inertia worlds are the set of
worlds where the “natural course of events” takes place (p.148). Thus, (50) says essentially
that a progressive sentence is true at a certain interval iff there is a larger and later-ending
interval than the interval at which the progressive is evaluated where the non-progressive
counterpart would be true under normal circumstances. This analysis captures that the result
of an accomplishment event is only required to exist in the inertia worlds at that larger
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interval, despite unexpected interruptions that may happen in the actual world. The “natural
course of events” however suffers from a problem when interruptions which happen in the
actual world are inevitable (Vlach 1981, Landman 1992), which I will return to in the next
section.
Since Dowty (1977, 1979), it has been generally assumed that explaining the
imperfective paradox requires modality to be part of the meaning of the progressive, and
there are various modifications of the theory as to how the relevant possible worlds are
identified (see Asher 1992, Landman 1992, Bonomi 1997, Portner 1998, among others; see
Portner 2011 for a detailed review).22

2.3.2 Landman’s (1992) event stages
Landman (1992) deals with an interruption problem that Dowty’s (1979) analysis runs into
(which he attributes to Vlach 1981). On Dowty’s analysis, Mary’s crossing of the street in
(51) is predicted to be false because “both Mary’s crossing and the truck are following their
natural course of events and this, unfortunately for Mary, normally ends in a collision (p.
11).” This happens crucially because the truck also takes its normal course, and necessarily
hits Mary in any of the inertia worlds if no miracle happens.
(51)

Mary was crossing the street, when the truck hit her.

(Landman 1992: 10)

Landman argues that the relevant worlds are not those in which everything takes its
normal course of events, but rather those in which the event is not interrupted; in the case of
(51), we should be able to ignore the trajectory of the truck. Deciding which event is required
22

A different approach to the semantics of the progressive without involving modality is offered by Parsons
(1989, 1990). For Parsons, a progressive sentence and its corresponding non-progressive correlate are both
primitives, without one being defined in terms of another. In other words, the perfective correlate of a
progressive sentence is not the base form as in Dowty’s analysis; the base form in Parsons’ analysis can denote
a set of completed and non-completed VP-events (or, undetermined between the two, see Zucchi 1999). A
progressive and a non-progressive sentence differ in whether they restrict the set of events denoted by the
predicate to ones that are in development at an interval (i.e., the event goes on for a while), or to ones that
culminate at that interval. This analysis is hence immune to the imperfective paradox, since in the case of
accomplishments, an event that holds at an interval does not imply that it culminates at that or any other
interval. However, when this analysis is applied to verbs of creation, the denotation of their progressive forms
entails that an object is brought into existence by the creation activity; for instance, saying that the event of
drawing a picture holds entails the existence of an incomplete picture; although Parsons expands his ontology to
include partial entities and contends that this is not a problem, this aspect of the analysis has been criticized (see
Landman 1992, Zucchi 1999; but see Szabó 2004, 2008).
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to take its normal course requires explicit reference to events, and hence Landman’s analysis
makes use of events. The main idea is that if an event is interrupted in the actual world, one
looks at a world similar to the actual world in which that event continues except for the
interruption. The semantics of the progressive, as given in (52), is argued to be a function
from a VP denotation (i.e., a set of events) to a set of events that is going to develop into that
VP denotation:
(52)

PROG(e, P)

w,g

= 1 iff ∃e' ∃w':<e', w'> ∈ CON(e, w) and P

w',g

(e') = 1, where

CON(e, w) is the continuation branch of e in w. (adapted from Landman 1992: 27)
PROG(e, P) is true in the actual world w iff there is an event e' that realizes the event type P,
of which the event e is a stage, and e' is in w', which is in the continuation branch for e in w.
This paraphrase contains two necessary ingredients: event stages and the continuation
branch of an event, as defined below (adapted from S. Rothstein 2004: 46):
(53)

a.

An event e is a stage of event e' if it develops into e'. Let e be an event that
goes on in w at i. Let e' be an event that goes on in w' at j, where i is a subinterval
of j. e' is a continuation of e iff e is a stage of e'.

b.

The continuation branch for e in w, CON(e, w), is a set of pairs of events and
worlds which allows you to trace the development of an event stage if it stops in a
world.

The concept of event stages follows the partitive analysis, which describes a
progressive sentence as a partial realization of an event by analogy with the analysis of
nominals (Bach 1986, Link 1987, and Krifka 1992). Assuming that events are partially
ordered by a relation “part-of” and a relation “stage-of”, Landman proposes that a stage of an
event is a special sort of part of that event, which shares certain characteristics with that
event: “Not every part of [an event] at an interval is a stage of e; to be a stage, a part has to
be big enough and share enough with e so that we can call it a less developed version of e”
(p. 23). In other words, “an event is a stage of another event if the second can be regarded as
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a more developed version of the first” (p. 23).23 An event stage can develop into different
events in possible worlds.
The continuation branch is the smallest set of possible worlds in which all of the
event’s stages are realized. If an event stage e (which sufficiently instantiates the event in the
VP denotation) develops into an event e' in the VP denotation in w, then the progressive
sentence is true. If e is interrupted in w, then we jump to the closest possible world where e
was not interrupted to see if it develops into an event in the VP denotation there. The closest
world to w is the world w' which is identical to w except it allows e to continue and not be
interrupted. If e is interrupted again, we jump to the next closest world, and so on; this is
illustrated by Figure 2.2 (adapted from Landman 1992: 27), where f, g, and h represent
different event stages of e in different worlds w, v, and z. The same process can be repeated
until we reach a world where there is an event in the denotation of the VP (but see the
refinement below).
world w

e

f
f

world v
wold z

e

f
f

g
g

f

e
f

g
g

h
h

Figure 2.2 Development of an event in possible worlds in Landman (1992)
Examples like (54) however present a challenge to this proposal: In a normal scenario,
(54) should be judged false since Mary could at best kill a couple of soldiers before she gets
killed; but if we jump to the closest world where the soldier is removed before she gets
killed, and repeat this until the rest of the Roman army is wiped out, (54) will be predicted to
be true.
(54)

Mary was wiping out the Roman army.

(Landman 1992: 18)

23

The reason that “stage-of” rather than “part-of” is required in the progressive is that “we cannot say that
when an event stops in a world, there is no bigger event of which it is part in that world, but we can say that
when it stops, there is no bigger event in the world of which it is a stage” (Landman 1992: 23).
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Landman argues that unlike the case in (51), in which the interruption is external to the event
stage, what is relevant to (54) is that Mary has no inherent capacity to wipe out the Roman
army in the real world (e.g., considering the balance of strength between her and the army),
so after continuing the event every time a soldier gets her for a while, we will end up in a
world that is no longer reasonable. According to Landman, a world being a reasonable option
for e in w is roughly defined as: “there is a reasonable chance on the basis of what is internal
to e in w that that e continues in w as far as it does in [that world]” (p. 25), and the
continuation branch stops if an event continues in a world that is no longer reasonable. To
refine again, a progressive instantiates a process of an event that would develop further and
further reasonably—this however hinges on the notion of reasonable options (e.g., what can
be considered to be an internal property of an event), but it is left vague in Landman’s
proposal; see Portner (1998) for an alterative analysis within the framework of Kratzer’s
modal theory without the notion of reasonable options.

2.3.3 Event stages and the effect of Aktionsart: Altshuler (2014)
The modal facet of the English progressive has been extended to imperfectives in other
languages (Bonomi 1997, Cipria and Roberts 2000, Deo 2009, Altshuler 2014, Arregui et al.
2014, Louie 2015, among others), which similarly exhibit the imperfective paradox.
The modal facet has even been extended to non-culminating accomplishments in
perfectives (Koenig and Muansuwan 2000, Bar-el 2005, Tatevosov 2008, among others; see
also Section 2.5.6). Below I single out Altshuler’s (2014) analysis of Russian imperfective
for a review because it addresses a difference in culmination entailments among telic
predicates, which Atayal unmarked forms and the aspect cyux/nyux share.
From a cross-linguistic perspective, it does not seem surprising that the Russian
imperfective gives rise to a defeasible inference for accomplishments: An imperfective
accomplishment can be felicitously followed up by a denial that the described event is
culminated, as shown in (55). 24 It is however unexpected that achievements in the
imperfective always lead to a culmination entailment, as shown in (56).

24

The terms “perfective” and “imperfective” in Russian grammars have been used for derivational
morphemes on verbs (Borik 2006, Altshuler 2010), as schematized in (i):
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(55)

a.

Ja dočit-yva-l

poslednie stročki pis’ma.

I read.up-IPFV-PST last

lines

letter

‘I (have) read the last lines of the letter.’
b.

Xotja

ja ne do-čita-l

even.though I

do

konca.

he PFV-read-PST.3SG until end

‘Even though I did not finish it.’
(56)

K nam priezža-l
to us

otec

(Altshuler 2014: 743)

domoj, (# no on ne smog najti naš dom).

arrive.IPFV-PST father home

but he not able find our house

‘Father came to see us at home, but was unable to find our house.’25

(ibid.: 742)

In the spirit of Landman’s framework, Altshuler (2014) extends the analysis of the
English progressive to the Russian imperfective aspect, and replaces Landman’s continuation
branch with a STAGE operator. A STAGE operator denotes a function that returns (proper or
non-proper) VP-event stages from VP-events. Altshuler proposes that the Russian
imperfective denotes the STAGE operator in (57), which combines with a set of events P and
requires an event e’ that is instantiated in the actual world w* to be a part of a P-event e in a
world w.
(57)

a.
b.

IPFV

M, g

= λP λe' ∃e ∃w[STAGE(e', e, w*, w, P)]

STAGE(e', e, w*, w, P) M, g = 1 iff (i)–(iv) holds:
(i) The history of g(w) is the same as the history of g(w*) up to and including
τ(g(e'))
(ii) g(w) is a reasonable option for g(e') in g(w*)
(iii) P M,g (e, w) = 1
(iv) g(e') ⊆ g(e)

(Altshuler 2014: 754)

The requirements in (57)b-i to (57)b-iii encompass the core components of Landman’s
proposal for how events are perceived in possible worlds. (57)b-ii is crucial to ensure that the
world w in which the event stage e' can be continued is not any possible world that is similar
(i) (plain) imperfective à prefixed perfective à prefixed perfective + imperfective suffix
The imperfective suffix (using the suffixes -a-, -va-, or -va/-yva, sometimes realized as suppletion, e.g., the verb
priezžal in (56)) is the focus here, also referred to as “secondary imperfective”.
25
The English translation ‘came to see’, which is atelic, doesn’t fully reflect the intended entailment in
Russian.
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to our world and includes the runtime of e', but must be a reasonable one; what counts as the
set of reasonable options for an event stage follows Landman’s description: It is solely based
on what is inherent to that stage.
(57)b-iv is newly introduced by Altshuler; it says that the actual event e' is a possibly
non-proper part of the event continued in some possible world. How does this lead to the
culmination entailment difference like in (55) vs. (56)? Altshuler assumes that in contrast to
non-achievement events, which have proper parts, achievement events denote a set of events
without proper parts; in other words, they are atomic, containing one single stage which is
identical to the event itself.26 Thus, in the application of (57)b-iv, an atomic stage will
trivially develop into itself in the actual world and presumably in every other possible world,
and hence an achievement is expected to have a culmination entailment. By contrast,
accomplishment events comprise at least two stages, any of which can satisfy the truthconditions of the imperfective, and no culmination is entailed. Minimally modifying (57)b-iv
into a proper stage requirement, g(e') ⊂ g(e), according to Altshuler, predicts the meaning of
the English progressive, since the progressive fails to combine with achievements, which
have no proper stages (unless achievements are coerced into events with a preparatory stage
to which the progressive can apply, as in e.g., S. Rothstein 2004).
Altshuler also argues that a maximal stage requirement, as given in (58), is
parameterized with respect to whether it is imposed on STAGE operators in languages:
(58)

∀e'' [(g(e') ⊆ e'' ∧ e'' ⊂ g(e)) → P

M,g

(e'', w*) = 0]

(Altshuler 2014: 761)

(58) says that the output of a STAGE operator must be the maximal stage of the VP-event
(i.e., there cannot be an event that is bigger than e' in w* that has the property P), which is
satisfied when either a VP-event culminates or ceases to develop in the actual world. This
requirement is intended to distinguish perfective and imperfective aspect: The perfective
requires a maximal stage of the VP-event, and the imperfective requires only a stage of the
VP-event, which need not be maximal (see also Filip 2008). Altshuler proposes that this
parameter minimally differentiates the Russian imperfective and the Hindi Simple Verb (SV)

26

This is different from proposals where achievement events are assumed to have no stages (e.g., S.
Rothstein 2004).
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perfective.27 Both the Russian imperfective and the Hindi SV perfective are compatible with
the non-culmination of telic events, but unlike the Russian imperfective, which allows an
ongoing reading, as in (59)a, the Hindi simple verb perfective is subject to the maximal stage
requirement in (58) in addition to the requirements in (57), which explains why it is not
possible for the event in (59)b to continue at the speech time.
(59)

a.

Russian imperfective
Ja e-l

tort, i

sejčas prodolžaju ego est’.

I eat.IPFV- PST.1SG cake and now continue

it

eat.INF

‘I was eating cake and now I am still eating it.’
b.

Hindi perfective
# maayaa-ne biskuT-ko khaa-yaa aur use ab tak khaa rahii hai.
Maya-ERG cookie-ACC eat-PFV

and it still eat

PROG

Intended for ‘Maya was eating the cookie, and is still eating it.’

be.PRS
(ibid.: 759)

By parameterizing the requirements on STAGE operators, Altshuler establishes a crosslinguistic typology for aspectual markers, which I will examine in Section 2.5.8 against the
facts for Atayal unmarked predicates.

2.4 A preliminary picture of Atayal lexical aspectual
classes
In this section, I establish basic Atayal lexical aspectual classes for exploring the meaning of
viewpoint aspects; the goal is not to identify all possible lexical classes or to exhaust
differences between them. Lexical aspect typically interacts with viewpoint aspect in
languages; in Atayal, several distinctive aspectual classes will be revealed through their
interactions with the targeted morphemes: unmarked forms (Section 2.5), cyux/nyux (Section
2.6), and wal (Chapter 3). Thus this section serves as a preview of the results of
systematically applying the above-mentioned diagnostics for initial and final points of events
27

Hindi also has a complex verb perfective which leads to culmination entailments for accomplishments;
see M. Singh (1991, 1998) for the details.
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(see (43)-(45) above for the summarized definitions) to a couple of lexical verbs marked by
these aspectual morphemes.28 I also discuss additional tests for distinguishing some lexical
classes.
An important note about interactions between lexical aspect and voice is that I only
assume a correlation for a group of transitive verbs. These verbs allow an alternation
between actor-voice and patient-voice forms, which I treat as the distinction between
activities and accomplishments. For example, kbalay (AV) and kblazyun (PV) both mean
‘make, fix, do’ and can take an object, but with the former, the object is indefinite and nonspecific, whereas for the latter, it is specific or definite (S. Chen 2012); as a result, they show
different behaviors in the viewpoint aspect with respect to the tests for final points of events.
This will be discussed throughout this chapter and Chapter 3, in which I often demonstrate
tests with the same verb kbalay (activity) vs. kblazyun (accomplishment); similar verbs
include maniq/niqun ‘eat’, mnbuw/nbun ‘drink’, tmahuk/thkun ‘cook’, etc.

2.4.1 Inchoative and homogeneous states
Unmarked stative verbs in Atayal can be interpreted either as inchoative states or
homogeneous states. (60) and (61) show that the same verb krahu’ ‘big’ can describe an
inception into the state of being big or a permanent state; note that the final particle la is
preferably required with the inchoative/inceptive reading in (60).29
(60)

Context: You saw your friend’s kid Tali’ after a long time.
krahu’ qu

Tali’ la.

big.AV

Tali’

ABS

PRT

‘Tali’ got big/grew up.’

28

The selection of the verbs takes into consideration voice alternation; for example, intransitive and
transitive verbs in both the actor voice and a non-actor voice are tested.
29
The particle la is especially preferred in out of the blue contexts. However, in at least one example with
modification by a temporal adverb, la is not present:
(i) Context: Telling your friend what happened yesterday at your house:
m-bka’
qu tubung shira’
ru
maymaw=sami
m-nkux kwara’=myan.
AV-break ABS window yesterday CONJ so.that=1PL.EXCL.ABS AV-scare all=1PL.EXCL.GEN
‘The window got broken yesterday so we all got scared.’
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(61)

Context: You are trying to remind me of who is who among our new friends. “Tali’ is
big and Temu’ is small.”
krahu’ qu

Tali’.

big.AV

Tali’

ABS

‘Tali’ is big.’
With a punctual when-clause, the same stative verb mbka’ ‘break, (get) broken’ can obtain an
inceptive reading or an overlapping reading; again, the particle la is present with the
inceptive reading.
(62)

m-bka’

qu

tubung sa

m-zyup=saku’

blihun la.

AV-break

ABS

window LOC

AV-enter=1SG.ABS

door

(Inchoative)

PRT

‘The window got broken when I entered the room.’
(63)

m-bka’

qu

tubung

sa

m-zyup=saku’

AV-break

ABS

window

LOC AV-enter=1SG.ABS

blihun.

(Homogeneous)

door

‘The window was broken when I entered the room.’
Since I have not investigated conditions on the presence/absence of la, I have to leave
aside for now the issue of whether to attribute states’ inchoativity to la. One proposal could
be that stative predicates are not ambiguous but only homogeneous, and that they are
interpreted as inchoative in the presence of la. There are several initial considerations to
disfavor this idea. First, la also accompanies predicates which are themselves lexically
inchoative, as in (64), in which la would be redundant if it encoded inchoativity.
(64)

nyux

t’aring m-s-qsya’

qu

baliq qani la.

PROG.PROX

start.AV

ABS

iron this

AV-VBZR-water

PRT

‘This block of iron has started to dissolve.’
(Jianshi Squliq, X.-S. Wu 2008: 40; original translation in Mandarin)
Second, la doesn’t always give rise to an inchoativity effect. Gorbunova (2015b)
shows that in Pyanan Squliq (spoken in Nanshan Village, Datong Township, Yilan County),
la can have an unexpected earliness effect as with ‘already’ for predicates with an overt
aspect, as shown in (65), and can also contribute to a universal perfect reading, as shown in
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(66). Gorbunova proposes that la is a discontinuity marker (or an iamitive marker, borrowing
the terminology of Olsson 2013), which locates the focus time after (or at) some changepoint.
(65)

niu

m-qwalax la.

PROG.PROX AV-rain

PRT

‘It is raining already.’ / ≠ ‘It started to be raining.’
(66)

lukus=maku’

qa

clothes=1SG.GEN that

ga, tiugal n’abi p-<in>lukus=mu
TOP

three day

la.

CAUS-<E.PST.PV>clothes=1SG.GEN PRT

‘I have been wearing these clothes for three days (still wearing them).’
≠ ‘I wore these clothes for three days (not wearing them any more).’ (OK without la)
((65)-(66): Yilan Pyanan, Gorbunova 2015b; morpheme glosses modified)
For the time being, I regard unmarked stative predicates as ambiguous between inchoative
and homogeneous states; that is, they are ambiguous based on whether they encode an initial
change of state.30
It is noteworthy that unlike verbal states, nominal predicates cannot have inchoative
readings. In an inchoative context, the nominal predicate is rejected, either when it is present
alone or with the particle la, as shown in (67)a and (67)b-b’. The intended reading is
rendered by a verbalized predicate and the aspect wal in (67)c.31

30

An alternative hypothesis is that change of state readings arise due to coercion in contexts that are
incompatible with a stative predicate (see Koontz-Garboden 2007). Given that the final particle la signals some
change (Gorbunova 2015b), a state is coerced into a change-of-state in the presence of la, but can also be
coerced in other contexts (e.g., (i) in fn. 29), or in the presence of other operators, in particular, the progressive
cyux/nyux and the perfective-perfect wal (e.g., 0 and 0).
31
Similarly, nominal statives cannot co-occur with the aspect cyux/nyux, as in (i)a, unless they are
verbalized, as in (i)b. The difference between wal-marked and cyux-marked statives is discussed in Chapter 3,
Section 3.5.4.
(i) a. * cyux
tayal qu hiya
la.
PROG.DIST Atayal ABS 3SG.N
PRT
Intended for ‘He has become an Atayal.’
Consultant’s comment: “No. You only say Tayal hiya’ or Hiya’ ga tayal. If you want to use cyux, you
say cyux m’tayal hiya’ la.”
b. cyux
m-’-tayal
hiya’ la.
PROG.DIST AV-VBZR-Atayal 3SG.N PRT
‘He has become an Atayal.’
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(67)

Context: Tali’ is Chinese but he has a lot of Atayal friends and is influenced by them in
many aspects. In his Atayal friends’ eyes, he has become an Atayal.
a. # Tali’ hiya’ ga
Tali’

EMP

TOP

’tayal.
Atayal

‘Tali’ is an Atayal.’
b. * Tali’ hiya’ ga
Tali’

EMP

TOP

’tayal

la.

Atayal

PRT

Intended for ‘Tali’, he has become an Atayal.’
b’. *’tayal qu
Atayal

ABS

Tali’ (hiya’) la.
Tali’

EMP

PRT

Intended for ‘Tali’ has become an Atayal.’
c.

wal

m-’tayal

qu Tali’ la.

PRF-PRF AV-Atayal ABS

Tali’

PRT

‘Tali’ has become an Atayal.’
In short, I conclude that states are ambiguous in the unmarked form, but they have
only inchoative readings when marked with the two aspects cyux/nyux and wal.

2.4.2 Activities/accomplishments, achievements/inchoative states, and
homogeneous states
Aspectually unmarked forms and the aspect cyux/nyux distinguish between (a) activities and
accomplishments, (b) achievements and inchoative states, and (c) homogeneous states. While
activities and accomplishments do not entail final points in these two forms (activities do not
terminate, and accomplishments do not culminate), achievements and inchoative states do
(achievements and inchoative states culminate). Moreover, homogeneous states in their
unmarked forms behave differently from all the other classes in possessing a simultaneous
reading with a when-clause instead of an inceptive reading. These facts will be presented in
Section 2.5 below.
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2.4.3 Activities vs. accomplishments
As mentioned above, unmarked activities and accomplishments do not entail culmination; in
other words, the two lexical classes in unmarked forms lack the usually assumed telicity
contrast. However, they show a telicity contrast in the aspect wal, where only
accomplishments culminate. The empirical facts supporting this claim will be presented in
Chapter 3, Section 3.3.
Table 2.2 gives a summary of the readings with these types of predicates, with a
preview of the results of diagnosing initial and final points (abbreviated as I and F) of the
event denoted by each type of predicate (see reference to the designated section).
Unmarked

PROG cyux/nyux

PFV-PRF wal

I

F

I

F

I

F

Activity

√

*

*

*

–

√ (termination)

Accomplishment

√

*

*

*

–

√ (culmination)

Achievement

√

√

–

√

–

√ (culmination)

Inchoative state

√

√

–

√

–

√ (culmination)

Homogeneous state

*

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Section reference

Section 2.5.2

Section 2.6.2

Section 3.3

(√: presence; *: absence; –: not relevant; N/A: not applicable)
Table 2.2 Characterizing Atayal eventualities in lexical aspect and viewpoint aspect
Note that cyux/nyux-marked achievements and inchoative states, and wal-marked eventive
sentences have result-state and anterior readings, respectively, and thus when-clauses only
diagnose their final points (see (138)-(139) in Section 2.6.2 and Chapter 3); for this reason,
their initial points are labeled as ‘not relevant’. Table 2.2 shows that (i) activities and
accomplishments behave exactly the same way, except for “termination” vs. “culmination”
with the aspect wal; (ii) achievements differ from activities and accomplishments but pattern
with inchoative states in all respects. In the next subsection, I exploit a language-specific
construction for distinguishing achievements and states.
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2.4.4

Achievements vs. states

To modify the duration of an event, Atayal can use an equative construction, which has a
temporal phrase in the initial predicate position, and the relativized noun ryax ‘time, day’ in
the nominal position. (68)-(69) give examples of activity verbs.
(68)

cyugal spung ryax m-qwas ni

Ciwas la.

three

Ciwas

hour

time

AV-sing ERG

PRT

‘Ciwas sang for three hours.’ (lit. ‘Three hours are the time of Ciwas’s singing.’)
(69)

cyugal spung ryax=nya’

m-nbuw

qwaw la.

three

AV-drink

wine

hour

time=3SG.GEN

PRT

‘He drank wine for three hours.’ (lit. ‘Three hours are his time of drinking wine.’)
Note that in the ryax-construction, the verb following ryax has to be in the actor voice, as
illustrated by (70). This follows the so-called AV-only restriction observed in the serial verb
construction and the adverbial construction (see L. Huang 1997, Shibatani and Huang 2006,
Maya Yeh and S. Huang 2009a, etc.), wh-movement, and relativization. As a result, we
expect accomplishment verbs, which typically take the patient voice, to be banned from the
ryax-construction.32
(70)

qutux kawas ryax=nya’
one

year

{kbalay/*kblay-un} ngasal qasa.

time=3SG.ERG make.AV/make-PV house that

‘He built that house for one year.’ (Lit. ‘One year is his time of building that … ’)
Now let us look at states and achievements. Achievement verbs cannot appear in the
ryax-construction, as shown in (71)-(72). The consultant’s comment in (71)a suggests that
the sentence would force an abnormally lengthy dying event; the correct rendition in this
context uses the nominalized form hinqilan ‘(the place/time of) someone’s dying’, as in
(71)b. I take the infelicity of non-nominalized achievements in the ryax-construction as
evidence that they are not durative. (72) illustrates a similar case with the achievement verb
tayhuk ‘arrive’.
32

Modification by the duration of an accomplishment event can be achieved by adding an adverbial
temporal phrase in wal-marked sentences (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.3).
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(71)

Context: You recall that today is the anniversary of a friend’s death. You sigh, “It has
been one year.”
a. # qutux kawas ryax=nya’
one

year

time=3SG.ERG

m-huqil la.
AV-DIE

PRT

‘He took one year to die.’ (Lit. ‘One year is his time of dying.’)
Consultant’s comment: “(Laughing a lot) You are saying it took him one year
from losing his last breath to being buried. Unless there is such a miracle…”
b.

qutux kawas h<in>qil-an=nya’

la.

one

PRT

year

die<E.PST.NMLZ>-LV=3SG.ERG

‘It has been one year since he died (lit. the time he died).’
(72)

Context: Rimuy is in charge of ordering textbooks for everyone, but some students
have not picked up their books. She complains: “It has been three days since the
books arrived!”
a. * cyugal ryax ryax tayhuk
three

day time arrive.AV

na

biru’ qasa la.

ERG

book that

PRT

Intended for ‘It has been three days since that book arrived.’
Consultant’s comment: “Wrong sentence”
b.

cyugal ryax ryax c<in>hk-an

na

biru’ qasa la.

three

ERG

book that

day

time arrive<E.PST.NMLZ>-LV

PRT

‘It has been three days since the time that book arrived.’
By contrast, the ryax-construction is available for stative verbs, as exemplified in (73) and
(74) for an individual-level and a stage-level state, respectively.
(73)

Context: (Spoken at the end of the year 2015) Tali’ used to be slim, but since 2014, he
has been fat.
qutux kawas ryax qthuy ni

Tali’ la.

one

Tali’

year

time fat.AV

ERG

PRT

‘Tali’ has been fat for one year. (Lit. ‘One year is the time of Tali’s being fat.’)
Consultant’s comment: “He has been fat for the whole year. He should do exercises.”
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(74)

Context: This window has been broken for one year. You wonder why they didn’t send
anyone to replace it.
ryax mbka’
time

na

AV-break ERG

tubung

qasa ga, qutux kawas la.

window that

TOP

one

year

PRT

‘For the time that window is broken, it has been one year.’ (Lit. ‘The time of that
window being broken is one year.’)
One issue is that since states are ambiguous between an inchoative and a homogeneous
reading, it is not clear whether the durative reading that they yield in the ryax-construction
comes from the result state of an inchoative state or the homogeneous state. Nevertheless, we
do have a clear contrast in durativity between stative verbs, which are compatible with the
ryax-construction, and achievement verbs, which are not. I leave for future research the
exploration of other useful tests for distinguishing the two classes (see e.g., Kiyota 2008,
Turner 2011, 2014 for Saanich (Salish)).

2.4.5 Summary
The results of the diagnostic tests are summarized in Table 2.3. In short, unmarked forms and
the aspect cyux/nyux divide eventualities between (i) activities and accomplishments, (ii)
achievements and inchoative states, and (iii) homogeneous states. The aspect wal further
distinguishes between activity and accomplishment events. Last, achievements contrast with
states and activities in lacking duration based on the infelicity of their presence in the ryaxconstruction. Therefore, I conclude that there are at least five lexical aspectual classes in
Atayal.
Final point? Unmarked

cyux/nyux

wal

ryax-construction

Activity

*

*

√ (termination)

√

Accomplishment

*

*

√ (culmination)

N/A

Achievement

√

√

√ (culmination)

*

Inchoative state

√

√

√ (culmination)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Homogeneous state

√

Table 2.3 Atayal lexical aspectual classes
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2.5 Aspectually unmarked predicates: The neutral aspect
Unmarked predicates are predicates that are only marked with a voice affix, without any
aspect marker. L. Huang (1993) and Zeitoun et al. (1996) characterize unmarked forms in
Atayal as allowing a simple past, a present progressive, or a present habitual reading, as
given in (75).
(75)

a.

m-ihiy=ku’

laqi’.

AV-beat=1SG.ABS

child

(Actor voice)

‘I beat (past) a child.’ / ‘I am beating a child.’ / ‘I (usually) beat child(ren).’
b.

bhiy-an=mu

laqi’.

(Non-actor voice)

beat-LV=1SG.ERG child

(Wulai Squliq, Zeitoun et al. 1996: 24-25;

‘I beat (past) the child.’

morpheme glosses modified)

However, there remain many empirical questions about the aspectual details of these
readings, for instance: What is the aspect of the past reading? Is it equivalent to its English
translation, which has been assumed to be perfective? Is this range of readings available for
every lexical aspectual class? Why is it that verbs in a non-actor voice, unlike in the actor
voice, only yield a past episodic reading?33 As this chapter is concerned with aspect, I leave
issues of temporal interpretation, for instance, whether progressive and habitual readings can
be interpreted in the past, to Chapter 5.
At first glance, the examples in (75) appear to suggest that unmarked predicates cover
both imperfective and perfective readings so that they are aspectually underspecified. Closer
inspection, however, shows that unmarked predicates share uniform aspectual properties,
supporting the presence of an aspect distinct from imperfective or perfective.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. Sections 2.5.1 examines the readings
of unmarked predicates, and shows that unlike what is suggested by the translations in (75),
unmarked predicates in any voice lack progressive readings. Section 2.5.2 investigates non33

Zeitoun et al. (1996: 46) state that predicates in the actor voice in Mayrinax Atayal allow for a progressive
reading because “the speaker usually draws attention to the agent and its on-going performance of an activity
[in the actor voice construction]”. Although Zeitoun et al. explicitly mention only Mayrinax Atayal, their
translation of (75)a (in English) suggests that they also assign the same readings to actor-voice sentences in
Squliq Atayal.
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progressive episodic readings by diagnosing initial and final points of events conveyed by
four eventive lexical classes (i.e., four besides homogeneous states). Section 2.5.3 shows that
the episodic readings of unmarked predicates cannot be fully captured by either perfective or
imperfective aspect. Section 2.5.4 applies a modification of Smith’s (1997) neutral aspect to
the episodic readings. Drawing on ideas of Smith’s neutral aspect and Altshuler’s (2014)
analysis of Russian imperfective aspect, Section 2.5.5 gives my proposal for unmarked
predicates. Section 2.5.6 discusses potential alternatives, which I ultimately reject. Section
2.5.7 discusses possible reasons for the discrepancy between the finding in this study and
previous findings regarding the presence/absence of progressive readings. Section 2.5.8
provides a brief comparison of the Atayal unmarked predicates to non-culminating
accomplishments in other languages.

2.5.1 Readings of unmarked predicates
In this subsection, I show that unmarked predicates in any voice allow habitual readings, but
lack typical progressive readings, unlike what is described in L. Huang (1993) and Zeitoun et
al. (1996).
First, unmarked forms can refer to a habit, or a characteristic situation, that holds over
time (i.e., describing a generalization over multiple episodes, cf. Ferreira 2005). Such a
reading often accompanies frequency adverbs such as krayryax/krryax ‘always/often’34, and
qutux-qutux ryax ‘every day’, as shown in (76)-(77), but the adverbs are optional, as shown
in (78)-(79); this suggests that unmarked predicates themselves do have a habitual
interpretation. These examples also demonstrate that sentences in both actor and non-actor
voice allow for habitual readings.
(76)

m-k-gbyan

m-t-zyaw

qutux~qutux ryax qu

yama’=maku’.

AV-VBZR-night

AV-VBZR-thing

one~one

son-in-law=1SG.GEN

day

ABS

‘My son-in-law works late every day.’
(Jianshi Squliq, X.-S. Wu 2008: 78, original translation in Mandarin)
34

The two forms krayryax and krryax are morphological variants of the same adverb in different dialects,
usually translated as ‘every day’, ‘often’, or ‘always’. The adverb is composed of a prefix k-, Ca-reduplication
(with vowel diphthongization or reduction depending on dialect, cf. Qian 2001: 37-42, J. Huang 2014), and the
root ryax ‘day, time’.
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(77)

lung-un=maku’

krryax

think-PV=1SG.ERG every.day

i

yutas.

ABS

deceased.grandfather

‘I often miss my late grandfather.’
(78)

m-nbuw sraral ga
AV-drink

before

wal=nya’

TOP PRF-PFV=3SG.ERG

(Jianshi Squliq, ibid.: 80, in Mandarin)
lax-an

misuw qani la.

quit-LV now

this

PRT

‘He used to drink before, but he has quit now.’
(79)

ptkryan

ni

Yukan qu Bnka’.

get.lost.LV

ERG

Yukan

ABS

Taipei

‘Yukan often gets lost in Taipei.’ or ‘Taipei is where Yukan often gets lost.’
Unmarked forms, however, lack an event-in-progress interpretation for the speakers
that I consulted. The absence of progressive readings is evidenced by the ‘telephone context’,
a test offered in Reis Silva and Matthewson (2007) to force an interpretation that describes
an event ongoing at the time of speech. As shown in (80), in a telephone conversation that
requires the progressive aspect in English, an eventive is infelicitous unless overtly marked
with the progressive aspect cyux/nyux.
(80)

Context: Your brother is calling to ask you to pick him up. You say, “Sorry, I can’t
come….”
a. # ... yalaw-gi mgluw=sami
because together.AV=1PL.EXCL.ABS

m-nbuw qwaw ki
AV-drink

wine

rangi’=mu.

COM friend=1SG.GEN

Intended for ‘… because I am drinking with my friends.’
Consultant: “It’s a past tense; you didn’t come b/c you drank with your friend.”
b.

… yalaw-gi nyux=sami
because

PROG.PROX=1PL.EXCL.ABS

ki

rangi’=mu.

COM

friend=1SG.GEN

mgluw

m-nbuw qwaw

together.AV

AV-drink

wine

Volunteered translation: 我在跟我朋友喝酒。(‘I am drinking with my friends.’)
Similarly, (81)-(82) show that unmarked forms cannot be felicitously uttered as the response
to an inquiry about the speaker’s activity at the current moment; the progressive aspect is
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required. This is true of unmarked predicates in either the actor voice, as in (81), or a nonactor voice, as in (82).
(81)

Context: Talking on the phone with your sister: “What are you doing?”
a. # maniq=saku’.
eat.AV=1SG.ABS
Intended for ‘I am eating.’Consultant’s comment: “This just says you “eat”.”
b. nyux=saku’

maniq.

PROG.PROX=1SG.ABS

eat.AV

‘I’m eating.’
(82)

Context: You witness that Tali’ is pushing around a neighboring kid. You rush to
inform Tali’s mother: “Come to check quickly…”
a. # thaygal-an ni

Tali’

laqi’

qasa.

bully-LV

Tali’

child

that

ERG

Intended for ‘Tali’ is bullying that child.’
Consultant’s comment: (Laughing a lot) “This sentence is very inappropriate.”
b.

cyux

thaygal-an ni

Tali’ laqi’ qasa la!

PROG.DIST

bully-LV

Tali’ child that

ERG

PRT

‘Tali’ is bullying that child!’
An event-in-process reading is also absent in the past. With unmarked predicates, a
past punctual clause always induces an inceptive reading, as shown in (83), but not an eventin-process reading, unlike the dedicated progressive aspect in (84) (the same case holds for
all eventive classes; see Section 2.5.2).
(83)

kt-an=maku’

hiya’ lga, m-ngilis kya

see-LV=1SG.ERG 3SG.N

PRT AV-cry

hya’

there 3SG.N

la.
PRT

‘When I saw him, he cried.’
(84)

m-wah=saku’

shira

ga

cyux

m-’abi

AV-come=1SG.ABS

yesterday

TOP PROG.DIST AV-sleep

hiya’.
3SG.N
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‘When I came yesterday, he was sleeping.’
Consultant: “He went to bed before you came; he’s still sleeping when you came.”
Therefore, unmarked predicates are not used like progressives, and the aspect cyux/nyux is
mandatory for describing ongoing situations. I return to the discrepancy between the result
here and what is described in the literature in Section 2.5.7.
Recall that unmarked predicates also allow a non-progressive episodic reading, as
shown by the infelicitous (a) examples in (80)-(82). In the literature such examples are often
translated into the English simple past, typically considered to have a perfective aspect (e.g.,
Smith 1997). The next subsection will show that the episodic reading of unmarked forms
however differs from the English perfective.

2.5.2 Interaction with lexical aspect
This section examines the aspectual properties of eventive lexical classes (activities,
accomplishments, achievements and inchoative states) in their unmarked forms, using the
diagnostics reviewed in Section 2.2.2 above.
Unmarked accomplishments and activities begin but need not culminate/stop
The culmination of an unmarked accomplishment event in Atayal can be cancelled; this is
illustrated by (85), where the sentence can be conjoined with an assertion that the event is not
completed without inducing a contradiction. Unmarked accomplishments can also be
continued without causing infelicity, as in (86). Therefore, Atayal accomplishment
predicates, when in unmarked forms, do not entail final (culmination/termination) points.
(85)

kblay-un ni

Watan sa

kawas wayal ga ini’ tmasuq

make-PV

Watan

year

ERG

LOC

PAST

TOP NEG

na’.

finish.AV.DEP still

‘Watan built/was building the house last year, but he didn’t finish (building) it yet.’
(86)

kblay-un na

yutas

make-PV

grandpa one

ERG

qutux lubuw
Atayal.mouth.harp

ru

cyuw

CONJ PROG.DIST

kblay-un na’.
make-PV still

‘Grandpa made/was making an Atayal mouth harp, and he is still making it.’
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Unmarked activities appear to be inconsistent with respect to the entailment
cancellation test. For instance, while the predicate kbalay qutux lubuw ‘make a mouth harp’
in (87) is compatible with a continuation with ini’ tmasuq ‘not finish (X-ing)’, the predicate
mngilis ‘cry’ in (88) is not.
(87)

kbalay

qutux lubuw

make.AV one

Atayal.mouth.harp

ini’ suq-iy
NEG

qu

yutas

ga, cyux=nya’

ABS

grandpa TOP

PROG.DIST=3SG.ERG

na’.

finish.PV.DEP still

‘Grandpa made/was making an Atayal mouth harp but he hasn’t finished it yet.’
(88)

m-ngilis qu

Tali’ (# ru

AV-cry

Tali’

ABS

nyuw

ini’ tmasuq

CONJ PROG.PROX NEG

na’).

finish.AV.DEP still

Intended for ‘??Tali’ cried earlier and he hasn’t finished it yet.’
Consultant’s comment: “nyuw ini’ tmasqu na’ ‘have not finished yet’ is used for work
or study.” “You should use nyuw ini’ hawh na’ ‘have not stopped yet’ for his crying.”
Examples like (87) suggest that unmarked activities with an (indefinite/non-specific) object
may only implicate a final point; evidence for this comes from the fact that this type of
activities similarly allow cancellation of final points when combined with the aspect wal,
which always gives rise to a culmination entailment with accomplishments (Chapter 3). As
for unmarked activities without an object, the speaker’s comment in (88) suggests that the
event does not have anything that can be “finished”. Given the comment and the fact that
activity predicates are atelic cross-linguistically, I assume that the infelicity for activities to
continue with ini’ tmasuq ‘not finish (X-ing)’ is because activity events do not have inherent
final points to be cancelled.
Notice that the infelicitous (88) above can be improved if the continuation uses ini’
hawh ‘not stop’ instead, as given in (89).
(89)

m-ngilis qu

Tali’ ru

AV-cry

Tali’

ABS

ini’

CONJ NEG

hawh

na’.

give.up.AV.DEP still

‘Tali’ cried, and he hasn’t stopped it yet (lit. he hasn’t given up crying).’
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This coincides with the result from applying the event continuation test: As illustrated by
(90)-(91), a sentence with an unmarked activity can be conjoined with an assertion that the
event continues without introducing infelicity. Since unmarked activities need not terminate,
and can continue, I conclude that unmarked activities (with or without an object) in Atayal
do not entail a final termination point.
(90)

m-ngilis mlhngan shira’

qu

Tali’ ru

AV-cry

ABS

Tali’

night

yesterday

ki’a

cyuw

CONJ EPIST.POS PROG.DIST

m-ngilis na’.
AV-cry

still

‘Tali’ cried last night, and he may be still crying.’
(91)

m-nbuw qwaw mlhngan shira’
AV-drink

wine night

m-nbuw na’
AV-drink

qu

Tali’ ru

yesterday ABS Tali’

ki’a

CONJ

cyuw

EPIST.POS PROG.DIST

hiya’.

still 3SG.N

‘Tali’ drank wine last night, and he may be still drinking.’
Regarding initial points, activities and accomplishments in their unmarked form entail
initial points; this is shown by inceptive readings induced by punctual when-clauses:
(92)

kt-an=maku’

hya’

see-LV=1SG.ERG 3SG.N

lga,

m-ngilis hiya’ la.

PRT.TOP AV-cry

(Activity)

3SG.N PRT

‘When I saw him, he cried.’
Consultant’s comment: “He started to cry just at the moment when you saw him.”
(93)

tayhuk

qu Tali’ ga, kblay-un=naha’

arrive.AV ABS Tali’

TOP

make-PV=3PL.ERG

qu

ngasal la.

ABS

house

(Accomplishment)

PRT

‘When Tali’ arrived, they built the house.’
Me: “Is it that they waited for Tali’ and only started to build the house when he
came?” Consultant: “That’s correct!”
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Accomplishments and activities therefore behave similarly in their unmarked forms: They
have initial points included in the reference time, but do not entail a final point (i.e., a
culmination point for accomplishments and a termination point for activities).
Unmarked achievements culminate
Unmarked achievements entail culmination. Applying the entailment cancellation test shows
that the dying event in (94) and the stealing event in (95) are incompatible with an assertion
of non-completion. The result would be felicitous if unmarked achievements didn’t entail
culmination, just as we see the English progressive allows non-culmination in the intended
reading. Note that the verb ‘steal’ appears to belong to the class of accomplishments in
English, but since it behaves like predicates typically analyzed as achievements, whose
culmination cannot be cancelled in unmarked forms, instead of like those whose culmination
can be cancelled, I analyze it as an achievement in Atayal.
(94)

# m-huqil qu
AV-die

ABS

mlikuy=nya’ lga,

ulung

ini’

huqil.

man=3SG.GEN

fortunately

NEG

die.AV.DEP

PRT.TOP

Intended for ‘Her husband was dying, but fortunately he didn’t die.’
Consultant’s comment: “Mhuqil describes the status of being dead; you should say
aki’ balay phuqil la, ulung ini’ huqil ‘Her busband would really die, but fortunately he
didn’t’.”
(95)

# qriq-un=nya’

qwaw ni

steal-PV=3SG.ERG wine

GEN

Temu’ shira’

ga wal

Temu’ yesterday TOP

ini’ thuzyay.

PRF-PFV NEG

succeed.AV.DEP

Intended for ‘He stole/was stealing Temu’s wine yesterday but didn’t succeed.’
Consultant’s comment: “Contradictory! qriq-un=nya’ qwaw ni Temu’ shira’ says he
did it. You can’t add the second part. You can add ga ini’ baqi mnbuw gi yaqih na
qwaw ‘but he couldn’t drink it because that wine had gone bad’.”
The event continuation test is not applicable to achievements: Since the progressive
aspect in Atayal always gives rise to a result state with achievements (see Section 2.6 below),
i.e., adding the progressive to the dying and stealing verbs gives roughly ‘he has died’ and
‘he has stolen wine’, such a continuation would not test the ability of the event to continue.
Since the culmination test already shows that unmarked achievements entail culmination, I
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assume that the events cannot continue.
If modified by a punctual clause, the event described by an achievement can occur
right at or after the time of the punctual clause:
(96)

m-wah=saku’

lga,

m-huqil hiya’ la.

AV-come=1SG.ABS PRT.TOP

AV-die

3SG.N

PRT

‘When I came, he died.’
This reading, however, is not simply inceptive but (near-)instantaneous, as the punctual
clause doesn’t pick out the initial point of the event denoted by the achievement but the
entire event. I hence conclude that unmarked achievements entail culmination, with both
initial and final points coinciding, in which respect they contrast with both accomplishments
and activities as shown above.
Unmarked inchoative states culminate
Recall that stative verbs in unmarked forms can be interpreted as either homogeneous or
inchoative (see Section 2.4.1 above). When combined with punctual clauses, stative verbs
also show two distinct meanings. As illustrated below, the same unmarked stative predicate
is judged felicitous in a context which describes a continuing state, as in (97), as well as a
context with an inchoative state, as in (98). In the former, the time of the state overlaps with
that of the punctual clause, whereas in the latter, the initial change into the state takes place
right after the time of the punctual clause, much like an achievement.
(97)

Context: When you came home, you found the light in the living room was on but no
one was home. You report this to your wife:
s<m>yax

qu

pnilaw sa

bright<AV>

ABS

light

m-zyup=saku’

LOC AV-enter=1SG.ABS

blihun.
door

‘The light was on when I entered the room.’
(98)

Context: You enter your room and suddenly the light turns on.
s<m>yax

qu

pnilaw sa

bright<AV>

ABS

light

m-zyup=saku’

LOC AV-enter=1SG.ABS

blihun la.
door

PRT

‘The light turned on when I entered the room.’
Consultant’s comment: It turned on after you entered; better have la.
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Unmarked inchoative states behave like unmarked achievements in entailing
culmination. Trying to cancel the completion of the initial change of state in inchoative states
results in infelicity, as exemplified in (99). Notice that such cancelation would be possible, if
inchoative states in their unmarked form denoted the pre-state of the culmination (as the
English progressive does with an achievement).
(99)

Context: Yayut was getting fat but fortunately she hasn’t got fat (her size is okay).
#qthuy qu

Yayut lga

fat.AV

Yayut

ABS

ini’

PRT.TOP NEG

la.35

k-qthuy

STA-fat.AV.DEP PRT

Intended for ‘Yayut was getting fat but she didn’t get fat.’
The event continuation test is not applicable to inchoative states, again, for the same reason
as with achievements: The progressive aspect in a continuation would not yield a state of
being in the middle of the change of state but a result state.
Table 2.4 summarizes the aspectual properties of the five eventuality types in
unmarked forms.
Initial point

Accomplishments
Activities

w/ object
w/o object

Final point

Inceptive readings

Culmination

with punctual clause

cancellation

√

√ (no culmination) √ (no culmination)

√

√ (no termination)
N/A

Event continuation

√ (no termination)

Achievements

√ (instantaneous)

* (culmination)

N/A

Inchoative states

√ (inchoative)

* (culmination)

N/A

Homogeneous states

N/A

N/A

N/A

Table 2.4 Aspectual properties of unmarked forms
Regarding initial points, except homogeneous states, all the lexical classes in the unmarked
form have inceptive readings when modified by punctual clauses (this includes instantaneous
35

(i)

The correct rendition in this context requires the irrealis marker aki’ (see Chapter 7, Section 7.10).
aki’ qthuy qu Yayut ga ini’ k-qthuy.
IRR fat.AV ABS Yayut TOP NEG STA-fat.AV.DEP
‘Yayut would have got fat but she didn’t.’
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readings with achievements and inchoative readings with inchoative states). Given that
homogeneous states are very different from the other classes, I assume that they have no
internal change over time (and hence no intrinsic initial or final bounds). Regarding final
points, which I refer to as the last point of the event rather than a telic point, they are not
entailed in unmarked activities and accomplishments; also, the event described by both types
of predicates can be continued. In contrast to these two classes, achievements span a very
short time such that initial and final points coincide and are entailed in the unmarked form.
Inchoative states behave like achievements in having an initial change of state culminated.
Supporting data: The interpretation of temporal phrases
In what follows, I present another set of data from temporal modification as further support
for the generalizations presented above: Unmarked accomplishments and activities begin but
do not reach a final point, whereas unmarked achievements and inchoative states culminate.
Temporal phrases in Atayal may be interpreted like English at-, in-, or for-phrases,
depending on the lexical aspectual class. When occurring with an unmarked accomplishment
or activity predicate, temporal phrases are only interpreted as punctual at-phrases, coinciding
with the inception of the event, as exemplified in (100)-(101). Note that the two examples
differ in their temporal interpretation, because verbs in a non-actor voice allow for future
interpretation without additional marking, whereas those in the actor voice cannot; this will
be discussed in Chapter 5 and should not concern us here.
(100) kblay-un=nya’

qutux kawas ngasal qasa.

make-PV=3SG.ERG one

year

house

(Accomplishment)

that

‘He will start building that house after one year.’ / ≠ ‘He built that house in one year.’ /
≠ ‘#He built that house for one year.’
Me: “Can this sentence mean that he completed the house after one year?”
Consultant: “No. Then you’d say qutux kawas lga, WAYAL (perfective-perfect aspect,
my emphasis) nya’ kblayun qu ngasal qasa la. ‘After one year, he built that house’.”
(101) m-nbuw sa
AV-drink LOC

cyugal spung qu

Tali’ la.

three

Tali’

hour

ABS

(Activity)

PRT

‘Tali’ started drinking at three o’clock.’ / ≠ ‘#Tali’ drank in three hours.’ / ≠ ‘Tali’
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drank for three hours.’
Me: “Can this sentence mean that Tali’ stopped drinking at 3?” Consultant: “No. It
came to 3 and then he drank.”
With an unmarked achievement, the temporal phrase similarly can have a punctual
reading, which denotes the time at which the whole event takes place; it can in addition
specify the time that elapses before the event, parallel to an in-phrase in English:
(102) tayhuk

b’bu’

rgyax

arrive.AV summit mountain

sa

qutux spung la.

LOC

one

hour

(Achievement)

PRT

‘He arrived at the summit at one o’clock.’ / ‘He arrived at the summit in one hour.’ /
≠ ‘#He arrived at the summit for one hour.’
Regarding states, a temporal phrase is interpreted as an in-phrase or at-phrase if the
state is inchoative, as shown in (103) (the at-phrase reading needs the extra material with the
temporal phrase); as with other eventives, for-phrase readings are not available in either
example. By contrast, a for-phrase reading is possible with a homogeneous state, as in
(104).36
(103) a.

m-bka’

sa

qutux spung qu tubung

AV-break

LOC

one

hour

ABS

qasa.

(Inchoative state)

window that

‘That window got broken in one hour.’ / ≠ ‘#That window got broken for one
hour.’
b.

m-bka’

squ qutux spung t<m>ucing qu

AV-break

LOC

one

hour

beat<AV>

ABS

tubung

qasa.

window that

‘That window got broken at one o’clock.’ / ≠ ‘#That window got broken for one
hour.’
(104) qthuy qutux kawas qu Tali’ la.
fat.AV one

year

ABS

Tali’

(Homogeneous state)

PRT

‘Tali’ was fat for one year.’
36

For-phrase readings are however not always available with statives in out-of-the-blue contexts; this may
be realted to the ambiguity of statives between homogeneous and inchoative. Further work using contextual
eliciation is required.
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The various readings are summarized in Table 2.5. The inceptive reading of temporal
phrases is saliently available with every eventive predicate. The (un)availability of in-phrase
readings (i.e., that the event culminated after a certain amount of time) supports the
difference between accomplishments and activities versus achievements (and inchoatives) in
culmination entailments. Given that unmarked activities and accomplishments do not entail
culmination, it is expected that they are incompatible with in-phrase readings (i.e. the event
culminates after a certain amount of time), which are typically diagnostic of culminated telic
events in English. Given that inchoative states pattern like achievements, it is also expected
that they allow in-phrase readings. Moreover, the (un)availability of for-phrase readings
highlights the difference between homogeneous states and all the other lexical classes (which
I consider to be eventives). The reason could be that Atayal for-phrases require the
subinterval property, a question which I leave for future research, simply noting that this
scenario is very different from English, in which at least some eventives, e.g., activities and
accomplishments, are compatible with for-phrases (Dowty 1979: 56).

Eventive

at x time

in x time

for x time

Accomplishments

√ (inception)

*

*

Activities

√ (inception)

*

*

√ (whole event)

√

*

√ (initial change of state)

√

*

*

*

√

Achievements
Inchoative states

Homogeneous states

Table 2.5 The interpretation of temporal phrases with unmarked predicates

2.5.3 Perfective, imperfective, or neither?
This section shows that the aspectual reading of aspectually unmarked predicates, as
presented in the last section, poses a challenge for existing theories of imperfective or
perfective aspect.
Taking both initial and final points of events into account, it is evident that unmarked
achievements differ from unmarked activities and accomplishments in being properly
included inside the reference time; I illustrate these three classes in Figure 2.3.
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ET

ET

RT

RT

(a) Achievements

(b) Activities and accomplishments

Figure 2.3 The meaning of sentences containing no overt aspect in Atayal
It is however unclear how inchoative states relate to the reference time, because all the
diagnostics presented so far fail to clearly show whether an inchoative state is lexically
comprised of an initial change of state plus a state or only an initial change of state. The
former case would involve the possibilities that either the whole state or only the initial point
is within the reference time, namely the cases like (a) and (b) of Figure 2.3, while the latter
case would give us a scenario like achievements in (a) of Figure 2.3. Without further
evidence, I assume that inchoative states have an initial change of state and a homogeneous
state, and the initial change of state distinguishes them from homogeneous states. Given that
the initial change of state is shown to behave exactly like achievements in having initial and
final points (see (98), (99), and (103) above), and the assumption that inchoatives have a
state component, the event time of an inchoative state in relation to the reference time can be
represented by Figure 2.4.
ET
RT
Inchoatives = initial changes of state (dark gray) + states (light gray)
Figure 2.4 The lexical meaning of inchoatives
The difference in the way the different lexical aspectual classes are interpreted in the
unmarked form is not captured by standard analyses of perfective or imperfective. For
instance, perfective and imperfective aspect are analyzed in Kratzer (1998) as reversing the
containment relation between the event time and the reference time. As shown in (105),
perfective aspect arises when the event time is included in the reference time, whereas
imperfective aspect arises when the reference time is included in the event time.
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(105) Perfective vs. imperfective/progressive in Kratzer (1998)
a.

Perfective: event time included in reference time
λP<l, st>. λti.  λws.  ∃el [τ(e) ⊆ t & P(e)(w) = 1]

b.

Imperfective/progressive: reference time included in event time
λP<l, st>. λti. λws. ∃el [t ⊆ τ(e) & P(e)(w) = 1]

Unlike the perfective, which includes the final points of events (either termination or
culmination) inside the RT, unmarked activities in Atayal can continue and unmarked
accomplishments need not culminate. On the other hand, unlike imperfective/progressive
aspect, which leaves initial and final points open for durative events and is often
incompatible with non-durative events, all unmarked eventives in Atayal have an inceptive
reading, and unmarked achievements (and inchoative states) culminate.
A slightly different proposal about (im)perfectivity is offered in Klein (1994). Klein
has the same definition of imperfective as Kratzer’s, but a broader meaning for perfective,
which is defined as involving an overlapping relation between the event time and the
reference time (p. 108).37 It allows several ways in which the topic time (roughly the
reference time, abbreviated as “TT”) includes all or part of the event time (pp. 102-3), which
I illustrate below.
(a)

ET
TT

(b)

(c)

ET
TT

ET
TT

Figure 2.5 Situations which perfective is compatible with according to Klein (1994)
Which subtypes of the perfective are yielded correlates with lexical aspect. For instance,
Klein (1994: 103) states that in the English simple past, activities can express both (a) and (b)
as well as (c) in Figure 2.5, but accomplishments cannot express (c). For instance, the
activity verb in ‘Mary slept’ is felicitous when “Mary was not asleep at the beginning of the
reference time, fell asleep within the reference time, and was still asleep at the end of the
reference time” (p. 103); that is, the scenario in (c) is true. By contrast, the accomplishment
37

According to Klein et al. (2000: 744), in the case of perfective aspect, “TT may follow, precede, or
contain T-SIT [which is equivalent to ET], except that it cannot be properly included in T-SIT.”
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predicate in ‘Mary opened the window’ cannot mean that within the reference time, Mary
entered the process of opening the window but did not finish.38
In Klein (1992) and Klein et al. (2000), the perfective in English (the simple past
form) is defined as indicating that TT overlaps DP as well as the post-time of the DP (Klein
et al. 2000: 751), where “DP” is the abbreviation for “Distinguished Phase”. In Klein’s
theory, eventive verbs are broadly divided into those without and with a change of state,
termed “1-phase expressions” and “2-phase expressions” (which include a source phase and
a target phase) respectively. DP refers to the single phase of a 1-phase expression, and
languages vary in selecting either the source phase or the target phase of a 2-phase
expression as their DP. Klein et al. propose that the DP in English is set to be the source
phase; since the perfective includes the post-time of the source phase (that is, the change of
state is included within TT), the fact that perfective accomplishments in English do not
express the relation (c) in Figure 2.5 is correctly accounted for.
It first appears that Klein’s theory gives a way to factor the properties of lexical
aspectual classes into the analysis of the perfective, as languages not only vary in the
meaning of the perfective aspect but also in what the DP is. Nevertheless, since 2-phase
expressions group accomplishments and achievements together, selecting either the source or
target phase of 2-phase expressions as the DP or modifying the meaning of the perfective
would not give a correct division as in Figure 2.3 above for Atayal.
Consider Klein et al.’s (2000) analysis for the Mandarin perfective marker -le, which
behaves similarly to the Atayal unmarked form in allowing incomplete accomplishments and
complete achievements. According to Klein et al., -le denotes that “TT overlaps with DP as
well as part of the time before the DP” (p. 754), where the DP in Mandarin is argued to be
the target state. Given all this, Klein et al. are able to predict the initiation of activities versus
the completion of achievements in Mandarin. Crucially, apparent accomplishment verbs such
as xie xin ‘write (the/a) letter’ and xue Fawen ‘learn French’ in Mandarin are treated as 1phase expressions, in which the single phase is the DP; thus, the reference time includes
some time before this phase, and at least the beginning part of the phase, without having to
include the final point. Atayal accomplishments, however, cannot be reduced to activities as

38

Accomplishments and achievements in English hence must include at least a part of the target state (i.e.,
result state) (Klein et al. 2000: 106).
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the two classes can be distinguished in certain viewpoint aspects (see Sections 2.4.3 above
and 2.5.6 below).
There are at least three sources of language variation in Klein’s theory: (a) the precise
meaning of perfective, (b) which phase of 2-phase expression the DP refers to, and (c)
whether “accomplishments” are 1-phase expressions (as in Mandarin) or 2-phase expressions
(as in English). As stated above, these parameters do not explain the difference between
Atayal and English, both of which possess 2-phase accomplishments but only Atayal allows
non-culminating accomplishments. It is also unclear how languages choose one over the
other DP, and whether there are any constraints on possible combinations of the two types of
DP and different semantics of perfectives (or whether every possibility is instantiated in
languages). In the proposal to be presented in Sections 2.5.4 and 2.5.5 that Atayal unmarked
predicates carry a neutral aspect, the lexical variation across languages is simply attributed to
the possession of such a viewpoint aspect—it is absent in English but present in Atayal (and
possibly in Mandarin).
Positing an ambiguity between perfective and imperfective aspects is also not readily
applicable to Atayal unmarked predicates, given that the meaning of unmarked predicates
heavily depends on lexical classes. Csirmaz (2004, 2008) proposes an ambiguous aspect for
Hungarian aspect-less verbs, which allow a perfective-like or an imperfective-like reading.
An example of the ambiguity is given in (106), where the unmarked verb telefonált ‘phone’
(in past tense) can denote an event that is simultaneous with, or consecutive to, the
subordinate event; the reading can be disambiguated by adverbs. According to Csirmaz, the
verb is modified by a covert imperfective in (106)a, and a covert perfective in (106)b.
(106) a. Amikor csengettek, János (éppen)
when

rang-3PL

telefonált.

(in progress; imperfective)

J-NOM just.then phoned

‘When the bell rang, János was talking on the phone.’
b.

Amikor csengettek, János (rögtön)
when

rang-3PL

telefonált.

(consecutive; perfective)

J-NOM immediately phoned

‘When the bell rang, János called immediately.’

(Csirmaz 2008: 117)
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This analysis, if extended to Atayal, predicts that the unmarked predicates allow
imperfective/progressive or perfective readings for all lexical classes. This is not the case.
Another proposal to consider is that of Bohnemeyer and Swift (2004), according to
which a default aspectual interpretation surfaces in the absence of an overt aspect,
determined by the (a)telicity of an eventuality. As schematized in Table 2.6, telic predicates
are preferably interpreted as perfective by default, while atelic predicates are imperfective
defaults (indicated by shaded cells); overt aspect markers can override the default readings.
Inuktitut, German, and Russian are shown to exhibit a telicity-dependent aspect system.
Predicate

Atelic

Telic

Imperfective

covert

overtly expressed

Perfective

overtly expressed

covert

Aspect

Table 2.6 A telicity-dependent aspect system (Bohnemeyer and Swift 2004: 266)
Atayal’s aspectual system however radically differs from a telicity-dependent aspect
system. Most saliently, Atayal unmarked predicates consistently lack a progressive reading
regardless of telicity; the progressive reading is possible only if predicates are marked with
cyux/nyux (Section 2.5.1). In other words, the telicity contrast among unmarked predicates
does not yield perfective versus imperfective readings, as Bohnemeyer and Swift’s theory
would predict.
The discussion above demonstrates that the standard theory of (im)perfectivity does
not adequately capture the readings of Atayal unmarked predicates or would require extra
assumptions for different lexical aspectual classes. In the following sections, I provide a
unified analysis which accounts for the effects of lexical class.

2.5.4 Neutral aspect
In this section, I review Smith’s (1997) proposal about neutral aspect; I show that this
proposal is actually vague between an aspectual reading underspecified between imperfective
and perfective, and an analysis in which neutral aspect is distinct from both viewpoints. I
argue that Atayal unmarked predicates are best analyzed as the latter. With a refined
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definition of neutral aspect, I further suggest that neutral aspect incorporates an intensional
semantics

which

predicts

that

it

shares

the

imperfective

paradox

with

progressive/imperfective.
Smith’s (1997) neutral aspect
Drawing on data from French, Chinese, and Navajo, Smith (1997) argues that sentences
without aspectual morphemes in these languages possess a distinct viewpoint aspect, which
she dubs neutral aspect.39 Smith’s argumentation can be summarized as follows. She first
shows that aspectually unmarked sentences express a range of readings that is distinct from
that of both perfective and imperfective, but is not entirely flexible; the former claim is based
on the existence of (i) flexible readings with a when-clause, and (ii) incomplete readings of
accomplishment events, while the latter claim is based on (iii) the absence of a reading that
focuses on the preliminary stage of an achievement. According to Smith, these three
properties rule out the possibilities that aspectually unmarked sentences have one of the
familiar aspectual values (i.e., perfective or imperfective), or that they are aspect-less and
allow a free interpretation (p. 78); instead she proposes that these properties characterize a
special aspect.
In French, Smith analyzes the present and future tense forms as having neutral aspect;
here I take the future tense (Futur) as an illustration of the above-mentioned three properties.
First, with a when-clause, the future form allows the event in its scope to overlap with, or to
occur consecutively to, the time of the when-clause:
(107) Jean chantera

quand Marie entrera dans le bureau. (in-progress or inceptive)

‘Jean will sing.FUT when Marie will

enter the office.’

(Smith 1997: 78)

Second, a sentence containing an accomplishment predicate in the future is compatible with a
continuation which asserts that the natural final point will not be reached. It is argued to be
so because the first conjunct in (108) conveys that the rubber of bridge will start without
giving other information.

39

Smith claims that neutral aspect is a default aspect, arising only in the absence of an overt grammatical
morpheme. However, it doesn’t seem to be a crucial part of being neutral aspect that it has to be phonologically
covert; e.g., Iatridou et al. (2003) propose that Bulgarian has an overt neutral aspect.
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(108)

Demain

il jouera

un robre

‘Tomorrow he will play.FUT a

de bridge, mais il ne le finira

rubber of

bridge, but

pas.

he won’t finish.FUT it.’
(Smith 1997: 202)

Third, an achievement in the future doesn’t yield preliminary stages; if it did, it should be
posssible to constuct a reasonable continuation that the described event will not really occur:
(109)

Le

cheval gagnera

le course (#mais il ne

‘The horse will win.FUT the race

gagnera pas).

(#but he won’t win.FUT it)

≠ ‘The horse will be winning the race but he won’t win.’

(Smith 1997: 80)

In Smith’s formulation, neutral aspect is a viewpoint aspect that “includes the initial
point and at least one internal stage of a situation (where relevant)” (p. 81), where “initial
point” refers to changes into a situation, and “internal stages” are changes in which the
situation is in progress (p. 124). The neutral aspect is schematized in (110) (where I indicates
the initial point, the dot indicates an internal stage, and the slashes indicate the event time
interval).
(110)

Schema for neutral aspect (Smith 1994: 129; 1997: 81)
I.
///

This formulation however is inconsistent with the data in (107) above: The sentence is
described to be flexible between a progressive and an inceptive reading (termed an “open”
and “closed” reading), but the way in which neutral aspect is formulated in (110) necessarily
includes the initial point, rendering the progressive reading impossible. Albeit with this
exception, the meaning of neutral aspect captures the rest of the data points. (109) shows that
achievements are not coerced (e.g., into a durative event) but culminate; this not only
supports the initial point formulated in (110), but also exemplifies the difference in the
internal stages of different lexical classes: The achievement in (109) contrasts with the
accomplishment in (108), in which the event need not complete. Smith states that the
temporal schema of an instantaneous event has no internal stages (pp. 13; 35), which is why
neutral aspect spans the entire achievement event, yielding the completion of the event,
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whereas neutral aspect needs to span one internal stage of a durative event (p. 306). It
follows from this proposal that it is the eventuality type that conditions the culmination
difference.
Given the inconsistency between the data in (107) and the formulation in (110),
neutral aspect has been cited as either referring to an underspecified interpretation of
sentences without an aspectual morpheme, as revealed by the readings with a when-clause
(e.g., Klein et al. 2000: 766, Demirdache and Uribe-Etxebarria 2008a: 86, E. Dahl 2010: 8890), or to an aspect different from both perfective and imperfective (e.g., Iatridou et al. 2003,
Pancheva 2003). Unlike the French neutral aspect described in Smith (1997), Pancheva
(2003) states that in Bulgarian, sentences with neutral aspect receive a sequential reading
with when-clauses, unlike imperfective sentences (p. 283). Following Pancheva, and Smith’s
own formulation, I adopt the version of neutral aspect as having a uniform (rather than
underspecified) aspectual reading. I will show that the unified analysis accounts for the
different possible interpretations in Atayal.
I conclude that neutral aspect is not “neutral” (meaning underspecified between
perfective and imperfective) at all but a unique viewpoint that allows reference to the
beginning point of an event and part of its temporal structure, but not to the final point.
Neutral aspect complements perfective and imperfective in how an event is viewed with
respect to initial and final points, as defined by Smith (1997: 81) herself: “The neutral
viewpoint includes one endpoint, the perfective both endpoints, and the imperfective
neither.”
Atayal unmarked forms characterize neutral aspect
Neutral aspect correctly accounts for the non-culminating effect of unmarked
accomplishments in Atayal: The accomplishment event must begin within the reference time
(i.e., an initial point is included), but need not reach any particular culmination point (i.e., no
final point is included). The reason that achievements and inchoative states necessarily
culminate is independently due to having instantaneous changes of state in their eventuality
structure. Nevertheless, the fact that accomplishments in unmarked forms do not have to
culminate constitutes the imperfective paradox, originally observed for the English
progressive and extended to imperfectives in other languages (Dowty 1979, and many others;
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see the review in Section 2.3). Given that accomplishments in the perfective-perfect wal
entail culmination in Atayal, as shown in (111)a, the non-culminating effect in (111)b
becomes a (classic) puzzle.
(111)

a.

wal=naha’

kblay-un qu

ngasal.

PRF-PFV =3PL.ERG

make-PV

house

ABS

‘They built the house.’
b.

kblay-un=naha’

qu ngasal.

make-PV=3PL.ERG

ABS

house

‘They built the house (but may not finish it).
Following the modal analysis for the semantics of progressives (Dowty 1977, 1979,
Landman 1992, Portner 1998, among others; see Section 2.3), I assume that the lack of
culmination entailments shows that Atayal unmarked accomplishments only denote a part of
the completed event in the actual world, with the culmination possibly existing in other
worlds. Specifically, I will implement Altshuler’s (2014) analysis of the Russian
imperfective, which deals with the imperfective paradox by using STAGE operators
developed from Landman (1992), and which has the advantage of accounting for the
difference in culmination entailments for telic events. My proposal, however, differs from
Altshuler’s, which is intended to do away with neutral aspect by redefining (im)perfectivity.
I will return to this in Section 2.5.8, where I argue that the inclusion of initial points of events
is an empirical difference between the Atayal unmarked forms and the Russian imperfective.

2.5.5 The proposal: Initial-STAGE of events
I propose that sentences containing unmarked eventive predicates in Atayal carry a null
neutral aspect that has the aspectual meaning, informally schematized in (110). I analyze the
Atayal neutral aspect as encoding a partitive operator adopted from Landman (1992) and
Altshuler (2014), which I term I(intial)-STAGE. As given in (112), the null neutral aspect
denotes a function from a predicate of events to a property of times and worlds, and it is true
of a time t and world w if only iff there is an event e, which is an initial stage of the VP-event
e' in a world w', and t includes the runtime of e in world w.
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(112)

a.

NEUT

g,c

= λP<l,st>. λt. λw. ∃w' ∃e ∃e’ [I-STAGE{e, e', w, w', P}

& τ(e) ⊆ t]
g,c

b.

I-‐STAGE{e, e', w, w', P}

(i)

the history of w’ is the same as the history of w up to and including τ(e)

(ii)

w’ is a reasonable option for e in w

(iii)
(iv)

P

g,c

= 1 iff (i)–(iv) holds:

(e', w') = 1

e ≼ e', where e ≼ e' iff τ(e)  ≼ τ(e') and e ~ e'

(112)b-iv, which is borrowed from Landman (2008) and Landman and Rothstein
(2012a, b), defines initial stages of events: e is an initial-stage of e', e ≼ e', iff the following
two conditions hold. First, the runtime τ(e) is an initial subinterval of the runtime τ(e'),
written as τ(e)  ≼ τ(e'):
(113)

Let i and j be intervals.
i is an initial subinterval of j, i ≼ j iff i ⊆ j and ∀k [if k < i then k < j]
i.e., i is a subinterval of j that has the same beginning as j:
---------------------- j
--------------- i

(Landman and Rothstein 2012b: 98)

Second, e and e' are “cross-temporally identical,” written as e ~ e'. The notion of crosstemporal identity intends to relate events with different runtimes that are often counted as the
same event. An illustrative example is given in Landman (2008): “[M]y running from 2 till
2.15 and my running from 2.45 till 3.00 are part of my running from 2 till 3; they have
different running times, but don’t count as different runnings, because I ran once today. […]
[T]hese ‘three’ runnings are cross-temporally identical” (p. 7). The notion of initial stages,
defined in Landman and Rothstein (2012a, b), varies with the eventuality type: Activities
differ from accomplishments in that their initial stage is incrementally homogeneous with
respect to the VP-event. This is not the case for an accomplishment like, for example, eating
a mango, whose initial stages are only big enough to count as eating, but not as events of
eating a mango (Landman and Rothstein 2012b: 105).
I now illustrate how the aspectual meaning of unmarked sentences is derived. Take
the sentence with an accomplishment predicate in (114) as an example. I assume that the
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neutral aspect occupies the same position as other overt aspects, which is the head of AspP,
and takes a VoiceP of type <l, st>, which denotes a predicate of events, as an argument.
Note that I assume homogeneous states are predicates of times by themselves, since they
behave unlike all the eventives, and hence they do not take the neutral aspect (and no other
overt aspects either). The LF structure of (114) is given in (115). The time argument of the
neutral aspect phrase is then filled by a null tense in the tense head (Ti), whose
presuppositional value is restricted to a non-future time interval (Chapter 5).
(114)

nb-un

ni

Tali’ qu qwaw.

drink-PV

ERG

Tali’

ABS

wine

‘Tali’ drank the wine (but didn’t finish it).’
(115)

TP
<s,t>
Ti
i

AspP
<i,st>
Asp
<lst,ist>

VoiceP
<l,st>

NEUT
(116)

a.

VoiceP

g,c

nbun ni Tali’ qu qwaw

= λe.  λw. drink(e)(w) & agent(Tali’)(e)(w) &

theme(wine)(e)(w)
b.

AspP

g,c

= NEUT

g,c

( VoiceP

g,c

) = λt. λw. ∃w' ∃e ∃e' [I-STAGE{e, e',

w, w', λe''.  λw''. drink(e'')(w'') & agent(Tali’)(e'')(w'') &
theme(wine)(e'')(w'')} & τ(e) ⊆ t]
c.

TP

g,c

= AspP

g,c

( Ti

g,c

) = λw. ∃w’ ∃e ∃e’ [I-STAGE{e, e', w, w',

λe''.  λw''. drink(e'')(w'') & agent(Tali’)(e'')(w'')} & τ(e) ⊆ g(i)], defined only if
g(i) ≤ tc
In prose, (116)c says that there is a culminated event e' of Tali’s drinking the wine in w', of
which e in w is an initial stage, and the runtime of e is included in the contextually provided
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time g(i), provided that the history of w' is the same as the history of w up to and including
the runtime of e and w' is a reasonable option for e in w.
Explaining the presence/absence of culmination entailments
Following Altshuler, I assume that achievements and inchoative states in Atayal are sets of
events which are constituted of atomic stages. This assumption explains the contrasting
behavior of accomplishments versus achievements in culmination entailments: An initial
stage of an atomic event is trivially the same as the event itself, and hence the initial stage in
the actual world is also the culminated event in every world, whereas for accomplishments,
what satisfies the neutral aspect is only an initial stage, but this is not necessarily identical to
the completed event, which may continue in some reasonably close possible world.
Explaining event continuation
An initial stage of an event could continue and turn into a bigger stage within or beyond the
reference time; in other words, there are possibly other events (i.e., stages of the same event)
in the actual world, which share the same initial stage, and are bigger than the one that makes
the sentence true. Atayal unmarked sentences simply do not restrict the development of a
non-instantaneous event, which is required for the Hindi and Thai perfectives, for example
(Sections 2.3.3 and 2.5.6).
Explaining the inceptive reading
An initial stage of the event outputted by the neutral aspect, by definition, includes the initial
point of the event. The inclusion of the running time of initial stages inside the reference time
in the meaning of neutral aspect thus correctly accounts for inceptive readings for every
lexical class.

2.5.6 Potential alternatives
An alternative to the analysis that I propose is to encode the non-culminating property of
certain telic predicates as the meaning of predicates below viewpoint aspect rather than to
build it into the semantics of viewpoint aspect (Koenig and Muansuwan 2000, Bar-el 2005,
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Koenig and Chief 2008, and Tatevosov 2008). Here I briefly review two analyses along these
lines, and discuss why such an implementation is not applicable to Atayal.
Koenig and Muansuwan (2000)
Koenig and Muansuwan (2000) show that in Thai, accomplishment predicates marked by the
marker khɯ̂n, termed “semi-perfective” (but glossed as ‘ascend’), denote an event that does
not have to be completed, as shown in (117)a, but must have ended, i.e., continuation of the
event is not possible, as shown in (117)b.
(117)

a.

Surii tɛ̀ɛŋ

klɔɔn sɔɔ̌ŋ bòt khɯ̂n tɛɛ jaŋ mâj sèd.

Surii write poem two

CL

ascend but still not finish

‘Surii composed two poems, but has not finished it yet.’
b. # Surii tɛ̀ɛŋ klɔɔn sâam bòt khɯ̂n
Surii write poem three

CL

lɛʔ kamlaŋ tɛ̀ɛŋ jùu.

ascend and

PROG

write

CONT

‘Surii composed three poems and is still composing them.’
(Koenig and Muansuwan 2000: 157-158)
To account for this contrast, Koenig and Muansuwan propose that all accomplishment stems
in Thai carry an imperfective operator, as given in (118), which only refers to subparts of
inherently bounded eventualities, and the marker khɯ̂n introduces a Max operator, which
requires that the event in the actual world is a maximal subpart of the continuations, as given
in (119). Crucially, it is the imperfective operator encoded in the lexical meaning of
accomplishments that ensures that completion is not entailed.
(118)

α = IPFV(ev, ϕ)
An eventuality ev and an event description ϕ satisfy condition α if and only if there is
an e' which (non-necessarily properly) includes ev and satisfies ϕ in all ‘inertia’
worlds—i.e. in all worlds compatible with what it would mean to complete ev
without being interrupted.

(119)

(Koenig and Muansuwan 2000: 163)

Max(e, ϕ) ↔ (ϕ(e) ∧ (¬∃e''  ∈  UE [e ⊏ e'' ∧ ϕ(e'')])) (UE: the set of eventualities)
The referent of a discourse marker e satisfies the predicative condition Max (e, ϕ) if
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and only if e is the largest eventuality which satisfies ϕ, that is, if there is no
eventuality e'' such that e ⊏ e'' which satisfies the eventuality description ϕ.
(Koenig and Muansuwan 2000: 167; 169)
Bar-el (2005)
Bar-el (2005) argues that accomplishments in Skwxwú7mesh (Salish) are formed by the
addition of control transitivizers to bare roots, and the control transitivizers not only
introduce an agent but also remove the requirement of the bare root that the event culminate
in the actual world, as given in (120); see also Bar-el et al. (2005) for St'át'imcets.
(120)

CONTROL.TRANS

W

= 𝜆f ∈D<l,st> [𝜆e. [e is controlled by its agent in w  ∧

∀w' [w' is an inertia world w.r.t. w at the beginning of e →[∃e' [f(e')(w')  ∧ e causes
e' in w']]]]

(Bar-el 2005: 132)

As a result, accomplishments in Skwxwú7mesh are neither required to culminate nor to
terminate, when in the perfective:
(121)

na p’ayak-ant-as ta
RL

heal-TR-3ERG

DET

John ta

snexwilh-s

John

canoe-3POSS

welh haw k-as

DET

i

CONJ NEG IRR-3CNJ PRT

huy-nexw-as.40
finish-TR-3ERG

‘He fixed his canoe but he didn’t finish (fixing) it.’
(122)

na xel’-t-as
RL

write-TR-3ERG

ta

sxwexwiy’am’ lha Mary

DET

story

DET

Mary

iw’ayti na7-xw wa

xel-’t-as.

maybe

write-TR-3ERG

RL-still IPFV

(Bar-el 2005: 128)

‘Mary wrote a story. Maybe she’s still writing it.’

(Bar-el 2005: 228)

The ability for an accomplishment event to continue, according to Bar-el, is because when
accomplishments lack a final point in the actual world, they are like activities. Bar-el
proposes that “[t]he perfective places a series of sub-events of the activity inside the
40

Additional abbreviations used in (121)-(122): CNJ = conjunctive, DET = determiner, RL = realis, TR =
transitivizer.
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reference time, and another series of sub-events is free to continue after that point” (Bar-el
2005: 229); the two series of activity events can be viewed as one and the same event.41
Attempting to extend these proposals to Atayal
Atayal is more similar to Skwxwú7mesh than to Thai in that accomplishment events can
continue (i.e., they do not necessarily end) (see Section 2.5.2), and thus the Max operator
proposed by Koenig and Muansuwan would not be relevant to Atayal. Although Koenig and
Muansuwan’s and Bar-el’s proposals differ in other details, one common feature is that the
intensional semantics is encoded independently of viewpoint aspect, by an imperfective
operator on accomplishment stems in Koenig and Muansuwan, or by a transitivizer in Bar-el.
Adopting this approach, Atayal unmarked predicates would be best analyzed as having a
(null) perfective, for which inceptive readings with every lexical class and culmination of
achievements are naturally expected. The culmination of accomplishments would have to be
eliminated before accomplishments take the null perfective, and the ability for
accomplishments to continue would be expected given that they would be non-culminating
like activities. A conceptual issue is that positing a null perfective for unmarked forms seems
to be intuitively undesirable, as it would entail that unmarked forms are ambiguous between
a perfective and imperfective aspect, given that habitual readings are also allowed (Section
2.5.1).42 An empirical challenge that this analysis faces is how it unifies the entire aspectual
system. Atayal has a perfective-perfect marker wal that leads to a culmination entailment
with accomplishments (see Chapter 3). If Atayal accomplishment stems had no final point,
the wal sentences could terminate without entailing that culmination has been reached,
contrary to fact:
(123)

wal

kblayun ni

Watan sa

kawas wayal (#ga ini’

tmasuq

PRF-PFV

make.PV

Watan

year

finish.AV.DEP still

ERG

LOC

past

TOP NEG

na’).

‘Watan built the house last year (#but he didn’t finish building it).’

41

This sense of perfective, however, differs from Smith’s (1997) view that perfective places an implicit
bound on activities, and perfective activities are interpreted as terminated within the reference time; see Bar-el
(2005: 317-321) for arguments that perfective activities in English can be continued (possibly under special
circumstances) without inducing a contradiction.
42
This is an important empirical difference with Salish languages, in which habitual readings use overt
imperfective marking, e.g., the auxiliary wa in Skwxwú7mesh (Bar-el 2005).
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The culmination effect cannot be encoded in the perfective-perfect wal either as it would
force undesired final points for activities. A way out of this is to suppose that
accomplishment stems are ambiguous between a non-culminating and a culminating reading
(see e.g., Tatevosov 2008), and wal only applies to the culminating form but not the other,
yielding the right results. Technically speaking, the null neutral aspect that I propose may be
seen as a null version of accomplishments that takes away culmination, and wal does not
contain this; this would be similar to Bar-el’s and Tatevosov’s analysis. Yet this analysis
would require further evidence for the ambiguity of accomplishment stems, which I am
currently unaware of, and would end up with two null forms, one for accomplishment stems
and one for perfective aspect. With these concerns, I prefer an analysis (which has equal
explanatory power) in which a null form is regarded as directly alternating with wal, namely
it is also a viewpoint aspect.

2.5.7 The discrepancy in whether progressive readings exist
Recall that Atayal unmarked forms are reported in the literature as having progressive
readings, but my fieldwork shows that they are infelicitous in contexts targeting progressive
readings (see Section 2.5.1). I suggest two possible reasons which could be responsible for
this discrepancy.
Dialectal variation may be one reason. The work in L. Huang (1993) and Zeitoun et
al. (1996) is based on the variety of Squliq Atayal spoken in Wulai (New Taipei City),
whereas my consultants are from Taoshan (Wufeng, Hsinchu County) and Datong (Yilan
County). The lack of progressive readings also holds for the variety spoken in Fuxing
(Taoyuan County) (Payas 2015, see below).
The other reason is methodological. The claimed progressive reading in the literature
usually comes from out-of-the-blue translation tasks, in which no discourse contexts, and
thus no reference time, are given. The translations however may simply reflect a reading
close to the actual one; for instance, in my fieldwork, my consultants also sometimes gave a
progressive form as translation, and frequently commented that unmarked predicates are
“progressive forms” [進行式], “present forms” [現在式], or “present progressive forms” [現在
進行式]

(especially when in the actor voice) when they did translation tasks. This constitutes
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a contradiction with their judgments in the context-dependent elicitations. Similarly eliciting
with contexts, Payas (2015) reaches the same conclusion that in Fuxing Squliq Atayal,
sentences containing the progressive aspect rather than unmarked ones are used to describe a
certain activity in progress, when the speaker is presented a picture depicting a character in
an activity (pp. 80-81). Different methodological strategies therefore suggest that the
episodic reading of unmarked predicates closely resembles but still differs from the
progressive reading.
Given my analysis that unmarked predicates possess a neutral aspect, which requires
that the event begins in the reference time and may continue beyond the reference time in
some possible world, the speakers’ translation of unmarked sentences into a progressive
reading can be captured in terms of the similarities between neutral aspect and progressive:
Both involve a modal dimension by referring to only partial events, and share the ability for
the events to continue. Nevertheless, neutral aspect differs from the progressive aspect in
terms of the relation between event (stage) time and reference time; this explains why
unmarked forms are not chosen for contexts in which the reference time is placed within the
event (stage) time.

2.5.8 Non-culmination and viewpoint aspects across languages
In this section, I review Altshuler’s (2014) typology of partitive operators for aspectual
markers, and show that the typology does not capture the difference between the Atayal
neutral aspect and the Russian imperfective. I suggest that non-culmination effects should be
attributed to a semantic component independent of (im)perfectivity.
Altshuler’s (2014) typology
Altshuler’s (2014) proposal (reviewed in Section 2.3.3) allows for three parameterized
variations on partitive operators that appeal to the notion of event stages. Firstly, partitive
operators can differ in whether they are true of a proper stage or a possibly non-proper stage
of a VP-event. This explains why the English PROG cannot give rise to completed
achievement events, whereas the Russian imperfective and the Hindi simple-verb (SV)
perfective can. Partitive operators can also differ in whether the output property is true only
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of maximal stages or not. The Hindi SV-perfective requires this and thus the described event
must stop, that is, it is the biggest stage of the VP-event in the actual world (this includes the
case when the event completes), whereas the Russian IPFV and the English PROG do not.
Lastly, a partitive operator can be true of a set of plural events or only of a set of singular
events, the former of which yields habitual readings in the Russian IPFV. These proposed
variations are displayed in the first three rows in Table 2.7 (in the parentheses is what the
“yes” answer to the question means).
Partitive

Proper stages only?

Max stages only?

Singular events only?

operator

(no culminated

(no continuous

(no habitual readings)

achievements)

readings)

No

Yes

Yes

IPFV

No

No

No

PROG

Yes

No

Yes

IPFV

Yes

No

No

??

Yes

Yes

Yes

??

No

Yes

No

??

No

No

Yes

??

Yes

Yes

No

Hindi-SV
Russ
Eng
Fre

PFV

Table 2.7 A typology of partitive operators (Altshuler 2014: 765)
Altshuler further suggests that the French imperfective, imparfait, represents another case, as
given in the fourth row: It is restricted to proper stages (as achievements are coerced into
event-in-preparation readings and do not culminate), can select for plural events (as habitual
readings are allowed), and does not impose the maximal stage requirement (as the described
event can be ongoing). An issue with this typology is that the French imparfait is able to
report events understood as completed in narratives, including achievements (this usage is
known as the narrative imperfective), in addition to having event-in-progress and event-inpreparation readings (see e.g., Arregui et al. 2014). If evaluated in terms of this reading, the
French imparfait would have the same value as the Russian imperfective in the first column
of Table 2.7, yielding an exact parallel with the Russian imperfective.
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Atayal neutral aspect vs. Russian imperfective aspect
According to this typology, Atayal unmarked predicates would fall into the same cell as the
Russian imperfective, since (i) unmarked achievement events culminate, (ii) unmarked
accomplishment events can be continued, and (iii) unmarked predicates in general can have
habitual readings. Yet Atayal unmarked predicates differ from the Russian imperfective
aspect with respect to how the event time is related to the reference time. The Russian
imperfective requires the reference time to follow a (sub)part of the event, i.e., the reference
time is located within the consequent state of the event (stage) (Altshuler 2012). For instance,
in (124), the flower-giving and the theatre-inviting events are understood to have taken place
during the week prior to the kissing event.
(124)

Nedelju nazad Marija po-celova-l-a

Dudkina.

week

Dudkin

ago

Maria

PFV-kissed-PST.3SG-FEM

On dari-l

ej

cvety

i

priglaša-l

He give. IPFV-PST.3SG her flowers and invite.IPFV-PST.3SG
ee v

teatr.

her to theatre
‘A week ago, Maria kissed Dudkin. He had given her flowers and had invited her to
the theatre.’

(Altshuler 2012: 61)

By contrast, all unmarked eventive predicates in Atayal are shown to have inceptive readings
(Section 2.5.2), which require the reference time to include the beginning part of the event.
More specifically, while sharing the features of being a partitive operator with the Russian
imperfective, the reading of Atayal unmarked predicates presents a reversed temporal
containment relation. This quick comparison suggests that focusing on the final points of
events, culminations (i.e., the proper stage requirement) and/or final boundedness (i.e., the
maximality requirement), is not sufficient to capture the meaning difference between the two
forms.43
Given my analysis that Atayal unmarked predicates encode a neutral aspect, the
temporal difference also casts doubt on Altshuler’s proposal that neutral aspect need not exist
43

See also Arregui et al. (2014) for a similar conclusion based on differences between Russian and Spanish
imperfectives.
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if perfective aspect allows non-culmination like imperfective does. If neutral aspect were
only about neutrality between perfective and imperfective in terms of final points of events,
the difference between Atayal unmarked predicates and the Russian imperfective would not
be expected. I suggest instead that culmination could be an ingredient that can be
independently built into viewpoint aspects. This is supported by the fact that crosslinguistically, accomplishment predicates can be without culminations in different viewpoint
aspects: in perfectives (see M. Singh 1998 for Hindi, Koenig and Muansuwan 2000 for Thai,
Bar-el 2005 for Skwxwú7mesh), imperfectives (see Altshuler 2014 for Russian,
Toosarvandani 2017 for Northern Paiute, Uto-Aztecan), and neutral aspects (as in Atayal).

2.6 The progressive aspect cyux/nyux
The morpheme cyux/nyux (‘distal’/‘proximal’) functions as a main verb denoting existence
or possession, and as an aspectual auxiliary often analogous to the English progressive (Su
2004, L. Huang 2008, Payas 2015, Zheng 2016).44 The two uses are morpho-syntactically
distinguishable, e.g., by syntactic distribution and by their negative form (L. Huang 2008).45
In this section, I focus on the semantics of the aspectual auxiliary cyux/nyux. I first show that
cyux/nyux allows for three types of readings depending on lexical aspectual class—
progressive, result state, and current state readings (Section 2.6.1). I argue that these readings
can be unified by analyzing cyux/nyux as a progressive operator, which places the reference
time inside a proper stage of the event described by the predicate, either a process or a
(result) state through coercion (Section 2.6.2). I then compare Atayal with markers in other
languages that are reported to allow for both progressive and (result) state readings (Section
2.6.3).

44

My primary consultant sometimes gives cyuw/nyuw as a variant of the aspectual cyux/nyux, as reflected in
the following data; it is not clear to me whether the two variants have any semantic difference. I will simply
refer to cyux/nyux throughout the discussion.
45
The aspect and the verb uses of cyux/nyux cannot co-occur. The reason may be morpho-phonological, in
order to avoid two identical morphological words together; indeed, the intended meaning is expressed by
another existence verb maki’, e.g., nyux maki’ ngasal yaba’ mu ‘my father is at home.’
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2.6.1 Aspectually-conditioned readings
Using the diagnostics for initial and final points of events (Section 2.2), I show in what
follows that the aspect cyux/nyux allows for three types of reading depending on lexical
aspectual class.
2.6.1.1 Event-in-progress readings and the imperfective paradox
The aspect cyux/nyux allows for an event-in-progress reading with activity and
accomplishment verbs, and on the basis of this, it has been glossed or described as a
progressive or imperfective aspect (e.g., Zeitoun et al. 1996, L. Huang 2008). 46 As
exemplified in (125), the described event overlaps with the reference time introduced by the
punctual clause.
(125)

m-wah=saku’

shira’

ga

AV-come=1SG.ABS

yesterday TOP

cyux

m-’abi’

PROG.DIST AV-sleep

hiya’.
3SG.N

‘When I came yesterday, he was sleeping.’
Consultant’s comment: “He was already sleeping before you came.”
Similar to progressives/imperfectives cross-linguistically, the event-in-progress reading
exhibits the imperfective paradox: A progressive/imperfective sentence does not entail its
perfective/perfect counterpart. The aspect wal in Atayal necessarily entails the culmination of
an accomplishment event (e.g., (123); see Chapter 3), but substituting wal with cyux/nyux no
longer entails the culmination: In (126), continuing the cyux/nyux sentence with an assertion
that the house-building event is not completed is felicitous.
(126)

cyuw

kblay-un ni

Watan, ga

PROG.PROX

build-PV

Watan

ERG

ini’

TOP NEG

tmasuq

na’.

finish.AV.DEP still

‘Watan was building the house but he didn’t finish it.’
The event-in-progress reading entails that the described event has begun prior to the
reference time. Hence, we expect a predicate marked by cyux/nyux to be infelicitous in
46

One of the accomplishments I tested with cyux/nyux appears to allow for non-progressive readings: The
verb bzirun ‘buy something’ is translated as an event completed recently, as in nyux maku’ bzirun kwara ka
musa’ su’ blaq niqun na baybway ‘I’ve just bought all the fruits you like to eat’. Further investigation of
accomplishment verbs is required.
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contexts which support an inceptive reading. This is borne out, as shown by the contrast
between a cyux/nyux-marked activity and the unmarked counterpart in (127):
(127)

Context: You joke about the way he spoke Atayal, “When I heard it, I couldn’t help
but laugh.” (adapted from Davis et al. 2009: 233)
pawng-an=maku’ k~kayal=nya’

kay’ na

listen-LV=1SG.ERG NMLZ.CV~speak=3SG.ERG word
’tayal lga,
Atayal

{# nyux=saku’

PRT.TOP

GEN

m-syaq / m-syaq=saku’

la}.

PROG.DIST=1SG.ABS AV-laugh AV-laugh=1SG.ABS PRT

‘When I heard him speak Atayal (lit. the Atayal words he spoke), I was
laughing.’ Consultant’s comment: “Wrong sentence; it means that ‘I was
laughing (over there).’
I conclude that the reading of cyux/nyux-marked activity and accomplishment events
parallels a progressive reading in that both initial and final points of the events are excluded
from the reference time.
2.6.1.2 Result-state readings with achievements
The progressive in English and the imperfective in Romance languages (e.g., French) are
either incompatible with an achievement verb or induce an event-in-preparation reading (i.e.,
a preliminary process leading up to the culmination of events) (Dowty 1979, S. Rothstein
2004, Arregui et al. 2014).47 Atayal cyux/nyux however yields a result-state reading with
achievements. Although the result-state reading has not been explicitly pointed out in the
literature, examples are abundant, often indicated by translation or surrounding passages. For
instance, the cyux-marked dying event in (128) is translated with the English perfect, whose
result state reading is suggested by part of the translation ‘[his body is] not yet carried away’.
Likewise, the same verb marked with nyux in (129) would not be felicitously followed by the
subsequent passage if it didn’t yield a result state.
47

The English progressive is either incompatible with an achievement, e.g., #The toddler is spotting her
mother, or induces the following types of readings (Gyarmathy 2015: 23-29, and see the references therein): (a)
a reading describing a preliminary process leading up to the culmination, e.g., The old man is dying, (b) a slowmotion (camera) reading, e.g., John is gradually realizing that you are right, and (c) an iterative reading, e.g.,
The light was flashing. The progressive also allows a futurate reading, e.g., Mary’s plane is arriving tomorrow
morning.
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(128)

cyux

m-huqil yaba’=maku’.

PROG.DIST AV-die

father=1SG.GEN

‘My father has died [not yet carried away].’
(Fuxing Squliq, Egerod 1999: 116, example modified)
(129)

swa’ nyux
why

m-huqil s-qani

PROG.PROX AV-die

qu

LOC-this ABS

p-hlag-aw=ta’

ngyaw qani la.
cat
na

CAUS-put.on-PV.HORT=1PL.INCL OBL

this

PRT

abaw lmiquy.
leave silver-grass

‘Why has the cat died here? Let us cover him with silver grass leaves.’
(CIP Atayal dictionary 2017, original translation in Mandarin)
The sentences in (130)-(132) are given out of the blue, and the consultant’s comments
suggest that the event descried in the predicate took place in the past and its result state
continues (i.e., being at the summit in (130), the door being open in (131), and being in need
of help in (132)).
(130)

nyux=maku’

thk-an

la.

PROG.PROX=1SG.ERG

arrive-LV

PRT

‘I’ve reached the summit.’ / ≠ ‘I’m reaching the summit.’
Consultant’s comment: “You say this when you are now at the summit.”
(131)

nyux=nya’

gyah-an blihun.

PROG.PROX=3SG.ERG

open-LV door

‘He has opened the door.’ / ≠ ‘He is opening the door.’
Consultant’s comment: “The action already happened… gi yasa nyux mtgyah qu
blihun nya’ ‘so his door is open’.”
(132)

cyux=nya’

p-gzyuwag-un qu

PROG.DIST=3SG.ERG CAUS-lost-PV

ABS

tuki=nya’

la.

watch=3SG.ERG

PRT

‘She has lost her watch.’ / ≠ ‘She is losing her watch.’
Consultant’s comment: “That means you should go to help her.”
Manipulating contexts with/without a result state provides further evidence.
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Cyux/nyux is felicitous in contexts with a result state, as shown in (133) and (134), where the
state resulting from the putting/coming event holds at the utterance time. Furthermore, it is
also required in such contexts, as in (135).
(133)

Context: Where is the hoe?
cyux=maku’

syun

sa

qung balay na

khu’=maku’.

PROG.DIST=1SG.ERG

put.PV

LOC

inner truly

barn=1SG.GEN

GEN

‘I’ve put it in the most inner corner of my barn.’
(134)

Context: Granduncle is very happy for our visit. He says to us:
nanu’ nyux=simu
then

m-wah

PROG.PROX=2PL.ABS AV-come

qani lga,

si=ta’

this

PRT=1PL.INCL

PRT.TOP

bwak-iy

mit’=maku’

la.

dissect-PV.DEP

goat=1SG.GEN

PRT

‘Since you have come here, let us slaughter my goat (to celebrate).’
(135)

Context: There is an electrical shutdown ins this area and people are checking if the
power is back:
(#cyux)

thk-an

reki

qalang=mamu

PROG.DIST

arrive-LV power village=2PL.GEN

la?
PRT

‘Has your village had power? (Lit. ‘Has power reached your tribe?’)’
By contrast, in the context of (136), the state of being at the summit is stated to be over, and
using cyux/nyux is no longer felicitous.
(136)

Context: You climbed the mountain and reached the summit. Right after you left the
summit, your friend called you. You told him:
# cyux=saku’
PROG.DIST=1SG.ABS

tayhuk

b’bu’

rgyax

la.

arrive.AV summit mountain PRT

‘I’ve arrived at the summit.’
Result state readings entail that cyux/nyux-marked achievements culminate. We thus
predict that in contexts which specify that the culmination has not yet been reached, the use
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of cyux/nyux is infelicitous. This is borne out, as in (137); to describe the nearly
instantaneous breaking event, the future marker p- is used.
(137)

Context: You carry heavy stuff on your back and when you put it down, you feel your
waist is going to break and you can’t stand up straight.
a. # cyux

m-kphuw hwinuk=maku’.

PROG.DIST AV-snap

waist=1SG.GEN PRT

‘My waist has broken.’
b.

p-kphuw

hwinuk=maku’ la.

FUT.AV-snap

waist=1SG.GEN

PRT

‘My waist is going to break.’
Data from modification by punctual when-clauses, as in (138), show that the result
state of a cyux/nyux-marked achievement can hold at a reference time that is distinct from the
utterance time. Similar to before, if the result state has not yet been reached at the reference
time, the cyux/nyux-marked achievement is inappropriate, as in (139); the correct rendition
uses a cyux/nyux-marked activity verb.
(138)

pringwa’=saku’=nya’

lga,

phone.AV=1SG.ABS=3SG.ERG

PRT.TOP PROG.DIST=1SG.ABS

tayhuk

b’bu’

cyux=saku’

rgyax

arrive.AV summit mountain

rima’
already

la.
PRT

‘When he called me, I was already at the summit.’
(139)

Context: You witnessed someone hurting people so you called the police.
Fortunately, the police came fast and no one really died.
m-wah

qu

AV-come ABS

kinsat lga,
police

{#cyux

p-huqil

/ cyuw

PRT.TOP PROG.DIST CAUS.AV-die PROG.PROX

k<m>ut}
kill<AV>

squliq hiya’.
people 3SG.N
Intended for ‘When the police came, he was killing people.’
Consultant’s comment: “No, you said no one died so you cannot use cyux here. What
your sentence said [with cyux phuqil] is that the guy is dead when the police came.”
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Notice that for the result state to hold at the reference time, the culmination point must have
taken place earlier. That is, punctual clauses do not diagnose the initial point but the final
point of the event described.
2.6.1.3 Result-state and current-state readings with stative verbs
Stative predicates modified by cyux/nyux allow for a result-state and a non-permanent,
current-state reading. In what follows, I discuss the two readings separately, but eventually I
argue that cyux/nyux only combines with inchoative statives, and the two readings are
actually the same one.
Result-state readings
Stative predicates, when marked by cyux/nyux, are often accompanied by inchoativity
effects. For example, when given out of the blue, they are translated as inchoative, and
suggest that a change of state recently occurred, as in (140)-(141). 48 By contrast, in a
situation that describes a permanent property, without any change of state, cyux/nyux-marked
states are rejected, as in (142) (but see below for examples of temporary states without
changes of state).
(140)

nyuw

krahu’ qu Tali’.

PROG.PROX

big

ABS

Tali’

Volunteered translation: ‘Tali’ has got big(ger).’ or ‘Tali’ is growing big.’
Consultant’s comment: “He already grew up [已然長大]”; “This describes his
growing until now [長大到現在].”
(141)

cyux

m-nguray hiya’.

PROG.DIST AV-silly

3SG.N

‘He got silly.’ or ‘He has become silly.’
Volunteered translation: 他正在變傻。(‘He is becoming silly.’)
Consultant’s comment: “Sounds like he just became silly.”

48

The speaker’s volunteered translation in (140)-(141) also suggests that an ongoing state interpretation is
available; see below.
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(142)

Context: You are trying to remind me of who is who among our new friends: “Tali’ is
big and Temu’ is small.”
a. # cyuw
PROG.DIST

krahu’ qu

Tali’.

big.AV

Tali’

ABS

‘Tali’ got big(ger).’
b.

krahu’ qu

Tali’.

big.AV

Tali’

ABS

‘Tali’ is big.’
Further support for the inchoative reading comes from the fact that cyux/nyux-marked states
are accepted in an inchoative context, such as (143)-(144).
(143)

Context: I was not tall enough to get the stuff on the top of the cupboard but now I
can do it.
nyux=saku’

krahu’ la.

PROG.PROX=1SG.ABS

big

PRT

‘I have become big(ger).’
(144)

Context: You saw your friend’s kid Tali’ after a long time and found he has grown up.
nyux=su’

krahu’ la.

PROG.PROX=2SG.ABS

big.AV

PRT

‘You’ve got big(ger).’
The above data all target individual-level statives; that the same inchoative effect holds for
stage-level states can be evidenced by (145).
(145)

Context: As usual, you open the windows in the morning, but you find one of them is
cracked. You tell your mom:
nyuw

m-bka’

qu tubung qasa la.

PROG.PROX AV-break ABS

window that

PRT

‘That window has got broken.’
Recall that stative predicates are ambiguous between inchoative and homogeneous states
(Section 2.4.1). The inchoative effects across individual-level and statge-level statives
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suggest that cyux/nyux only combines with inchoative statives; I show next that even when
cyux/nyux yields a non-inchoative reading, it is not comparable to a homogeneous-state
reading.
The reading of cyux/nyux-marked inchoative statives parallels that of cyux/nyuxmarked achievements. First, cyux/nyux-marked inchoatives must culminate; they cannot
describe a change of state that has not yet been reached:
(146)

m-<in>’uy

shira’

AV-<E.PST>tired

yesterday first

ssawni’

ha, ru

nyux

CONJ PROG.PROX

lawkah
strong.AV

qani la.

earlier.today this

PRT

‘He was tired yesterday but he has recovered (lit. got strong) at this moment.’
Me: “Can this mean he is recovering from his tiredness?” Consultant: “No, he is
fully recovered.”
Also similar to achievements, modification by punctual clauses shows that the result state
can hold at the reference time for cyux/nyux-marked inchoative states. In (147)-(148), the
relevant state overlaps with the time of the punctual clause. As indicated by the consultant’s
comment, the transition into the state of the speaker’s being drunk/the light being on happens
before the time of the coming/entering event.
(147)

m-wah=saku’

shira’

lga,

nyux

AV-come=1SG.ABS

yesterday PRT.TOP

m-busuk hiya’ la.

PROG.DIST AV-drunk

3SG.N

PRT

‘When I came yesterday, he was drunk.’
Consultant’s comment: “He already got drunk before you came.”
(148)

nyuw

s<m>yax

qu pnilaw sa

PROG.PROX

bright<AV>

ABS

lamp

m-zyup=saku’

LOC AV-enter=1SG.ABS

blihun.
door

‘The lamp was on when I entered the room.’
Consultant’s comment: “It was lit up earlier.”
I suggest that the readings of cyux/nyux-marked inchoative states and achievements
can be unified, namely as a result state reading, assuming that achievements also denote
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changes of state, from a state in which the instantaneous event has not culminated to one in
which the event has culminated.
Current-state readings
Interestingly, statives may appear in non-inchoative contexts, but in such cases they are
interpreted as temporary; for example, the individual-level state ‘tall’ is felicitous in (149)
(compare this to its unmarked counterpart in (142)b).
(149)

Context: A stranger kid is standing in front of you. You’re surprised at his height.
cyux=su’

wagiq.

PROG.DIST=2SG.ABS

tall.AV

‘You are growing tall.’ or ‘You are tall.’
A further example is given in (150), where adding cyux to the verb mngungu’ ‘be timid/feel
fear’ only describes a momentary state of that kind, unlike the unmarked form which is used
for one’s character.
(150)

cyux

m-ngungu’ balay qu

PROG.DIST AV-timid

truly

ABS

laqi’ qasa.
child that

‘That kid is afraid of something.’ / ≠ ‘That kid is timid.’ (OK without cyux)
(Fuxing Squliq, Payas 2015: 82, original translation in Mandarin)
Such temporary or current state readings are similarly observed for stage-level statives, as
shown by the felicity of using cyux/nyux in (151), where the context does not specify any
transition into the state of the light being on but describes a past temporary state.
(151)

Context: A policeman asking a witness, “What did you notice when you entered the
room?”
cyuw

s<m>yax

qu

pnilaw=nya’

hya’ ga

PROG.DIST

bright<AV>

ABS

light=3SG.GEN

EMP

s<m>’an

ngta’

tay

tanux

fee<AV>

chicken

LOC

outside Tali’

cyux

TOP PROG.DIST

Tali’ hya’.
EMP

‘The light was on, but Tali’ was feeding chickens outside.’
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While the result-state and current-state readings are presented as two types of
readings, I suggest that they are in fact the same reading; that is, the current-state reading
also entails a prior change of state. In the next section, I spell out how the proposed analysis
accounts for this variation.
2.6.1.4 Summary
Table 2.8 summarizes the interactions between cyux/nyux and lexical aspectual classes. The
aspectual marker cyux/nyux parallels the progressive aspect in giving rise to event-in-process
readings with activities and accomplishments. Unlike the English progressive, cyux/nyux is
able to modify achievements, yielding result state readings; cyux/nyux also modifies statives,
in which case a result state or a current state reading is derived. Evidence shows that with an
event-in-process reading, the initial point of the event precedes the reference time, and the
final point (culmination or termination) of the event is not entailed. By contrast, a result state
entails the culmination of a prior change of state. Since it is the final point being diagnosed
by punctual clauses, I mark the value for initial point as irrelevant. I suggest that a current
state reading is the same as the result state reading, due to the prior change of state being
entailed (rather than being asserted).
Initial point

Final point

Accomplishment

*

*

Activity

*

*

Achievement

-

√ (culmination)

Inchoative

-

√ (culmination)

Homogeneous

N/A

N/A

State

Reading
ongoing process
result state
result state/
current state
N/A

(√: presence; *: absence; -: not relevant; N/A: not applicable)
Table 2.8 Interpretations of the aspect cyux/nyux with lexical classes
To complete the picture of cyux/nyux, I compare the results in Table 2.8 with those
for unmarked predicates in Table 2.9 (repeated from Table 2.4). While predicates with
cyux/nyux parallel those in unmarked forms with respect to final points—accomplishments
and activities contrast with achievements and inchoative states in lacking culmination
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entailments—they differ regarding initial points—the beginning of events is either not
encoded in or irrelevant for predicates with cyux/nyux, but it is consistently enforced by
unmarked predicates.
Initial point

Accomplishments
Activities

w/ object
w/o object

Final point

Inceptive readings

Culmination

with punctual clause

cancellation

√

√ (no culmination)

√

√ (no termination)
N/A

Event continuation
√ (no culmination)
√ (no termination)

Achievements

√ (instantaneous)

* (culmination)

N/A

Inchoative states

√ (inchoative)

* (culmination)

N/A

Homogeneous states

N/A

N/A

N/A

Table 2.9 Aspectual properties of unmarked forms

2.6.2 Analysis
I propose that cyux/nyux has a unified semantics denoting a proper stage of the VP event,
similar to a progressive aspect. However, unlike the English progressive, which is generally
incompatible with achievements and statives, cyux/nyux can combine with both. It has been
argued that the English progressive sometimes marks achievements due to a coercion rule
that shifts achievements to accomplishments (Moens and Steedman 1988, S. Rothstein
2004). In a similar fashion, I argue that a coercion rule plays a role in the compatibility of
cyux/nyux and achievements, but the coercion rule in Atayal shifts achievements to
inchoative states. As a result, achievements and inchoative states similarly possess a change
of state and a result state, in which case they are dynamic, and hence cyux/nyux can take the
result state in an achievement or inchoative state as an input. Since cyux/nyux only asserts
that a proper stage of a result state contains the reference time, a current state reading
sometimes arises.
Since I implemented Altshuler’s (2014) STAGE operator in analyzing the Atayal
unmarked forms, and since both unmarked forms and cyux/nyux exhibit the imperfective
paradox for durative events, I also adopt a STAGE operator for the semantics of cyux/nyux.
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As given in (152), cyux/nyux denotes a function from a predicate of events to a
predicate of times and worlds, and it is true of a time t and w if and only if there is an event e,
which is a stage of the VP-event e' in a world w' similar enough to w, and the runtime of e in
w includes t.
(152)

g,c

= λP<l,st> λt λw. ∃w' ∃e ∃e' [STAGE{e, e', w, w', P} ∧ t ⊆ τ(e)]

a.

cyux/nyux

b.

STAGE{e, e', w, w', P}
(i)

g,c

= 1 iff (i)–(iv) holds:

the history of w' is the same as the history of w up to and including
τ(e)

(ii)
(iii)

w' is a reasonable option for e in w
P

g,c

(e', w') = 1

(iv) e ⊂ e'
The requirements in (152)b-i to (152)b-iii ensure that e develops into in a VP-event in a
possible world whose history is the same as the actual world up to the runtime of e and in
which e continues on the basis of reasonable properties of e in the actual world. The
condition in (152)b-iv, which says that e is a proper part of the VP-event, is crucial to explain
the general incompatibility of the English progressive and achievements. Since events
described by achievement verbs do not have proper parts (and hence no proper stages),
applying to an achievement either fails or triggers coercion whereby the VP-event has proper
parts (see below; see also S. Rothstein 2004 for a similar idea but with a different
formulation). In the following, I go through how the right results are achieved for each
predicate class in Atayal.
Activities and accomplishments
Recall that accomplishment verbs marked by cyux/nyux do not entail culmination, leading to
the imperfective paradox. Following S. Rothstein (2004), I assume that an accomplishment
event consists of an activity event (i.e., a DO event) and a change of state (i.e., a BECOME
event). I also assume a special process termed “incremental relation” (defined by the
structure of the BECOME event and context) which distributes the BECOME event to the
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activity event.49 The intuition is that unlike activity events, accomplishment events have
individual parts that are inherently ordered, and the extent of the change of state in BECOME
events (termed “incremental process”) determines when the accomplishment ends. Roughly,
the activity subevent involved in an accomplishment is over when the BECOME event is
over. Without going into the details of incremental relations (see S. Rothstein 2004: 107112), I simply represent the incremental relation with the culmination of the event as
INCR(e1, e2, Cul(e2)). According to Rothstein, the culmination of an accomplishment event is
the final minimal change of state associated with the endpoint of the BECOME event (and
hence it must share an argument with the BECOME event). A plain accomplishment event,
for example, kblayun ni Watan (qu ngasal) ‘Watan build (the house)’, is represented in
(153), where e'1⊔e'2 is the sum of e'1 and e'2, and the superscript S is the operation forming a
singular entity out of this sum. I assume that arguments are added in a neo-Davidsonian
fashion.
(153)

kblayun ni Watan (qu ngasal)

g,c

= λe. λw. ∃e'1 ∃e'2 [e = S(e'1⊔e'2) & (DO(build))(e'1)(w) & Agent(e'1)(w) = Watan &
Theme(e'1)(w) = the house & (BECOME(built))(e'2)(w) & Theme(e'2)(w) = the
house & INCR(e'1, e'2, Cul(e'2))(w)]

(adapted from S. Rothstein 2004: 108)

Adding cyux/nyux to the accomplishment (as in (126) above) gives us (154).
(154)

cyux kblayun ni Watan (qu ngasal)

g,c

= λt λw. ∃w' ∃e ∃e' [STAGE{e, e', w, w', λe'' λw'' ∃e'''1 ∃e'''2 [e'' = S(e'''1 ⊔e'''2) &
DO(build)(e'''1)(w'') & Agent(e'''1)(w'') = Watan & Theme(e'''1)(w'') = the house &
BECOME(built)(e'''2)(w'') & Theme(e'''2)(w'') = the house & INCR(e'''1, e'''2,
Cul(e'''2))(w'')]} & t ⊆ τ(e)]
The output says that for a world w at time t, there is a culminated event e' of Watan’s
building the house in w', of which e in w is a proper stage, and the running time of e includes
t. Crucially, in order to be a stage of the accomplishment event e', e must be a proper part of
e'. So, e can be any part of the event—including the DO event and any non-final sub-events
49

See S. Rothstein (2004: 103-105) for arguments that the activity event and the BECOME event are not
related by a causal relation as in Dowty (1979).
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of the BECOME event (that are distributed overt the DO event)—except for the final subevent of e' (i.e., Cul(e''2)), which is atomic and has no proper parts. That is, the stage of the
accomplishment event that the progressive gives rise to is only (part of) the process of
Watan’s building the house, which correctly predicts the imperfective paradox.
Combining cyux/nyux with activities would yield a similar result except that activities
do not have a BECOME event and its associated culmination event (and an incremental
relation).
Achievements and coercion
The condition in (152)b-iv is not satisfied by achievements since achievement events consist
of atomic stages, without proper stages that can satisfy the proper part relation; achievements
are thus expected to be false in progressives. However, progressive achievements are not
always unavailable; in English, they may refer to a preparatory stage:
(155)

a.

The plane was landing on an icy runway when it exploded in midair, so it
didn’t land on any runway.

b.

Jane was just reaching a summit when there was an avalanche, so she never
reached any summit.

(S. Rothstein 2004: 39)

In one approach in the literature, an achievement within the scope of the progressive operator
is first type-shifted into an event process which has proper stages (Moens and Steedman
1988, Mittwoch 1991, Piñón 1997, S. Rothstein 2004, Altshuler 2014, among others), in
order to satisfy the condition for progressives; this process is also called coercion. Here I
illustrate this idea with S. Rothstein’s (2004) type-shifting operation. Rothstein posits the
operation in (156), which shifts an achievement meaning to a derived accomplishment
meaning. This raises the denotation of the VP into the structure of an accomplishment whose
culmination is given by the lexical VP, and whose process stage, the complement of DO, is a
free variable α determined by context.50

50

According to S. Rothstein, the output of SHIFT is an “abstract accomplishment,” in the sense that it has
the structure of an accomplishment, but it does not correspond to any lexical item.
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(156)

SHIFT(VPpunctual): λe. λw. (BECOME)(e)(w) →  λe. λw. ∃e'1 ∃e'2 [e = S(e'1⊔e'2) &
(DO(α))(e'1)(w) & (BECOME(P))(e'2)(w) & INCR(e'1, e'2, Cul(e'2))(w)]
(adapted from S. Rothstein 2004: 48)

Applying the SHIFT rule to an achievement predicate gives (157):
(157)

SHIFT(λe.reach-a-summit(e) & Theme(e)(w) = x)
= λe. λw. ∃e'1 ∃e'2[e = S(e'1⊔e'2) & (DO(α))(e'1)(w) & reach-a-summit(e'2)(w) &
Theme(e'2)(w) = x & INCR(e'1, e'2, Cul(e'2))(w)]

The output of the SHIFT rule has an activity subevent; it can therefore be the argument of the
progressive operator. As given in (158), the denotation of the sentence—Jane is reaching a
summit—is true for a world w at time t iff there is an event e' in w' of which e is a stage in w
such that e’ is a culminated event of Jane reaching a summit, and the running time of e
includes t. Since e has to be a proper part of the entire derived accomplishment e’, and since
Cul(e'''2) has no proper parts, e is either a part of, or itself corresponds to, the activity event
or the non-final part of the reach-a-summit event; this denotation also predicts the
imperfective paradox.
(158)

PROG(Jane reach a summit)

g,c

= λt λw. ∃w' ∃e ∃e' [STAGE{e, e', w, w', λe'' λw'' ∃e'''1 ∃e'''2 [e'' = S(e'''1⊔e'''2) &
DO(α)(e'''1)(w'') & reach-a-summit(e'''2)(w'') & Theme(e'''2)(w'') = Jane &
INCR(e'''1, e'''2, Cul(e'''2))(w'')]} & t ⊆ τ(e)]
Let us now turn to Atayal. Recall that unlike English progressive achievements,
which refer to a preparatory stage that leads to a change of state, Atayal progressive
achievements refer to states that result from transition; they show culmination entailments. In
the spirit of Rothstein, I propose a different type-shifting rule for Atayal achievements:
(159)

SHIFT(VPpunctual): λe. λw. (BECOME)(e)(w) →  λe. λw. ∃e'1 ∃e'2 [e = S(e'1⊔e'2) &
(BECOME)(e'1)(w) & (CONSE(BECOME))(e'2)(w)]

The SHIFT rule in (159) turns an achievement into an inchoative event with an associated
result state; for instance, being at the summit is the consequent state of reaching a summit, as
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in (160). This will give a different input to the progressive.
(160)

SHIFT(λe. λw.reach-a-summit(e)(w) & Theme(e)(w) = x)
= λe.λw. ∃e'1 ∃e'2 [e = S(e'1⊔e'2) & reach-a-summit(e'1)(w) & Theme(e'1)(w) = x &
being-at-a-summit(e'2)(w)]

Adding the type-shifted denotation of an achievement to the progressive cyux/nyux, such as
nyux maku’ thkan (qu b’bu’ rgyax) la ‘I’ve reached (the summit)’ in (130) above, we get
(161), which says that the sentence is true for a w at t iff there is an event e' in w', of which e
is a stage in w, such that e' is the speaker’s reaching a summit with some consequent state,
and the running time of e includes t. Since e needs to be a proper part of e', e is equal to or a
part of the consequent state; note that inchoative states have no incremental relation as with
accomplishments, so the reach-a-summit event itself is an atomic change of state. This result
correctly accounts for the fact that the achievement event culminates, and that the reference
time is included in the consequent state.
(161)

nyux maku’ thkan (qu b’bu’ rgyax) la

g,c

  

= λt λw. ∃w' ∃e ∃e' [STAGE{e, e', w, w', λe'' λw'' ∃e'''1∃e'''2 [e'' = S(e'''1⊔e'''2) &
reach-a-summit(e'''1)(w'') & Theme(e'''1)(w'') = the speaker & CONSE(reach-asummit)(e'''2)(w'')]} & t ⊆ τ(e)]
Inchoative states and dynamicity
Statives are typically assumed to have no stages (S. Rothstein 2004, Landman 2008); for
example, S. Rothstein (2004: 12) writes that “states […] are non-dynamic so that every bit is
exactly the same as every other bit and therefore no stages can be distinguished.” This
assumption is compatible with the view that stative verbs are homogeneous, denoted by
predicates of time without an eventuality argument, unlike eventives, which are predicates of
events (which are turned into predicates of times by aspectual operators) (cf. Katz 2000,
2003). In terms of semantic composition, progressives are a function from event predicates to
time predicates, and therefore stative verbs are of the wrong type for them to apply to.
Inchoative states, however, denote an initial change of state plus a continuous state;
they are thus dynamic. I assume that inchoative states have an eventuality argument, which
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has two subparts, a BECOME event and a P event, which is the event-correlate of the result
state, as given in (162) (see Bar-el 2005 for Skwxwú7mesh inchoative states). The meaning
is thus very similar to that of an achievement after coercion (see (160) above).
(162)

λe. λw. ∃e'1  ∃e'2 [e = S(e'1⊔e'2) & (BECOME(P))(e'1)(w) & (P)(e'2)(w)]

Being part of the event (and not momentary), the described state can have stages, much like
an activity. The progressive cyux/nyux applied to an inchoative, as in (143) above, is
represented as in (163).
(163)

nyux saku’ krahu’ la

g,c

= λt λw. ∃w' ∃e ∃e' [STAGE{e, e', w, w', λe'' λw''. ∃e''1 ∃e''2 [e'' = S(e'''1⊔e'''2) &
BECOME(big)(e'''1)(w'') & big(e'''2)(w'') & Theme(e''')(w'') = the speaker]} & t ⊆
τ(e)]
The result says that the sentence is true in w at t iff there is an event e' in w', of which e is a
stage in w, such that e' is the speaker’s becoming big and being in a state of being big, and
the running time of e includes t. Since t is included in the runtime of e, which can be equal to
or be a part of the second sub-event of the entire event, this denotation correctly accounts for
the fact that the reference time is included in the state that was brought about at an earlier
time.

2.6.3 Viewing the Atayal cyux/nyux in a cross-linguistic perspective
The result-state reading of Atayal cyux/nyux is peculiar when compared to the English
progressive but the fact that one grammatical form covers both event-in-progress and resultstate readings has been attested in other languages. Like cyux/nyux, in addition to allowing
event-in-progress readings, the marker -ite in Totela (Bantu) gives a perfect or resultativelike reading with change-of-state verbs (Crane 2013), and the marker ko iss in Korean can
co-occur with (non-permanent) statives (E. H. Lee 2006).51 Moreover, bearing a strong
resemblance to my proposal for cyux/nyux, both -ite and ko iss are analyzed as monosemous:

51

However, the Korean ko iss is like the English progressive in giving an event-in-preparation reading for
achievements.
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-ite “picks a phase resulting from some part of a situation’s event structure, and presents it as
a stable, undifferentiated property” (Crane 2013: 171), whereas ko iss denotes a middle phase
of a situation (either a process or a state) (E. H. Lee 2006).
The two types of reading are also related in other grammatical aspects such as perfect
and imperfective. The Japanese -tei- marker has typical perfect readings but also allows for
the same two types of reading based on lexical aspect as with cyux/nyux (Ogihara 1998,
Nishiyama 2006, a.o.). Similarly, while the marker kua in Niuean (Polynesian) qualifies as a
perfect in many respects, it has event-in-progress readings with activities, and result-state
readings with statives (Matthewson et al. 2015). These readings arise when the described
process or state happens to continue to the utterance time (in the case of present perfect),
thereby yielding a temporal configuration shared with cyux/nyux, -ite, and ko iss (i.e., event
time includes reference time). Likewise, imperfective aspect in many Slavic languages has
the two types of reading conditioned by lexical class, among other readings (see e.g., Arregui
et al. 2014). Arregui et al. view the result-state reading in Slavic languages as the mirror
image of the event-in-preparation reading in Romance languages, and similarly argue that the
choice between the two must be hardwired into the semantics of imperfective as a language
can have one but not the other (p. 332).

2.7 Summary and implications
This chapter investigated the meaning of aspectually unmarked predicates and that of the
aspect cyux/nyux in Atayal. Below I summarize the findings and then discuss their
implications for the Atayal aspectual system and imperfectives cross-linguistically.
I have shown that the episodic reading of aspectually-unmarked predicates varies
with Aktionsart, with activities and accomplishments receiving an inceptive and possibly
continuing reading, and achievements and inchoative states a completed reading. I have
proposed that these two types of readings can be unified by refining Smith’s (1997) neutral
aspect, which is defined in the sense of the event being bounded with respect to its
beginning, but unbounded with respect to its ending. I implemented Smith’s analysis using
the notion of event stages: Neutral aspect denotes a partitive operator requiring only an initial
stage of the described event to be included within the reference time (Landman 1992,
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Altshuler 2014). As for the auxiliary cyux/nyux, while it allows for result state readings for
achievements and inchoative statives, and current state readings for homogeneous statives, in
addition to typical event-in-progress readings, is analyzed as a progressive aspect. Extending
the idea of event stages, the progressive operator outputs a proper stage of the event
described by the predicate—either a process or a (result) state through coercion.
The successful extension of event stages to account for the meaning of both
unmarked sentences and those with cyux/nyux suggests that they contrast with wal sentences
to be discussed in Chapter 3 in being unbounded (i.e., making reference to an internal part of
events). Recall that in addition to the episodic reading characterized by the neutral aspect,
unmarked sentences also allow for habitual readings; that is, the same form is ambiguous
between two types of reading. The question that remains to be researched is whether these
readings can possibly be unified. This ambiguity is especially comparable to imperfective
aspects in Romance and Slavic languages, which can similarly refer to complete events—the
so-called imparfait narratif ‘Narrative Imperfective’ in French, and the Factual Imperfective
in Russian (see e.g., Grønn 2008, Arregui et al. 2014).
Atayal unmarked sentences share partial properties of Narrative Imperfective and
Factual Imperfective: The episodic reading of Atayal unmarked sentences in interaction with
Aktionsart, as discussed extensively in this chapter, is comparable to that of the Russian
imperfective; but unlike the Russian imperfective, which gives rise to a back-shifted reading
similar to a perfect, the Atayal unmarked sentences instead resemble the French imperfective
in advancing the reference time in narratives (Section 2.5.8 and Chapter 5).
These similarities and differences appear to provide support for Arregui et al.’s
(2014) idea that what defines imperfective is a smaller semantic core, a universal modal
quantification in their proposal, while the range of readings of imperfectives allowed in
languages varies depending on lexical restrictions on the domain of quantification; this is in
essence consistent with the decompositional view advocated in this dissertation. I leave a full
implementation of unifying the episodic and habitual readings of the Atayal unmarked
sentences for future research.
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Chapter 3

Coupling Perfective and Perfect: The
Aspect Wal

3.1 Introduction
This chapter explores the semantics of the preverbal auxiliary wal in Atayal. The auxiliary
wal has been described or glossed in different ways in the literature, as a past tense (Egerod
1965, 1999, Rau 1992) or a perfective aspect (L. Huang 1993, Maya Yeh 2013, L. Huang
and X.-S. Wu 2016), and its semantics has not received focal attention yet. Through a
detailed assessment of the interaction between wal and lexical aspect, I show that wal
possesses properties of both anteriority and temporal boundedness, which cannot be captured
by a simple past tense or a perfective aspect. I then apply diagnostics that identify various
properties of the English perfect, and show that wal shares with the English perfect the
possession of result state readings and of a current relevance requirement. Building upon the
theory of the Perfect Time Span (Iatridou et al. 2003, Portner 2003, B. Rothstein 2008,
among others), I pursue a proposal whereby wal is a perfect aspect bundled with perfective
aspect. I show how this proposal in conjunction with pragmatic competition with other
temporal/aspectual markers in the language explains the ways in which wal differs from the
English perfect, namely (a) the absence of universal and experiential perfect readings, (b) the
compatibility with definite past-time adverbs, and (c) the absence of result state readings in
certain contexts. I also show that Atayal wal cannot be analyzed as a marker that is
underspecified between a perfect and a perfective. These findings provide cross-linguistic
evidence that languages vary in how they combine the perfect with other aspects (Iatridou et
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al. 2003, Pancheva 2003, Portner 2003, among others).
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 introduces the verbal and
temporal/aspectual uses of wal as background. Section 3.3 illustrates the behavior of wal
with predicates of different aspectual classes. Section 3.4 provides arguments against
analyzing wal as a simple past tense or a simple perfective aspect. Section 3.5 shows how
wal is similar to and different from the English present perfect, supported by data from
elicitation and storyboard tasks. Section 3.6 presents my proposal. Section 3.7 is dedicated to
a cross-linguistic comparison. Section 3.8 concludes the chapter.

3.2 Wal as a verb and an auxiliary
This section outlines two synchronic uses of wal, as a lexical verb and an aspectual auxiliary,
focusing on their morpho-syntactic differences.
The morpheme wal/wayal52 in Squliq Atayal functions as a motion verb denoting a
going event, as in (164)a, and as an aspectual auxiliary without involving any physical
motion, as in (164)b (L. Huang 2008).
(164)

a.

wal

ngasal=nya’

Watan.

go.AV house=3SG.GEN Watan
‘Watan went to his house.’
b.

wal

m-qwalax hira’.

PFV-PRF

AV-rain

‘It rained yesterday.’

yesterday
(Wulai Squliq, L. Huang 2008: 15, glosses modified)

Consider the verb use first. The verb of motion wal in (164)a is in the actor voice (zero form)
and is temporally restricted to the past; it is described by L. Huang (2008: 14) as a
“perfective/actualized” physical motion verb equivalent to ‘went’. In complementary
52

It is unclear whether the two variants have any semantic difference. Both forms are found as a main verb
and as an auxiliary volunteered by my consultants, although wal is more frequently used (cf. also L. Huang
2008: 15). It is noteworthy that wayal but not wal forms past time adverbials such as qutux spung wayal ‘one
hour ago’, sazing ryax wayal ‘two days ago’, sazing byacing wayal ‘last month’, and kawas wayal ‘last year’.
While the following data reflects the speakers’ choices between wal and wayal, I simply refer to the forms as
wal throughout the discussion.
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distribution with the form wal is another form musa’, which denotes a present (habitual) or
future but not past going event.53 The temporal contrast between these two forms is shown by
the (in)compatibility with time adverbials in (165).
(165)

a.

wal

ngasal=nya’

{ shira’

/ *krayryax / *kira’}

qu Watan.54

go.AV house=3SG.GEN yesterday/ every.day/ later.today ABS Watan
‘Watan went to his house {yesterday/*every day/*later today}.’
b.

m-usa’

ngasal=nya’

{ * shira’

AV-go

house=3SG.GEN

/ krayryax / kira’}

yesterday/ every.day / later.today

qu Watan.
ABS

Watan

‘Watan goes to his house {*yesterday/every day/later today}.’
L. Huang (2008) provides two syntactic diagnostics for teasing apart the two uses of
wal. First, the aspectual auxiliary wal precedes the negation ini’. (166)a gives one of L.
Huang’s examples, which I complement with the ungrammatical order in (166)b from my
fieldwork. By contrast, the motion verb (either wal or musa’) never precedes the negation, as
shown in (167)a. Notice that any verb preceded by the negation ini’ must be in the dependent
form, and thus wal/musa’ in (167)b is realized as usa’.
(166)

a.

wal

ini’

qwalax

PRF-PRF

NEG

rain.AV.DEP yesterday

‘It didn’t rain yesterday.’
b.

* ini’
NEG

hira’.
(Wulai Squliq, modified from L. Huang 2008: 17)

wal

qwalax

hira’.

PRF-PRF

rain.AV.DEP yesterday

Intended for ‘It didn’t rain yesterday.’
(167)

a.

* wal /m-usa’
go.AV/AV-go

ini’

ngasal=nya’

Watan.

NEG

house=3SG.GEN Watan

Intended for ‘Watan didn’t go to his house.’
53

There appears to be a dialectal difference: L. Huang (2008: 13) notes that the verb musa’ in Wulai Squliq
is compatible with any time adverbs, including past time adverbs.
54
Like other aspectually unmarked forms, the present interpretation of musa’ is restricted to habitual but not
episodic in-progress readings (Chapter 2); this is reflected by using the adverbial krayryax ‘every day, often,
always’ in (165), rather than misuw qani ‘now’.
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b.

ini’

usa’

ngasal=nya’

Watan.

NEG

go.AV.DEP house=3SG.GEN Watan

‘Watan didn’t go to his house.’
Second, the auxiliary wal doesn’t restrict the following verb to the actor voice as the
serial verb construction and event-modifying adverbials do (L. Huang 1997, Shibatani and L.
Huang 2006, Yeh and S. Huang 2009a, T.-C., Chen 2010, S. Chen 2014). This property has
been referred to as the AV-only restriction, which I exemplify in (168) with a serial verb
construction. (168)a and (168)b show differences in voice inflection in the first verb, with the
subsequent verb remaining in the actor voice. In contrast with (168)a-b, (168)c is
ungrammatical because the second verb inflects for a non-actor voice.
(168)

a.

m-wah=ku’

mita’ yaya’=su’.

AV-come=1SG.ABS

see.AV mother=2SG.GEN

‘I come to see your mother.’
b.

wah-un=mu

mita’

yaya’=su’.

come-PV=1SG.ERG

see.AV mother=2SG.GEN

‘I come to see your mother.’
c.

* m-wah=ku’
AV-come=1SG.ABS

kt-an yaya’=su’.
see-LV mother=2SG.GEN

‘I come to see your mother.’
(Wulai Squliq, Shibatani and L. Huang 2006, morpheme glosses modified)
As shown in (169), the motion verb wal similarly requires the following verb to be in the
actor voice: For (169)c to be felicitous, wal can only be interpreted as aspectual; this shows
that the auxiliary wal can precede a verb in a non-actor voice.
(169)

a.

wal

g<m>yah

blihun la.

go.AV open<AV> door

PRT

‘He went to open the door.’
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b.

hal-an=nya’

g<m>yah blihun la.

go-PV=3SG.ERG open<AV> door

PRT

‘He went to open the door.’
c.

# wal

gyah-an

go.AV open-LV

blihun la.
door

PRT

Intended for ‘He went to open the door.’ / Accepted for ‘He has (already)
opened the door.’
Further evidence for the absence of the AV-only restriction with the auxiliary wal is
given in (170): In (170)a, the verb galun ‘take’ is in the patient voice, and in (170)b, the verb
skut ‘kill’ is in the circumstantial voice; in these sentences wal only has an aspectual
meaning. Based on these differences, L. Huang treats the verb and auxiliary wal as
polysemous, with the latter grammaticalized from the former. It is noteworthy that as
discussed in L. Huang (2008), grammaticalization from a verb to an aspect or other
functional categories is a common process in Atayal; the progressive aspect nyux/cyux
discussed in Chapter 2 and the future auxiliary musa’ discussed in Chapter 5 are all derived
in a similar manner as with wal.
(170)

a.

wal=nya’

gal-un turuy=su’

la’

PRF-PRF=3SG.ERG

take-PV car=2SG.GEN

PRT

‘He has taken your car.’ / ≠ ‘He went to take your car.’
b.

wal=nya’

s-kut

Temu’ lalaw qani.

PRF-PRF=3SG.ERG

CV-kill

Temu’ knife this

‘He used this knife to kill Temu’.’ / ≠ ‘He went to kill Temu’ with this knife.’
(Wulai Squliq, L. Huang 2008: 16-17, morpheme glosses modified)
A difference between the verb and the auxiliary wal that has not been reported in the
literature is their (in)compatibility with an overt aspectual/temporal marker. On the one hand,
the two uses do not reveal a grammatical difference when combining with the progressive.
As shown in (171), the verb wal cannot take the progressive aspect, and this contrasts with
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the motion verb mwah denoting a coming event, as shown in (172), which is marked by the
progressive and has a result state reading (see Chapter 2).55
(171) * cyux/nyux

wal

PROG.DIST/PROX

ngasal=nya’

go.AV house=3SG.GEN

qu

Watan.

ABS

Watan

Intended for ‘Watan has gone to his house.’ or ‘Watan is going to his house.’
(172)

nyux

rima’

m-wah

la.

PROG.PROX

already

AV-come PRT

‘He has already come.’
Similarly, co-occurrence of the auxiliary wal and the progressive aspect results in
ungrammaticality in either word order:
(173)

* {wal

cyux

/cyux

wal }

m-qwalax la.

PRF-PRF PROG.PROX /PROG.PROX PRF-PRF

AV-rain

PRT

Intended for ‘It was raining.’ or ‘It has been raining.’
(174)

Context: Stop scolding him! He’s already crying.
a.

* wal

nyux

m-ngilis hiya’ la.

PRF-PRF PROG.PROX AV-cry

3SG.N PRT

Intended for ‘He is already crying’ or ‘He has been crying.’
b. * nyux

wal

m-ngilis hiya’ la.

PROG.PROX PRF-PRF AV-cry

3SG.N

PRT

Intended for ‘He is already crying’ or ‘He has been crying.’
Consultant’s comment: “Your wording is bad. You should say aw’ nyux mngilis
lga laxiy ks’angiy la! ‘He was crying so don’t scold him’.”

55

The verb form musa’ also diprefers co-occurrence with the progressive aspect, as exemplified in (i), but
the judgment improves when musa’ appears in a serial verb construction, as given in (ii).
(i) ??cyux
rima’ m-usa’ ngasal=nya’
Watan.
PROG.DIST already AV-go
house=3SG.GEN Watan
Intended for ‘Watan has gone to his house.’
(ii) cyux
m-usa’ m-ita’ yaki’.
PROG.DIST AV-go
AV-see aunt
‘Watan has gone to see his aunt.’
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On the other hand, the verb and the auxiliary wal differ in the future. (165) above has
shown that a future event of going is rendered by a different form musa’ (or mosa’56). When
wal co-occurs with the future modal p- or musa’, it only has the aspectual use:57
(175)

a.

hal-an=su’

mita’ yutas

babaw kinryax ga,

go-LV=1SG.ABS see.AV grandpa above
p-k-rima’

wal

lunch

TOP

m-qumah la.

FUT.AV-STA-already PRF-PRF AV-farm

PRT

‘When you go to see grandpa this afternoon, he will have gone farming.’ / ≠
‘… he will go farming.’
b.

musa’ wal
FUT

p-k-tnux-un

PRF-PRF CAUS-STA-head-PV

squliq

qasa la.

people that

PRT

‘He will have been killed by those people.’ / ≠ ‘He will go to be killed…’
Lastly, co-occurrence of the verbal with the aspectual use is usually rejected by my speakers
(whether the verb form is wal or wayal), as exemplified by (176)a; the only combination that
I have elicited is (176)b, which appears to be an idiomatic expression.
(176)

a.

(*wal/*wayal) rima’
PRF-PRF

wal/wayal ngasal=nya’

already go.AV

qu

Watan

house=3SG.GEN ABS Watan

la.
PRT

‘Watan already went to his house.’ or ‘Watan has already gone to…’
b.

wal

rima’

wayal la.

PRF-PRF

already go.AV

PRT

‘He has already left.’ or ‘He has already passed away.’
Although some of these morpho-syntactic differences between the verbal and the
aspectual use have been pointed out before, there has been little focused discussion of the
56

According to L. Huang (2008: 14), the verb musa’ undergoes vowel reduplication/insertion (which she
regards as the future morpheme) m-a-usa’, followed by vowel fusion, i.e., ‘a-u’ becomes ‘o’, to give the form
mosa’. My consultants also recognize mosa’ as a future verb of motion but tend to use musa’ in their
spontaneous speech. Moreover, both verbs can further undergo future C-reduplication, m-musa’ and m-mosa’.
57
The future modal musa’ is polysemous/homophonous with the motion verb musa’ (L. Huang 2008).
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semantics of the auxiliary wal. It has been described or glossed as a past tense (Egerod 1965,
1999, Rau 1992) or a perfective (L. Huang 1993, Maya Yeh 2013, L. Huang and X.-S. Wu
2016) in the literature.
Gorbunova (2015a) argues that wal/wayal (sometimes wa in her data) is a “core
perfect with a strong perfectivising effect”, where the “core perfect” in her proposal refers to
the fact that wal has all prototypical perfect uses. Although this proposal is similar to the
result in this chapter that both perfect and perfective aspect are involved in the semantics of
wal, the generalizations I reach are different from Gorbunova’s in substantial details. I will
show that wal does not have experiential and universal perfect readings, both of which are
claimed to be possible (though restricted) by Gorbunova. Moreover, contrary to Gorbunova’s
claim that wal is obligatorily used for result-state readings, I will show that wal is not used
for result-state readings in certain contexts. Gorbunova also observes that wal does not mark
sequencing events in narratives, unlike a perfective, but it behaves like a perfective in the
possession of completive implications with telic predicates as well as inchoative effects with
stative predicates. However, the completive implications that Gorbunova refers to are not the
cancelation of the telic event/culmination but the cancelation of the result state, as in (177).
What (177) shows is the inability of the result state to be canceled.
(177)

wayal=mu

kyoh-an saying bling.

PERF=1SG.ERG

dig-LV

two

hole

‘I have dug two holes (#but somebody filled them back again).’
(Yilan Pyanan, Gorbunova 2015a, morpheme glosses modified)
The perfect properties of wal will be presented in Section 3.5; see Section 3.4 for
evidence that wal cannot be analyzed as a plain perfective. The completion and inchoative
effects with wal are discussed in the next section.

3.3 Interactions with lexical aspect
This section presents an overview of the effect of wal on lexical aspectual classes. I apply to
wal-marked predicates the three diagnostics for initial/final points of events, as listed in
(178); the same set of diagnostics were also used to test unmarked predicates and those
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marked by the progressive aspect in Chapter 2, Section 2.2, where the definitions and
rationale for the diagnostics were discussed (see Smith 1997, Bar-el 2005).
(178)

a.

Culmination cancellation

b.

Event continuation

c.

Readings induced by punctual when-clauses

The result of applying culmination cancellation and event continuation to wal-sentences with
various lexical aspectual classes shows that the runtime of the event in the scope of wal is
temporally bounded, and the reading with a punctual when-clause shows that the final point
of the event is anterior to the reference time; these data will be presented in Sections 3.3.13.3.2. In Section 3.3.3, I also include as supporting evidence the readings of temporal
phrases, which are interpreted as equivalent to an in-phrase, at-phrase, or for-phrase in
English depending on the aspectual meaning of the predicate.

3.3.1 Boundedness
One salient feature observed with the aspect wal is that a sentence containing wal represents
a situation as temporally terminating: that is, the situation reaches a terminal point beyond
which the situation does not continue. Following Declerck (1979) and Depraetere (1995)
among others (see also Iatridou et al. 2003: 155), I will term this property “boundedness” to
differentiate it from telicity, which concerns whether events have an intrinsic final point. The
notion of boundedness is also employed to define perfective aspect, for example, “all parts of
the situation are presented as a single whole” (Comrie 1976: 18), or “the span of the
perfective includes the initial and final points of the situation” (Smith 1997: 66). The
following shows that predicates of any lexical class, when marked by wal, are always
interpreted as bounded.
Accomplishments
With accomplishments, wal ensures that the described event culminates. Attempting to
cancel the completion of the event, as shown in (179), or to continue the event, as shown in
(180), results in a contradiction.
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(179)

wal

kblay-un ni

Watan sa kawas wayal (# ga ini’ tmasuq

PRF-PRF

make-PV

Watan LOC year

ERG

past

TOP NEG

na’).

finish.AV.DEP still

‘Watan built the house last year (#but he didn’t finish it yet).’
Consultant’s comment: “No, the two sentences do not match up.”
(180)

wal

kblay-un ni

Watan (# ru

PRF-PRF

make-PV

Watan

ERG

cyux=nya’

CONJ PROG.DIST=3SG.ERG

kblay-un

na’).

make-PV

still

‘Watan built the house (#and he is still building it).’
Activities
Activity verbs with wal necessarily terminate: The crying event in (181) continued with the
statement that the event has not stopped is infelicitous.
(181) # wal

m-ngilis qu

PRF-PRF AV-cry

ABS

Tali’ ga
Tali’

nyuw

ini’ hawh

TOP PROG.PROX NEG

na’.

stop.AV.DEP still

Intended for ‘Tali’ cried/was crying but he has not stopped it yet.’
Note that activity verbs appear to behave inconsistently with respect to the
culmination entailment test: The crying event in (182) cannot be continued with ‘not finish’,
while the drinking event in (183) can.
(182)

wal

m-ngilis qu

PRF-PRF AV-cry

ABS

Tali’ # ga
Tali’

nyuw

ini’

TOP PROG.PROX NEG

tmasuq

na’.

finish.AV.DEP still

Intended for ‘??Tali’ cried but he has not finished it yet.’
(183)

wal

m-nbuw qwaw qu

PRF-PRF AV-drink

wine

ABS

Tali’ ga
Tali’

ini’=nya’

TOP NEG=3SG.ERG

suq-iy.
finish-PV.DEP

‘Tali’ drank wine but he didn’t finish it.’
(182) however cannot be taken as evidence that activity events entail culminations like
accomplishments because these events have no culmination at all; the test of culmination
cancellation is simply not applicable to this type of activity verb. By contrast, that the
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culmination of the wine-drinking event in (183) can be cancelled without inducing a
contradiction may be due to the fact that it has a natural endpoint to which ‘finish’ can be
applied;58 this type of activities hence differs from wal-marked accomplishments in lacking
culmination entailments (see (179) above).
Applying the event continuation test to wal-marked activities results in a
contradiction for both types of activities discussed above, as in (184)-(186); this confirms
that wal-marked activity events stop. I thus conclude that wal imposes a termination point on
an activity event beyond which the event does not continue.
(184)

wal

m-ngilis mlhngan shira’

PRF-PRF

AV-cry

night

(# ki’a

yesterday

cyuw

m-ngilis na’).

EPIST.POS PROG.DIST AV-cry

still

‘She cried last night. (#Maybe she is still crying.)’
Consultant’s comment: “It doesn’t sound logical.” “The first part sounds like ‘she
already cried yesterday’.”
(185)

wal

m-nbuw qwaw mlhngan shira’

PRF-PRF AV-drink

wine

cyuw

m-nbuw

PROG.DIST AV-drink

night

yesterday

qu

Tali’ ( # ki’a

ABS

Tali’

EPIST.POS

na’).
still

‘Tali’ drank wine last night. (#He might be still drinking.)’
Consultant’s comment: “Not good to use wal.” “You can say wal mnbuw qwaw
mlhngan shira’ qu Tali’ la, baqa si nbuw krayryax lpi! ‘Tali’ already drank wine
yesterday; how come he drinks every day!’.”
(186)

wal=saku’

maniq ( # ru

PRF-PRF=1SG.ABS

eat.AV

cyux=saku’

CONJ PROG.DIST=1SG.ABS

maniq

na’).

eat.AV

still

‘I ate/have eaten (#and I am still eating).’
Consultant’s comment: “No, you can’t say cyux maniq after you said wal maniq.”
“You can add bung su’ nanak qani hya’ la ‘the rest is yours’.”

58

Another possibility is that ‘finish’ applies to the object of the event (e.g., ‘finish wine’) instead of the
event itself. This is less likely the case of Atayal because the oblique object of a verb in the actor voice is
always indefinite and non-specific (S. Chen 2012) (there is no specific object for ‘finish’ to apply to).
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Achievements
Achievements behave alike with wal and with the other aspects in that the described
instantaneous event culminates. (187) shows that the completion of a dying event cannot be
cancelled.
(187)

Context: You describe to your friend how Rimuy’s husband survived an accident.
# wal

m-huqil qu

PRF-PRF AV-die

ABS

mlikuy=nya’

la,

ulung

ini’

huqil.

man=3SG.GEN

PRT

fortunately

NEG

die.AV.DEP

Intended for ‘Her husband was dying, but fortunately he didn’t die/finish dying.’59
Consultant’s comment: “No!” “Maybe I haven’t taught you how to say “dead” and
“not dead”?”
The event continuation test, however, is not applicable to achievements: The continuation
‘but is still X-ing’ involves the use of progressive aspect, but the progressive aspect in Atayal
always gives rise to a result state with achievements, rather than a preparatory process stage
like in English (see Chapter 2, Section 2.6). For instance, adding the progressive aspect to the
dying verb mhuqil in (187) would simply give ‘he has died’ or ‘he is dead’, which wouldn’t
test event continuation. Since achievements in the aspect wal were shown above to entail
culmination, I assume that the events cannot continue.
States
Now let us turn to stative verbs. It was suggested in Chapter 2 that states in Atayal are
ambiguous between an inchoative and a homogeneous reading. When combined with wal,
states only have an inchoative reading:
(188)

wal

qthuy la.

PRF-PRF

fat.AV

PRT

‘He got fat.’ / ≠ ‘He was fat.’
59

Cancellation of the event is possible with the irrealis marker aki’ (i) or with an intensional verb (ii):
aki’ balay p-huqil
la,
ulung
ini’ huqil.
IRR truly FUT.AV-die PRT
fortunately NEG die.AV.DEP
‘He was going to die; fortunately he didn’t die.’
(ii) si=nya’
ga m-huqil la
ga aw’ ini’ huqil
balay na’!
think=3SG.ERG TOP AV-die
PRT TOP PRT NEG die.AV.DEP truly yet
‘I thought he died, but in fact he didn’t really die!’
(i)
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(189)

wal

krahu’ qu

Tali’ la.

PRF-PRF

big.AV

Tali’

ABS

PRT

‘Tali’ got big(ger).’ / ≠ ‘Tali’ was big.’
Consultant’s comment (H.P.): “He is bigger. [已經大很多了].”
Consultant’s comment (B.B.): “He already got big [已經變高大].”
Further support for this includes the fact that wal-marked state verbs are felicitous in an
inchoative context, as shown in (190)-(191), but infelicitous in contexts that have no change
of state, as given in (192)-(194).
(190)

Context: Tali’ used to run very fast but he got fat and cannot do that anymore.
ini’ thuzyay

m-ayqzinah misuw qani lgi

NEG PHYS.ABIL.AV.DEP AV-run

now

this

wal

PRT.b/c PRF-PRF

qthuy iyal

la.

fat.AV very

PRT

‘He can’t run now because he got very fat.’
(191)

A: ‘Yayut has always been fat, right?’
B: pawng-an kay’ ga
hear-LV

word

wal

TOP PRF-PRF

m-hikang la.
AV-slim

PRT

‘I heard that she got slim.’
(192)

Context: You see Tali’s size is beyond the kids’ average.
(??wal) krahu’ qu

Tali’.

PRF-PRF

Tali’

big.AV

ABS

‘Tali’ is big.’
(193)

Context: An elder recalls his farm was able to plant rice in the past but is not able to
do so now due to the neighboring factory’s pollution.
(??wal) blaq
PRF-PRF

qsya’=nya’

sraral sqani hru,

good.AV water=3E.GEN before here first.CONJ

balay pagay=nya’

m-<in>blaq
AV-<E.PST>good

ha.

truly rice=3SG.GEN first
‘The water here was good before and the rice grew well.’
(194)

Context: Describe how Wagi’ had a difficult time living in those old days.
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(??wal) m-’uy

sraral qu

Wagi’.

PRF-PRF AV-tired

before

Wagi’

ABS

‘Wagi’ was tired before.’/ Consultant: “Wal…(hesitation) you may not need wal.”
Notice that the contexts in (192)-(194) cover both present and past times, which suggests that
temporal remoteness/recency is not the relevant factor for the readings of states.
Another piece of evidence that wal enforces inchoativity with states comes from the
fact that wal can’t combine with a nominal state, which is inherently homogeneous (see
Chapter 2), unless the state is modified into an achievement, as exemplified in (195).
Therefore I conclude that homogeneous states are not compatible with wal.
(195)

a.

* wal

Tayal

PRF-PRF

hiya’ (la).

Atayal 3SG.N

PRT

Intended for ‘He has become Atayal.’
b.

wal

m-’-tayal

hiya’ la.

PRF-PRF AV-become-Atayal

3SG.N

PRT

‘He has become Atayal.’
Now we apply the culmination entailment test to inchoative states. As shown in (196), the
culmination of the wal-marked inchoative state cannot be cancelled; it is entailed.
(196)

wal

balay m-’uy

hya’ (# ga

PRF-PRF

truly

3SG.N

AV-tired

nyux

ini’ k-’uy

TOP PROG.PROX NEG STA-tired.AV.DEP

la).
PRT

Intended for ‘He is getting tired but has not got tired/finished getting tired.’
Consultant’s comment: “You just say wal balay m’uy shira’ hya’ la ‘He got really
tired yesterday’.” “Wal balay m’uy describes his getting tired at that time.”
The event continuation test is not applicable for a similar reason as with achievements: The
progressive aspect only yields a result state for inchoative states, and cannot serve as a
diagnostic of whether the event is still going on.
Summarizing data for final points
The results show that final points of events (i.e., a termination point for atelic events and a
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culmination point for telic events) are not cancellable for verbs of any lexical aspectual class
in the scope of wal. As summarized in Table 3.1, accomplishment and achievement events
always culminate; activity events have no culmination point, but they necessarily terminate;
states are always interpreted as inchoative with wal, and inchoative states behave like
accomplishments and achievements in entailing culmination. Based on the finding that every
aspectual class yields a similar result for the two tests, I argue that wal places a right-edge
temporal boundary for events of any lexical aspectual class.
Culmination
cancellation
Accomplishments
Activities

w/ object

* (entailment)
√ (no entailment)

w/o object N/A

Event continuation

Boundedness?

* (culmination)

yes (culmination)

* (termination)

yes (termination)

Achievements

* (entailment)

N/A

yes (culmination)

Inchoative states

* (entailment)

N/A

yes (culmination)

Table 3.1 Final points of events with wal
Now let us compare the interaction of the aspect wal with different lexical aspectual
classes to that of aspectually unmarked predicates, which I presented earlier in Chapter 2,
Section 2.5 (repeated in Table 3.2 below). Unmarked activities and accomplishments need
not culminate nor stop, in contrast to unmarked achievements and inchoative states. In short,
only activities and accomplishments behave differently in the unmarked form and the aspect
wal, as highlighted by the shaded cells in the tables.
Culmination
cancellation
Accomplishments
Activities

√ (no entailment)

w/ object

√ (no entailment)

w/o object

N/A

Event continuation

Boundedness?

√ (no culmination)

no (no culmination)

√ (no termination)

no (no termination)

Achievements

* (entailment)

N/A

yes (culmination)

Inchoative states

* (entailment)

N/A

yes (culmination)

Table 3.2 Final points of events with unmarked predicates
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Given that accomplishment events are only required to culminate when combined
with the aspect wal, one may wonder whether the effect of the aspect wal is telicity. There
are at least two arguments against this possibility. First, if wal encoded telicity, achievements
and inchoative states would not culminate without wal. This is contra the facts, since
unmarked achievements and inchoative states always culminate. Recall from Chapter 2 that
the culmination is argued to arise because these events are instantaneous without internal
stages, and they culminate by their nature in unmarked forms, which encode a neutral aspect
requiring the instantiation of an initial stage of the event inside the reference time. Second,
activity events when combined with the aspect wal do not entail culmination; if wal encoded
a culminating sub-event, activities would similarly culminate like accomplishments do.

3.3.2 Anteriority (ET precedes RT)
The second property that wal induces for predicates of every lexical class is anteriority.
Recall that punctual clauses can diagnose initial points of an event, and that unmarked
activity and accomplishment predicates have inceptive readings in combination with
punctual clauses (see Chapter 2, Section 2.5.2); this is shown in (197)-(198).
(197)

Context: You joke about the way he spoke Atayal, “When I heard it, I couldn’t help
but laugh.”
pawng-an=maku’

k~kayal=nya’

kay’ na ’tayal

listen-LV=1SG.ERG

FUT.CV~NMLZ-speak=3SG.ERG

word

lga,

m-syaq=saku’

GEN

(Activity)

Tayal

la.

PRT.TOP AV-laugh=1SG.ABS PRT

‘When I heard him speak Atayal, I laughed.’
(198)

tayhuk

qu

Tali’ ga, kblay-un=naha’

qu

ngasal la.

arrive.AV

ABS

Tali’ TOP make-PV=3PL.ERG ABS house

(Accomplishment)

PRT

‘When Tali’ arrived, they built the house.’
Me: “Is it that they waited for Tali’ and only started to build the house when he
came?” Consultant: “That’s correct!”
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By contrast, wal always gives rise to an anterior, rather than inceptive, reading with
activities and accomplishments: (199) gives an example of an activity, which is judged
infelicitous in the context of (197) above; (200) shows that similarly, the time at which an
accomplishment event culminates must be prior to the time of the when-clause.
(199)

Context: (the same as in (197))
# pawng-an=maku’ k~kayal=nya’
listen-LV=1SG.ERG

kay’ na

FUT.CV~NMLZ-speak=3SG.GEN

word

’tayal lga,

wal=saku’

Tayal

PRF-PRF =1SG.ABS AV-laugh PRT

PRT.TOP

(Activity)

GEN

m-syaq la.

‘Before I heard him speak Atayal, I had laughed.’
Consultant’s comment (H.P.): “You are saying you had laughed [我已經笑過了]
before he spoke Atayal.”
Consultant’s comment (B.B.): “No, this means you already laughed when you
heard him speaking Atayal [當我聽到他說泰雅語，我已經笑了].”
(200)

tayhuk

qu

Tali’ lga,

arrive.AV

ABS

Tali’

wal=naha’

PRT.TOP PRF-PRF=3PL.ERG

kblay-un qu

ngasal

la.

make-PV

house

PRT

‘When Tali’ arrived, they built the house.’

ABS

(Accomplishment)

Accepted as the translation of Tali’ 到的時候，他們已經把房子蓋好了 (‘They had built
the house when Tali’ came.’)
We also expect in the same vein that achievements and inchoative states, when combined
with wal, should have to mean that the described change of state has happened earlier than
the reference time. This is shown to be the case by the following examples:
(201)

mwah=saku’

shira‘

ga

wal=nya’

AV-come=1SG.ABS

yesterday

TOP PRF-PRF=3SG.ERG

p-k-tunux-un

bzyuwak qasa.

CAUS-STA-head-PV

boar

(Achievement)

that

‘When I came yesterday, he had killed that boar.’
Accepted as the translation of 我昨天來的時候，他已經把豬給打死了(‘They already
killed the boar when I arrived yesterday.’)
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(202)

kt-an=maku’

Tali’ sa

see-LV=1SG.ERG Tali’

LOC

kawas wayal lga,
year

past

wal

qthuy

PRT.TOP PRF-PRF

iyal

fat.AV very

‘When I saw Tali’ last year, he had got much fatter.’

la.
PRT

(Inchoative state)

Accepted as the translation of ‘Tali’ already got fatter when I saw him last year.’
There are, however, examples where a wal-marked achievement or inchoative state is
infelicitous with a punctual clause, and the progressive aspect is offered instead; this will be
discussed in Section 3.5.5, where I argue that this result is due to competition between the
two forms.
Since the anterior reading in the above examples is with respect to a past reference
time, I conclude that wal relates the event time to the reference time rather than the speech
time (i.e., ET precedes RT).

3.3.3 Summary
In this section, I have examined the readings of wal with different lexical aspectual classes in
light of the diagnostics for final and initial points of events. The results are summarized in
Table 3.3. The aspect wal consistently enforces boundedness of events with every lexical
class: activities terminate, and accomplishments and achievements culminate. States are
compatible with wal if they are inchoative and have the change of state realized. These
claims are supported by the uncancellable entailment of a final point and failure to continue
the event. Wal also induces an anterior reading to every lexical class when modified by a
when-clause. Based on these results, I conclude that wal encodes both anteriority and
boundedness of an event.
Anterior reading

Boundedness
Necessity of culminating

Failure to continue

√

* (termination)

√

Accomplishments √

√ (culmination)

√

Achievements

√

√ (culmination)

N/A

Inchoative states

√

√ (culmination)

N/A

Activities

Table 3.3 Interpretation of wal with lexical aspectual classes
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3.3.4 The interpretation of temporal phrases
Below I provide further support for the above summary from the interpretation of temporal
phrases with different lexical aspectual classes.
A temporal phrase occurring with an activity event describes that the event has
occurred at a past time, translatable as an at-phrase or for-phrase, but it does not describe that
there is a time that elapses before the event, as an in-phrase would do in English; these are
shown in (203).
(203)

wal

m-ngilis sa

PRF-PRF AV-cry

(i)

LOC

qutux spung

qu

Tali’.

one

ABS

Tali’

measure

‘Tali’ (already) cried at one o’clock.’ / ≠ ‘He started to cry at one o’clock.’
Consultant’s comment: “That means tht there was a time he already cried [有一
個時間已經哭了].”

(ii)

‘Tali’ (has/already) cried for one hour.’

(iii) ≠ ‘*Tali’ cried in one hour.’ or ‘Tali’ cried after one hour.’
With accomplishment events and inchoative states, temporal phrases either describe
the temporal location or the duration of a bounded event. Consider an accomplishment event
first. The definite temporal phrase sa qutux kawas wayal ‘last year’ in (204) denotes the time
when the accomplishment event culminates, whereas the indefinite one sa qutux kawas ‘one
year’ in (205) modifies the duration of the building event. These two cases are translatable as
an at- and in-phrase, respectively, rather than a for-phrase in English; this is consistent with
the finding above that the accomplishment event is temporally bounded.
(204)

wal=nya’

kblayun sa

qutux kawas wayal qu

ngasal qasa la.

PRF-PRF=3SG.ERG

build.PV

one

house that

LOC

year

past

ABS

PRT

‘He finished building that house last year (lit. one year ago).’ / ≠ ‘*He built that
house for one year.’
(205)

wal=nya’

kblayun sa

qutux kawas qu

ngasal qasa

la.

PRF-PRF=3SG.ERG

build.PV

one

house that

PRT

LOC

year

ABS

‘He built that house in one year.’ / ≠ ‘*He built that house for one year.’
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Likewise, a definite temporal phrase co-occurring with an inchoative state can
describe the time when the change of state is reached, as given in (206), and an indefinite
temporal phrase describes the duration of the change of state, as given in (207). In both
examples, the temporal phrase cannot be interpreted as describing the duration of an
unbounded event.
(206)

wal

qthuy

sa

qutux kawas qani

qu

Tali’ qa.

PRF-PRF

fat.AV

LOC

one

ABS

Tali’ that

year

this

‘Tali’ got fat this year.’ / ≠ ‘*Tali’ got fat for one year.’
(207)

wal

qthuy

sa

qutux kawas qu

Tali’

PRF-PRF

fat.AV

LOC

one

Tali’ that

year

ABS

qa.

‘Tali’ got fat in one year.’ or ‘Tali’ got fat after one year.’ / ≠ ‘*Tali’ got fat for one
year.’
As for temporal phrases with wal-marked achievements, they are preferably definite,
and locate the time of the event. For instance, sa qutux kawas wayal ‘last year’ is preferred
over sa qutux kawas ‘one year’ in (208) and the sentence can only mean that the dying event
happened last year; it is not comparable to an in-phrase reading, or a for-phrase given that
achievements are not durative.
(208)

wal

m-huqil sa

PRF-PRF AV-die

LOC

qutux kawas ??(wayal) la.
one

year

past

PRT

‘He died last year (lit. one year ago).’ / ≠ ‘He died in one year.’ / ≠ ‘*He died for
one year.’
Volunteered translation: 他在一年前過世。(‘He died one year ago.’)
Summarizing so far, temporal phrases with wal forms either serve as frame adverbials
delineating when the event terminates or culminates (for every eventive class), or modify the
duration of a bounded event (for activities, accomplishments, and inchoative states).
Anteriority effects of wal can be observed through a comparison with aspectually unmarked
forms: Unlike with wal, temporal phrases translatable as at-phrases with unmarked
predicates describe the time of the beginning of events rather than modify bounded events.
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This lends support to the generalization made above that the use of wal conveys anteriority
of final points of events.

3.4 What wal cannot be
I have shown so far that wal exhibits boundedness and anteriority effects. Since boundedness
has been assumed to characterize perfective aspect in the literature, and anteriority has been
assumed to characterize perfect aspect or past tense (Comrie 1976, Ö. Dahl 1985, Bybee et
al. 1994, Klein 1994, Smith 1997, among others), it is not surprising that these categories
have been used to characterize wal in the literature. In this section, I present arguments
against analyzing wal as a perfective aspect or a past tense.

3.4.1 Not a simple perfective
As discussed above, the aspect wal ensures that the event described by a predicate has
culminated/terminated, and that the time of culmination/termination is back-shifted from the
time of a punctual when-clause. Given the standard semantics of perfective aspect, which
places the event time inside the reference time, the additional back-shifting effect of wal
suggests that it may not be analyzed as a simple perfective aspect.
The back-shifting effect of wal goes over and beyond the general cross-linguistic
tendency for perfectives to be restricted to the past (Bennett and Partee 1978/2004, Dah1
1985: 79, Kamp and Reyle 1993: 536-7, Giorgi and Pianesi 1997: 154, Bohnemeyer and
Swift 2004, Reis Silva and Matthewson 2007, Towes 2015, among others). One explanation
is that the semantics of perfective is incompatible with the present tense, which picks up an
instantaneous moment (Bennett and Partee 1978, Kamp and Reyle 1993). If wal were a
perfective aspect restricted to the past due to this incompatibility, the anteriority
interpretation should disappear with a non-instantaneous past reference time, and we would
only see the effect of perfective aspect. We have seen earlier that wal yields a past event
prior to the time of a when-clause, but when-clauses may denote an instantaneous interval
like what is assumed for the present tense. Therefore, we need non-punctual adverbials to
test this hypothesis. This is illustrated in (209), which is extracted from a larger text. The first
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sentence describes the speaker’s leaving the first goat aside and checking the rest of the traps,
which sets a non-punctual reference time for wal in the next sentence, but the time of getting
rotten still precedes the non-punctual reference time. The narrative wouldn’t be coherent if
the time of getting rotten followed the reference time (as a past perfective would do). The
prediction of a standard perfective aspect is thus not borne out for wal.
(209)

Context: My dad asked me to check whether any animal was caught in the traps that
he laid three days ago. When I arrived there, a goat that I had bumped into on my
way was caught by one of the traps.
sbil-un=maku’

tatak tkrang

hru

hal-an=maku’ m-llaw

leave-PV=1SG.ERG shed iron-sheet first.CONJ go-LV=1SG.ERG AV-inspect
kwara’ lga,
all

wal=nya’

PRT.TOP PRF-PRF=3SG.ERG

balay p-stmah-un qutux mit.
truly

CAUS-rot-PV one

goat

‘I left the goat in the iron-sheet work shed and I went to check the rest of the traps.
Another goat had indeed got rotten there.’
Examples like the above also point to another fact: Wal does not move the reference time
forward in narratives, unlike what perfectives are known to do (Partee 1984b, Kamp and
Reyle 1993). A perfective sentence would describe an eventuality as temporally ordered after
the eventuality described in the previous sentence, but this function is conveyed by unmarked
predicates in Atayal.

3.4.2 Not a past tense
If wal were a past tense, it would not be possible for it to occur in future contexts. This is not
the case. The aspect wal can assert that the described event culminates at a future time. As
shown by (210)-(211), when wal co-occurs with the future marker p- or musa’, which is
obligatorily required for the future in Atayal (except in bare non-actor-voice sentences, see
Chapter 5), it functions like a future perfect.
(210)

Context: You tell your mom you will help your grandpa cook the flying squirrel that
he caught, but your mom thinks you will not make it.
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hal-an=su’

m-ita’ yutas

babaw kinryax

go-LV=2SG.ABS AV-see grandpa above lunch.time
p-k-rima’=nya’

wal

ga,
TOP

thk-un qu

FUT.AV-STA-first=3SG.ERG PRF-PRF

yapit

cook-PV ABS flying.squirrel

la.
PRT

‘When you go to see your grandpa in the afternoon, he will have cooked the flying
squirrel.’
(211)

Context: You’re going to eat right now but your friend asks you to wait for him. You
reply:
musa’=saku’ wal

rima’ maniq kya

kira’

la.

FUT=1SG.ABS PRF-PRF

first

later.today

PRT

eat.AV

LOC

‘I will have already eaten by then.’
These facts indicate that the reference time of wal is not restricted to the past, as a past tense
would do. The analysis of wal as placing the final point of the event anterior to a reference
time is also supported by the data in Section 3.3.2; we saw there that wal sentences receive a
past perfect reading when the reference time is situated in the past by a when-clause.
Furthermore, a past-tense analysis would predict that wal can combine with the
progressive aspect, yielding a past progressive reading. This prediction is not borne out either:
As shown in (212) (repeated from (173) above), wal is incompatible with the progressive
aspect in either word order:
(212)

* {wal

cyux

/ cyux

wal }

PRF-PRF PROG.PROX / PROG.PROX PRF-PRF

m-qwalax la.
AV-rain

PRT

Intended for ‘It was raining.’
The incompatibility also implies that wal can’t be a simple perfect, which can be combined
with the progressive, at least in English. I argue that this co-occurrence restriction instead
suggests that wal has a perfective component in its semantics; the detailed analysis will be
presented in Section 3.6.
Another difficulty for analyzing wal as a past tense is that it would not readily explain
why stative verbs are only accepted as inchoative when combined with wal (see Section
3.3.1). If wal were a simple past tense, it would be felicitous in contexts of past
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homogeneous states, contrary to fact. For instance, the sentence in (213) (repeated from 0)
would be able to be translated as ‘Tali’ was big’. In this respect, wal rather patterns like
aspectual markers, which across languages exhibit restrictions with respect to lexical aspect.
(213)

wal

krahu’ qu

Tali’ la.

PRF-PRF

big.AV

Tali’

ABS

PRT

‘Tali’ got big(ger).’ / ≠ ‘Tali’ was big.’
In this section I have argued that wal behaves neither like a perfective aspect nor a
past tense, based on two sets of empirical findings. On the one hand, wal is equipped with
both boundedness and anteriority, which would not be expected for a perfective without
additional assumptions. On the other hand, the reference time of wal does not have to be in
the past, as a past tense would enforce.

3.5 A restricted type of perfect
Below I explore an analysis of wal as a perfect. A perfect analysis nicely predicts that wal
allows an interpretation similar to past perfect and future perfect in English, but does not
straightforwardly capture the boundedness effect of wal; there is also an empirical question
as to whether or not wal possesses other readings and properties of a perfect. Inspired by the
work of Matthewson et al. (2015) on the perfect kua in Niuean (Polynesian), this section
compares wal with the English present perfect, which is well studied and can serve as a
comparison model.
The present perfect in English has been characterized as having at least three
readings: experiential-perfect readings, universal-perfect/continuous readings, and result
state readings, as well as a set of pragmatic properties (McCawley 1971, 1981, Comrie 1985,
McCoard 1978, and many others). I will show that wal exhibits only partial similarities with
the English perfect. Section 3.5.1 discusses the differences and Section 3.5.2 the similarities;
Section 3.5.3 summarizes. Section 3.5.4 addresses the issue of choosing between wal and the
progressive aspect in contexts of a result state. In Section 3.5.5, I show that these empirical
findings are further supported by the result of eliciting a storyboard designed to target the
various properties of the perfect.
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3.5.1 Properties different from the English present perfect
No experiential perfect readings
The English perfect can assert that a given event has held at least once during an interval
extending back from the speech time, which gives rise to a reading that the subject has
experienced that event. For instance, the assertion of the sentence in (214)a is that the Earth
has experienced a hit from giant asteroids at some point between (probably) the genesis of
the universe and the utterance time. The sentence in (214)b asserts that there are three
intervals in which Mary was in Vancouver during the period between last year and the
present moment.
(214)

a.

The Earth has been hit by giant asteroids before (and it probably will be again).
(Portner 2003: 459)

b.

Mary has been to Vancouver three times since last year.

Mittwoch (2008) points out several environments that favor experiential perfect readings. For
instance, the occurrence of adverbs of quantification in (215) suggests (the possibility of) a
plurality of events. Similarly in (216), conjunction of phrases suggests that the sentences are
about a series of events of the same kind; in particular, (216)b cannot be interpreted as
involving a specific event as the conjuncts are contraries to one another.
(215)

(216)

a.

I’ve met her four times.

b.

Have you ever eaten pheasant?

a.

Mary has been a waitress, a fire fighter and a company director.

b.

Max has been a heavy drinker and a teetotaller in his time; now he drinks in
moderation.

(Mittwoch 2008: 326)

(Mittwoch 2008: 326)

In Atayal, experiential readings are not expressed by wal. The sentences in (217)(218) are both infelicitous, either as an answer or a question about a certain type of
experience; these meanings are usually rendered by the past tense -in- (see Chapter 4).
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(217)

Context: “Has he ever hunted?” “Yes, …”
a. # wal
PRF-PRF

q<m>alup mit
hunt<AV>

sraral hiya’.

goat before 3SG.N

Intended for ‘He has (once) hunted before.’
b.

q<m><n>alup

mit

sraral hiya’.

hunt<AV><E.PST> goat before 3SG.N
‘He has hunted goats before.’
(218)

Context: You meet someone who seems to know your father. You ask him whether he
has met your father (in his life).
a.

# wal=su’
PRF-PRF=2SG.ERG

kt-an

yaba’=mu?

see-LV father=1SG.GEN

‘Have you seen my father?’
b.

k<n>ita’=su’

yaba’=mu?

see<E.PST.PV>=2SG.ERG father=1SG.GEN
‘Have you seen my father?’

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

(219) provides another experiential perfect context, where wal is again infelicitous, in
contrast to the form with the past tense -in- and the unmarked form. As suggested by the
speaker’s comment in (219)a, the use of wal refers to a specific event prior to the
conversation.
(219)

Context: You are talking with Tali’ about language learning and the languages he
speaks. You want to know whether he has learned Atayal as well.
a.

# wal=su’
PFV-PRF=2SG.ABS

m-qbaq ke’

na

tayal?

AV-learn

GEN

Atayal

word

Intended for ‘Have you learned Atayal?’
Comment: “No… this is different… it’s like when we were chatting and all of
sudden several Atayal words just came out of his mouth, you would ask this.”
b.

m-<in>qbaq=su’

ke’

na

tayal?

AV-<E.PST>learn=2SG.ABS

word

GEN

Atayal

‘Have you (ever) learned Atayal?’
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c.

m-qbaq=su’

ke’

na

tayal?

AV-learn=2SG.ABS

word

GEN

Atayal

‘Did you learn Atayal?’

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

Further evidence comes from the incompatibility of wal with frequency adverbials, which
quantify over occurrences of the described event in the past, as shown in (220)-(221). If wal
allowed experiential perfect readings, (220)a and (221)a would be acceptable.
(220)

Context: You rejected an organization’s invitation to attend a ceremony but your wife
thinks you should at least see them and listen to what they say because:
a. */# wal
PRF-PRF

minsazing m-wah

m-ita’

isu’

twice

AV-see

2SG.N 3PL.N

AV-come

laha’

la.
PRT

Intended for ‘They’ve come to see you twice.’
b.

minsazing m-wah
twice

m-ita’

AV-come AV-see

isu’

laha’ la.

2SG.N 3PL.N

PRT

‘They’ve come to see you twice.’
(221)

Context: You have closed the door three times but you find it open again: “Who kept
opening the door? …”
a. */# wal=maku’
PRF-PRF =1SG.ERG

mincyugal

q<m>lu’!

three.times

close<AV>

Intended for ‘I’ve closed the door three times!’
b.

mincyugal=maku’

q<m>lu’!

three.times=1SG.ERG

close<AV>

‘I’ve closed the door three times!’
No Repeatability conditions/Lifetime effects (not applicable)
A definitional feature of experiential readings is that they are often associated with an
inference that recurrence of the event in question is possible at the utterance time; depending
on the specific proposal, it is dubbed “repeatability,” “present possibilities,” “present
existence,” or “future possibility” (McCawley 1971, McCoard 1978, Inoue 1979, Michaelis
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1994, Smith 1997, Katz 2003, Portner 2003, among others). The idea is that events that
naturally can occur only once or those with an irreversible result are incompatible with the
experiential perfect. As exemplified by (222)a, ‘John has died’ has only a result state reading
but not an experiential one (unless under a special context, e.g., playing games) (Depraetere
1998, Mittwoch 2008); (222)b-c are also excluded from experiential readings, because the
‘first’ event only happens once, and they only have the use of ‘hot news’ perfect, which
reports news that the addressee does not yet know (McCawley 1971).
(222)

a.

John has died.

b.

The Prime Minister has held his first press conference.

c.

Anne has uttered her first two-word sentence.

(Mittwoch 2008: 327)

Repeatability conditions are also related to “lifetime effects”, which state that the referent of
the subject must be alive at the utterance time for possible re-occurrence of the described
event, as exemplified by the examples in (223).60
(223)

a.

# Einstein has visited Princeton.

(Chomsky 1970)

b.

# Marco Polo has climbed Everest.

(Chomsky 1970)

c.

# Gutenberg has discovered the art of printing.

(McCoard 1978)

In another proposal, lifetime effects are argued to not always arise for experiential
readings; rather, the repeatability condition is subsumed under current relevance (McCawley
1971, Inoue 1979, Katz 2003, Portner 2003) (see the discussion below and in Section 3.6.4).
McCawley (1971) points out that with primary stress on Einstein, (223)a does not anymore
presuppose that Einstein is alive, as given in (224)a, and there are examples where the
subject is not alive, like (224)b, which are acceptable. McCawley suggests that whether the
person referred to is alive is inferred from factual knowledge: One must be alive to visit
Princeton, but one doesn’t have to be alive to be denounced. McCawley also gives an

60

The term “lifetime” effect is also used to describe the separate fact that individual-level predicates in the
past tense imply that the subject is not alive at the utterance time, e.g., ‘My grandma had blue eyes’ (see Musan
1997, Mittwoch 2008, Altshuler and Schwarzschild 2013, etc.).
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example of non-lifetime present possibility, as in (224)c: It would be appropriate only if
uttered by a person who is not only living but also wearing diapers.61
(224)

a.

Eínstein has visited Prînceton.

(McCawley 1971: 106)

b.

Frege has been denounced by many people.

(McCawley 1971: 106)

c.

My mother has changed my diaper many times.

(McCawley 1971: 107)

Inoue (1979) argues that lifetime effects are dependent on the topic of discourse, as
witnessed by (225), where the topic is now not about the activities that Einstein engaged in,
but about various events that happened in Princeton University, and the sentence becomes
acceptable.
(225)

Context: Talking about who, among the Nobel Prize winners, has visited Princeton:
Let’s see, Einstein has, Yukawa has, Friedman has, ...

(Inoue 1979: 576)

Below I show that the use of wal does not involve repeatability condition or lifetime
effects, and in the next subsection, I will show that current relevance holds for wal. First of
all, if wal exhibited the repeatability condition or lifetime effects, it wouldn’t be accepted in
describing a remote past situation when the subject is deceased. (226) shows that with an
atelic event, and with the speaker’s awareness of Egerod’s life span, the wal sentence is still
accepted, contra the prediction.
(226)

Context: Talking about who wrote an Atayal dictionary, the speaker is reminded of
Egerod (1923-1995):
wal

miru’

khu’ na

biru’ na

PRF-PRF

write.AV depot GEN book

GEN

tayal

qu

Egerod qasa ma.

Atayal

ABS

Egerod that

REP

‘It’s said that Egerod has written an Atayal dictionary.’
Me: “And we know that Egerod passed away a long time ago.” Consultant: “Right,
and ? (what’s your question?)”
Interestingly, (227) appears to be evidence for lifetime effects, as the wal sentence is
rejected; the correct rendition in this context uses either the past tense -in- or the unmarked
form. Nevertheless, as suggested by the speaker’s comment, the wal sentence has a result
61

However, this judgment varies among native English speakers.
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state reading rather than an experiential one. The result state entails that the event has
occurred recently, and Columbus is therefore inferred to be living in normal circumstances,
which is however not the same as the lifetime condition proposed for the event being
repeatable. As a result, this example cannot be taken as evidence for lifetime effects.
(227)

Context: Reporting a history event: (adapted from Matthewson et al. 2015: 12)
a.

# wayal
PRF-PRF

lawn

ni

Krunpu’

qu

giqas na

rhzyal krahu’.

find.PV

ERG

Columbus

ABS

new

land

GEN

big

Intended for ‘Columbus found America (lit. the new big land).’
Comment: “Doesn’t make sense… it says that the land has already been found
by Columbus.”
b.

in-lawn

ni

E.PST-find.PV ERG

Krunpu’

qu

giqas na

rhzyal krahu’.

Columbus

ABS

new

land

GEN

big

‘Columbus found America (lit. the new big land).’
c.

lawn

ni

Krunpu’

giqas na

find.PV

ERG

Columbus new

rhzyal krahu’.

GEN

land

big

‘Columbus found America (lit. the new big land).’
Furthermore, unlike an experiential perfect, wal is compatible with predicates of
once-only events, such as the dying event in (228).
(228)

Context: “How is the chief?” asked by someone who hasn’t heard his news for a long
time.
wal

m-huqil sa

kawas wayal la.

PRF-PRF

AV-die

year

LOC

past

PRT

‘He died last year.’
(cf. #‘He has (once) died.’)
Wal is also compatible with properties that are not reversible in the actual world, such as
wagiq ‘tall’ in (229), and n(b)kis ‘old’ in (230). Note that since wal-marked statives are only
inchoative (Section 3.3.1), the readings that would involve the repeatability condition are
‘This kid has got tall (in his life)’ and ‘Rimuy has got old (in her life)’ in these examples.
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(229)

Context: You found one of your friend’s kids has grown taller since you last met.
wal

wagiq balay laqi’ qani.

PRF-PRF

tall

truly

child this

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

‘This kid has got taller.’ / ≠ ‘This kid has got tall (once in his life).’
(230)

Context: Rimuy was very beautiful but she got old now.
wal

nkis

balay qu Rimuy la.

PRF-PRF

old.AV truly

ABS

Rimuy

PRT

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

‘Rimuy has become old.’ / ≠ ‘Rimuy has become old (once in her life).’
I conclude that repeatability conditions are not relevant to wal. The lack of a repeatability
effect is also expected given that wal has no use as an experiential perfect.
No universal perfect readings
Universal perfect readings convey the meaning that the relevant event starts from a past time
and continues through the reference time. In English, only progressives and statives, which
are unbounded eventualities, allow for a universal perfect reading (Dowty 1979, Mittwoch
1988, Vlach 1993, Iatridou et al. 2003, Portner 2003, and many others). For instance, (231)a
has a progressive activity and says that the running event holds throughout an interval
stretching from 6 o’clock up to now; (231)b has a stative verb and says that the state of being
angry extends from last week up to now.
(231)

a.

John has been running since 6 o’clock this morning.

b.

Mary has been angry since last week.

Moreover, universal perfect readings are only entailed with modification by certain temporal
adverbials such as since- and for-adverbials, always, for five days now, etc. (Portner 2003,
Iatridou et al. 2003). Compare (232) with (233): In (232), the utterance time is included in
the event time as part of the assertion of the perfect, and this inference cannot be cancelled,
whereas in (233), without those specific adverbials, there is no contradiction to continue with
a claim that the eventuality does not hold at the utterance time.62

62

Judgment marks follow the authors’.
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(232)

a.

* She has been sick at least/ever since 1990 but she is fine now.

b. * She has always lived here but she doesn’t anymore.
(233)

a.

I have been cooking but I’m done now.

b.

Mary has been sick but she is fine now.

(Iatridou et al.: 159)

(Iatridou et al. 2003: 160-162)

There are several pieces of evidence that wal disallows universal perfect readings.
First of all, wal is infelicitous in contexts that explicitly specify that the event persists to the
utterance time: In (234), the child’s playing the mouth harp continues throughout this
morning, which includes the utterance time, and wal is rejected; likewise, wal cannot be used
to describe that someone has been tired since last night in (235).
(234)

Context: The child has been playing the mouth harp since this morning. “It’s really
noisy”, you complain.
a.

# wal

tlubuw aring

PRF-PRF

mayzbuq ru

play.AV start.AV morning

CONJ

qani na’ qu

laqi’

qani.

this

child

this

still

ABS

Intended for ‘This child has been playing mouth harp since this morning and is
still doing so.’
b.

yasa si

tlubuw aring

mayzbuq ru

CONT PRT

play.AV start.AV morning

CONJ

qani na’ qu

laqi’ qani.

this

child this

still

ABS

‘This child has been playing mouth harp since this morning and is still doing
so.’
(235)

Context: He got tired yesterday afternoon, and since then he didn’t get any chance to
rest. He has been looking very tired.
a.

# aring=nya’

sa

babaw kinryax

shira’

lga,

wal

start.AV=3SG.ERG LOC above lunch.time yesterday TOP.PRT PRF-PRF

m-’uy
AV-tired

Intended for ‘Starting from yesterday afternoon, he has been tired.’
b.

aring=nya’

sa

babaw kinryax

start.AV=3SG.ERG

LOC

above lunch.time yesterday
si

shira’

yasa

cyux

CONT

PROG.DIST PRT STA.AV-tired.DEP

lga,
TOP.PRT

k-’uy.

‘Starting from yesterday afternoon, he has been tired.’
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Notice that the felicitous examples in examples (b) of (234)-(235) have the markers yasa and
si, the former of which I tentatively gloss as a continuous aspect, while the latter I leave
unlabelled due to its varied meanings, which lack a direct translation. It remains to be
explored whether yasa, si, or the two markers together give rise to universal perfect
readings.63 64
Furthermore, wal sentences cannot be continued with the claim that the eventuality
continues to the utterance time, expressed by ru qani na’ ‘be still X-ing now’ (see also
(234)a):
(236)

a. # aring=nya’

sa

babaw kinryax

start.AV=3SG.GEN LOC above
wal

m-’uy

PRF-PRF AV-tired

ru
CONJ

shira’

lunch.time yesterday

lga,
PRT.TOP

qani na’.
this still

Intended for ‘Starting from yesterday afternoon, Tali’ has been tired and is still
tired now.’
Consultant’s comment: “No, ru qani na’ cannot form a sentence with wal m’uy.’

63

Yasa is often translated as ‘that, that way, so, entirely’, and is described as a discourse connector [串聯上下
in L. Huang and H.-S. Wu (2016: 73), but its aspectual meaning has not been discussed; some
examples are: yasa kya sinrxan nya’ ‘He has been standing there (lit. his standing there has been a while)’ [他在
那裡站很久了] (CIP Atayal dictionary 2017) and yasa kinki’an nya’ Taiwan ru misan wal mshzi’ sa kawas wayal
‘He had lived in Taiwan (lit. his living in Taiwan had been a while) until he moved last year’ (see also (237)b
below). Si (and its variant asi) is a preverb and requires the subsequent verb to be in the dependent form (i.e., in
the same paradigm as in the scope of the negation ini’); it is called ‘affirmative particle’ and described as
forming a manner expression, e.g., nanu’ si nya’ ktaqiy maniq qu’ qsinuw lga’ ‘He just ate the animal raw’, by
Rau (1992: 167). Common translations of si/asi in my data include ‘just, all the way/continuously, suddenly, ’ [
就, 一直，竟然].
64
My current data suggests that either one of them has to be present for a universal perfect reading, as in (i)
vs. (ii) (see also (237)b):
(i) Context: My aunt really keeps in good shape so she always looks very young.
(yasa) si k-’-laqi’
krayryax kt-an
qu yata’ qasa.
CONT PRT STA-VBZR-child.AV.DEP every.day look-LV ABS aunt that
‘That aunt has always been looking young.’
Volunteered translation: 那個阿姨一直都維持年青的樣子。
(ii) Context: Temu’ has been pulling Rimuy’s hair since the class began; Rimuy reports to the teacher: (elicited
based on ‘Miss Smith’s Bad Day’, Matthewson 2014)
nyux
t’aring pqbaq biru’ ga, cyux=saku’=nya’
??(si)
PROG.PROX=1PL.INCL start.AV learn.AV book TOP PROG.DIST=1SG.ABS=3SG.ERG PRT
hluz-iy
snonux=maku’.
pull-PV.DEP hair=1SG.GEN
‘Since we have started studying, he has been pulling my hair.’
Consultant’s comment: “[(ii) without si] doesn’t have the continuous meaning; he just pulled and released.”
(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)
文之篇章功能]
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b.

aring=nya’

sa

babaw kinryax

shira’

lga,

start.AV=3SG.GEN LOC above lunch.time yesterday
yasa si

k-’uy

ru

CONT PRT STA.AV-tired.DEP CONJ

PRT.TOP

qani na’.
this still

‘Starting from yesterday afternoon, Tali’ has been tired and is still tired now.’
Moreover, in English, an individual-level stative that holds throughout an individual’s
life is only felicitous in a universal perfect, e.g., ‘He has had brown eyes *(since he was
born)’ (Iatridou et al. 2003:160). The unacceptability of such a sentence in Atayal, as
exemplified in (237), supports that wal has no universal perfect reading; once again, we see
that the stative verb is only interpreted as inchoative, as commented by the speaker.
(237)

Context: Tali’ is a big boy. Ever since he was born he has been big!
a.

# wal

krahu’ hi’=nya’

PRF-PRF

aring

big.AV body=3SG.GEN start.AV

squ

m-htuw.

LOC

AV-come.out

Intended for ‘His body has been big since he was born.’
Consultant’s comment: ‘Wal krahu’ means he already got bigger.’
b.

yasa

krahu’ hi’=nya’

aring

CONT

big.AV body=3SG.GEN start.AV

squ

mhtuw.

LOC

AV-come.out

‘His body has been big since he was born.’
No adverbial restrictions
The English present perfect does not allow definite past temporal adverbials to modify the
event time. This effect was dubbed the ‘present-perfect puzzle’ by Klein (1992):65
(238)

a.

* Mary has built a house last month.

b.

* John has left his wife yesterday.

Conversely, an indefinite time adverb, as in (239), or an adverb that relates to a time that
overlaps the speech time, as in (240), is acceptable:66

65

This restriction is not observed in the past perfect or tenseless perfects (McCawley 1971, Giorgi and
Pianesi 1997, Portner 2003, a.o.).
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(239)

(240)

a.

Steven has gone to Boston several times.

b.

Peter has been in Harvard Square at 6 am.

a.

Katrin has read her email today.

b.

Austin has built a deck this summer.

(Katz 2003: 146-147)

(Katz 2003: 146)

The contrast above is absent in Italian, German, Icelandic, Dutch, Latin, French and many
other languages (Giorgi and Pianesi 1997, de Swart 2007 and references therein). It is also
absent in Atayal. There are abundant examples where sentences containing wal co-occur
with a past-time adverbial, be it definite or indefinite, remote or near:
(241)

wal

tmasuq

m-kayal

sraral

la.

PRF-PRF

finish.AV

AV-speak

before

PRT

‘We have finished talking this a long time ago.’
(242)

wal

m-huqil sa

PRF-PRF AV-die

kawas wayal la.
past

PRT

wal

m-ngilis mlhngan shira’

la.

PRF-PRF

AV-cry

PRT

LOC

year

‘He died last year.’
(243)

night

yesterday

‘He (already) cried last night.’
(244)

m-<in>’uy=saku’

shira’

AV-<E.PST>tired=1SG.ABS

yesterday FIRST.CONJ

ssawni’

hya’

la.

earlier.today

3SG.N

PRT

hru

wal

blaq

cikay

PRF-PRF

good.AV

a.bit

‘I was tired yesterday but I have got better today.’
(245)

misuw qani lga,
now

this

wal=nya’

PRT.TOP PRF-PRF=3SG.ERG

tt-un

qu

qara’ na

qhuniq

cut-PV

ABS

branch GEN tree

66

But see Portner (2003), who argues that the relevant constraint is against past time adverbs in general but
not definiteness of adverbs; specifically, adverbials which themselves entail pastness, not any adverbial which
may be used to describe a past event.
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lru

cyux

s<m>yax la.

PRT.CONJ

PROG.DIST

light<AV>

PRT

‘Recently, he cut off tree branches, and thus his house got very bright.’
(CIP Atayal dictionary 2017, original translation in Mandarin)

3.5.2

Properties shared with the English present perfect

Anteriority
The temporal property of the perfect is often described as concerning an anterior event
relative to some reference time (Reichenbach 1947, Comrie 1976, Ö. Dahl 1985, Bybee et al.
1994, Klein 1994, Bohemeyer 2014, and many others). As shown earlier, all lexical aspectual
classes marked with wal assert that a given event precedes the reference time (see Section
3.3.2), and wal does not advance the reference time in a narrative (see Section 3.4.2); both
facts are very similar to the English perfect, except that wal more strictly requires the final
point (i.e., culmination/termination point) rather than any part of the event to be anterior (see
Section 3.3.1).
Result-state readings
The English perfect has a result-state reading, which is only possible with telic predicates
(Depraetere 1998, Kiparsky 2002, Pancheva 2003, Iatridou et al. 2003, among others).67 For
instance, the activity verb in (246)a has only an experiential reading while the achievement
verb in (246)b has a result-state reading as well as an experiential one. (247) gives a few
examples of the perfect of result with their inferred result states in brackets.
(246)

(247)

a.

I have run.

(experiential only)

b.

I have lost my glasses. (experiential or resultative)

a.

I have lost my glasses. [My glasses are lost.]

b.

I have caught a cold. [I have a cold.]

c.

I have opened the door. [The door is open.]

(Pancheva 2003: 279)

67

The result state in question is also termed “direct resultant state” (McCawley 1971), “target state” (Parsons
1990), or “strong resultative” (Mittwoch 2008) etc. This result state effect differs from current relevance, an
inference attested across different readings of the perfect (see below).
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d.

I have arrived in Paris. [I am in Paris.]

An important criterion for qualifying as the perfect of result is that the result state
must hold at the utterance time (in the case of a present perfect) (Depraetere 1998, Iatridou et
al. 2003, a.o.). For instance, “[(246)b/(247)a] can be a resultative perfect only if said while
the glasses are still lost. As soon as the glasses are found, [it] can only be uttered as an
experiential perfect” (Iatridou et al. 2003:156). Likewise, with a clear indication that the
result state is undone, the perfect in (248) is only acceptable as an experiential perfect. (249)
shows that trying to cancel the result state incurs infelicity.68 69
(248)

I have lost 5 stones before now, but I put it all on again.
(Depraetere 1998: 606, citing Fenn 1987: 108)

(249)

a. ?? I have opened the door, but the door is not open.
b.

(Depraetere 1998: 604)

* I have put your shoes in the closet, but they’re not there now.
(Michaelis 1994: 140)

Result-state readings are possible with wal. An initial impression of this fact can be
shown by the following examples: The first sentence in (250) licenses an inference that the
door is open at the speech time, which invites the listener to go in by himself. The second
sentence in (251) implies a result state that the book is in my possession. In (252), the result
state of chickens being full must remain at the utterance time in order to ask the listener not
to feed the chickens again.
(250)

wal=nya’

gyah-an blihun. si

usa’

PRF-PRF=3SG.ERG

open-LV door

go.AV.DEP there only

PRT

kya

nanak.

‘He has opened the door. You can just go in by yourself.’
(251)

Context: ‘Has the book that I sent you arrived?’ ‘Yes, …’
nyux

tayhuk

la.

wal=mu

PROG.PROX

arrive.AV

PRT PRF-PRF=1SG.ERG

gal-un la.
get-PV

PRT

‘It has arrived. I have got it.’
68

Judgments are marked according to the authors.
This fact has been used to argue that the result state is an entailment (Depraetere 1998) or a conventional
implicature (Michaelis 1994, Mittwoch 2008).
69
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(252)

wal=maku’

s’n-an

ngta’

PRF-PRF=1SG.ERG

feed-LV chicken

la.

laxiy

PRT NEG.IMP

s’an-iy.
feed-LV.DEP

‘I have fed the chickens. Don’t feed them.’

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

Similarly, in (253)-(254), wal is felicitously uttered in a context where the state resulting
from the described event remains at the speech time:
(253)

Context: You and a group of friends climb Jade Mountain. A friend is way ahead of
you guys. Shortly, you heard that he is at the summit.
wal

rima’

tayhuk

kya’ hiya’ la.

PRF-PRF

already arrive.AV there 3SG.N

PRT

‘He has (already) arrived there.’
(254)

Context: A asks B what time it is, and B answers, “I don't know …”
wal

m- gzyuwaw tuki=mu

la.

PRF-PRF

AV-lost

PRT

watch=1SG.GEN

‘My watch has got lost.’
If the context makes it clear that the relevant result state has ended, wal cannot be
used, as shown in (255)-(256), where the past tense -in- is appropriate instead.
(255)

Context: Describe to your friend how you lost your watch and found it.
a.

m-<in>gzyuwaw tuki=maku’.
AV-<E.PST>lost

watch=1SG.GEN

‘My watch has (once) got lost.’
b.

# wal

m-gzyuwaw la.

PRF-PRF AV-lost

PRT

Intended for ‘My watch got lost.’
Consultant’s comment: “No, wal means you haven’t found it.”
(256)

Context: Telling your mom that your friend Piray broke his legs before.
a.

m-<in>pahuw

kakay ni

Piray hru

AV-<E.PST>break

leg

Piray

GEN

nyux

blaq

la.

FIRST.CONJ PROG.PROX good.AV PRT

‘Piray’s legs broke but they’ve recovered (lit. they’re good).’
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b.

# wal

m-pahuw kakay ni

PRF-PRF AV-break

leg

GEN

Piray ru
Piray

nyux

CONJ PROG.PROX

blaq

la.

good.AV

PRT

‘Piray’s legs broke but they’ve recovered (lit. they’re good).’
Consultant: “What is good? It cannot be his legs because they are broken.”
Similarly, a wal-marked change of state sentence cannot be coordinated with a statement that
explicitly cancels the result state, in contrast to the past tense -in-:
(257)

{#wal=maku’
PRF-PRF=1SG.ERG

htagun / h<n>utaw=maku’}

qu

g~gyah

drop-PV / drop<E.PST.PV>=1SG.ERG ABS

CV.NMLZ~open

sawsu’=maku’ ga nyux=maku’

’lwan

la

key=1SG.GEN

find.LV

PRT

TOP PROG.PROX=1SG.ERG

‘I dropped my keys, but I’ve found them.’
Current relevance
It is generally assumed that the present perfect indicates that a past event bears some relation
to the current context, which is often labeled “current relevance” or “present relevance”
(McCoard 1978, Inoue 1979, McCawley 1981, Depraetere 1998, Portner 2003, Nishiyama
and Koenig 2010, among many others). (258) and (259) cite a few examples from the
literature, where a certain current relevance (as given in brackets) is necessary with an
experiential perfect reading in (258)a, a universal perfect reading in (258)b, and a result-state
reading in (259).
(258)

(259)

a.

I’ve read De Oratore three times [so I can explain it to you].

b.

I’ve been ill [so I haven’t gotten around to it].

(Michaelis 1994: 140)

He has caught malaria [so he does not want to talk about his holiday in Africa]
(Depaetere 1998: 609)
The use of wal also exhibits current relevance in spite of the fact that, as shown

above, it does not allow for all the readings of the English perfect. The following examples
illustrate that when using the aspect wal, the speaker considers that there is a link of some
sort between the past situation and the present context. In some cases, the relevant
proposition is explicitly stated, as shown by the second conjunct of (260)-(261):
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(260)

wal

m-bka’

qu

tubung lru

PRF-PRF

AV-break ABS

ghzyaq

balay qbyan.

window PRT.CONJ cold.AV truly

night

‘All the windows have broken so it’s very cold in the night.’
(261)

wal

suq-un

h<m>iriq

PRF-PRF

finish-PV spend<AV> wind

p<in>uya’

behuy kwara’ qu ramat

la ru

all

ABS

vegetables

p-khmit=nya’

plant<NMLZ.E.PST> PRT CONJ

FUT.AV-expensive=3SG.ERG

hazi’

bzir-un lwah.

EPIST.POS

buy-PV

(CIP Atayal dictionary 2017)

PRT

‘The typhoon has destroyed all the vegetables so their price might be higher.’
In other cases, the current relevance implicitly hinges on the context. The sentence in (262)
was first judged as marginal when uttered out of the blue; however, it was volunteered in the
context of (262) by the same speaker in a separate elicitation, where the event of passing
away is currently relevant to the listener’s greeting.
(262)

Context: “How is the chief?” asked by someone who hasn’t heard his news for a long
time.
wal

m-huqil sa

kawas wayal la.

PRF-PRF

AV-die

year

LOC

past

PRT

‘He died last year.’
In (263), the result state of the wal sentence, the sun being up in the sky, conveys that the
listener is not supposed to sleep anymore.
(263)

Context: You and your friends go for a trip. One friend wakes you up and says this
(meanwhile, you find everybody is gone):
wal

m-htuw

wagi’ la.

PRF-PRF

AV-come.out

sun

‘The sun has risen.’

PRT

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

Consultant’s comment: “Everyone already left; only you are still sleeping.”
In (264), the speaker is inquiring about a past sighting of his father because of his current
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urgency to find his father; similarly, (265) is uttered in response to the current situation but
not merely about the past event of my bamboo being chopped.
(264)

Context: You are looking for your father. You are checking several places where he
could have gone, and during your search you meet one of your neighbors. You ask:
wal=su’

kt-an

yaba’=mu?

PRF-PRF=2SG.ERG

see-LV father=1SG.GEN

‘Have you seen my father?’
(265)

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

Context: You went to your bamboo farm and saw your bamboo is gone.
wal=naha’

s’ng-un ruma’=mu

la.

PRF-PRF=3PL.ERG

chop-PV bamboo=1SG.GEN

PRT

‘My bamboo has been chopped (by them/others).’
By contrast, wal is infelicitous when talking about a past situation without current
relevance of the kind discussed above. (266) simply reports a past event of someone’s being
sick; in (267), the context is set to be part of a chat, in which the bamboo-chopping event
bears no direct relevance to the interlocutors’ current state of mind.
(266)

Context: You want to update your friend about what has happened in your family.
a.

# wal

m-nbu’ sa

qutux kawas wayal la.

PRF-PRF AV-sick LOC

one

year

past

PRT

Intended for ‘Temu’ was sick for one year.’
Consultant’s comment: “Talking about someone being sick shouldn’t have
used wal.”
b.

m-<in>bu’

sa

qutux kawas wayal.

AV-<E.PST>sick LOC

one

year

past

‘Temu’ was sick for one year.’
(267)

Context : You chatted with your son over the phone, and you told him that you
chopped some bamboo yesterday.
a.

# wal=maku’
PRF-PRF=1SG.ERG

tt-un

shera’

mpuw msyaw ruma’

chop-PV yesterday ten

rest

bamboo

la.
PRT

‘I (have) chopped more than ten pieces of bamboo yesterday.’
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b.

t<n>utu’=maku’

shera’

qu

mpuw msyaw ruma’

chop<E.PST.PV>=1SG.ERG yesterday ABS ten

rest

qasa.

bamboo that

‘I chopped more than ten pieces of bamboo yesterday.’
Consultant’s comment: ‘You describe that you chopped some bamboos
yesterday .’

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

Note that in opposition to the infelicity of wal in these contexts, the meaning is rendered by
the past tense -in-, and by contrast, -in- is rejected in the earlier contexts in (262)-(265) (see
Chapter 4). Wal and -in- thus differ in the (lack of) current relevance, much like the
difference between the present perfect and the past tense in English.
Recent past and “hot news” perfects
What has not been covered in the discussion so far is the so-called “perfect of recent past”
(Comrie 1976) and “hot news” perfect (McCawley 1971). The two uses are sometimes
regarded as the same, and have been considered to be a special case of the existential perfect
(McCoard 1978, McCawley 1981) or of the resultative perfect (Michaelis 1994, Kiparsky
2002). Yet they are not fully synonymous: As Depraetere (1998:598) notes, a hot news
perfect does not necessarily refer to a recent event but to what the hearer presumes the hearer
does not know about, in other words, it is about the speaker’s estimate of the immediacy of
the news to the addressee.
Atayal wal can have both these uses. In (268)-(269), the wal forms are volunteered to
describe an event that just occurred (but see the next subsection for the progressive aspect
rather than wal being accepted in even more recent situations).
(268)

Context: You guys were watching a baseball game; finally the team you support won.
wal

m-aqux laha’.

PRF-PRF

AV-win

3PL.N

‘They have won!’
(269)

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

Context: You are woken up by an earthquake. You call your mom:
wal

m-’unu

ay!

PRF-PRF

AV-earthquake PRT

‘An earthquake has happened!’

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)
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(270)-(271) show wal being used as hot-news perfect, in which the listener lacks information
about the reported event, which is not necessarily recent:
(270)

Context: Have you heard the news?
wal

m-g-sinsiy

qu Tali’ lma.

PRF-PRF AV-be-teacher ABS

Tali’

PRT.REP

‘Tali’ has become a teacher.’
(271)

Context: You discovered that you guys have a pair of friends in common, a couple,
who your friend hasn’t heard from for a long time. You tell him: “Did you hear?
They got married.”
wal

m-squn

laha’

la.

PRF-PRF

AV-together

3PL.N

PRT

?‘They have got together (lit. got married).’70

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

3.5.3 Summary
Table 3.4 summarizes the properties of the aspect wal in comparison with the English present
perfect have, with the similarities highlighted.
Readings

have

wal

(a) Experiential perfect

√

*

(b) Repeatability/Lifetime effects

√

*

(c) Universal perfect

√

*

(d) Adverbial restrictions

√

*

(e) Anteriority

√

√

(f) Result state

√

√

(g) Current relevance

√

√

(h) Recent past / hot news perfect

√

√

Table 3.4 Properties of have versus wal
We have seen that wal shares with have the ability to refer to an event anterior to the
reference time, allowing a result state which obtains at the reference time, bearing certain
70

For some reason, the English translation with a perfect isn’t good.
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relevance effects to the current context, and the possession of recent past and hot-news
perfects. The differences between the two languages are that Atayal wal lacks experiential
perfect readings, repeatability condition/lifetime effects, and universal perfect readings, and
exhibits no restriction on the occurrence of past time adverbials.

3.5.4

More on result states: Comparing wal with the progressive aspect

A complication is that the result-state reading of wal sometimes overlaps with that of the
progressive aspect cyux/nyux with achievements and inchoative states, for example:
(272)

Context: Tali’ used to run very fast but he cannot do so now because…
{wal

/nyuw}

PRF-PRF /PROG.PROX

qthuy iyal

la.

fat.AV very

PRT

‘He has got very fat.’
Nevertheless, there are at least two environments in which the two markers differ. First, in
contexts where the change of state is very recent and the result state clearly remains at the
utterance time, wal is rejected but cyux/nyux is accepted. This is exemplified in the following
examples. In (273), Rimuy just lost her keys and she is currently in need of help. In (274),
the speaker realizes his mistake upon being questioned by the police, and the driver’s license
is of course still not with him at the utterance time.
(273)

Context: Your friend Rimuy has discovered that she lost her keys and you want to ask
other friends to help: “Can you give her a hand? …”
{#wal
PRF-PRF

/ cyux}

p-gzyuwag-un sawsu’=nya’ la.

/ PROG.DIST

CAUS-lose-PV

key=3SG.GEN

PRT

‘She has lost her keys.’
(274)

Context: (Police stop your car) “Can I see your driver’s license?” “Sorry…”
(adapted from Mittwoch 2008: 324)
{#wal

/ cyux}=maku’

PRF-PRF / PROG.DIST =1SG.ERG

‘I have left it at home.’

sy-un

ngasal.

put-PV house
(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)
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In (275), the progressive aspect rather than wal is felicitously used in the course of a game.
This is in opposition to the judgment in (268) above, where the game is over and wal is
felicitous.
(275)

Context: In the middle of a game, you tell your friend, “The score is team A 3 and
team B 2. They have won.”
{#wal
PRF-PRF

/ cyux}

m-aqux laha’.

/ PROG.DIST

AV-win

3PL.N

‘They have won.’

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

Consultant: “You should use cyux because the situation is at the moment.”
The second type of situation where only cyux/nyux is felicitous is when a stage-level stative
predicate co-occurs with a punctual when-clause, as exemplified below.
(276)

Context: You saw Rimuy last week and you found her belly was big. You realized she
got pregnant.
kt-an=maku’

Rimuy sa

rihay wayal lga,

see-LV=1SG.ERG Rimuy LOC week past
kki’-an

hiya’ la.

live-LV

3SG.N

{#wal

PRT.TOP

PRF-PRF

/ cyux}
/ PROG.DIST

PRT

‘?When I saw Rimuy last week, she had got pregnant.’
(277)

Context: You arrive home and you see that the light is on. Later you report this to
your husband:
{#wal

/ nyux}

PRF-PRF/ PROG.PROX

s<m>yax qu

pnilaw sa

light<AV>

lamp

ABS

m-zyup=saku’

LOC AV-enter=1SG.ABS

blihun.
door

‘?The lamp had been lit up when I entered the room.’
Consultant’s comment: “You should use nyux smyax because the time that the
light was lit up was still within the same time of your coming.”
I argued in Chapter 2, Section 2.6, that the progressive aspect asserts that the
reference time is included in the result state of achievements and inchoative states; in short, it
focuses on a current state. This proposal correctly predicts that cyux/nyux is felicitous in
these two sets of contexts: In (273)-(275), the result state holds at the reference time, which
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entails that the change of state happened immediately prior to the reference time, yielding a
recency effect. Similarly, in (276)-(277), the when-clause introduces the reference time, and
since the stage-level state holds temporarily, it is interpreted as overlapping with the time of
the when-clause. In Section 3.6.3 below, I will explain why wal cannot be used in these
situations in terms of pragmatic competition with the progressive aspect.

3.5.5

Storyboard elicitation

This section presents the result of eliciting a storyboard ‘Miss Smith’s Bad Day’
(Matthewson 2014), re-named qmzyu’ kmayal zyaw na Tahay ‘Telling Tahay’s Story’ by the
Atayal speaker. This storyboard was designed to investigate the perfect in languages based
on the range of readings of the English perfect, lifetime effects, and changes of state with
predicates of different aspectual classes (see Matthewson et al. 2015 and Bertrand et al. 2017
for further discussion).
Firstly, as expected, wal was not volunteered in contexts of an experiential perfect,
but the past tense -in- was:
(278)

Miss Ciwas: kya

ima’ m-<n>wah

exist who

AV-<E.PST>go

m-cisal

m-karaw rgyax

AV-play

AV-climb

wah!

mountain PRT

‘Who has been (to climb mountains)?’
Tali’: m-<n>wah=saku’.
AV-<E.PST>go=1SG.ABS

‘I have been (to climb a mountain).’
Replacing the -in- form with wal in the conversation was rejected by the speaker:71
(279)

Context: Tali’s reply to Miss Ciwas (as in (278))
# wal=saku’
PRF-PRF=1SG.ABS

m-karaw.
AV-climb

Intended for ‘I have climbed a mountain.’
71

The wal sentence in (279) is not strictly the minimal pair of the sentence in (278) because wal cannot cooccur with the coming verb mwah; the reasons could be that the directionality rooted in wal (i.e., wal is
grammaticalized from an event of going, see Section 3.2) conflicts with mwah, which denotes an event of
coming.
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Wal was also absent in universal perfect contexts, as shown in (280)a. Using wal
evokes a different context, where the hair pulling event is interpreted in the past (without
continuing to the present), as shown in (280)b; (280)c shows that wal is incompatible with si,
which is required for universal perfect readings (see fn. 63).
(280)

Context: Temu’ has been pulling Rimuy’s hair since the class began; Rimuy reports
to Miss Ciwas:
nyux=ta’

t’aring pqbaq

biru’ ga, …

PROG.PROX=1PL.INCL

start.AV learn.AV book

TOP

‘Since we have started studying, …’
a.

cyux=saku’=nya’

si

PROG.DIST=1SG.ABS=3SG.ERG PRT

hluziy

snonux=maku’.

pull.PV.DEP hair=1SG.GEN

‘… he has been pulling my hair.’
b. # wal=saku’=nya’

hluy-un snonux=maku’.

PRF-PRF=1SG.ABS=3SG.ERG

pull-PV

hair=1SG.GEN

Intended for ‘… he has been pulling my hair.’
Consultant’s comment: “Wal means that the pulling action was over for a
while. If after the class, you talk to the teacher, you would tell her this.”
c. * wal=saku’=nya’

si

hluziy

PRF-PRF=1SG.ABS=3SG.ERG PRT

snonux=maku’.

pull.PV.DEP hair=1SG.GEN

Intended for ‘… he has been pulling my hair.’
In a past perfect context, the speaker volunteered rima’ ‘already’ but he also accepted
wal (with or without rima’) in follow-up elicitation:
(281)

Context: On the way down from the mountain, it was dangerous because snow had
covered the climbers’ tracks.
a.

rima’

muk-an hlaqi’ qu

already cover-LV snow

cin-khny-an=nha

la.

ABS E.PST.NMLZ-walk-LV=3PL.GEN PRT

‘Snow already covered where they walked.’
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b.

wal

(rima’) mukan

hlaqi’ qu

PFV-PRF

already cover-LV snow

cin-khny-an=nha

la.

ABS E.PST.NMLZ-walk-LV=3PL.GEN PRT

‘Snow already covered where they walked.’
Wal is absent in contexts with present state interpretations, as given in (282)a.
Follow-up elicitation shows that wal always brings about an anterior effect, which results in
a slightly different meaning, as shown in (282)b.
(282)

Context: After being interrupted several times, Miss. Ciwas feels very annoyed.
a.

memaw thmut

balay qu

so.that annoy.AV truly

ABS

sinsiy

Ciwas.

teacher Ciwas

‘Miss. Ciwas is really annoyed.’
b. # wal
PRF-PRF

th<m>ut qu sinsiy

Ciwas.

annoy.AV ABS teacher Ciwas

‘Miss. Ciwas got very annoyed.’
Consultant’s comment: “It was past.” [Context offered: You describe why Miss
Ciwas got very angry that time; that’s because the kids kept interrupting her.]
As expected, wal was volunteered in contexts of recent past, as shown in (283)a;
switching to the progressive cyux brings about an effect that the change of state occurs right
before the present moment (much more recent than wal is used), as suggested by the
consultant’s comment in (283)b. This difference between these two forms is expected given
that the progressive asserts a current state.
(283)

Context: A kid found out that the class rat has died.
a.

wal

m-hoqil qu q<n>yatan=ta’

PRF-PRF AV-die

ABS

qoli’ qasa la.

raise<E.PST.PV>=1PL.INCL rat that

PRT

‘That rat that we raise has died.’
b.

cyux

m-hoqil q<n>yatan=ta’

PROG.DIST

AV-die

qoli’ qasa la.

raise<E.PST.PV>=1PL.INCL rat that

PRT

‘That rat that we raise has died.’
Consultant’s comment: “That means that you just found out at that monent.”
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Lastly, while wal was not volunteered with a definite past-time adverb, it was
accepted:
(284)

Context: A kid refutes the statement that their class pet just died.
a.

m-rima’

m-hoqil shera’

AV-already AV-die

qoli’ qasa la.

yesterday rat

that

PRT

‘That rat already died yesterday.’
b.

wal

(rima’) m-hoqil shera’

PRF-PRF

already

AV-die

qoli’ qasa la.

yesterday rat

that

PRT

‘That rat already died yesterday.’
To sum up, the result from the storyboard in collaboration with data from follow-up
elicitation supports the generalizations presented in the previous sections.

3.6 The proposal
3.6.1 Summary of the crucial facts
I have so far presented a range of properties of wal, including its effect on lexical aspectual
classes, and I have explored several hypotheses for wal: a perfective, a past tense, and a
perfect. The empirical generalizations can be summarized as below.
(a)

Boundedness, and inchoativity effects (see Section 3.3.1)
Wal imposes boundedness effects on predicates of every eventive aspectual class:
Activity events terminate, and accomplishment and achievement events culminate.
States are always interpreted as inchoative with wal, in which case they also
culminate.

(b)

Co-occurrence with definite past-time adverbs (see Section 3.5.1)
Sentences marked with wal can receive modification by definite past time adverbs
(points of time or intervals, immediate or remote), such as ‘at 3 o’clock’, ‘yesterday’,
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‘last year’, etc. In other words, wal can locate the described event at a past point of
time or within a past time interval.
(c)

Anteriority with respect to RT (Section 3.3.2, 3.4.1; Section 3.4.2)
The event in the scope of wal can be anterior to a past, present, or future reference
time; this holds for every lexical class. A related fact is that wal does not move the
reference time forward in a narrative.

(d)

Allowing the result state to hold at the reference time (Section 3.5.2; Section 3.5.5)
Wal is compatible with a result state reading, and the result state cannot be cancelled;
in contexts in which the result state clearly ceases at the utterance time, wal is
infelicitous. However, in contexts that favor a current result state, the progressive
aspect is chosen over wal.

(e)

Current relevance (Section 3.5.2)
The event in the scope of wal must bear a certain relevance to the current context, be
it either in an explanatory sense, or when the wal sentence elaborates on the topic of
the context.

Based on these properties, which overlap with those of a perfective (i.e., properties (a) and
(b)) and those of a perfect aspect (i.e., properties (c), (d), and (e)) at the same time, I propose
that wal encodes the semantics of both types of aspectual markers; this will be laid out in the
next section. The hybrid characteristic of wal also makes it difficult to adopt the hypothesis
of a simple past tense or a perfective aspect, as I have argued in Section 3.4.

3.6.2 Coupling perfective and perfect
I propose that wal is an aspect which encodes a perfect and a perfective component in its
semantics. Specifically, I argue that wal is a perfect aspect whose complement is restricted to
bounded events, which I term a ‘perfective perfect’. Descriptions of aspects along these lines
have a precedent in the literature on the Greek perfect (Iatridou et al. 2003), which will be
discussed in Section 3.7.1 below.
For the semantics of the perfect component, I follow the theory of the Perfect Time
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Span (Iatridou et al. 2003, Pancheva and von Stechow 2004, Rathert 2004, B. Rothstein
2008, Condoravdi and Deo 2014, Matthewson et al. 2015, among others), which originates
from the Extended Now theory (McCoard 1978, Dowty 1979, Rathert 2003/2004, Portner
2003; see also Bennett and Partee 1978, Inoue 1979, Richards 1982 etc.). The shared
intuition behind these theories is that a sentence in the perfect describes an event, not anterior
to a reference time, but included within an extended reference time interval. The reference
time interval is defined differently in each theory: The Extended-Now interval is an interval
that extends into the past from the utterance time, while the Perfect Time Span (PTS) is
right-demarcated by the reference time, not necessarily by the utterance time. According to
Iatridou et al. (2003), the left boundary of the PTS can be set contextually or by some
temporal adverbials, and the right boundary is set by tense (p. 158; 166); assuming that tense
provides the reference time, it follows that the reference time is the right boundary of the
PTS. A formal definition of the PTS is given in (285) (Matthewson et al. 2005: 22):
(285)

PTSc(t) is the interval of which t is a final subinterval and whose left boundary is
determined by c
My proposal is that the Atayal wal not only introduces the PTS, as with the English

perfect in Iatridou et al.’s characterization, but also requires that an event of the predicate P
is instantiated within a non-final subinterval of the PTS. The semantics of perfective aspect is
then built into the PTS by including inside that subinterval the runtime of the event described
by the predicate. The lexical entry proposed for the aspect wal is given in (286):
(286)

wal

g,c

= λP<l,st>. λt. λw. ∃t' ∃e [t' ⊆ PTSc(t) & t' < t & τ(e) ⊆ t' & P(e)(w)]

(286) says that wal takes a predicate P, a time t and a world w, and asserts that there
is a subinterval t' of the PTS defined by t such that t' precedes t, and there is an event
described by the predicate P whose runtime is included within the interval t'. The interval t'
can be any subinterval of the PTS as long as it doesn’t overlap with t. Figure 3.1 schematizes
the relation of the subinterval t', the runtime of the P-event, and the PTS (where t' is the
dotted area and t is the right edge of the PTS):
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PTS
ET
t'

t = RT

Figure 3.1 The semantics of wal
It should be noted that the proposal that wal couples two aspects is a semantic
amalgamation of two aspects rather than a syntactic implementation; the proposal does not
imply that wal spells out two aspectual heads in the syntax.72 I suggest that wal is the head of
an AspP, which takes a VoiceP as its argument, as represented below:
(287)

AspP
<i,st>
wal
<lst,ist>

VoiceP
<l,st>

Since the aspect wal is of type <lst, ist>, it is only compatible with predicates of
events, which are of type <l, st>, but not predicates of times, which are of type <i, st>. The
latter include homogeneous states and predicates already marked by an aspect in Atayal.
Recall from Chapter 2 that homogeneous statives behave unlike the other lexical classes
(Section 2.4.1), and I assume they denote predicates of times by themselves (Section 2.6.2).
Thus, we correctly account for the inchoativity effect of wal-marked stative sentences and
the incompatibility of wal and the progressive aspect, as exemplified below (repeated from
(212) and (213) above):
(288)

wal

krahu’ qu

Tali’ la.

PRF-PRF

big.AV

Tali’

ABS

PRT

‘Tali’ got big(ger).’ / ≠ ‘Tali’ was big.’
(289)

* {wal

cyux

/ cyux

wal }

PRF-PRF PROG.PROX/ PROG.PROX PRF-PRF

m-qwalax la.
AV-rain

PRT

Intended for ‘It was raining.’
72

The latter could be the case for other languages such as Greek (see Section 3.7.1).
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This proposal also correctly predicts that wal is incompatible with a neutral aspect
phrase of type <i,st>, just like it is incompatible with the progressive aspect. Since the
neutral aspect removes the culmination of accomplishment events (see Chapter 2, Section
2.5), if the complement of wal were a neutral aspect phrase, an accomplishment event would
terminate rather than culminate. This is not borne out, as shown in (290) (repeated from
(179) and (183) above):
(290)

a.

# wal
PRF-PRF

kblay-un ni

Watan sa

kawas

wayal

make-PV

Watan

year

past

ga

ini’

TOP NEG

ERG

tmasuq

LOC

(Accomplishment)

na’.

finish.AV.DEP still

‘Watan built the house last year #but he didn’t finish it yet.’
b.

wal

m-nbuw qwaw qu

PRF-PRF AV-drink

wine

ABS

Tali’ ga
Tali’

ini’=nya’

TOP NEG=3SG.ERG

suq-iy.

(Activity)

finish-PV.DEP

‘Tali’ drank wine but he didn’t finish it.’
Now let me exemplify how this proposal gives the right result for wal-marked
eventive sentences. Take the accomplishment event in (291) (repeated from (180) above),
which is durative and telic, for example. (292) gives the LF structure of the sentence.
(291)

wal

kblay-un ni

Watan qu

ngasal.

PRF-PRF

make-PV

Watan

house

ERG

ABS

‘Watan has built the house.’ or ‘Watan had built the house (by the time …).’
(292)

TP
<s,t>
TenseNON-FUT
i
wal
<lst,ist>

AspP
<i,st>
VoiceP
<l,st>

kblayun ni Watan qu ngasal
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The tense phrase in the structure of (292) is headed by a covert tense variable, which is
restricted to a non-future time interval (to be discussed in Chapter 5), and hence the sentence
allows a past or present but not future interpretation. The derivation of the truth conditions is
given in (293).
(293)

a.

VoiceP

g,c

= λe.  λw. build(e)(w) & agent(Watan)(e)(w) &

theme(house)(e)(w)
b.

AspP

g,c

= Wal

g,c

( VoiceP

g,c

)

= λt. λw. ∃t' ∃e [t' ⊆ PTSc(t) & t' < t & τ(e) ⊆ t' & build(e)(w) &
agent(Watan)(e)(w) & theme(house)(e)(w)]
c.

TP

g,c

= AspP

g,c

(g(i)) = λw. ∃t' ∃e [t' ⊆ PTSc(g(i)) & t' < g(i) & τ(e) ⊆ t' &

build(e)(w) & agent(Watan)(e)(w) & theme(house)(e)(w)], where no part of
g(i) is after tc
The resulting denotation in (293)c says that the sentence is true if and only if there is an
event e in the evaluation world w within a non-final subinterval t' of the PTS, whose final
interval is no later than the utterance time, and e is an event of Watan building the house.
Given that the runtime of the accomplishment event is properly included inside t', this
denotation correctly predicts that the culmination of the event is either anterior to the
utterance time, yielding a present perfect reading, or to a time that precedes the utterance
time, yielding a past perfect reading. Future perfect interpretations require the prefix p- or the
auxiliary musa’ (see Chapter 5); wal cannot co-occur with the past tense -in- for an
independent reason (that -in- always takes the null neutral aspect) (see Chapter 4).

3.6.3 Explaining the properties of wal
The anteriority and boundedness effects
Since wal requires the runtime of a P-event to be included inside a non-final subinterval of
the PTS whose right boundary is demarcated by the reference time (i.e., t' < t & τ(e) ⊆ t'), the
anteriority effects for every type of event and the boundedness effects for accomplishment
events are accounted for. However, activities are not correctly predicted to terminate: there
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could be a larger event, which the P-event is part of, that extends beyond the PTS. Note that
this is different from the event denoted by perfective activities in English, which can at least
continue in some circumstances (Smith 1999: 488; Bar-el 2005: 321). I suggest two ways to
modifiy the denotation in (286) to ensure the termination of activities, but I leave the choice
open for now. One way is that, adapting Wilhelm (2003), wal also specifies that there is no
P-event at the reference time t, which is the final subinterval of the PTS, as given in (294).
(294)

wal

g,c

= λP<l,st>. λt. λw. ∃t' ∃e [t' ⊆ PTSc(t) & t' < t & τ(e) ⊆ t' & P(e)(w) & ¬∃e'

[τ(e') ⊆ t & t ∩ t' ≠ ∅ & P(e')(w)]]
The other way is to have a maximal P-event in the non-final subinterval of the PTS (see
Koenig and Muansuwan 2000). As given in (295), the semantics of wal in addition would
include that for all events e' which are larger than e, they are not P-events.
(295)

wal

g,c

= λP<l,st>. λt. λw. ∃t' ∃e [t' ⊆ PTSc(t) & t' < t & τ(e) ⊆ t' & P(e)(w) & ∀e'

[τ(e) ⊆ τ(e') → P(e')(w) = 0]]
The lack of universal perfects
The boundedness effects mean that the described event is temporally over before the
reference time. Therefore, we expect no universal perfect readings, which require the runtime
of a P-event to extend throughout the PTS (i.e., equal to the PTS or going beyond the
reference time).
The inchoative effects
Since I assume that states in Atayal are either homogeneous or inchoative, the former of
which denote a predicate of times and the latter a predicate of events, the aspect wal, being of
type <lst, ist>, only takes as an input an inchoative state. In other words, the inchoative
effects are simply an eventive requirement for the complement of wal. While wal contributes
anteriority and boundedness to inchoative states, the latter effect is not noticeable as
inchoatives span a very short time and naturally culminate even without wal.
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The lack of experiential perfects
Since the proposed formula in (286) encodes existential quantification over an event
variable, it predicts that wal allows for experiential perfect readings, unlike what we’ve seen.
I argue that the lack of experiential perfects results from pragmatic competition with the past
tense -in-. As will be argued in Chapter 4, the past tense -in- simply encodes an existential
quantification over past times at which the described event occurs, without involving any
interval stretching from the present, or the reference time (i.e., the PTS). In other words,
although -in- and wal both assert the existence of a past event, the past tense -in- does so by
quantifying over a time interval unambiguously prior to the reference time, whereas wal
quantifies over a time interval that is prior to the reference time and within the PTS. In the
experential perfect interpretation, which only concerns a past occurrence of the described
event, uttering a wal form would be more informative than required, and hence Grice’s
Quantity maxim correctly predicts that an -in-marked form is chosen over a wal-marked one.
The isssues of result-state readings
As with other events, a telic/change-of-state event is properly contained within the PTS, and
hence its result state naturally continues up to the reference time. Yet, wal not only allows
but also enforces the result state. Nevertheless, building a result state into the semantics of
wal overgenerates that every event has a result state. I suggest instead that pragmatic
reasoning plays a role here; specifically, the past tense -in- competes with wal in contexts
where the result state has ceased before the reference time (Section 3.5.5). I postpone this
discussion until the cessation effects with -in- are explained in Chapter 4.
Also, in contexts that explicitly indicate that the result state of an underlying event
overlaps with the reference time, the progressive aspect cyux/nyux is chosen over wal (see
Section 3.5.4). The absence of result-state readings with wal in such contexts is correctly
accounted for by the proposed semantics for wal in combination with standard Gricean
reasoning, which goes as follows. Since the state resulting from a telic/change-of-state event
is not part of the built-in semantics of wal, a wal-marked form allows but does not entail that
a result state still holds at the reference time. By contrast, cyux/nyux lexically specifies that
the result state includes the reference time (Chapter 2). Thus, Grice’s Quantity maxim
predicts that cyux/nyux is more appropriate than wal in those current (result) state contexts.
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The lack of adverbial restrictions
The denotation for wal in (286) above introduces an existential quantification over a nonfinal subinterval of the PTS, which excludes the utterance time in the case of present perfect.
This predicts that the interval can be modified by a past time adverb. As a consequence, this
proposal implies that the English perfect, which is incompatible with a past time adverb,
should not involve such a non-final subinterval of the PTS in its semantics.
This proposal for the adverbial restriction (or the lack thereof) differs from the
existing proposals in the literature. One type of analysis, as put forth in Pancheva and von
Stechow (2004) and B. Rothstein (2008) for the German perfect (which also exhibits no
adverbial restriction), similarly proposes that the interval that includes the event time may
not intersect with the utterance time, but in their proposals, the interval is the entire PTS.73
With the PTS being flexible, potentially a past interval, no contradictions arise if an event
time falls within the interval denoted by a definite past-time adverb as well as within the PTS
(B. Rothstein 2008: 76). While their proposals may achieve the same goal with respect to the
compatibility with past time adverbs, they appear to lose the strength of the PTS (or
Extended Now), originally intended to explain the relation between a past event and the
present. Moreover, this proposal cannot be straightforwardly extended to Atayal, as unlike
the German perfect, wal does not allow universal quantification over the PTS.
Another type of analysis connects the adverbial restrictions in English-type languages
to the incompatibility of definite past time adverbs with the present tense, since the
restriction only occurs in the present perfect, and not in past, future, or tenseless perfects
(Giorgi and Pianesi 1997, Portner 2003). For instance, Portner (2003) proposes that past time
adverbials place constraints on what interval may function as the Extended Now: Past
adverbials presuppose that a past interval separate from the present time is relevant in
context, and this contradicts the current relevance presupposition of the present tense in the
73

Pancheva and von Stechow (2004) differ from B. Rothstein (2008) in proposing a uniform semantics for
the PTS in English and German, which says that no part of the PTS can be after the reference time, and they
appeal to the presence of pragmatic competition between the perfect and the past tense in English and the lack
thereof in German. The English perfect is semantically less specific than the past, and would only be used when
it is strengthened to overlap with the present, and thus would never be used with a past time adverb; by contrast,
the German perfect and past are not the right kind of scalar alternatives (due to the semantics of the German
present tense). However, this pragmatics-based proposal would not work for Atayal: Given that the past tense in- shares with the perfective-perfect wal existential quantification over past times (see Chapter 4), the use of
wal would be strengthened just as the English present perfect is, and wal would exhibit the adverbial
restrictions, which it does not.
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Extended Now (see below). According to Portner, it follows that those languages that lack
the adverbial restriction would differ from English in the nature of their present tense. This
prediction appears to be borne out in Atayal: Since Atayal has a covert non-future tense, as
will be argued in Chapter 5, we expect that the PTS defined by the non-future tense would
not have a presupposition tied to the present, which explains the absence of adverbial
restrictions. In other languages, however, this prediction does not seem to hold. For example,
B. Rothstein (2008) specifically argues that the (in)compatiblity with definite past-time
adverbials cannot be explained by the meaning of the present tense. This issue requires
further cross-linguistic examination.

3.6.4 Current relevance: The work of the PTS
What I didn’t include in the explanation above are the current relevance effects, which wal
shares with the English perfect. The exact nature of the current relevance is difficult to pin
down, and has been debated in the literature (McCoard 1978, Inoue 1979, Portner 2003,
Nishiyama and Koenig 2004, 2010, Schaden 2013, a.o.). Clarifying the debate would go
beyond the scope of this dissertation. In what follows, I briefly outline Portner’s (2003)
proposals for current relevance in discourse semantics, and discuss how it can be
incorporated into the PTS theory.74
Portner (2003) argues that the perfect presupposes that an answer is provided to an
(explicit or implicit) question in the current conversation and the answer stands in an
epistemic relation to the question. The presupposition of the perfect is formulated as in (296),
where P is similar to the epistemic modal must (Portner 2003: 499), which relates the
proposition expressed by the perfect p to the proposition which serves as an answer to the
topic question q.
(296)

A sentence S of the form PERFECT(𝜙) presupposes:
∃q[ANS(q) & P(p, q)],
where ANS is true of any proposition which is a complete or partial answer to the
discourse topic at the time S is uttered.

(Portner 2003: 501)

74

See Schaden (2009) for an alternative proposal; Schaden argues that current relevance need not be derived
from informational relevance, but is explained based on competition with alternative forms in languages.
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(297)-(298) show that a particular perfect sentence describing Mary’s illness receives varied
acceptability depending on the context: The context of (297) lacks an identifiable discourse
topic for which the proposition in the perfect can provide an answer, whereas in that of (298),
the perfect sentence is related to the question which the speaker aims to answer, namely,
there is a possibility that her illness is due to her exposure to the pollutants, and she ought to
seek medical attention.
(297)

Context: Mary moved to London five years ago, and hasn’t left. During this time, she
became ill only once, three years ago.
Mary has lived in London for five years. ??She has become ill.

(298)

Context: Londoners who have developed illnesses during the last five years are
advised to go see their doctors, as their illnesses are likely due to some dangerous
pollutants which were inadvertently released into the air. A friend who is concerned
for Mary’s health utters:
Mary has lived in London for five years. She has become ill.
Similarly, in the context of (299), the common ground at the point of the perfect

sentence contains the background information in the first part of B’s utterance; adding the
perfect proposition into the existing common background entails that Mary can explain
George Eliot’s style.
(299)

A: We need to get an explanation of George Eliot’s style. Who can we ask?
B: Well, George Eliot wrote Middlemarch, and if someone reads an author’s books,
they understand her style. Unless they’re stupid of course. Mary is smart, and she
has read Middlemarch. So we can ask her.
Portner further suggests that although both perfect and simple past share a similar

temporal configuration, the presupposition of a current state of relevance to the discourse
topic is from the present tense and hence it is only encoded in the perfect, rather than in the
simple past. Given that the PTS is a central component of the perfect and is lacking in the
simple past, I assume that if adopting an approach along the lines of Portner’s idea, the
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current relevance presupposition must be introduced by the PTS; delving into this complex
issue further for wal would go beyond the bounds of this dissertation.

3.7 Not underspecified for a perfect and a perfective
In this section, I show that Atayal wal cannot be analyzed as a marker underspecified for a
perfect and a perfective aspect by comparing wal with the form -ta in Middle Indo-Aryan
languages in Condoravdi and Deo’s (2014) analysis.
Condoravdi and Deo argue that diachronically, -ta undergoes semantic weakening
from a resultative marker to an English-type perfect, from which it then develops into a more
general aspect functioning as both a perfect and a perfective, which Condoravdi and Deo call
PERV (meaning Perfect plus Perfective). What motivates Condoravdi and Deo’s proposal for
the general aspect are two main uses that -ta acquires in the later stage, in addition to the
perfect readings: -ta becomes the only form available for narrating sequences of past events,
and -ta is able to appear with definite past referring adverbials.
According to Condoravdi and Deo, -ta as a perfect in its earlier stage asserts that the
event denoted by the predicate (either bounded or unbounded) is instantiated within an
interval preceding the reference time; this is essentially the meaning of English perfect under
the Perfect Time Span theory. The PERV -ta, however, places no restriction on the location of
the event; when the event is instantiated within the final interval of the PTS, which is also the
reference time, the perfective reading arises.
Atayal wal nevertheless is not exactly like either of the perfect -ta or the PERV -ta.
While wal resembles the perfect -ta in restricting the event to be instantiated at a time earlier
than the reference time, wal differs from it in disallowing universal perfect readings
altogether. Unlike the PERV -ta, wal cannot be used to describe sequential past events. The
inability of wal to advance a narrative shows that wal cannot be an operator ambiguous or
underspecified between a perfect and a perfective reading. While wal shares with the PERV ta the possession of a perfective component, it encodes the perfective by including the event
time within the non-final subinterval of the PTS.
In terms of the absence of universal perfect readings, wal is instead highly similar to
the perfect in Modern Greek, which obligatorily selects a perfective participle, and as a result
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the universal perfect reading is not possible (see also Comrie 1976: 62, Giannakidou 2003).
(300) shows that a stative predicate is only interpreted as inchoative in the perfective, as in
(300)a, and the perfect with the same perfective stative predicate only allows an existential
perfect reading. The only difference between this and wal is that the boundedness effect is
directly contributed by wal rather than by a separate perfective participle.
(300)

a.

O Yannis aγapise

tin Maria to 1981.

the Jannis love-PST-PFV-3SG the Mary in 1981
‘John started loving/fell in love with Mary in 1981.’
b.

O

Yannis eχi

aγapisi tin Maria.

The Jannis has-3SG loved

the Mary

‘John has started loving/fallen in love with Mary.’

(Iatridou et al. 2003: 171)

3.8 Summary
In this chapter I have argued that wal in Atayal encodes the ingredients of both a perfect and
a perfective, based on novel data on the effect of wal on lexical aspectual classes and on the
properties of wal in a direct comparison to the English present perfect. While wal shares with
the English perfect the core temporal semantics, anteriority, as well as characteristic
pragmatic effects including result state holding at reference time and current relevance, it
differs from English in several respects: (a) Wal imposes a strict requirement for bounded
events (hence, giving no universal perfect readings), (b) it lacks experiential perfect readings
(with repeatability condition/lifetime effects being irrrelevant), and (c) it co-occurs with
definite past time adverbials (i.e., does not exhibit the present perfect puzzle).
I have provided an analysis in the theory of the Perfect Time Span, in which wal is
argued to be a perfect aspect that requires the described event to fall within a non-final
subinterval of the PTS. With the event being necessarily bounded within the PTS, this
analysis accounts for the absence of universal perfect readings. The non-final interval, which
is unambiguously situated in the past, explains the anteriority effects and the compatibility
with definite past-time adverbs. The absence of experiential perfect readings of wal is
explained in terms of pragmatic competition between wal and the past tense –in- without ad
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hoc semantics or stipulation. Similar reasoning also applies to the unacceptability of wal in
contexts involving current result states and ceased states, the latter of which will be spelled
out in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

The Existential Past Tense -in-

4.1 Introduction
This chapter deals with the semantics of the verbal infix -in- in Atayal. This morpheme is
reconstructed as *-in- for Proto-Austronesian; its reflexes are widespread in Formosan and
Philippine languages, and some other Austronesian languages (Wolff 1973, Starosta et al.
1982, Ross 1995, 2009, Blust 2013). However, as with other tense/aspect markers in Atayal,
the semantics of -in- has not received much attention, and as a result, it has been given
different names: past, perfective, or perfect, which cover almost every possible category that
describes an anterior event. By exploring both aspect and tense hypotheses, this chapter
provides extensive evidence for an alternative in which the morpheme -in- is analyzed as an
existential past tense.
I present diagnostics for distinguishing between past tense and perfect aspect
markers, between existential past tenses and pronominal ones, and between relative and
absolute past tenses. -in- does not behave like a perfective or perfect aspect: Unlike a typical
perfective aspect, -in- allows for imperfective readings and is not felicitous for narrative
progression but instead induces flashback effects; unlike the English perfect, it lacks the
well-known semantic and pragmatic restrictions as well as the anteriority relation of the
event time with respect to the reference time. The anteriority that -in- expresses parallels a
past tense, but it only exhibits properties explainable under an existential past tense analysis
rather than a pronominal one: It shows scope interactions with negation, lacks anaphoric and
deictic uses, and is not obligatorily present for the past. Moreover, -in- gives cessation
implicatures for (result) states, which can be readily explained under the existential past
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proposal without extra assumptions. Lastly, -in- is a relative tense in the sense that it backshifts the reference time from an evaluation time, which always coincides with the utterance
time in unembedded clauses, and with the event time of the matrix clause in embedded
clauses. This supports the existence of relative tenses and provides a refinement to their
definition.
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 reviews the previous descriptions of
the morpheme -in-. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 provide evidence against the hypotheses that it is a
perfective, perfect, or a pure aspect of any kind. Based on this result, Section 4.5 proposes
that -in- is a past tense in combination with the null neutral aspect proposed in Chapter 2.
Section 4.6 reviews two prevalent approaches to the semantics of tense, which pave the way
for the examination in Section 4.7, where I show that -in- exhibits properties of an
unambiguously quantificational tense. Section 4.8 gives a formal analysis for the semantics
of -in-, and Section 4.9 provides support from the readings of -in- in embedded and
subordinate clauses. Section 4.10 discusses the cessation inference that -in- induces for
stative predicates and result states. Section 4.11 concludes the chapter with theoretical and
typological implications.

4.2 Prior descriptions of -inThe Atayal verbal affix -in- is recognized as a reflex of the Proto-Austronesian (PAN) form
*-in-, which has been generally glossed as perfective (Starosta et al. 1982, Ross 1995, 2009,
Blust 1998, 2013).75 For instance, Ross (1995: 742) uses “perfective” for PAN *-in- meaning
that “the finite indicative form is used for completed events”, and he also comments that
“scholars who have reconstructed the perfective have also agreed on its function and
forms.”76 However, this claim is not uncontroversial. The function of the reflexes varies
considerably across languages. For instance, Blust (2013: 386-7) reports that in Thao,

75

Reflexes of PAN *-in- are in fact multifunctional. Blust (2013) lists three primary uses of the reflexes of
*-in- in Austronesian languages: (a) a temporal/aspect marker, (b) a nominalizer, and (c) a patient voice marker.
The Atayal -in- has all of these uses. Note that the third function is related to the fact that reflexes of *-in- can
co-occur with all voice affixes except for the patient voice in Atayal (Egerod 1966: 347) as well as many other
daughter languages (see Zeitoun et al. 1996: 28); thus a more accurate generalization for -in- verbs in the
patient voice is that the presence of -in- carries both a temporal/aspectual function and a voice function.
76
Ross notes that this view excludes Wolff (1973, 1980), who calls *-in- a past tense.
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another Formosan language, the reflex -in- can “mark a condition that resulted from a past
action, but is no longer present”, unlike a simple perfective, and that the reflex of *-in- in
most Central Philippine languages “describes an action that has begun but may not yet be
completed,” for which reason it has been recognized as an inceptive marker instead of a
perfective in those languages. We shall see in this chapter that the perfective view cannot be
applied to the reflex -in- in Atayal either.
The morpheme -in- in Atayal is also realized as -n- or n- (which replaces the initial
consonant of the stem) (Rau 1992: 33-34, Egerod 1965: 267-268). Moreover, the
morphological realization of -in- interacts with voice affixes. While -in- co-occurs with the
actor voice or locative voice marker (e.g., (310) and (319)b below), it doesn’t co-occur with
the patient voice marker (see also fn. 75 and (319)a). As for the co-occurrence with the
circumstantial voice marker, it has been noted to be impossible (Su 2004: 57, Maya Yeh
2013: 55). Table 4.1 gives a sample of the morphology of -in- forms in the four voices from
my data. The verb stem hawbing ‘to cut’ has four distinct voice markers when it’s
superficially temporally unmarked, but only the actor voice and locative voice marker are
retained in the -in- form; that the same form hnawbing is used for the patient voice and
circumstantial voice with -in- is illustrated by (301), which can be compared with the
unmarked forms in (302) which use the same absolutive-marked argument.
hawbing

Unmarked form

-in- form

AV

h<m>awbing

h<m><n>awbing

PV

haybing-un

h<n>awbing / *h<n>aybig-un

LV

hawbing-an (or haybing-an)

h<n>awbing-an (or h<n>aybing-an)

CV

s-hawbing

h<n>awbing / *s-<n>hawbing

Table 4.1 An example of morphological interaction between -in- and voice
(301)

a.

h<n>awbing=maku’

qu

hi’

syam.

cut<E.PST.PV>=1SG.ERG

ABS

body pork

‘I (once) cut the pork.’
b.

h<n>awbing=maku’

sraral

cut<E.PST.CV>=1SG.ERG before

qu

buli’

ABS

pocket.knife

‘I (once) cut it with the pocket knife before.’
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(302)

a.

cyuw=nha’

haybing-un qu

syam ka

PROG.DIST=3PL.ERG

cut-PV

pork

ABS

b<n>iq=su’

REL

qasa.

give<E.PST.PV>=2SG.ERG that
‘I am cutting that pork that you gave me.’
b.

s-hawbing=maku’ qu

buli’.

CV-cut=1SG.ERG

pocket.knife

ABS

‘I cut it with the pocket knife.’
Regarding its meaning, -in- has been described as a past tense (Rau 1992, L. Huang
1993, Maya Yeh 2013), a perfective (Zeitoun et al. 1996, S. Huang 2017), or a perfect
(Egerod 1965, 1966), but all these claims are only accompanied by examples and translations
without explicit arguments. Gorbunova (2015a) has recently presented a focused discussion
of the properties of the markers -in- and wal in the Squliq dialects (spoken in Yilan County,
Taiwan). Gorbunova characterizes -in- as having the following functions. Firstly, -in- can
have experiential readings, as given in (303), as well as a perfect use without implying any
experience, as given in (304).77
(303)

m<in>nsyaq=su’

qnxan=su’ qani?

AV<DP>smile=2SG

life=2SG

this

‘Have you ever smiled?’
(304)

m<in>suling s-kawas rgyax
AV<DP>burn LOC-year

(Gorbunova 2015a)
qasa.

mountain that

‘That mountain has burned last year.’

(Gorbunova 2015a)

Secondly, -in- describes a situation that took place in the past and no longer does, as in (305),
and has an anti-resultative effect, as in (306). Note that, given that the main predicate in
(305) is stative-like, it appears that Gorbunova intends to describe a past state that not longer
holds at the present.

77

The following Atayal examples that are taken from Gorbunova (2015a) are all modified for the sake of
consistency with the orthorgraphy and morpheme glosses used in this dissertation.
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(305)

m<in>smoya’=ku

tiqah

gal-an

AV<DP>wish=1SG.ABS

a.little take-LV

pcbaq

biru’.

AV.teach

book

‘I wanted to be a teacher (now I don’t).’
(306)

(Gorbunova 2015a)

m<in>shreq

likuy=nya’

qu

kneril

qasa.

AV<DP>leave

man=3SG.ERG

ABS

woman that

‘That woman once left him (but now they are back together).’

(Gorbunova 2015a)

Lastly, Gorbunova notes that -in- has pluperfect uses mainly restricted to relative clauses.
With these findings, Gorbunova proposes that -in- is a prototypical element of the
discontinuous past tense category (glossed as ‘DP’), referring to Plungian and van der
Auwera (2006). Gorbunova however argues that the discontinuity and anti-resultative effects
are only implicatures, as shown in (307)-(308); in this sense her proposal deviates from the
way Plungian and van der Auwera define discontinuous past, which encodes the meaning
“past and not present”, rather than simply specifying a past reference time. I will discuss the
cessation inference in Section 4.8.2.
(307)

s<n>oya’=mu

sraral squleq qasa misuw qani ga

sy-on=maku

AV<DP>like=1SG.ERG

before human that now

like-PV=1SG.ERG still

this

TOP

‘I used to like that man. I still like him.’
(308)

m<in>shreq hya’ qu

kneril=nya’

AV<DP>leave 3SG.N ABS

woman=3SG.ERG

ini’ psqun
NEG

unite.AV.DEP

na’.

(Gorbunova 2015a)
si
PRT

ski
?

misuw qani

ga

now

tOP

this

la.
PRT

‘His wife left him, and they have not yet reunited.’

(Gorbunova 2015a)

Another note is that Gorbunova claims that -in- allows persistent readings (also
known as continuous or universal perfect readings) when the final particle la is present, but
her examples are however restricted to those with durative temporal phrases in the canonical
predicate position (i.e., sentence-initial position) without -in- (while -in- is inside the
argument), as given in (309). She herself also remarks that the persistent readings might be
simply due to the presence of durative temporal phrases.
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(309)

[tyuwal ryax] [p-<in>lkus-an=mu

lukus=mu

three

clothes=1SG.GEN this

day

CAUS-<DP>dress-LV=1SG.ERG

qani] la.
PRT

‘I have been wearing this dress for three days.’ (with la)
‘I wore this dress for three days.’ (without la)78

(Gorbunova 2015a)

Summarizing Gorbunova’s discussion, -in- has syntactically restricted pluperfect
uses, experiential or non-experiential perfect readings, and possibly universal perfect
readings, and is comparable to the so-called discontinuous past tense with respect to
presently ceased states. While the findings to be presented in this chapter will corroborate
that -in- gives experiential readings and cessation inferences, the result regarding pluperfect
and persistent/continuous readings is different: I will argue that -in- allows only one of the
two readings of the English past perfect/pluperfect, and does not allow universal perfect
readings. I also discuss other empirical facts that have not previously been documented,
aiming to provide a better understanding of the semantics of -in-.
In a comparison of -in- with the auxiliary wal and the final particle la in Atayal,
Gorbunova states that -in- and wal “have opposite implicatures and are incompatible, but
[…] sometimes interchangeable”, where the opposite implicatures refer to “whether or not
the result of the situation should hold at some point”. Gorbunova concludes that -in- overlaps
with wal and la in the “semantic zone of perfect”. Given these descriptions, Gorbunova’s
idea seems to be that these three forms compete for being a perfect;79yet Gorbunova does not
discuss how the competition works to derive the presence/absence of the cessation
implicatures of -in- and the respective properties of these markers. I argue that -in- is an
existential past tense (and is relative in nature rather than deictic); I also show that the
cessation implicatures and other pragmatic properties of -in- are correctly predicted from the
existential past tense analysis and the competition between -in- and other tense and aspect
markers including wal.

78

A literal translation would be ‘the time I wore this dress is already three days’ (with la) and ‘the time I
wore this dress is three days’ (without la).
79
This view seems to assume that there is a universal category of perfect, but this assumption is not without
controversy; see e.g., Matthewson (2013c), Bertrand et al. (2017), Grønn and von Stechow (to appear).
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4.3 The morpheme -in- is not a perfective aspect marker
In the following two sections, I argue that -in- cannot be analyzed as an aspectual marker of
any kind. This section presents data that illustrate differences between -in- and a typical
perfective aspect marker; in the next section I turn to the hypothesis that -in- is a perfect
aspect.

4.3.1 Restriction to a past reference time
In the neo-Reichenbachian framework, (im)perfectivity concerns a temporal containment
relation between event time and reference time, without indicating how the reference time is
located in relation to utterance time (which is done by tense). If -in- were a plain perfective
marker or any tenseless aspect, it should be able to be used with either past, present, or future
reference times.80 This prediction however is not borne out; -in- is restricted to the past.
(310) shows that a sentence containing -in- is only compatible with a past, rather than present
or future, time adverb (irrespective of aspectual readings; see below).
(310)

m-<in>qwalax { ssawni’
AV-<E.PST>rain

/ # misuw qani / # kira’ }.

earlier.today /

now

this /

later.today

‘It rained earlier.’ or ‘It was raining earlier.’
# ‘It is raining now.’
# ‘It will rain later.’ or ‘It will be raining latter.’
Similarly, (311)-(313) show that the use of -in- is only appropriate in a past context:
(311)

Past context: You are back in Taiwan and it is really hot and not raining. You ask
your mom whether it rained earlier (when you were not here). She replies:
iyat m-<in>qwalax

uzi.

AV-<E.PST>rain

also

NEG

‘It also didn’t rain.’

80

This is not always the case; for instance, the French imperfective is restricted to the past, and in some
languages, perfectives may form a portmanteau morpheme with a past tense meaning.
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(312)

Present context: You are going out. You ask your mom, who just came from outside:
a. # m-<in>qwalax la?
AV-<E.PST>rain PRT

‘Did it rain?’ / ‘Was it raining?’
b.

cyux

m-qwalax la?

PROG.DIST AV-rain

PRT

‘Is it raining?’
(313)

Future context: It hasn’t rained for two weeks. Your dad worries about his farm.
a. #

m-<in>qwalax knwan kayal=nya’
AV-<E.PST>rain

qani?

when sky=3SG.GEN this

‘When did it rain?’
b.

p-qwalax

knwan kayal=nya’

qani?

FUT.AV-rain

when sky=3SG.GEN this

‘When will it rain?’
The same fact also holds for stative predicates, evidenced by temporal adverbs again:
(314)

m-<in>baytunux { sraral / # misuw qani / # babaw=nya’ }.
AV-<E.PST>beautiful

before / now

this /

above=3SG.GEN

‘She was beautiful {in the past/#now/#in the future}.’
(315)

m-<in>ghzyaq

kayal=nya’ { shira’

AV-<E.PST>cold

sky=3SG.GEN

/ # misuw qani / # suxan }.

yesterday/

now

this /

tomorrow

‘It was cold {yesterday/#now/#tomorrow}.’
There is something to be said about the future in Atayal. Reference to the future is
obligatorily marked—either by the prefix p- or the auxiliary musa’—in aspectuallyunmarked actor-voice sentences and in sentences with an overt aspect; this is shown in (316)
by an actor-voice sentence without an aspect. With both future markers, -in- is disallowed, as
illustrated in (317).
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(316)

{p-qwalax
FUT.AV-rain

/ musa’ m-qwalax} kayal=nya’
/ FUT

AV-rain

sky=3SG.ERG

‘It will rain.’
(317)

a. * p-<in>qwalax

kayal=nya’.

FUT.AV-<E.PST>rain

sky=3SG.ERG

Intended for ‘It will rain,’ ‘It will be raining,’ or ‘It will have rained.’
b. * musa’ m-<in>qwalax kayal=nya’.
FUT

AV-<E.PST>rain

sky=3SG.ERG

Intended for ‘It will rain,’ ‘It will be raining,’ or ‘It will have rained.’
Non-actor-voice sentences without an overt aspect can have future interpretations even
without p- or musa’, as shown in (318), but with -in-, they can only be interpreted in the past,
as shown in (319); both of these are illustrated with the patient voice and locative voice. The
reader is referred to Chapter 5 for details on the temporal interpretation of aspectually
unmarked sentences.
(318)

a.

kblay-un ni

Watan.

make-PV

Watan

ERG

‘Watan built the house.’ / ≠ ‘Watan is building the house.’81 / ‘Watan will build
the house.’
b.

thaygal-an ni

Tali’ laqi’ qasa.

bully-LV

Tali’ child that

ERG

‘Tali’ bullied that kid.’ / ≠ ‘Tali’ is bullying that kid. / ‘Tali’ will bully that kid.’
(319)

a.

k<n>alay

ni

Watan.

make<E.PST.PV>

ERG

Watan

‘Watan built the house.’ / ≠ ‘Watan is building the house.’ / ≠ ‘Watan will build
the house.’

81

The absence of progressive readings in (318)-(319) is due to the incompatibility between the aspectual
property of unmarked eventives and that of present tense (See Chapter 5).
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b.

c<in>haygal-an ni

Tali’ laqi’ qasa.

bully<E.PST>-LV

Tali’ child that

ERG

‘Tali’ bullied that kid.’ / ≠ ‘Tali’ is bullying that kid. / ≠ ‘Tali’ will bully that
kid.’
The incompatibility with present and future reference times shows that -in- cannot be
a pure perfective aspect, or any other aspect which places no restrictions on the relation
between the reference time and the utterance time, but rather it parallels the past tense. A
possibility that is not yet ruled out is that -in- could be a past tense morpheme that encodes a
past perfect or a past perfective. In the next subsection, I present other evidence against a
(past) perfective aspect analysis, and Section 4.4 presents evidence against -in- being a (past)
perfect aspect.
While perfective aspect tends to yield past readings with eventives crosslinguistically (Ö. Dahl 1985, Kamp and Reyle 1993, Giorgi and Pianesi 1997, Smith 1997,
etc.),82 perfective statives are not typically interpreted in the past. Thus, the fact that -in- can
co-occur with stative predicates and gives a past interpretation, as shown in (314)-(315)
above, disfavors the possibility that -in- is a perfective aspect.

82

The past restriction of perfectives has been attributed to the conflict between perfectivized eventives and
present tense (see e.g., Bennett and Partee 1978/2004). Evidence supporting the claim that -in- is not a
perfective includes cases which can show -in- is incompatible with the present tense, such as utterances with
performative verbs or sports commentaries (see e.g., Toews 2015). These contexts typically describe an
intention or action that occurs at the time of speaking; in English, they are where the present perfective is
possible. If -in- were a perfective, we would expect it to be accepted in such contexts. However, my attempts to
elicit -in- with performative verbs fail, an example of which is given in (i). As for contexts of sports
commentaries, -in- is accepted there, as exemplified in (ii-iii), but the acceptance could also be explained by a
recent past. I leave these for future work.
(i) Context: You want to swear to your wife you will work hard: “I swear …”
musa’=maku’ ‘<m>blayq-un kbalay
nyux
utux haw.
FUT=1SG.ERG <AV>good-PV make.AV exist.PROX god PRT
‘I will do well. There is God (watching me).’
Consultant’s comment: “We don’t have a word for ‘swear’.”
(ii) Context: You are broadcasting Tali’s acts on a baseball field. At the time Tali’ throws his first ball,
you say:
in-xal-un=nya’
p-buling
qu mari’.
E.PST-one-PV=3SG.ERG CAUS.AV-throw ABS ball
‘Tali’ threw his first ball.’
(iii) Context: The moment you see Temu’ hitting the ball, you jump up and shout:
p<in>lyag-un
mihiy ni Temu’ qu mari’!
accidental<E.PST>-PV hit.AV ERG Temu’ ABs ball
‘Temu’ hit the ball by chance!’
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Lastly, while perfectives or perfects in languages often induce coerced readings with
states, e.g., inchoative readings (Bybee et al. 1994, Tonhauser 2006: 26), -in- does not have
this property with statives, as already shown in (314)-(315); instead (314) and (315) are
better translated as a plain past. This can be further supported by the following contrast
between -in- and the perfective-perfect marker wal: With an inchoative context, wal is
felicitous, whereas -in- is not.
(320)

Context: You found one of your friend’s kids has grown taller after you last met.
a.

wal

wagiq balay laqi’ qani.

PFV-PRF

tall

truly child this

‘This kid has got taller.’
b. # m-<in>wagiq la.
AV-<E.PST>tall PRT

‘He was tall.’
Consultant’s comment: “He was (already) tall when you saw him last time
[你上次看到他就很高].”

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

A caveat is that the infelicity of -in- in the context of (320) is not simply due to the lack of a
change of state; as reviewed in Section 4.2, the use of -in- signals a cessation of the described
state at the present time, and this is incompatible with the given context. The cessation effect
will be further discussed in Sections 4.8.2.

4.3.2 Progressive and habitual readings
Verbs marked with -in- can have progressive and habitual readings, which are considered to
be the characteristic readings of imperfectives but not of perfectives (Comrie 1976, Ö. Dahl
1985, Bybee et al 1994, Cipria and Roberts 2000, Deo 2009, Arregui et al. 2014,
Bohnemeyer to appear, a.o.). The examples in (321) and (322), and (323) and (324)
exemplify the two types of readings respectively:
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(321)

Context: I ask you whether you know what Tali’ is doing. You remember that when
you saw him a moment ago, he was feeding chickens.
s<m><n>’an

ngta’

sawni’

hiya’ ga, kuna

feed<AV><E.PST> chicken earlier.today 3SG.N
s<m>’an hazi’

na’ ga?

feed<AV>

still

EPIST.POS

cyux

TOP IRR.NEG PROG.DIST

PRT

‘He was feeding chickens earlier (when I saw him); wouldn’t he be still feeding
them?’
Volunteered translation: 他剛剛在餵雞，不過他搞不好還在餵呢?
(322)

Context: You called Tali’ but he didn’t answer. Later you called him again, and he
explained to you why he didn’t pick up his phone:
s<m><n>’an=saku’

ngta’

ssawni’

ru

feed<AV><E.PST>=1SG.ABS chicken earlier.today
agal

ini’=saku’

CONJ NEG=1SG.ABS

ringwa’.

take.AV.DEP phone
‘I was feeding chickens earlier (when you called) so I didn’t pick up the phone.’
(323)

k<in>baq=maku’

hiya’ hga,

<E.PST>know=1SG.ERG 3SG.N first.TOP

m-<in>tsbaku’

ru

AV<E.PST>smoke CONJ

t-<m>-q~qwaw

krayryax. ini’

baq-iy

sa

ki’a

VBZR-<AV>PL~wine

every.day

know-PV.DEP

LOC

EPIST.POS

NEG

cyux

yan nasa na’ misuw qani?

PROG.DIST

like this still now

this

‘When I knew him, he always smoked and drank. I don’t know whether he is still
like this now.’
(324)

c<in>haygal-an ni

Tali’ krayryax sraral.

bully<E.PST>-LV

Tali’ every.day before

ERG

‘He used to be bullied by Tali’.’
Consultant’s comment: “Not anymore now; maybe he became a big guy.”
These examples cannot be taken as evidence for -in- as a pure imperfective aspect, because
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the imperfective interpretation is restricted to the past (for example, compare (321) with the
example (312)a above). I will explain the aspectual readings of predicates marked by -in- by
drawing a parallel to the covert neutral aspect proposed for bare predicates in Section 4.5.2.

4.3.3 No culmination or termination entailments
Another piece of evidence against a perfective analysis is that -in- does not impose the
usually assumed temporal requirement for perfectivity that event time is included in
reference time. Instead, the event described by the verb marked with -in- does not need to
complete or stop, as shown by (325)-(326). The accomplishment predicate kinbalay ‘built
(the house)’ in (325) does not entail culmination of its final point, since cancelling the
supposed entailment by adding the sentence that the event is not finished incurs no
contradiction. The activity predicate minnbuw qwaw ‘drink wine’ in (326) does not entail
termination, since the sentence can be continued with the statement that the described event
might still be in progress.83
(325)

k<in>balay=nya’

sa

qutux kawas ru

make<E.PST.PV>=3SG.ERG

LOC

one

ini’

suq-iy

NEG

finish-LV.DEP still

year

nyux=nya’

CONJ PROG=3SG.ERG

na’.

‘He built/was building the house last year but he hasn’t finished it yet.’
(326)

m-<in>nbuw

qwaw mlhngan shira’

qu Tali’ ru

AV-<E.PST>drink

wine

ABS

cyuw

night

m-nbuw na’

PROG.DIST AV-drink

yesterday

Tali’

ki’a

CONJ EPIST.POS

hiya’.

still 3SG.N

‘Tali’ drank/was drinking wine last night; he might be still drinking.’
The non-culmination and non-termination effects of -in- are shared with bare predicates,
which were analyzed as possessing a neutral aspect in Chapter 2. I will exploit this similarity,
83

A caveat about taking non-culmination/non-termination entailments as an argument against a perfective
analysis is that in some languages telic predicates in the perfective need not culminate/terminate (e.g., Salish
languages; see Bar-el et al. 2005, Bar-el 2005, Kiyota 2008). However, the perfective analysis is not supported
by other facts that are presented in this section, and it also does not suffice to explain other properties of -inthat will be discussed later, such as cessation implicatures, experiential readings, past tense readings, etc.
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and the fact that -in- doesn’t co-occur with any overt aspect, to explain the nonculmination/non-termination entailment (see Sections 4.5.2).

4.3.4 No narrative progression
The use of perfective in narratives offers another test for a perfective analysis. In English and
other languages, past eventive sentences can describe an event following the contextually
given reference time, which is established by an earlier event; this results in a linear sequence
of events typical of narrative discourse. The narrative progression function is arguably
attributed to perfective aspect, as it is absent with progressives and statives (see Partee 1984,
Hinrichs 1986, Kamp and Reyle 1993, among others). For example, in (327), the last three
sentences are each understood as expressing events following the last mentioned event, e.g.,
the event of Bill’s serving the man a beer follows the event of his entering the White Hart. In
contrast, the state of the man’s wearing a black jacket is understood as simultaneous with his
entering without carrying the reference time forward.
(327)

A man entered the White Hart. He was wearing a black jacket. Bill served him a
beer. The man paid. He drank the beer.

(Kamp and Reyle 1993: 526)

Cross-linguistically, narrative progression is one of the main functions of perfective aspect
(e.g., Borik 2006, Bohnemeyer 2009, Kamp et al. 2011). If -in- were a (past) perfective,
narrative progression should be possible. Nevertheless, such sequences are judged as
infelicitous when -in- modifies the predicate in the second clause, and instead are given with
bare predicates:
(328)

Context: Your uncle visited you. To celebrate his coming, you slaughtered your
chicken. You describe this to me later:
a. # k<m>zyap qu
catch<AV>

ABS

qutux ngta’

ru

k<n>ut-an=maku’.

one

CONJ

kill<E.PST>-LV=1SG.ERG

chicken

Intended for ‘I caught one chicken and slaughtered him.’
b.

k<m>zyap qu

qutux ngta’

catch<AV> ABS one

chicken

ru

kut-an=maku’.

CONJ

kill-LV=1SG.ERG

‘I caught one chicken and slaughtered him.’

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)
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More data will be presented in Section 4.7.2.2, as the behavior of -in- in narratives also
constitutes evidence against a pronominal tense analysis. The presence of -in- may either
interrupt narration or induce flashback effects typically found with the English past
perfect/pluperfect.
Summarizing this section, -in- cannot receive a perfective analysis because none of
the predictions for perfective is upheld: -in- is not temporally unrestricted, allows for
progressive and habitual interpretations, does not entail culmination of accomplishment
events or termination of activity events, and is not possible for narrative progression.

4.4 The morpheme -in- is not a perfect aspect marker
I have shown so far that a pure aspect analysis and a past perfective analysis for -in- are not
justified. This leaves the possibility that -in- is a past perfect marker (i.e., a portmanteau
combining a past tense and a perfect aspect). This section provides evidence that falsifies the
hypothesis that -in- involves the semantics of perfect aspect, from two perspectives in which
perfects are defined in the literature: anteriority (Section 4.4.1), and aspectual and/or
pragmatic properties commonly associated with present perfects, specifically with English
have (Section 4.4.2).

4.4.1 Anteriority: ‘Past-in-the-past’ but not ‘perfect-in-the-past’
A perfect has been defined as an anteriority relation between the event time and the reference
time in the Reichenbach-Klein theory;84 this can be illustrated by English have in the past
tense, where the reference time is distinct from both event time and utterance time:
(329)

He had left when I arrived.
————ET————RT————UT————
his leaving

my arriving

84

But see Iatridou et al.’s (2003: 177) proposal that anteriority is not a component of the perfect, and it can
be derived by the theory of the Perfect Time Span in combination with tense. In the case of present perfect, for
example, the perfect places the described event inside an interval right bounded by the utterance time, and
hence it follows that the event inside that interval occurs before the utterance time (if it does not continue to the
utterance time).
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Yet, the past tense form of the perfect auxiliary have (also known as pluperfect) has been
characterized as ambiguous between a ‘perfect-in-the past’ and a ‘past-in-the-past’
interpretation (e.g., Comrie 1976: 56, Ogihara 1996: 12-13; see also Bohnemeyer 2014). The
two interpretations are named after their resemblance to the distinction between the present
perfect and the simple past. While both refer to an event that precedes a past reference time,
the former in addition carries an implication that the result state of telic events still holds at
the reference time, and/or that there is a certain relevance of the event to the reference time.
For instance, Bill had arrived at six o’clock can have the readings in (330)a and (330)b
respectively, the former of which describes the state of Bill being there, which results from
his arrival earlier than six o’clock, while the latter states that six o’clock was the time of
Bill’s arrival and there is no relation between Bill’s arrival and a state of his presence there at
a later time.
(330)

a.

Bill had arrived at six o’clock. I arrived at six sharp, and he was already
half done with his meal, so he must have gotten there a lot earlier.
[perfect-in-the-past]

b.

Bill had arrived at six o’clock and had left again at seven. The inspector did
not get there until eight.

[past-in-the-past]
(Comrie 1976: 56, cited in Bohnemeyer 2014: 931)

Unlike in English, languages can have marking for just one of the two interpretations
in a past context (Comrie 1976, Ö. Dahl 1985: 144, Bohnemeyer 2014). For example,
Bohnemeyer (2014) argues that the aspect ts’o’k in Yucatec Maya is an aspect that allows for
a perfect-in-the-past but not a past-in-the-past interpretation; he calls ts’o’k a “pure perfect”.
By contrast, Bohnemeyer includes Japanese, Kituba (Bantu), and Korean as languages that
have a marker that allows the past-in-the-past interpretation and excludes the perfect-in-thepast interpretation; Bohnemeyer argues that these are genuine relative past tenses (termed
"anterior tenses"). Below I show that -in- behaves like a pure anterior marker; I discuss
further evidence for relative tense from embedded clauses in Section 4.9.
First of all, in contexts intended to express an event time preceding a past reference
time, the offered rendition in Atayal includes the perfective-perfect wal, the adverb rima’
‘already’, or both wal and rima’, but not -in-. This is illustrated as below:
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(331)

Context: You asked about a friend who you haven’t heard frm for a long time.
Another friend told you that he had become a teacher.
kt-an=maku’

hiya’ sa

see-LV=1SG.ERG 3SG.N

kawas wayal lga,

LOC

year

past

m-’-sinsiy

hiya’ la.

AV-become-teacher

3SG.N

wal

PRT.TOP PFV-PRF

PRT

‘When I saw him last year, he had become a teacher.’
(332)

Context: You’re sad that you missed seeing your aunt. You could have come earlier
and you would have been able to say goodbye to her.
m-wah=saku’

shira’

AV-come=1SG.ABS

yesterday

lga,

rima’

PRT.TOP

wayal

yaki’ la.

already left.AV aunt

PRT

‘When I arrived yesterday, my aunt had already left.
(333)

Context: Tali’ went to support his friend’s team but he was very late. When he
arrived, the game had finished.
m-wah

qu

AV-come ABS

Tali’ lga,

rima’

wal

tmasuq

m-spung

Tali’

already

PFV-PRF

finish.AV

AV-evaluate 3PL.N PRT

PRT.TOP

laha’ la.

‘When Tali’ arrived, they had already finished.’
Replacing these renditions with -in- gives rise to a reading deviant from the intended reading.
One such case is given in (334), where the speaker volunteered the wal form for the intended
past perfect interpretation, and commented that using the -in- form “describes a situation in
the past”. For this reason, I consider (334)b marginal or infelicitous. This type of comment is
common when the perfective-perfect wal is replaced by the -in- form, which I take as an
indication that -in- does not act to relate event time to reference time.
(334)

Context: Your mom came home at 7 and you had already fed the chickens as she
asked you to do.
a.

tehuk

yaya’ shera’

lga,

wal=maku’

s’an-an ngta’

la.

arrive.AV mother yesterday PRT.TOP PFV-PRF=1SG.ERG feed-LV chicken PRT
‘When mother arrived yesterday, I had fed the chickens.’
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b. ?? tehuk

yaya’ shera’

lga,

s<n>’an-an=saku’

ngta’

la.

arrive.AV mother yesterday PRT.TOP feed<E.PST>-LV=1SG.ERG chicken PRT
Intended for ‘When mother came yesterday, I had fed the chickens.’
Consultant’s comment: “Sn’anan is different. You DESCRIBE [my emphasis]
you had fed/fed the chickens [餵過雞].”

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

Stative predicates can illustrate the difference between -in- and the perfective-perfect wal or
the adverb rima’ ‘already’ with when-clauses more clearly, because stative predicates
marked by -in- place the described state wholly in the past of the past reference time (a
variant of the cessation effect; see Section 4.8.2). As shown in (335), the -in- form is again
rejected in the past perfect context, where the state of being drunk has begun and continues
up to the time of my coming. (336) is offered by the consultant for using the -in- form, but
now the context is shifted to one where the state of being drunk is over before the coming
event, which would in English either use the past-in-the-past interpretation of have or the
past tense. A note is that this sort of emendation from the speaker requires a clear indication
of the time of the main clause event and the when-clause event.
(335)

Context: You came to join your friends’ gathering but they had already got drunk by
the time you came.
m-wah=saku’

shira’

lga,

{wal

AV-come=1SG.ABS

yesterday

PRT.TOP PRF-PRF

m-<in>busuk}

kwara’=naha’ la.

AV-<E.PST>drunk

all=3PL.GEN

rima’

m-busuk / # rima’

already

AV-drunk

already

PRT

‘When I came yesterday, they had already got drunk.’
(336)

Context: You came to join your friends’ gathering in the afternoon, but you found
out that they had got drunk in the morning and had sobered up.
rima’

m-<in>busuk

sa

already

AV-<E.PST>drunk LOC

afternoon yesterday all=3PL.GEN

sa

babaw kinryax

m-wah=saku’

LOC AV-come=1SG.ABS

mayzbuq shira’

kwara’=naha’
shira’

la.

above lunch.time yesterday PRT

‘They had already got drunk yesterday morning when I came in the afternoon.’
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The above examples suggest that -in- behaves neither like a pure perfect nor a marker that is
ambiguous between the two readings that English have has in the past; instead it only allows
for uses similar to the past-in-the-past reading. In other words, -in- only shares the anteriority
effect with a perfect. To specify the difference, I refer to the anteriority for a pure perfect as
aspectual anteriority, and that for -in- as temporal anteriority.
The past perfect is also described as inducing certain flashback or retrospection
effects in narratives, used when for some reason the narrator wishes to consider the event as
belonging outside the main line of events or to background the event, as illustrated by (337),
or to initiate a perspective shift from the narrator, as in (338) (Reinhart 1984, Kamp and
Reyle 1993, Lascarides and Asher 1993).85 The third sentence in (337) contains information
about the participant’s occupation, which jumps from the main line of narration; the third
sentence in (338) reports Mme Dupont’s perceptions (of what was said over the phone)
instead of the narrator’s (like free indirect speech). Data to be presented in Section 4.7.2.2
will show that -in- in narrative discourse exhibits similar flashback effects.
(337)

Nick opened the door and went into the room. Ole Anderson was lying on the bed
with all his clothes on. He had been a heavyweight prizefighter and he was too long
for the bed. He lay with his head on two pillows. He did not look at Nick. “What
was it?” he asked.

(338)

(Reinhart 1984: 783)

The telephone rang. It was Mme Dupont. Her husband had eaten too many oysters
for lunch. The doctor recommended a change in lifestyle.
(Nakhimovsky 1988, cited in Lascarides and Asher 1993: 251)

4.4.2 No resemblence to the perfect except for experiential readings
-in- differs from the English present perfect in lacking all its readings and well-known
properties except for experiential readings. Background on the English present perfect was
already introduced in Chapter 3 when the perfective-perfect wal was discussed, and will not
be repeated here. A direct comparison of -in- with wal will be given whenever there is a
difference.
85

By analogy with visual ground and figure, ‘background events’ refer to events that constitute part of the
setting and enable understanding of foreground events (Reinhart 1984).
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No universal perfect readings
Universal perfect readings require that the described event hold throughout an interval
starting in the past and continuing at the present or the reference time. As shown in (339)a
and (340)a, the intended interpretation that the state has continued up to the utterance time is
rendered by the marker yasa (tentatively glossed as a continuous marker, see fn. 63 in
Chapter 3), which prolongs a state or an event in process. Crucially, -in- alone does not allow
for universal perfect readings, as shown in (339)b and (340)b.
(339)

Context: Tali’ is a lazy person. I know him from childhood and he hasn’t changed.
a.

yasa=nya’

m-qilang=nya’

krayryax.

CONT=3SG.GEN AV-lazy=3SG.GEN

every.day

‘Tali’ has always been lazy.’
Volunteered translation: 一直以來都很懶惰。
b. # m-<in>qilang
AV-<E.PST>lazy

krayryax qu

Tali’.

every.day

Tali’

ABS

‘Tali’ used to be lazy.’
Consultant’s comment: “minqilang means he has changed now.”
(340)

Context: My nephew is a big boy! Ever since his birth, his size has been bigger than
the average kid’s.
a.

yasa krahu’ hi’=nya’
CONT

big

aring

body=3SG.GEN start.AV

squ m-htuw.
LOC AV-come.out

‘His body has been big since he was born.’
b. # m-<in>krahu’ hi’=nya’
AV-<E.PST>big

aring

body=3SG.GEN start.AV

squ

m-htuw.

LOC

AV-come.out

‘His body was big since he was born.’
Consultant’s comment: “You cannot say minkrahu’. Things which became big
cannot become small again.”
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The co-occurrence of -in- and yasa also allows for a continuous reading, as in (341),
suggested by the speaker’s comment; this is in contrast to (342), which only has -in- and has
no continuous reading.86
(341)

yasa

m-<n>aki’

Taiwan qani nbkis=myan.

CONT

AV-<E.PST>live

Taiwan this

elder=1PL.EXCL.GEN

‘Our ancestors have/had been living in Taiwan.’
Consultant’s comment: “They were already here; they have been here for a long time
[本來就一直在台灣這裡], until now [一直到現在].”
(342)

m-<n>aki’

Taiwan qani nbkis=myan.

AV-<E.PST>live

Taiwan this

elder=1PL.EXCL.GEN

‘Our ancestors once lived in Taiwan.’
Consultant’s comment: “They were once in Taiwan and they are not here now.”
No result state
The English present perfect, when used with a telic predicate, licenses an inference that the
result state of the event holds at the utterance time. This is also what characterizes one of the
two interpretations of have in the past (i.e., the perfect-in-the-past interpretation) (Section
4.4.1). I have shown above that the perfect-in-the-past reading is absent with -in-; (343)
shows that the same result holds for the present: Using -in- is perfectly fine when the context
explicitly states that the relevant result state has ceased.

86

An empirical question arises about the difference between predicates marked with yasa (e.g., (339)a and
(340)a), and those marked with both yasa and -in- (e.g., (341)), both of which imply continuous readings. An
initial observation is that the co-occurrence of yasa and -in- shifts the reference time to the past, shown by the
interpretation of the past time adverb aring sa kawas 2000 in (i): With yasa maki’ in (i)a, aring sa kawas 2000
refers to the left boundary of the living event, whereas with yasa mnaki’ in (ii)b, the living event must start
before the year 2000. This reading in (ii)b is comparable to the past-in-the-past reading.
(i) Context: Tali’ came to Taiwan in the year 2000. Since then, he has been living in Taiwan.
a. aring
sa kawas 2000 lga,
yasa m-aki’ Taiwan qani Tali’ la.
starting.AV LOC year 2000 PRT.TOP CONT AV-live Taiwan this Tali’ PRT
‘Starting from the year 2000, Tali’ has been living in Taiwan.’
Consultant’s comment: “He moved to Taiwan in the year 2000. He was not in Taiwan before that.’
b. # aring
sa kawas 2000 lga,
yasa m-<n>aki’
Taiwan qani Tali’ la.
starting.AV LOC year 2000 PRT.TOP CONT AV-<E.PST>live Taiwan this Tali’ PRT
‘Tali’ had been living in Taiwan by the year 2000.’
Consultant’s comment: “He was already here before the year 2000; yasa mnaki’ is called
aboriginal/native [世居].”
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(343)

Context: Describe to your friend how you lost your watch and found it.
m-<in>gzyuwaw tuki=maku’.
AV-<E.PST>lost

watch=1SG.GEN

‘My watch (once) got lost.’
Similarly, sentences containing -in- can be continued with an assertion that the result state
ends without any contradiction. The state of my key being dropped/lost in (344), Piray’s leg
being broken in (345), and the breath being cut off in (346) are all asserted to only hold at a
past time and no longer to hold at the utterance time.
(344)

h<n>utaw=maku’

g~gyah

sawsu’=maku’ ga, nyux=maku’

drop<E.PST>=1SG.ERG

FUT.CV~open

lock=1SG.GEN

TOP PROG.PROX=1SG.ERG

’lw-an la.
find-PV

PRT

‘My key dropped, but I’ve found it now.’
(345)

m-<in>pahuw

kakay ni

Piray hru

AV-<E.PST>break

leg

Piray first.CONJ PROG.PROX good.AV now

GEN

nyux

blaq

misuw qani la.
this

PRT

‘Piray’s leg got broken and it’s recovered now.’
(346)

m-<in>skyut

insuna’=nya’

ru

betaq-an sinsiy lga,

AV-<E.PST>cut.off

breath=3SG.GEN CONJ prick-LV doctor

m-tuliq

PRT.TOP AV-get.up

lozi.
again

‘His breath was cut off but after the doctor’s rescue, he is back to life again.’
(CIP Atayal dictionary 2017)
It is noteworthy that -in- sentences are not only compatible with reversal of the result state,
but also induce it even when the context doesn’t favor it; this is shown by the consultant’s
comments in the earlier examples (339)b and (340)b. All these examples demonstrate
that -in- strongly implies that the state in question has ceased by the utterance time, a
property opposite to that of the English present perfect. This is comparable to the so-called
“cessation inference” of past states, and will be further taken up in Section 4.8.2.
Recall that the perfective-perfect wal is infelicitous in the context of (343) (Chapter 3,
Section 3.6), repeated in (347). In this respect, wal is opposite to -in- and behaves more like
the English present perfect in inducing a result state.
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(347)

Context: Describe to your friend how you lost your watch and found it.
# wal

m-gzyuwaw la.

PFV-PRF AV-lost

PRT

Intended for ‘My watch (once) got lost.’
Consultant’s comment: “No, wal means you haven’t found it.”
No current relevance
It has been observed that the present perfect, in contrast to the simple past, is used for events
that have current relevance. Below in (348) is a context where the bamboo-chopping event is
only mentioned as part of my chatting with my son, and -in- is accepted. By contrast, -in- is
rejected in (349), where the bamboo-chopping event bears a certain relevance to the context,
as it is a fact found out by the speaker at the speech time; (350) gives a further example.
(348)

Context: You chatted with your son over the phone, and you told him that you
chopped some bamboo yesterday.
a.

t<n>utu’=maku’

shera’

qu

mpuw msyaw ruma’

chop<E.PST>=1SG.ERG yesterday ABS ten

rest

qasa.

bamboo that

‘I chopped more than ten pieces of bamboo yesterday.’
b. # wal=maku’
PFV-PRF=1SG.ERG

tt-un

shera’

mpuw msyaw ruma’

chop-PV yesterday ten

rest

bamboo

la.
PRT

‘I have chopped more than ten pieces of bamboo yesterday.’
(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)
(349)

Context: You went to your bamboo farm and saw your bamboo is gone.
a. # s<n>’ung=naha’
chop<E.PST>=3PL.ERG

qu

ruma’=maku’.

ABS

bamboo=1SG.GEN

‘My bamboo was chopped by them.’
b.

wal=naha’

s’ng-un ruma’=mu

la.

PFV-PRF 3PL.ERG

chop-PV bamboo=1SG.GEN PRT

‘My bamboo has been chopped (by them/others).’
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(350)

Context: You are looking for your father, checking several places where he could
have gone. During your search you meet one of your neighbours and you ask him:
a.

# k<n>ita’=su’

yaba’=mu?

see<E.PST.PV>=2SG.ERG father=1SG.GEN
‘Have you seen my father?’
b.

wal=su’

kt-an yaba’=mu?

PFV-PRF=2SG.ERG

see-LV father=1SG.GEN

‘Have you seen my father?’

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

In contrast to -in-, the perfective-perfect wal in Atayal induces current relevance
effects, and as predicted, it is rejected in (348) but accepted in (349) and (350). The two
markers in Atayal again present opposite values regarding this property.
No lifetime effects
A property related to current relevance is the so-called “lifetime effect” (e.g., Inoue 1979,
McCawley 1971, 1981), which states that the referent of the subject must be alive for the
described event to be currently possible or relevant to the discourse topic. This is not
observed with -in-: the sentences in (351)-(353) with animate subjects are acceptable without
requiring that the subject be still alive.
(351)

Context: Reporting a history event.
in-lawn

ni

E.PST-find.PV ERG

krunpu’

qu

giqas na

rhzyal krahu’.

Columbus

ABS

new

land big

GEN

‘Columbus found America (lit. the new big land).’
(352)

Context: Talking about who wrote an Atayal dictionary, the speaker is reminded of
Egerod (1923-1995):
m-<n>iru’

khu’

biru’ na

AV-<E.PST>write

depot book

GEN

Tayal

qu

Egerod qasa

ma.

Atayal

ABS

Egerod that

QUOT

‘It is said that Egerod wrote an Atayal dictionary.’
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(353)

m-<in>qnzyat

balay m-tzywaw qu

lk-’Umaw

AV-<E.PST>diligent

truly

deceased-’Umaw that

AV-work

ABS

qasa.

‘The late ’Umaw worked diligently.’
It has been proposed that the lifetime effects of the English perfect are derived from
the temporal semantics of the present tense (e.g., Portner 2003), as they only arise in the
present perfect. In other languages, however, lifetime effects might not necessarily depend
on the present tense. For example, the Niuean perfect induces lifetime effects despite the fact
that overt tense marking is optional in the language (especially, the perfect has past perfect
uses) (Matthewson et al. 2015). While the fact that -in- is temporally restricted to the past
(Section 4.3.1) does not exclude the possibility of it being a perfect, the fact that lifetime
effects are absent with -in- supports a non-perfect analysis.
No adverbial restrictions
The restriction against definite past-time adverbs, observed with the English present perfect,
does not hold with -in-. Section 4.3.1 already showed that -in- can co-occur with past time
adverbs (and only with past time adverbs). More illustrative examples with a definite time
adverb are given in (354)-(356). The difference is also reflected in the translation of these
sentences, which cannot use the English present perfect. Indefinite time adverbs are also
compatible with -in-, as given in (357).
(354)

t<m><n>ubun

sa

qutux spung qu

Tali’.

<AV><E.PST>doze

LOC

one

Tali’

o’clock

ABS

‘Tali’ dozed off at one o’clock.’ (Volunteered translation: 他在一點鐘有打瞌睡過。)
Consultant’s comment: “You have been watching Tali’. You know that he dozed off
at one o’clock. Probably you took a note.”
(355)

Context: You are surprised that your new friend cannot recognize you after you had
seen each other yesterday.
aw’=saku’

k<in>t-an

shira’

rwa!

PRT=1SG.ABS

see<E.PST>-LV yesterday PRT

‘But didn’t you see me yesterday?’
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(356)

m-<n>wah=saku’

psbaq biru’ sa

ryax na

hngaw-an ’bagan

AV-<E.PST>come=1SG.ABS

teach book

day

rest-LV

tay rgyax
LOC

ru

LOC

wal=saku’

mountain CONJ

GEN

baq

summer

psbaq

PFV-PRF=1SG.ABS MENT.ABIL.AV

biru’ la.

teach.AV book PRT

‘I went to teach in the mountain this summer break so I’ve learned how to teach.’
(357)

m-<in>thtoq

sraral uzi i

kawas.

AV-<E.PST>bald

before also ABS Kawas

‘Kawas was also bald before.’

(CIP Atayal dictionary 2017)

Experiential perfect readings
There are abundant examples that show that -in- allows experiential perfect readings:
(358)

Context: ‘Has he ever hunted?’ ‘Yes, …’
q<m><n>alup

mit

sraral hiya’.

hunt<AV><E.PST> goat before 3SG.N
‘He has hunted goats before.’
(359)

Context: Describing your experience of cooking pigeon peas.
t<m><n>ahuk=saku’

singut

cook<AV><E.PST>=1SG.ABS pigeon.pea

ga, yaqih t<n>ahuk=maku’.
TOP

bad

cook<E.PST.PV.NMLZ>=1SG.GEN

‘I have cooked pigeon peas but my cooking was bad.’
(360)

Miss Ciwas: kya

ima’ m-<n>wah

exist who

m-karaw rgyax

AV-<E.PST>go AV-climb

wah?

mountain PRT

‘Who has climbed a mountain?’
Tali’: m-<n>wah=saku’.
AV-<E.PST>go=1SG.ABS

‘I have climbed a mountain.’
(elicited based on ‘Miss Smith’s Bad Day’, Matthewson 2014)
(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)
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(361)

Context: I ask whether you have learned Atayal before:
m-<in>qbaq=su’

kay’ na

Tayal?

AV-<E.PST>=2SG.ABS

word

Atayal

GEN

‘Have you learned Atayal?’
(362)

m-<in>ita’=su’

behuy ka

AV-<E.PST>see=2SG.ABS

wind

baq

m-t-quzit nanak?

REL MENT.ABIL AV-VBZR-spin

self

‘Have you ever seen tornadoes (lit. winds that spin by themselves)?’
(CIP Atayal dictionary 2017)
Experiential perfect readings are often characterized by the described event being
repeatable so that it could occur again, known as the “repeatability” condition. With -in-, it is
felicitous to overtly state that the described event is repeated with an additive adverb, as in
(363), and predicates marked by -in- can be conjoined to express a series of events of the
same kind, as in (364).
(363)

Context: A married girl returned to her parents’ home but her father sent her away.
Later she came again…
m-<in>bzinah

lawzi ha,

AV-<E.PAST>return

again first teach-LV Atayal.belief

lru

aring

PRT.CONJ

start.AV then NEG

psbaq-an gaga’

kya iyat m-<n>wah
AV-<E.PST>come

ni

yaba’=nya’

ERG

father=3SG.GEN

lawzi

la.

again

PRT

‘She returned again, her father taught her gaga’, and since then she never came back
again.’
(364)

m-<in>busuk

krayryax, ru

AV-<E.PST>drunk

every.day

misan

m-<(i)n>nalax

CONJ AV-<E.PST>give.up

t<m>alam cikay sa

just.now try<AV>

uzi, ru

a.bit

LOC

also

CONJ

misuw qani lawzi.
now

this

again

‘He has drunk excessively and has quit drinking, and now he started to try a bit
again.’
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However, -in- is not always rejected with non-repeatable predicates (i.e., events that
by nature can happen only once). Consider non-repeatable predicates in the perfect first: In
English, they do not give rise to experiential perfect readings. For instance, the examples in
(365) all lack experiential readings (they only have a result state or recent past/hot news
reading) because the event of dying, that of Anne’s uttering her first two-word sentence, and
that of being born are unique and only happen once in one’s real life:
(365)

a.

# John has died.

b.

# Anne has uttered her first two-word sentence.

(Mittwoch 2008: 327)

c.

# Fred has been born in Paris.

(Kiparsky 2002: 117)

If -in- obeyed the repeatability condition, the contrast between (366) vs. (367)-(368) would
not be expected. Just like English perfect sentence Tali’ has cooked the last flying squirrel,
which lacks an experiential reading but has only a result-state reading, (367) would exclude
an experiential reading. Since -in- has no result-state readings, already shown above, (367)
should be infelicitous if it had an experiential reading and observed the repeatability
condition, contrary to fact. Likewise, while the -in- sentence in (368) is perfectly fine, the
English counterpart is bad with the experiential reading.
(366) # m-<in>huqil ( sa
AV-die<E.PST>

kawas wayal) la.
LOC

year

past

PRT

Intended for ‘He died last year.’
Consultant: (Laughing) “Unless he is God! How many times can people die?!”
(367)

t<n>ahuk

ni

Tali’ qu

thay

cook<E.PST.PV>

ERG

Tali’

remainder truly

ABS

balay na
GEN

yapit

qasa.

flying.squirrel that

‘Tali’ cooked the last flying squirrel.’ or ‘What Tali’ cooked is the last flying
squirrel.’
(368)

m-<in>kahul

sa

AV-<E.PST>originate LOC

Nahuy qu

Tali’.

Nahuy

Tali’

ABS

‘Tali’ was born in Nahuy (lit. originated from Nahuy).’

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)
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I suggest that the repeatability condition is not what plays a role in the experiential
interpretation of -in-, and that the infelicity of (366) is due to a different reason, namely a
cessation inference: The use of -in- implies that the (result) state has ceased to hold at the
utterance time, but this is contrary to the real-life knowledge that being dead is not
reversible. Since -in- only gives rise to cessation inferences with achievements and
(inchoative) statives (accomplishment and activity events marked with -in- need not
complete/stop, see Section 4.3.3), the event of cooking the last flying squirrel and originating
from somewhere do not have such cessation inferences.
Lastly, compared with -in-, the perfective-perfect wal lacks experiential perfect
readings. I suggest that the experiential reading of wal is blocked by -in-. Recall that it is
proposed in Chapter 3 that wal asserts that an event is properly included in the non-final
subinterval of the Perfect Time Span, so the event unambiguously precedes the utterance
time. In Section 4.8, I will propose that -in- asserts the existence of a time that precedes the
utterance time at which the described event is true. The two markers are hence very similar
in terms of the existence of an event in the past. Since the semantics of -in- is less restricted
than that of wal (i.e., wal asserts an interval, the PTS, in addition to existential
quantification), the existential interpretation of wal entails that of -in- but not vice versa. We
therefore expect that -in- will always be used for experiential readings unless there is a
reason, namely, persistent result state or current relevance, to prefer wal.

4.4.3 Summary
Table 4.2 summarizes the findings for -in-, in comparison with the English perfect; the
similarities are in shaded rows. As demonstrated, -in- only shares with the English perfect
experiential perfect readings. The two types of anteriority discussed in Section 4.4.1 are also
included for completeness: -in- is only partially similar to have in allowing the past-in-thepast readings. Considering that most of the properties do not overlap, a perfect analysis of in- is not favored.
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Readings

have

-in-

(i) Experiential perfect

√

√

(ii) Universal perfect

√

*

(iii) Adverbial restrictions

√

*

(iv) Result state

√

*

(v) Current relevance

√

*

(vi) Lifetime effects/repeatability

√

*

(vii) Anteriority

(a) aspectual

√

*

(b) temporal

√

√

Table 4.2 Atayal -in- vs. English have
The fact that -in- shares with the English perfect only experiential perfect readings
and certain anteriority however raises the possibility that -in- is a grammatical marker
dedicated to experiential perfect readings (e.g., Ö. Dahl 1985). This proposal is not feasible
for at least two reasons.
Firstly, if -in- instantiates some kind of perfect category, it should exhibit the
pragmatic properties such as current relevance, lifetime effects, or repeatability, but none of
these is borne out, as presented above. Secondly, -in- does not always have an experiential
reading. Experiential perfect readings require the existence of an event at some unspecified
time within an interval that stretches from the past up to and including the present. However,
as illustrated by the earlier examples in (354)-(356), -in- can co-occur with a definite pasttime adverbial, in which case the existence of the event is only within the past time interval
denoted by the adverbial (but not within an interval that overlaps with the present time). The
resulting reading is more like that of a past tense rather than an experiential perfect. In other
words, the experiential perfect readings of -in- disappear with a salient past time (see also
Section 4.7.1), and are thus better characterized as existential rather than experiential. I will
argue in Section 4.8 that these facts are a corollary of the existential quantification over times
that -in- encodes.
Now we can have a complete comparison of -in- and the perfective-perfect aspect
wal, as given in Table 4.3. Again, the shaded rows represent the similarities between the two
markers.
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Readings

wal

-in-

(i) Experiential perfect

*

√

(ii) Universal perfect

*

*

(iii) Adverbial restrictions

*

*

(iv) Result state

√

*

(v) Current relevance

√

*

(vi) Lifetime effects/repeatability

*

*

(vii) Anteriority

(a) aspectual

√

*

(b) temporal

*

√

Table 4.3 Atayal -in- vs. wal
It becomes clear that the two markers function differently; what they share is simply the
absence of the properties (ii), (iii), and (vi). As will be argued below, -in- is a past tense,
from which the absence of the properties (ii)-(vii)a straightforwardly follows; as for the
experiential perfect and temporal anteriority readings in (i) and (vii)b, they will be shown to
follow from an existential analysis of the past tense.

4.5 -in- is a past tense
4.5.1 Summary of the properties of -inSo far I have eliminated the possibility of analyzing -in- as a (past) perfective or a (past)
perfect. Let me summarize the crucial properties of -in- presented in the previous sections:
(a)

-in- is temporally restricted to the past (Section 4.3.1): Sentences containing -in- are
incompatible with future marking, only compatible with past time adverbials, and only
licit in contexts that have a past reference time in the absence of time adverbials.

(b)

-in- allows for ongoing and habitual readings, non-culmination of accomplishment
events, and continuation of durative events (Section 4.3.2).

(c)

-in- does not express a result state holding at the utterance time (Section 4.4.2) or at a
past reference time (i.e., no perfect-in-the-past interpretations) (Section 4.4.1).
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(d)

-in- lacks the well-known pragmatic effects of the English present perfect such as
adverbial restricition, current relevance, lifetime effects, and a repeatability condition
(Section 4.4.2).

(e)

-in- allows for experiential perfect readings but lacks universal perfect readings
(Section 4.4.2).

(f)

-in- allows for uses similar to past-in-the-past interpretations (Section 4.4.1).

(a) and (b) are strong evidence against a perfective aspect analysis of -in-; that is, -in- does
not locate the event time inside the reference time. (c) and (d) show, if not conclusively, that
-in- deviates from what is expected for a perfect. (e) and (f) are neutral as to a perfect
analysis as there is arguably variation across languages: Universal perfect readings are often
marked and rely on imperfective aspectual composition in the perfect (Iatridou et al. 2003),
adverbial restrictions are also highly varied across languages (e.g., Giorgi and Pianesi 1997,
de Swart 2007); the lifetime effects and repeatability are debated (e.g., Katz 2003), and may
be reducible to pragmatic principles (Portner 2003). However, considering them together
with (c) and (d), there is very little positive evidence for a perfect analysis.
I propose that -in- is a past tense. The compatibility with past reference times in (a)
indicates that -in- locates the reference time in relation to the utterance time, as commonly
assumed for past tenses (Klein 1994). The absence of result state and current
relevance/lifetime effects/repeatability in (c) and (d) are not surprising facts for a past tense.
The experiential perfect readings and past-in-the-past readings in (e) and (f) do not
seem to immediately follow from a past tense analysis. However, this is only so if we assume
a pronominal analysis for past tense (Partee 1973, 1984, Enç 1986, 1987, Heim 1994,
Kratzer 1998, among others). Instead, these readings are explainable by a quantificational
analysis of past tense (Ogihara 1996, Kusumoto 2005, von Stechow 2009, among others).
The two tense proposals will be reviewed in Section 4.6; evidence supporting a
quantificational analysis of -in- will be presented in Section 4.7.
Finally, the property in (b) is not directly attached to either approach to a past tense;
for this property I suggest that -in- encodes a covert aspect, which I now turn to.
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4.5.2 Incompatibility with overt aspect
The set of aspectual readings that -in- allows for, namely, ongoing and habitual readings,
non-culmination of accomplishment events, and continuation of durative events, is
comparable to those of aspectually unmarked predicates, except that the latter do not allow
for progressive readings. Recall from Chapter 2 that aspectually unmarked sentences allow
an episodic reading characterized by a covert neutral aspect or a habitual reading, and these
two types of reading are comparable to the range of readings yielded by imperfective aspects
in Slavic and Romance languages. Given that -in- sentences have a similar set of readings, I
suggest that -in- morphologically realizes both a past tense and the neutral aspect for the
episodic reading (or an imperfective aspect for the progressive and habitual reading). That is,
-in- is not a pure past tense but has a built-in aspect. The reason that unmarked forms lack a
progressive reading can be due to competition with the progressive aspect cyux/nyux (which
gives rise to a present progressive reading by default; Chapter 2). By contrast, there is no
unambiguously past progressive marker that can block the progressive reading of -in-.
The proposal that -in- obligatorily takes a covert aspect explains the incompatibility
of -in- with any overt aspects. The combination of -in- with the progressive aspect cyux/nyux
or with the perfective-perfect aspect wal is ungrammatical, as in (369)-(370); past
progressive or past perfect readings are rendered by the progressive or perfective-perfect
aspect in combination with a null tense (see Section 4.7.4 and Chapter 5).
(369)

Context: I went to Tali’s house yesterday but I didn’t see him. I tell him this the next
day, and Tali’ is very surprised that he didn’t even know I came. I say:
mwah=saku’

shira’

ga, ki’a=su’

cyux

AV-come=1SG.ABS

yesterday TOP may=2SG.ABS

m-<(*in)>qumah.

PROG.DIST AV-<E.PST>farm

‘When I came yesterday, you might have been farming.’
(370)

kt-an=maku’

Tali’ sa

see-LV=1SG.ERG Tali’

kawas wayal lga,

LOC

year

past

m-<(*in)>wagiq

iyal

la.

AV-<E.PST>tall.AV

very

PRT

PRT.TOP

wal
PRF-PRF

‘When I saw Tali’ last year, he had got taller.’
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4.6 Pronominal vs. existential past tense
This section reviews two competing analyses of the semantics of past tenses in the literature
(see also Ogihara 2007, 2011, Kuhn and Portner 2002, Grønn and von Stechow 2016, etc.),
which are predominantly based on facts of the English past tense (Section 4.6.1).87 I also
discuss recent testing of the predictions of the two analyses in other languages, which
broadens the empirical domain (Section 4.6.2).

4.6.1 The semantics of past tense in English
In an approach to the semantics of past tense often attributed to Prior’s (1967) work in Tense
Logic, past tense is treated as an operator involving quantification over times. This approach
is later adopted by Montague (1973), Dowty (1979), and Bennett and Partee (1978), and
refined and defended by Ogihara (1996), Kusumoto (1999, 2005), von Stechow (2009),
among others. The denotation for the past tense in the quantificational analysis can be
exemplified by (371), in which the past tense asserts the existence of a past time t' before t
(usually saturated by the utterance time) at which P holds.
(371)

⟦Past⟧g,w = λP∈D <i,t> [λt∈Di [there is a time t' such that t' < t and that P(t') = 1]]
(Kusumoto 2005: 319)

Many uses of the past tense however do not seem to convey quantification over past
times. Partee (1973, 1984) shows that the English past tense has a range of uses that
strikingly parallel those of pronouns, arguing in favor of representing the tense in terms of a
variable. The famous turning-off-stove example from Partee (1973), given in (372), suggests
that the past tense can be used to refer to a salient time understood in the context (or clear
from the extra-linguistic context), much like the deictic use of pronouns whose referent is
recoverable from the context (or a pointing gesture), as in (373).

87

See also syntactic proposals that analyze tenses as dyadic predicates that order two time intervals (event
time and reference time) (Zagona 1990, Stowell 1995, 1996, 2007, Demirdache and Uribe-Etxebarria 2007,
2014, inter alia).
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(372)

(Uttered when you are driving on the highway after leaving the house) I didn’t turn
off the stove.

(373)

(Partee 1973: 602)

a.

(Uttered by a man sitting alone with his head in his hands) She left me.

b.

(Pointing out the referent) He shouldn’t be here.

(Partee 1973: 602-3)

In her illustration of the deictic uses of the past tense, Partee (1973) points out that
adopting a quantificational analysis for the past tense predicts that (372) is interpreted either
as (374)a or (374)b, depending on the scope of tense with respect to negation. (374)a says
that ‘there exists some time in the past at which I didn’t turn off the stove’, whereas (374)b
says that ‘there exists no time in the past at which I turned off the stove’. However, the
English sentence means neither. The truth conditions for (374)a are too weak: They are
satisfied as long as I failed to turn off the stove at least once in my life, which is trivially true.
The truth conditions for (374)b are too strong: They require that I have never turned off the
stove. Partee argues that what the English sentence in (372) really means is that I failed to
turn off the stove at a contextually salient time (such as a time interval before the speaker
leaves the house), namely (374)c.
(374)

a.

∃t [ t < now ∧ ¬ [I turn off the stove at t]]

b.

¬  ∃t [ t < now ∧ I turn off the stove at t]

narrow-scope existential reading

c. ¬ [I turn off the stove at t], where t < now

pronominal reading

wide-scope existential reading

The analogy between past tense and pronouns drawn by Partee (1973) also includes
anaphoric uses; in this realm Partee (1984) further distinguishes between pronouns with
definite and indefinite antecedents. Examples for the former case are given in (375), which
have close parallels to the pronoun he referring to the person named Sam in (376). In (375)a,
Sam’s getting drunk occurs at the same time at which Sheila had a party. Similarly, in
(375)b, the when-clause specifies the time at (or immediately following) which Mary crossed
the street. In these examples, the past tense in the second clause is not interpreted as asserting
that there was some time in the past at which the event took place as expected by a
quantificational analysis.88
88

Another analogy with pronouns is that given that the temporal adverb already specifies the time, the past
tense seems redundant:
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(375)

(376)

a.

Sheila had a party last Friday, and Sam got drunk.

b.

When John saw Mary, she crossed the street.

Sam is married. He has three children.

(Partee 1984: 245)
(Partee 1984: 245)

The antecedent of the past tense need not specify a particular time, as shown in (377), in
which case it is indefinite, meaning that Mary woke up at least once during the night. And
this is also comparable to, for example, the indefinite antecedent a donkey for the pronoun it
in (378); the truth conditions of the sentences are satisfied as long as Pedro owns at least one
donkey and beats it (cf. Kamp 1981, Heim 1982).
(377)

Mary woke up sometime during the night. She turned on the light.

(378)

Pedro owns a donkey. He beats it.

(Partee 1984: 246)

Evidence for anaphoric uses of the past tense is extended to narrative discourse. One
such example is given here:
(379)

John got up, went to the window, and raised the blind […].

(Partee 1984: 253)

In (simple linear) narratives, a past eventive sentence typically “updates” the reference time
to a time just after the current reference time (which is usually provided by preceding
discourse) (Partee 1984, Hinrichs 1986, Kamp and Reyle 1993, among others).89 90 More
precisely, the described event occurs within the reference time specified by the context, and
at the same time brings in a new reference time that just follows the given event, and then
this reference time will be used as the reference time for the subsequent sentence. In other
words, the interpretation of a past eventive sentence in narrative discourse is obtained from
the previous sentence, and this is similar to what we have seen above in simple sentences:

(i) The woman in the house next door, she almost ran over me.
(Partee 1973: 604)
Note that this temporal progression only holds for event sentences. State sentences do not display this
property, but rather hold or go on at the current reference time.
90
It is noteworthy that the English past tense also has non-progression uses (Caenepeel and Moens 1994).
For instance, the second event can be interpreted as forming part of the first, as in (i)a, or as simultaneous with
it, as in (i)b. In (i)c, the second event is interpreted as occurring before the first one.
(i) a. We went to London yesterday. We took the 10:30 train.
b. The man ordered her to give him her money. He said the words in a slow, deliberate manner.
c. Jane left me. She fell in love with somebody else.
(Caenepeel and Moens 1994: 7)
89
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The past tense is used to refer to the reference time in the context or in the preceding
sentence.91
The pronominal analysis is taken up in Enç (1986, 1987), Abusch (1994, 1997), Heim
(1994), von Stechow (1995), and Kratzer (1998). To illustrate, (380) gives Heim’s (1994)
formulation of past tense. Like pronouns, past tenses are variables carrying an index, and
thus they are of type i (rather than <it, t> in (371) above or <<i, t><i, <it, t>>> in (381)
below). The semantic value of past tenses is determined by the variable assignment g which
maps the index to a time interval supplied by the context. The restriction that past times can
only refer to an interval preceding the utterance time is treated as a presupposition g(i) < tc
(where tc is the utterance time, a time which varies with each context c), in a similar way to
how the referents of pronouns are restricted by gender/phi-features.
(380)

⟦Pasti⟧g,c is defined only if g(i) < tc, in which case ⟦Pasti⟧g,c = g(i). (Heim 1994: 144)

The denotation for the past tense therefore derives the desired reading of Partee’s stove
example, namely (374)c: Being definite, the past tense is scopeless and does not interact with
negation; being a free variable, the past tense can refer to a time made salient by the context
or a previous utterance, explaining deictic and anaphoric uses.
It is however often noted that it is not impossible to address some of the parallels
between the past tense and pronouns with a quantificational analysis. As acknowledged by
Partee herself (1984: 276), and later argued by Ogihara (1996, 2006) and von Stechow
(2009), a reading virtually indistinguishable from the pronominal analysis of the past tense
may be derived by treating past tenses as contextually restricted quantifiers (cf. von Fintel
1994). Following von Stechow (2009), the past tense in such an analysis has the denotation
in (381) (which is a variant of (371)), where a contextual variable C restricts the past time
that is existentially quantified over.
(381)

⟦Past⟧ = λC<i,t>. λti. λQ<i,t>. (∃t’)[C(t’) & t' < s* & Q(t')]

(von Stechow 2009: 150)

Accordingly, with the negation scoping over the past tense, the truth conditions of the stove
91

As Partee (1984) herself points out, the analogy to pronouns of successive past tense event sentences in
narratives is not perfect: The past tense moves forward the reference time from the one in the previous sentence
rather than referring back to it, so “it would be as if pronouns referred to the father of the last mentioned
individual” (p. 256).
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example can be represented as in (382), and the resulting meaning is approximately
equivalent to the one derived by a pronominal tense analysis in (374)c: There is no past time
t within the contextually salient time, say between 11 a.m. and 12 a.m., such that I turned off
the stove at t. This way the reference to that salient time interval in the context is achieved by
the contextual variable C, instead of by the past tense itself being a variable.
(382)

I didn’t turn off the stove = ¬ (∃t < s*) t ⊆ [11 a.m., 12 a.m.] & I turn off the stove
at t

(von Stechow 2009: 150)

In defense of the domain-restricted quantificational analysis, Ogihara (1996) argues
that the interval that past tense picks out does not really equal the one that the context
provides. Take the stove example again. The event of turning off the stove takes a very short
time, and the sentence should be more accurately paraphrased as ‘there is no time at which I
turned off the stove at some interval within the salient interval’ (see also von Stechow 2009:
149). Similar reasoning applies to the earlier examples in (375): In ‘Sheila had a party last
Friday, and Sam got drunk’, the time at which Sam gets drunk need not take up all the party
time, and is more likely within that or after the party; in ‘When John saw Mary, she crossed
the street’, the event of Mary’s crossing the street need not occur simultaneously with that of
John’s seeing Mary.
To account for the issue that past tense picks out only a time within the contextually
provided interval, a pronominal analysis of past tense sentences would also need to encode
existential quantification. 92 von Stechow (2009) however argues that such a mixed
analysis—the past tense refers to a salient interval in the context, and that interval is
existentially quantified over—would encounter another problem when a temporal adverb and
negation co-occur. Take the sentence It didn’t rain today for example. As shown in (383)a,
the past tense would presuppose a past time interval within (or equal to) today, but this
interval (i.e., t5) could be very short. In that case, with negation usually taking wide scope
over past tense, (383)a would end up being very easy to satisfy, and would not truthfully
represent the meaning of the sentence, which says that the time during today that precedes
92

An alternative is to attribute the existential quantification to something other than the past tense (see e.g.,
Ogihara 2006: 233); von Stechow (2009: 149-151) illustrates how this can be done with perfective aspect in a
pronominal analysis (cf. Heim 1994, Kratzer 1988) but he comments that the resulting formula would be very
similar to a quantificational one with domain restriction, which eventually weakens the initial analogy to
pronouns.
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the utterance time is without rain. To remedy this, von Stechow comments that we need to
ensure that the reference time interval is as long as possible. By comparison, the
quantificational analysis in (383)b, which derives the correct interpretation without such an
additional assumption, seems to be preferred over the pronominal one.
(383)

a.

t5 ⊆ today &  ¬ (∃t ⊆ t5) it rains at t, t5 < s*

b.

¬ (∃t < s*) t ⊆ today & it rains at t

pronominal tense
existential tense
(von Stechow 2009: 151)

In addition to scopal interactions with negation, there are two types of uses for which
the past tense has been considered to convey existential quantification over past times. The
first involves scopal interactions between the past tense and a nominal quantifier. For
example, von Stechow (2009) points out that in (384), a different past interval for each boot
is required because John cannot polish each boot at the same time, and this can easily be
achieved by scoping every over the past tense if the past tense denotes an existential
quantifier.
(384)

John polished every boot.

(von Stechow 2009: 151)

The second use is when the past tense is uttered out of the blue or in contexts where
the reference interval is either vague or irrelevant. Kratzer (1998) observes that the English
past tense is felicitous out of the blue, as shown in (385)a, which is contrary to the German
past tense, but similar to the German perfect aspect, as shown in (385)b-c.93
(385)

Context: Imagine you are looking at churches in Italy. There is no previous
discourse when the following question comes up:
a.
b.

Who built this Church? Borromini built this church.
# Wer baute diese Kirche? Borromini baute diese Kirche.
‘Who built this church? Borromini built this church.’

c.

Wer hat diese Kirche gebaut? Borromini hat diese Kirche gebaut.
‘Who has this church built? Borromini has this church built.’ (Kratzer 98:106)

93

Albeit with this observation, Kratzer doesn’t exploit a quantificational tense analysis but suggests that the
English past tense used in out of the blue utterances spells out a present tense and a perfect aspect.
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Partee (1984) gives a similar example in (386), and indicates that the speaker ‘[doesn’t] have
to know when it happened to know who did it, given that it could only have happened once if
it happened at all’ (p. 276), in which case the reference time can be the whole of the past.
(386)

Who killed Julius Caesar?

(Partee 1984: 276)

The example in (387), from Ogihara (2006), illustrates the same point: The reference time is
not relevant to the use of the past tense in B’s utterance, and this supports that the sentence
receives a purely existential reading.
(387)

A: Is John smart?
B: Well, he graduated from Harvard.

(Ogihara 2007: 246)

Data like these have been used to argue that the English past involves existential
quantification over times (e.g., Ogihara 1996, 2006, 2011); they are not predicted by a
pronominal analysis: If the past tense were a pronoun that presupposes a past interval, the
presupposition would not be satisfied and the sentences would be infelicitous.94
To summarize, a quantificational analysis appears to have explanatory adequacy for
most of the English facts except for anaphoric uses, including uses of narrative progression.
This is remarked upon by Grønn and von Stechow (2016: 328): “There is no simple way of
treating temporal anaphora in the quantificational approach”.
Another position recently advocated in the literature is that the English past tense is
ambiguous between a pronominal and a quantificational one (von Stechow and Grønn 2013a,
2013b, Grønn and von Stechow 2016), acknowledging both advantages and disadvantages of
the two approaches. Briefly speaking, these authors argue that tenses are composed of an
obligatory temporal pronoun and an optional shifter. The temporal pronoun can be either a
deictic now referring to the utterance time, an anaphoric pronoun Tpro bound to some other
time, or a semantically empty pronoun TPRO.95 The shifter is an existential quantifier, and
for past tenses, it introduces a reference time before the temporal center provided by one of

94

A way out of this is to always apply existential closure to the past tenses when no salient reference time is
established in context (see, e.g., Ogihara and Sharvit 2012; Cable 2017).
95
This last is what Kratzer (1998) calls zero tense, which is devised to explain non-interpreted past tense
readings under attitude verbs (i.e., simultaneous readings).
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the three types of temporal pronoun. Combining the two components, tenses are quantifiers
with a pronominal center, whose LF is shown by (388).
(388)

von Stechow and Grønn (2013a: 297), von Stechow and Grønn (2016: 331)
TP
T
T-shifter
(PAST/FUT)

AspP
T-centre
now/Tpro/TPRO

According to von Stechow and Grønn, the difference between existential and pronominal
past tenses is captured by the use of now vs. Tpro/TPRO: Existential tenses arise when the
temporal pronoun in the T-centre is now, while pronominal tenses arise with an anaphoric
pronoun in the T-centre.

4.6.2 Cross-linguistic variation
In English, the semantics of past tense has been argued to be quantificational, pronominal, or
ambiguous between the two types (see the authors cited above). There are hardly any knockdown arguments for or against any of the approaches in English; one such argument is
provided by Sharvit (2014). Drawing on evidence from the availability of past tense in the
scope of before-clauses, Sharvit argues that languages differ in whether they have
pronominal or quantificational tenses (see also Ogihara and Sharvit 2012). The reasoning
(with details considerably simplified) is as follows. Assuming the semantics of before in
(389) (Beaver and Condoravdi 2003), a quantificational tense in a before-clause would result
in a presupposition failure. Take (390)a, whose LF is given in (390)b, as an example. The
resulting meaning is that the watering of the plant by John precedes the first time t such that
there is a time t' that precedes t (contributed by the quantificational past tense) such that the
plant dies at t'. Since the time axis is dense, there is always a time preceding t which is not t';
hence no earliest time can meet the presupposition of before.
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(389)

‘q before p’ is true iff some q-time in C precedes the first p-time in C.
(Sharvit 2014: 267)

(390)

a.

[q John watered the plant] before [p it died]

b.

[t0 [PAST [[John watered the plant] [before [PAST [it died]]]]]]

The problem does not occur if the past tense is pronominal: Before simply picks out the
leftmost past dying time in the context. The two approaches to past tenses therefore give
different predictions; languages that have a quantificational tense cannot use it in a beforeclause. The Japanese past tense illustrates this type (it is ill-formed in before-clauses, where
the present tense must be rendered), in contrast to the ones in English and Polish:96
(391)

a.

John left the meeting [before Mary arrived/*arrives].

b.

Ania przyszia

na przyjecie [ zanim Marcin przysedi/*przychodzi]

Ania

to party

PRF.come.PST

before Marcin

PRF.come.PST/PRES

‘Ania came to the party before Marcin came’ (Polish)
c.

Taroo-wa [ Hanako-ni *at-ta/au

mae-ni] denwa-o

si-ta.

Taro-TOP Hanako-DAT meet-*PST/PRES before phone-ACC do-PST
‘Taro phoned before (he) met Hanako.’ (Japanese)

(Sharvit 2014: 263-4)

An important consequence of this proposal is that the approaches to the semantics of past
tenses are not only theoretically motivated, but also reflect cross-linguistic variation.
Mucha (2015, 2017) brings together diagnostics for the two approaches, which prove
fruitful for demonstrating that the past remoteness/gradedness markers in Medumba (Bantu)
are quantificational in nature. The Medumba temporal markers exhibit the following
properties: (i) They are felicitous without a contextual reference time; (ii) they do not exhibit
sequence-of-tense effects in attitude contexts but obligatorily shift the embedded event time
backward; (iii) they are infelicitous in before-clauses. Being felicitous in before-clauses is
only compatible with the use of pronominal tenses, as argued by Sharvit (2014), and the first

96

The Polish past tense exhibits no Sequence of Tense (SOT) effects (like Japanese) but can be used in
before-clauses (like English); given this, Sharvit argues that the conditions for allowing SOT effects are not the
same as those for occurrence in before-clauses.
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two properties are straightforwardly explained by the quantificational tense analysis (see
Section 4.8 for the quantificational approach to property (ii)). Another piece of evidence that
Mucha (2015) provides is that the Medumba temporal markers are optional, in that a past
reference time does not require these temporal remoteness markers. The optionality would be
problematic if the morphemes were presuppositional, given the principle of Maximize
Presupposition (Heim 1991, Percus 2006, Chemla 2008, among others; see Section 4.7.4 for
details).
Thomas (2012, 2014b) similarly analyzes the past tense marker -kue in Mbyá
(Guaraní) as being quantificational, based on the following properties. In matrix
sentences, -kue has uses both as a simple past and a past perfect; crucially, for the past-like
uses, -kue does not have to be anaphoric to a contextually specified salient time but can have
a purely existential use (accepted in Kratzer’s church-building context) (Thomas 2012: 127).
The past perfect-like uses of -kue involve the ability to trigger temporal regression in
narratives, which corresponds to the so-called past-in-the-past interpretation of a past
perfect.97 Moreover, in complements of report and attitude verbs, -kue obligatorily locates
the time of evaluation of the embedded clause before the time of the matrix clause, as with
the Medumba graded past markers.
It is evident that the Mbyá past tense marker -kue shares with the Medumba past
graded markers several properties which only partially overlap with or deviate from the uses
of the English past tense. These empirical findings suggest that past tenses in languages vary
in their semantics, and looking into these variations closely provides an important venue for
advancing the debate on the nature of tenses.

4.7 The curious past tense -in-: Evidence for an
existential tense
Given the review in the last section, we can now make explicit the different predictions of
the pronominal and existential analyses. The pronominal analysis of past tenses predicts that
97

However, Thomas (2014b: 366) shows that sentences marked by -kue can be used in narrative
progression; this seems to contradict the prediction of a quantificational tense (see the discussion in Section
4.7.2.2 based on the data for -in-).
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they are scope-less, allow deictic and anaphoric uses, and are infelicitous without a
contextual reference time. The existentially quantified analysis predicts the opposite: Past
tenses have scope interactions, no deictic or anaphoric uses, and are felicitous in out-of-theblue contexts.
This section shows that -in- behaves behave exactly like an existential tense: It
exhibits scopal interactions with negation (Section 4.7.1), lacks deictic or anaphoric uses
(Section 4.7.2), and is felicitous discourse-initially (Section 4.7.3). I further show in Section
4.7.4 that the existential past analysis of -in- and the pronominal tense to be presented in
Chapter 5 interact in a way correctly predicted by Maximize Presupposition.98

4.7.1 Scope interactions with negation
Recall that -in- allows for experiential readings that are usually rendered by the perfect in
English (Section 4.4.2). The experiential reading persists when -in- is in the scope of
negation: -in- preceded by the negation iyat can give rise to a reading that no described event
holds at any point in time up to the present (Egerod 1965, L. Huang and Davis 1989, Su
2004), which corresponds to the narrow scope of the existential quantifier under negation.99
Consider the following examples. In (392), the speaker B can felicitously use the negated -inform to reply that he has no experience of being slim in his life.
(392)

Context: Friend A is curious to know whether the weight of Friend B has always
been above the average.
A:

m-<in>hiking=su’

ga?

AV-<E.PST>slim=2SG.ABS PRT

‘Have you ever been slim?’ (Volunteered translation: 你有瘦過嗎？)
B:

ini’ ay’! iyat=saku’

m-<in>hiking.

NEG PRT NEG=1SG.ABS AV-<E.PST>slim

‘No, I have never been slim.’ (Volunteered translation: 沒有，我不曾瘦過。)
98

Data with before-clauses are not yet available, so they are not included in the discussion. A preliminary
examination shows that the prediction for an existential tense holds in Atayal: -in- is not present in the data
examined. Given that the presence of -in- in subordinate temporal clauses yields after-clauses (e.g., (437) and
(438) below), it’s expected to be infelicitous in before-clauses.
99
Egerod (1965: 272) mentions in passing that -in- is used with iyat in the sense of ‘have not.’
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In (393), the fact that Rimuy has been dating another man is a proof for no existence of her
love for Tali’.
(393)

Context: Tali’ and Rimuy are not together anymore. Tali’ still believes that at least
Rimuy loved him, but the fact is:
iyat s<n>awy-an
NEG

like<E.PST>-LV

ni

Rimuy hiya’, gi

yasa

si usa’

ERG

Rimuy 3SG.N because CONT

PRT

go.AV.DEP

m-stnaq sa

mlikuy bzinah krayryax qu

Rimuy qasa.

AV-meet LOC

man

Rimuy that

other

every.day

ABS

‘Rimuy never loved him, because she has been seeing another man.’
Lastly, the negated -in- form in the first sentence of (394) denotes the non-existence of past
book-reading events. -in- thus contrasts with the English past tense in that it exhibits exactly
the scopal reading predicted by an existential tense analysis. Note that I assume that in
Atayal scope is determined by surface structure, and inverse scope is not available, i.e., the
co-occurrence of -in- and negation does not convey the narrow-scope reading of the negation
with respect to -in-.
(394)

iyat=saku’

m-<in>qwas

NEG=1SG.ABS AV-<E.PST>sing

biru’
book

ru

ima’ baq

m-ita’ tegami’ b<n>iru’

CONJ

who know AV-see letter

write<E.PST.PV>

ni

Tali’ qasa la.

ERG

Tali’ that

PRT

‘I have never read books, so how can I know the letter written by Tali’ (“Who
knows the letter written by Tali’?”).

(CIP Atayal dictionary 2017)

It is worth noting that these negative experiential readings of -in- are subject to
domain restriction via a temporal adverb or a salient time interval in context. Consider the
following examples in (395). In this context, the question asks about whether there were no
events of the addressee’s sleeping at a time during the day before the utterance time.
(395)

Context: In the class, the teacher sees a student dozing off. The teacher asks:
a.

iyat=su’

m-<n>’abi’

NEG=2SG.ABS AV-<E.PST>sleep

shera’?
yesterday

‘You didn’t sleep yesterday?’
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b.

ini’=su’

’abi’

shera’

lhngan?

NEG=2SG.ABS

sleep.AV.DEP yesterday night

‘You didn’t sleep last night?’

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

Likewise, in (396) and (397), the non-existence assertion of the described events is restricted
to a salient past time interval in each context (rather than an individual’s lifetime): The time
during which the person referred to as ‘he’ was on the mountain in (396), and a certain
period before the speaker took the exam in (397). In all these examples, the readings are
comparable to the past tense rather than the (experiential) perfect in English.
(396)

Context: Describe how your friend walked on the mountain without any food. He
suffered from starvation but survived.
iyat m-<n>aniq

ana

cikuy mami’.

NEG AV-<E.PST>eat

even some rice

‘He didn’t eat anything.’
(397)

Context: After the exam, you told your friend:
balay hiya’ ga
truly

EMP

iyat=saku’

m-<n>ita’

TOP NEG=1SG.ABS AV-see<E.PST>

m-agal=saku’

pi.

AV-take=1SG.ABS

PRT

biru’, ima’ baq

sa

book who know LOC

‘I actually didn’t study but I passed.’
These experiential readings present the first indication that -in- involves existential
quantification. To derive these readings, a pronominal analysis would either require an ad
hoc application of existential closure or would need to attribute the existential quantification
to some other element in the sentence (see Section 4.6.1 and fn. 92).

4.7.2 No deictic or anaphoric uses
In what follows, I show that -in- behaves unlike a marker of temporal deixis or a pronoun.
4.7.2.1 No deictic uses
I start with the question of whether -in- under negation can refer to a particular salient past
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time the way the English past tense can (i.e., the equivalent of the stove-turning-off
example). If so it would lead us to an ambiguous analysis that -in- can receive either an
existential or referential reading. Nevertheless, when replicating Partee’s stove example in
Atayal, the -in- form is rejected and instead the sentence with an unmarked predicate is
accepted, as shown in (398); note that each form uses a different negation.101
(398)

Context: You are driving on the highway after leaving your house. Then you realize
that your stove is still on.
a. # iyat=maku’

in-uyut

NEG=1SG.ERG E.PAST.PV-put.off

qu

gasu’.

ABS

gas

Intended for ‘I didn’t turn off the gas.’
b.

ini’=maku’

yuc-iy

qu

gasu’ la.

NEG=1SG.ERG

put.off-PV.DEP

ABS

gas

PRT

‘I didn’t turn off the gas.’
The data shows that -in- resists directly referring to a particular time that is salient in
the context. This might appear to conflict with the findings established earlier that -in- can
co-occur with temporal adverbials which pick out a particular time (e.g., (395)) or is
compatible with a contextually salient time (e.g., (396) and (397)). However, I argue that the
behavior of -in- illustrates an empirical difference between temporal deixis and an existential
quantifier with a restricted domain, which are subtle to distinguish truth-conditionally. The
analogous difference in the nominal domain, such as in the examples (a) and (b) of (399), can
serve to illustrate:
(399)

a.

I didn’t see her.

Deixis

b.

I didn’t see any of my friends.

Existential quantifier

101

I assume that ini’ is a VP negation (or one below TP) for the following reasons: (a) It imposes special
voice marking on the verb, (b) it can only negate verbs, and (c) it co-occurs with, and takes narrow scope under,
the progressive and the perfect. By contrast, the other negation marker iyat doesn’t show these restrictions and
the syntactic constituents that iyat can negate are less restricted than ini’, including both stative and eventive
verbs, and nominal predicates in equational sentences and clefts (cf. L. Huang and P. Davis 1989, Rau 1992, Su
2004, Pitay 2014, L. Huang and X.-S. Wu 2016).
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Like the pronoun in (399)a whose reference is a salient person in the context, (398) is a
(failed) attempt to directly refer to a particular moment at which the speaker didn’t turn off
the stove. On the other hand, (395)-(397) all have existential quantification over a salient
interval (e.g., he never ate during that time-span in (396)); this makes them parallel to the
(negated) existential quantification over a restricted set in (399)b. The infelicity of -in- in the
context of (398) shows that -in- does not have deictic uses despite the fact that it is subject to
domain restriction.
4.7.2.2 No anaphoric uses
Another prediction of a pronominal past tense analysis is that past tenses can update the
reference time in narratives. Importantly, the reference time of a past eventive sentence is
obtained from the preceding sentence; this is essentially a case of temporal anaphora, which
requires a pronominal tense rather than a (contextually constrained) existential tense. Again,
we can draw a parallel with the nominal domain. For example, the second sentence in (400)a
is a possible case of discourse anaphora, but that in (400)b isn’t.
(400)

a.

My friend Sam is married. He has three children.

(Partee 1984: 245)

b.

My friend Sam is married. A friend (of mine) has three children.

'The prediction of a pronominal analysis that the temporal reference will be anaphoric
is not born out for the past tense -in-, as already shown in Section 4.3.4; additional examples
are given in the mini-texts in (401)-(402). In each of the examples, the subsequent events
must use bare predicates; shifting to -in- forms either results in temporal regression as the
English past perfect does (in (401)b, where the event of Tali’s drinking wine is possibly
interpreted as happening before he came into the house),102 or is incongruous with the
previous event, and is rejected, as in (402)b.

102

The sentence in (401)b receives a degraded judgment but is still interpretable. The same sentence is also
not quite acceptable for another speaker, who suggests a “patch” for the intended reading:
(i) m-zyup ngasal qu Tali’ lga
nyuw
si ktaytalah rqyas=nya’
ru
AV-enter house ABS Tali’ PRT.TOP PROG.PROX PRT red.AV.DEP fact=3SG.GEN CONJ
si baq-iy
sa m-<in>nbuw
qwaw hazi’.
PRT know.PV.DEP LOC AV-<E.PST>drink wine EPIST.POS
‘Tali’ came into the house, and his face was red, so I know that he might have drunk.’
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(401)

Context: You are on the phone with your mom and Tali’ comes in. You describe to
your mom what Tali’ just did.
a.

m-zyup ngasal qu Tali’, m-nbuw qwaw hiya’.
AV-enter

house

ABS

Tali’, AV-drink wine

3SG.N

‘Tali’ came into the house. He drank wine.’
b. ? m-zyup
AV-enter

ngasal qu Tali’, m-<in>nbuw

qwaw hiya’.

house

wine

ABS

Tali’

AV-<E.PST>drink

3SG.N

‘Tali’ came into the house. (Looked like) he had drunk wine.’
(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)
(402)

Context: You are describing how Tali’ acted when he came home yesterday.
a.

m-zyup

blihun qu Tali’ ru

AV-enter

door

ABS

Tali’

m-tama’.

CONJ AV-sit

‘Tali’ came in and sat down.’
Volunteered translation: 達利一進門就坐下。
b. # m-zyup blihun qu Tali’ ru
AV-enter

door

ABS

Tali’

m-<in>tama’.103

CONJ AV-<E.PST>sit

Intended for ‘Tali’ came in and sat down.’
Consultant’s comment: ‘Mzyup blihun qu Tali’ means that he just got in, so it
should be followed by mtama’ ‘he sat down’. How come you said he once sat
down [曾經坐下過]?’
The inability of -in- to order events in a temporal sequence is also observed in real
narratives. (403) is an excerpt from an oral narrative by my primary consultant, which
describes how a dog’s barking accidently scared a muntjac deer so that the speaker was able
to shoot the muntjac. What is important here is that the second sentence has the verb marked
with -in- and it locates the event of the dog’s barking earlier than the event of the dog’s
expelling boars; it cannot naturally mean that the event of the dog barking follows the boars
103

In a nearly minimal pair, where the first conjunct instead denotes a longer interval, -in- can be used in the
second conjunct to pick up a time within that interval:
(i) mwah
sqani qu Tali’, ru
m<in>tama’ mcisal sqani.
AV-come here ABS Tali’ CONJ AV-<E.PST>sit AV-chat here
‘When Tali’ came here, he sat down to chat (lit. Tali’ came here and sat down to chat).’
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being expelled from the gully. This use is comparable to flashback effects of the English past
perfect.
(403)

a.

m-usa’=sami

q<m>alup rgyax

AV-go=1PL.EXCL.ABS

hunt<AV>

ghak-un

uruw na

pull.up-PV gully

ERG

Tintong ga,

mountain Tintong

huzil qu

bzyuwak

dog

boar

ABS

TOP

‘We went hunting in Mount Tintong. The dog woke up boars in the gully and
expelled them.’
(Volunteered translation: 我們去 Tintong 打獵，我的狗在山溝處把山豬挖掘起來。)
b.

ru

l<m><n>tux

sa

uruw qu

CONJ

bark<AV><E.PST>

LOC

gully ABS dog=1SG.GEN first

ini’ qbsyaq
NEG

lga,

long.AV.DEP PRT.TOP

huzil=maku’ ha,

cyux

l<m>tux

kya bay’nux la.

PROG.DIST

bark<AV> there plain

PRT

‘My dog had barked in the gully, and shortly afterward, he was barking on the
upper plain.’
(Volunteered translation: 我的狗本來在山溝吠叫，不久，就在上面平原處吠叫。)
c.

sawn qasa lga,
sawn that

ki’a

m-nqux qu para’

PRT.TOP EPIST.POS AV-scare ABS

na

l<n>tux

GEN

bark<E.PST.PV.NMLZ> dog

hnzyang

muntjac voice

huzil …

‘As a result, a muntjac might have been scared by the dog’s barking …’
(Volunteered translation: 結果，山羌可能是被狗的吠叫聲所驚嚇 …)
In other contexts, the use of -in- makes an odd narrative progression. (404) is
extracted from a story, which begins with an old man going to the mountain and returning
home. Replacing the bare verb in the second clause with the -in- form, as in (405), only
makes sense to my speakers if the returning event takes place during the old man’s journey to
the mountain (i.e., if he fails to reach the mountain), rather than after his hunting in the
mountain as expected. To give an explanation for the old man’s decision to abruptly return,
the speaker altered the subsequent sentence accordingly. In other words, using -in- interrupts
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the normal sequence of events by jumping to some previous time. This is comparable to the
pragmatic effect of interpreting an indefinite noun in discourse: For example, a friend (of
mine) in (400)b cannot naturally denote the same man as the one who was introduced in the
first sentence (i.e., Sam).
(404)

m-<n>wah

rgyax

qu bnkis qasa, ru

AV-<E.PST>go

mountain

ABS

kt-an=nya’

elder that

qutux phpah na

see-LV=3SG.ERG one

tuqi.

truly

road

side

GEN

m-usa’

CONJ AV-return AV-go

boxi’ nyux

flower GEN lily

balay squ syaw na
LOC

m-sbzih

ngasal,
house

m-aki’

PROG.PROX AV-exist

‘That old man went to the mountain; he was returning home, and he saw a lily beside
the road.’ (Original translation: 老人去山上，然後返回家裡，他看見一朵美麗的百合花。)
(adapted from http://web.klokah.tw/classroom/)
(405)

m-<n>wah

rgyax

qu

bnkis qasa ru

AV-<E.PST>go

mountain

ABS

elder

that

m-<in>sbzih

ska’

CONJ AV-<E.PST>return

tuqi

qu

bnkis qasa. wayal=nya’

stnaq

road

ABS

elder

encounter road

that

PFV-PRF=3SG.ERG

middle

tuqi qu siliq.
ABS

omen.bird

‘That elder went to the mountain, but he returned halfway. He had met an omen
bird.’ (Volunteered translation: 老人去山上，卻在半路折回，因為他在路上遇到靈鳥。)
(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)
The last remark is that -in- exhibits a preference for occurring at the opening of a
narrative discourse. The first sentence in (404), which serves to set up the scene of the
narrative, already exemplifies this. Except for the beginning sentence, verbs marked with -inare rarely found in a narrative. For instance, in an Atayal oral story of shooting suns written
by one of my consultants as teaching materials, instances of verbs marked with -in- are only
five out of a total of 492 verbs (excluding non-matrix sentences such as relative clauses or
subordinate clauses), and that story is one which has more instances of -in- forms than others
do. This fact is expected under a quantificational tense analysis: The past tense at the
beginning of a story introduces an indefinite past time at which the initial event can be
located, and it is thus different from past tenses in the subsequent events, which are
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anaphoric to the preceding one. The next subsection will illustrate the same idea with nonnarrative examples.
Summarizing so far, the fact that -in- has existential readings and lacks deictic and
anaphoric uses provides evidence that there is a difference between a domain-restricted
quantifier over times and temporal deixis or anaphora. Refraining from using -in- in deictic
and anaphoric contexts is similar to the avoidance of (specific) indefinites in anaphoric
contexts in the nominal domain (cf. Mittwoch 2008).

4.7.3 Felicity without a contextual reference time
Recall that the quantificational analysis of past tenses predicts that they are felicitous in
discourse-initial contexts, whereas the pronominal analysis predicts such uses are
infelicitous. The preference of -in- occurring in the beginning of a narrative discussed above
already shows that -in- can be used in contexts without a salient reference time. This is
straightforwardly captured by a quantificational analysis, according to which -in- asserts the
existence of a past time rather than referring to a time already introduced.

4.7.4 No Maximize Presupposition effects
The last prediction of adopting a pronominal analysis of past tenses is that such tenses are
obligatorily present as soon as their presuppositions are met in the context. This prediction is
a consequence of the Maximize Presupposition principle (MP) due to Heim (1991) (see also
Percus 2006, Sauerland 2008, R. Singh 2011, Schlenker 2012, among many others). MP was
initially proposed to explain constraints on the use of (non-)presuppositional determiners and
quantifiers; for example, given that there is exactly one sun, not using the definite determiner
in (406) results in infelicity, and similarly in (407), both is chosen over all because it carries
the presupposition that John has exactly two eyes.
(406)

a.
b.

(407)

a.
b.

# A sun is shining.
The sun is shining.
# All of John’s eyes are open.
Both of John’s eyes are open.

(R. Singh 2011: 150)
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The application of MP has been extended to the temporal domain (Sauerland 2002,
Ippolito 2003, Cable 2013, Mucha 2015, Bochnak 2016). This provides indirect evidence for
the semantics of tenses across languages. Cable (2013) shows that the past remoteness
markers (also known as graded tenses) in Gĩkũyũ (Bantu) denote temporal domains that can
be ordered in terms of specificity (e.g., ‘immediate past’ denotes a strict subset of ‘current
past’). Gĩkũyũ speakers must use the most specific temporal marker that is consistent with
their knowledge; that is, the availability of a more specific tense blocks the use of a less
specific one. The blocking effect patterns very much like that of the determiners in (406) and
(407). On this basis of this, Cable argues that the Gĩkũyũ past markers carry presuppositional
features, and the restrictions on their distribution directly follows MP.104 A contrasting
scenario is provided by Mucha (2015, 2017), who argues that the past remoteness markers in
Medumba denote distinct past time intervals, and are optional: In contexts where a specific
past marker is motivated, a temporally unmarked sentence is also acceptable. Mucha
suggests that this difference from the Gĩkũyũ past markers presents an argument against a
presuppositional analysis of the Medumba past markers because if the past markers were
presuppositional, MP should make their presence obligatory.105
Atayal -in- resembles the Medumba past remoteness markers in not being obligatory
in past contexts. As discussed in Section 4.7.2, bare predicate sentences without any
temporal marking in Atayal are felicitous in deictic and anaphoric contexts. I will argue in
Chapter 5 that these sentences that superficially appear to lack tense marking are not
semantically tenseless, but contain a phonologically null pronominal tense morpheme, which
carries a presuppositional feature that is restricted to a non-future interval, yielding past or
present but not future interpretations. If -in- were a pronominal tense, MP would force it to
be always used over the null tense for the past because the presuppositional feature of -in- is
restricted to a past interval and it would be stronger than the presupoosition for a non-future
interval. However, the choice between -in- and the null tense does not follow from what
would be expected for presuppositional alternatives.
104

Unlike tenses, the Gĩkũyũ past remoteness morphemes are analyzed as event modifiers, serving to restrict
the event time; see Cable (2013) for details.
105
An exception is past tense in Washo (Hokan/isolate), which is analyzed as pronominal but is not
obligatory (Bochnak 2016). Bochnak argues that superficially tenseless sentences in Washo possess a null
pronominal tense without presuppositional features, and due to the absence of a tense feature, the tenseless
sentences do not form syntactic alternatives to be compared with past sentences by MP.
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A related fact is that we also do not observe implicated presuppositional effects for
temporally unmarked sentences in Atayal. Implicated presuppositional effects arise when the
use of a non-presuppositional utterance triggers the inference that its presuppositional
alternative is not felicitous (see Sauerland 2002, 2008, Chemla 2008, among others). For
example, using the indefinite determiner in (406) or all in in (407) leads to an implicated
presupposition that there is no unique sun, or that John has more than two eyes. Concerning
tenses, Sauerland (2002) argues that the present tense in English displays implicated
presuppositional effects: The present tense is in fact semantically vacuous, but is used for
non-past time reference, due to the avoidance of the presuppositional past tense (but see ).
Along these lines, if -in- were a pronominal past with a presuppositional feature, temporally
unmarked sentences in Atayal should have the implicated presupposition that they do not
refer to the past. This is however not the case.
Now suppose that -in- is existential, as argued throughout this section. Given that
Atayal also has a presuppositional covert tense in superficially tenseless sentences (see
Chapter 5), we predict that if the context is such that there is a salient past time, then MP
forces the speaker to choose the null tense over -in-, for the same reason that MP forces the
use of a pronoun or a definite over an indefinite in cases where the context provides a
suitable salient referent. We also predict that the use of -in- has an implicated presupposition
that there is no salient specific past time in the context at which the proposition is true. These
predictions are borne out: In deictic and anaphoric contexts, temporally unmarked sentences
are felicitous but -in- is not; whenever -in- is used, the reading is existential and non-specific,
which is why -in- is incongruous in narratives (Section 4.7.2).

4.7.5 Summary
I have presented four properties of Atayal past tense -in- with respect to the predictions of the
quantificational vs. pronominal analyses of past tenses, which can be summarized in Table
4.4. The first two properties are in direct opposition to those of pronominal tenses, and the
last two can only be accounted for by a pronominal analysis by making additional
assumptions. Together, these diagnostics constitute strong evidence that the past tense -in- is
unambiguously quantificational.
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Pronominal past

Existential past -in-

(a) Scope-less

√

*

*

(b) Temporal deixis/anaphor

√

*

*

(c) Infelicitous without RT

√

*

*

(d) Obligatory presence

√

*

*

Table 4.4 -in- vs. pronominal and existential tense

4.8 The proposal
4.8.1 The formal details
I argue that the semantics of -in- encodes a domain-restricted existential quantifier over past
times, following Ogihara (1996), Kusumoto (2005), von Stechow (2009), Mucha (2017),
among others. As given in (408), -in- denotes a function that takes a property P of times
(denoted by an AspP of type <i,st>), and asserts that there is a time interval t′ preceding t at
which P holds in w. The times over which -in- quantifies are contextually restricted via a
variable R of type <i,st>, following von Stechow (2009).
(408)

⟦-in-⟧g,c = λR<i,st>. λP<i,st>. λt. λw. ∃t′ [t′ < t & R(t′)(w) & P(t′)(w)]

The syntactic structure I assume is presented in (409), where -in- is in the head T of TP,
and obligatorily takes as its complement a covert AspP (see below). The contextual
restriction R is represented in the syntax as a free object-language variable that is the first
argument of -in-.
(409)

TP
<i,st>
T
<ist,ist>

-in<<ist>,<ist,ist>>

R
<i,st>

AspP
<i,st>
AspP
<lst,ist>

VoiceP
<l,st>

NEUT/IPFV
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An important detail about the variable t in the formula is that it receives different
values in matrix and embedded clauses. In matrix clauses, the event time of predicates
modified by -in- must be located prior to the utterance time, as shown by all the data
presented so far. However, when the embedded clause of an attitude/report predicate is
marked with -in-, the embedded event time is always prior to the event time of the matrix
attitude/report (evidence for which is to be presented in Sections 4.9.1 and 4.9.2). This
difference indicates that the evaluation time t in the denotation of -in- coincides with the
utterance time in matrix clauses, and with the event time of the matrix attitude/report verb in
embedded clauses; on the basis of this, I argue that -in- is a relative tense rather than a deictic
one (Section 4.9.3).
To warrant the deictic interpretation of -in- in unembedded clauses, I assume an
indexical tense pronoun t*, which denotes the speech time (also implemented in Ogihara
1995: 674, Kusumoto 2005: 336, von Stechow 2009: 140, Mucha 2015: 128). In matrix
clauses, the utterance time, as given in (410), fills the time argument t of -in- in the last step,
turning the predicate of times of type <i,st> in (409) into a proposition of type <s,t>; in
embedded clauses, t can be lambda abstracted and locally bound by the matrix event time
(see Section 4.9 for the data). Note that I will propose a phonologically null non-future tense
in sentences without overt tense marking in the next chapter, which is not the same as t*:
That null tense is pronominal and presupposes a non-future time, whereas t* introduced here
is always the utterance time in unembedded clauses. In the following chapters, I will show
that t* is required in the future tenses and in the epistemic modals as well.
(410)

⟦t*⟧g,c = tc (the utterance time provided by the context c)
(Modified from Kusumoto 2005: 36)
Another assumption in this analysis is that -in- co-occurs with a covert neutral aspect

or an imperfective aspect; this is motivated by the various aspectual interpretations of -insentences and the incompatibility of -in- with any aspectual marking (Section 4.5.2). I will
exemplify this in the following -in- sentences with the neutral aspect, which gives nonculminating perfective readings; for the sake of expository clarity, the denotation of the
neutral aspect is repeated in (411) from Chapter 2.
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(411)

NEUT

g,c

= λP<l,st>. λt. λw. ∃w′ ∃e ∃e′ [I-STAGE{e, e′, w, w′, P} ∧ τ(e) ⊆ t]

I-STAGE{e, e′, w, w′, P} is true iff
(i)

the history of w' is the same as the history of w up to and including τ(e)

(ii)

w' is a reasonable option for e in w

(iii)
(iv)

P

g,c

(e′, w′) = 1

e ≼ e′ iff τ(e)  ≼ τ(e′) and e ~ e′106

I now illustrate how this analysis accounts for uses of -in- which in English are
translated as perfect sentences in some cases (including experiential perfects and past
perfects), and as simple past sentences in others.
Uses comparable to experiential readings of the present perfect in English
A case parallel to an English experiential perfect is exemplified by the first clause in (412)
(repeated from (359)), whose semantics is calculated as in (413)-(414).
(412)

Context: Describing your experience of cooking pigeon peas.
<m><n>ahuk=saku’

singut

ga, yaqih t<n>ahuk=maku’.

cook<AV><E.PST>=1SG.ABS pigeon.pea TOP bad

cook<E.PST.PV.NMLZ>=1SG.GEN

‘I have cooked pigeon peas but my cooking was bad.’
(413)

a.

VP

g,c

= λe.  λw. cook(e)(w) & agent(the.speaker)(e)(w) &

theme(pigeon.peas)(e)(w)
b.

AspP

g,c

= NEUT

g,c

( VP

g,c

)

= λt. λw. ∃w′ ∃e ∃e′ [I-STAGE{e, e', w, w', λe′′.  λw′′. cook(e′′)(w′′) &
agent(the.speaker)(e′′)(w′′) & theme(pigeon.peas)(e′′)(w′′)} ∧ τ(e) ⊆ t]
c.

TP

g,c

=

-in-

g,c

( AspP

g,c

)

= λt. λw. ∃t′ [t′ < t & the.speaker’s.life.span(t′)(w) & ∃e ∃e′ ∃w′ [I-STAGE{e,
e′, w, w′, λe′′.  λw′′. cook(e′′)(w′′) & agent(the.speaker)(e′′)(w′′) &
theme(pigeon.peas)(e′′)(w′′)} ∧ τ(e) ⊆ t′]]

106

This requirement says that e is an initial-stage of e' iff the runtime τ(e) is an initial subinterval of the
runtime τ(e') and e and e' can be identified as the same event developed over times.
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(414)

(412)

g,c

= TP

g,c

( t*

g,c

)

= λw. ∃t′ [t′ < t & the.speaker’s.life.span(t′)(w) & ∃e ∃e' ∃w' [I-STAGE{e, e′, w, w′,
λe′′.  λw′′. cook(e′′)(w′′) & agent(the.speaker)(e′′)(w′′) &
theme(pigeon.peas)(e′′)(w′′)} ∧ τ(e) ⊆ t′]]
The resulting truth conditions are that the sentence is true at a world w iff there is a time t′
preceding the utterance time (tc) which temporally includes the run time of the initial stage of
the event of the speaker’s cooking pigeon peas. The value of t′ is restricted via the free
variable R to the interval of the speaker’s life span since there is no salient reference time in
the context; this gives rise to the typical experiential perfect readings.
Uses comparable to the English past perfect in narrative discourse
The (non-discourse-initial) use of -in- in narratives is sometimes comparable to flashback
effects of the English past perfect, and can be explained in a similar manner as above. (415)
(repeated from (403)b above) has an -in- sentence in the middle of a narrative, and the
described event is located prior to the narrator’s now (like the utterance time in
conversational discourse). Hence, in the truth conditions of the sentence in (416), t* denotes
the narrative now, which is preceded by the time that includes the run time of the initial stage
of the event of the speaker’s dog’s barking.
(415)

… ru
CONJ

l<m><n>tux

sa

uruw qu huzil=maku’ ha, ….

bark<AV><E.PST>

LOC

gully

ini’ qbsyaq
NEG

lga,

long.AV.DEP PRT.TOP

ABS

dog=1SG.GEN first

cyux

l<m>tux

kya

bay’nux la.

PROG.DIST

bark<AV> there plain

PRT

‘My dog had barked in the gully, and shortly later, he was barking on the upper
plain.’
(416)

(415)

g,c

= λw. ∃t′ [t′ < t* & the.speaker’s.hunting.in.Mountain.Tintong(t′)(w) & ∃e ∃e′ ∃w′
[I-STAGE{e, e′, w, w′, λe′′.  λw′′. bark.in.the.gully(e′′)(w′′) & agent(the speaker’s
dog)(e′′)(w′′)} ∧ τ(e) ⊆ t′]]
It should be emphasized that while the narrative use of -in- is similar to a past-in-the-
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past reading, my analysis does not predict that -in- shifts the event time backward from a
contextual past time in conversational discourse, because the t argument of -in- there will be
necessarily filled by the utterance time. This predciton is upheld as shown by the fact
that -in- sentences with when-clauses always result in non-interpretability or require
emendation (see Section 4.4.1).
Uses comparable to past tense readings in English
The reading of -in- in (417) (repeated from (396)) is better rendered in English using the
simple past, because in this sentence, the contextual variable R is restricted to the salient time
interval in the context; namely, the time during which he was in the mountain, which
includes the run time of (the initial stage of) the non-existence of his eating. This is shown by
the representation in (418).
(417)

Context: Describe how your friend walked in the mountain without any food. He
suffered from starvation but survived.
iyat

m-<n>aniq

ana

cikuy mami’.

NEG

AV-<E.PST>eat

even some rice

‘He didn’t eat anything.’
(418)

⟦(417)⟧g,c
= λw. ¬ ∃t′ [t′ < t* & when.he.was.in.the.mountain(t′)(w) & ∃e ∃e' ∃w' [ISTAGE(e, e′, w, w′, λe′′.  λw′′. eat(e′′)(w′′) & agent(he)(e′′)(w′′)} ∧ τ(e) ⊆ t′]]
Although -in- takes a variable whose value is restricted by a salient past interval in

context (or given by a temporal adverb), its meaning encodes existential quantification; its
function is to assert the existence of a time within that contextual interval instead of referring
to (a time within) that interval. In short, -in- can give rise to a non-experiential existential
reading, very much similar to a specific indefinite nominal.
These three types of uses of -in-—which in English are rendered respectively by a
present perfect, past perfect, and a simple past tense—are pragmatic variants of a single
existential reading in Atayal conditioned by the domain restriction on the existential
quantification.
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4.8.2 Cessation implicatures
The existential tense analysis of -in- has the advantage of accounting for the strong inference
with stative predicates that the described state does not continue to the utterance time, as
exemplified in (419)-(422), by a pragmatically conditioned effect in the Atayal tense system.
In the context of (419), where the subject is no longer slim, the stative predicate ‘slim’ can be
marked with -in-; in (420), the stative sentence marked with -in- is conjoined with a
statement that the described state has ceased. In fact, such -in-marked stative predicates are
not only compatible with the cessation of the state, but also imply it in out-of-the-blue
contexts, as in (421)-(422), or even when it is not favored by the context (e.g., (339)b and
(340)b above).
(419)

Context: Tali’ is now fat.
m-<in>hikang

qu

Tali’.

AV-<E.PST>slim ABS

Tali’

‘Tali’ was slim.’
(420)

m-<in>hlabang balay rhyal=maku’, ana ga

ini’ klabang.

AV-<E.PST>wide

NEG

truly land=1SG.GEN even TOP

wide.AV.DEP

‘My land was very wide but it is not now.’
(421)

m-<in>baytunux

sa

AV-<E.PST>beautiful LOC

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

’laqi’.
child

‘She was beautiful when she was young.’
Consultant’s comment (H.P.): “She’s old now.”
Consultant’s comment (B.B): “She’s not beautiful anymore now.”
(422)

m-<in>bu’

sa

AV-<E.PST>sick LOC

qutux kawas wayal qu

Temu’.

one

Temu’

year

pst

ABS

(H.P.; B.B.)

‘Temu’ was sick last year.’
Consultant’s comment: “Temu’ has already recovered.”
This “cessation inference”, using the terminology of Altshuler and Schwarzschild
(2013), has been observed for the English past tense as well (see Musan 1997, Iatridou 2000:
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248, Magri 2011, Thomas 2012, Altshuler and Schwarzschild 2013). It is illustrated by (423),
in which B’s reply implies that Scotty is no longer anxious.
(423)

A: How is Scotty doing?
B: Scotty was anxious.

(Altshuler and Schwarzschild 2013: 47)

I suggest that an account of cessation inferences based on tense choice can be
extended to Atayal, under the assumption that the language also possesses a null pronominal
tense as will be argued in more detail in Chapter 5. According to Altshuler and
Schwarzschild (2013), if a stative clause is true at a moment m, it is also true at some
moment m′ preceding m, assuming that time is dense. Given this general feature of statives, a
null pronominal-tense stative sentence in Atayal (in a context where the present time is
salient) is true when the state holds at the present and past, and this asymmetrically entails
the truth of the counterpart with -in-, in which the state only holds at a past time. Choosing
the -in- stative sentence over the more informative pronominal one implicates that the
pronominal stative sentence is false (by the standard Gricean Maxim of Quantity); therefore,
the described state is understood to not hold at the utterance time. This analysis also goes
through with -in- sentences uttered out of the blue, since the default time picked out by the
null pronominal tense is an interval that includes the utterance time.
There is evidence in support of the claim that the cessation inference of -in- is an
implicature. (424) shows that the inference of the speaker’s not liking that guy can be
cancelled by directly asserting the continuation of the state (see also Gorbunova 2015a):
(424)

s<n>awy-an=maku’

sraral squliq qasa ru

like<E.PST>-LV=1SG.ERG before people that

CONJ

misuw qani ga
now

this

TOP

sawy-an=maku’ na’.
like-LV=1SG.ERG still
‘I liked that guy before and now, I still like him.’
(elicited based on Gorbunova 2015a)
It should be pointed out that cancellation of the cessation implicature is more felicitous in
certain environments. For instance, (424) has the present time adverbial being topicalized; in
(425), the speaker explicitly asserts ignorance concerning the present, a condition also noted
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in Cable (2017) (see also (323) above). The most prevalent cases are like (426), in which the
volunteered sentence entails that the state ceased at some past time, but has resumed again by
the utterance time.
(425)

Umaw ga, m-<in>qnzyat

m-tzywaw sazing kawas wayal

ru

Umaw TOP

AV-work

CONJ

AV-<E.PST>diligent

two

year

past

nyux h<m>swa’ misuw qani lpi?
PROG.PROX

how<AV> now this PRT.PRT

‘Umaw was very diligent two years ago; I don’t know how he is now?’
(CIP Atayal dictionary 2017)
(426)

m-<in>zyulung

sa

AV-<E.PST>foggy LOC

ha, ru
first

mayzbuq hru

blaq

kayal=nya’

mn’aws

morning first.CONJ good.AV sky=3SG.GEN short

nyux

m-zyulung lawzi.

CONJ PROG.PROX AV-foggy

again

‘It was foggy this morning, then good for a short time, and is foggy again.’
In contrast to the above cases, direct cancellation (with conjunctions, in a way that the
cessation implicatures of English past tense can be cancelled) is usually rejected:
(427) # s<n>awy-an=maku’

sraral squliq qasa ru

like<E.PST>-LV=1SG.ERG before people that

CONJ

sawy-an=maku’ na’ misuw qani.
lik-LV=1SG.ERG still now

this

‘I liked that guy before and I still like him now.’ (cf. (424))
(428) # m-<in>hikang sraral lru
AV-<E.PST>slim

before

nyux

m-hikang na’.

PRT.CONJ PROG.PROX AV-slim

still

Intended for ‘He used to be slim and he is still slim.’
Consultant’s comment: “No… no one would say this.”
The possibility of cancelling the cessation inference of past tense -in- shows that the
property is not encoded as part of the lexical semantics of -in-, hence supporting Cable
(2017), who argues based on data from Tlingit (Na-Dene) that a pragmatic explanation can
account for cessation inferences without postulating the special tense category
“discontinuous past” (meaning “past and not present”) (Plungian and van der Auwera 2006).
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Yet my analysis differs from Cable’s in not requiring different pragmatic mechanisms in
Atayal than the ones responsible for English cessation implicatures.107 In English, cessation
inferences are defeasible and absent with a salient past reference time, as exemplified in
(429), because the past tense in those cases is pronominal and does not compete with the
present tense since it is not entailed by the present tense.
(429)

When the doctor saw me, I was nauseous.

(Cable 2017: 638)

In contexts where English cessation implicatures do arise, such as (423), the semantics of
past tense has been argued to encode existential quantification (Altshuler and Schwarzschild
2013: 49; Cable 2017: 653). Atayal -in-, by contrast, is unambiguously existential, and so
cessation implicatures always arise; (430) is an example where the cessation implicature
persists even with a salient past reference time (see also (422) above). This may also explain
why the cessation implicatures in Atayal are generally perceived as strong inferences, which
are harder to cancel than in English.
(430)

m-<n>wah=su’

sqani sa

kawas wayal hga,

m-<in>ghzyaq

AV-<E.PST>=2SG.ABS

here

year

AV-<E.PST>cold

LOC

past

first.TOP

balay kayal=nya’ ha.
truly sky=3SG.GEN first
‘When you came here last year, it was really cold.’
Consultant’s comment: “It’s not that cold now.”
Returning briefly to the lack of resultative readings found with -in- with change-ofstate predicates, as in (431) (see Section 4.4.2), I tentatively suggest that this fact may
receive a unified explanation with the facts presented here for stative predicates. Examples

107

Cable (2017) argues that past tense in Tlingit is optional in sentences describing past eventualities; a null
non-future tense is also possible. In explaining Tlingit cessation implicatures, Cable posits a special principle
requiring that the utterance time be included within the denotation of the reference time variable whenever
possible. Cable’s (2017) analysis in fact predicts that MP would require past tense in Tlingit be used over the
null non-future tense whenever its presuppositions are satisfied since both are analyzed as pronominal (Bochnak
2016: 284).
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showing that the cessation of the result state is also cancellable are given in (431) and (432).
The details of this extension are however left for future work.108
(431)

si

qawris ’<n>wah-an

ni

Tali’ la.

PRT

certain come<E.PST>-LV

ERG

Tali’

PRT

‘It’s most likely that Tali’ came.’
Consultant’s comment: “He came and has returned.”
(432)

m-<in>shriq

hiya’ qu

knayril=nya’

ru

ana

AV-<E.PST>separate

3SG.N

woman=3SG.GEN

CONJ

even now

qani ga
this

ini’ uwah

TOP NEG

ABS

misuw

na’.

come.AV.DEP still

‘His wife broke away from him, and even now she hasn’t come back yet.’
(elicited based on Gorbunova 2015a)
Now we can also explain why -in-, but not the perfective-perfect aspect wal, always
occurs in contexts involving cessation effects. Since wal combines with the null non-future
tense (Chapter 5), in the case of present perfect, a wal sentence entails an -in- sentence. Thus,
the use of the past tense -in- implicates the state ceased at the utterance time—the same story
discussed above. If a context explicitly indicates a ceased state, -in- will be more appropriate
than wal due to its cessation implicature in terms of Grice’s Quantity.

4.9 Evidence for relative tense: Interpretation of -inunder attitude and report verbs
In this section I provide evidence that clauses embedded under attitude and report verbs that
are marked with -in- are obligatorily interpreted as back-shifted, and relative to the time of
the matrix event rather than to the utterance time (Section 4.9.1). Based on these new data, I
argue that -in- is a relative tense, and discuss the implications of -in- for the distinction
between relative tense and perfect aspect (Section 4.9.2).
108

See Cable (2017) for the possible unification of cessation inferences of the two types of predicates in
Tlingit.
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4.9.1 Obligatory backward shifting
In English, past stative predicates embedded under a past tense attitude or report verb can
receive either a simultaneous reading or a back-shifted reading, as shown in (433). The
reading in (433)a is known as a “Sequence of Tense” (SOT) effect (Enç 1987, Ogihara 1996,
Abusch 1997, von Stechow 1995, 2002, among many others).
(433)

John heard that Mary was pregnant.
a.

John heard: “Mary is pregnant.”

(simultaneous reading)

b.

John heard: “Mary was pregnant.” (back-shifted reading)

(Enç 1987: 635)

Languages vary in whether they allow the simultaneous interpretations or not. In contrast to
English, Japanese (Ogihara 1996, Kusumoto 1999, Kubota et al. 2011), Russian (Grønn and
von Stechow 2010), Hebrew (Sharvit 2003) etc. are claimed to be non-SOT languages.
Atayal past tense -in patterns with these non-SOT languages: Embedded clauses
under attitude or report verbs marked with -in- can only receive back-shifted interpretations.
As shown in (434), the context favors a simultaneous reading, and the embedded -in- forms
in (434)a and (434)c are rejected, regardless of how the past matrix verb is marked (with
another -in- or with a covert non-future tense). In order to get a simultaneous reading, the
unmarked form has to be used, as given in (434)b and (434)d.
(434)

Context: When you were a child, you thought that Taipei was a really big city. But
since then, you’ve gone to many cities abroad, which are much bigger than Taipei.
(adapted from Cable 2017)
a. # l<m>nglung=saku’
imagine<AV>=1SG.ABS

sa

’laqi’

na

LOC

children still

maha m-<in>glabang
COMP AV-<E.PST>broad

balay Bnka’.
truly Taipei
‘When I was a child, I imagined that Taipei used to be big.’
Consultant’s comment: “This is an illogical imagination.”
b.

l<m>nglung=saku’

sa

’laqi’

na’ maha glabang balay Bnka’.

imagine<AV>=1SG.ABS

LOC

children still

COMP

broad.AV truly

Taipei

‘When I was a child, I imagined that Taipei was big.’
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Consultant’s comment: “You were surprised at that time: ‘How big Taipei is!’.”
c. # l<m><n>nglung=saku’

sa ’laqi’

imagine<AV><E.PST>=1SG.ABS

LOC

maha m-<in>glabang …

children

COMP AV-<E.PST>broad

…

‘When I was a child, I imagined that Taipei used to be big.’
Consultant’s comment: (Laughing) “Sounds like you imagined this when you
were still in your mom’s belly.”109
d.

l<m><n>nglung=saku’

sa

’laqi’

maha glabang

imagine<AV><E.PST>=1SG.ABS

LOC

children

COMP

broad.AV

balay Bnka’.
truly Taipei
‘When I was a child, I imagined that Taipei was big.’
A further example is provided in (435). The back-shifted interpretations must be
evaluated relative to the matrix event time, rather than the utterance time; otherwise, the
simultaneous readings would be possible (i.e., the embedded event could be located prior to
the utterance time and also simultaneous with the matrix event time).
(435)

Context: My dad was in a bad mood yesterday and he called me to chat.
a. # q<m><n>uzit

qnawal

shira’

yaba’ maha m-<in>yaqih

spin<AV><E.PST> iron.wire yesterday father
iyal

COMP AV-<E.PST>bad

inlungan=nya’.

very heart=3SG.GEN
Intended for ‘Dad called me yesterday saying that his mood was very bad.’
Consultant’s comment: “He already let it go when he called.”
b.

q<m><n>uzit

qnawal

shira’

yaba’ maha yaqih iyal inlungan=nya’.

spin<AV><E.PST> iron.wire yesterday father

COMP

bad.AV very heart=3SG.GEN

‘Dad called me yesterday saying that his mood was very bad.’
The proposal that -in- marks past relative to an evaluation time which coincides with
109

It’s unclear to me what the consultant’s comment implies. My guess is that the occurrence of two -inshifts the embedded event further backward.
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the time of the matrix event is supported also by -in- clauses embedded under a matrix
future.110 The context in (436) is one where both matrix and embedded events follow the
utterance time, although the time of our having a good time precedes the time of the
knowing. The fact that the embedded clause containing -in- is felicitous in this context
demonstrates again that -in- is interpreted relative to the matrix event time, which follows the
utterance time in this case.
(436)

Context: You encourage Tali’ to take this afternoon to weed the farm, even though it
is implausible that he can weed the entire farm. “After all, Grandpa will know you
have worked”, you say:
———t0———weed———know———
musa’=nya’

baq-un

maha

l<m><n>ahing=su.

FUT=3SG.ERG

know-PV

COMP

weed<AV><E.PST>=2SG.ABS

‘He will know that you weeded (some).’
Lastly, the use of -in- in subordinate clauses is consistent with the proposal that -in- is
a relative tense. When -in- occurs in an adverbial clause, the time of the adverbial clause is
interpreted relative to the matrix reference time. This has been pointed out by L. Huang
(1993): For example, -in- in (437) shifts the time of putting on clothes backward from the
time of eating; both times are located in the future. A parallel example from the dialect I
work on is given in (438), in which -in- even co-occurs with a future time adverb (kira’ ‘later
today’) in the same (subordinate) clause.
(437) kira’ ga’ n-lukus=ku’
later

TOP IN-clothes=1SG.ABS

lga’

qaniq=ta’

la.

PRT.TOP

eat.imp.AV=1PL.INCL

PRT

‘Later after I put on clothes, we will eat.’
(438) m-<in>aniq=saku’
AV-<E.PST>eat=1SG.ABS

(Wulai Squliq Atayal, L. Huang 1993: 66)

kira’

lga,

p-tzyuwaw=saku’

la.

later.today

PRT.TOP

FUT.AV-work=1SG.ABS

PRT

‘After I eat later, I will work.’

(Taoshan Squliq Atayal)

110

It is noteworthy that future markings in Atayal form a mirror image with -in- with respect to the readings
in embedded clauses; see Chapter 5.
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4.9.2 A remark on relative tense
In what follows, I discuss how -in- weighs into the debate on the difference between relative
tense and perfect aspect, and how it provides a diagnostic test for relative tense.
It has been debated in the literature whether relative tense exists and whether relative
tense and perfect aspect are distinct phenomena. These questions mainly target English past
perfect, and hardly receive a clear answer because the same form in English conflates two
distinct interpretations: a past-in-the-past and a perfect-in-the-past interpretation (see Section
4.4.1). Comrie (1985) uses “relative tense” to refer to the “past-in-the-past” reading of the
past perfect as well as the perfect in non-finite clauses, which he defines as a special tense
category that need not locate a situation relative to the utterance time. The two interpretations
of the past perfect are assigned the same semantics in Klein (1994) (i.e., event time precedes
reference time), and the different temporal configurations are derived based on the scope
interaction of the perfect with time adverbials; in this respect, relative tenses are similar to
combinations of tense with the perfect aspect. Bohnemeyer (2014) however argues against
this unification and shows that there can be true relative tenses in languages, which do not
express the perfect-in-the-past reading, citing Japanese, Kituba and Korean data.111
Atayal past tense -in- presents further evidence that relative tense is not equivalent to
perfect aspect, which further supports Bohnemeyer’s analysis. I have shown that -in- is not a
perfect aspect (Section 4.4) or any aspect that relates event time to reference time (Section
4.3), but an existential past tense (Section 4.7); furthermore, I showed above that -in- is a
relative tense rather than a deictic one based on the fact that -in- always backshifts the time
of an embedded clause from the time of the matrix event. This proposal for -in- in principle
supports Bohnemeyer’s claim that there are two distinct types of operators, one of which
denotes a temporal relation, and the other an aspectual one.
However, the relative tense defined here differs from Bohnemeyer’s in important
details. What Bohnemeyer defines as relative tenses are anaphoric tenses that relate reference
times to perspective times, which generalize over the utterance time, the reference time used
111

In response to Bohnemeyer (2014), Klein (2014) clarifies that he ‘didn’t want to say [in his 1994 book]
that the notion of relative tense in general can or should be replaced by the notion of aspect. The claim was
rather that the English past perfect does not require the notion of relative tense; [past perfect] constructions […]
are just combinations of a tense relation and an aspect relation’ (p.960). In fact, Klein (2009: 46) explicitly
states that the temporal anchor need not be the utterance time, as for example in many languages the present
tense in subordinate clauses can refer to the matrix event time.
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in narratives, and the reference time used to define past perfect. As argued extensively in this
chapter, anaphoric relative tenses nevertheless are not applicable to -in-. Morevoer, -in- as a
tense operator crucially cannot combine with a clause-mate tense to derive future perfect or
past perfect readings, unlike perfect aspects. In other words, relative tenses like -in- cannot
backshift the event time relative to the clause-mate reference time.
This proposal also differs from Thomas’ (2014b) analysis of the marker -kue in Mbyá
(Guaraní). While Thomas defines relative tenses as existential quantifiers similar to my
proposal for -in-, in this analysis, the evaluation time of -kue is filled by a temporal variable
referring to the reference time, as -kue is argued to allow for past perfect readings. As
discussed above, this would not give correct predictions for Atayal: -in- in monoclausal
sentences does not shift the event backward from a past or future reference time.

4.10 Summary
In this chapter I have argued on the basis of a range of empirical diagnostics that (a) -in- is a
past tense rather than any aspectual marker, (b) it is an existential tense rather than a
pronominal one, and (c) it is a relative tense rather than an absolute one.
Firstly, -in- is not an aspect like a perfective or a perfect because it is temporally
restricted to the past, allows for imperfective readings, and it deviates from what is expected
for a perfect: It has no past perfect readings, no universal or experiential perfect readings, no
pragmatic effects associated with the English perfect such as current relevance, lifetime
effects, or a repeatability condition; overall, there is very little positive evidence for a perfect
analysis.
Secondly, analyzing -in- as a past tense straightforwardly explains the incompatibility
with non-past reference times, and the absence of uses related to a perfect. Yet, -in- as a past
tense can only be analyzed as existential tense (Ogihara 1996, Kusumoto 2005, von Stechow
2009, among others): -in- has salient experiential readings and exhibits scopal interactions
with negation; furthermore, it lacks deictic or anaphoric uses, and is felicitous discourseinitially. The interactions between -in- and the null non-future pronominal tense (to be
proposed for morphologically tenseless sentences in the next chapter) further show that the
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choice between -in- and the null pronominal tense does not follow from what would be
expected for presuppositional alternatives, but instead support the existential analysis.
Lastly, in embedded clauses, -in- only has a back-shifted interpretation, and the backshifting is relative to the time of the matrix event. Thus, -in- can be defined as a relative tense
which places the reference time before an evaluation time, which is identified with the
utterance time in main clauses, and corresponds to the reference time of the matrix clause in
embedded clauses. The fact that -in- is a relative past tense with existential semantics
presents cross-linguistic evidence for the distinction between temporal anteriority operators,
especially perfect aspect and past tense (Bohnemeyer 2014), and refines the definition of
relative tense.
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Chapter 5

Temporal Interpretation of
Morphologically Tenseless Sentences and
Future Time Reference

5.1 Introduction
Atayal lacks an inflectional paradigm for tense, but has several aspectual affixes and
auxiliaries. I have argued in Chapters 2 and 3 that aspectually-unmarked predicates possess a
null neutral aspect, and that the auxiliaries cyux/nyux and wal are a progressive aspect and a
restricted type of perfect aspect, respectively; none of these markers restricts the reference
time with respect to the utterance time, and hence they do not encode tense in their
semantics. I have also argued in Chapter 4 that the affix -in- is best analyzed as a relative
existential past tense. This chapter proceeds to investigate the temporal interpretation of
morphologically tenseless sentences in Atayal, including sentences marked with the null
neutral aspect, the progressive aspect cyux/nyux, and perfective-perfect aspect wal. Given
that this chapter concerns the issue of tense and tenselessness, I use “temporal interpretation”
throughout the discussion in the narrow sense of referring to restrictions on reference time.
Although languages that allow sentences without overt temporal morphology are
unifiable by the absence of overt tense inflection, they are analyzed as tensed or tenseless (in
various senses) in the literature (Smith and Erbaugh 2005, J.-W. Lin 2006, Matthewson
2006, Bittner 2005, 2011, 2014, Bohnemeyer 2002, 2009, Tonhauser 2011a, Mucha 2013,
among many others). This emerging research therefore suggests some important theoretical
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questions to be considered: Are morphologically tenseless languages really heterogeneous?
What is empirical evidence for favoring a tensed analysis or a (different type of) tenseless
analysis? What are the consequences of a tenseless analysis for semantics-syntax mappings?
Atayal is also one of the morphologically tenseless languages and has been
considered to be tensed (Rau 1992), or tenseless (L. Huang 1993; Zeitoun et al. 1996; Maya
Yeh and S. Huang 2009b, S. Huang 2017, L. Huang and X.-S. Wu 2016) (see the review in
Chapter 1); yet there has been no thorough investigation of temporal interpretation across
lexical and viewpoint aspects. This chapter aims to fill this gap. I show that Atayal temporal
reference is either restricted to a non-future time interval or fully unrestricted, depending on
voice selection and the presence/absence of an overt aspect. I also provide evidence that this
temporal pattern cannot be explained by tense defaults induced by an aspect or be equated
with a mood distinction. For both empirical and conceptual reasons, I conclude that Atayal
has an independent tense system and is best analyzed as a tensed language.
Another empirical contribution of this chapter is on the temporal semantics of future
markings. I demonstrate that the prefix p- in actor-voice sentences and its null counterpart in
non-actor-voice sentences entail forward shifting, forming a mirror image of the existential
past tense -in-, while the auxiliary musa’ is compatible with predictions and (limited) present
epistemic interpretations; I also discuss C-reduplication of the prefix p- in actor-voice
sentences and the verb stem in non-actor-voice sentences. These findings support the
conclusion that Atayal is not a genuine tenseless language but one without overt pronominal
tense marking. The Atayal temporal system contributes to the ongoing debate about the
analysis of morphologically tenseless languages and has implications for the availability of
future time reference without marking cross-linguistically.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 assesses current analyses of
morphologically tenseless languages. Based on the assessment, Section 5.3 discusses the
predictions of tensed and tenseless analyses for Atayal. Section 5.4 examines the temporal
interpretation of Atayal sentences. Section 5.5 provides my analysis of sentences without
overt temporal marking, and Section 5.6 is dedicated to future time reference. Section 5.7
presents arguments against aspect-based and mood-based tenseless analyses for Atayal.
Section 5.8 concludes.
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5.2 Assessing tensed/tenseless analyses of
morphologically tenseless languages
This section reviews representative semantic analyses of morphologically tenseless
languages in the literature, in which I focus on empirical facts and arguments that motivate a
tensed or tenseless choice. The selection attempts to reflect different types of theoretical
approach, but does not line up with languages; for instance, Mandarin has received both a
tensed and tenseless analysis, but only the tenseless analyses proposed by Smith and Erbaugh
(2005) and J.-W. Lin (2006) are reviewed here.112 Moreover, since this work focuses on
issues of temporal semantics, this review does not include a syntactic approach in which a
tense (or inflection) projection is devoted to non-temporal properties such as case,
agreement, argument-licensing conditions, etc. (see for example Wiltschko 2003, Ritter and
Wiltschko 2005, 2014; see also Wiltschko 2014).
Table 5.1 gives a snapshot of this assessment with section references. Tenseless
analyses are divided into three types according to how temporal interpretation is argued to be
resolved in each analysis (also see the review in Tonhauser 2015, Bohnemeyer to appear).
Author’s claim

Representatives

Section reference

Tensed analysis

Matthewson (2006)

5.2.1

Smith and Erbaugh (2005); J.-

5.2.2

Aspect-based
Tenseless
analyses

Mood-based
Context-based

W. Lin (2006); Mucha (2013)
Bittner (2005, 2011, 2014, etc.)

5.2.3

Bohnemeyer (2002, 2009);

5.2.4	
  

Tonhauser (2011)

Table 5.1 Tensed and tenseless analyses of morphologically tenseless languages
Section 5.2.5 gives a summary, with a cursory remark on the mapping of temporal reference
to a syntactic tense node in the respective analyses. Based on the temporal restrictions
described for these morphologically tenseless languages, I generalize three types of variation
concerning the availability of future reference in Section 5.2.6.
112

See for example Sun (2014) and Sybesma (2003, 2017) for the tensed claim.
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5.2.1 A tensed analysis
Matthewson (2006) presents a formal tensed analysis of St’át’imcets (Lillooet Salish), based
on a grammatical restriction on the temporal interpretation of superficially tenseless
sentences: They can be interpreted as either past or present, as shown in (439), but cannot be
used to describe future eventualities, as shown by the incompatibility with future time
adverbs in (440). A future interpretation requires overt marking, for example by the clitic
kelh, as shown in (441).
(439)

sáy’sez’-lhkan.113
play-1SG.SUBJ
‘I played.’ / ‘I am playing.’

(440) * sáy’sez’-lhkan natcw

(St’át’imcets, Matthewson 2006: 676)
/zánucwem.

play-1SG.SUBJ one.day.away/next.year
Intended for ‘I will play tomorrow/next year.’ (St’át’imcets, Matthewson 2006: 677)
(441)

say’sez’-lhkán kelh
play-1SG.SUBJ kelh
‘*I played.’/ *‘I am playing.’/ ‘I will play.’

(St’át’imcets, Matthewson 2006: 678)

Note that the aspectual class of the predicate influences default interpretations in out-of-theblue contexts: Accomplishment and achievement predicates favor past tense interpretations,
states prefer present interpretations, and activity predicates show no strong preference either
way. However, as emphasized by Matthewson, the defaults can be overridden in contexts
with a salient reference time, and the generalization that should not be missed is that either
present or past interpretations are available without kelh for all the predicates.
Matthewson proposes that St’át’imcets sentences contain a covert tense morpheme,
which restricts the reference time to non-future. In the framework of analyzing tense as a
variable for the reference time, this restriction is achieved by defining the presupposition of
the tense variable as restricting its value to intervals no part of which follows the utterance

113

Abbreviations used in the St’át’imcets examples that are not in the glossary of this dissertation: SUBJ =
indicative subject, CONJ = conjunctive subject, DET = determiner, DIR = directive transitivizer.
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time (or an evaluation time). The lexical entry of the St’át’imcets covert tense is given
below:
(442)

TENSEi

g,c

is only defined if no part of g(i) is after tc. If defined,

TENSEi

g,c

= g(i).

(Matthewson 2006: 680)

The variable is presupposed to exclude future time reference, and receives its value from the
contextually determined assignment function.
As for future time reference, Matthewson proposes that kelh is not a tense but an
overt spell-out of the temporal precedence predicate

WOLL,

originally proposed for

will/would in English (Abusch 1985); the denotation of kelh is given in (443) (with
quantification over possible worlds omitted), which combines with the null tense morpheme
to receive either will- or would-readings.
(443)

kelh = 𝜆P  ∈  D<i,st>. 𝜆t. 𝜆w. ∃t’ [t < t' & P(t')(w) = 1]

(Matthewson 2006: 691)

The key evidence for this is that when in a clause embedded under a past reference time, kelh
allows readings either like English will or like English would:
(444)

tsut

tu7 kw s-Susan

i

say

tu7

when.PST two-3CONJ week

DET NOM-Susan

ánwas-as

xetspásq’et lhel

lhkúnsa [ kw s-lhwál-en-as

kelh ta

now

kelh

DET NOM-leave-DIR-3ERG

kwtámts-s-a

l-ku

from

DET

pála7 xetspásq’et ]

husband-3POSS-DET in-DET one

week

‘Susan said 2 weeks ago that she’ll leave her husband in one week from now/would
leave him one week from then.’

(St’át’imcets, Matthewson 2006: 689)

The tensed analysis correctly accounts for the impossibility of future readings of bare
sentences like (440) and for “past future” readings like (444), which are otherwise puzzles in
a tenseless analysis, in which no restriction is imposed on the reference time.
The non-future tense only differs from English tense morphemes in that it is
phonologically covert, and semantically less restrictive than the English past tense. The
analysis has been extended to other superficially tenseless languages that also possess
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(different) rigid restrictions on reference time: Gitxsan (Tsimshianic) (Jóhannsdóttir and
Matthewson 2007), Blackfoot (Reis Silva and Matthewson 2007), Mandarin (Sun 2014), and
Tlingit (Na-Dene) (Cable 2017).

5.2.2 Aspect-based tenseless analyses
A group of morphologically tenseless languages are described as exhibiting certain default
temporal interpretations brought about by aspectual information. These languages are argued
to be tenseless on the basis that temporal reference can be predicted by the use of aspect
without appealing to a covert tense. Proposals along these lines nevertheless differ in how
aspectual information induces default tenses, and in their analytic details of how to capture
the full range of temporal interpretations.
Based on facts in Mandarin and Navajo (Na-Dené), Smith and her colleagues (Smith
and Erbaugh 2005, Smith et al. 2003, 2007, Smith 2007, 2008) propose that aspectual
information allows inferences of temporal reference, regarded as default temporal
interpretations. The aspectual information that is argued to play the most important role is
“boundedness” of events. Boundedness depends on viewpoint aspect and/or situation type
(i.e., Aktionsart): Bounded events are temporally closed, while unbounded ones are
ongoing.114 Moreover, three general pragmatic principles are posited to derive the temporal
inferences:
(445)

a.

Deictic Principle: Situations are located with respect to Speech Time.

b.

Bounded Event Constraint: Bounded events are not located in the Present.

c.

Simplicity Principle of Interpretation: Choose the interpretation that requires
the least information added or inferred.

(Smith 2007: 230)

How do these principles work? The Deictic Principle states that the situations expressed in
sentences are located in relation to the speech time. Nevertheless, while unbounded events
are interpreted as present by default, the Bounded Event Constraint excludes a bounded event
from being located at the speech time, based on the rationale that a bounded event in its

114

For instance, see Chapter 3 for how the notion of boundedness is exploited to define the eventuality in
the scope of the perfective-perfect wal.
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entirety would go beyond the present moment. 115 Yet the Simplicity Principle of
Interpretation further constrains the default of a bounded event to be past rather than future
because the future has additional modality, and is hence deemed more complex than the past.
The two resulting default patterns are summarized in (446).
(446)

a.

Unbounded situations are located in the present: by the Deictic Principle

b.

Bounded events are located in the past: by the Bounded Event Constraint and
the Simplicity Principle

To illustrate, sentences with an imperfective/progressive viewpoint are unbounded and
interpreted as present by default; sentences with a perfective are bounded and have a default
past tense. As for sentences that have no overt viewpoint aspect, another principle in (447) is
proposed to provide the inference of (un)boundedness. The temporal schema of the situation
referred to in (447) is comprised of three features, dynamicity, telicity, and durativity of
events, and is assumed to be “similar but not identical” across languages (Smith 2008: 243).
(447)

Temporal Schema Principle: Interpret zero-marked clauses according to the temporal
schema of the situation expressed.

(Smith et al. 2007: 61)

Last, it is a crucial assumption of this theory that these default temporal interpretations can
be overridden when there is explicit or contextual temporal information to the contrary.
As with Smith, J.-W. Lin (2003, 2006) reaches a similar conclusion that Mandarin is
tenseless in the sense that various factors other than tense morphemes, such as temporal
adverbials, modal verbs, and especially aspectual morphemes, determine the temporal
interpretation of sentences. Lin also argues that viewpoint aspect gives rise to default tense:
Sentences with an imperfective morpheme, like the progressive maker zai in (448)a, have a
present interpretation, whereas sentences with a perfective, such as the marker -le in (448)b,
have a past interpretation.
(448)

a.

Lisi zai

xi-zao.

Lisi

take-bath

PROG

‘Lisi is taking a bath.’

(Mandarin, J.-W. Lin 2006: 16)

115

Smith cites Kamp and Reyle (1993), Lyons (1977), and Giorgi and Pianesi (1997) for motivating this
principle; an earlier formulation also includes Bennett and Partee (1978).
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b.

Lisi zuo-le

yi-ge qishi

dangao.

Lisi make-ASP one-CL cheese cake
‘Lisi has made a cheese cake.’

(Mandarin, J.-W. Lin 2006: 12)

As for sentences without overt viewpoint aspect, Lin incorporates Bohnemeyer and Swift’s
(2004) theory of event realization, according to which the telicity of events determines
default viewpoint aspect: Atelic predicates like the stative verb in (449)a have a covert
imperfective aspect by default, whereas telic predicates like the resultative verb compound in
(449)b have a covert perfective aspect.
(449)

a.

Zhangsan Ø

hen

Zhangsan

very busy

IPFV

mang.

‘Zhangsan is very busy.’
b.

Zhangsan Ø

dapuo yi-ge heaping.

Zhangsan

break one-CL vase

PFV

‘Zhangsan broke a vase.’

(Mandarin, J.-W. Lin 2006: 3)

However, J.-W. Lin differs from Smith in the method of deriving the default tense
interpretations. Instead of resorting to pragmatic constraints, J.-W. Lin argues that the
perfective aspect -le (and the covert perfective with telic predicates) encodes both (relative)
past tense and perfective aspect: As given in (450), the perfective aspect additionally encodes
a tense component as part of its semantics, that is, a precedence relation between the topic
time tTop (i.e., reference time) and the evaluation time t0.116
(450)

Perfective aspect =: λP<i, t> λtTop λt0 ∃t [t ⊆ tTop ∧ P(t) ∧ tTop < t0] (J.-W. Lin 2006: 6)

With a default rule that assigns the speech time as the value of the evaluation time at the root

116

This is Lin’s first version of the perfective -le; he later revises its semantics as (i) (p. 15), which says that
the time of the event’s development (i.e., the inner stage) is included within the tTop which in turn precedes the
evaluation time t0, whereas the time of the result state includes a time tana, an anaphor-like variable that needs to
be bound or given a value from context.
(i)
le = λP<i, t> λtTop λt0 ∃t [P(t) ∧ Istage (t, P) ⊆ tTop ∧ tTop < t0 ∧ tana ⊆ Rstate (t, P)]
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level, this analysis thus accounts for the past interpretation of perfective sentences.117 The
default rule also assigns the speech time to the topic time of imperfective aspect when uttered
without context; if there is a past time adverb, the time denoted by this temporal adverb then
fills in the topic time variable, yielding a past interpretation. J.-W. Lin claims that the
analysis is tenseless in the sense that the language does not need an overt tense projection;
nevertheless, since his proposal for the marker -le has a built-in tense semantics, according to
Matthewson (2006: 707), the language qualifies as possessing a grammatical element that
restricts the reference time to the past, which just happens to be encoded into a single node
with aspectual features (see also Tonhauser 2015).
Mucha (2013), following Smith and Erbaugh (2005) and Smith et al. (2003, 2007),
argues that tense interpretations in Hausa (Chadic, Afro-Asiatic) also arise as strong but
cancellable pragmatic inferences from grammatical aspect marking. Viewpoint aspects are
obligatorily marked in Hausa, and induce clear preferences regarding tense interpretation:
Sentences marked for continuous aspect are interpreted in the present and those marked for
completive aspect get past interpretations by default, as shown in (451).
(451)

a.

Bashir ya-nā ̀

wā̀ sā.118

Bashir 3SG.M-CONT

play

‘Bashir is playing.’
b.

Bashir yā

yi wā̀ sā.

Bashir 3SG.M-COMPL do play
‘Bashir played.’

(Hausa, Mucha 2013: 382)

It is worth noting that Hausa is reported to differ from Mandarin in allowing future reference
time without special marking. Both Smith (2007: 239) and J.-W. Lin (2003: 265) state that
future time in Mandarin must be overtly marked, most often by the auxiliary/modal hui.119 120

117

Rubinstein and Hashimoto (2010) however argue that the perfective aspect in Mandarin does not encode
past tense readings based on the finding that both back-shifted and simultaneous interpretations are available for
perfective sentences embedded under a matrix predicate.
118
Extra abbreviations used for the following Hausa examples: COMPL = completive, M = masculine. Also,
long vowels are indicated by macrons, low tones are marked with graves and high tones are not indicated.
119
Other strategies include other future modals and future-oriented verbs (Smith and Erbaugh 2005: 730731).
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By contrast, tenseless sentences in Hausa can receive all types of reference times in
appropriate contexts, as illustrated by the imperfective sentences in (452).
(452)

Su-nā̀

màganā̀ .

3PL-CONT talk
‘They were talking.’ / ‘They are talking.’ / ‘They will be talking.’
√ Past context: What were Audu and Binta doing yesterday when you called
them?
√ Present context: What are Audu and Binta doing right now?
√ Future context: What will Audu and Binta be doing when I come tomorrow
morning?

(Hausa, Mucha 2013: 388)

Based on examples like (451)-(452), Mucha analyzes Hausa as semantically tenseless, with
much of the temporal interpretation carried by aspect. Interestingly, the (un)availability of
future reference time in Hausa vs. Mandarin casts doubt on a general pragmatic principle like
(445)c above: Why can an appropriate future discourse context override the default in Hausa
but not in Mandarin (or St'át'imcets)? An empirical question is to what extent the two
languages differ in allowing future interpretations without grammatical future marking. It is
noteworthy that Hausa also possesses a future form, which is analyzed as a modal plus a
prospective operator, and according to Mucha (2015), the future form is obligatory when
sentences combine with a future time adverb in out-of-the-blue contexts (p. 63) and even
preferred in general in future contexts (p. 203). Mucha (2015: 203) suggests that it is possible
that “the availability of future readings stems from the grammatical fact that prospective and
imperfective aspect are in complementary distribution in Hausa.” In the end she is inclined to
the proposal that languages tend to provide grammatical markers for future interpretation.
Regarding formal representation, Mucha posits a free variable denoting the reference
time in the structure of Hausa, whose value wholly depends on a contextually defined
assignment function.121 This formulation implies that tenseless languages like Hausa and
120

Sun (2014) argues that the constraint that future modals are obligatorily present for future reference time
(i.e., that tenseless sentences are restricted to non-future times) in Mandarin supports extending Matthewson’s
(2006) covert tense analysis to Mandarin.
121
As argued by Mucha (2013: 393-4), assuming a time variable is conceptually favorable for a full
extensional system, and empirically better accounts for ambiguity between simultaneous and back-shifted
readings in sequence-of-tense environments in Hausa.
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tensed languages like English or St’át’imcets differ only minimally, in whether the RT
variable is underspecified or restricted by tense features.

5.2.3 Mood-based tenseless analyses
Research on languages that obligatorily encode mood rather than tense inflections provides
another variety of tenseless analyses. Kalaallisut/West Greenlandic (Inuit) is argued to be
tenseless by Shaer (2003) and Bittner (2005, 2007, 2008, 2011, 2014) by virtue of the idea
that temporality can be inferred from mood.122 According to Bittner, verbs in Kalaallisut are
only inflected for mood and verbal agreement but not tense. Mood inflections in Kalaallisut
are divided into fact-oriented and prospect-oriented moods. The former include declarative,
interrogative, and habitual moods, which assert that the eventuality denoted by the verb
qualifies as a fact in the speech world from the perspective of the speech act, termed a
“currently verifiable fact”. To be reported as a fact, a point event (i.e., an atomic event) must
have already happened (e.g., waking up), while a state or a process event (i.e., a non-atomic
event) must have at least begun (e.g., sleeping or chess playing) (Bittner 2007: 381, 2014:
274); thus the temporality of verifiable eventualities is constrained to non-future reference
times (Bittner 2014: 273). As for the prospect-oriented moods, imperative, optative, and
hypothetical moods all express current prospects that are not verifiable, and therefore they
only introduce future eventualities. (453)-(454) give an example of fact-oriented and
prospect-oriented moods respectively.
(453)

Ole

sulivoq.

Ole

suli-pu-q.

Ole

work-DEC-3SG

‘Ole is working.’ or ‘Ole worked.’
(454)

(Kalaallisut, Bittner 2014: 275)

(Aqagu) uterina!
(aqagu) utir-gi-na
(tomorrow) return-IMP-2SG
‘Return (tomorrow)!’

(Kalaallisut, Bittner 2011: 158)

122

See Hayashi and Spreng (2005) for arguments that another Inuit language, Inuktitut, is not tenseless.
Hayashi (2011) and Hayashi and Oshima (2015) show that Inuktitut has a multiple-past tense system.
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Future reference times for verifiable eventualities (i.e., sentences that are not marked
by the prospect-oriented moods) are overtly marked by a set of morphemes in the scope of a
fact-oriented mood, as exemplified in (455). Bittner (2005) argues that these morphemes are
stative predicates that refer to mental states of future-oriented attitudes—expectation, desire,
hope, dread, intent, plan, etc.: for instance, -ssa ‘expect(ed), desire(d)’, -niar ‘intend, be
going to’, -jumaar ‘be likely, be going to’, -qina ‘be liable to’, -ssangatit ‘expect to’, -qqu
‘want to’, etc.
(455)

Ole nuannaassaaq.
Ole nuannaar-ssa-pu-q
Ole happy-expected-DEC-3SG
Ole will be happy.

(Kalaallisut, Bittner 2014: 279)

Bittner provides several arguments that the future-oriented statives are derivational,
including that they do not form grammatical paradigms, are not obligatory in finite clauses,
and can co-occur, e.g., -niar-unar gives ‘be likely to intend to’ (Bittner 2005: 355) (also see
Shaer 2003). Furthermore, in her examination of five Kalaallisut texts translated from
English, Bittner (2005) shows that nearly thirty morphemes in Kalaallisut are used to
translate the English future uses of will/would and is/was going to, among which the main
strategy is these prospective stative predicates.
On the basis of the fact that future-oriented attitude statives are not tense morphemes
and the proposal that moods presuppose both reality/irreality and temporality (i.e., verifiable
eventualities are in fact-oriented moods and involve non-future time reference), Bittner
contends that Kalaallisut is a tenseless language.123 Note that in Bittner’s proposal, the
temporal indeterminacy of non-future reference time also depends on the aspectual type of
predicates and how it interacts with the topic time (i.e., reference time), which can be an
instant (i.e., the speech time, right now), or a “period” (i.e., a non-instantaneous interval)
(Bittner 2008), and hence it is actually a mix of a mood-based and an aspect-based proposal;
see Shaer (2003) for a similar idea. Both authors also reach the same conclusion that
123

The Kalaallisut temporal pattern in fact only partially follows from the mood distinction, since those
future-oriented attitude statives such as the one in (455) use the declarative mood, but give rise to future rather
than non-future interpretations. The non-future vs. future strategy in the declarative mood gives a picture very
similar to St’át’imcets’s temporal system; yet according to Bittner, future-oriented statives are present mental
states about prospective facts.
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temporal reference in Kalaallisut can be resolved without involving any element in the
syntactic representation denoting the reference time.

5.2.4 Discourse-based tenseless analyses
Yucatec Maya (Mayan) also receives a tenseless analysis in Bohnemeyer (2002, 2009), but
Bohnemeyer doesn’t resort to mood but to contextual determination of reference times,
which in turn depends on the semantics of aspect and modal operators. According to
Bohnemeyer, the language has a set of two prefixes marking (im)perfectivity, and 13
preverbal stative predicates, together termed “aspect-mood” (AM) markers (each of which
selects a particular verb conjugation), and these markers encode aspectual (aspectual AM),
modal (modal AM), and temporal distance distinctions (distance AM). Bohnemeyer (2002: 9,
329; 2009: 104) states that all the AM markers in principle can be used in past, present, or
future contexts, with the perfective prefix being one salient exception to this generalization.
The perfective prefix is incompatible with future time reference except in conditional
antecedents; in order to refer perfectively to an event in the future, one of the modal AM
predicates must be selected. Bohnemeyer argues that the perfective marker entails “event
realization”, which says that the runtime of a subpart of the described event is included in the
reference time (see Bohnemeyer and Swift 2004). However, the realization of events in the
future cannot simply be treated as facts in Yucatec Maya. As a result, the speaker is expected
to indicate his/her modal commitment towards the future event (e.g., confidence, evidence,
or intention). This restriction is formulated as the “Modal Commitment Constraint” below.124
(456)

Modal Commitment Constraint: The realization of events in the (deictic or
anaphoric) future cannot be asserted or questioned as fact. Assertions and questions
regarding the future realization of events require specification of a modal attitude on
the part of the speaker.

(Bohnemeyer 2009: 109)

As for sentences containing the other AM predicates, Bohnemeyer suggests that they are
stative, serving to “assert, deny, or question the result state of the event or the state of the
124

Bohnemeyer notes that the distinction between future (with a modal predicate) and non-future (with the
perfective prefix) events should be regarded as modality rather than temporal reference for the reason that
‘modal predicates in their turn are not restricted to future time reference’ (Bohnemeyer 2002: 10).
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target event’s immediacy, recency, or remoteness” rather than the realization of the event
(Bohnemeyer 2009: 109); therefore, they occur freely with any reference time.
In short, Bohnemeyer (2009) proposes that the determination of topic times (i.e.,
reference times) in relation to the utterance time in Yucatec is simply a special case of
temporal anaphora that is not realized by tense, but relies on viewpoint aspect, modal
operators, adverbials, lexical and compositional semantics, and even world knowledge etc.
The reference times selected in a given discourse context are preferred to be identical to or
include either the utterance time, calendrical time (e.g., at 5.28 pm., on May 8, 2002), or an
event time described in the discourse. Typically, perfective aspect triggers temporal
progression while non-perfective introduces a state to the discourse whose runtime includes
the topic time; Bohnemeyer further argues that these effects are defeasible conversational
implicatures.
A context-dependent tenseless analysis is also proposed for Paraguayan Guaraní
(Tupí-Guaraní) in Tonhauser (2011). As illustrated by Tonhauser, although Paraguayan
Guaraní appears to exhibit a non-future restriction for unmarked predicates, there are certain
environments in which futurity is freely referred to. As exemplified in (457), verbs only
marked for person and number information (which can be interpreted as perfective or
imperfective) are compatible with past and present but not future time reference.
(457)

a-jahu.125
A1SG-bathe

‘I was bathing.’ (answer to ‘What were you doing yesterday when I called you?’)
‘I am bathing.’ (answer to ‘What are you doing right now?’)
#‘I am going to bathe.’ (answer to ‘What are you going to be doing tomorrow at
10?’)

(Paraguayan Guaraní, Tonhauser 2011a: 260)

However, certain matrix clauses in Paraguayan Guaraní can have future temporal reference:
conjoined clauses with the first conjunct marked with the prospective marker -ta, as given in
(458), and clauses modified by a because-clause that is marked with the prospective marker re ‘for’, as given in (459). Subordinate clauses are generally compatible with future time
125

An extra abbreviation used in the Paraguayan Guaraní examples is PROSP for prospective aspect, and “A”
in these examples marks a set of prefixes for transitive subjects and some intransitive subjects, in contrast to the
marking for intransitive subjects and possessors in the language.
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reference: the protases of conditionals, temporal adjunct clauses, the complement clause of
modals, some complement clauses, and relative clauses.
(458)

Context: Friends are waiting for me in the next city over. I’m running late and call
them:
A-jahú-ta

ha

(upéi) a-jupi

A1SG-bathe-PROSP

and (then)

kolektívo-pe.

A1SG-get.on

bus-at

‘I’m going to shower and then I’ll get on the bus.’
(Paraguayan Guaraní, Tonhauser 2011a: 273)
(459)

Context: It’s morning and the speaker is talking about a goose walking past her and
the addressee.
Ja’ú-ta-re

ko

gánso ko’ẽro,

A1PL.INCL-eat-PROSP-for

this goose tomorrow

a-juka

ko

ka’arú-pe.

A1SG-kill

this afternoon-at

‘Since we are going to eat this goose tomorrow, I will kill it this afternoon.’
(Paraguayan Guaraní, Tonhauser 2011a: 274)
Tonhauser argues that postulating a covert non-future tense in the non-initial conjunct
in (458) or the matrix clause in (459) as well as subordinate clauses would fail to give a
future interpretation, and that even if we assume that the non-future tense is not absolute but
relative to the time of the first conjunct in (458), or to the time of the event shifted by the
prospective aspect in the because-clause in (459), the non-future tense would give unattested
past-in-the-future or past interpretations.
Ultimately, Tonhauser opts for a tenseless analysis, which I briefly summarize as
follows. First, bare verbs denote relations between times; for instance, in the lexical entry for
the verb a-jahu ‘bathe’, the AT relation holds between the reference time t' and the event
time t at which the speaker sp bathes in world w.126
(460)

a-jahu ⇒ λw λt’ λt [AT(t’, bathe’(sp, w, t))] (P. Guaraní, Tonhauser 2011a: 265)

126

The AT relation encodes the various ways in which the event time and the reference time temporally
overlap; see Condoravdi (2002).
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In the final translation of the clause, an interpretation rule identifies the reference time as a
temporal anaphor that is resolved to contextually available antecedent reference times trt;
applying the rule to (460) results in (461):
(461)

∃t (AT(trt, bathe’(sp, w0, t)))

(Paraguayan Guaraní, Tonhauser 2011a: 288)

Consequently, any contextually given reference time can be the antecedent, and the temporal
reference of subordinate clauses is either related to the utterance time or depends on the
matrix eventuality time. However, in order to explain the non-future restriction in sentences
like (457), Tonhauser stipulates a condition, in which future interpretations are exclusively
realized by prospective modals and moods. The future interpretation without prospective
operators in (458) and (459) relies on a special constructional rule, which specifies that the
second conjunct is temporally located in a time shortly after the future eventuality time of the
first conjunct. In short, this analysis assumes no temporal argument in the structure; it is
argued that only context and temporal adverbials restrict temporal reference, and thus
Paraguayan Guaraní is claimed to be tenseless.127
To compare, while Yucatec Maya and Paraguayan Guaraní are both argued to have a
contextual anaphor denoting the reference time, their overall temporal pattern differs in how
available future time reference is: In all non-perfective sentences for the former, but in
limited contexts for the latter, and the special constraint that the author proposes for each
language is not equally applicable to the other. An important question also arises regarding
the status of Tonhauser’s contextual anaphor in the semantic composition of a sentence:
While it is claimed to not be a tense (hence leading to tenseless conclusions), it still signals
that anchoring the event time to the utterance time or a contextual reference time becomes
relevant at a certain stage of the semantic composition. For this reason, there is a necessity to
include the anaphor in the formula (as for example in (461)); this however weakens the
tenseless claim, as the contextual anaphor is essentially very similar to a covert tense that
denotes reference time.

127

Thomas (2012, 2014b) argues that the morpheme -kue, whose cognate is analyzed as a terminative aspect
by Tonhauser (2006, 2007), is a relative past tense in a closely related language Mbyá Guaraní. This constitutes
one of his arguments that Mbyá (and potentially Paraguayan Guaraní) is a tensed language.
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5.2.5 Summary
We have seen that morphologically tenseless languages are not alike, empirically or
analytically. Table 5.2 modifies Table 5.1 by adding a column about whether a tense variable
is assumed to be present in the syntax (Logical Form) under the respective analyses.
Semantics
tensed

Syntax

Representative analysis

null T (presupposed RT)

Matthewson (2006)

no T

?

null T (free RT)

Mucha (2013)

aspect-based
tenseless

Smith and Erbaugh (2005);
J.-W. Lin (2006)

mood-based
discourse-based

no T

Bittner (2005, 2011, 2014)
Bohnemeyer (2002, 2009);
Tonhauser (2011)

Table 5.2 Analyses of morphologically tenseless languages (revised)
If a language exhibits a temporal reference restriction such as the one in St’át’imcets, it will
follow that there is a null tense in the syntactic representation (unless there is evidence to the
contrary), assuming a theory that allows covert elements. A semantically tensed language
without a tense node does not appear to have been proposed explicitly in the literature, but
Lin’s (2006) proposal for the Mandarin verbal marker -le could be to an implicit instance of
this type of analysis given that it in essence bundles temporal semantics into an aspect head.
Languages that have a prominent aspect/mood system may be analyzed as having
temporal restrictions induced from an aspect or mood distinction, as presented in Smith and
Erbaugh (2005) and J.-W. Lin (2006) for Mandarin, and in Bittner (2005, 2007, 2008, 2011,
2014) for Kalaallisut, respectively. Nevertheless, adopting this approach would crucially
depend upon whether temporal interpretations are fully predictable from an aspect/mood
distinction; after all, having a prominent aspect/mood system is in principle not in conflict
with having a tense system.
Lastly, for a language that arguably possesses no systematic grammatical restriction
on the reference time, one has either the option of hypothesizing a null tense which lacks a
presuppositional feature that semantically restricts the location of the reference time, as
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argued by Mucha (2013) for Hausa, or of hypothesizing that the reference time is introduced
by the context, as argued by Bohnemeyer (2009) for Yucatec Maya, and Tonhauser (2011)
for Paraguayan Guaraní. Note however that within these languages, only Hausa presents a
comparatively free temporal system;128 tenseless proposals for the other languages are thus
analytic options for a split temporal system (i.e., one that exhibits no restriction on reference
times in some contexts but a certain restriction in other contexts).
A similar implementation of a free variable in syntax is adopted by Bochnak (2016)
for Washo (Hokan/isolate), a language whose temporal reference is independent from aspect
(p. 252), and which neither resembles Mandarin nor Hausa. Morphologically tenseless
clauses in Washo are in general restricted to non-future temporal reference, but future
interpretations are available in certain environments: planning contexts, conditional protases,
and conjoined clauses marked by a special sequential morpheme -ud. Considering that future
reference is not systematically absent, Bochnak also proposes a covert tense without a
restriction on the reference time like Mucha but specifies that only reference times on the
subsets of histories that are already settled can be referred to, 129 hence explaining the
majority non-future interpretations. As for the contexts available for future interpretations,
they are argued to be licensed by a (silent) modal operator or a temporal precedence relation
in the morpheme -ud. Washo thus presents another analytic option for a fully underspecified
tense variable.

5.2.6 Varied availability of future interpretations
According to the review above, all the morphologically tenseless languages except for
St’át’imcets have been argued to be tenseless for different empirical or conceptual reasons. Is
tenselessness simply a heterogeneous semantic category that cannot be unified? Meanwhile,
Matthewson (2006) addresses the question whether a tensed analysis is able to extend to
other morphologically tenseless languages. If so we would expect that many morphologically
tenseless languages are not truly tenseless languages. Indeed in most of the reported
128

Other languages that are described to freely allow any temporal interpretations for morphologically
tenseless sentences are Javanese (Austronesian, Vander Klok and Matthewson 2015: 174-5) and Northern
Paiute (Uto-Aztecan, Toosarvandani 2016: 863).
129
This is based on a branching times model of temporal and modal reference (Thomason 1970, 1984),
where the past is settled but the future is not.
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languages, we see that the non-future/future distinction appears to be a recurring feature, but
what is noteworthy is that the distinction is not systematically present in some languages.
Tentatively aligning the claimed tenseless languages in terms of whether and to what
extent they allow future time reference without additional marking gives us the picture
shown in Table 5.3. St’át’imcets represents the negative end, and Hausa the positive end,
with Mandarin and Kalaallisut closely resembling St’át’imcets (see fns. 120 and 123),
whereas Washo, Paraguayan Guaraní, and Yucatec Maya serve as examples of languages
which meet the criterion only partially as they possess the non-future restriction in some
environments but not in others.
Languages

Reported temporal restriction

Future RT obligatorily encoded by

St’át’imcets

non-future/future

prospective modals

Mandarin

non-future/future

prospective modals

Kalaallisut

non-future/future

prospective stative predicates

non-future/future (most contexts)

prospective modals

free RT

N/A

Paraguayan

non-future/future (most contexts)

prospective modals

Guaraní

free RT

N/A

non-future/future (perfective)

modal predicates

free RT

N/A

free RT

N/A

Washo

Yucatec Maya
Hausa

Table 5.3 Temporal restriction in some morphologically tenseless languages
Under the assumption that tenses denote presuppositional features that restrict
reference time variables (Heim 1994, Kratzer 1998), Matthewson (2006) and Mucha (2013)
have suggested that languages like St’át’imcets can have a null tense that carries a
presupposition and those like Hausa can have a null tense that is fully underspecified.
Interestingly, those languages that exhibit a non-future time restriction in some but not all
environments have all been argued to be tenseless, either without tense or with a fully
underspecified tense, where the non-future time restriction is explained by a general ban on
referring to the future without a prospective aspect or modal (Bohnemeyer 2009, Tonhauser
2011a, Bochnak 2016); meanwhile, special rules or independent constraints are proposed for
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the futurity of constructions that have no prospective aspect or modal. Yet if future reference
times are restricted by a general constraint, we would not expect languages like Hausa.
Logically, there are several other alternatives for this type of language under a
presuppositional analysis; to give a few: A tensed analysis, in which the (un)availability of
future interpretations is explained independently, and a split analysis with a tense variable
underspecified for reference time as well as one that carries a presupposition. I will show that
Atayal possesses a different version of the split temporality, which is not straightforwardly
accounted for by any of the tenseless analyses being proposed in the literature but motivates
a tensed alternative.

5.3 Predictions of tensed and tenseless analyses
Before moving to the Atayal data, let me briefly discuss predictions for Atayal based on the
review of the various analyses so far.
(462)

Predictions of a tensed analysis
If Atayal is a tensed language, we expect that the temporal reference of a sentence is
restricted to either non-future times like in St’át’imcets (which is also the dominant
pattern attested across morphologically tenseless languages), or possibly to other
intervals comparable to those in tensed languages (e.g., past/non-past, cf. (Comrie
1985, S. Chung and Timberlake 1985).

(463)

Predictions of tenseless analyses
(a)

If Atayal possesses a free tense variable as in Hausa or Washo, or no tense
variable as in Yucatec Maya or Paraguayan Guaraní, we predict the absence of
temporal restrictions. Apparent temporal restrictions may arise due to context,
temporal inference based on other grammatical strategies or pragmatic
principles. Note that however, as reviewed above, the prediction is not even
fully borne out in those languages except Hausa, as most of them possess
some restriction to non-future readings.

(b)

If Atayal is an aspect-prominent language along the lines proposed by Smith
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and Erbaugh (2005) or J.-W. Lin (2006), the temporal reference of an aspectmarked sentence will follow boundedness, and that of an unmarked sentence
will be fully predicted by one of the aspectual components, for example
Aktionsart or dynamicity.
(c)

If Atayal is a mood-prominent language along the lines proposed by Bittner
(2005, 2011, 2014), we predict a mood distinction systematically induces a
certain temporal restriction.

In the following two sections, I will show that Atayal temporal reference is predicted by a
tensed analysis in some contexts and by the first type of tenseless analysis in other contexts.

5.4 Temporal reference in Atayal
This section examines the temporal reference of sentences with (a) aspectually unmarked
predicates, (b) progressive-marked predicates, and (c) perfective-perfect-marked predicates. I
will show that all the predicates in principle can receive past or present interpretations
without special marking. Reference to future time, however, requires overt marking on all
types of predicates except for aspectually unmarked predicates that have a non-actor voice.
In other words, morphological strategies for future reference in Atayal vary with voice when
the predicate is aspectually unmarked.

5.4.1 Sentences containing aspectually-unmarked predicates
Recall that every indicative sentence in Atayal is marked by one of the four voices: actor
voice (-)m-/Ø, patient voice -un, locative voice -an, or circumstantial voice s- (assuming that
the actor voice can have a zero form; see Tseng (1989), L. Huang (2000), but can be
aspectually unmarked). 130 As argued in Chapter 2, aspectually unmarked predicates take a
null neutral aspect if they are eventive, which outputs a predicate of times, while stative
predicates are predicates of times by themselves. Note that the eventive/stative distinction
130

My discussion of temporal reference is restricted to indicative sentences. Sentences with hortative,
imperative, negative or other similar markers use a different set of voice affixes and will be briefly discussed in
Section 5.7.2.
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does not align with voice distinctions: Stative predicates are mostly in the actor voice (i.e.,
they do not have an alternating voice form), while eventives are either in the actor voice or a
non-actor voice depending on their argument structure (S. Huang 2005, S. Chen 2007; Maya
Yeh 2013).131 In the following, I examine the temporal interpretation of sentences that
contain actor-voice and non-actor-voice predicates in turn, noting the eventive/stative
distinction at the same time.
5.4.1.1 Aspectually unmarked predicates in the actor voice
Sentences containing unmarked predicates in the actor voice can be interpreted as either past
or present but not future. Future interpretations require overt marking, either morphologically
by prefixing p-, or with the auxiliary musa’. Note that p- and musa’ differ in temporality and
in the modality type that they encode, to be discussed in Section 5.6.3.132 I illustrate this
pattern with stative predicates first: (464)-(465) exemplify a stage-level state and (466)-(467)
an individual-level state. (464) is accepted in past and present contexts, but rejected in a
future context, whereas (465) is accepted only in the future context.
(464)

m-’uy=saku’

la.

AV-tired=1SG.ABS

PRT

(Stage-level state)

‘I was tired.’ / ‘I am tired.’ / ≠‘I will be tired.’
Accepted: Past context: You’re telling your friend how you were yesterday because
you worked really hard: “I was tired.”
Accepted: Present context: “Are you okay?” “I’m tired.”
Rejected: Future context: (Uttered when the speaker is not tired) “Can you please not
ask me to work later? I will be tired.”
(465)

p-k-’uy=saku’

la.

fut.AV-STA-tired=1SG.ABS

PRT

(Stage-level state)

≠ ‘I was tired.’ / ≠ ‘I am tired.’ / ‘I will be tired.’
Rejected: Past context: You’re telling your friend how you were yesterday because
131

The actor-voice/non-actor-voice distinction in eventives has been argued to be one between intransitive
and transitive (e.g., Liao 2004, S. Huang and M. Tanangkingsing 2011).
132
In the following examples, p- and musa’ are presented in a parallel fashion simply for the purpose of
contrasting with predicates without them. I will give the form that the speaker volunteered first, and if the other
form is accepted it is placed next; however, a complete paradigm of data for both forms is not yet available.
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you worked really hard: “I was tired.”
Rejected: Present context: “Are you okay?” “I’m tired.”
Accepted: Future context: (Uttered when the speaker is not tired) “Can you please
not ask me to work later? I will be tired.”
(466)

baytunux

balay hiya’.

beautiful.AV

truly

(Individual-level state)

3SG.N

‘She was very beautiful.’ / ‘She is very beautiful.’ / ≠ ‘She will be very beautiful.’
Accepted: Past context: You tell your grandsons that their grandma was very
beautiful.
Accepted: Present context: (You are talking about Ciwas). She is very beautiful.
Rejected: Future context: Grandma sees her granddaughter for the first time and
predicts that she will be beautiful.
(467)

musa’ baytunux
FUT

balay qu

beautiful.AV truly

ABS

Rimuy.

(Individual-level state)

Rimuy

≠ ‘Rimuy was very beautiful.’ / ≠ ‘Rimuy is very beautiful.’ / ‘Rimuy will be very
beautiful.’
Rejected: Past context: You tell your grandsons that their grandma was very
beautiful.
Rejected: Present context: (You are talking about Ciwas). She is very beautiful.
Accepted: Future context: Grandma sees her granddaughter for the first time and
predicts that she will be beautiful.
Note that when uttered out of the blue, the preferred interpretation for unmarked
stative sentences is present; this can be illustrated by the consultant’s comments in
translation tasks from Atayal to Mandarin; for example the Mandarin translation of (468)
indicates through a present-time adverb that the state holds at the utterance time.
(468)

m-kilux balay kayal=nya’.
AV-hot

truly sky=3SG.GEN

天氣/東西很熱。(‘It’s

hot.’)

Consultant: “Something is hot or the weather is hot, at this moment [當下].”
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Past interpretations are nevertheless available in a past discourse context, as in (469)
(see also (464) and (466)), or with a past time adverbial, as in (470).
(469)

Context: You ask your friend why he was absent in the meeting yesterday, “swa’ su’
ini’ uwah shira’? (‘Why didn’t you come yesterday?’). He replies:
nway

kiy! yaqih hi’=maku’

DEON.POS PRT

bad

gaw!

body=1SG.GEN

PRT

‘Sorry! I was sick (lit. My body was bad).’
(470)

baytunux

balay sa

beautiful.AV truly

’laqi’ hiya’ ay!

LOC

child

3SG.N

PRT

‘She was very beautiful at her young age!’
The generalization that unmarked predicates allow for past and present but not future
interpretations also holds for habitual readings: As shown in (471), a habitual reading is
compatible with either a past or present temporal adverbial.
(471)

a.

Context: He didn’t drink before, but he does these days.
m-nbuw misuw qani hiya’.
AV-drink

now

this

[Present habitual]

3SG.N

‘He drinks these days.’
b.

m-nbuw krayryax sraral

ga

wal=nya’

AV-drink

TOP

PFV-PRF=3SG.ERG

every.day before

lax-an

[Past habitual]

misuw qani la.

quit-LV now

this

PRT

‘He used to drink before but he has quit now.’
Episodic readings of eventives are more restricted: Only past interpretations are
available; this is shown by the fact that they are only compatible with a past-time adverbial,
as in (472). Present and future interpretations are not facilitated by the presence of presenttime or future-time adverbials, as in (472)b-c, unless the progressive aspect or future marking
is present respectively, as in (473)-(474).
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(472)

a.

m-nbuw shira’
AV-drink

hiya’.

[Past episodic]

yesterday 3SG.N

‘He drank yesterday.’
b. * m-nbuw misuw qani.133
AV-drink

now

[*Present episodic]

this

Intended for ‘He is drinking now.’
c.

* m-nbuw kira’
AV-drink

hiya’.

[*Future episodic]

later.today 3SG.N

Intended for ‘He will drink today.
(473)

cyux

m-nbuw

PROG.DIST AV-drink

misuw qani.
now

[Present episodic]

this

‘He is drinking now (over there).’
(474)

p-nbuw

kira’

hiya’.

FUT.AV-drink

later.today 3SG.N

‘He will drink today.’
Since stative predicates can be interpreted in the present, and eventives can have a
present habitual reading, the absence of present episodic readings cannot be equated to the
absence of present interpretation for unmarked predicates. Recall that in Chapter 2 I argued
that unmarked eventive predicates take a null neutral aspect, yielding a reading in which the
described event need not culminate and can continue, and they lack a progressive reading,
which would be rendered by the progressive aspect. The behavior that unmarked eventive
sentences lack episodic readings is very similar to that of English eventives in the present
tense, which cannot be perfective and require the progressive (Bennett and Partee 1978/2004,
Kamp and Reyle 1993, Giorgi and Pianesi 1997, among others). Extending Bennett and

133

The time adverb misuw qani is ambiguous/polysemous in referring to the present time (right now or
recently) or a very recent past time; for the latter reading, misuw is also accepted. The past time reference of
misuw qani can be evidenced by the compatibility with the past tense -in-:
(i) m-<in>qwalax misuw qani.
AV-<E.PST>rain now
this
‘It rained just now.’
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Partee’s (1978/2004) proposal, I will explain the absence of present episodic readings in
Atayal through the incompatibility of present tense and neutral aspect in Section 5.5.3.
The non-future vs. future grammatical distinction for unmarked predicates in the
actor voice is supported again by (in)compatibility with temporal adverbs. Simply adding a
future-time adverb to an unmarked sentence leads to ungrammaticality, as shown by the (a)
examples of (475)-(477), which exemplify different lexical aspectual classes; 134 the (b)
examples show that overt future marking is required.
(475)

a.

* ghzyaq

balay suxan.

cold.AV truly

[Stative]

tomorrow

Intended for ‘It will be cold tomorrow.’
Consultant: “Minghzyaq suxan maha su’? (‘Did you mean it WAS cold
TOMORROW?’[emphasis mine]) You should say pqghzyaq suxan.”
b.

p-q-ghzyaq

suxan.

FUT.AV-STA-cold

tomorrow

‘It will be cold tomorrow.’
b’.

musa’ ghzyaq
FUT

cold

suxan.
tomorrow

‘It will be cold tomorrow.’
(476)

a.

* m-t-zyuwaw=saku’
AV-VBZR-thing=1SG.ABS

kira’.

[Activity]

later.today

Intended for ‘I will work later.’
b.

p-t-zyuwaw=saku’

kira’.

AV-VBZR-thing=1SG.ABS

later.today

‘I will work later.’
(477)

a. * tayhuk

suxan.

[Achievement]

arrive.AV tomorrow
Intended for ‘It will arrive tomorrow.’
134

I assume that accomplishments are only in a non-actor voice (usually patient voice); it is not clear to me
whether any accomplishments can be in the actor voice.
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b.

p-tayhuk

suxan.

FUT.AV-arrive

tomorrow

‘It will arrive tomorrow.’
5.4.1.2 Aspectually unmarked predicates in a non-actor voice
As with actor-voice sentences, aspectually unmarked non-actor-voice sentences allow for
past or present (habitual/episodic) interpretations, and they in addition allow for future
interpretations; this is demonstrated by their compatibility with past, present, or future time
adverbs in (478)-(479). Note that as discussed with actor-voice sentences, the present
episodic reading is absent unless the progressive aspect is present, as shown in (479)-(480).
(478)

thaygal-an ni

Tali’ {sraral/misuw qani/babaw=nya’}

bully-LV

Tali’ before/now

ERG

laqi’ qasa.

this /above=3SG.GEN child that

‘Tali’ used to bullied that kid before.’ / ‘Tali’ (often) bullies that kid now.’ / ‘Tali’ will
often bully that kid in the future.’
(479)

thaygal-an ni

Tali’ {shira’

bully-LV

Tali’ yesterday / now

ERG

/*misuw qani/kira’ }

laqi’ qasa.

this /later.today child that

‘Tali’ bullied that kid yesterday.’ / ≠ ‘Tali’ is bullying that kid.’ / ‘Tali’ will bully
that kid in the future.’
(480)

Context: (Uttered to a teacher) “You have to come now. Tali’ is bullying that kid.”
a.

# thaygal-an ni
bully-LV

ERG

Tali’ laqi’ qasa la.
Tali’ child that

PRT

Intended for ‘Tali’ is bullying that kid.’
b.

cyux

thaygal-an ni

Tali’ laqi’ qasa la.

PROG.DIST

bully-LV

Tali’ child that

ERG

PRT

‘Tali’ is bullying that kid.’
That sentences with a specific non-actor voice allow future interpretations has been
reported in Egerod (1965: 271), L. Huang (1993: 69), Zeitoun et al. (1996: 43), Su (2004: 1415; 56), L. Huang and Hayung (2008: 510), Maya Yeh (2013: 53), and L. Huang and H.-S.
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Wu (2016: 97-101); it is also often reflected in their translation in the texts. What is worth
emphasizing is that sentences of any non-actor voice allow for future interpretation, unlike
those of the actor voice examined above. (481)-(483) show that in a future context, nonactor-voice sentences without extra marking are felicitous. Moreover, these contexts need not
involve a planned or scheduled event: (481)-(482) are contexts of prediction, and (483)
intention; these examples thus rule out the possibility that non-actor-voice sentences are
futurates.
(481)

Context: Children are playing balls near the windows. You ask them to leave.
bkawn=mamu

tubung lki!

break.PV=2PL.ERG window PRT
‘You will break the windows!’
(482)

Context: Mother tells your brother to do something but you observe that he replies
without taking it seriously.
zngy-an=nya’

kira’

la.

forget-LV=3SG.ERG later.today

PRT

‘He will forget this later.’
(483)

Context: A monkey recently intruded into Tali’s fruit farm many times. Tali’ is
determined to catch him.
s-siy=maku’

pt’tu’ qu zyungay pqaniq krayryax bway

CV-put=1SG.ERG

trap

ABS

monkey eat.AV

every.day fruit

p<in><m>uhi’=maku’.
<E.PST.NMLZ><AV>plant=1SG.GEN
‘I will put a trap for the monkey who always eats fruit in my farm.’
Evidence for future interpretations of non-actor-voice sentences also comes from
sentences with the negation iyat. Iyat is the negation used only when the past tense -in- or the
future marker p- is present; for sentences without -in- or p- (which presumably lack future
interpretation according to the results so far), a different negation is used. This is exemplified
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in (484)-(485).135 The sentences in (484) describe the absence of past experiences and future
possibilities of the described event, respectively.
(484)

a.

iyat=saku’

m-<*(in)>lahang

nbkis qani.

NEG=1SG.ABS AV-take.care<E.PST>

elder

this

‘I have never taken care of this elder.’
b.

iyat=saku’

nbkis qani.136

*(p)-klahang

NEG=1SG.ABS FUT.AV-take.care

elder

this

‘I will not take care of this elder.’
(485)

a.

ini’=saku’

kagaw

ngasal=maku’.

NEG=1SG.ABS

sweep.AV.DEP house=1SG.GEN

‘I didn’t sweep my house.’
b.

cyux

ini’

PROG.DIST NEG

qaniq.
eat.AV.DEP

‘He is not eating.’
c.

wal

ini’

swayal

qu

Tali’ wah!

PFV-PRF

NEG

promise.AV.DEP

ABS

Tali’

PRT

‘Tali’ hasn’t promised.’ or ‘Tali’ didn’t promise.’
By contrast, sentences that have a non-actor-voice verb can be interpreted as future in the
scope of iyat without any future marking:
(486)

a.

iyat niq-un na
NEG

eat-PV

ERG

’laqi’ qu

ngahi’

child

sweet.potato this

ABS

qani.

‘The child will not eat this sweet potato.’
135

L. Huang and P. Davis (1989) and L. Huang (1993) argue that iyat/yat is the negation for irrealis events,
in contrast to the negation ini’ for realis events, according to which iyat/yat ‘denies the preparatory conditions,
for example, the existence of an occasion or some component which is a prerequisite for the event to take place’
rather than the actual realization of the event (L. Huang and P. Davis 1989: 14-15). Iyat/yat also negates
equational and pseudo-cleft sentences; see Su (2004) for details.
136
As noted by L. Huang (2008: 9), the prefix p- in the scope of the negation is often dropped by speakers
of Wulai Atayal; a similar fact is observed for my speaker of Yilan Syanuh. The data in this chapter are all
based on my speakers of Taoshan, which does not allow p-dropping in either positive or negative contexts.
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b.

iyat

’by-an

ni

yaba’ qu

sakaw qani.

NEG

sleep-LV

ERG

father

bed

ABS

this

‘Father will not sleep on this bed.’
c.

iyat=nya’

s-ptara’ qulih qu

tara’ qasa.

NEG=3SG.ERG

CV-net

net

fish

ABS

that

‘He will not fish with that net.’
(Jianshi Squliq, L. Huang and X.-S. Wu 2016: 88-89; original translations in Mandarin)
I therefore conclude that the temporal reference of non-actor-voice sentences is not
temporally restricted, since the same form is compatible with a past, present or future
interpretation.
Table 5.4 summarizes this section on aspectually unmarked sentences. Statives
(which are mostly in the actor voice) can have past or present but not future interpretations.
Eventive predicates are also restricted to a non-future interpretation if they are in the actor
voice, whereas non-actor-voice eventives can have past, present or future interpretations.
Moreover, the present episodic reading (which was characterized by the null neutral aspect,
abbreviated as NEUT) is absent for eventives in any voice.

Aspectually
unmarked

Stative
Eventive

AV
AV
NAV

Past

Present

Future

√

√

*

√ (habitual)/

*

*(episodic NEUT)

√

√

Table 5.4 Temporal interpretation of unmarked predicates

5.4.2 Sentences containing progressive-marked predicates
Recall from Chapter 2 (Section 2.6) that the progressive aspect cyux/nyux yields either an
ongoing event or a result state depending on the aspectual class. With the progressive aspect,
sentences can be interpreted as present or past, as already pointed out by L. Huang (1993:72).
The present or past interpretation is not sensitive to voice distinctions, as shown by the
following examples in both actor voice and a non-actor voice. (487)-(488) give examples of
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present/past ongoing readings, while (489)-(490) (as well as the first conjunct in (488))
exemplify present/past result-state readings.
(487)

Context: “What are you doing?”
nyux=saku’

m-aniq.

PROG.PROX=1SG.ABS

AV-eat

‘I am eating.’
(488)

Context: (A policeman asking a witness) nanu’ wal su’ inblayqun mita’ sa mzyup su’
blihun? (‘What did you notice when you entered the room?’)
cyuw

s<m>yax

qu pnilaw=nya’

PROG.DIST

bright<AV>

ABS

hya’ ga

light=3SG.GEN

EMP

TOP

cyux

s<m>’an ngta’

tay tanux Tali’ hya’.

PROG.DIST

feed<AV> chicken

LOC

outside Tali’

EMP

‘The light was on, but Tali’ was feeding chickens outside.’
Volunteered translation: 燈是亮著的，不過 Tali’是在外面餵雞。
(489)

Context: You call your husband, who is at a party, and he sounds drunk. You ask
him,“Are you okay?”, and he replies:
nyux=saku’

kbsuk-an la.

PROG.PROX=1SG.ABS

drunk-LV

PRT

‘I’ve got drunk.’
Volunteered translation: 我現在醉倒了。
(490)

Context: You are describing how your friend looked when you arrived yesterday.
nyux

m-busuk.

PROG.PROX AV-drunk

‘He had got drunk (when I arrived).’
Like unmarked stative verbs, progressive-marked predicates also prefer the present
interpretation when uttered without context. Although the offered translation from the
progressive sentence in (491) into Mandarin is also superficially tenseless, the consultant
uses the present-time adverb to indicate a present interpretation.
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(491)

nyux=saku’

ghzyaq-an.

PROG.PROX=1SG.ABS

cold-LV

我受寒。(‘I

am having a cold.’)

Consultant’s comment: “You are having a cold NOW [my emphasis].”
Simply adding a past time adverb to progressive-marked predicates cannot facilitate a past
interpretation, as shown in (492)-(493):
(492) # nanu’ cyux=nya’
what

bing-un ssawni’?

PROG.DIST=3SG.ERG

hold-PV earlier.today

Intended for ‘What was he holding in his hand earlier?’
Consultant’s comment: “You said ssawni’ ‘earlier, just now’ so it’s in the past. You
should use the sentence nanu’ wal nya’ bingun ssawni’?”
(493) #nyux=saku’
PROG.PROX=1SG.ABS

qhzyaq-an sa

rihay wayal.

cold-LV

week past

LOC

Intended for ‘I had a cold (and was in the result state of getting a cold) last week.’
Consultant’s comment: “This doesn’t describe you had a cold last week. Just say
qhzyaqan saku’ balay sa rihay wayal.”
This is in contrast to (494)-(497), where a when-clause or context is able to shift the reference
time.
(494)

kt-an=su’

hya’ ssawni’

ga, nanu’ cyux=nya’

look-PV=2SG.ERG 3SG.N earlier.today

TOP

what

bing-un?

PROG.DIST=3SG.ERG

hold-PV

‘When you saw him earlier, what was he holding in his hand?’
(495)

m-wah

qu

AV-come ABS

Rimuy rihay wayal ga, t<m>rang

nyux=saku’

Rimuy week past

PROG.PROX=1SG.ABS

TOP

when<AV>

qhzyaq-an balay.
cold-LV

truly

‘When Rimuy came last week, it was when I had a cold.’
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(496)

Context: You tell your friend that your sister saw him yesterday in downtown
Nantou, and you ask him what he was doing there. He replies:
cyux=saku’

m-tzyuwaw shira’.

PROG.PROX=1SG.ABS AV-work

yesterday

‘I was working there yesterday.’
(497)

Context: Talking about the fact that many of your friends got drunk at the party last
night, you add:
nyux=saku’

m-busuk shira’

PROG.PROX=1SG.ABS AV-drunk

uzi.

yesterday also

‘I was also drunk yesterday.’
Future interpretations are marked by the same set of strategies as in sentences
containing unmarked predicates; this is shown in (498)-(499). Future progressive readings
are not possible without p- or musa’, as shown in (500), where a future time adverb alone
cannot license the future. Once again, the non-future/future distinction is revealed.
(498)

Context: I haven’t visited grandpa for a while. I tell my mom I will be going to
grandpa’s place tomorrow morning, and she says he will be sleeping then.
m-usa’=su’

ki

AV-go=1SG.ABS LOC

yutas

qlyan

suxan

ga, *(p-k-)cyux

grandpa daytime tomorrow

m-’abi’

na’ hiya’.

AV-sleep

still 3SG.N

TOP

FUT.AV-STA-PROG.DIST

‘When you go to grandpa’s place tomorrow, he will still be sleeping.’
(499)

(B.B.)

Context: I know my grandfather has the habit of drinking after lunch and he will
usually continue drinking until late evening.
tehuk

ngasal ni

arrive.AV house
cyux

GEN

yutas=mu

suxan

ga, *(musa’)

grandfather=1SG.GEN tomorrow TOP

m-nbuw

PROG.DIST AV-drink

FUT

qwaw na’.
wine

still

‘When I arrive at my grandfather’s house tomorrow, he will still be drinking.’ (M.P.)
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(500)

a. * cyux
PROG.DIST

m-’abi’

kira’.

AV-sleep

later.today

Intended for ‘He will be sleeping later.’
b.

p-k-cyux

m-’abi’

kira’.

FUT.AV-STA-PROG.DIST AV-sleep

later.today

‘He will be sleeping later.’
Table 5.5 lists the temporal interpretations allowed for progressive-marked
predicates, which display a similar non-future vs. future grammatical distinction as in
unmarked actor-voice sentences.137

PROG cyux/nyux

AV
NAV

Past

Present

Future

√

√

*

Table 5.5 Temporal interpretation of progressive sentences

5.4.3 Sentences containing perfective-perfect-marked predicates
Recall from Chapter 3 that the perfective-perfect aspect wal asserts that there is an event that
occurred within a non-final subinterval of the contextually salient interval that precedes and
includes the reference time. Sentences containing predicates marked by wal can yield a
present perfect or past perfect interpretation without overt marking. This is shown in (501)(502): In (501), Sabi’s watch got lost at a time before the speech time, while in (502), Sabi’s
watch got lost at a time before Sabi’ came home, which is the past of a past time.
(501)

Context: “Where is Sabi’s watch?”
wal

p-gzyuwag-un ni

PFV-PRF CAUS-lost-PV

ERG

Sabi’ qu

tuki=nya’

sa

mkzima’ wayal.

Sabi’

watch=3SG.GEN

LOC

five.days past

ABS

‘Her watch got lost five days ago.’

137

My future progressive data are all in the actor voice; although I do not expect non-actor voices will affect
the generalization, I leave this data for future work.
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(502)

Context: Sabi’ lost her watch and she only found this out when she arrived home.
m-wah

ngasal qu

Sabi’ lga,

AV-come

house

Sabi’

ABS

qu

tuki=nya’.

ABS

watch=3SG.GEN

wal=nya’

p-gzyuwag-un

PRT.TOP PFV-PRF=3SG.ERG

CAUS-lost-PV

‘When Sabi’ came home, her watch had got lost.’
Sentences with wal-marked predicates have a future perfect interpretation only when they are
marked by either the prefix p- or the auxiliary musa’.138 There is no voice distinction in
temporal interpretations with wal: (501)-(504) are all in a non-actor voice regardless of their
temporal interpretation.
(503)

Context: You tell your mom you will help your grandpa cook the flying squirrel that
he caught, but your mom thinks you will not make it.
hal-an=su’

m-ita’

go-LV=2SG.ABS

AV-see

yutas

babaw kinryax

grandpa above
139

*(p-k-)rima’=nya’

lunch.time

wal

ga,
TOP

thk-un qu

FUT.AV-STA-already=3SG.ERG PFV-PRF

yapit

la.

cook-PV ABS flying.squirrel PRT

‘When you go to see your grandpa in the afternoon, he will have cooked the flying
squirrel.’
(504)

(B.B.)

Context: Mom worries about when your brother will fix the broken door. You say:
m-wah=su’

suxan

lga,

*(musa’)=nya’

AV-come=2SG.ABS

tomorrow

PRT.TOP

FUT=3SG.ERG

wal

rima’

PFV-PRF

already

kblay-un blihun la.
make-PV door

PRT

‘When you come tomorrow, he will have already fixed the door.’

(H.P.)

As summarized in Table 5.6, predicates marked with the perfect aspect wal are compatible
with a non-future but not future interpretation, which once again illustrates the same
restriction.
138

My two speakers from the same dialect do not have the same judgment: One only accepts p- and the
other only accepts musa’.
139
Note that the stative marker k- is only present when p- is prefixed.
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PFV-PRF wal

AV
NAV

Past

Present

Future

√

√

*

Table 5.6 Temporal interpretation of perfect sentences

5.4.4 Summary
Table 5.7 summarizes the discussion so far. I have shown that aspectually unmarked
sentences in the actor voice and sentences containing an overt aspect allow a past or present
but not a future interpretation, unless overt future marking is present. Aspectually unmarked
sentences with a non-actor voice however can be interpreted as future without any extra
marking, in addition to a past or present interpretation. One apparent exception to this
generalization is with eventive predicates taking a null neutral aspect, which consistently
lack a present episodic reading; an explanation will be provided in Section 5.5.3, which
draws a parallel with the cross-linguistic fact that perfective verbs are incompatible with the
present tense.

Stative
Unmarked
Eventive

AV
NAV

Past

Present

Future

√

√

*

√ (habitual)/

*

* (episodic NEUT)

√

√

PROG cyux/nyux

√

√

*

PFV wal

√

√

*

Table 5.7 Temporal interpretation of morphologically tenseless sentences in Atayal
As reviewed in Chapter 1, Zeitoun et al. (1996) claim that Atayal as well as many
other Formosan languages exhibits a temporal distinction between non-future and future
reference. The findings summarized in Table 5.7 thus extend Zeitoun et al.’s (1996) nonfuture/future dichotomy from unmarked predicates to other types of predicates, and exclude
unmarked predicates with a non-actor voice from this pattern. Meanwhile, the finding that
sentences with cyux/nyux and wal are compatible with either a past or present interpretation
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falsifies Zeitoun et al.’s other claim that past and present temporal interpretations in Atayal
are given by cyux/nyux and wal respectively.

5.4.5 Some expected future environments without the future marking
There are two ways to express future interpretations without p- or musa’ other than
aspectually unmarked non-actor-voice sentences. First, two motion verbs in the actor voice,
musa’ ‘go’ and mwah ‘come’, can be interpreted in the future by themselves (Su 2004: 53, L.
Huang 2008: 6); (505) cites data from Wulai Squliq. Recall from Chapter 4 that the
morpheme musa’ is ambiguous between a motion verb and a future auxiliary.140
(505)

a.

m-usa’ ngasal=su’
AV-go

Tali’ suxan.

house=1SG.ERG Tali’ tomorrow

‘Tali’ will go to your house tomorrow.’
(Wulai Squliq, L. Huang 2008: 13, morpheme glosses modified)
b.

m-wah=saku’

m-gluw

AV-come=1SG.ABS AV-accompany

isu’

m-aniq.

2SG.N

AV-eat

‘I will come to accompany you to eat.’
(Wulai Squliq, L. Huang 2008: 6, morpheme glosses modified)
This is also observed for Taoshan Squliq investigated in this study: musa’ ‘go’ and
mwah ‘come’ are compatible with a future time adverb without the future marking p-/musa’,
as in (506) and (507), unlike other actor-voice verbs.141
(506)

m-wah

suxan.

AV-come

tomorrow

‘He will come tomorrow.’

140

L. Huang (2008) discusses several morpho-syntactic differences between the verb and future musa’: The
verb musa’ inflects for voice, may take an overt aspect marker, and follows the negation, whereas the future
musa’ does not inflect, and always precedes the main verb of any voice and a negation or aspect if there is one.
141
The motion verbs also allow other temporal readings: musa’ ‘go’ can also have present habitual readings,
with past readings being blocked by the going verb wal/wayal (see Chapter 4, Section 4.2), whereas mwah
‘come’ can have past or present habitual readings.
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(507)

m-usa’ ngasal=nya’
AV-go

kira’

house=3SG.GEN later.today

qu

Watan.

ABS

Watan

‘Watan will go to his house later today.’
Further evidence comes from the negation iyat again, which only negates past or future
events. As shown in (508), with a negative future interpretation, the motion verbs in the
scope of iyat is unmarked without p-.
(508)

a.

iyat

m-usa’ Bnka’ qu

Yumin.

NEG

AV-go

Yumin

Taipei

ABS

‘Yumin will not go to Taipei.’
b.

iyat

m-wah

qwalax=nya’ la.

NEG

AV-come

rain=3SG.GEN

PRT

‘It won’t rain anymore (lit. rains won’t come anymore).’
It is not surprising that motion verbs convey future interpretation given that the two notions
are cognitively related; cross-linguistically motion verbs are also the most frequent lexical
source that is grammaticalized into futures (Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliuca 1994).
The second environment is in the protasis of a conditional or a when-clause, where
the future marking is eschewed for future temporal reference:
(509)

Context: Dad tells his kid before playing a game tomorrow:
{l<m>aqux/ *p-laqux}=su’

balay suxan

win<AV>/FUT.AV-win=1SG.ABS truly
biq-ay=misu’

lga,

tomorrow

PRT.TOP

qnabu’.

give-HORT.LV=1SG.ERG.2SG.ABS package
‘If you really win tomorrow, let me give you a gift.’
(510)

Context: Mother tells her kid when he goes to school:
{m-lngyaq/*p-lngyaq}=su’

kira’

ga, pinbaq-iy

AV-swim/FUT.AV-swim=2SG.ABS

later.today

TOP

ki!

careful.PV.DEP PRT

‘When you swim today, take care of yourself!!’
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This fact however is not unusual; it is also observed in tensed languages like English, as
shown by the English translation in (509) (see also Declerck and Depraetere 1995, S.
Kaufmann 2005), and other morphologically tenseless languages, to name but a few:
St'át'imcets (Matthewson 2006), Paraguayan Guaraní (Tonhauser 2011a), Blackfoot (Louie
2015). The potential semantic difference between future-marked and unmarked conditionals,
however, goes beyond this work.

5.5 The proposal
5.5.1 The dilemma
I have shown that for sentences containing no overt aspectual marking, the non-future/future
dichotomy (or lack thereof) depends on the voice distinction between the actor voice and all
the non-actor voices, whereas sentences that contain an overt aspect behave like unmarked
actor-voice sentences. The interaction between voice, aspect, and temporal reference is
recapped in Table 5.8, with unchanged non-actor-voice forms across temporal references
highlighted.
Non-future

Future

AV

m-/-m-/Ø

p-

Unmarked

PV

-un

-un

NEUT

LV

-an

-an

CV

s-

s-

PROG cyux/nyux

any voice

p-

PFV-PRF wal

any voice

p-

musa’

Table 5.8 Atayal tense-aspect-voice system
The fact that future reference is not consistently marked in Atayal poses a dilemma
for deciding on a tensed or tenseless analysis. While this issue is not new, Atayal is different
from those languages that possess a split temporal system and are argued to be tenseless.
Unlike Paraguayan Guaraní (Tonhauser 2011a) and Washo (Bochnak 2016), the non-future
and free interpretations in Atayal are in complementary distribution and hence predictable.
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The Atayal case is also different from that of Yucatec Maya (Bohnemeyer 2009): In Yucatec
Maya, the non-future restriction is only revealed in a certain type of context (i.e., perfective
sentences), while in Atayal, the non-future restriction holds except in non-actor-voice
sentences without an overt aspect.
A salient issue is whether voice alternation conditions the temporal pattern directly or
indirectly. One may consider transitivity to be the factor; however, this would hold for
unmarked sentences only, since sentences with an overt aspect are excluded from having a
future interpretation without p- or musa’. Another direction is to look at diachronic semantic
change for non-actor voices. However, this exploration goes beyond the scope of this work.
The analysis to be proposed below is directly built upon the generalization summarized in
Table 5.8.

5.5.2 The proposal
5.5.2.1 Non-future tense
Following Matthewson (2006), I propose that Atayal possesses a covert tense variable that
presupposes a non-future time interval across every type of predicate. Adopting an idea from
recent work (Cable 2013, Mucha 2015, Bochnak 2016), I decompose the tense into an
indexed covert temporal variable Ti, which denotes the contextually provided reference time
via the assignment function g, and a presuppositional feature, as given in (511). The
presuppositional feature denotes a partial identity function restricted to times which are no
later than the utterance time tc, as in (512).
(511)

T’
Ti

(512)

[NON-FUT]

a.

⟦Ti⟧g,c = g(i)

b.

⟦NON-FUT⟧g,c = λt: t ≤ tc . t

(adapted from Matthewson 2006: 680)
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The syntax of a sentence with the null tense is schematized in (513), in which the
aspect phrase can be headed by the null neutral aspect, the progressive aspect cyux/nyux, or
the perfective-perfect aspect wal.
(513)

TP
<s,t>
T’
i
Ti

AspP
<i,st>
[NON-FUT]
Asp
<lst,ist>

VoiceP
<l,st>

NEUT/PROG/PFV-PRF
I illustrate this proposal with the example in (514)a, whose syntactic structure is
given in (514)b; the sentence contains the null neutral aspect and the null non-future tense.
For ease of presentation, I repeat a simplified version of the denotation of the neutral aspect
in (515); it asserts that for an event that culminates/terminates in a world that is similar to
ours, there is an initial stage of that event in our world, whose run-time is included in a time
t. This translation doesn’t speak to what possible worlds are selected; see the details in Ch2.
(514)

a.

m-nbuw

hiya’.

AV-drink

3SG.N

‘He drank.’ / ≠ ‘He is drinking.’ / ≠ ‘He will drink.’
b.
(515)

[TP [T’ Ti NON-FUT] [AspP NEUT [VoiceP mnbuw hiya’ ]]]

NEUT

g,c

= λP<l,st> λt λw ∃w' ∃e ∃e' [I-STAGE{e, e', w, w', P} & τ(e) ⊆ t]

The semantics of (514)b is calculated as in (516).
(516)

a.

VoiceP

b.

AspP

g,c

g,c

= λe.  λw. drink(e)(w) & agent(he)(e)(w)

= NEUT

g,c

( VoiceP

g,c

) = λt. λw. ∃w' ∃e ∃e' [I-STAGE{w, w', e,

e', λe''. λw''. drink(e'')(w'') & agent(he)(e'')(w'')} & τ(e) ⊆ t]
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c.

TP

g,c

= AspP

g,c

( [T’ Ti NON-‐FUT]

g,c

) = λw. ∃w' ∃e ∃e' [I-STAGE{w, w',

e, e', λe''. λw''. drink(e'')(w'') & agent(he)(e'')(w'')} & τ(e) ⊆ g(i)], defined
only if t ≤ g(i)
(516)c says that there is a terminated event e' of his drinking in a world w' that is similar to
the actual world w, of which e in w is an initial stage, and the run-time of e is included within
the contextually-assigned time g(i). Since no part of g(i) is after the utterance time, the
sentence is predicted to have a past or present rather than future reading. This result however
is only partially correct because the sentence (as well as every unmarked eventive sentence)
lacks a present interpretation; I will return to the incompatibility between the neutral aspect
and present interpretations in Section 5.5.3.
A last brief note is on evidence for the pronominal analysis of morphologically
tenseless sentences. First, morphologically tenseless sentences are used in narratives; for
instance, aspectually unmarked eventive sentences move the reference time of a narrative
forward (e.g., (401)-(402)a and (404) in Chapter 4). Second, morphologically tenseless
sentences in embedded clauses allow for a simultaneous reading (so-called sequence of
tense) and a back-shifted reading (see Chapter 4, Section 4.9.1, where I contrasted them with
the use of -in-). These two properties are very similar to the past tense in English, which has
been analyzed to be pronominal.
5.5.2.2 Future tense/modal operator
For future interpretations, I propose that Atayal possesses future modals, realized as p-, a null
form, or musa’. I only discuss p-/Ø here, postponing the discussion of musa’ to Section 5.6.3;
musa’ in one of its interpretations entails forward-shifting like p-/Ø, but has a more restricted
type of modality. The lexical entry of p-/Ø is given in (517). It encodes universal
quantification over a set of worlds w' which are accessible from the actual world w and
evaluation time t (notated as ACC(w,t)) and which are ranked best by some facts in the actual
world, notated as

BEST,

in which there is a time t' which follows the evaluation time t at

which P holds. The temporal forward shift in this denotation is similar to the abstract
morpheme

WOLL

proposed by Abusch (1985, 1988) for English will/would; however, since
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p-/Ø always takes a predicate of times P denoted by an aspectual phrase, the time t' is not the
event time but the reference time (see Section 5.6.2).142
(517)

⟦p-/Ø⟧g,c = λP<i,st>. λt. λw. ∀w' [w' ∈ BEST(ACC(w, t)) ⟶  ∃t' [t < t' & P(w')(t')]]
(to be modified in Chapter 6)

The evaluation time t is saturated by an indexical pronoun t*, as given in (518), which
denotes the utterance time in matrix clauses, and can be lambda abstracted and locally bound
by the matrix event time in embedded clauses.
(518)

⟦t*⟧g,c = tc (the utterance time provided by the context c)

The reader may notice that p-/Ø constitutes a mirror image of the relative past tense -inanalyzed in Chapter 4; empirical arguments for this will be presented in the next section.
The structure for a sentence with p- is schematized as below:
(519)

TP
<s,t>
t*
i

TP
<i,st>
TFUT
<ist,ist>
p-

AspP
<i,st>
Asp
<lst,ist>

VoiceP
<l,st>
NEUT/PROG/PFV-PRF

I assume that p-/Ø alternates with the non-future tense. More specifically, the pronominal
non-future tense does not co-occur with the past or the future tense; they form two sets of
tenses in the inventory of the language, and speakers have a choice between using a
pronominal non-future tense (of type i) or an existential past/future one (of type <ist,ist>).
I propose that when the only overt head above VoiceP is a non-actor voice, the head
142

The restriction on accessible worlds in the lexical entry of p-/Ø and musa’ will be elaborated on in
Chapter 6 after conversational backgrounds of modals are introduced.
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of the future tense is morphologically spelled out as a null head, as exemplified in (520)
(repeated from (479)), whose structure is given in (521); it is realized as p- elsewhere. A nonactor-voice verb can thus be regarded as a spell-out of the three heads (i) non-actor voice, (ii)
neutral aspect, and (iii) future operator at the same time. The semantics of (520) is calculated
as in (522).
(520)

thaygal-an ni	
 	
 	
 Tali’

laqi’ qasa.

bully-LV

child that

ERG

Tali’

‘Tali’ will bully that kid.’
(521)

TP
<s,t>
t*
i

TP
<i,st>
TFUT
<ist,ist>

AspP
<i,st>
Asp
<lst,ist>

Ø

NEUT

VoiceP
<l,st>
Voice
<est, lst>

VP
<e,st>

NAV
(522)

a.

VoiceP

g,c

= λe.  λw. bully(e)(w) & agent(Tali’)(e)(w) &

patient(kid)(e)(w)
b.

AspP

g,c

= NEUT

g,c

( VoiceP

g,c

)

= λt. λw. ∃w' ∃e ∃e' [I-STAGE{e, e', w, w', λe''. λw''. bully(e'')(w'') &
agent(Tali’)(e'')(w'') & patient(kid)(e'')(w'')} & τ(e) ⊆ t]
c.

TP

g,c

= ∅

g,c

( AspP

g,c

)

= λt. λw. ∀w' [w' ∈ BEST(ACC(w, t)) ⟶  ∃t' [t < t' & ∃w'' ∃e ∃e' [I-STAGE{e,
e', w', w'', λe''. λw'''. bully(e'')(w''') & agent(Tali’)(e'')(w''') & patient(kid)(e'')
(w''')} & τ(e) ⊆ t']]]
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d.

TP

g,c

(t*)

= λw. ∀w' [w' ∈ BEST(ACC(w, tc)) ⟶  ∃t' [tc < t' & ∃w'' ∃e ∃e' [I-STAGE{e, e',
w', w'', λe''. λw'''. bully(e'')(w''') & agent(Tali’)(e'')(w''') &
patient(kid)(e'')(w''')} & τ(e) ⊆ t']]]
The null future tense Ø shifts the reference time t' that includes the run-time of an initial
stage of the event to a time following the utterance time tc. The resulting truth conditions say
that for all worlds w' which are accessible from the actual world w and the utterance time tc
and which are ranked best, there is a future time t' which includes the runtime of the event e,
which is an initial stage of the event e'—Tali’s bullying that kid—in a world w'' that is
similar to w'.
To sum up this proposal, I propose that every type of predicate can combine with a
covert non-future tense as in (512), and unmarked non-actor-voice sentences are special in
that they optionally contain a covert future as in (517). The former tense yields a past or
present interpretation, whereas the latter yields a future interpretation.

5.5.3 The absence of present episodic readings
Aspectually unmarked sentences that have an eventive predicate do not allow the present
reading, irrespective of voice, and this appears to be unexpected under the analysis just
presented. I suggest this fact can be explained in a parallel way to Bennett and Partee’s
(1978/2004) explanation of the English present tense. In English, an eventive predicate does
not have an episodic reading when in the present tense; to assert that the drinking event holds
at the present moment, the verb must be in the progressive aspect:
(523)

a.

He drinks.

b.

He is drinking.

[habitual / #episodic]

According to Bennett and Partee (2004: 68-69), the present tense picks out the utterance
time, which denotes a moment of time. However, an event like drinking takes a while, and
thus when in the perfective, it cannot fit inside the instantaneous moment.
Now consider the sentence in (514)a and its truth conditions in (516)c again, repeated
in (524). When the non-future tense variable here picks out the utterance time, which is an
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instantaneous moment, it cannot properly include the initial stage of the event, which is
defined as at least equivalent to or bigger than the smallest part of the event that counts as the
same event (see Chapter 2). Importantly, to be big enough to be characterized as the same
event, an initial stage cannot merely be the initial moment of an event. As predicted, the
absence of present readings only arises for an eventive predicate marked with the neutral
aspect. A sentence that has the progressive aspect, for instance, asserts that a stage of the VP
event includes the moment of utterance and is predicted to be felicitous even when the
context refers to the utterance time.
(524)

a.

m-nbuw

hiya’.

AV-drink

3SG.N

‘He drank.’ / ≠ ‘He is drinking.’ / ≠ ‘He will drink.’
b.

TP

g,c

= AspP

g,c

( [T’ Ti NON-‐FUT]

g,c

) = λw. ∃w' ∃e ∃e' [I-STAGE{w, w',

e, e', λe''. λw''. drink(e'')(w'') & agent(he)(e'')(w'')} & τ(e) ⊆ g(i)], defined
only if t ≤ g(i)
Another language that similarly lacks present episodic readings with perfective
eventives is Blackfoot; however with such a restriction it is argued to have a null present and
a null past tense (Reis Silva and Matthewson 2007). Blackfoot and Atayal contrast to
St'át'imcets in this point, whose perfective eventives can have a present episodic reading,
e.g., (439) above (see also Jóhannsdóttir and Matthewson 2008 for Gitksan). Obviously there
is cross-linguistic empirical variation between different languages which are analyzed as
having a null tense, and it remains an open question what can best explain the variation.

5.6 Evidence that p-/Ø and musa’ are relative future
modal operators
5.6.1 Forms of the future
We have seen so far two sets of future marking in Atayal: p-/Ø and the auxiliary musa’. The
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former markings are conditioned by voice as well as the presence/absence of an aspect (i.e.
only non-actor-voice sentences without an overt aspect use the null form, whereas all other
sentences use p-), while the latter is compatible with any voice and aspect. In addition to
these there is C-reduplication in a non-actor voice, where C is identical to the initial
consonant of the stem (yielding the pattern C1-C1V…) (W.-Y. Lin 2004, Zeitoun and C.-H.
Wu 2006, Marie Yeh 2009).143 According to Zeitoun and C.-H. Wu (2006: 104), the Creduplication is most likely a variant of *Ca-reduplication in Proto-Austronesian (Blust
1998), and has undergone systematic pre-penultimate vowel reduction in Atayal. Note that
the prefix p- can be reduplicated in a similar way, resulting in the prefix pp-, which I regard
as a subclass of C-reduplication. 144 These three ways of marking the future and their
interaction with voice are summarized in Table 5.9.145
Affix
Unmarked sentence

Non-actor-voice
Actor-voice

Sentences with an aspect

Reduplication Auxiliary

Ø

C-

p-

pp-

musa’

Table 5.9 The future markings and voices in Atayal
Egerod (1965, 1966, 1999), L. Huang (1993), Maya Yeh (2013) and others have
reported that in Squliq Atayal, the affix p- is the future form of the actor voice, and non-actor
voices may bear futurity; C-reduplication has been regarded as the counterpart of the affix pin unmarked non-actor-voice sentences. There is no discussion which focuses on the
meaning of the reduplicated forms pp- and C-.146 Moreover, the auxiliary musa’ has been
described as an alternate strategy to prefixation or reduplication (e.g., Rau 1992, L. Huang
1993, Maya Yeh 2013: 62). An obvious empirical question, which hasn’t been addressed in
143

The output form varies with voice. The patient voice and locative voice are suffixes and are preserved
when the stem is reduplicated (e.g., hriq-un ‘to destroy’ becomes h-hriq-un; r’ag-an ‘to help’ becomes r-r’agan), whereas the circumstantial voice is a prefix, and disappears in C-reduplication (e.g., s-’pux ‘to press’
becomes ’-’pux; s-kayal ‘to tell’ becomes k-kayal).
144
Ogawa (1935) (cited by Egerod 1965: 270 and Rau 1992: 51) notes that reduplicating the first segment of
the verbal stem or reduplicating the prefix p- in the verb stem are special future forms.
145
An exception to this generalization is the motion verb musa’, which is in the actor voice but does not
have a p- form and instead takes C-reduplication (i.e., m-musa’).
146
In Mayrinax Atayal, the affix pa- and Ca-reduplication are regarded as counterparts for the future in the
actor voice and a non-actor voice (L. Huang 1995a: 44; 46, Zeitoun et al. 1996: 37). Whether and how the
semantics of these markers vary across dialects awaits future research.
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the literature, is whether and how these three forms differ in meaning with respect to the
encoding of temporal and modal information.
In this section, I present evidence that p-/Ø and musa’ are both future operators,
similar to the abstract

WOLL

proposed for English will/would (Abusch 1985, 1988) (Section

5.6.2). I then show preliminary data for distinguishing the modal and temporal meaning of p/Ø, musa’, and the reduplicated forms pp- and C- (Section 5.6.3). I also show that p-/Ø and
musa’ are not like prospective aspects (Section 5.6.4), and provide an analysis (Section
5.6.5).

5.6.2 Will- and would- readings
Past and future are known to be ontologically asymmetrical in a branching time model (e.g.,
Thomason 1984) in that the future is unsettled, unlike the past. This asymmetry appears to be
reflected in how languages express tenses. In English, while the past tense is argued by some
to be referential (Partee 1973, 1984b, Heim 1994, Kratzer 1998, among others), the future
tense does not have this property.147 It has also been argued that English future will behaves
differently from the past tense in subordinate and complement clauses (Dowty 1982, Enç
1996, Ogihara 1996, Abusch 1997, 1998, Kratzer 1998, among many others), which I give a
brief overview of here.
When embedded under another past tense, a past tense can give rise to a simultaneous
reading for stative or imperfective sentences, in which the embedded event is concurrent with
the matrix event time, as well as a shifted reading, in which each past tense shifts one step
into the past. By contrast, a future tense only yields a shifted reading. For example, in
contrast to (525)a, (525)b cannot mean that Mary will say at a future time that she is tired at
the time of her speaking; it also cannot mean that the time of being tired precedes the time of
saying in the future. Both would not be predicted if the two future tenses were each
interpreted as following the utterance time; the data show instead that the embedded will is
shifted forward with respect to the matrix will.

147

In an alternative proposal, both past and future tenses are analyzed as quantificational operators (e.g.,
Ogihara 1996, von Stechow 2009; see Chapter 4).
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(525)

a.

Mary said that she was tired.

(simultaneous/shifted)

b.

Mary will say that she will be tired. (*simultaneous/shifted) (Enç 1996: 350)

Another difference between past and future is manifested with the present tense.
When embedded under the past tense, English present tense has a double-access reading. For
instance, in (526)a, Mary’s being upset is true both at the time of John’s saying and at the
utterance time. However, when embedded under the future tense, the present tense need not
be deictic anymore: (526)b can be true when the complement is evaluated at the utterance
time or when it is evaluated at the future time corresponding to the time of John’s saying
(without the state holding additionally at the utterance time).
(526)

a.

John said that Mary is upset.

(double access obligatory)

b.

John will say that Mary is upset.

(double access optional)

(Enç 1996: 352)

The optionality of double-access readings shows that the future will shifts the evaluation time
of its complement forward. Enç (1996) also notes that this fact makes will pattern like futureshifting modals: In (527), the embedded present tense is anchored to the future time
introduced by the modal rather than to the utterance time. Examples like these have
motivated proposals that assume that future tense denotes a quantificational operator (with a
modal meaning).
(527)

a.

John must claim that he is sick.

b.

Mary may say that she is in charge.

(Enç 1996: 353)

Abusch (1985, 1988) proposes that will is decomposed as a present tense plus WOLL,
and would is a past tense plus WOLL, in which WOLL is an abstract temporal operator ordering
the time at which the eventuality holds after the time denoted by the present tense and the
past tense, respectively (see also Ladusaw 1977, Ogihara 1996). For instance, will in (528)a
shifts the time of being rich after the utterance time, whereas would in (528)a only places the
time of coming to Seattle after the time of John’s saying, but not necessarily after the
utterance time. In other words, the evaluation time of would is relative to the reference time
of the matrix event.
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(528)

a.

John believed in 1990 that his bride will be rich in 1991.

(Abusch 1997: 22)

b.

John said that Mary would come to Seattle.

(Ogihara 1996: 79)

Matthewson (2006) shows that the morpheme kelh in St’át’imcets has a semantics equivalent
to WOLL, namely it can be interpreted as will or would, and thus kelh is argued to be the overt
spell-out of

WOLL.

Similar facts about relative evaluation time with future morphemes are

also reported in other languages, for instance, the Paraguayan Guaraní future marker -ta
(Tonhauser 2011a, 2011b), Gitksan dim (Jóhannsdóttir and Matthewson 2007, Matthewson
2012b), and the Medumba future marker á’ (Mucha 2015) (see also Cable 2015, Chen et al.
2017a for other languages). In what follows, I show that similar to St’át’imcets kelh and the
future markers in the above-mentioned languages, p-/Ø and musa’ are relative forward
shifters, allowing will- and would-readings. Yet different from the majority, which consider
WOLL

to be an aspectual marker (i.e., a prospective aspect), I will argue in Section 5.6.4

based on language-internal evidence that p-/Ø and musa’ are relative tenses/modals.
I have shown in Section 5.4 that p-/Ø or musa’ is required for future interpretations
(see Table 5.9 for conditions of voice or aspect on their distribution). Further support that
these markers are future oriented comes from their incompatibility with past/present time
adverbs; they are only compatible with future time adverbs:148
(529)

p-k-ghzyaq

{*shira’

FUT.AV-STA-cold

/*misuw qani /kira’}.

yesterday /now

this /later.today

‘It will be cold {*yesterday/*now/later}.’
(530)

thaygal-an

ni

Tali’ {*shira’

bully-LV.FUT

ERG

Tali’

/*misuw qani/babaw=nya’} laqi’ qasa.

yesterday /now

this /in.the.future child that

*‘Tali’ bullied that kid yesterday.’ / *‘Tali’ is bullying that kid now.’ / ‘Tali’ will bully
that kid in the future.’

148

The future markers may co-occur with the present time adverb misuw qani but the reading is still a future
interpretation, for example:
(i) p-qumah=saku’
misuw qani.
FUT.AV-farm=1SG.ABS this
not
‘I will be farming (starting from) now.’
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(531)

musa’ baytunux
FUT

{*sraral /*misuw qani /babaw=nya’}.

beautiful.AV

before / now

this

/in.the.future

‘She will be beautiful {*before/*now/in the future}.’
Furthermore, when sentences with p-/Ø or musa’ are embedded under future-marked
attitude/report verbs, they always receive forward-shifted readings. For example, (532)a is
infelicitous in a context in which the time of being tired coincides with the time of saying;
the sentence can only mean that the time of being tired is after the time of saying. The
intended reading requires a bare stative in the embedded clause, as shown in (532)b.
(532)

Context: You want to ask Yupas to work but you suspect that he will make an excuse.
———t0———say———
be.tired
a. # p-kayal
FUT.AV-tell

Yupas maha { p-k-awzyay
Yupas

/ musa’ mawzyay} hiya’.

COMP FUT.AV-STA-tired / FUT

tired.AV

3SG.N

‘Yupas will say that he will be tired.’
b.

p-kayal

Yupas maha mawzyay hiya’.

FUT.AV-tell

Yupas

COMP

tired.AV

3SG.N

‘Yupas will say that he is tired.’
(533) illustrates a similar case for the null future Ø in non-actor-voice sentences: The time of
giving Tali’ a present follows the time of Tali’s thoughts.149
(533)

Context: On Tali’s birthday, we inform him that we will come to his home. We
speculate about Tali’s thoughts after we tell him this. We actually have another plan.
———t0———think———give———
p-mnglung

maha

FUT.AV-imagine COMP

biq-an=ta’

nanu’ hazi’

give-LV.FUT=1PL.INCL what

la.

EPIST.POS PRT

‘He will think that we will probably give him something.’
149

Note that I expect that the same sentence can have a backward-shifted reading (the time of the giving
event precedes the time of Tali’s thoughts) in other contexts, when the embedded clause has a null non-future
tense instead of Ø.
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The interpretation of p-/Ø and musa’ in the matrix and embedded clauses therefore
demonstrates that they are forward shifters.
The data above also demonstrate that the forward shifting of p-/Ø and musa’ is
anchored to the time of the matrix event; otherwise they would allow for simultaneous
readings and would be felicitous in the two types of context. The following examples
illustrate the same fact with past matrix verbs: In the contexts of (534)-(536), where both
matrix and embedded events are unambiguously interpreted in the past, sentences containing
p-/Ø, or musa’ embedded under a past matrix verb are felicitous. This would not be possible
if these markers were interpreted relative to the utterance time.
(534)

Context: Tali’ predicted that Rimuy would be in a bad mood, and she was.
———tell———bad.mood-———t0———
kyal-un=saku’

ni

Tali’ shira’

maha pawng-an ni

tell-PV=1SG.ABS

ERG

Tali’ yesterday COMP listen-LV

Rimuy

ERG

Rimuy

qu

zyaw qani lga,

p-k-yaqih

qsliq=nya’

maha,

ABS

thing this

FUT.AV-STA-bad

heart=3SG.GEN

COMP

PRT.TOP

ru

yaqih balay qsliq=nya’

CONJ

bad

truly

sawni’

la.

heart=3SG.GEN earlier.today

PRT

‘Tali’ told me yesterday that when Rimuy heard this news, her mood would be bad,
and her mood was indeed bad today.’
(535)

Context: You share with your friend how your relationship with your ex-boyfriend
ended.
———tell———wait———t0———
kyal-un=saku’=nya’

sa

mpusal kayal wayal na’ maha

tell-PV=1SG.ABS=3SG.ERG

LOC

twenty year past

still

COMP

n~n_gawn=saku’=nya’

syaw llyung

maha, ga

RED~wait.PV.FUT=1SG.ABS=3SG.ERG

side

COMP

river

TOP
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ini’=saku’

usa’. 150

NEG=1SG.ABS

go.AV.DEP

‘He told me twenty years ago that he would wait for me by the river bank but I didn’t
go.’
(536)

Context: Maya’s kid is a chief now. Maya’ already predicted when she was pregnant
that the day would come. (adapted from Matthewson 2006: 689)
———know———become———t0———
squ

kki’an

na’ qu Maya’ hga,

LOC

pregnancy still

ABS

Maya’ first.TOP

maha musa’ m-g-mrhuw na
COMP FUT

AV-be-sage GEN

ktu’=nya’

si=nya’

bq~baq-iy

PRT=3SG.GEN EMP~know-PV.DEP

Tayal qu

’laqi’ cyux

Tayal

child

ABS

exist.DIST

qasa.

belly=3SG.GEN that
‘During Maya’s pregnancy, she already knew that that kid in her belly would become
a chief of the Atayal people.’
To sum up, p-/Ø and musa’ behave as forward shifters, and the shifting is interpreted
relative to the utterance time when they mark matrix clauses or the event time of the matrix
clause when they mark embedded clauses.

5.6.3 Comparing the three sets of future markers
As addressed for the future morpheme in many other languages (see Enç 1996, Copley 2002,
Kissine 2008, Broekhuis and Verkuyl 2014, among others), there is a question whether p-/Ø
and musa’ are modals or pure temporal operators. Since the modality of musa’ has
predictions and non-future epistemic interpretations, it appears that it can be analyzed as a
150

The verb nngawn has C-reduplication (only possible for non-actor-voice verbs), which yields a stronger
promise similar to ‘…he would definitely wait for me by the river…’ (see Section 5.6.3.2). In (i), the nonreduplicated verb n_gawn is used for a similar future-in-the-past reading.
(i) Context: You complained to your friend that Tali’ called you last night to ask you out.
qzit-an=saku’=nya’
sgbyan ringwa’ maha n_gawn=saku’=nya’
syaw llyung.
spin-LV=1SG.ABS=3SG.ERG night
phone COMP wait.PV.FUT=1SG.ABS=3SG.ERG side river
‘He called me last night saying that he would wait for me by the river bank.’
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modal; along these lines, p-/Ø can also be treated as a future modal. Another supporting
reason involves conditionals. The future markers are all available in the apodoses of
conditionals, as demonstrated in (576)-(578) below.

151

Under Kratzer’s theory of

conditionals (Kratzer 1986, 2012), conditionals have an overt or implicit modal operator in
the apodosis whose quantificational domain is restricted by the if-clause; along these lines, it
is reasonable to infer the future markers in the apodoses are all modals. While further
research is required for the semantics of the future markers and conditionals, I suggest,
following the above-mentioned clues, to analyze the future markers as modals that include
forward shifting in their semantics.
In this section, I first present preliminary findings on distinguishing the modal
meaning of the three sets of future markers—p-/Ø, musa’, and the reduplicated forms pp-/C(Section 5.6.3.1). I then show that musa’ differs from p-/Ø in allowing (limited) present
temporal readings (Section 5.6.3.2).
5.6.3.1 The encoding of modality
The types of modality which musa’ is compatible with are much more restricted than those
of p-/Ø. The data are presented in (537)-(539), where the (a) examples involve musa’, the (b)
examples p-/Ø, and the (c) examples C-reduplication.
(537)

Prediction context: Our late grandma uttered this when Yupas was born:
a.

musa’ m-g-mrhuw na
FUT

AV-be-sage GEN

tayal

qu ’laqi’ qani.

Atayal

ABS

child this

‘This kid will/would become an Atayal sage.’
b.

p-g-mrhuw

na

FUT.AV-be-sage GEN

tayal

qu

’laqi’ qani.

Atayal

ABS

child this

‘This kid will/would become an Atayal sage.’
c.

# p~p-g-mrhuw

na

RED~FUT.AV-be-sage GEN

tayal

qu

’laqi’ qani.

Atayal

ABS

child this

‘This kid was about to become a sage/a wise man.’
151

Hortative and imperative sentences and sentences with circumstantial modals can also appear in apodoses
(see e.g., (509) and (510) above).
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Consultant’s comment: “No one would encounter this kind of moment! It’s
like the moment you are going to be announced to be a president, but pgmrhuw
means becoming a wise man (which cannot be just turned into).”
(538)

Prediction context: Don’t bring him to the mountain. He is a mukan (i.e., a person
from the plains); he will destroy the tracks of wild animals.
a.

musa’=nya’

hriq-un

kwara’ turu’ na qsinuw.

FUT=3SG.ERG

destroy-PV all

back GEN wild.animal

‘He will destroy all wild animals’ tracks.’
b.

hriq-un=nya’

kwara’ turu’ na

destroy-PV.FUT=3SG.ERG all

back

qsinuw.

GEN

wild.animal

‘He will destroy all wild animals’ tracks.’
c.

h~hriq-un=nya’

kwara’ turu’ na

qsinuw.

RED~destroy-PV.FUT=3SG.ERG

all

wild.animal

back

GEN

‘He will definitely destroy all wild animals’ tracks.’
Consultant’s comment: “If he is a mukan, I am sure he will destroy all the
tracks [平地人的話，肯定會弄壞].”
(539)

Promise context: You ask your friend to forward a message to another friend. Your
friend promises you:
a.

# musa’=maku’ kyal-un balay.
FUT=1SG.ERG

speak-PV truly

‘I will tell him.’ / Consultant: “I will/might [應該會] tell him; not a promise.”
b.

kyal-un=maku’

balay.

speak-PV.FUT=1SG.ERG truly
‘I will tell him.’
c.

k~kyal-un=maku’

balay!

RED~speak-PV.FUT=1SG.ERG

truly

‘I will definitely tell him.’
Consultant’s comment: “Yes, you promise; you emphasize you will do so.”
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(540)

Planned context: You got your paycheck and you plan to buy a new car: “nyux saku’
snli cikay pila’ ‘I have some money’ …”
a.

# musa’=saku’ m-bazi turak kawas ’nyal
FUT=1SG.ABS AV-buy

truck year

coming

la.
PRT

‘I will buy a new car next year.’
Consultant’s comment: “This says ‘You will (go to) buy a car [會去買].”
b.

p-bazi=saku’

turak kawas ’nyal

la.

FUT.AV-buy=1SG.ABS

truck year

PRT

coming

‘I am going to buy a new car next year.’
c.

p~p-bazi=saku’

turak.

RED~FUT.AV-buy=1SG.ABS

truck

‘I am about to buy a new car.’
Consultant’s comment: “This means you are already in the car store.”
(541)

Scheduled context: Tali’ is your friend. He and Rimuy decide to marry next year.
They have a date fixed. You report this:
a.

# musa’ m-squn kawas laha’ la.
FUT

AV-unite

year

3PL.N PRT

‘They will marry next year.’
Consultant’s comment: “It says that it’s possible. They will.”
b.

p-squn

kawas laha’

ma.

FUT.AV-unite

year

REP

3PL.N

‘They are going to marry next year.’
c.

p~p-squn

kawas laha’

RED~FUT .AV-unite

year

3PL.N

la.
REP

‘They are going to marry next year.’
Consultant’s comment: “It’s soon happening.”
As shown in these examples, p-/Ø is compatible with contexts that involve
predictions about future events, as in (537)-(538), promises, as in (539), and scheduled or
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planned future events, as in (540) and (541). By contrast, musa’ is only accepted in the
contexts of predictions in (537) and (538); 152 in the (a) examples of (539)-(541), the
consultant’s comments all suggest that the use of musa’ involves predictions about a future
event, and is thus incompatible with a promise to bring about the event or with the event
being scheduled or planned.
The results of the reduplicated form pp-/C- in the (c) examples either indicate that the
speaker has a stronger belief or more certainty toward the realization of the described future
event, as in (538) and (539), or that the described future event is imminent, as in (537), (540),
and (541). Predictions or promises with more certainty are often hinted by the consultant’s
translation with Mandarin epistemic necessity modals or comments which indicate that pp/C- concerns the speaker’s commitment.
As for the immediate future reading, the reduplicated form pp- is offered in the
context of (542)-(543), which describes imminent events that require an immediate reaction;
substituting it with p- lacks this immediacy, as shown by the consultant’s comments. An
example of the null form in a non-actor voice sentence is given in (544).153 In all these
contexts, musa’ is not felicitous; this is consistent with the above conclusion that musa’ is
only about predictions.
(542)

Context: A bridge is falling. You warn the people who are passing by: “Laxiy usa’
hawngu’ qasa! ‘Don’t go over that bridge’ …”
a. ?? p-skyut

la.

FUT.AV-crack PRT

Intended for ‘It’s going to break.’ / Consultant: “Not good here.”
152

In one of my examples, p- but not musa’ can also have a dispositional use, which is often rendered by the
generic marker mutuw. Since I don’t have parallel data from the null form in a non-actor voice, I leave this for
future work.
153
The meaning of the reduplicated form pp-/C- could be an argument for analyzing p-/Ø as a modal. The
certainty of predictions and promises brought out by pp-/C- aligns with the type of modality allowed for p-/Ø
with stronger quantificational strength. If p-/Ø is a universal modal, the reduplication can be treated as a marker
that widens the quantificational domain of the universal quantifier. However, it is less clear how this
strengthening idea explains the “imminent” future reading. By definition, an imminent future involves a very
short amount of time that will elapse but does not seem to necessarily concern the degree of certainty or
strength; for example, something could be uncertain but happen very soon (if it happens at all) (p.c. Hotze
Rullmann). I suspect this is not what the imminent future conveyed by pp-/C- expresses; rather it expresses
imminent future readings that are also believed to be certainly going to happen (i.e., the imminent future
readings are a subset of certainty). That means, in this type of context—if a time bomb is going to explode in
the next second, but you’re uncertain whether this will happen—I expect that pp-/C- will not be used. I leave
this hypothesis for future testing. 	
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b.

p~p-skyut

la.

RED~FUT.AV-crack PRT

‘It’s about to break.’
Consultant’s comment: “You see the rope of the bridge is breaking. Like you
can hear poh-poh-poh” (i.e., the sound of breaking).
c. # musa’ m-skyut la.
FUT

AV-crack PRT

‘It will break.’
Consultant’s comment: “No. This means that if the bridge is old, it will
break.” Me: “So pskyut la can also be used if saying the bridge is old and
will break?” Consultant: “pskyut means something closer than musa’
mskyut.”
(543)

Context: You see a cup is falling from the table: “Ah…”
a.

# p-shutaw

lki.

FUT.AV-drop PRT

‘It’s going to fall.’
Consultant’s comment: “This is a warning: Be careful, it is going to fall.”
b.

p~p-shutaw

lki.

RED~FUT.AV-drop PRT

‘It’s about to fall.’
Consultant’s comment: “It’s too late to catch it.”
c.

# musa’ m-shutaw.
FUT

AV-drop

‘It will fall.’
Consultant’s comment: (Laughing) “This is used for, for example he put his
cup on some bumpy place, you may worry: musa’ mshutaw lga? ‘Will it fall
down?’”
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(544)

Context: You observe some clues that the naughty kid Pasang is going to play a joke
on his grandpa.
a.

{#haypas-un / h~haypas-un}

Pasang qu

yutas=nya’.

ERG

Pasang

grandfather=3SG.GEN

joke-PV.FUT / RED~joke-PV.FUT

ni

ABS

‘Pasang is about to make a joke of his grandpa.’
Consultant’s comment: “You said that there are clues, then better with
hhaypasun.”
b.

# musa’ haypas-un ni
joke-PV

FUT

yutas=nya’

Pasang

grandfather=3SG.GEN later.today

ERG

Pasang qu
ABS

kira’.

‘Pasang will make a joke of his grandpa.’
Based on these preliminary findings, I summarize in Table 5.10 the type(s) of future
modality with which each form is compatible.
Forms

Future modality

musa’

predictions only

p-/Ø

predictions, promises, plans/schedules, …

pp-/C-

imminent future or stronger predictions/promises

Table 5.10 Modality of the future markers in Atayal
5.6.3.2 The availability of non-future interpretations with musa’
I have shown that unlike p-/Ø, musa’ is only compatible with predictions. Another difference
between p-/Ø and musa’ is that only musa’ can express a present epistemic reading; this is
demonstrated in (545). (546) gives another example of this reading.
(545)

Context: I try to soothe my friend whose child hasn’t yet come home from school at
the usual time: “Don’t worry…” (adapted from Tonhauser 2011b: 227)
a. # p-kaki’
FUT.AV-live

tuqi

qu

laqi’=su’

na’.

road

ABS

child=2SG.GEN still

Intended for ‘Your kid will be still on his way (lit. on the street).’
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b.

musa’ hazi’
FUT

EPIST.POS

cyux

tuqi

exis.DIST road

qu

laqi’=su’

na’.

ABS

child=2SG.GEN still

‘Your kid will be still on his way (lit. on the street).’
Volunteered translation: 他應該還在路上。(‘He should be still on his way.’)
(546)

Context: You ask grandpa, “How many houses are there in our village?”
musa’ hazi’
FUT

EPIST.POS

kbhul

msyaw ngasal qalang=myan.

hundred rest

house tribe=1PL.EXCL.GEN

‘There will be one hundred houses (Lit. Our tribe will be one hundred houses.).’
Volunteered translation: 應該會有一百多戶。(‘There should be one hundred houses.’)
Consultant’s comment: “It’s your guess.”
Such present epistemic readings are however limited: In contrast to (545) and (546), the use
of musa’ in (547) and (548) is rejected.
(547)

Context: You see Tali’ looking tense and unhappy.
# musa’ hazi’
FUT

EPIST.POS

m’uy

cikay.

tired.AV a.bit

Intended for ‘He must/??will be tired.’
Consultant’s comment: “No, this might be the case if he just starts to work
and you predict that he will be tired.”
(548)

Context: You thought that Temu’ is still sick but he comes to the office today. Your
colleague says:
# musa’ hazi’
FUT

EPIST.POS

lawkah

hiya’ la.

strong.AV 3SG.N

PRT

Intended for ‘He must/??will be better.’
Consultant’s comment: “Since he is in the office, you should not doubt his health
anymore; otherwise, it sounds like you curse him to be sick again.”
Musa’ cannot be a pure epistemic modal that is freely compatible with non-future epistemic
readings (e.g., future markers in Hindi, as in Kush 2016, or in Greek and Italian, as in
Giannakidou and Mari 2018). The reason may be similar to what is responsible for
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restrictions on epistemic will in English (see for example Mari 2016, Winans 2016 for
different proposals154), noting that the English translation with will in the two examples is
also bad.
An apparent issue is that most of my examples of present epistemic musa’ have the
epistemic modal adverb hazi’. This raises the question of whether the present readings should
be attributed to the presence of hazi’. If that were the case, musa’ hazi’ would always give
rise to present interpretations. This is not true: musa’ hazi’ in (549) is clearly an example of a
future reading, in contrast to (545)b and (546) above.
(549)

Context: Tali’ played the whole day without doing his homework. He might get
scolded when his mother comes.
musa’ hazi’
FUT

EPIST.POS

ks’ang-un ni

yaya’=nya’

la.

scold-PV

mother=3SG.GEN

PRT

ERG

‘He might get scolded by his mother.’
While both types of sentences are based on evidence or knowledge available at the present,
in (545)b and (546), the described event is concurrent with the evidence time, whereas (549)
describes an event in the future of the evidence time. I thus consider musa’ to be ambiguous
between a non-future and a future interpretation.155 In the next two chapters, we will see
similar non-future interpretations of musa’ when it co-occurs with circumstantial modals; an
example is previewed in (550) (This example also shows that hazi’ need not be present for
the non-future interpretation of musa’.)
(550)

Context: You walk with your friend, and he finds cash on the street. You tell him:
a.

siki

s-biq

kinsat.

CIRC.NEC

CV-give

police

‘You have to hand it in to the police.’

154

Winans (2016) argues that will carries requirements about the inference: Present uses of will are
infelicitous using an abductive inference (i.e., an inference that concludes from the result state to its cause).
155
The ambiguity is supported by the syntactic distribution of hazi’: With the future interpretation of musa’,
hazi’ can occur quite freely in the sentence (see Chapter 7, Section 7.5); by contrast, hazi’ has to follow musa’
in order for the present epistemic reading to be possible (e.g., (545)-(546)). My current idea is that the epistemic
musa’ hazi’ is like a collocation, with the presence of hazi’ to disambiguate it from the future reading of musa’.
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b.

musa’ siki
FUT

CIRC.NEC

s-biq

kinsat.

CV-give

police

‘You should hand it in to the police.’
Consultant’s comment: “It’s a suggestion.”
The non-future epistemic reading is further supported by (551)b, where musa’ can cooccur with p-. Since p- shifts the consenting event to the future, musa’ appears to be
atemporal, which presents a reading separate from the future one in (549).
(551)

Context: You want to ask Tali’ a favor and you consult about this with your wife.
Your wife thinks Tali’ will not agree to help:
a.

iyat

p-swayal

qu

NEG

FUT.AV-promise ABS

Tali’

ay.

Tali’

PRT

‘Tali’ will not consent.’
Volunteered translation: Tali’不會答應。
Consultant’s comment: “This is for sure.”
b.

musa’ iyat

p-swayal

FUT

AV-promise ABS

NEG

qu

Tali’ ay.
Tali’

PRT

‘Tali’ will probably not consent.’
Volunteered translation: Tali’應該不會答應。
The temporal ambiguity of musa’ can be paralleled with a temporal difference between
epistemic and circumstantial modals in Atayal: The epistemic modals are atemporal,
allowing non-future and future prejacents, whereas the circumstantial modals are inherently
future-oriented (see Chapter 7).

5.6.4 Not prospective aspects
Klein (1994: 114) defines prospective aspect as an aspect that places the reference time in the
pre-time of the event time. Bohnemeyer (2014) argues that along these lines, prospective
aspect is a mirror image of perfect aspect, which has been assumed to locate the reference
time inside the post-state of the event time; he also shows that Yucatec Maya has a perfect
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and a prospective aspect, which denote a reversed relation between event time and reference
time. Tonhauser (2011b) calls such future expressions the “eventuality time” option (i.e., RT
< ET), in opposition to the “reference time” option, which relies on the availability of a
future antecedent reference time (i.e., UT < RT), and she argues that future discourse in
Paraguayan Guaraní is predominantly realized by prospective aspects. Tonhauser also
comments that the same holds for many other languages, citing various sources (p. 284).
Nevertheless, teasing apart which option a future morpheme instantiates, whether prospective
aspect or future tense, is empirically difficult, as it is to distinguish past tense and perfect
aspect in the past domain.
Below I discuss several challenges for analyzing the future morphemes in Atayal as
prospective aspects that relate the event time to the reference time, using the diagnostic that
prospective and perfect are in complementary distribution.
5.6.4.1 Compatibility with the perfective-perfect wal
An initial reason to reject an analysis of p-/Ø and musa’ as prospective aspects is that
compositionally, p- and musa’ can stack on top of the perfective-perfect aspect wal, as
exemplified in (552)-(553) (repeated from (503)-(504) above); note that the null form Ø of
the future does not co-occur with overt aspect markers (see Table 5.9 above). If the future
markers were prospective aspects like the counterpart of the perfect, they would not be able
to co-occur.
(552)

Context: You tell your mom you will help your grandpa cook the flying squirrel that
he caught, but your mom thinks you will not make it.
hal-an=su’

m-ita’

go-LV=2SG.ABS

AV-see

yutas

babaw kinryax

grandpa above
156

*(p-k-)rima’=nya’

lunch.time

wal

FUT.AV-STA-already=3SG.ERG PFV-PRF

ga,
TOP

thk-un qu

yapit

la.

cook-PV ABS flying.squirrel PRT

‘When you go to see your grandpa in the afternoon, he will have cooked the flying
squirrel.’

156

Note that the stative marker k- is only present when p- is prefixed.
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(553)

m-wah=su’

suxan

lga,

musa’=nya’

AV-come=2SG.ABS

tomorrow

PRT.TOP FUT=3SG.ERG

wal

rima’

PFV-PRF

already

kblay-un blihun la.
make-PV door

PRT

‘When you come tomorrow, he will have already fixed the door.’
5.6.4.2 Past-future (was going to) readings are unavailable
If p-/Ø and musa’ were prospective aspects, we would expect that like other aspects, they
could co-occur with a past tense, in which case, they would yield past future readings like
was going to. This is however not what is found: With a when-clause that introduces a past
reference time, p-/Ø or pp-/C- is infelicitous, as illustrated by (554)a-b; the correct rendition
for placing the reference time inside the process leading to the future event requires a
paraphrase with a cleft construction yasa (qu)… ‘that was the time when …’, as in (554)c.
(554)

Context: You describe how you almost saw him naked because the moment when you
opened the door he was going to take off his pants.
a. # g<m>yah=saku’

blihun lga,

open<AV>=1SG.ABS door

PRT.TOP

p-htuq

yawpun qu Tali’.

FUT.AV-remove

pants

ABS Tali’

Intended for ‘When I opened the door, Tali’ was about to take off his pants.’
b. ?? g<m>yah=saku’

blihun lga,

open<AV>=1SG.ABS door

p~p-htuq

yawpun …

PRT.TOP RED~FUT.AV-remove

pants

Intended for ‘When I opened the door, Tali’ was about to take off his pants.’
c.

g<m>yah=saku’

blihun lga,

open<AV>=1SG.ABS door

PRT.TOP

yasa balay [ (p~)p-htuq …
that

truly

].

RED~FUT.AV-remove

‘When I opened the door, Tali’ was about to take off his pants.’ (Lit.
‘When I opened the door, that was the time when Tali’ was about to take
off his pants).’
A further example is given in (555), where the consultant’s comment confirms that the
intended past future reading (i.e., was going to) cannot simply use p-/Ø or pp-/C-.
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(555)

Context: Describe how you were busy at the moment your friend called and so
couldn’t answer the phone.
a.

# pringwa’=saku’=nya’
phone.AV=1SG.ABS=3SG.ERG

lga,

p~pima’=saku’

balay

PRT.TOP RED~wash.AV.FUT=1SG.ABS

truly

’laqi’=mu.
child=1SG.GEN
Intended for ‘When he called me, I was about to wash my kid.’
Consultant’s comment: “This is not as urgent as you describe.”
b.

pringwa’=saku’=nya’

lga,

yasa balay

phone.AV=1SG.ABS=3SG.ERG

PRT.TOP

that

[ p~pima’=saku’

truly

’laqi’=mu.]

RED~wash.AV.FUT=1SG.ABS

child=1SG.GEN

‘When he called me, that was the time when I was about to wash my kid.’
Unlike p-/Ø and pp-/C-, musa’ is not compatible with the paraphrased yasa-cleft, as shown in
(556). Past-future readings of musa’ also do not seem to be possible in matrix clauses, as
musa’ cannot co-occur with past-time adverbs (see (531) above); past-future readings are
only available in embedded clauses (demonstrated in (536) above).
(556)

Context: You regretted that you couldn’t have told your friend the thing at that time:
“Tali’ came and interrupted me when I was going to tell you.”
a.

yasa balay k~kyal-un=misu
that

truly

lga,

m-wah

RED~speak-PV.FUT=1SG.ERG.2SG.ABS PRT.TOP AV-come

qu Tali’, si=saku’

tmlux

la.

ABS Tali’ PRT=1SG.ABS

slient.AV.DEP

PRT

kya
there

‘At that time when I was about to tell you, Tali’ came so I was silent.’
b. # yasa balay musa’=misu’
that

truly

FUT=1SG.ERG.2SG.ABS

kyal-un lga,

m-wah

speak-PV PRT.TOP

AV-come

qu Tali’, si=saku’

tmlux

la.

ABS Tali’ PRT=1SG.ABS

slient.AV.DEP

PRT

kya
there

Intended for ‘At that time when I was about to tell you, Tali’ came so I was
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silent.’
Consultant’s comment: “No. musa’ misu’ kyalun means I will tell you.”
These failed attempts at eliciting p-/Ø, pp-/C-, or musa’ in contexts that favor was
going to/was about to readings with when-clauses suggest that they do not relate an event
time to a (past) reference time.
P-/Ø and musa’ also differ from English was going to in lacking the effect of
counterfactuality. (557) shows that was going to does not entail the truth of the event; it
usually implicates that the event didn’t end up happening.
(557)

The vase was going to fall, but at the last moment I caught it. (Copley 2002: 105)

In Atayal, the irrealis marker aki’ rather than p-/Ø or musa’ is used for counterfactual
contexts.157 The examples in (558)b-c show that with p-/Ø or musa’ alone, a continuation
asserting that the described event didn’t take place results in a contradiction.
(558)

Context: I failed to do what Tali’ asked me to do last week. I was going to confess to
him but I didn’t in the end.
a.

aki’=maku’

kyal-un ga, wal

IRR=1SG.ERG

tell-PV

si

TOP PFV-PRF PRT

tpru’

sa

qawlu’

block.AV.DEP

LOC

throat

qu kkayal=maku’.
ABS word=1SG.GEN

‘I was going to tell him but my words got stuck in my throat.’
b. # {(k~)kyal-un=maku’
RED~tell-PV.FUT=1SG.ERG TOP

/ musa’=maku’ kyal-un} ga,

wal

/ FUT=1SG.ERG tell-PV }

PFV-PRF

si

tpru’

sa

qawlu’ qu

kkayal=maku’.

PRT

block.AV

LOC

throat

word=1SG.GEN

ABS

TOP

Intended for ‘I was going to tell him but my words got stuck in my throat.’

157

See Chapter 7 (Section 7.10) for a brief discussion of aki’.
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5.6.4.3 Parallels with the past tense-inThe future markers p-/Ø and musa’ exhibit several similarities with the existential past tense
-in-. First, similar to the relative back-shifted reading of -in- in embedded clauses (see
Chapter 4, Section 4.9), p-/Ø and musa’ in embedded clauses give a forward-shifted reading
that is relative to the time of the matrix event (see (534)-(536) above). Second, like the past
tense -in-, which lacks past perfect readings (see Chapter 4, Section 4.4), the future markers
do not have past future readings (see (554)-(556) above).
Another analogy between p-/Ø and the past tense -in- is existential readings in the
scope of negation. Recall that p-/Ø and -in- use the same negation iyat, and they take narrow
scope under iyat; examples for p-/Ø are given in (559)a and (560)a. Importantly, like the
existential reading that -in- gives rise to, these contexts all favor a ‘will not/never’ reading,
which corresponds to the narrow scope of an existential quantifier over times with respect to
negation. The two sets of markers are hence each other’s mirror images—an existential
operator in the future and past, respectively. Note that unlike p-/Ø, musa’ however cannot
occur under the negation iyat, as shown in (559)b and (560)b.
(559)

Context: According to the weather forecast, there will be no rain next week.
a.

iyat

p-qwalax.

NEG

FUT.AV-rain

‘It will not rain.’
b.

* iyat
NEG

musa’ m-qwalax.
FUT

AV-rain

Intended for ‘It will not rain.’
(560)

Context: This is the last time I lend you money. No more requests!
a.

iyat=misu’

swal-an

babaw=nya’

NEG=1SG.ERG.2SG.ABS

promise-LV.FUT above=3SG.GEN

la.
PRT

‘I will not consent to your request (anymore).’
b.

* iyat=misu’
NEG=1SG.ERG.2SG.ABS

musa’ swal-an
FUT

babaw=nya’

promise-LV above=3SG.GEN

la.
PRT

Intended for ‘I will not consent to your request (anymore).’
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The various ways in which the future markers parallel -in- suggest that they are
operators of the same kind. Further support is that -in- and p-/Ø/musa’ do not co-occur, as in
(561) and (562). This is expected if they occupy the same head position and are in
complementary distribution.158
(561)

a.

* p-<in>qwalax
FUT.AV-<E.PST>rain

kayal=nya’.
sky=3SG.GEN

Intended for ‘It will have rained (by then).’ or ‘It was going to rain.’
b.

* musa’ m-<in>qwalax kayal=nya’.
FUT

AV-<E.PST>rain

sky=3SG.GEN

Intended for ‘It will have rained (by then).’ or ‘It was going to rain.’
(562) * musa’=saku’
FUT=1SG.ABS

m-<n>ayma’

qba’ la.

AV-<PST>wash

hand

PRT

Intended for ‘I will have washed my hands (by then).’ or ‘I was going to wash my
hands’
Consultant’s comment: “musa’ saku’ cannot go with mnayma’ qba. Musa’ saku’ is in
the future and mnayma’ qba’ is in the past.”

5.6.5 Summary
The data points presented for the future markers throughout this section are summarized
below in terms of their temporality and modality:
(563)

Temporality
(a)

p-/Ø and musa’ are forward shifters and are interpreted relative to an
evaluation time (rather than the utterance time) (Section 5.6.2).

(b)

p-/Ø entails future interpretations, whereas musa’ is ambiguous between a
future interpretation and a (limited) non-future (epistemic) interpretation
(Section 5.6.3.2).

158

Combining a past and future operator would not be a problem from a purely compositional point of view,
but the resulting truth conditions could be very weak and/or pragmatically odd as both morphemes are
existential (p.c. Lisa Matthewson and Hotze Rullmann).
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(c)

p-/Ø and musa’ behave unlike what is expected for prospective aspects
(Sections 5.6.4.1-2); furthermore, p-/Ø forms a mirror image with the relative
past tense -in- (Section 5.6.4.3).

(564)

Modality
(a)

p-/Ø is compatible with a range of future modality but musa’ only with
predictions (Section 5.6.3.1).

(b)

pp-/C- gives rise to imminent futures readings and stronger
predictions/promises (Section 5.6.3.1).

Based on these findings, I propose that p-/Ø and musa’ are future modals, and musa’
has another use as an epistemic modal, henceforth notated as musa’FUT and musa’EPIST. The
denotation proposed for p-/Ø is repeated here from Section 5.5.2.2, which musa’FUT shares
but with different types of modality; their denotation will be modified in Chapter 6:
(565)

⟦p-AV/Ø NAV/musa’FUT⟧g,c = λP<i,st> λt. λw. ∀w' [w' ∈ BEST(ACC(w, t)) ⟶  ∃t' [t < t' &
P(w')(t')]]

While p-/Ø and musa’FUT yield forward-shifted readings in matrix and embedded clauses
much like WOLL, they however do not behave like prospective aspects (e.g., be going to) that
locate event time as opposed to reference time. Given that p-/Ø forms a mirror image with
the past tense -in-, and that both p-/Ø and musa’FUT are incompatible with -in-, I suggest that
they are relative temporal operators that locate reference time as opposed to an evaluation
time; they denote functions from properties of times and worlds to properties of times and
worlds (type <ist,ist>).
In matrix clauses, the evaluation time is the utterance time, and the proposed analysis
correctly captures that p-/Ø and musa’FUT assert that there is a time in the future at which P
holds (in the best accessible worlds). As expected, negation scoping over the future operator
yields non-existence of the described event in the future. This analysis also explains why p/Ø and musa’FUT behave unlike prospective aspects: If p-/Ø and musa’ were prospective
aspects, which relate the event time to the reference time, the last time argument t would be
saturated by a non-future tense variable in matrix clauses, and if the contextual reference
time is past, they would yield past future readings. Sentences with p-/Ø and musa’ however
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cannot be shifted to the past with adverbs or with a contextually salient time (Sections 5.6.2
and 5.6.4.2).

5.7 Potential alternatives
In this section, I present arguments that a tenseless analysis based on aspect or mood/reality
cannot be extended to morphologically tenseless clauses in Atayal.

5.7.1 Tense is not entailed by aspect
Although Atayal has certain aspect-induced tense defaults, these defaults do not align with
voice alternations, and hence they offer no explanation for the temporal pattern partially
conditioned by voice. Below I first discuss potential temporal defaults for Atayal in light of
three types of aspectual information: (i) (im)perfectivity, which concerns temporal
boundedness of events, (ii) dynamicity, which distinguishes eventive from stative predicates,
and (iii) telicity, which is about whether an eventuality has inherent final points. I then show
that an aspect-based tenseless analysis such as the one in Smith et al. (2007) or the one in J.W. Lin (2006) is not applicable to Atayal.
As argued in Chapter 3, the perfective-perfect wal encodes boundedness: it ensures
that eventive predicates of every lexical aspectual class culminate/terminate. Thus, the
distinction between sentences with and without wal may be regarded as one between
perfective and imperfective, respectively. One may further argue that wal sentences have a
past tense default, given that the described event is always anterior to the reference time, but
this misses the fact that wal sentences can receive a present perfect and a past perfect reading
(Section 5.4.3). Moreover, imperfective sentences (i.e., sentences without wal) are
heterogeneous, comprised of progressive-marked predicates and unmarked ones, and their
temporal default relies on several other factors. Progressive-marked predicates have a present
tense default, be it a progressive or resultative reading, and the default can hardly be
overridden by past time adverbials alone unless supported by a context (Section 5.4.2).
Aspectually-unmarked predicates may have a present, past or future reading by
default, further depending on (a) whether they are interpreted as episodic or habitual, (b)
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whether an episodic event is stative or dynamic, and (c) whether a dynamic event is marked
with the actor voice or a non-actor voice. Unmarked stative and habitual sentences have a
default present tense, which can be overridden by past time adverbs and contexts (Section
5.4.1.1). As for unmarked episodic dynamic sentences, they are only interpreted as past if
they are in the actor voice, and are either interpreted as past or future in a non-actor voice
(Sections 5.4.1.1-2); evidence that either a past or a future interpretation may be the default
for a non-actor-voice eventive sentence comes from out-of-the-blue interpretations:
(566)

ptkryan=nya’

qu Bnka’.

get.lost.LV=3SG.ERG

ABS

台北真的會讓他迷路。(‘He

(567)

Taipei
will get lost in Taipei.’)

thaygal-an ni

Tali’ (# babaw=nya’)

laqi’ qasa.

bully-LV

Tali’

child that

ERG

above=3SG.GEN

Tali’s 有欺負那個小孩。 ‘Tali’ bullied that kid (#in the future).’
Consultant’s comment: “Past and babaw nya’ ‘in the future’ do not match.”
Table 5.11 summarizes these temporal defaults in correlation with the various types
of predicate.
Tense default

May be overridden by

Past

N/A

Present

context

HAB

Present

adverbs / context

Stative

Present

adverbs / context

PFV-PRF wal
PROG cyux/nyux
IPFV

Unmarked

Eventive

AV

Past

N/A

NEUT

NAV

Past/future

N/A

Table 5.11 Hypothetical aspect-induced tense defaults in Atayal
What is yet to be included in the discussion is telicity, which does not directly
correlate to any tense default. As shown in Chapter 2, Atayal has at least five lexical
aspectual classes—activities, accomplishments, achievements, and two types of statives. In
terms of telicity, activities are atelic whereas accomplishments and achievements are telic;
states are atelic if they are interpreted as homogeneous and telic if inchoative. Nevertheless,
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telicity of events cuts across voice, that is, both telic and atelic events may be either in the
actor voice or a non-actor voice: For example, tayhuk ‘arrive.AV’ and thkan ‘achieve.LV’ are
both telic; ms’ang ‘scold.AV’ and s’angun ‘scold.PV’ are both atelic. It is thus unclear how
telicity associates with the two temporal default patterns for sentences that lack overt aspect
marking—past for actor-voice sentences and past/future for non-actor-voice sentences.
Moreover, telicity does not play a role in the temporal default of sentences with an overt
aspect. For instance, irrespective of telic or atelic events, the perfective-perfect wal is
associated with a default past tense, and the progressive aspect with a present tense.
Given these potential tense defaults, let us now consider whether Smith et al. (2007)
or J.-W. Lin’s (2006) analysis is applicable to Atayal. According to Smith et al., perfective
sentences are bounded and have a default past tense, while imperfective sentences are
unbounded and interpreted as present by default. This appears to be borne out for wal
sentences, which receive a default past, but does not straightforwardly hold for the rest.
Suppose that progressive-marked sentences are imperfective, which receive a default present,
and unmarked sentences follow an additional principle, which says that dynamicity of events
determines tense. This would explain the present interpretation of habitual and stative
sentences but still fails to account for the temporal default of unmarked eventive sentences in
correlation with voice. Lin’s analysis is not applicable either; it mainly differs from Smith et
al.’s in utilizing telicity of events to determine default aspect, which in turn assigns default
tense. As noted above, however, telicity in Atayal is independent of voice, and so cannot
yield the desired default aspect/tense correlations.

5.7.2 Tense is not entailed by mood
The temporal system in Atayal, as well as in many other Formosan languages, has been
argued to exhibit a morphological distinction between non-future and future, which is
equated with a mood/reality distinction between realis and irrealis (Zeitoun et al. 1996). This
equation is based on two conceptual reasons—(i) future markers in Atayal carry modality
(which goes beyond tense); (ii) events in the future are non-actual and potential, which are
unrealized in the actual world.
Both arguments however only identify a property of the future rather than an irrealis
grammatical category. Although languages may incorporate modal meaning into irrealis
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status, conveying modality is not a sufficient criterion for instantiating an irrealis category;
cross-linguistically future morphemes are also known to encode modality, even in a tensed
language like English (Enç 1996, Copley 2002, Broekhuis and Verkuyl 2014, Giannakidou
2014, Kush 2017, to mention but a few). Moreover, many notions in addition to the future
are unreal, including negative expressions, interrogatives, conditionals, counterfactuals,
imperatives, etc. While what belongs to an irrealis category is inconsistent across languages,
an irrealis marker is expected to mark a few non-actual environments, as has been
demonstrated in for example Mohawk (Iroquoian) (Baker and Travis 1997) and Chamorro
(Austronesian) (S. Chung and Timberlake 1985, Chamorro 2012) (see Mithun 1999 and
Elliott 2000 for many other languages). As pointed out by Matthewson (2006: 684), “in order
to show that an apparent future morpheme is really an irrealis marker […] we need to show
that the morpheme appears in at least some non-future irrealis contexts.” Thus, if a
morpheme only marks future events, it is best regarded as a future marker rather than an
irrealis marker.
Following this diagnostic, it is clear that the future markers in Atayal are never
irrealis markers: In contexts that are frequently targeted by irrealis markers in other
languages, the future markers are either illegitimate, or obligatorily add a future meaning.
The former case includes hortatives, as in (568), imperatives, as in (569), and the negation
ini’, as in (570) (illustrated with the patient voice). These constructions all involve a set of
voice markings that are distinct from the one with p-/Ø and musa’.159
(568)

pk’iyal-aw=maku’

balay m-ihiy cikay ha.

very.much-PV.HORT=1SG.ERG truly

AV-hit

a.bit

first

‘Let me beat him hard!’
(569)

pk’iyal-iy!
very.much-PV.DEP
‘Beat him hard!’

159

I do not have data showing p-/Ø or musa’ is disallowed in these examples, but I expect that such sorts of
data would be felicitous because in the presence of p-/Ø or musa’ the verb always uses the set of indicative
voices (compare with (571)-(573)).
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(570)

ini’

s’an-iy

ni

Tali’ qu

ngta’.

NEG

feed-PV.DEP

ERG

Tali’

chicken

ABS

‘Tali’ didn’t feed chickens.’
The cases in which p-/Ø and musa’ always contribute to futurity involve a range of
constructions, in which the verb uses the same set of voice marking as verbs marked with p/Ø or musa’; in other words, they show nothing morpho-syntactically different from
indicative clauses. Interrogative sentences with p-, Ø, or musa’ are only interpreted as in the
future:
(571)

p-qwalax

knwan kayal=nya’

FUT.AV-rain

when

qani wah?

sky=3SG.GEN this

PRT

≠ ‘When did it rain?’ / ‘When will it rain?’
(572)

szyuk-an=su’

knwan tbabun qasa la?

singe-LV.FUT=2SG.ERG when

goose

that

PRT

≠ ‘When did you burn those goose’s feathers?’ / ≠ ‘When are you burning those
goose’s feathers?’ / ‘When are you going to burn those goose’s feathers?’
(573)

nanu’ musa’=su’

kgby-un?

what

have.dinner-PV

FUT=2SG.ERG

≠ ‘What did you eat for dinner?’ / ≠ ‘What are you eating for dinner?’ / ‘What are
you going to eat for dinner?’
The negation iyat, unlike ini’ in (570), does not impose special voice marking, and it
only yields future readings if p- or Ø is present, as in (574) and (575) (see also Section
5.4.1); note that musa’ does not occur in the scope of iyat.
(574)

iyat=saku’

p-kznga’

m-wah.

NEG=1SG.ABS

FUT.AV-soon AV-come

≠ ‘I didn’t come soon.’ / ≠ ‘I am not coming soon.’ / ‘I won’t come soon.’
(575)

iyat=nya’

niq-un

qu

hi’

bzyuwak hiya’.

NEG=3SG.ERG

eat-PV.FUT

ABS

body boar

EMP

≠ ‘He didn’t eat the pork.’ / ≠ ‘He doesn’t eat the pork’ / ‘He will not eat the pork.’
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In conditionals, although the future markers can appear in the apodoses, which
prototypically attract irrealis markers (Elliott 2000: 72), when they are present, they are used
only for events hypothesized in the future (rather than counterfactuals):
(576)

Context: A discussion of who should be sent before the game.
maha Tali’ qu

paws-un=naha’

ga, p-laqux!

if

send-PV=3PL.ERG

TOP FUT.AV-win

Tali’

ABS

‘If they send Tali’, they will win.’
(577)

lokah=ta’

m-qbaq biru’

ga, thk-an=ta’

health=1PL.INCL

AV-study

TOP

qu

hkasi

la.

ABS

doctor

PRT

book

uzi

arrive-LV.FUT=1PL.INCL also

‘If we study hard, we will earn a doctorate.’
(578)

m-gyay=saku’

lga,

AV-escape=1SG.ABS PRT.TOP

musa’=saku’ iyat kt-an

la.

FUT=1SG.ABS NEG

PRT

see-LV

‘If l leave, you will (probably) not see me.’
For counterfactuals—events that would happen or would have happened in the actual world,
the irrealis markers such as aki’‘would’, kana ‘would not’ are needed, as in (579) and (580)
(see also Su 2004).
(579)

Context: They lost the game, and you think the reason is because they didn’t sent
Tali’.
maha Tali’ qu

p<n>awsa’=naha’

ga, aki’ l<m><n>aqux!

if

send<e.PST>=3PL.ERG

TOP IRR

Tali’

ABS

<AV><E.PST>win

‘If they had sent Tali’, they would have won.’
(580)

Context: You’re glad that you meet your friend because you havn’t left:
maha m-gyay=saku’

ssawni’

ga

if

early.today

TOP IRR.NEG=1PL.INCL RECP-see.AV PRT

AV-escape=1SG.ABS

kana=ta’

p-kita’

la.

‘If I had left earlier, we wouldn’t have seen each other.’
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All in all, this examination shows that the future markers do not mark irrealis but
future reference (with modality). As for sentences without the future markers, which I argue
take a non-future tense, there is a possibility that they themselves conflate the category of
reality. That is to say, sentences without the future markers are always actualized, so we
could hypothesize that they are necessarily interpreted as non-future for this reason. This
hypothesis seems to be supported by the fact that counterfactual readings always require an
overt irrealis marker (aki’‘would’ or kana ‘would not’); in other words, morphologicallytenseless sentences are incompatible with counterfactuality. Nevertheless, this is not a correct
generalization for the distribution of irrealis and temporal markers in Atayal. The irrealis
markers can co-occur with the past tense -in-, as illustrated in (579) above, or with a future
tense, as exemplified by p- in (581) below. Given these compatibilities and my proposal that
the non-future tense in morphologically tenseless sentences alternates with the past or future
tense, it follows that the irrealis markers stack on the non-future tense, instead of competing
with it. Hence, we can conclude that the non-future tense does not encode reality.
(581) aki’ balay p-huqil
IRR

truly

qu mlikuy=nya’ lga,

AV.FUT-die ABS

man=3SG.GEN

PRT.TOP

ulung

ini’

huqil.

fortunately

NEG

die.AV.DEP

‘Her husband would die, but fortunately he didn’t die.’
The discussion so far does not argue against postulating a mood category in Atayal,
which is a separate issue awaiting future work. In spite of these findings, there is a tradition
in Atayal reference grammars of postulating an irrealis category (e.g., L. Huang 1996b, 2001,
Maya Yeh 2013). This proposed irrealis category groups futures together with hortatives,
imperatives, and clauses with the negative ini’. It is however far from clear what motivates
such an umbrella label. Consider the paradigm of Atayal voice in Table 5.12, where each set
possesses a distinct set of voice affixes (Set I also reflects my analysis of tenses in indicative
clauses). Looking closely, the voice affixes for futures in fact do not resemble those in Sets II
or III but non-future indicatives and clauses with the past tense -in-. If one argues further,
future markers would be marked realis, while hortatives, imperatives, and negatives would
be normally considered to be irrealis; whether this is the case nevertheless is pending
evidence. The argument here is that future markers in Atayal do not fall into the category of
irrealis.
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Set I

Set II

Set III
Imperative / Negations

Non-future

Past

Future

Hortative

AV

m-/-m-/Ø

m-in-

p-

m-/-m-/Ø…-a

Ø

PV

-un

-in-

-un

-aw

-i

LV

-an

-in-…-an

-an

-ay

-i

CV

s-

-in-

s-

-anay

-ani/-an

ini’, kana / Particle si …

Table 5.12 Atayal tense-aspect-voice-mood system
Given that futures are not an irrealis category, linking non-future interpretations to
realis is therefore untenable; the non-future vs. future distinction is really a temporal
distinction. A similar conclusion has been reached for Tsou, another Formosan language (S.
Huang and H.-j. Huang 2003). The findings in Atayal and Tsou suggest an examination of
the claimed association between future tense and irrealis mood in other Formosan
languages.160

5.8 Summary
In this chapter, I have shown that Atayal possesses a split temporal pattern between an
unrestricted temporal interpretation with bare non-actor-voice verbs, and a non-future one
elsewhere. I have provided evidence that the future interpretation of non-actor-voice
sentences is not reducible to futurates or planned contexts, and that the overall temporal
pattern is not induced by an aspect or mood category. This poses a challenge to current
analyses of morphologically tenseless languages, as the pattern is neither fully predicted by a
tensed nor a tenseless analysis. I have offered a formal analysis in which a null non-future
tense is present with every type of predicate and a null future operator derives the future
interpretation of non-actor-voice verbs. I have also argued that the future markers p- in the
160

Puyuma, another Formosan language, may be an exception to this re-examination as its futures (Careduplicated forms) can co-occur with the same verbal endings that are used in imperatives and negatives but
not with indicatives (Teng 2007: 170, Ross 2009: 304); this seems to serve as an example of marking futures as
a subset of the irrealis category.
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actor voice, the null form in a non-actor voice, and the auxiliary musa’ are relative future
operators, forming a mirror image of the relative past tense -in-. The analysis places Atayal
among the set of tensed languages, and demonstrates that Atayal is a language with
symmetrical existential tenses.
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Chapter 6

An Asymmetrical Modal System

6.1 Introduction
This chapter turns to the realm of modality, investigating the lexical meaning of modal
markers in Atayal. Following a formal typology of modality informed by Kratzer’s (1977,
1979, 1981, 1986, 1989, 1991, 2012) theory of modality (Rullmann et al. 2008, Peterson
2010, Deal 2011, Menzies 2013, Matthewson 2013a, Vander Klok 2013a, Cable 2017,
among others), I show that all the modals in Atayal lexically distinguish between epistemic
and circumstantial modal flavor and between necessity and possibility strength. A
typologically unique feature of the Atayal modal system is that it lacks a lexical epistemic
necessity modal, and its two possibility modals, although varying in their degree of strength,
do not strengthen to fill its gap in epistemic necessity. Another language that lacks epistemic
necessity modals is Tlingit reported by Cable (2017), but unlike Tlingit, which exhibits a
paucity of grammaticalized modal expressions, Atayal possesses an array of modal
auxiliaries and verbs, but not for epistemic necessity. This finding not only suggests many
more possible ways in which modal systems can be organized in languages, but also sheds
light on analyses of quantificational strength: Modals without duals can have variable
strength, or stay weak or strong; the Atayal system shows that lacking a morphological
counterpart is not a sufficient condition for variable strength (pace Deal 2011).
The investigation in this chapter also uncovers finer semantic differences between
modals. In addition to epistemic possibility modals, Atayal has general-purpose
circumstantial modals siki and blaq, respectively denoting universal and existential force,
and a specialized deontic possibility modal nway. It also possesses two ability modals that
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are restricted to mental and physical ability respectively. I present a formal semantic account
for these modals in the Kratzerian approach. Note that I leave the morpho-syntactic
properties of these modals to the last chapter, in which I discuss syntax-semantics
interactions in the temporal meaning of modal sentences.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 provides theoretical background on
modality, the first part of which introduces possible-worlds semantics and Kratzer’s theory
of modality, and the second part gives an overview of cross-linguistic work on modal
systems against this theoretical background. Section 6.3 reviews prior descriptions of Atayal
modality. Sections 6.4 and 6.5 are devoted to epistemic and circumstantial modality in
Atayal, providing an in-depth description of modal expressions, and extensive evidence for
the lexical specification of individual modals. Section 6.6 spells out my proposal for the
denotation of the modals. Section 6.7 concludes this chapter with empirical and theoretical
implications of the Atayal modal system.

6.2 Background on modality
6.2.1 Possible worlds, relative modality, and ordering semantics
In modal logic, modal expressions denote quantifiers over possible worlds. Possibility and
necessity modals correspond to existential and universal quantification (¯ and £),
respectively. Modals acquire different flavor depending on which subset of possible worlds
is quantified over. For example, the English modal have to can be interpreted as epistemic,
deontic, bouletic, teleological, or pure circumstantial:
(582)

a.

It has to be raining. [after observing people coming inside with wet umbrellas;
epistemic]

b.

Visitors have to leave by six pm. [hospital regulations; deontic]

c.

You have to see this movie. It’s so good! [bouletic]

d.

To get home in time, you have to take a taxi. [teleological]

e.

I have to sneeze. [given the current state of my nose; pure circumstantial]
(adapted from von Fintel 2006: 2)
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The domain of quantification for each have to in (582) is a set of worlds in which a certain
set of propositions in the evaluation world (which is usually the actual world) is true; namely,
what is known (epistemic) in (582)a, a body of law or principles (deontic) in (582)b, one’s
desires (bouletic) or goals (teleological) in (582)c-d, and relevant circumstances (pure
circumstantial) in (582)e. The set of possible worlds picked out for the modal are called
accessible worlds (i.e., they are accessible from the evaluation world); the accessibility
relation is a two-place relation among worlds. Accordingly, modal claims can be defined as
follows: ¯p is true in a world w iff p is true in at least one of the accessible worlds, while
£p is true in a world w iff p is true in all of the accessible worlds. The meanings of a modal
depend on accessibility relations that it encodes.
Kratzer (1977, 1979, 1981, 1986, 1989, 1991, 2012) develops a theory of modals and
conditionals, in which the truth values of modal sentences depend on the context in which
they are uttered, termed conversational backgrounds. This point is especially made clear by
the fact that modals can come with an in view of… phrase, which overtly specifies the
conversational background without inducing redundancy. As exemplified in (583)a, the in
view of ... phrase expresses deontic modality, while that in (583)b expresses epistemic
modality. Without such an in view of … phrase, the conversational background is provided
by the context of utterance; (583)a would be uttered in a context different from the one in
which (583)b is uttered.
(583)

a.

(In view of what their tribal duties are,) all Maori children must learn the
names of their ancestors.

b.

(In view of what is known,) the ancestors of the Maoris must have arrived
from Tahiti.

(Kratzer 2012: 4; 6)

As schematized in (584), a modal has a core component, must/can in view of, and requires
two arguments, a restriction f (conversational background), and a scope p (prejacent).
(584)

<s,t>
<st, st>
p
<s,t>

must/can (in view of)
<<s,<st,t>>, <st, st>>

f
<s,<st,t>>
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The context-dependent nature of the conversational background can be achieved by treating
it as a free variable in the LF representation, whose value is supplied from the context by an
assignment function the way nominal pronouns are interpreted (von Fintel and Heim 2011).
Formally, a modal’s conversational background denotes a function from worlds to
(characteristic functions of) sets of propositions (type <s,<st,t>>). Take an epistemic
conversational background for example: For any world w, f(w) gives a set of propositions
that are known in w. In possible worlds semantics, propositions are identified with sets of
possible worlds in which the relevant proposition is true—therefore they are of type <s,t>.
Since f(w) is a set of propositions, it is a set of sets of worlds. Intersecting those sets of
worlds yields the set of worlds in which all the propositions are true (i.e., a single
proposition), written as ∩f(w). A conversational background can then derive an accessibility
relation utilized in modal logic: w' is accessible from w iff all of the propositions in f(w) hold
in w', or in set talk, w' is accessible from w iff w' ∈ ∩f(w).161 Now modals can be defined as
true if and only if p is true in all or some of the set of worlds in which the propositions of a
conversational background f are true:
(585)

Let p be a proposition, f a conversational background, g an assignment function, c an
utterance context and w a possible world.
a.

⟦must⟧g,c = λf<s,<st,t>>. λp<s,t>. λw. ∀w' [w' ∈ ∩f(w) → p(w') = 1]

b.

⟦can⟧g,c = λf<s,<st,t>>. λp<s,t>. λw. ∃w' [w' ∈ ∩f(w) & p(w') = 1]

Kratzer’s theory differs from modal logic as presented so far in the concept of
comparison between accessible worlds. In addition to a set of propositions which map each
world onto a set of accessible worlds, Kratzer argues that modal meaning also relies on an
ordering of the accessible worlds, which serves to further restrict the domain of
quantification of the modal. Eventually, a conversational background consists of two sets of
propositions, the former of which is dubbed modal base, and the latter ordering source.

161

For any conversational background f of type <s,<st,t>>, the corresponding accessibility relation Rf of
type <s,st> is defined as follows:
(i) Rf = λw λw' ∀p [f(w)(p) = 1 → p(w')=1].
(von Fintel and Heim 2011)
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The ordering source was originally proposed to resolve the problem of inconsistent
propositions in a conversational background. An example from Kratzer (1977, 1991) is given
in (586).
(586)

Context: Imagine a country where the only source of law is the judgments, which are
handed down, and all judgments have equal weight. Murder has been judged to be a
crime. There are however also different judgments: Judge A decided that owners of
goats are liable for damage their animals inflict on flowers and vegetables. Judge B
handed down a judgment providing that owners of goats are not liable for damage
caused by their animals; owners of gardens have to construct adequate fencing.
(modified from Kratzer 1991: 642)
a.

Murder is necessarily a crime.

b.

Murder is necessarily not a crime.

In view of what the judgments provide in the context, assigning ‘necessarily’ a necessity
modal denotation as in (585)a wrongly predicts that (586)a and (586)b are both true; this is
because the set of propositions corresponding to the judgments is an inconsistent set of
propositions, which gives an empty set of accessible worlds for necessarily: There are no
worlds where the entire set of propositions in the conversational background can be true. As
a result, every proposition follows from the empty set which is the modal base, and no
proposition is compatible with it.
The introduction of the ordering source allows us to separate a set of propositions
which may or may not be true in the actual world (e.g., ideals or norms) from the set of
propositions that are all true in the actual world (e.g., relevant facts) in the modal base. The
idea is that the modal base picks out a set of accessible worlds, which are then compared
according to how many propositions in the ordering source are true in those worlds. The
result can give us the maximally consistent set, over which modals then quantify.
The formal details of utilizing two types of conversational backgrounds are as
follows. Both modal base f and ordering source h are functions from worlds to sets of
propositions (type <s,<st,t>>). A set of propositions A provided by an ordering source can
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generate a partial ordering of worlds.162 As defined in (587), w ≤A z says that w ranks better
than or the same as z with respect to A iff all propositions in A that are true in z are also true
in w.
(587)

For all worlds w and z ∈ W: w ≤A z iff {p: p ∈ A and z ∈ p}⊆{p: p ∈ A and w ∈ p}
(Kratzer 2012: 39)

Therefore, the set of propositions in an ordering source, h(w), generates an ordering ≤h(w) on
the set of accessible worlds determined by the set of propositions in a modal base, f(w).
Assuming that ≤h(w) always gives a best set of worlds, i.e., adopting the Limit Assumption
(D. Lewis 1973, 1981),163 the operator that produces such a best set of worlds can be defined
as:
(588)

For a given ordering A on a set of worlds X:
BESTA(X)

= {w: w ∈ X and there is no w' ∈ X such that w' ≤h(w) w}
(adapted from Portner 2009: 67)

In this doubly relative model, a modal claim is true iff the prejacent is true in all worlds, or at
least one world, in which the propositions in the modal base are true and which rank the best
in the ordering ≤h(w); this is formalized as in (589).
(589)

Let p be a proposition, f a modal base, h an ordering source, g an assignment
function, c an utterance context and w a possible world.

a.

must

b.

can

g,c

g,c

= λf<s,<st,t>>. λh<s,<st,t>>. λp<s,t>. λw. ∀w' [w' ∈ BESTh(w)(∩f(w)) → p(w') = 1]

= λf<s,<st,t>>. λh<s,<st,t>>. λp<s,t>. λw. ∃w' [w' ∈ BESTh(w)(∩f(w)) & p(w') = 1]

Using ordering sources to rank worlds renders a way of deriving graded and comparative
modality (e.g., probably, a slight possibility, more likely), and more precisely describing
conditional semantics. In Section 6.6, I briefly discuss graded modality and its application to

162

Unlike a total ordering, a partial ordering allows pairs of things which are not ordered with respect to one
another (Portner 2009: 63). An ordering source induces a partial ordering because worlds don’t have to be
comparable (Kratzer 2012: 40).
163
See Portner (2009: 66-67) and the references cited therein for the pros and cons of adopting the Limit
Assumption.
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Atayal epistemic modals; see Kratzer (1977, 1979, 1981, 2012) for conditionals in ordering
semantics.
Now we can summarize the two parameters of modal meanings in Kratzer’s theory:
(i) quantificational strength and (ii) conversational background. For quantificational strength,
modals can denote necessity or possibility, parallel to a universal or existential quantifier, or
have in-between strength (e.g., the so-called weak necessity modals like ought to, should, cf.
von Fintel and Iatridou 2008, Rubinstein 2012), or graded strength (e.g., Yalcin 2007,
Portner 2009, Lassiter 2011, Kratzer 2012). Languages also have modals that are compatible
with either necessity or possibility contexts, revealing apparent variable quantificational
strength (Rullmann et al. 2008, Peterson 2010, Menzies 2013, Deal 2011; see Section 6.7.2
for formal details). Conversational background is further comprised of modal base and
ordering source, which together characterize modal flavors.
The modal base forms a set of propositions which are all true in the actual world,
which Kratzer calls realistic modal base, involving different kinds of facts. A major
dichotomy is between epistemic and circumstantial modality, the former of which concerns
the available evidence, and the latter relevant facts about the circumstances, including
“propensities and potentials of people, things, and spatio-temporal locations” (Kratzer 2012:
51).164 Kratzer illustrates the distinction by a (near) minimal pair of modal claims with the
modals can and might, whose truth-value radically differs when uttered in the situation of
(590), in which the likelihood of the proposition (i.e., that hydrangeas grow here) is zero.
This contrast shows that the use of circumstantial modals is compatible with certain kinds of
facts being neglected.
(590)

Context: Suppose I acquire a piece of land in a far away country and discover that
soil and climate are very much like at home, where hydrangeas prosper everywhere.
However, the country has never had any contacts whatsoever with Asia or America,

164

Although epistemic and circumstantial modal bases seem to be notionally definable, both denote
functions that map worlds to set of factual propositions, and consequently, the same set of propositions in
context may form an epistemic or circumstantial modal base (Nauze 2008). Kratzer (2012: 24) remarks that
‘there don’t seem to be any characteristic properties that could produce such a distinction [between epistemic
and circumstantial modal bases]’. Recent approaches to this problem involve restructuring possible worlds via
different semantic objects such as individuals, events, situations, etc., from which epistemic and circumstantial
modal bases can be projected differently (Hacquard 2006, 2010, Nauze 2008, Kratzer 2013). I will refrain from
going into these details, as my interest mainly lies in the empirical meaning differences between modal markers
in Atayal.
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and the vegetation is altogether different from ours.
a.

Hydrangeas can grow here.

b. # There might be hydrangeas growing here.

(Kratzer 1991: 646)

The ordering source produces a set of propositions which are not necessarily true in
the actual world, typically involving normative standards. Not every modal base can combine
with every kind of ordering source. “Epistemic modal bases take ordering sources related to
information: What the normal course of events is like, reports, beliefs. Circumstantial modal
bases take ordering sources related to laws, aims, plans, wishes.” (Kratzer 1991: 649). Both
types of modal base can also have an empty ordering source, in which case no ranking will
be imposed on the worlds picked out by the modal base. Table 6.1 lists the categories of
modal base and ordering source discussed by Kratzer.165 166
Modal Base

Ordering Source

Content

Epistemic

Stereotypical

in view of the normal course of events

(realistic)

Doxastic

in view of certain beliefs

Empty
Circumstantial

Deontic

in view of certain laws

(realistic)

Bouletic

in view of certain wishes/desires

Teleological

in view of certain aims

Empty
Table 6.1 Combinations of MB and OS in Kratzer’s theory
In descriptive and functional-typological work, modality is treated as expressing the
speaker’s judgment or attitude toward a proposition or a potential future event (S. Chung and
Timberlake 1985, Palmer 1990, 2001, Bybee et al. 1994, Nuyts 2001, 2006, among
165

Kratzer (2012) includes informational conversational background as an additional type of ordering
source which represents ‘the propositional content of some source of information in w' (p. 33); the accessible
worlds are those that are compatible with the content of some source of information. This new conversational
background plays a role in analyzing epistemic modals which encode evidentials and allow the speaker to
believe that the prejacent proposition is false. Evidentiality will not be explored further in this dissertation
except in the context of a preliminary examination in Section 6.4.1 of Atayal epistemic modals.
166
Portner (2009) subsumes deontic, bouletic, and teleological modality under a broad category dubbed
‘priority modality’, defined as ‘having a circumstantial modal base and an ordering source representing reasons
for preferring, or assigning priority to, one type of possibility over another’ (p. 185). It’s an empirical question
whether languages have a modal specialized for these types of modal flavor.
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others).167 The difference between a prejacent being a proposition versus an event, dubbed
propositional modality and event modality, roughly corresponds to the dichotomy between
epistemic and circumstantial modality. Within event modality are deontic and dynamic
modality, distinguished by whether the conditioning factors in the potentiality of the event
are external or internal to the relevant individual (i.e., the subject); yet there are many
alternative ways of dividing the semantic space of event modality. While functional and
typological work on modality provides valuable findings, the aim therein is not to provide a
semantic theory of modality in the sense to “create a complete, mechanical model which
predicts all of the semantic facts about modals we know about and which makes predictions
about additional facts we don’t” (Portner 2009: 107).168
Modality also interacts with other grammatical categories such as tense, aspect,
negation, quantifiers, mood, and many others; I will explore the interaction between modality
and temporality in Chapter 7. For overviews of modality and related issues in formal
semantics, see von Fintel (2006), Swanson (2008), Portner (2009), von Fintel and Heim
(2011), Hacquard (2011), Matthewson (2016), inter alia.

6.2.2 Cross-linguistic variation in the lexical semantics of modals
While modal auxiliaries in English mostly have their modal flavors settled by context (and
their modal force settled lexically), some modals are lexically restricted for flavor. For
instance, can allows epistemic interpretations only when it occurs under the scope of
negation, and might has only an epistemic reading in contemporary colloquial American
English, unlike may (Stowell 2004: 623). Similarly, in exploring the meaning of German
modals, Kratzer (1981, 1991, 2012) suggests that they are lexically compatible only with
certain types of conversational background.
Given the two dimensions that delineate the interpretation of modals in Kratzer’s
theory, quantificational force and conversational background, cross-linguistic research has
shown that languages vary in what they choose to lexicalize. Matthewson et al. (2007),
167

A prediction of approaching modality in light of the speaker’s attitude is that modalized sentences are not
easily embeddable, which seems to be false (von Fintel 2006):
(i) It might be that visitors have to leave by six pm.
(von Fintel 2006: 24)
168
See also Portner (2009: 116-121) for a response to some criticisms of adopting formal semantic theories
of modality based on possible worlds.
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Rullmann et al. (2008), Davis et al. (2009) have shown that in St’át’imcets (Lillooet Salish),
all modals lexically encode the type of conversational background but allow variable
quantificational force depending on context. This is illustrated with the modal k’a, which is
accepted in contexts either targeting necessity (591) or possibility (592) (in which it is
translated into English modals of different strength):
(591)

Context: You have a headache that won’t go away, so you go to the doctor. All the
tests show negative. There is nothing wrong, so it must just be tension.
nilh k’a

lh(el)-(t)-en-s-wá(7)-(a)

ptinus-em-sút169

FOC

from-DET-1SG.POSS-NMLZ-IPFV-DET

think-MID-OOC

INFER

‘It must be from my worrying.’
(592)

(Rullmann et al. 2008: 321)

Context: His car isn’t there.
plan

k’a

qwatsáts.

already

INFER

leave

‘Maybe he’s already gone.’

(Rullmann et al. 2008: 321)

This scenario is directly opposite to English modals along both parameters, most of
which lexically specify quantificational force but have a varying type of conversational
background. The two types of system are schematized in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3.
Epistemic
Necessity

k’a, -an’,

Possibility

ku7

Circumstantial
ka

Table 6.2 Variable strength and fixed flavor in St’át’imcets

Epistemic

Circumstantial

Necessity

must

Possibility

may

Table 6.3 Fixed strength and variable flavor in English

169

Additional abbreviations used in (591)-(592): DET = determiner, FOC = focus, INFER = epistemicinferential, MID = middle intransitivizer, OOC = out of control.
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On the other hand, there are languages whose modals are fully specified for both
conversational background and quantificational force. This type includes Paciran Javanese
(Austronesian) (Vander Klok 2013a), Mandarin (S. Chen 2013, T. Liu 2015), Blackfoot
(Algonquian) (Louie 2015), etc. Recently, Bochnak (2015) has shown that Washo
(Hokan/isolate) has a modal verb compatible with both necessity and possibility
interpretations, across a range of modal flavors; Washo thus seems to represent a type of
language having an underspecified modal, leaving both modal flavor and quantificational
force up to context.
We have seen so far four types of modal system attested across languages. These
findings fill up the logically possible modal systems in Rullmann et al.’s (2008) typological
prediction on the basis of viewing modal strength and modal flavor as two variables, as
shown in Table 6.4. While quantitive information as to how languages in the world distribute
within this typology is unclear,170 languages that make lexical distinctions for modal flavors
seem to be widespread among the languages of the world.
Conversational Background
Quantificational lexically specified
Force

contextual

lexically specified

contextual

Javanese, Mandarin, Blackfoot

English

St’át’imcets

Washo

Table 6.4 A typology of modal systems following Rullmann et al. (2008)
A limitation of the typology in Table 6.4 is that it only applies to languages in which
the modals largely behave the same. However, not every modal in individual languages
encodes conversational background and quantificational force in the same way. Matthewson
(2013a) shows that Gitksan (Tsimshianic) has a mixed system where a necessity vs.
possibility distinction is encoded only for circumstantial modals, as opposed to epistemic
modals, which have variable strength (see also Peterson 2010); this is schematized in Table
6.5. The Gitksan modal system suggests that at least three other mixed types should be
considered to be possible in languages: A system where a necessity vs. possibility distinction
170

van der Auwera and Ammann (2013) provide a statistical number from a typological survey of modal
systems in 207 languages; however, as criticized in Davis et al. (2014) and Matthewson (2013b), the
classification does not consistently take into account modal flavor and modal strength, and there are cases
which are misanalyzed or without sufficient evidence, as a result of which the number is not reliable.
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is encoded only for epistemic modals, one where modality flavor is encoded only in the
necessity domain, and one where modality flavor is encoded only in the possibility domain.
Epistemic
Necessity
Possibility

ima(’a), gat

Circumstantial
sgi
anook, da’ak(hl)xw

Table 6.5 Gitksan modal system
Modal systems attested in languages can in fact be far more complex than these
options presented so far. Menzies (2013) shows that Nsyilxcen (Okanagan Salish) has two
epistemic modals mat and cmay, where cmay has a strictly encoded existential modal force
and mat is flexible between existential and universal force:
(593)

Context: Mary runs every day to train for a marathon. She usually runs at 6pm on
Tuesdays. Today is Tuesday and it’s 6pm. I ask you, where is Mary?
a.

Mary mat ac-qíc-əәlx.171
Mary

EPIST CONT-run-LEX

‘Mary must have went running.’
b. # Mary cmay ac-qíc-əәlx.
Mary

EPIST

CONT-run-LEX

‘Mary might be running.’

(Menzies 2013: 21-22)

Consultant: “Cmay. We are just guessing. Mary might be running.”
(594)

Context: You know that Mary loves to go running and often goes on runs randomly.
She could also be at the store or at school. I ask you, where is Mary?
a.

Mary mat ac-qíc-əәlx.
Mary

EPIST CUST-run-LEX

‘Mary might be running.’
b.

Mary cmay ac-qíc-əәlx.
Mary

EPIST

CUST-run-LEX

‘Mary might be running.’

(Menzies 2013: 21)

171

Abbreviations used in (593)-(594): CONT = continuous verbal prefix, CUST = customary , LEX = lexical
particle.
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Nsyilxcen thus presents a case where two modals within the same domain of a modal flavor
carve up different spaces based on the quantificational force that they allow for:
Epistemic
Necessity
Possibility

---

mat

cmay

Circumstantial172
cakw

Table 6.6 Nsyilxcen modal system
Modals in languages can also show fine-grained distinctions in modal flavor within
either the epistemic or the circumstantial domain. For instance, the epistemic modals in
St’át’imcets, Gitksan, and Nsyilxcen encode source of evidence, while Javanese, Mandarin,
and Gitksan all have different modals encoding sub-types of circumstantial modality (see the
authors cited above). What is shared across languages appears to be that no modal encodes a
subtype of epistemic modality and a subtype of circumstantial modality at the same time.
These cross-linguistic outcomes of in-depth formal research provide a typology of
modality that is subject to future refinement. Following this emerging typology, this chapter
aims to present extensive empirical evidence for the lexical specification of individual modals
in Atayal. The picture of the Atayal modal system to be shown throughout this chapter is
depicted in Table 6.7. Atayal possess two evidentially indistinct epistemic possibility
modals that lexically encode different modal strengths (with hazi’ stronger than ki’a), but
lacks epistemic necessity modals; it also has a few circumstantial modals varying in
quantificational strength and with finer distinctions in modal flavor. I provide a formal
analysis within Kratzer’s theory for these modals, and in the last part of this chapter, I address
how the Atayal modal system advances the current modal typology, and the implications for
analyzing variable modal strength.

Necessity
Possibility

Epistemic

Circumstantial

---

siki

hazi’
ki’a

nway, blaq

Table 6.7 A sketch of the Atayal modal system
172

Menzies (2013) documents that Nsyilxcen has only one non-epistemic modal, which is specified for
bouletic interpretations and has variable force, and the language uses other grammatical ways to paraphrase
deontic, teleological, ability, and pure circumstantial modality.
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6.3 Prior descriptions of Atayal modality
Previous research on the morpho-syntax of modal constructions in Squliq Atayal has
identified several modal elements (Hsiao 2004, Yeh and S. Huang 2009a, S. Chen 2014,
Pitay 2015), whose translations and glosses have hinted that they are lexically restricted to a
certain modal flavor and quantificational strength. According to these works, Squliq Atayal
has two epistemic possibility modals of different grammatical categories, a modal auxiliary
ki’a and a modal adverb hazi’, and two deontic modals with different strength, siki with
necessity and nway with possibility. There are also two ability modal verbs baq and
thu(z)yay, concerning mental and physical ability respectively.
These lexical distinctions, however, have been made solely based on direct
translation, and there is no negative evidence that can conclusively falsify other possibilities.
There also remain several empirical questions: For example, why are there no modals in the
epistemic necessity realm? Is it only an accidental gap of investigation, or a feature of Atayal
modality? Do the epistemic possibility modals ki’a and hazi’ only differ in syntactic category
without semantic difference? Pitay (2014: 21-22) claims that they encode the speaker’s
source of evidence—A ki’a claim is based on pure speculation, while a hazi’ claim is
inferred via reasoning—but no conclusive evidence is provided. Moreover, siki and nway
have been considered to be deontic modals, but the question arises whether they can also
express other types of circumstantial modality, e.g., bouletic, teleological, or pure
circumstantial. Table 6.8 lists these modals and their lexical distinctions assumed in the
literature, and what is to be proposed in this chapter.
Prior descriptions

Proposal in this work

ki’a

epistemic possibility

weaker epistemic possibility

hazi’

epistemic possibility

stronger epistemic possibility

siki

deontic necessity

general circumstantial necessity

blaq

(not discussed)

general circumstantial possibility

nway

deontic possibility

deontic possibility

baq

mental ability

mental ability

thu(z)yay

physical ability

physical ability

Table 6.8 Modality in Squliq Atayal
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Most of the modals in Squliq Atayal have a morphological counterpart in another
dialect, Mayrinax Atayal, although the two dialects vary with respect to the presence/absence
of a linker between the modal and the embedded verb (see Tsai and C. Wu 2012, C. Wu
2013, 2017, Yu 2015). Cheng (2013) is the first who investigates Mayrinax Atayal modality
from a semantic perspective; the following review is heavily drawn from his discussion.
Mayrinax Atayal is reported to have several epistemic modals, ki’a ’i’ (or ki’i i)
‘possibly, probably’, tali ki ‘perhaps’, and asi ga’ ‘seem, seemingly’.173 The epistemic modal
ki’i ‘i' is described as conveying “speaker’s speculation on the truth of the proposition” (Yu
2015: 112) or involving “a certain amount of reasoning from knowledge” (Cheng 2013: 91).
For tali ki and asi ga’, Cheng suggests that they are modals based on inference from
observable evidence. In (595), ki’i i is compatible with a context where the speaker has no
sensory observation but infers the truth of the proposition based on reasoning from his past
experience.
(595)

ki’i

i

q<um><in>uliq

su

waylung i

Payan.

probably

LNK

<AV><PV>steal

ACC

chicken

Payan

NEU

‘Payan probably stole chickens (since he has a bad reputation for stealing things).’
(Mayrinax Atayal, Cheng 2013: 92)
(596) and (597) show that tali ki and asi ga’ are felicitous in contexts which only specify
evidence from the results of the eventuality described, i.e., being happy and back with a
harvest of wild animals as evidence for a good hunt, and leaving a restaurant as evidence for
having finished eating.
(596)

tal-i

ki

valaiq ku

see-LV.IMP LNK good

NOM

<in>uwah=su’

i

<PV>come=2SG.GEN

LOC

ragiax

sawni.

mountain today

‘Perhaps your (hunting) trip into the mountain is good (since I saw that you were
smiling and bringing prey as you came back).’
(Mayrinax Atayal, Cheng 2013: 94)

173

Cheng (2013) also includes the phrase ini’ vaqi su ... ‘it’s unknown that… , maybe’, which is comprised
of the negation ini’, the factive verb vaq ‘know’, and the linker su. However, it’s unclear how the phrase differs
from a factive verb.
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(597)

asi

ga’ m-<in>aniq=su’.

seem

LNK AV-<PV>eat=2SG.NOM

‘It seems that you have eaten (since you just came out of the restaurant).’
(Mayrinax Atayal, Cheng 2013: 97)
However, crucially for these claims, it is not shown whether ki’i i is only compatible with
evidence of pure reasoning, and whether tali ki and asi ga’ are only compatible with
observable evidence. Also, asi ga’ is claimed to be stronger than tali ki (Cheng 2013: 98) but
yet no data is provided.
Yu (2015) analyzes asi ga’ as an evidential marker. An important piece of evidence
Yu provides is that asi ga’ allows its embedded proposition to be false, in contrast to the
modal ki’i ’i’, as shown in (598).
(598)

a.

asi

ga’ m-<in>usa’ ’i’

Bari ’i’

Watan ga’ iqaat m-<in>usa’.

seem

LNK AV<PFV>go LNK

Miali

Watan

LNK

TOP NEG

AV-<PFV>go

‘It seems as if Watan has been to Miaoli, but he hasn’t.
b. # ki’i

’i’

EPIST.POS

iqaat
NEG

m-<in>usa’

’i’

LNK AV<E.PST>go LNK

Bari

’i’

Watan ga’

Miali

LNK

Watan

TOP

m-<in>usa’.
AV-<E.PST>go

‘#It is possible that Watan has been to Miaoli, but he hasn’t.’
(Mayrinax Atayal, Yu 2015: 130)
This test is based on the rationale that an epistemic modal asserts that the embedded
proposition is possibly or necessarily true with respect to the speaker’s knowledge or
evidence; if the speaker knows that the proposition is false, an epistemic modal is
infelicitous:
(599)

a. # It may be raining, but it is not (raining).
b. # It must be raining, but it is not (raining).

(Faller 2002: 193)

In some languages, evidentials behave unlike modals in passing this test, e.g., the Quechua
reportative -si (Faller 2002), whereas in other languages, they pattern like modals, e.g., the
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St’át’imcets evidentials (Matthewson et al. 2007).174 The initial data in (598) suggest that at
least asi ga’ differs from ki’i ’i’, and further research is required to see whether a non-modal
analysis of asi ga’ is appropriate.
Regarding epistemic necessity modality, Cheng (2013: 99) comments that “the
language does not show a symmetrical distinction between epistemic possibility and
epistemic necessity”, on the basis of the absence of modals in attempted necessity claims; I
will make a similar proposal in Section 6.4.3, drawing on evidence in Squliq Atayal.
Turning to the circumstantial domain, Mayrinax Atayal is reported to have a deontic
necessity modal asi ki, two ability modals vaq and tahahuwayan, and a general possibility
modal musa’ valaiq (where asi ki and vaq are cognate to siki and baq in Squliq Atayal).175
According to Cheng (2013), the modal asi ki lacks epistemic readings (p.71); it expresses
necessity claims concerning general conditions external to the subject, including one’s goals,
or some rules; the latter is illustrated by (600).176
(600)

asi

ki

t<um>inun

ku

CIRC.NEC

LNK

<AV>weave

NOM PL~woman

yani ku

gaga’

that

convention past

NOM

ka~knayril

su

sunga’

gi

ACC

in.the.past because

sunga’.

‘Women had to weave in the past, because that was the old convention.’
(Mayrinax Atayal, Cheng 2013: 73)
The ability modal vaq in Mayrinax does not appear to share the same range of
meaning with that in Squliq. In Mayrinax, vaq expresses both mental and physical ability,
shown by the compatibility with a speaking and lifting event respectively in (601)a and
(601)b (Cheng 2013: 49-50), whereas baq in Squliq is incompatible with events involving
physical conditions of the subject, as shown in (602).

174

But see Matthewson (2012a) for arguments that even evidentials which pattern like the Quechua
reportative can still be modals.
175
Cheng also discusses two desiderative modals, the modal verb sumi’uwa’ ‘want’, and the prefix maki‘want’.
176
Cheng (2013: 72) however claims that asi ki doesn’t allow for deontic interpretations; this seems to
contradict his example in (600).
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(601)

a.

vaq

i

k<um>aal su

kai’ na

itaal

i

Hayung.

ABIL.AV

LNK

<AV>speak

word

Atayal

NEU

Hayung

ACC

GEN

‘Hayung is able to speak the language of the Atayal people.’
b.

vaq

i

ABIL.AV LNK

r<um>iliq

su

vawwak i

Hayung.

<AV>lift.up

ACC

boar

Hayung

NEU

‘Hayung is able to lift up a boar.’
(602)

a.

(Mayrinax Atayal, Cheng 2013: 50)

baq

k<m>al

kay’ na

Gipun

qu

Yumin.

MENT.ABIL.AV

speak<AV>

word

Japan

ABS

Yumin

GEN

‘Yumin can speak Japanese.’
b. * baq
MENT.ABIL.AV

m-lngiyaq ni

Yumin minpusal m-thgiru’.

AV-swim

Yumin twice

ERG

AV-circle

‘Yumin can swim two rounds.’
(Squliq Atayal, Pitay 2014: 57-58; original translation in Mandarin)
The modal tahahuwayan177 in Mayrinax and thu(z)yay in Squliq are both exclusively used
for physical ability, shown by the Squliq examples in (603) (Pitay 2014: 57-58).
(603)

a. * thuyay

k<m>al

PHYS.ABIL.AV

kay’ na

speak<AV> word

GEN

gipun qu

Yumin.

Japan

Yumin

ABS

‘Yumin can speak Japanese.’
b.

thuyay

m-lngiyaq ni

Yumin minpusal

m-thgiru’.

PHYS.ABIL.AV

AV-swim

Yumin twice

AV-circle

ERG

‘Yumin can swim two rounds.’
(Squliq Atayal, Pitay 2014: 57-58; original translation in Mandarin)
Lastly, musa’ valaiq is claimed to express possibility modality based on
circumstances which are external to the subject of the eventuality (Cheng 2013: 63).178 Yet
177

Cheng treats the word tahahuwayan as ambiguous between a lexical verb meaning ‘slow, slowly’ and an
ability modal, but the root Cheng decomposes (nhahuway/tahuway) is different from what is transcribed in C.
Wu (2013) (’nahuway). The two meanings each have distinct roots in Squliq Atayal, ’nhawhway ‘slow, slowly’
and thuzyay ‘be able to’.
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most examples provided by Cheng are either permissions or without a clear context; an
example is given in (604).
(604)

m-usa’ valaiq i

niq-un ku

vunga’

la

CIRC.POS

eat-PV

sweet.potato

PRT

LNK

NOM

‘The sweet potato may be eaten now!’ (Scenario: Father allows us to do that now! /
The guests are here now!)

(Mayrinax Atayal, Cheng 2013: 64)

The Mayrinax Atayal modality system is summarized in Table 6.9.
ki’i ’i’ (ki’i i)

epistemic possibility

asi ga’

epistemic possibility or evidential marker

tali ki

epistemic possibility

musa’ valaiq

general circumstantial possibility

asi ki

general circumstantial necessity

vaq

general ability

tahahuwayan

physical ability

Table 6.9 Modality in Mayrinax Atayal based on prior studies
The result appears to be similar to the modality system assumed for Squliq Atayal in Table
6.8. In the following two sections, I provide extensive evidence to verify the assumptions
about Squliq modality, drawing data from speakers’ judgments on modal sentences
embedded in targeted contexts.179

6.4 Epistemic modality in Atayal
This section investigates Atayal expressions of epistemic modality, which concern
propositions that are possibly or necessarily true given the speaker’s evidence or knowledge.
Section 6.4.1 presents evidence that the two modal elements ki’a and hazi’ are both lexically
178

Cheng suggests that musa’ valaiq is grammaticalized from the combination of two verbs musa’ ‘go’ and
valaiq ‘good’ (p. 65). However, musa’ in Atayal is ambiguous between a verb of going and a future modal, and
musa’ valaiq may instead involve the future modal musa’. In Squliq Atayal, the speakers sometimes translate
musa’ blaq using the Mandarin weak necessity modal yīnggāi ‘should’, which is a possible translation for the
future modal musa’ but not for the verb musa’.
179
“Atayal” henceforth always refers to Squliq Atayal, unless otherwise noted.
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specified for epistemic modality and possibility strength, and that they do not encode a
particular type of information source, unlike what is sporadically claimed in the literature. In
Section 6.4.2, I suggest that they differ in quantificational strength: Hazi’ is stronger than
ki’a. Section 6.4.3 discusses universal quantification, which I argue to be a realm that lacks
lexical epistemic modals in Atayal.

6.4.1 Epistemic possibility modals ki’a and hazi’
The modal ki’a is an auxiliary restricted to the sentence-initial position, and the modal hazi’
is an adverb freely distributed in the sentence (Chapter 7). While they belong to different
grammatical categories, both modals are usually translated or glossed using unambiguous
modals of epistemic possibility in English or Mandarin.180 The translations provide the first
hint that the two modals encode both modal strength and modal flavor in their lexical
semantics. Below I provide evidence other than translations for the lexical specification of
the two modals.
Compatibility with epistemic modality and possibility strength
In contexts that target epistemic modality, ki’a and hazi’ are both felicitous. The dialog in
(605) is extracted from a storyboard, in which Tali’ and Rimuy were chased by the police
and ran to hide in a cabin, and the police are discussing where Tali’ and Rimuy hid, based on
what they observe inside the cabin. Each of their utterances contains one of the modals. (605)
is also a context targeting possibility strength: The policeman has no idea of where Tali’ and
Rimuy hid, and since the storyboard specifies that there are several possible hiding places in
the cabin, the policewoman’s reply conveys that their hiding in the box is simply one
possibility.

180

For instance, Egerod’s (1999) dictionary uses ‘maybe, I wonder’ for the modal ki’a, and Hsiao (2004)
glosses it as ‘probably’; the modal hazi’ is translated or glossed as ‘perhaps’ (Egerod 1999:64; Rau 1992:127;
Hsiao 2004:78) or ‘probably’ (Maya Yeh and S. Huang 2009a: 95). Similarly, Mandarin translations of these
modals, for instance, provided in the official dictionary published by Taiwan’s Council of Aboriginal People (L.
Huang and X.-S. Wu 2016), and offered by my consultants, often use epistemic possibility modals (e.g.,
kěnéng, yěxǔ, dàgài, dàyuē, etc.). Sometimes a weak necessity modal (e.g., yīnggāi) or an expression with
evidential flavor (e.g., hǎoxiàng) is attested in translations, but both of these analytical possibilities will be
falsified below.
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(605)

Context: Tali’ and Rimuy run to an old abandoned cabin and hide there. Then the
police find the cabin, where there are several places to hide, and wonder where Tali’
and Rimuy could be. (elicited based on ‘On the Lam’, TFS Working Group 2011c)
a.

Policeman: ki'a

wal

tlqing

EPIST.POS PFV-PRF

inu’

hide.AV where

la?
PRT

‘Where might they have hidden?’
b.

Policewoman: hazi’

wal

EPIST.POS PFV-PRF

tlqing

kuru’ la.

hide.AV box

PRT

‘They might have hidden in the box.’
(606) is one of the scenarios in another storyboard, ‘Feeding Fluffy’, which describes
Rimuy’s conjecture about what kind of animal Tali’ has as his pet. The assertion conveys
that it is epistemically possible that Tali’ has a dog, and the modal hazi’ is felicitous.
(606)

Context: Tali’ had to go on a long trip and he asked Rimuy to take care of his pet.
Rimuy agreed and wanted to buy food to feed Tali’s pet, but she realized she didn’t
know what kind of pet he had when she walked into the store. She thought to herself:
(elicited based on ‘Feeding Fluffy’, TFS Working Group 2012)
hazi’

huzil

q<n>yat-an=nya’.

EPIST.POS

dog

raise<E.PST.NMLZ>-LV=3SG.GEN

‘Maybe he has a dog (lit. what he raises is a dog).’

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

In (607), it is epistemically possible that the team has won given the fact that they
come home happy (but there is still a possibility that they lost the game but are happy
anyway); in this example, ki’a is used.
(607)

Context: Your school team came back from a competition, and you see everyone is
happy.
ki’a

laha’ wal

l<m>aqux gi

nma’ yan nqani kin-mqas.

EPIST.POS

3PL.N PFV-PRF win<AV> because reason like this

NMLZ-happy.AV

‘They might have won (lit. who has won might be them) because they are so happy.’
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In (608) and (609), where there are many other possible reasons why a kid was crying
on the street alone, or why Tali’ changed his facial expression, both ki’a and hazi’ are
accepted.
(608)

Context: A kid is crying on the street without an adult beside him. You think:
a.

nyux

hazi’

m-tkari

PROG.DIST

EPIST.POS AV-get.lost

laqi’ qani la.
child this

PRT

‘This kid might have got lost.’
b.

ki’a

nyux

m-tkari

laqi’ qani la.

EPIST.POS

PROG.DIST

AV-get.lost

child this

PRT

‘This kid might have got lost.’
(609)

Context: You met Tali’ this morning and he was in a good mood, but when you see
him again, he looks sad. You think:
a.

ki’a=naha’

k<in>s’ang

la.

EPIST.POS=3PL.ERG

scold<E.PST.PV>

PRT

‘He might have been scolded.’
b.

k<in>s’ang=naha’

hazi’

la.

scold<E.PST.PV>=3PL.ERG

EPIST.POS PRT

‘He might have been scolded.’
c.

ki’a=naha’

k<in>s’ang

hazi’

la.

EPIST.POS=3PL.ERG

scold<E.PST.PV>

EPIST.POS PRT

‘He might have been scolded.’
No encoding of evidential distinctions
Epistemic modals in some languages encode the source of evidence the speaker has for the
prejacent claim, i.e., they are evidentials (Izvorski 1997, Matthewson et al. 2007, Faller
2011, Peterson 2010, among others). A common distinction in languages with an
evidentiality system is between inference from mental reasoning and inference from results
of causaing events (Willett 1988). Ki’a and hazi’ however are compatible with both evidence
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types. Consider first the context of (610), which describes how the speaker infers the reason
why the fish is gone on the basis of his past experience and mental reasoning in the absence
of any sensory evidence (e.g., the cat likes to wander in the house and if he sees the fish, he
might eat it). In this context, the modals ki’a and hazi’ are both felicitous.
(610)

Context: You find the fish you put on the desk is gone, but no one came to your
house. You do have a cat, who likes to wander in the house, so you wonder:
{ ki’a / hazi’ } wal
EPIST.POS

PFV-PRF

niq-un na

ngyaw la.

eat-PV

cat

ERG

PRT

‘It might have been eaten by the cat.’
The earlier context in (606) is also one with inference based on reasoning only: The speaker
has no visual or non-visual clue about what animal Tali’s pet is, and only infers the
proposition most likely on the basis of her intuition, common knowledge (e.g., what pets
people usually have), or past experience (i.e., she knows Tali’ personally and might have a
sense of what animal he likes).
Indirect inference via sensory evidence for the result of the described event is
exemplified by (611), in which the speaker infers that it has rained from seeing the wet
ground (caused by the raining event). Either the co-occurrence of ki’a and hazi’, or each
modal alone is accepted. The earlier examples (607) is also an epistemic claim on the basis
of indirect visual observation.
(611)

Context: You have been staying indoors this morning and you can’t see outside from
your office. You go out at noon and see the ground is wet.
a.

(ki’a)

m-<in>qwalax hazi’

EPIST.POS AV-<E.PST>rain EPIST.POS

ssawni’.
earlier.today

‘It might have rained.’
b.

ki’a

m-<in>qwalax (hazi’)

EPIST.POS AV-<E.PST>rain EPIST.POS

ssawni’.
earlier.today

‘It might have rained.’
The two epistemic modals are also compatible with directly attested (i.e., firsthand)
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sensory evidence.181 In (612), the speaker hears the sound of pattering and infers it is raining;
the volunteered form contains both ki’a and hazi’. (613) are examples of direct visual
evidence, and hazi’ is used: The speaker reports his epistemic state about the raining event on
the basis of his visual perception.
(612)

Context: You are indoors (where you can’t see outside) and hear a pattering sound.
You think:
ki’a

nyuw

m-qwalax hazi’

EPIST.POS PROG.PROX AV-rain

la.

EPIST.POS PRT

‘It might be raining.’
(613)

Context: You saw sprinkling from the window while you were working indoors. Later
you tell your wife:
m-<in>qwalax

hazi’

ssawni’

ay!

AV-<E.PST>rain

EPIST.POS

earlier.today

PRT

‘It might have rained earlier.’
The last note is that neither of the two modals indicates that the source of evidence
for the proposition is by report,182 which is encoded by the final particle ma ‘hearsay, it is
said, reportedly’. According to L. Huang (2008), mha/ma is an evidential marker
grammaticalized from the saying verb maha/mha ‘say’, through a stage of being a
complementizer. An example of the reportative mha/ma is given in (614), which ‘might be
said by the speaker who heard about the old man’s death from his relatives, or who read it in
the newspapers, but who didn’t witness the old man passing away in person’ (L. Huang
181

These pieces of directly experienced sensory evidence in (612)-(613) are nevertheless not the same as the
so-called direct evidentials in other languages, e.g., in Cheyenne (Murray 2010, 2017), Bulgarian (Smirnova
2013), or Korean (J. Lee 2011, 2013), which are used if the speaker perceives the described eventuality itself.
(i) gives an example of the direct evidential marker -te in Korean.
(i) Context: Yenghi saw it snowing on the way home yesterday. Now, she says:
Nwun-i
o-Ø-te-la.
snow-NOM fall-PRES-te-DECL
‘[I made a sensory observation that] it was snowing.’
(J. Lee 2013: 4)
Compared with (i), it’s clear that the contexts in (612)-(613) show that the perceived evidence, though it is
direct, does not 100% lead to the described event itself. Since I have not had a chance to investigate whether
ki’a and hazi’ can be accepted in contexts like (i), I leave for future work this issue whether ki’a and hazi’
encode indirectness like the analysis of English epistemic modals in von Fintel and Gillies (2010).
182
A possibility that I haven’t tested is whether the epistemic modals disallow reportative uses, in which
case they could have a certain restriction on evidence; I leave this for future work.
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2008:33). The semantics of maha/mha however requires further research.
(614)

wal

m-hoqil qu’ bnkis

PFV-PRF AV-die

ABS

qasa mha.

old.man that

REP

‘It is said that the old man died.’

(L. Huang 2008: 33)

This initial examination of evidentiality with ki’a and hazi’ shows that at least they
are not restricted to either inference based on reasoning or indirect evidence.
Incompatibility with circumstantial modality
I have so far shown that ki’a and hazi’ are compatible with epistemic modality and do not
seem to encode a specific source of information. There is further evidence that these modals
are only epistemic: They are incompatible with any type of circumstantial modality.
Circumstantial modality is exemplified in (615)-(618), which target deontic, teleological,
bouletic, and pure circumstantial modality, respectively. Each modal claim asserts that given
certain circumstances or facts in the actual world, there is at least one world in which the
prejacent is true; for instance, in (616), it is asserted that there is some world in which your
goal to get to the tribe is fulfilled and in which you take this way. In all these examples, ki’a
and hazi’ are judged infelicitous.
(615)

Deontic context: Your child asks your permission to go out. You say:
a.

nway=su’

m-usa’

g<m>naw.

DEON.POS=2SG.ABS

AV-go

play<AV>

‘You can go to play.’
b. # {ki’a=su’

m-usa’ / hazi’

EPOST.POS=2SG.ABS AV-go

m-usa’=su’}

EPIST.POS AV-go=2SG.ABS

g<m>naw.
play<AV>

‘You might go to play.’
(616)

Teleological context: Someone stops you and asks you about the direction to the tribe
in the mountain. You answer:
a.

musa’

blaq

pwah

sa

tuqi qani.

FUT

CIRC.POS

pass.AV

LOC

road this

‘You can take this road.’
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b. # {ki’a / hazi’}
EPIST.POS

pwah

sa

tuqi qani.

pass.AV

LOC

road this

‘You might take this road.’
(617)

Bouletic context: Tomorrow is Saturday and you tell your kid, “If you like, you can
sleep more and get up late.”
a.

ana=su’

m-qsuqi cikay sasan

ga

blaq.

even=2SG.ABS

AV-late

TOP

good.AV

a.bit

morning

‘You can get up late tomorrow morning.’ (Lit. ‘Even if you are a bit late
tomorrow morning, it’s good.’)
b. # {ki’a / hazi’} m-qsuqi cikay sasan.
EPIST.POS

AV-late

a.bit

morning

‘You might get up late tomorrow morning
(618)

Pure circumstantial context: You acquire a new piece of land. Although you don’t
know if there are persimmons growing there, you discover that the soil and climate
are very much like your old land at home, where persimmons prosper everywhere.
(adapted from Kratzer 1991: 646)
a.

musa’

blaq

pmhy-an qapu’

FUT

CIRC.POS

plant-LV

sqani.

persimmon here

‘Persimmons can be planted here.’
b. # {ki’a / hazi’} pmhy-an qapu’
EPIST.POS

sqani.

plant-LV persimmon here

‘Persimmons might be planted here.’
Incompatibility with necessity strength
Below I provide further evidence for the existential quantificational strength of ki’a and
hazi’. All the earlier examples, in which ki’a and hazi’ are compatible with contexts targeting
possibility modals, merely show that they can have existential quantification; a remaining
possibility is that the modals are felicitous in both necessity and possibility contexts (e.g.,
like the case of St’át’imcets modals, see Rullmann et al. 2008).
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In contexts that target unambiguously universal strength, ki’a and hazi’ are
infelicitous. The context for (619) is extracted from the storyboard ‘On the Lam’, in which
the policeman’s inference entails the truth of the proposition, given that behind the curtain is
the only possible hiding place in the cabin. Against this context, one speaker firmly rejected
the modal ki’a, as in (619)a; the other speaker first offered the modal hazi’ when he told the
story, but upon reviewing the story, he suggested retracting hazi’, and hence hazi’ is marked
as infelicitous in (619)b. I take these as supporting evidence that ki’a and hazi’ do not encode
certainty as a necessity modal does.
(619)

Context: The police follow Tali’ and Rimuy to the cottage. There are only three
possible hiding places in the cabin. The policeman says, “They can’t be hiding in the
box because it’s too small. And they can’t be hiding under the bed because it’s too
low. They must be behind that curtain.” (elicited based on ‘On the Lam’, TFS
Working Group 2011c)
a.

(# ki’a)

cyux

tlqing

suruw na

EPIST.POS

PROG.DIST

hide.AV back

pala qniway tubung.

GEN

cloth cover

‘They are hiding behind the curtain.’
b.

(# hazi’)

cyux

tlqing

EPIST.POS

PROG.PROX

hide.av back

window
(H.P.)

suruw na

katen.

GEN

curtain

‘They are hiding behind the curtain.’

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

Similarly, the contexts in (620)-(622) are all set for epistemic necessity, and the
presence of ki’a and hazi’ either results in direct rejection, or a comment that they are
equivalent to a weak modal.
(620)

Context: Your neighbor kid played the whole day without doing his homework. Now
he is trying to catch up but you know his mom is coming back, and she’s very strict…
a.

musa’

ks’ang-un ni

yaya’=nya’

la.

FUT

scold-PV

mother=3SG.GEN

PRT

ERG

‘He will be scolded by his mother.’
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b.

{#ki’a
EPIST.POS

musa’ / #musa’ hazi’}
FUT

EPIST.POS

FUT

ks’ang-un ni

yaya’=nya’

scold-PV

mother=3SG.GEN

ERG

la.
PRT

‘He might be scolded by his mother.’
(621)

Context: Rimuy told you that she was very sleepy and would go upstairs to sleep.
After a while, you couldn’t hear any sound from upstairs. You think, “She must be
asleep.”
a.

cyux

mk-sngya’

m-’abi’

la.

PROG.DIST

want-ventilate.AV

AV-sleep

PRT

‘She is deeply asleep.’
Volunteered translation: 一定在熟睡中。
b. #{ki’a / hazi’} cyux
EPIST.POS

PROG.DIST

mk-sngya’

m-’abi’

la.

want-ventilate.AV

AV-sleep PRT

‘She might be deeply asleep.’
Consultant’s comment: “You said yīdìng ‘must’; ki’a and hazi’ are kěnéng
‘maybe’.”
(622)

(B.B.)

Context: You have a persimmon farm and you know in one more month your
persimmons will be able to be harvested.
a.

atu’ qutux byacing lga,
area one

month

p-huqil

qu

PRT.TOP FUT.AV-die ABS

qapu’

la.

persimmon

PRT

‘After one month, the persimmons will be ripe.’
Consultant’s comment: “You are very sure. How do you know? It’s you who
planted them and have been taking care of them.”
b. # atu’ qutux byacing lga,
area one

month

{ki’a/hazi’}

PRT.TOP EPIST.POS

qu

qapu’

la.

ABS

persimmon

PRT

musa’ m-huqil
FUT

AV-die

‘After one month, the persimmons might be ripe.’
Consultant’s comment: “hazi’ and ki’a say that they MIGHT [my emphasis] be
ripe after one month [再過一個月，柿子可能就熟了].”

(B.B.)
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Given the fact that they are infelicitous in necessity contexts, I conclude that ki’a and
hazi’ are unambiguous possibility modals.

6.4.2 The strength of ki’a vs. hazi’
While ki’a and hazi’ are both possibility modals, I suggest that they differ in quantificational
strength. Below I present different types of evidence for this hypothesis. Firstly, minimal
pairs with ki’a and hazi’ sometimes lead to the consultants indicating that ki’a expresses
weaker possibility. For instance, hazi’ is offered in the context of (623) and (624), and
shifting to ki’a leads to comments by the speakers that the truth of the prejacent is less
committed to.
(623)

Context: You put persimmons in your backyard, but when you’re going to grab them,
they are gone. You wonder why:
a.

hazi’

wal

gal-un ni

Ciwas.

EPIST.POS

PFV-PRF

take-PV

Ciwas

ERG

‘Ciwas might have taken them.’
Consultant’s comment: “Perhaps only you guys know that they are there.”
b.

ki’a

wal

gal-un ni

Ciwas.

EPIST.POS

PFV-PRF

take-PV

Ciwas

ERG

‘Ciwas might have taken them.’
Consultant’s comment: “You just say it.”
(624)

(B.B.)

Context: You ask grandpa, “How many houses are there in the tribe?”. He replies:
a.

hazi’

kbhul

msyaw kwara’ cin-ngasal=nya’.

EPIST.POS

hundred rest

all

POSS-house=3SG.GEN

‘There might be more than a hundred houses.’
b.

ki’a

kbhul

msyaw kwara’ cin-ngasal=nya’.

EPIST.POS

hundred rest

all

POSS-house=3SG.GEN

‘There might be more than a hundred houses.’
Consultant’s comment: “You are less sure.”

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)
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Secondly, the modal hazi’ but not ki’a is accepted in contexts with the statement
supported by more evidence, or those describing better knowledge of the speaker. This is
demonstrated by (625), where the context makes it clear that it’s unlikely that Tali’ and
Rimuy are hiding inside a box given the size of the box, and only hazi’ is felicitous.
(625)

Context: The police are guessing where Tali’ and Rimuy hide. They figure out that
they can’t be hiding inside the box because the box is too small. (elicited based on
‘On the Lam’, TFS Working Group 2011c)
kt-an ga, {hazi’ / #ki’a} ini’

tlqing

see-LV

hide.AV.DEP inside

TOP

EPIST.POS

NEG

zik

na

kulu’.

GEN

box

‘It looks like they probably didn’t hide inside the box.’

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

(626)a and (626)b, rejected in the necessity context (621), are offered with a different
context, which I suggest indicates different quantificational strength: Directly observing the
way a person is sleeping provides a higher likelihood that she is in a deep sleep.
(626)

a.

hazi’

cyux

mk-sngya’

EPIST.POS

PROG.DIST

want-ventilate.AV

m-’abi’

la.

AV-sleep

PRT

‘She is probably deeply asleep.’
[Context offered: You go to check and she looks asleep.]
b.

ki’a

cyux

mk-sngya’

m-’abi’

la.

EPIST.POS

PROG.DIST

want-ventilate.AV

AV-sleep PRT

‘She might be deeply asleep.’
[Context offered: It’s your conjecture. You might hear her snoring or maybe
she makes no sound anymore.]

(B.B.)

Another piece of support for this hypothesis is that in certain future contexts which
involve the speaker’s anticipation about the prejacent proposition, ki’a is judged infelicitous;
this is shown in (627)-(628). Intuitively speaking, anticipation of an event in the future
reflects a higher possibility of its realization.
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(627)

Context: You should accompany him. He might get lost.
hal-iy

mluw

isu

ha. {musa’ hazi’ /??ki’a musa’} m-tkari

go-LV.IMP follow.AV 3SG.N firt

EPIST.POS

FUT

FUT

la.

AV-get.lost PRT

‘Go accompany him! He might get lost.’
(628)

Context: After dinner, mother tells you, “Don’t clean the dishes. Your father might
eat later.”
{p-qaniq

hazi’

/??ki’a

FUT.AV-eat EPIST.POS/

p-qaniq}

EPIST.POS FUT.AV-eat

na’ yaba’=su’

kira’.

still father=2SG.GEN later.today

‘Your father will probably still eat later.’
(629)

Context: You are watching a game. At the last minute, the team you support is likely
going to score another goal, and if so, they will win.
{hazi’ /?? ki’a} musa’ l<m>aqux
EPIST.POS

balay la.

turn.over<AV> truly

FUT

PRT

‘They will probably win.’
Consultant’s comment: “[With ki’a,] You are not sure.”
It should be noted that the infelicity of ki’a cannot be attributed to a temporal
restriction, since ki’a can be used for a future situation; witness the combination of ki’a and a
future adverb in (630), and the felicity of ki’a in (631) and in (632) (cf. (628)).
(630)

ki’a

p-qwalax

EPIST.POS FUT.AV-rain

kira’.
later.today

‘It might rain later.’
(631)

Context: On Father’s Day, your brother is out shopping. Father asks you what he is
gonna buy. You reply:
{ musa’ m-bazi hazi’ / ki’a musa’ m-baziy} sa
FUT AV-buy EPIST.POS

FUT

AV-buy

LOC

ana nanu’ sawy-an=su’

maniq.

even what like-LV=2SG.ERG eat.AV

‘He will buy whatever you like to eat.’
(632)

Context: Your family had dinner except for your father. You ask your mother about
your father. Your mother says:
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{hazi’ / ki’a} p-qaniq
EPIST.POS

FUT.AV-eat

na’ yaba’=su’

kira’.

still father=2SG.GEN later.today

‘He will eat later.’
In short, I conclude that while the epistemic modals ki’a and hazi’ are both specified for
possibility strength, ki’a has a lower degree of strength compared to the modal hazi’.

6.4.3 Lack of epistemic necessity modals
So far I haven’t discussed any modals of epistemic necessity in Atayal. I argue in this section
that Atayal possesses a lexical gap in this domain.183 An initial indication that there are no
equivalents of epistemic necessity modals in Atayal is from speakers’ reactions when they
are asked to translate sentences with the epistemic necessity modal yīdìng ‘must’ in
Mandarin: all of them comment that no corresponding word exists in Atayal.
Similarly, non-modal claims are often offered in contexts that target epistemic
necessity modality. In his telling of the storyboard ‘On the Lam’, the speaker volunteered a
non-modal statement for the scenario in which English must would be expressed, as in (633)
(repeated from (619)a above). Other failed attempts at eliciting necessity modals are (634)
and (635) (see also (620)-(622)); notice that when the speakers volunteer a Mandarin
translation for these sentences, they use a necessity modal.
(633)

Context: The police follow Tali’ and Rimuy to the cottage. There are only three
possible hiding places and the police are wondering where Tali’ and Rimuy are
hiding: “They can’t be hiding in the box; It’s too small. They can’t be hiding under
the bed; It’s too low. They must be behind that curtain.” (elicited based on ‘On the
Lam’, TFS Working Group 2011c)
a.

cyux

tlqing

suruw na

PROG.DIST

hide.AV back

GEN

pala qniway tubung.
cloth cover

window

‘They are hiding behind the curtain.’
b.

cyux

tlqing

suruw na

PROG.PROX

hide.AV back

GEN

katen.
curtain(English)

‘They are hiding behind the curtain.’
183

(H.P.)

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

See Cable (2017) for a similar claim for Tlingit.
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(634)

Context: You just arrive home and find that the chicken you had cooked before is
gone. As far as you know, only Tali’ has been at home.
wal

gal-un ni

Tali’.

PFV-PRF

take-PV

Tali’

ERG

‘Tali’ has taken it.’
Volunteered translation: 肯定是 Tali’偷的。
(635)

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

Context: Mother bought food for her daughter. Since she knows her daughter’s taste
well, she says:
musa’=su’

blaq

niq-un.

FUT=2SG.ABS

good.AV eat-PV

‘You will like to eat it.’
Volunteered translation: 你一定會喜歡吃。

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

In other cases, speakers use the emphatic adverb balay ‘really, truly’, or the
periphrastic phrase si baqi sa ‘it is known that… , it is for sure that…’, as in (636)-(637). Si
baqi sa is composed of a preverb si, a factive verb baq ‘know’ in its dependent form, and the
locative case marker sa; an interchangeable phrase is si qawris, as in (637), but its root is not
clear to me.
(636)

Context: You know that if Temu’ is at home, his light is always on, and if he’s out the
light is off. You see the light on tonight.
a.

cyux

m-aki’

ngasal balay Temu’ hya’.

PROG.DIST

AV-exist

house truly

Temu’

EMP

‘Temu’ is truly at home.’
b.

si

baq-iy

sa

cyux

m-aki’

PRT

know-PV.DEP

PRT PROG.DIST AV-exist

ngasal Temu’

hya’.

house Temu’

EMP

‘It’s known that Temu’ is at home.’
(637)

Context: (the same as (633))
{si
PRT

baq-iy

sa

/ si

qawris} cyux

know-PV

LOC

/ PRT sure

PROG.DIST

tlqing

suruw na pala

hide.AV back

GEN cloth
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qniway tubung.
cover

window

‘It’s known that they are hiding behind the curtain.’

(H.P.)

Likewise, the factive verb baq ‘know’ in negated form is used for the negation of epistemic
necessity, ¬£ (‘not-necessary’), as in (638).
(638)

Context: The weather broadcast says that a typhoon might approach Taiwan, but it
might also redirect to China. It’s not certainly the case that the typhoon will come.
ini’

baq-iy

sa

NEG

know-PV.DEP LOC

m-mwah

sqani bayhuy.

FUT~come.AV

here wind

‘It’s not known that a typhoon will (necessarily) come.’
Volunteered translation: 颱風不一定/不知道/不確定/會來。
The question arises whether si baqi sa ‘it is known that…’ and ini’ baqi sa ‘it is not
known that…’ are lexicalized modal elements (see also fn. 173). I suggest a negative answer,
for the reason that the embedded proposition can be interpreted as factive:
(639)

Context: Your brother fell down because he was walking while playing on the phone.
You told him after he fell, “I knew you would fall because I saw you didn’t pay
attention.”
si

baq-iy

PRT

know-PV.DEP

sa p-ktakuy.
LOC FUT.AV-fall

‘I knew that you would fall.’
Volunteered translation: 我早就知道你會跌倒。

(B.B.)

To demonstrate that no modal encodes epistemic necessity in Atayal, we also need to
clarify that other modals in Atayal do not allow epistemic necessity. One potential candidate
would be the necessity modal siki; Section 6.5.1 will present evidence that siki is strictly
specified for circumstantial modality, and never intrudes to the domain of epistemic
modality. Another candidate is the future modal musa’, which allows for an epistemic
reading. However, the epistemic reading of musa’ is only possible when the time of the event
embedded under musa’ coincides with the evaluation time of musa’, and even in such
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contexts, its use is limited (Chapter 5, Section 5.6.3.). Given these restrictions, musa’ cannot
be freely used in any epistemic necessity contexts, and cannot be equated with a necessity
modal in the epistemic domain.
I have demonstrated in the last subsection that ki’a and hazi’ are only specified for
possibility. Here I provide further support for ki’a being a genuine possibility modal from
downward-entailing contexts, using Deal’s (2011) test. I do not have the parallel data for
hazi’ for the time being.
Deal (2011) proposes that in Nez Perce there are no necessity modals in the
circumstantial modal domain, and it is because of this that there is no scalar implicature and
the only modal in that domain is true in both possibility and necessity contexts in nondownward-entailing contexts. Deal argues that the modal is a possibility modal based on the
fact that it behaves exactly like a possibility modal in downward-entailing contexts.
Downward-entailing contexts can diagnose possibility modals because there is no
interference of scalar implicatures in those contexts. Take the English existential quantifier
‘some’ for example. Uttering ‘I saw some of the students’ implies ‘I didn’t see all of the
students’, but the implicature is defeated in downward-entailing contexts: ‘If I see some of
the students, I will ask them to help’ does not mean ‘If I see some but not all of the
students…’; instead it means ‘If I see some, including if I see all, of the students, I will ask
them to help’. That is, in downward-entailing contexts, a possibility modal is not weaker than
a necessity modal, and will not trigger the scalar implicature. Since the modal in Nez Perce is
only compatible with necessity claims in non-downward-entailing, but not downwardentailing, environments, it is thus a genuine possibility modal.
Consider when the modal ki’a occurs in the scope of negation. The only negation in
Atayal that can syntactically embed ki’a is bali. 184 Bali not only carries a focus but also
184

The negations ini’ and iyat cannot embed ki’a. They are syntactically lower than, and scope under, the modal
ki’a, as shown by the contrast in (i-ii). To express epistemic impossibility, the speaker simply removes the
modal, as in (iii).
(i) a. ki’a
cyux
ini’ ’nblaq
m-qwas
EPIST.POS PROG.DIST NEG well.AV.DEP
AV-sing
‘He might not be studying hard.’
b. ki’a
iyat p-qwalax
suxan.
EPIST.POS NEG FUT.AV-rain tomorrow
‘It might not rain tomorrow.’
(ii) a. * ini’ ki’a
cyux
’nblaq m-qwas
NEG EPIST.POS PROG.DIST well
AV-sing
Intended for ‘It is not possible that he is studying hard.’
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signals that the proposition in question (i.e., what is to be negated) is assumed by the hearer;
bali sentences are literally translable as ‘the interlocutor(s) assumes that p but it is not true
that p’. In (640), the truth of it being raining outside, which is taken for granted by the
speaker’s friend, is negated. Similarly, in (641), the speaker takes the assumption generated
from the addressee’s act that they don’t know each other and negates that assumption.
(640)

Context: Your friend tells you it’s raining, but you open the window and see no rain.
You say to him:
bali cyux
NEG

m-qwalax.

PROG.DIST AV-rain

‘(You assume that it’s raining but) It’s not raining.’
(641)

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

Context: You came to your consultant’s home but he was not home. Even though his
door was not locked, you chose to wait for him in his yard. Later he came and was
surprised why you didn’t just come in:
bali=misu’

ini’

NEG=1SG.ERG.2SG.ABS NEG

baq-iy.
know-PV.DEP

‘(You act as if we don’t know each other but) It’s not that I don’t know you.’
Unlike the other negations noted in fn. 184, bali can unambiguously scope over the epistemic
modal ki’a, shown by its ability to precede ki’a in (642) and (643). The contexts in these
examples show that bali scoping over ki’a is compatible with a ¬¸ (‘not-possible’) reading.
(642)

Context: I see you are going out with a raincoat. You must think it will rain today
(which is why you bring a raincoat), but I think it will not rain. So I tell you, “It’s
fine even if you don’t wear a raincoat, after all… ”
bali ki’a
NEG

b. * iyat

p-qwalax.

EPIST.POS

suxan.
tomorrow
Intended for ‘It is not possible that it will rain tomorrow.’
(iii) Context: (continued from (634)) You tell Temu’ your suspect but Temu’ thinks Tali’ is not the person
who would do this: “It can’t be Tali’!”
iyat Tali’ wal
m-agal.
NEG Tali’ PFV-PRF AV-take
‘It is not Tali’ who took it.’
NEG

ki’a

FUT.AV-rain

p-qwalax

EPIST.POS FUT.AV-rain
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‘(You think it might rain but) it will not rain.’
Consultant’s comment: “It’s very sunny. You can guarantee it won’t rain.”
(643)

Context: You are amazed that your neighbor kid Rimuy goes to school every day
even in the weekend, but her brother knows more than what you think:
bali ki’a
NEG

cyux

EPIST.POS PROG.DIST

m-qwas balay.
AV-sing

truly

‘(You think that she is studying at school but) she is not really studying.’
Consultant’s comment: “We know that she is always going to school on a date.”
The modal ki’a in Atayal thus passes the diagnostics such that it is compatible with a
possibility reading in downward-entailing environments. Since it is also restricted to
possibility in upward-entailing environments, we can confirm that ki’a is a genuine
possibility modal.
I’ve demonstrated via two kinds of evidence that Atayal lacks epistemic necessity
modals: (i) No lexical or grammatical element is attested in the domain of epistemic
necessity, and (ii) other modals do not intrude into this domain.

6.4.4 Summary
I showed in this section that Atayal possesses two epistemic possibility modals, ki’a and
hazi’, which do not differ in encoding the source of evidence, but in quantificational strength,
with ki’a weaker than hazi’. I also showed that Atayal lacks lexical modals of epistemic
necessity.

6.5 Circumstantial Modality in Atayal
Circumstantial modality concerns propositions that are possibly or necessarily true in terms
of certain facts or circumstances. This section investigates the semantics of the morphemes
siki, nway, blaq, baq, and thuzyay. Section 6.5.1 shows that siki is a general circumstantial
necessity modal used for various types of circumstantial modality. Section 6.5.2 shows that
the modals nway and blaq are two circumstantial possibility modals that specify non-
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overlapping types of modality. Section 6.5.3 provides evidence that baq and thuzyay denote
two types of ability modality. The results will show that like epistemic modals,
circumstantial modals in Atayal also lexically encode both modal flavor and quantificational
strength.

6.5.1 Circumstantial necessity modal siki
The circumstantial necessity modal siki185 is translated as ‘just, simply, if only, only if, only,
certainly, must’ in Egerod’s (1999: 276) dictionary and glossed as ‘have to’ by L. Huang
(1993). While English translations only hint that siki has universal quantification, and are
inconclusive about its modal flavor, Mandarin translations of siki often use the unambiguous
circumstantial necessity modal bìxū ‘must, have to’. Below I provide further evidence that
siki denotes circumstantial necessity modality.
Evidence for circumstantial modality
Siki often expresses obligation according to a body of certain lawful rules, regulations, or
traditional conventions. (644) says that wearing a helmet is necessary for a motorcycle rider
given the traffic law; (645) says that in all worlds in which Mary’s mother’s rules are
obeyed, she will finish her chores before she goes out; (646) says that given Atayal tradition,
it is necessarily true that mature men have forehead tattoos.
(644)

Context: According to the traffic safety code, people must wear a helmet when riding
a motorcycle.
mluw

utubay

ga, siki

si

p-qbubu’ qbubu’.

ride.AV

motorcycle

TOP CIRC.NEC PRT VBZR-hat

hat

‘To ride a motorcycle, you must wear a helmet.’

185

Siki has two variants, siga and sika, depending on variety. Siki is offered by my speakers of Taoshan
Squliq, and is included in L. Huang and H.-S. Wu’s (2016) dictionary based on Jianshi Squliq (both spoken in
Hsinchu County). Siga is offered by my speaker of Syanuh Squliq, and is also reported for Wulai Squliq in Rau
(1992) and L. Huang (1993); both varieties are spoken in Yilan County (see also Gorbunova 2015c for siga in
other Yilan varieties). Sika is reported by Egerod (1999) for Fuxing Squliq (spoken in Taoyuan County). My
data is presented exclusively based on the variant siki, but I expect the generalizations to hold for siga and sika
as well.
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(645)

Context: Mary’s mother says she can’t go out to play until she has done her three
chores. At 1 pm. her friends come over to ask if she can come out to play. Mary says,
“I can’t, … ” (elicited based on ‘Chore girl’, TFS Working Group 2011b).
siki

suq-un=maku’

q<m>wax a

CIRC.NEC

finish-PV=1SG.ERG wash<AV>

pyatu’ ha.

FIL

dishes

first

‘I have to wash dishes first.’
(646)

tehuk

kawas

arrive.AV year

na

mlikuy Tayal lga,

siki

tlhuyun

GEN

man

CIRC.NEC

tattoo

people

qu

lihuy=nya’

la.

ABS

forehead=3SG.GEN

PRT

PRT.TOP

‘When an Atayal man reaches a certain age, his forehead must be tattooed.’
(Jianshi Squliq, L. Huang and X.-S. Wu 2016; translated from Mandarin)
Siki also renders teleological interpretations, as in (647) and (648), and bouletic
interpretations, as in (649). These say respectively that say that the described proposition
should happen in the future according to the agent’s goal (e.g., visiting the tribe and going
home) or desire (e.g., tasting taro).
(647)

Context: There’s only one road to that tribe.
m-usa’=su’

m-ita’ qalang qasa ga, siki

AV-go=2SG.ABS AV-see

tribe

that

pwah

TOP CIRC.NEC

tuqi

pass.AV road

s-qani.
LOC-this

‘If you’re going to visit that tribe, you must go this way.’
(648)

Context: During spring holidays, all public transportation is unavailable so the only
way to get home is by car.
atu’ na

m-usa’=su’

balay ngasal ga

area GEN

AV-go=2SG.ABS

truly house

nanak turak gi
self

ungat

siki

milay=su’

TOP CIRC.NEC

drive.AV=2SG.ABS

kwara’ glgan.

truck because exist.NEG all

transportation

‘If you have to go home, you have to drive by yourself because there is no other
transportation.’
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(649)

Context: I know you love taro very much so I recommend you to try this one.
nanu’ yanqani kin-blaq=su’

niq-un sayhuy ga, siki

what like.this

eat-PV taro

NMLZ-good.AV=2SG.ERG

si=su’

tlam-iy

PRT=2SG.ERG

taste-LV.DEP truly

TOP CIRC.NEC

balay qutux qani hya’ ha!
one

this

EMP

first

‘Since you love eating taro this much, you should taste this one!’
Nevertheless, siki appears to be incompatible with pure circumstantial contexts, as
shown in (650)-(651); instead the future prefix p- or its reduplication p~p-, which express
futurity and imminent futurity respectively (Chapter 5), are used, as in (652)a,b.
(650)

Context: As a human being, we all die some day. (adapted from Matthewson 2013a:
384)
yasa sungus na {musa’/#siki}

m-huqil kwara’ qu ita’

squliq qani.

this nature

AV-die

people this

GEN FUT

/CIRC.NEC

all

ABS 1PL.INCL.N

‘It is a matter of fact that all our people will/must die.’
(651)

Context: In view of the present state of his nose, etc., Tali’ must sneeze. (adapted
from Kratzer 1991: 640)
?? siki

t’asi

CIRC.NEC

Tali’ la.

sneeze.AV Tali’

PRT

Intended for ‘Tali’ has to sneeze.’
(652)

a.

p-t’asi

Tali’

la.

FUT.AV-sneeze

Tali’

PRT

‘Tali’ is going to sneeze.’
b.

p~p-t’asi

Tali’ la.

RED~FUT.AV-sneeze Tali’ PRT
‘Tali’ is about to sneeze.’
The sentences in (650) and (651) containing siki are modified by the speaker into a
reading other than the pure circumstantial one, a teleological reading, as given in (653) and
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(654). For instance, (654) claims that in every possible world consistent with an elder’s goal
to speak, he clears his throat (i.e., the sneezing verb is used metaphysically).
(653)

siki

m-huqil qu Qaeda ga iyat p-’ubu’

CIRC.NEC

AV-die

ABS

Qaeda TOP NEG

qu

babaw rhyal qani.

FUT.AV-mess ABS

above land this

‘Al Qaeda has to die so the world won’t be in chaos.’
(654)

Context: Elders do not have clear voices so if they want to speak in front of a group,
they will clear their throat first.
siki

t’asi

cikay ga, baq

CIRC.NEC

sneeze.AV a.bit

TOP

k<m>ayal qu

ment.ABIL.AV speak<AV>

ABS

nbkis.
elder

‘Elders have to clear their throat a bit (lit. slightly sneeze) to be able to speak.’
The absence of a universal pure circumstantial reading is not unattested in other
languages. In their discussion of the St’át’imcets circumstantial modal ka-... -a, Davis et al.
(2009) suggest that the phenomenon results from blocking by the future marking, and show
that placing ka-...-a into a past or habitual context renders a universal circumstantial reading
felicitous. Indeed, placing the Atayal sneeze case in a past context, as in (655), or in a
habitual context, as in (656), makes the modal siki felicitous:
(655)

Context: You and a friend went to a formal dinner and your friend had a big sneeze
at the table. People looked embarrassed by his act; you said:
a.

m-kgak nguhuw=nya’.

siki

AV-itchy

CIRC.NEC PRT

nose=3SG.GEN

si

t’asi.
sneeze.AV.DEP

‘His nose was very itchy. He had to sneeze.’
Consultant: “It took place. They blame him and you speak for him.”
b.

mkkuy’ iyal

nguhuw=nya’ ru

itchy.AV very nose=3SG.GEN

siki

si

CONJ CIRC.NEC PRT

t’asi.
sneeze.AV.DEP

‘His nose was very itchy so he had to sneeze.’
(656)

(B.B.)

(H.P.)

Context: It’s usually very hard to not sneeze if you get pepper into your nose.
(adapted from Matthewson 2013a: 383)
si

sbu’

nguhuw c<in>’qw-an

PRT

shoot.AV.DEP nose

choke<E.PST>-LV

na

lacyaw

meluh

GEN

pepper(Mandarin) spicy
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lga,

siki

si

t’asi.

PRT.TOP

CIRC.NEC PRT

sneeze.AV.DEP

‘When people’s nose is assailed by hot pepper, they have to sneeze.’
Further examples of pure circumstantial readings licensed by habitual contexts are given in
(657) and (658), where the proposition in question (e.g., going to pee, and throwing up)
usually follows when a particular circumstance (e.g., elders’ drinking too much water, or my
eating eels) is met.186
(657)

Context: Elders might have weak bladders and cannot hold their pee if they drink
too much water.
pzyux nb-un

qsya’ na

nbkis lga,

many drink-PV water ERG elder

siki

PRT.TOP CIRC.NEC

lawkah m-usa’ th<m>uq.
strong

AV-go

pee<AV>

‘Once elders drink too much water, they have to go to pee.’
(658)

(H.P.)

Context: You can’t eat eels. Everytime you eat it, you throw up.
maniq=saku’

tlaqi lga,

eat.AV=1SG.ABS eel

siki

si=saku’

PRT.TOP CIRC.NEC PRT=1SG.ABS

putaq

la.

vomit.AV.DEP

PRT

‘When I eat eels, I have to throw up.’
Consultant’s comment: “He is naturally allergic to tlaqi.”

(B.B.)

These data therefore suggest that Davis et al.’s (2009) proposal that future marking is
favored for present pure circumstantial readings can be extended to Atayal: Siki allows for
pure circumstantial modality except in the present tense due to competition with the future
marking.
Lastly, siki does not express epistemic modality, as it is never volunteered, and is
moreoever rejected, in epistemic contexts. For instance, (659) says that in view of my prior
knowledge or experience that people are aware of the regulation that everyone uses his/her
own chopsticks in school, I infer that it is necessarily true that everyone will bring their own
chopsticks to school next time. Using the modal siki however invokes a deontic reading:187

186

Siki is not the form volunteered in the context of (657); the generic marker mutu is volunteered.
This piece of data however is not ideal because there is a deontic reading in the context, which might
facilitate siki, and epistemic necessity modals in some languages, e.g., English, do not allow future orientation.
187
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(659)

Context: Everyone must bring his/her own chopsticks for lunch. Last week a few
people forgot to do so and were punished, so I think no one will forget it this time:
a.

musa’ m-aras
FUT

AV-bring

nanak q~qway

kwara’=naha’ mnxal

qani.

self

all=3PL.GEN

this

PL~chopsticks

one.time

‘Everyone will bring their own chopsticks.’
b.

# siki

m-aras qway

CIRC.NEC AV-take

nanak kwara’ qutux~qutux hi’.

chopstick self

all

every~one

body

‘Everyone must bring their own chopsticks.’
Consultant’s comment: “This is the teacher’s announcement.”
Evidence for necessity strength
We have seen so far that siki is compatible with contexts of universal quantificational
strength. This is especially made clear from the examples in (647)-(648) above, in which the
context explicitly states that there is no other means of satisfying the hearer’s goal (i.e., to
visit the tribe or to go home during the holidays) than the prejacent proposition.
Further support comes from the unacceptability of siki in contexts targeting
possibility strength. (660) shows that siki has no existential readings (given that it is
compatible with deontic modality, see (644)-(646)).
(660)

Context: Only family members are allowed to enter the patient’s room during
visiting hours, but you’re exceptional since you are a really close friend. (adapted
from Vander Klok 2012: 243)
a.

nway=su’

wah-an

mita’.

DEON.POS=2SG.ERG

come-LV see.AV

‘You can come to see him.’
b.

# siki
CIRC.NEC

wah-an=su’

mita’.

come-LV=2SG.ERG see.AV

‘You have to come to see him.’
The claim that siki denotes universal strength predicts that mutually exclusive
propositions containing siki cannot be coordinated. The rationale is that logically,
coordination of two universal claims with mutually exclusive propositions, 𝜙  and ¬  𝜙, results
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in a contradiction, as in (661)a; in contrast, conjoining two possibility claims is fine, as in
(661)b (von Fintel and Heim 2011: 31) (see also Rullmann et al. 2008, Vander Klok 2013a).
(661)

a.

You must stay, and/but also, you must leave.

(Contradictory)

b.

You may stay, but also, you may leave.

(Consistent)

This prediction is borne out: (662) shows that ‘siki  𝜙  and siki ¬  𝜙’ results in a contradiction
(assuming leaving is synonymous with not staying).188
(662)

# siki

m-aki’ kya’ ga, siki

CIRC.NEC AV-live

there

TOP CIRC.NEC

pyar-an uzi.
escape-LV also

#‘You must stay here, but you must also leave.’
Consultant’s comment: “Do you think this makes sense?”
Summarizing this subsection, we have seen that the modal siki is compatible with
different types of circumstantial modality but not epistemic modality, and that it is restricted
to necessity strength. I conclude that siki is a general circumstantial necessity modal.

6.5.2 Circumstantial possibility modals nway and blaq
The morphemes nway and blaq are each given multiple non-modal meanings in Egerod’s
(1999) dictionary: ‘I will, let us, never mind, all right, etc.’ (p. 188) for nway, and ‘good,
well, to like, heal, improve, feeling fine, etc.’ (p. 29) for blaq. The morpheme nway is
commonly used to express or accept apologies, for instance:

188

Interestingly, siki seems to have a weaker meaning like a weak necessity modal (e.g., ought to or should)
when it co-occurs with the evaluative adverb balay ga ‘in fact, actually’. As shown in (i), adding a continuation
‘¬ ☐ 𝜙’ to the modal claim with siki and balay ga does not result in a contradiction, and this is parallel to the
weak necessity ought to rather than the strong necessity must or have to, as in (ii). The adverb balay ga appears
to weaken the strength of a necessity modal as counterfactual morphology does across languages (von Fintel and
Iatridou 2008).
(i) balay ga, siki
si=su’
qwax
pyatu’ ga, ana=su’
ini’ qwax
truly TOP CIRC.NEC PRT=2SG.ABS wash.AV.DEP dish TOP even=2SG.ABS NEG wash.AV.DEP
ga nway
uzi.
TOP DEON.POS also
‘You ought to wash the dishes (lit. in fact, you have to wash the dishes), but you are allowed to not wash
them (lit. it is okay even if you don’t).’
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(663)

Batu’: ‘Let’s chat!’
Isak: nway ha
alright

gi

PRT

nyux=saku’

m-tquh

because PROG.PROX=1SG.ABS AV-hurry

p-kita’

’nbu’.

RECP-see.AV

illness

m-usa’
AV-go

‘Sorry, because I am hurrying to see a doctor.’
(L. Huang and X.-S. Wu 2016; translated from Mandarin)
(664)

Context: B found his money is gone and asked who took his money.
A:

‘I took that money.’

B:

nway (qeri’)!
alright to.one’s.best
‘It’s okay/No worries/Never mind!’

(M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

As for the non-modal use of blaq, it is either interpreted as ‘good’ when it functions
as a nominal modifier or an adjectival predicate, as in (665), or ‘like’ as a verbal predicate, as
in (666)-(667); (666)-(667) differ in whether blaq takes a nominal or clausal complement.189
(665)

a.

… yan zyaw qu Wu-feng blaq
like thing

ABS

Squliq ga.

Wu-feng good.AV person PRT

‘… such as Wu-feng, a very good person.’ (Atayal myths, L. Huang 1993:126)
b.

blaq

balay kayal=nya’

good.AV truly

ssawni’.

sky=3SG.GEN earlier.today

‘The weather was good today.’
(666)

blaq=su’

lukus

qasa?

like.AV=2SG.ERG clothes this
‘Do you like these clothes?’

189

The non-modal blaq taking a clause bears a superficial resemblance to one of the modal constructions of
blaq. They are however syntactically different. A clue is the ability to attract a bound pronoun: The non-modal
blaq obligatorily attracts a bound pronoun if it is the first head in the sentence, as in (667); by contrast, the
bound pronoun in (668)b below only attaches to the lower verb; see Chapter 7 for the syntactic structure of
modal sentences.
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(667)

blaq=nya’

m-ayzbuq m-tuliq.

like.AV=3SG.ERG AV-early

AV-stand

‘He likes to get up early.’
Before we turn to the modal uses of nway and blaq, two issues need to be addressed.
The first is that the modals nway and blaq have two syntactic manifestations. They usually
serve as the main verb of the consequent clause of a conditional construction, as shown in
(668)a-(669)a. They can also have mono-clausal structure, as shown in (668)b-(669)b.
(668)

Context: There are many things you can do to become thinner. You can also do
exercise.
a.

ana=su’

m-usa’ l<m>hlah

even=2SG.ABS

AV-go

cikay hi’

move<AV> a.bit body

ga

blaq

uzi.

TOP

good.AV also

‘You can also exercise (lit. move your body).’ (Lit. ‘Even if you exercise it is
also good.’)
b.

(musa’) blaq
FUT

CIRC.POS

uzi m-usa’=su’

l<m>hlah cikay hi’=su’.

also

move<AV> a.bit body=2SG.GEN

AV-go=1SG.ABS

‘You can also exercise (lit. move your body).’
(669)

Context: You work late today. Before you leave, the boss says:
a.

ana=su’

mqsuqi cikay sasan

ga nway.

even=2SG.ABS late.AV a.bit morning

TOP

okay

‘You can be late a bit in the morning.’ (Lit. ‘Even if you are late a bit in the
morning, it is okay.’)
b.

nway=su’

mqsuqi cikay sasan.

DEON.POS=2SG.ABS

late.AV a.bit

morning

‘You can be late a bit in the morning.’
The first type of construction is very similar to the so-called “Conditional Evaluative
Construction (CEC)” in Japanese (M. Kaufmann 2017), which behaves morpho-syntactically
like a conditional with an evaluative predicate in the consequent clause; such constructions
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have a format ‘if A, OK/good’, but are interpretable as ‘may/can A’.190 M. Kaufmann (2017)
argues that the Japanese CECs are not hypothetical conditionals, but conditionals in which
the antecedent clause is interpreted as a non-factive complement clause of the evaluative
predicate (i.e., ‘it would be good if p’); in other words, such constructions express the
speaker’s evaluation of the hypothetical state of affairs denoted by the antecedent clause.
While this account might be extended to Atayal, I leave the semantic composition of this
type of construction with blaq and nway for future work; I assume that blaq and nway in the
two alternative constructions are the same, and present the form that the consultants
volunteer in the following data.
The other issue is that the modal use of blaq frequently co-occurs with the future
modal/tense musa’ without a salient future interpretation.191 For instance, the context of
(668) describes a possibility of doing exercise in view of relevant facts at the present time,
and musa’ blaq in (668)b is volunteered, although the speaker also accepts a version of
(668)b without musa’; a further example is given in (670) (see also (676)a and (677)a).
(670)

Context: Your mom cooked a dish. You taste it and suggest:
a.

musa’ blaq
FUT

CIRC.POS

twang-an=su’

cikay cimu’?

add-LV=2SG.ERG a.bit salt

‘Can you add a little salt?’
Consultant’s comment: “Your tone is softer [than the one without musa’].”
b.

blaq

twang-an=su’

cikay cimu’?

CIRC.POS

add-LV=2SG.ERG a.bit

salt

‘Can you add a little salt?’
190

As with Japanese CECs, such constructions in Atayal are reducible to one without the consequent clause,
as shown in (i). The omission of the modal clause raises the question of how speakers interpret the elided
modal, whether nway or blaq.
(i) Context: Mary fell and broke her leg when she ran out of the house. Afterwards her leg gets better, so her
mother says: (elicited based on ‘Sick Girl’, TFS Working Group 2011a)
a. ana=su’
m-usa’ g<m>naw la.
even=2SG.ABS AV-go <AV>play PRT
‘You can go to play (lit. Even if you go to play).’
(H.P.)
b. ana=su’
m-usa’ m-osai tanux la.
even=2SG.ABS AV-go AV-play outside PRT
‘You can go out to play (lit. Even if you go out to play).’
(T.P., Jianshi)
191
Both the translations into Mandarin and the Mandarin prompts the speakers were given to translate do
not contain a future morpheme.
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Such uses may involve double modality, given that musa’ also allows for present epistemic
readings (see Chapter 5).192 The co-occurrence with musa’ appears to be a general fact with
circumstantial modals, similarly observed with the general circumstantial necessity modal
siki, and the ability modals to be discussed in Section 6.5.3, but not with the modal nway.193
In the rest of this chapter, the data with or without musa’ are given according to the form that
the speakers volunteer.
Now I focus on the modal flavor of nway and blaq. I will first show that nway and
blaq are specialized for non-overlapping subtype(s) of circumstantial modality, and then
demonstrate that both modals lack epistemic and necessity uses. They are hence both
circumstantial possibility modals.
Nway and blaq encode different types of circumstantial modality
The modal nway is volunteered in deontic contexts, as shown in (671)-(673); the use of blaq
in these contexts gives rise to a meaning different from the intended one, as indicated by the
speakers’ comments.
(671)

Deontic context: You ask permission of people to let you play the mouth harp.
a.

nway=saku’

tlubuw.

DEON.POS=1SG.ABS

play.AV

‘I can play the mouth harp.’
Consultant’s comment: “Allow me to play the mouth harp; you intend to be
polite by saying so.”
b. # blaq=saku’
CIRC.POS=1SG.ABS

tlubuw.
play.AV

‘I can play the mouth harp.’ / Consultant: You can play as no one disturbs you.
192

The speakers’ comments and translations for sentences with musa’ blaq and for those with the epistemic
musa’ also bear certain similarities.
193
It’s unclear to me why the combination musa’ nway is unaccepted, but an explanation based on
performative meaning may be given. Ninan (2005) argues that deontic must has an imperative-like force as its
conventional meaning, which is however absent when must is embedded. For instance, (i) is uttered, e.g., to
Sam’s mother, in order to bring it about that Sam goes to confession; (ii) does not impose this requirement.
Along these lines, if nway sentences are performatives (see below), it follows that nway cannot be embedded
under epistemic modality.
(i) Sam must go to confession.
(ii) It is taken for granted that Sam must go to confession.
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(672)

Deontic context: Only family members are allowed to enter the patient’s room
during visiting hours, but you’re exceptional since you are a really close friend.
(adapted from Vander Klok 2012: 243)
a.

nway=su’

wah-an

m-ita’.

DEON.POS=2SG.ABS

come-LV

AV-see

‘You can come in to see him.’
b. # musa’ blaq
FUT

CIRC.POS

wah-an=su’

m-ita’.

come-LV=1SG

AV-see

‘You can come to see him.’
Consultant’s comment (H.P.): “You can come in during opening hours.”
Consultant’s comment (B.B.): “You are not very sure; you don’t have that
authority.”
(673)

(H.P.; B.B.)

Deontic context: Your farm has a giant hornet hive in it, and your neighbor is
concerned and asks you if he can burn it. You say to him:
a.

ana=su’

m-usa’ l<m>awm tryung

even=2SG.ABS AV-go

burn<AV> hornet.chrysalis

ga

nway.

TOP

okay

‘You can burn hornet chrysalises.’ (Lit. ‘Even if you burn hornet chrysalises,
it’s okay.’)
b. # ana=su’

m-usa’ l<m>awm tryung

even=2SG.ABS AV-go

burn<AV> hornet.chrysalis

ga

blaq.

TOP

good.AV

‘You can burn hornet chrysalises.’ (Lit. ‘Even if you burn hornet chrysalises,
it’s good.’)
Consultant’s comment: “Not permission. It could be that the weather is good.”
The pattern is reversed when we turn to non-deontic contexts. The examples in (674)(676) show that blaq is felicitous in bouletic and teleological contexts; the use of nway in
these contexts invokes a deontic reading. The nway claim in (674)b and (675)b would be
uttered as permission from a doctor to a patient or a boss to his employee, and the one in
(676)b would be uttered by the owner of the road, who presumably gives permission for
someone to pass by.
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(674)

Bouletic/teleological context: There are many things you can do to become thinner.
You can also do exercise.
a.

musa’ blaq
FUT

CIRC.POS

uzi m-usa’=su’

l<m>hlah

also

move<AV> a.bit body=1SG.GEN

AV-go=2SG.ABS

cikay hi’=su’.

‘You can also exercise (lit. move your body).’ (Lit. ‘It will also be good if you
exercise.’)
b. # nway=su’

uzi m-usa’ l<m>hlah

DEON.POS=1SG.ABS

also

AV-go

cikay hi’=su’.

move<AV> a.bit

body=1SG.GEN

‘You can also exercise (lit. move your body).’
Consultant’s comment: “This is different. This would be what your doctor says
to you when you’re recovering.”
(675)

Bouletic context: Tomorrow is Saturday and you tell your kid, “If you like, you can
sleep more and get up late.”
a.

ana=su’

m-qsuqi cikay sasan

even=2SG.ABS

AV-late

a.bit

ga

blaq.

morning TOP good.AV

‘You can get up late tomorrow morning.’ (Lit. ‘Even if you are a bit late
tomorrow morning, it’s good.’)
b. # ana=su’
even=2SG.SBS

m-qsuqi cikay sasan

ga

nway.

AV-late

TOP

okay

a.bit

morning

‘You can come late in the morning.’
Consultant’s comment: “That’s what your boss would say to you, for example,
if you worked overtime.”
(676)

Teleological context: Someone stops you and asks for directions to the tribe in the
mountain. You say:
a.

musa’ blaq
FUT

CIRC.POS

pwah

sa

tuqi qani.

pass.AV

LOC

road this

‘You can take this road.’
b. # nway=su’
DEON.POS=1SG.ABS

pwah

sa

tuqi qani.

pass.AV

LOC

road this
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‘You can take this road.’
Consultant’s comment (H.P.): “(Laughing) This means the road belongs to you
and you allow him to pass by.”)

(H.P.; B.B.)

Blaq can also express pure circumstantial modality, shown by the felicity of the (a)
examples in (677)-(679). The context of (677)-(678) indicates that irrespective of whether
there are any persimmons growing here, it is the actual circumstances, especially the soil and
climate, that matter. The context of (679) involves impersonal modality, which says that in
view of the size of the truck, it is possible that it carries five people (even though it violates
the traffic law). In both cases, nway is judged to be infelicitous, and the speakers’ comments
all suggest that using nway results in a permission reading.
(677)

Pure circumstantial context: You acquire a new piece of land. Although you don’t
know if there are persimmons growing there, you discover that the soil and climate
are very much like your old land at home, where persimmons prosper everywhere.
(adapted from Kratzer 1991: 646)
a.

musa’ blaq
FUT

CIRC.POS

pmhy-an qapu’

s-qani.

plant-LV persimmon

LOC-this

‘Persimmons can be planted here.’
b. # nway=su’
DEON.POS=2SG.ERG

pmhy-an qapu’

s-qani.

plant-LV

LOC-this

persimmons

‘You can plant persimmons here.’

(H.P.)

Consultant’s comment: “It’s okay since you will not hinder my boundary.”
(678)

Pure circumstantial context: (the same as (677))
a.

blaq

pmhy-an qapu’

qu

qmayah qani.

CIRC.POS

plant-LV persimmon

ABS

land

this

‘Persimmons can be planted on this land.’ (Lit. ‘It is good if persimmons are
planted on this land.’)
Consultant’s comment: “Maybe the soil was plowed, which is good to go.”
b. # nway=su’
DEON.POS=2SG.ABS

pmhy-an qapu’

qu

qmayah qani.

plant-LV

ABS

land

persimmon

this
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‘You can plant persimmons on this land.’

(B.B.)

Consultant’s comment: “It means that ‘I allow you to plant persimmons here’.”
(679)

Pure circumstantial context: According to the law, vehicles can only take four
passengers on the highway. But this truck can actually take five people (adapted
from Vander Klok 2013a: 249)
a.

ana

zmagal hi’

even five

ras-un

body take-PV

na

turak qani ga

blaq.

ERG

truck this

good

TOP

‘This truck can carry five people.’ (Lit. ‘Even if this truck carries five people,
it is good.’)
b. # ana

zmagal hi’

even five

ras-un

body take-PV

na

turak qani ga

nway.

ERG

truck this

okay

TOP

‘The truck can carry five people.’ (Lit. ‘Even if the truck carries five people, it
is okay.’) / Consultant: “It’s okay maybe because he has applied for it.”
The hypothesis that the two modals blaq and nway differ in their modal flavor also
correctly accounts for the following pragmatic effect observed in (680). In response to a
customer’s request to taste the product, the boss uses nway instead of blaq, and forcing blaq
in this context results in an unfriendly tone. The unfriendliness can be attributed to the reason
that a goal-oriented possibility implies that permission is not granted, or that a pure
circumstantial reading is rude (i.e., it’s possible for you to taste it).
(680)

Context: You ask the boss of a taro stall if you can taste their taro before you decide
to purchase. The boss says, “Sure, you can.”
a.

aw, nway=su’

tlam-an cikay sayhuy qani.

yes

taste-LV a.bit taro

DEON.POS=2SG

this

‘Sure, you can taste this taro.’
b. ?? aw, blaq
yes

CIRC.POS

tlam-an=su’

cikay sayhuy qani.

taste-LV=2SG a.bit

taro

this

Intended for ‘Sure, you can taste this taro.’
Consultant’: “We won’t say this. It sounds unfriendly.”
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One puzzle left for the time being is that nway is also accepted in the contexts of
(681) and (682), in which there is no authority that grants permission; instead, the possibility
to go out and not water flowers is rendered by the weather conditions.194
(681)

Context: You wanted to go out but it was raining. Finally the rain stops. You say:
mswat

la.

clear.up.AV

PRT

‘The weather is clearing up.’
a.

nway=ta’

m-usa’ la.

DEON.POS=1PL.INCL AV-go PRT

‘We can go now.’
b.

nway=ta’

(H.P.; M.P., Yilan Syanuh)
m-lata’

la.

DEON.POS=1PL.INCL AV-hang.around PRT

‘We can go outside now.’ Consultant: “You were stuck earlier.”
(682)

(B.B.)

Context: Your vegetables need to be watered every day but there was a big rain
yesterday, so you say:
nway=ta’

ini’ p-qsya’-vege

DEON.POS=1PL.INCL NEG CAUS-water-PV.DEP

‘We don’t need to water them today.’

kira’

la.

later.today

PRT

(B.B.; accepted by H.P.)

Two possibilities can be considered to account for such cases. The first is that these cases
may still exemplify permissions, with the constraint from the weather understood
metaphorically as lawful rules. Yet this explanation becomes less convincing when
considering a sentence with the deontic modal may or the verbal paraphrase be allowed to in
English, e.g., ‘we may go out’ or ‘we are allowed to not water the flowers’, both of which are
odd in these two contexts.
The second possibility is that nway has an additional meaning that is felicitous in
these contexts; specifically, I suggest that nway sentences are performatives: Nway performs
a speech act of encouraging or urging the participant in a conversation (in particular, the
addressee) to bring about the proposition described, comparable to hortatives. The actual
194

As expected, blaq is accepted in these contexts.
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speech act may vary depending on the person of the subject; for example, the earlier example
in (671)a with the first person asks for the addressee’s approval of the proposition (i.e., Let
me… , Allow me…), whereas the one in (672)a with the second person offers an approval to
the addressee (i.e., I allow you…). Along these lines, the nway sentences in (681) and (682),
which take the speaker as well as the addressee as the subject, can be paraphrased as ‘Let’s
go out’ and

‘Let’s not water the flowers’, respectively. The proposal that nway is

performative is also consistent with colloquial uses of nway in apologizing or accepting an
apology (see (663)-(664)). The formalization of this proposal nevertheless awaits another
occasion.
Evidence for circumstantial modality and possibility strength
Both nway and blaq are never volunteered in contexts of epistemic modality or necessity
strength. Further evidence that they are not necessity modals comes from the conjunction test
employed for siki above. The propositions ‘nway  𝜙  and nway ¬  𝜙’ in (683) and ‘blaq  ϕ  and
blaq ¬  ϕ’ in (684) are both felicitous; this shows that they cannot be necessity modals like
siki (compared to (662) above).
(683)

nway=su’

m-aki

DEON.POS=2SG.ABS AV-live

kya’ uzi ga, nway=su’

pyar-an

there also

escape-LV also

TOP DEON.POS=2SG.ABS

uzi.

‘You can stay here, but you can also leave.’
(684)

blaq

m-aki

CIRC.POS AV-live

kya’ uzi ga
there also

blaq

TOP CIRC.POS

pyaran

uzi.

escape-LV also

‘You can stay here, but you can also leave.’
To summarize, I argue that nway and blaq are both circumstantial possibility modals
but differ in encoding different type(s) of modal flavor: Nway is specialized for deontic
interpretations, whereas blaq allows for varied circumstantial interpretations except for
deontic. Note that there are however two sets of negative data I haven’t collected: data
showing that nway and blaq are rejected in epistemic contexts and in circumstantial necessity
contexts; I leave them for future work.
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6.5.3 Ability modality
In Kratzer’s classification, ability modality is subsumed under circumstantial modality, as it
takes into account the relevant facts concerning “the body or mind of people” (Kratzer 1981:
52; 54) or “inherent properties or circumstances of individuals” (Kratzer 2012: 33).195 Bybee
et al. (1994: 177) define ability modals as “reporting the existence of internal enabling
conditions in the agent with respect to the predicate action”. It’s not uncommon that
languages lexicalize ability modality; English for example has the semi-modal verb be able
to. Languages may also have distinct forms to indicate two types of ability, one in the sense
of “knowing how”, and the other in the sense of physical ability. Lisu (Lolo-Burmese) is one
such language (Palmer 2001: 77, credited to Hope 1974: 122-6). de Haan (2006: 61) notes
that German uses the verb kennen for mental ability and the modal können for physical
ability. In Mandarin, the modals huì and néng specify mental and physical ability
respectively, although both modals also have uses for other modal flavors and are sometimes
interchangeable (Guo 1995, R. Li 2003). As mentioned above, baq and thuzyay in Atayal
also exhibit this distinction (Cheng 2013, Pitay 2014). Below I provide further evidence in
support of their lexical specification.
The morpheme baq has non-modal and modal uses, which show several morphosyntactic differences. Compare the examples (a) and (b) of (685): The non-modal baq in
(685)a, usually translated as ‘know, understand’, takes a full-fledged clause with a
complementizer, functioning as a factive verb; in contrast, the modal baq in (685)b does not
allow the presence of a complementizer and its complement is temporally restricted (Ch 7).
(685)

a.

baq-un=su’

maha’ <n>wah-an=nya’

know-PV=2SG.ERG

COMP

mita’?

come<E.PST>-LV=3SG.ERG see.AV

‘Do you know that he came to check it?’
b.

baq-un=su’

tlubuw

lubuw

qa?

MENT.ABIL-PV=2SG.ERG

play.AV

Atayal.mouth.harp

PRT

‘Can you play the Atayal mouth harp?’
195

Portner (2009) groups ability, dispositional, and opportunity modals under ‘dynamic’ modality, as these
modals all have to do with ‘the ways in which circumstances affect the actions available to a volitional
individual’ (p. 135); dynamic modality is sometimes classified as identical with ‘participant-internal’ modality
(van der Auwera and Plungian 1998).
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The morpheme thuzyay also has a non-modal use, ‘to succeed, manage’, as well as a modal
one. The non-modal thuzyay can take a nominal object, as in (686), unlike the modal thuzyay
in (687):196
(686)

aki’=simu

thuzyay

sa

zyuwaw krahu’!

IRR=2PL.ABS

succeed. AV

LOC

thing

big

‘You would succeed in great things (if you guys unite)!’
(687)

ini’=saku’

thuzyay

may-qzinah kuzing.

NEG=1SG.ABS PHYS.ABIL.AV.DEP AV-run

1SG.N

‘I am not able to run.’
It is also noteworthy that the ability modals are morpho-syntactically verbs, fully
inflected for voice and temporal marking, and imposing constraints on the voice of their
complement verb, unlike other circumstantial modals; this will be discussed in Chapter 7.
Evidence for mental vs. physical ability
The modals baq and thuzyay concern different aspects of internal properties of the subject. In
scenarios that describe the subject’s mental ability, for instance, playing the instrument in
(688), only baq is accepted; the consultants’ comment for the sentence with thuzyay implies
that thuzyay has more to do with the subject’s physical condition. (689) exemplifies the use
of the ability modals in a non-actor voice, in which the evaluation of the subject’s ability also
takes into account the property of a specific object (see also (690)-(692)).
(688)

Context: Only few Atayal can play the traditional mouth harp. You can do that.
a.

baq=saku’

tlubuw.

MENT.ABIL.AV=1SG.ABS

play.AV

‘I can play (the mouth harp).’

196

It’s not clear to me whether there is a distinction between the two uses when thuzyay takes a
verbal/clausal complement. A relevant observation is that such sentences in past and perfect temporal construals
often receive non-modal translations, in which the prejacent event is realized in the actual world (i.e., the socalled actuality entailment) (Chapter 7).
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b. # thuzyay=saku’
PHYS.ABIL.AV=1SG.ABS

tlubuw

la.197

play.AV

PRT

‘I am able to play (the mouth harp) now.’

(H.P.; T.P., Jianshi)

Consultant’s comment (H.P.): “You are old but you are able to play the mouth
harp.”
Consultant’s comment (T.P., Jianshi): “You know how to play the mouth harp,
but you were sick and could not play. Now you are able to play.”
(689)

Context: Pointing to the mouth harp at hand:
a.

baq-un=su’

tlubuw

lubuw

MENT.ABIL-PV=2SG.ERG

play.AV Atayal.mouth.harp

qa?
PRT

‘Can you play the Atayal mouth harp?’
b. # thyay-un=su’
PHYS.ABIL-PV=2SG.ERG

tlubuw

lubuw

play.AV Atayal.mouth.harp

qa?
PRT

‘Are you able to play the Atayal mouth harp?’
Consultant’s comment: “This means that the mouth harp may be very hard,
requiring special strength, for example, higher lung capacity.”
Similarly, the context of (690) describes the knowledge of fixing the brake in order to
control the car, in which case only baq is accepted; using thuzyay invokes a different context,
which appears to rely on the addressee’s bodily action (to physically stop the car).
(690)

Context: You guys are in a car and find the brake is not working properly.
a.

baq-un=su’

p-hngaw?

MENT.ABIL-PV=2SG.ERG CAUS-stop.AV

‘Can you stop the car?’
b. # thyay-un=su’

p-hngaw?

PHYS.ABIL-PV=2SG.ERG CAUS-stop.AV

‘Can you stop the car?’
Consultant: “In that case, you’re not in the car, and you’re asked to stop it.”
197

This sentence is not exactly a minimal pair with (688)a as it has the final particle la, which contributes an
effect of change of state.
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In contrast, the context in (691) cares about the size of the rock and the condition of
Tali’s muscles, in which case the sentence with thuzyay rather than the one with baq is
judged felicitous. The consultants’ comments confirm that the use of baq requires skills or
(metaphorical) knowing how, hence inviting a context with a mechanical agent.
(691)

Context: You are talking about who can lift that big rock. You know Tali’ has big
muscles.
a. # musa’=nya’

baq-un

FUT=3SG.ERG MENT.ABIL-PV

l<m>ayliq.
lift<AV>

‘He is able to lift that rock.’
Consultant’s comment (H.P.): “Lifting a rock doesn’t need any skills.”
Consultant’s comment (T.P., Jianshi): “An excavator can lift a rock.”
b.

musa’=nya’

thyay-un

l<m>ayliq.

FUT=3SG.ERG

PHYS.ABIL-PV

lift<AV>

‘He is able to lift that rock.’

(H.P.; T.P., Jianshi)

Further support for the encoding of mental vs. physical ability is that with minimal
pairs involving the two modals, the consultants often can imagine distinct contexts. For
instance, the sentences in (692) concern the speaker’s skills and tooth strength, each needed
for a different property of the fish.
(692)

a.

musa’=maku’

baq-un

maniq

qu qulih qani?

FUT=1SG.ERG

MENT.ABIL-PV

eat.AV

ABS

fish

this

‘Am I able to eat this fish?’ [Context offered: This fish has lots of bones in it.
You’ll need to be very careful.]
b.

musa’=maku’ thyay-un

maniq

qu

qulih qani?

FUT=1SG.ERG

eat.AV

ABS

fish this

PHYS.ABIL-PV

‘Am I able to eat this fish?’ [Context offered: This fish is very hard after
drying in the sun. Are your teeth strong enough to bite it?]
While agentivity has been assumed to be a necessary condition for ability, it can be
satisfied in a metaphorical sense. The excavator in (693), being an inanimate subject, is
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compatible with both modals with a similar distinction. In (694), the predicate msuling
‘flame, burn’ requires a different inanimate subject for each modal.
(693)

a.

p-qbaq

l<m>ayliq guài-shǒu

FUT.AV-MENT.ABIL

lift<AV>

qasa?

excavator(Mandarin) this

‘Can this excavator lift things?’ [Context offered: You ask this because the
excavator might have some breakdown.]
b.

p-thuyay

l<m>ayliq guài-shǒu

FUT.AV-PHYS.ABIL

lift<AV>

qasa?

excavator(Mandarin) this

‘Can this excavator lift things?’ [Context offered: You are not sure about the
load of the excavator.]
(694)

a.

iyat qbaq

m-suling.

NEG MENT.ABIL.AV.FUT AV-flame

‘The wood can’t burn.’
Consultant’s comment: “For example, if the wood is wet, it can’t burn.”
b.

iyat p-thuyay

m-suling.

NEG FUT.AV-PHYS.ABIL AV-flame

‘The fire can’t ignite.’
Restriction to ability modality
The modals baq and thuzyay have no other flavors of circumstantial modality; both are
infelicitous in deontic, bouletic, teleological, or pure circumstantial contexts, as shown in the
following examples. As commented by the consultant, using the baq and thuzyay sentences
involves information about the subject’s state or condition.
(695)

Deontic context: Your child asks your permission to go out. You say:
a.

aw, nway=su’
yes

m-usa’ g<m>naw.

DEON.POS=1SG.ABS AV-go

play<AV>

‘Yes, you can go to play.’
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b. # aw, baq
yes

m-usa’ g<m>naw.

MENT.ABIL.AV AV-go

play<AV>

‘Yes, you are able to go to play.’
Consultant’s comment: “This is different. It depends on if he has homework to
finish or if he can go out alone.”
c. # aw, thuzyay
yes

m-usa’ g<m>naw.

PHYS.ABIL.AV AV-go

play<AV>

‘Yes, you are able to go to play.’
(696)

Bouletic context: Your mother is sick and she wants to see your brother, who hasn’t
been home for a long time. So you call your brother to ask him:
a.

musa’ blaq
FUT

m-wah=su’

mita’

CIRC.POS AV-come=2SG.ABS

yaya’?

see.AV mother

‘Can you come to see mother?’
Consultant’s comment: “It’s your wish; you beg him.”
b. # musa’=su’

baq

m-wah=su’ mita’ yaya’?

FUT=2SG.ABS MENT.ABIL.AV AV-come

see.AV mother

‘Can you come to see mother?’
Consultant: “This one means you ask whether his time or work permits.”
c. # musa’=su’

thuzyay

m-wah=su’ mita’ yaya’?

FUT=2SG.ABS PHYS.ABIL.AV AV-come

see.AV mother

‘Can you come to see mother?’
Consultant’s comment: “Maybe he is abroad so it depends on whether he has
money or can manage to buy a flight ticket.”
(697)

Teleological context: Someone stops you and asks you about the direction to the tribe
in the mountain. You answer:
a.

musa’ blaq
FUT

CIRC.POS

pwah

sa

tuqi

pass.AV LOC road

qani.
this

‘You can take this road.’
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b. # baq
MENT.ABIL.AV

pwah

sa

tuqi

qani.

pass.AV

LOC

road

this

Intended for ‘You can take this road.’ / Consultant: “It would be a question:
Do you know how to go from here?”198
c.

# thuzyay
PHYS.ABIL.AV

pwah

sa

tuqi

qani.

pass.AV

LOC

road

this

Intended for ‘You can take this road.’
Consultant’s comment: “Do you have ability [能力] to go from here?”
(698)

Pure circumstantial context: You acquire some orchids. You consult your friend about
whether building a greenhouse at your home is suitable for growing orchids.
a.

musa’ blaq

pmhy-un s-qani

rang.

FUT CIRC.POS

plant-PV

orchid

LOC-this

‘They can be planted here.’
b.

# baq-un=su’

muhi’

MENT.ABIL-PV=2SG.ERG

rang.

plant.AV orchid

Intended for ‘They can be planted here.’
Consultant’s comment: “It means: Do you know how to grow orchids? Do you
have relevant knowledge?”
c. # thyay-un=su’
PHYS.ABIL-PV=2SG.ERG

muhi

rang.

plant.AV orchid

Intended for ‘They can be planted here.’
Consultant’s comment: “Do you have ability [能力] to grow them? It depends on
your economic condition because growing orchids takes money.”
I conclude that baq and thuzyay are ability modals specialized for mental ability and
physical ability respectively. There are nevertheless issues that require further work. First,
each modal shows an extended use beyond mental and physical ability. For example, the

198

The (b) and (c) examples in (697)-(698) are interpreted as questions, probably due to the second person
subject.
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ability to get up when you stay up late in (699) is understood as mental ability, while Mary’s
fulfilling her duties in (700) is counted as a condition of physical ability (see also the
consultant’s comments in (695)b, (696)b-c, and (698)c).
(699)

Context: You worked overtime last night. Your mother knocks on your door the next
day:
a.

p-qbaq=su’

m-tuliq?

FUT.AV-MENT.ABIL=2SG.ABS AV-get.up

‘Can you get up?’
Consultant’s comment: “You may not be able to get up if you work overtime
and stay up very late the night before.”
b. # p-thuyay=su’

m-tuliq?

FUT.AV-PHYS.ABIL=2SG.ABS

AV-get.up

‘Can you get up?’
Consultant’s comment: “You couldn’t get up maybe because you have
muscular pains.”
(700)

Context: Mary’s mother says she can’t go out to play until she has done her three
chores. Mary finally finishes the chores, and her mother says: (elicited based on
‘Chore girl’, TFS Working Group 2011b).
musa’=su’

thuzyay

m-usa’ g<m>naw la.

FUT=2SG.ABS PHYS.ABIL.AV AV-go

<AV>play

PRT

‘You can go to play.’
Moreover, baq and thuzyay are found to be interchangeable in the scope of negation, either in
a context that concerns the subject’s external condition, as in (701), or one that concerns the
subject’s physical inability, as in (702).
(701)

Context: Mary’s mother says she can’t go out to play until she has done her three
chores. At 1 pm. her friends come over to ask her out. Mary says: (elicited based on
‘Chore girl’, TFS Working Group 2011b).
iyat { baq
NEG

/ thuzyay }

m-wah. siki

MENT.ABIL.AV.FUT/ FUT.AV-PHYS.ABIL AV-come CIRC.NEC
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suq-un=maku’

q<m>wax a

pyatu’ ha.

finish-PV=1SG.ERG wash<AV> FIL dishes first
‘I can’t go. I have to wash dishes first.’
(702)

Context (continued from (701)): Mary finally finishes all of her chores. Her friends
come again to ask her out. But she says, “I broke my leg so…”
iyat=saku’

{qbaq

/ p-thuzyay}

m-usa’ g<m>naw la.

NEG=1SG.ABS MENT.ABIL.AV.FUT/ FUT.AV-PHYS.ABIL AV-go

‘I can’t go to play.’

play<AV>

PRT

(elicited based on ‘Chore girl’, TFS Working Group 2011b)

6.5.4 Summary
This section has examined the meaning of siki, nway, blaq, baq, and thuzyay. Section 6.5.1
showed that siki is a general circumstantial necessity modal. Section 6.5.2 showed that the
modals nway and blaq are two circumstantial possibility modals whose use does not overlap.
Section 6.5.3 provided evidence that baq and thuzyay lexicalize mental and physical ability
respectively. The results therefore demonstrate that like epistemic modals, circumstantial
modals in Atayal also lexically encode both modal flavor and quantificational strength.

6.6 Analysis
In this section, I present a formal account that defines the strictly encoded modal base and
quantificational force for Atayal modals within Kratzer’s theory. All the modals except
ability ones have been shown to be lexically restricted to a particular modal flavor and
quantificational force, as summarized in Table 6.10. I assume that the lexical restriction is a
presupposition on the modal base and/or ordering source, whose value is assigned by a
variable assignment function (cf. the analysis of St’át’imcets modality in Rullmann et al.
2008). Thus, the denotation of the modals in principle varies with their presuppositional
content and the type of quantifier they denote (existential or universal).
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MB
Force OS

Epistemic
Stereotypical

Necessity

Circumstantial

Empty

Deontic Teleological

--

Possibility

Empty

siki

hazi’
--

Bouletic

ki’a

nway

blaq

Table 6.10 Modality in Squliq Atayal adopting Kratzer’s theory
The semantics of epistemic and circumstantial modals will be spelled out in Sections
6.6.1 and 6.6.2. Ability modals are not included in the table, due to a notable debate on their
quantificational strength; a brief review of this, and an account of the encoding of a specific
type of ability are given in Section 6.6.3.

6.6.1 Denotation of the epistemic modals
I showed that the modals ki’a and hazi’ are both epistemic possibility modals but hazi’ is
stronger than ki’a. Specifically, in contexts in which a modal claim is more grounded, which
involve a smaller domain of accessible worlds, hazi’ is appropriate but ki’a is not; the
speakers’ intuitions also suggest that using ki’a is associated with a tone of comparatively
less commitment or confidence than hazi’ (Section 6.4.2). Below I provide two possible
analyses for the strength gradability, modeling the notion of “Human Possibility” and
“Simple Possibility” in Kratzer (1981, 1991, 2012), and pragmatic competition between the
modals; I then discuss the predictions of the analyses to be tested in the future.
Kratzer (2012: 49) suggests that the interpretations of possibility modals, as defined
in (703), generally “depend on both a modal base and an ordering source, but either
parameter can be filled by empty conversational background.” When the ordering source is
empty (i.e., no ranking is imposed on the accessible worlds), all the worlds compatible with
the modal base are equally good. In this case, a proposition is possible iff it is true in one
world among all the accessible worlds, which is termed “Simple Possibility”. Simple
Possibility is thus a special case of (703) where the domain of quantification is the largest; a
proposition not involving Simple Possibility is termed “Human Possibility,” which is
stronger than Simple Possibility.
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(703)

A proposition p is a possibility in a world w with respect to a modal base f and an
ordering source g iff ¬ p is not a necessity in w with respect to f and g.
(Kratzer 1991: 644)
Extending the idea that the strength difference of possibility modals is conditioned by

whether their ordering source is empty or not, one possible analysis is that the presupposition
of hazi’ and ki’a involves a different ordering source, as given in (704) and in (705). Note
that the lexical entries of modals in this section take into account time variables, in order to
anticipate the temporal interpretation of modal sentences to be discussed in Chapter 7. I also
repeat in (706) the BEST operator from Section 6.2.1.
(704)

hazi’

g,c

is only defined if c(f) is an epistemic modal base, and c(h) is a (non-empty)

stereotypical ordering source.
If defined, hazi’

g,c

= λf<s,<st,t>>. λh<s,<st,t>>. λP<i, st>. λt. λw. ∃w' [w' ∈ BESTh(w,t)

(∩f(w,t)) & P(w')(t) = 1]
(705)

ki'a

g,c

is only defined if c(f) is an epistemic modal base, and c(h) is an empty

ordering source.
If defined, ki'a

g,c

= λf<s,<st,t>>. λh<s,<st,t>>. λP<i, st>. λt. λw. ∃w' [w' ∈ BESTh(w,t)

(∩f(w,t)) & P(w')(t) = 1]
(706)

For a given ordering A on a set of worlds X:
BESTA(X)

= {w: w ∈ X and there is no w' ∈ X such that w' ≤h(w) w}
(adapted from Portner 2009: 67)

In (704) and in (705), both modals denote an existential quantifier over possible
worlds, and presuppose an epistemic modal base in the context. The denotation of ki’a
minimally differs from that of hazi’ in requiring an empty ordering source in its
presupposition.199 This lexical specification thus directly reflects the fact that hazi’ is always
stronger than ki’a, since with the empty ordering source, ki’a has the widest domain of

199

That meaning of ki’a means that its prejacent proposition is not true in any best worlds ranked by a
stereotypical ordering source, and this is equivalent to Kratzer’s (1991/2012) “Slight Possibility” without
encoding a negative component in the lexical meaning of ki’a.
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quantification, yielding the weakest reading.200 A salient issue with this analysis is whether
ki’a is as weak as alethic/logical possibility; a testable prediction is to examine if ki’a is
indeed infelicitous in contexts involving stereotypical ordering.201 I leave this test for future
work.
Another possible analysis is that hazi’ does not presuppose that its ordering source is
an empty or a non-empty stereotypical one, and simply leaves it open to be determined by
what is salient in the context, as given in (707). The fact that hazi’ is stronger than ki’a (i.e.,
not using an empty ordering source) can be attributed to pragmatic reasoning. Since the
strength of hazi’ entails that of ki’a (i.e., if a proposition is humanly possible, it is simply
possible), Grice’s Maxim of Quantity predicts that the choice of ki’a over hazi’ incurs an
implicature that the speaker is not in a position to make a stronger commitment to the truth of
the proposition.
(707)

hazi’

g,c

is only defined if c(f) is an epistemic modal base.

If defined, hazi’

g,c

= λf<s,<st,t>>. λh<s,<st,t>>. λP<i, st>. λt. λw. ∃w' [w' ∈ BESTh(t,w)

(∩f(t,w)) & P(w')(t) = 1]
Although the semantics of hazi’ is compatible with both the weakest and slightly stronger
possibility strength, the weakest reading is predicted to be blocked by ki’a based on
Maximize Presupposition (cf. Heim 1991; see also Percus 2006, R. Singh 2011, Schlenker
2012), because ki’a has a presupposition of an empty ordering source and is always chosen
whenever the presupposition is met. An immediate issue for this analysis is why in some
contexts both modals are judged equally acceptable (e.g., (608) and (609) above); it could
also be that the contexts are not clear enough to differentiate the degree of possibility.
Crucial for this analysis, further work is required to determine whether hazi’ is always used
for a non-empty ordering source or it is also compatible with an empty ordering source.

200

Menzies (2003) proposes that the strictly existential force of the Nsyilxcen epistemic/evidential modal
cmay is achieved by a lexical specification that cmay cannot be strengthened by adding a non-empty ordering
source. Menzies notes that this type of lexical restriction is required for English must under von Fintel and
Iatridou’s (2008) analysis: In contrast to the weak necessity reading of English should or ought to, which is
derived by weakening a necessity modal via a secondary ordering source, must cannot be weakened (p. 78).
201
Kratzer (2012: 57) actually suggests that the ordering source of the German circumstantial possibility
modal kann may be empty since it can “depend on brute facts alone”.
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6.6.2 Denotation of the circumstantial modals
As shown in Sections 6.5.1 and 6.5.2, the modals siki, blaq, and nway only allow for
circumstantial modality, and they differ in which subtype(s) of circumstantial flavor they
select. Note that in anticipation of the discussion in Chapter 7, the lexical entries given below
also encode futurity—the time of the prejacent is shifted to a future time following the
evaluation time of the modal.
I start with siki, whose denotation is given in (708). As a necessity modal, it denotes a
universal quantifier over possible worlds, and as a circumstantial modal, it is interpreted
relative to a circumstantial modal base f. Since siki is a general-purpose circumstantial
necessity modal, there is no presuppositional restriction on its ordering source.
(708)

siki

g,c

is only defined if c(f) is a circumstantial modal base.

If defined, siki

g,c

BESTh(t,w)(∩f(t,w))

= λf<s,<st,t>>. λh<s,<st,t>>. λP<i,st>. λt. λw. ∀w' [w' ∈

→  ∃t' [t < t' & P(t)(w') = 1]]

By analogy, the modals blaq and nway are both possibility modals, denoting an
existential quantifier over possible worlds. As argued above based on (671)-(680), the two
modals are in complementary distribution with respect to their modal flavor: Blaq allows for
a variety of interpretations except deontic, whereas nway only allows for deontic
interpretations. I propose that nway encodes a presupposition to a deontic ordering source:
(709)

nway

g,c

is only defined if c(f) is a circumstantial modal base, and c(h) is a deontic

ordering source.
If defined, nway

g,c

BESTh(t,w)(∩f(t,w))

& ∃t' [t < t' & P(t)(w') = 1]]

= λf<s,<st,t>>. λh<s,<st,t>>. λP<i,st>. λt. λw. ∃w' [w' ∈

As for blaq, I propose that it is an existential counterpart of the necessity modal siki:
(710)

blaq

g,c

is only defined if c(f) is a circumstantial modal base.

If defined, blaq

g,c

BESTh(t,w)(∩f(t,w))

= λf<s,<st,t>>. λh<s,<st,t>>. λP<i,st>. λt. λw. ∃w' [w' ∈

& ∃t' [t < t' & P(t')(w') = 1]]

This lexical specification, which leaves the determination of the ordering source to context,
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does not appear to account for the non-deontic interpretations of blaq, but I propose that the
absence of deontic interpretations with blaq can be attributed to competition with nway.
Since nway is lexically specified as deontic, the general-purpose circumstantial modal blaq
will be pragmatically coerced to be non-deontic by Grice’s Maxim of Quantity: The modal
flavor of nway entails that of blaq, so by using blaq, the speaker implicates that a deontic
interpretation is unavailable. Further research nevertheless is required to test whether the
absence of deontic readings with blaq can be cancelled (i.e., as a real conversational
implicature). Moreover, this reasoning does not work for English, in which the specialized
modal be allowed to does not block the use of the modal can: can is used for deontic and a
range of circumstantial readings. An alternative analysis is to specify the types of ordering
source allowed for each modal in Atayal.
To complete the paradigm of Atayal circumstantial modals, I modify the lexical entry
I assigned to the future modals pAV-/ØNAV/musa’FUT in Chapter 5. I assume, following Kratzer
(1991/2012) and Copley (2002, 2009), that future modals have a circumstantial modal base
and a stereotypical ordering source (i.e., they quantify over all worlds where ordinary facts in
the actual world hold), as given below.
(711)

⟦pAV-/ØNAV/musa’FUT⟧g,c is only defined if c(f) is a circumstantial modal base, and c(h)
is a stereotypical ordering source.
If defined, ⟦pAV-/ØNAV/musa’FUT⟧g,c = λf<s,<st,t>>. λh<s,<st,t>>. λP<i,st> λt. λw. ∀w' [w' ∈
BESTh(t,w)(∩f(t,w))

⟶  ∃t' [t < t' & P(t')(w')]]

6.6.3 Denotation of the ability modals
I have presented data above for the encoding of two types of ability for the modals baq and
thuzyay. Before I discuss how this difference is incorporated in a conversational background,
I briefly discuss the debate about the quantificational force of ability modals.
Under standard assumptions, ability modals are treated as possibility operators
(Kratzer 1991, Hacquard 2006); however, an existential analysis is subject to debate (Kenny
1976, Brown 1988, Hackl 1998, Giannakidou 2001, Thomason 2005, Xie 2012, Louie 2015,
among others). The main reason for rejection is that ability modals do not follow the
prediction of the theorem of possibility in modal logic in (712).
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(712)

◇ (p v q) → ◇ p v ◇ q

Kenny (1976: 215) illustrates this with (713). Imagine a scenario in which I have the ability
to pick out on request a card which is either black or red, given a pack of cards which have
only the two colors: (713)a is true. However, I don’t have the ability to pick out a red card on
request or the ability to pick out a black card on request, and hence both (713)b and (713)c
are false. In consequence, (712) is not satisfied, because it predicts that (713)a entails the
truth of (713)b or (713)c. It is a physical fact that any card that is picked out is either black or
red, but to pick out a black card or a red card requires the agent to have control over the
outcome of his/her action.
(713)

a.

I am able to pick out a card.

b.

I am able to pick out a black card.

c.

I am able to pick out a red card.

As pointed out by Portner (2009: 202) and Xie (2012: 3896), most of the analyses
aiming to solve this problem (see the above cited references) combine an outer existential
quantification and an inner universal quantification, roughly along the idea that there is some
action that is available to the agent, and the action, if it is taken (with the agent’s desire or
intention), necessarily leads to a certain desired outcome. The actual spell-out of the analysis
however varies for each author, but a review goes beyond the scope of this dissertation.
Portner (2009) suggests that an alternative way of achieving the quasi-universal
quantificational force of ability modals is already provided by Kratzer’s ‘Good Possibility’,
as given in (714). Good Possibility says that among the worlds made accessible by a modal
base, the proposition is true in all worlds better ranked than some world; by virtue of this it
also incorporates both an existential and a universal quantification (see also the formulation
in Giannakidou 2001: 709).
(714)

Good Possibility: A proposition p is a good possibility in w with respect to a modal
base f and an ordering source g iff there is a world u ∈ ∩ f (w) such that for all v ∈ ∩
f (w): If v ≤ g u, then v ∈ p.

(Kratzer 1991: 644)

For the sake of simplicity, I adopt this suggestion for the issue of quantificational force. The
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difficulty of verifying the various hypotheses is a lack of empirical tests for the
quantificational force of ability modals; the fact that they generally lack a dual in languages
(including Atayal) may constitute indirect support for treating ability modals as degree
elements that cover the upper end of a scale of degrees of possibility (Kratzer 2012).
Returning to the conversational background for ability modals, I assume that ability
modals have a circumstantial modal base, which is a set of propositions that describe relevant
facts of the actual world, along with other circumstantial modals. Where ability modals differ
from other circumstantial modals is that the accessible worlds are ranked based on certain
internal properties of the agent of the prejacent proposition rather than on normative laws,
desires, goals, etc. Along these lines, I propose that the modals baq and thuzyay crucially
differ in the type of the ordering source they presuppose: The semantics of baq encodes a
mental ordering source hmental, as defined in (715)a, while that of thuzyay encodes a physical
ordering source hphysical, as in (715)b. The ordering source is anchored not just to a world w
but also to an individual x, which is the agent of the prejacent event; the result yields the set
of worlds in which certain intrinsic characteristics of x in w—mental or physical properties—
hold. The ordering source now is a function from individual-world pairs to sets of
propositions (of type <e,<s,<st,t>>>).
(715)

a.

hmental(x, t,w) = {p: p is true at t in w by virtue of x’s mental properties at t in w}

b.

hphysical(x,t,w) = {p: p is true at t in w by virtue of x’s physical properties at t in w}

The meanings of baq and thuzyay are given in (716) and (717) respectively. Note that unlike
the other modals in Atayal, the ability modals are themselves verbs; hence the modal takes a
subject argument x of type e and a predicate VP of type <l,st>, rather than a proposition of
type <i,st>, and asserts that there is an accessible world w' such that for all better worlds w''
compatible with x’s mental or physical properties in w, p is true in w'.
(716)

baq

g,c

is only defined if c(f) is a circumstantial modal base, and c(h) is a mental

ordering source.
If defined, baq

g,c

= λf<s,<st,t>>. λh<e,<s,<st,t>>>. λP<l,st>. λx. λt. λw. ∃w' [w' ∈ ∩f(t,w) &

∀w'' [w'' ∈ ∩f(t,w) & w'' ≤h-mental(x,t,w) w'] → P(t)(w'') = 1]
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(717)

thuzyay

g,c

is only defined if c(f) is a circumstantial modal base, and c(h) is a

physical ordering source.
If defined, thuzyay

g,c

= λf<s,<st,t>>. λh<e,<s,<st,t>>>. λP<l,st>. λx. λt. λw. ∃w' [w'

∈ ∩f(t,w) & ∀w'' [w'' ∈ ∩f(t,w) & w'' ≤ h-physical(x,t,w) w'] → P(t)(w'') = 1]
The lexical entries proposed for baq and thuzyay correctly capture the fact that the felicity of
the modal concerns contrasting characteristics of the agent (Section 6.5.3). Take the ability of
playing the mouth harp for example. For a baq claim, we only consider accessible worlds in
which the relevant mental properties of the agent holds, e.g., he/she knows where to place the
harp against the upper and lower lips, how to move the tongue against the harp, or control the
amount of air on inhaling or exhaling, etc., even if in those worlds the agent’s arm strength
and bodily flexibility are temporally constrained, or he/she is sick or old. Those accessible
worlds in which the relevant mental properties of the agent holds however are never
accessible worlds that form the domain of quantification for a thuzyay claim.

6.7 Implications of the Atayal modal system
6.7.1 Implication for cross-linguistic variation
Atayal modals provide empirical support for the division between epistemic and
circumstantial modal bases as none of them encodes modality cross-cutting the division.
Epistemic modals show different degrees of possibility, but they lack a dual in the necessity
domain. There are two general-purpose circumstantial modals, and also modals specialized
for subtype(s) of circumstantial modality: Atayal possesses a deontic modal, which supports
deontic being a distinctive category separate from other subtypes of circumstantial modality
(Hacquard 2006); in addition, it also has two modals each denoting a subtype of ability.
We have seen that each modal is fully specified for the two parameters—flavor of
modality and quantificational strength. If we consider the semantics of particular modals, the
Atayal modals are in line with Paciran Javanese (Austronesian) (Vander Klok 2013a),
Mandarin (S. Chen 2014, T. Liu 2015), and Blackfoot (Algonquian) (Louie 2015) (see
Section 6.2.2). However, the Atayal system is unique in that it lacks direct equivalents of
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epistemic necessity statements. The epistemic possibility modals in Atayal have no duals of
necessity. A precedent case of lacking epistemic necessity modals is that reported for Tlingit
in Cable (2017), but unlike Tlingit, which exhibits a paucity of grammaticalized modal
expressions,202 Atayal possesses an array of modal auxiliaries and verbs, but just not for
epistemic necessity. Considering the way in which the modal system as a whole is organized
in the language, Atayal is better defined as an asymmetrical system – one with a gap in its
modality space. The Atayal system casts doubt on the postulation that each semantic space
delineated by the possible modal flavors and forces should be utilized in languages, thus
contributing to the debate about effability (cf. von Fintel and Matthewson 2008, Deal 2011,
Menzies 2013: 82, Matthewson 2013b). This implies that a language may have a gap in its
modal force for either epistemic or circumstantial modality, or a gap in its modal flavor for
either existential or universal force; an associated question for future cross-linguistic work is
which semantic space is more likely to lack lexical items in languages.
Given the outcome of growing formal semantic studies on modality in languages
(Section 6.2.2) and the findings for Atayal here, we can now state two aspects of the
typology of modality: One is that particular modals, rather than a whole system, may vary in
which of the two parameters is lexically specified (see also Menzies 2013: 82, Davis et al.
2014: 215; contra van der Auwera and Ammann 2013), and the other is that languages may
lack a modal for a certain semantic space in their system. As a result, this opens up many
more possible ways in which modal systems can be organized in languages.

6.7.2 Implication for analyses of variable quantificational force
The fact that Atayal has pure possibility modals of varying degree, but lacks necessity
modals, constitutes an interesting contrast with languages which possess modals with
variable quantificational force, both types of which have modals without duals. In what
follows, I first discuss two formal tools for analyzing variable quantificational force in recent
research: (i) a pragmatic (strengthening or weakening) mechanism (Rullmann et al. 2008,
Peterson 2010, Menzies 2013), and (ii) a correlation to quantifiers that lack scalar

202

Tlingit also lacks expressions for deontic modality.
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implicatures (Deal 2011);203 I then discuss areas where Atayal epistemic modals are relevant
to these theoretical analyses.
As reviewed in Section 6.2.2, St’át’imcets modals exhibit quantificational variability.
Rullmann et al. (2008) propose that they are lexically universal quantifiers over possible
worlds, on the basis that there is a preference for a universal interpretation. Rullmann et al.
use a (contextually-determined) choice function over the set of possible worlds that are
accessible from the actual world to restrict the domain of quantification. If the choice
function picks out the entire set of accessible worlds, the interpretation of modals will be
equivalent to universal modals; if a proper subset of accessible worlds is picked out,
universal quantification over the smaller domain will result in a weaker interpretation.
Quantificational variability hence emerges from varying the size of the domain of
quantification.
Peterson (2010, 2012) offers another strategy to condition the quantification domain
for the Gitksan epistemic modals ima and gat, which also show variable force but prefer
existential readings. Peterson proposes that quantificational variability arises as a result of
the range of ordering sources (see also Kratzer 1991, 2012, Izvorski 1997, von Fintel and
Iatridou 2008, Portner 2009: 142; see von Fintel and Iatridou 2008 for weak necessity
modals and Faller 2011 for evidentials): The two Gitksan modals are quasi-existential
quantifiers over a set of worlds selected by the modal base, and can be strengthened when
there are non-empty ordering sources that restrict the set of accessible worlds, the effect
being a must-like reading. The possibility interpretation arises when the ordering source is
empty, resulting in the largest set of worlds.
The empirical facts for variable-force modals in Nez Perce are slightly different. Deal
(2011) shows that in upward-entailing contexts, the single circumstantial modal o’qa in Nez
Perce is used where an English possibility or necessity modal is expected, and can be
translated as a possibility or necessity modal; however, “o’qa-sentences are felt to provide
inadequate translations for necessity claims” (p.564). Deal argues that o’qa is lexically a
possibility modal on the basis that o’qa receives a preference for an existential reading, and
203

A third option is to analyze modals with variable force as degree expressions (Yalcin 2007, Portner 2009,
Lassiter 2011, Kratzer 2012, among many others). This approach is more preferable for the so-called graded
modals such as probably, more likely than, a good/slight possibility, etc. I do not discuss this option further,
since the epistemic modals in Atayal do not bear similarities to graded modals (e.g., no overt degree modifiers
or comparative forms).
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in downward-entailing contexts it only allows for a possibility reading. In upward-entailing
contexts, o’qa can express necessity claims because it has no dual on a Horn scale—there is
no scalar implicature that o’qa is incompatible with a necessity claim, and hence no necessity
modal quantifier of the same modal flavor blocks an o’qa statement from being true in
necessity contexts.204
Deal’s proposal nevertheless makes the wrong prediction for Atayal. Atayal
epistemic modals and Nez Perce o’qa behave similarly as possibility modals with a rigid
modal flavor and in lacking necessity duals.205 To extend Deal’s analysis to Atayal, the
paradigmatic gap in the epistemic domain in Atayal would predict that the possibility modals
ki’a and hazi’ should display flexible strength in upward-entailing contexts, and be
compatible with both possibility and necessity contexts, but these predictions are not borne
out: Ki’a and hazi’ are not offered, and are even rejected, in necessity contexts, are not used
to translate necessity claims, and are invariably translated using Mandarin possibility modals.
The strict existential readings of Atayal epistemic modals suggest that they have scalar
implicatures. Then it follows that Atayal epistemic modals have no duals, but nevertheless
there is a scalar implicature.206 This implies that lacking duals in a modal space is orthogonal
to having variable force; languages may choose not to lexicalize modals in certain modal
spaces.
The idea that utilizes an empty or a non-empty ordering source for the graded
strength of the epistemic modals ki’a and hazi’ (Section 6.6.1) also poses a question as to
whether there is a constraint restricting the range of ordering sources which are allowed. The
analysis is in spirit similar to Peterson’s (2010, 2012) analysis of Gitksan
epistemic/evidential modals, which allow variable force and can be strengthened to necessity
modals by means of more ordering sources. However, the question is what prevents hazi’
from getting strengthened to be the equivalent of ‘must’ in Atayal. Hazi’ is also reminiscent
of the so-called weak necessity modal ought to in English. In von Fintel and Iatridou’s
204

Cable (2017) considers the possibility that this proposal can be extended to Tlingit dubitative particles,
which are shown to be epistemic possibility modals without necessity duals. However, Cable states that the
variable force of the Tlingit dubitatives is only apparent: Speakers retract their judgments for the use of
dubitatives in necessity contexts, and the dubitatives are invariably translated as weak modals into English (p.
635).
205
See Section 6.4.3 for possibility readings of ki’a sentences under the scope of negation.
206
Another possibility is that the non-modal variant of the sentence is used to fill the necessity cell, and
explains the presence of a scalar implicature in Atayal. Then the question would be why non-modal claims in
Nez Perce cannot form duals with.the modal o’qa. This is a place worth looking into in future research.
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(2008) analysis, ought to is a necessity modal that has double ordering sources, and thus its
strength is weakened (a necessity modal that has a smaller quantificational domain is weaker
than one that has a larger domain). As with hazi’, the question is why ought to cannot be
weakened more to allow existential readings. Is it because English has also epistemic
possibility modals that prevent ought to from being purely existential? The same reasoning
would not go through for Atayal, as there are no stronger modals in the epistemic domain.
Future research in the area of modal gradability, especially into this type of gap in the modal
semantic space cross-linguistically, is worth pursuing, and more work needs to be done on
the theoretical mechanisms to account for the cases where the expected strengthening or
weakening doesn’t take place.
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Chapter 7

Temporal Interpretation of Atayal Modals

7.1 Introduction
This chapter investigates temporal-modal interactions by systematically examining the range
of possible temporal interpretations associated with individual modals and the grammatical
strategies utilized for each temporal interpretation. In computing modal sentences, two times
are considered: The time at which the modal’s conversational background is accessed, and
the temporal relation between that time and the time of the proposition embedded under the
modal. The questions arise where these temporal meanings come from, and how modality
and temporality are composed in a sentence. These questions relate back to one of the initial
questions set up in the beginning of this investigation: Does the temporal interpretation of
sentences vary in the context of modality, and if so how? Or to rephrase it from another
perspective: How does the modal meaning contribute to the temporal interpretation of modal
sentences? The preceding chapters have established the architecture of the temporal system
and the basic lexical inventory of modality in Atayal. Building upon this background, I
analyze the extent to which temporal properties of modal-temporal interactions are fully
dependent on the particular tense/aspect system of Atayal.
The results of this chapter will corroborate the null hypothesis proposed in Chen et al.
(2017a) and Rullmann and Matthewson (2018), which extends Condoravdi’s (2002) analysis
of English modals. The null hypothesis states that with the exception of a general pragmatic
principle which derives a correlation between modal flavor and futurity, modals are
inherently atemporal, and the temporal interpretation of modal sentences comes from
independent tense or aspect operators and their scope properties in the language. Atayal
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modals offer the best testing ground for the null hypothesis, since they are realized at
different syntactic positions and bear potentially different scope with respect to temporal
operators.
I demonstrate that Atayal presents the most flexible form of the null hypothesis in
that the temporal interpretation of modals follows straightforwardly from their scope relative
to tense and aspect, encoded transparently by their syntactic position. A modal may take
scope over or under tense/aspect, depending on the modal flavor. The consequence for
epistemic modals, which scope over both tense and aspect, is that their conversational
background is preferably assessed at the utterance time. Circumstantial modals differ from
epistemic modals in that they are sandwiched between tense and aspect operators, which thus
determine the time of modal evaluation and that of prejacent event respectively. For ability
modals, since they scope under both tense and aspect, the modal evaluation time is shifted by
tense and can also be modified by aspect; moreover, I present evidence that the event time
embedded under an ability modal is concurrent with the evaluation time of the modal. These
findings contribute to the debate on past epistemic readings and analyses of ability modals
cross-linguistically.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 7.2 introduces two temporal parameters
proposed by Condoravdi (2002) for interpreting a modal claim. Section 7.3 reviews a crosslinguistically stable constraint on the connection between temporal orientation and modal
flavor. Section 7.4 details the null hypothesis proposed in Chen et al. (2017a) and Rullmann
and Matthewson (2018). Section 7.5 discusses the grammatical category of Atayal modals, in
order to establish a background about the scope of modals with respect to temporal operators.
Sections 7.6 and 7.7 examine the temporal perspective and temporal orientation of Atayal
modals respectively, and Section 7.8 demonstrates how the temporal readings are derived
compositionally from the independently motived scope of modals and tense/aspect,
eventually supporting the null hypothesis. Section 7.9 brings into the picture ability modals,
which exhibit a temporal pattern different from all the other modals, and Section 7.10 briefly
discusses how a counterfactual reading in Atayal is expressed. Section 7.11 concludes.
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7.2 Temporal configurations for a modal claim
Modal claims are time-dependent. Conversational backgrounds against which modals are
interpreted change over time, so the domains over which the modals quantify vary, and yield
potentially different sets of possible worlds. In addition, the truth of a prejacent (i.e., a
proposition embedded under a modal) can be judged true at one time but not another. The
two temporal configurations that affect the temporal interpretation of modals are referred to
as temporal perspective (T.P.) and temporal orientation (T.O.) in Condoravdi (2002). The
former is defined as the time at which the modal’s conversational background is accessed,
whereas the latter is the relation between the temporal perspective and the time of the
prejacent.
The two times interact with temporal operators in languages. To illustrate, take the
English epistemic modal might, for example. Might in (718)a concerns a possibility at speech
time as to his winning after the speech time; therefore, it has a present temporal perspective,
and a future temporal orientation. Depending on whether the modal is evaluated in view of
the speaker’s knowledge or the state of the world, Condoravdi calls it an epistemic and a
metaphysical modal respectively (but see the discussion below). In (718)b, the same modal
with perfect have also conveys the two types of modality, but each has a different temporal
interpretation, which can be distinguished by what follows in the context in (2).
(718)

(719)

a.

He might win.

[Epistemic/metaphysical: Present T.P., Future T.O.]

b.

He might have won.

a.

He might (already) have won (#but he didn’t). [Epist.: Present T.P., Past T.O.]

b.

He might (still) have won at that time but he didn’t in the end.
[Metaphysical: Past T.P., Future T.O.]

(719)a expresses epistemic possibility consistent with the speaker’s knowledge at the speech
time about whether a third person won before the utterance time. Whether the third person
won or not is settled but the speaker doesn’t know how it was settled, and hence a
continuation asserting that the prejacent is false is infelicitous. This reading has a present
temporal perspective, and a past temporal orientation. On the second reading shown by
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(719)b, the possibility is counterfactual (i.e., a future possibility in the past): Whether he
won or not may be known at speech time, indicated by the continuation, but based on the
facts at some past time, there was a possibility that he could win the game after that time.
Therefore this reading has a past temporal perspective, and a future temporal orientation.
The question arises where these temporal readings come from and whether there are
any constraints on these readings, and if so, what those constraints are. Another perspective
about these questions is whether modals contribute to any temporal readings.207 Consider the
case of English in Condoravdi’s proposal for the answer to these questions. The examples
(718) and (719) have revealed that unmarked eventive predicates and the perfect have make
certain contributions to temporal orientation and temporal perspective. On this basis,
Condoravdi offers an analysis in which modals and temporal operators together contribute to
temporal readings. Regarding temporal orientation, Condoravdi argues that modals
uniformly expand the time of evaluation forward, yielding a future temporal orientation (see
also Enç 1996); for instance, might in (720) is incompatible with a past-time adverb.208
(720)

a.

He might get sick *yesterday/??now/tomorrow.

b.

He might be getting sick *yesterday/now/tomorrow.

c.

He might be sick *yesterday/now/tomorrow.

Yet the lexical/viewpoint aspect of the prejacent contributes to allowing a present temporal
orientation: The (un)availability of a present-time adverb in (720) shows that prejacents
containing progressive and stative predicates, as in (720)b-c, in addition allow for present
temporal orientations (see also Stowell 2004: 624).
The perfect have is argued by Condoravdi to give rise to a back-shifting effect to
temporal orientation or temporal perspective depending on its scopal interaction with
modals: Have scoping under a modal gives a past temporal orientation (e.g., (719)a), while
raising have over a modal gives a past temporal perspective (e.g., (719)b).209 The two scopal

207

There seems to be a positive answer when considering the English epistemic must, which does not allow
its complement to have future temporal orientation (Portner 2009: 235). Yet the reason may be due to the fact
that English has a dedicated future modal will, which competes for the future reading with must.
208
The forward-shifting semantics is encoded in the lexical meaning of modals as an interval beginning at t
and extending infinitely into the future, symbolized as [t, _).
209
Nevertheless, the narrow-scope of have does not always give rise to past temporal orientation, noted by
Condoravdi (2002: 60). Laca (2012) argues that prejacents containing the perfect aspect have a default present
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representations are schematized in (721), as a result of which the ambiguity of might have in
(718)b is analyzed as an ambiguity in the temporal configuration.
(721)

a.

PRES (might (PRF ... ))

[Epistemic: Present T.P., Past T.O.]

b.

PRES (PRF (might ... ))

[Metaphysical: Past T.P., Future T.O.]

Importantly in this analysis, the relative scope of the perfect have is coupled with one
particular choice of modal base: epistemic when the modal takes scope over the perfect, and
metaphysical when the perfect takes scope over the modal. According to Condoravdi, the
former correlation involves a restriction of the epistemic interpretation to present temporal
perspective only, as schematized in (721)a. In (721)b, perfect covertly raises to shift the
temporal perspective backward, but this mechanism is not possible for an epistemic modal
base; this issue will be further discussed in Section 7.4.1. The future orientation of
metaphysical modals is argued to be a more general cross-linguistic restriction of temporal
orientation on modal flavor (termed the Diversity Condition), to be discussed in detail in the
next section.
Overall, Condoravdi’s analysis suggests that temporal interpretations of modals are
constrained by modal flavor, as reflected in the ambiguity of might have, and the sources of
the temporal interpretations are both tense and aspect operators, and modals themselves. The
interpretive scope relation between tense/aspect and the modal is crucial to Condoravdi’s
analysis and presumably to any other approaches to the interactions between modality and
temporality.210 I will present in Section 7.4.2 a hypothesis modified from Condoravdi’s scope
analysis, against which the Atayal modals will be assessed.

temporal orientation, describing the post-state of the event, as in (i)a, and can be overridden by a future time
adverbial to be in the future, as in (i)b (Laca 2012: 168).
(i) a. John may have gotten drunk/talked to the Dean.
(Present T.O.)
b. John may have gotten drunk/talked to the Dean by the time we arrive.
(Future T.O.)
210
English modals however are comprised of different morphological classes, which do not
straightforwardly obey the pattern just outlined for might have above; for variation in the temporal properties of
English modals, see Rullmann and Matthewson (2018) and the references therein.
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7.3 Temporal orientation and modal flavor
On the reading where the temporal orientation is in the past, analyzed as given by a lower
perfect by Condoravdi, the modal might has only an epistemic reading, as in (722)a (repeated
from (719)a). Similarly, a metaphysical reading of might is excluded from a present temporal
orientation, as in (722)b. In contrast to both cases, the modal can have an epistemic or
metaphysical reading when the temporal orientation is in the future, as in (722)c.
(722)

a.

He might have (already) won.

b.

He might have the flu (now).

c.

He might get the flu.

[Past T.O.: Epistemic only]
[Present T.O.: Epistemic only]
[Future T.O.: Epistemic or metaphysical]

This set of data shows that modals with a metaphysical modal base are restricted to future
temporal orientation, whereas modals with an epistemic modal base are unrestricted.
Condoravdi argues that the restricted temporal orientation of metaphysical modals is
a consequence of a felicity/pragmatic condition on the assignment of a modal base, called the
Diversity Condition. The Diversity Condition relies on the notion of a branching-time
structure (see Thomason 1970, 1984, Steedman 2011); roughly it says that at any given time
the past and present are settled whereas the future is open. Given this objective asymmetry
between non-future and future times, worlds have identical histories for the past and present
but distinct ones for the future. This assumption affects metaphysical modal bases, since
metaphysical modal bases consist of historical alternatives. All accessible worlds in a
metaphysical modal base share the same set of facts with the evaluation world up to the
temporal perspective of the modal. As a result, an assertion with a metaphysical modal base
consisting of propositions about non-future events would be truth-conditionally equivalent to
a non-modal assertion.
The Diversity Condition is proposed to avoid this equivalence (see also Werner 2003,
2006, and S. Kaufman 2005 for a similar idea). As formulated in (723), the Diversity
Condition requires that the modal base of a modal operator contain at least one world where
P is true and one world where ¬ P is true (i.e., P has different truth values in worlds
accessible from the modal base).
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(723)

The Diversity Condition (adapted from Condoravdi 2002: 83)
A context c, with common ground cg, can assign to a possibility modal, with
temporal perspective t and applying to property P, a modal base MB only if cg and
MB satisfy the condition:
There is a w ∈ cg and w′, w′′ ∈ MB(w, t) such that P(t)(w′) & ¬ P(t)( w′′)

With the Diversity Condition, when a modal has a non-future temporal orientation, a
metaphysical reading is excluded since the prejacent has the same truth value in every
accessible world. In comparison, an epistemic modal base fulfills the Diversity Condition
because the epistemic state of the speaker cannot access every settled fact; an epistemic
modal base contains both worlds which verify the prejacent as well as worlds which don’t.
This explain why might (have) allows epistemic readings in the past or present.
While Condoravdi (2002) proposes that this temporal asymmetry is between
epistemic and metaphysical modal bases, Abusch (2012) argues that in interpreting the
modals which are always future-oriented, some but not all facts about the actual world are
taken into account; this means that future-oriented modals use a circumstantial rather than a
metaphysical modal base, and the Diversity Condition would not be satisfied, since the
accessible worlds need not share the same history up to the time of the temporal perspective,
and the prejacent may receive a different truth value in the accessible worlds.
Thomas (2014a, 2017) argues for a reformulation of the Diversity Condition that does
not rely on a metaphysical modal base. In his proposal, the prejacent event of a futureoriented modal, if it is settled (i.e., it occurred prior to or is occurring at the time of the
temporal perspective), always counts as a relevant fact described by the circumstantial modal
base; consequently, the modal base entails that either the prejacent is true or its negation is
true, hence the essential effect of the Diversity Condition. Thomas argues that based on a
principle of economy, when a modal sentence is equivalent to its non-modal alternative, the
modal sentence is vacuous and hence infelicitous. Following these recent proposals, I assume
that the restriction of the temporal orientation of a modal to a future time extends to
circumstantial modals; yet I will still refer to it as the Diversity Condition throughout the
discussion as my main goal here is to explore the empirical facts of Atayal.
Chen et al. (2017a) examine the restriction on temporal orientation across 12
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languages: English, Dutch, German, Mandarin, St’át’imcets, Northern Straits Salish and
Halkomelem (Salish), Gitksan (Tsimshianic), Ktunaxa (isolate), Javanese and Atayal
(Austronesian), and Blackfoot (Algonquian). They show that in all the languages,
circumstantial modals have an affinity with future temporal orientation; this cross-linguistic
stable observation thus supports formulating the futurity of circumstantial modals along the
lines of the Diversity Condition or a general mechanism independent of the grammatical
properties of modals.
Moreover, the languages investigated in Chen et al. are shown to vary in whether
their circumstantial modals require future marking to enforce the future temporal orientation.
The majority of the languages including English employ a strategy in which no overt future
marking is present, and among these languages there is a further distinction in whether their
circumstantial modals contrast with epistemic modals in this respect: For example, both
types of modals do not use any future marking in English, whereas in Mandarin, the future
temporal orientation of epistemic modals does require future marking (see also S. Chen
2014, T. Liu 2015). In one of the languages, Gitksan, the future marking is present if and
only if there is future T.O.: it is obligatory with circumstantial modals, but only present with
epistemic modals when the epistemic modals are future-oriented (Matthewson 2012b,
2013a). These types of strategies are summarized in Table 7.1
Epistemic modals

Circumstantial modals

No future marking
Yes
(when future-oriented)
Yes
(when future-oriented)

Languages
English, German, Dutch, …
Mandarin, St’át’imcets, Northern

No

Straits Salish, Halkomelem, Javanese,
Atayal, Blackfoot, Ktunaxa, …

Yes (obligatory)

Gitksan, …

Table 7.1 Grammatical strategies of future temporal orientation across languages
In Section 7.7.2, I will provide an examination of all circumstantial modals in Atayal
to corroborate the above conclusion that it belongs to the languages that exhibit a split
grammatical pattern in future temporal orientation; I argue in Section 7.8.1 that this split
pattern follows from a different syntactic position of the modals. It remains to be answered
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whether the reasoning can be extended to other languages with a similar pattern or whether
any other independent grammatical property conditions the choice between these strategies.

7.4 Past epistemic readings and the null hypothesis
7.4.1 Past epistemic readings
An important prediction that Condoravdi’s analysis makes for languages is a set of possible
combinations of modal flavor and temporal interpretation. Given the temporal restrictions
correlating with modal flavor, namely (i) future temporal orientation for circumstantial
modals and (ii) present temporal perspective for epistemic modals, Condoravdi’s analysis
predicts the following combinations:
Modal Base

Temporal Perspective

Temporal Orientation

Epistemic

present only

past, present, future

Circumstantial

past, present

future only

Table 7.2 Possible temporal interpretations of modals based on Condoravdi (2002)
While the correlation between future temporal orientation and circumstantial
modality holds across languages (Section 7.3), whether past temporal perspective for
epistemic modals exists is controversial. One common position in the literature is that
epistemic modals always receive a present temporal perspective (Iatridou 1990, Abusch
1997, Enç 1996: 354, Cinque 1999, Drubig 2001, Condoravdi 2002, Stowell 2004,
Borgonovo and Cummins 2007, Demirdache and Uribe-Etxebarria 2008a, among many
others). A variant of this proposal argues that epistemic modals may receive a past temporal
perspective only in (elided) embedded clauses or in free indirect speech (Hacquard 2006,
Fagan 2001, Boogart 2007, Laca 2012, Fălăuş and Laca to appear, etc.). Yet details of how
present T.P. is ensured differ: For some authors, it is stipulated that epistemic modals can
only take scope under the present tense so that their T.P. is simultaneous to the utterance time
(e.g., Condoravdi 2002), or that epistemic readings have to be anchored to the speaker’s
epistemic state, which normally coincides with the utterance time (e.g., Papafragou 2006,
Boogaart 2007). For others, epistemic modals are semantically tenseless, and directly pick up
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the utterance time as a perspective time in unembedded clauses, without mediation of a tense
(e.g., Abusch 1997: 23).
In syntactic proposals, the alleged unavailability of past temporal perspective is
assumed to follow from epistemic modals scoping above tense, either in the interpretive
sense or based on syntactic ordering with other operators (e.g., Picallo 1990, Brennan 1993,
Cinque 1999, Butler 2003, 2006, Stowell 2004, Hacquard 2006, Hacquard 2011, among
many others).211 Moreover, epistemic modals often contrast with circumstantial modals,
which can scope under tense. A range of cross-linguistic evidence like this (including
morpheme order in synthetic forms) is presented and taken as support for a universal
functional hierarchy, in which epistemic modals scope higher than non-epistemic ones with
tense situated in between (see for example Stowell 2004: 631).212
In contrast to the above proposals there are suggestions that no general grammatical
restriction on the modal flavor arises from its relation to tense, and both types of modal
flavor allow shifting temporal perspective to the past in different languages (Eide 2003,
2005, 2011, von Fintel and Gillies 2008, Homer 2010, Mari 2010, Martin 2011, Rullmann
and Matthewson 2018, etc.). For instance, von Fintel and Gillies (2008) suggest that
epistemic might have can have a past temporal perspective, in addition to the two readings
identified by Condoravdi (see (719) above). The context of (724) specifies that the prejacent
is known to be false at the time when Sophie utters the sentence (i.e., there is no ice cream in
the freezer at the utterance time), but Sophie’s claim could be still true.
(724)

Context: Sophie is looking for some ice cream and checks the freezer. There is none
in there. Asked why she opened the freezer, she replies:
There might have been ice cream in the freezer.

(past T.P., past T.O.)
(von Fintel and Gillies 2008: 87)

211

Depending on analyses, the hierarchy of tense and epistemic modals can be either base-generated or
derived as a result of movement (for the latter, see e.g., Demirdache and Uribe-Etxebarria 2008a, 2008b).
212
Drubig (2001) provides a similar type of argument for epistemic modals scoping over tense in English by
assuming that the perfect have in the complement of an epistemic modal (and other non-finite contexts) is
underlyingly a past tense morpheme (following Hofmann 1976); an example is given in (i)a. Such sentences are
compatible with past time adverbs, unlike the non-modal counterpart in (i)b.
(i) a. He may have left last Tuesday.
b. * He has left last Tuesday.
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In the literature there is no consensus on the availability of past temporal perspective of
epistemic modals, and not all the authors that agree with the availability of past T.P. explain
it in terms of tense scoping over epistemic modals. Rullmann and Matthewson (2018) show
with a corpus survey and elicited judgments in constructed contexts that English epistemic
modals with past T.P. are often judged as essentially perfect by native speakers, which
supports a scope-based analysis (see below).213 This result shows that contextual elicitation
and judgments are indispensible for deciding the availability of past T.P., as with eliciting
other temporal interpretations.
I show in Section 7.6.1 that contextual elicitation leads to confirmation of past
epistemic readings in Atayal (albeit generally dispreferred without an attitude verb); as a
consequence, this finding presents a possibility of disassociating the availability of past
epistemic readings and scope of epistemic modals with respect to tense: While past T.P. is
attested, Atayal epistemic modals always scope over tense (Section 7.8.1).

7.4.2 The null hypothesis
Investigating the availability of past T.P. across languages, Chen et al. (2017a) propose a
hypothesis of modal and temporal interaction in which both temporal perspective and
orientation are determined by temporal operators such as tense and aspect rather than by the
lexical entry of modals itself; this is called the null hypothesis, since modals are argued to be
atemporal. Yet this proposal follows Condoravdi (2002) in that the temporal interpretation of
modals is derived from the way in which modals interact in a compositional fashion with
temporal operators, as in (725). Note that (725)ii has incorporated the Diversity Condition as
a pragmatic constraint on the temporal orientation of circumstantial modals (see Section 7.3).
(725)

The null hypothesis (adapted from Chen et al. 2017a: 237):
(i)

Temporal perspective is provided by tense.

(ii)

Temporal orientation is provided by (viewpoint and lexical) aspect and
constrained by the Diversity Condition.

213

See Rullmann and Matthewson for possible reasons why past epistemic readings are often dispreferred.
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According to the null hypothesis, modal-temporal interactions are restricted only by
independent language-internal properties of the tense and aspect systems. In particular, this
proposal deviates from Condoravdi (2002) in predicting that epistemic modals can have past
temporal perspectives in addition to a present temporal perspective, as shown in Table 7.3 (in
comparison with Table 7.2).
Modal Base

Temporal Perspective

Temporal Orientation

Epistemic

past or present

past, present, future

Circumstantial

past or present

future only

Table 7.3 Logically possible interpretations of modals based on the null hypothesis
Chen et al. show that this prediction is largely borne out in 12 languages. English,
Dutch, German, Mandarin, St’át’imcets, Gitksan, Ktunaxa, and Javanese all have epistemic
possibility modals that allow a past temporal perspective, whereas according to Chen et al, at
least some epistemic modals in Northern Straits Salish, Halkomelem, Blackfoot, and Atayal
lack past temporal perspective readings. This exception to the prediction nevertheless is
argued to follow from either language-specific morpho-syntactic properties of the modals or
the syntactic position of the temporal operators in question. This result, however, suggests
that the relative position between modals and tense/aspect in the null hypothesis can be more
flexible. A revised version of the null hypothesis is provided in Rullmann and Matthewson
(2018), as given in (727), which allows temporal perspective to be provided by any temporal
operators scoping above the modal, and temporal orientation by any aspectual operators
scoping below it.
(726)

The revised null hypothesis (Rullmann and Matthewson 2018):
(i)

Temporal perspective is determined by temporal operators scoping above
the modal.

(ii)

Temporal orientation is determined by aspectual operators scoping under
the modal, in combination with the lexical aspect of the predicate, and a
general condition on the interpretation of modals (i.e., the Diversity
Condition).
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On the basis of an extensive assessment of data in Dutch, English, Gitksan and
St’át’imcets, Rullmann and Matthewson confirm that there are no grammatical restrictions
on the temporal perspective of epistemic modals. This is evident in Dutch, which overtly
marks past temporal perspective via past tense on epistemic modals (see also Boogaart
2007). In Gitksan and St’át’imcets, which have no overt tense morphology, modals allow for
past temporal perspectives in the appropriate contexts. Note that Rullmann and Matthewson
assume the syntactic architecture in (727), in which all modals, including epistemic ones,
scope under tense and therefore can receive past temporal perspective if the tense provides a
past reference time, and all aspects scope under modals and play a role in contributing
temporal orientation. This yields a picture essentially equivalent to the former null
hypothesis in (725).
(727)

tense > modal > aspect > VP
Nevertheless, the scope of modals relative to temporal operators in the syntactic

architecture is subject to language variation, especially with respect to the (morpho)syntactic
status of the modals (while the functional hierarchy for temporal operators should be
universal, e.g., tense scopes over viewpoint aspect). For instance, the fact that epistemic
modals can scope above tense in some languages has long been observed in the literature
(see Section 7.4.1), and it is also revealed by some of the languages studied in Chen et al.
(2017a). Aspectual operators may scope above modal verbs; take the English be able to for
example: Perfect aspect can overtly mark the modal, e.g., He has been able to run. We
expect these sorts of variation to be accommodated by the null hypothesis in consideration of
the morpho-syntactic properties of modals, and relative scope of modals and temporal
operators. Atayal modals offer the best testing ground for the null hypothesis, since there is
independent evidence that different modals are realized as different grammatical categories,
and at different syntactic positions, which bear potentially different scope with respect to
temporal operators. The empirical data will be presented throughout Sections 7.6-7.9, which
lead to the most flexible version of the null hypothesis. Before turning to the temporal data,
below I discuss the relevant background on different syntactic categories and positions of
Atayal modals.
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7.5 The syntax of Atayal modals
I show in this section that the Atayal modals are distributed among three grammatical
categories: auxiliaries, verbs, and adverbs. The proposal, previewed in Table 7.4, is based on
several morpho-syntactic properties of modals: (i) whether their placement in the sentence is
fixed to a single position, (ii) whether they attract clitic pronouns, (iii) whether they inflect
for voice alternations, and (iv) whether they can be topicalized. These morpho-syntactic
properties have been proposed to diagnose the grammatical category of adverbials (i.e.,
modifiers of an event or a proposition) (see Chang 2006, 2010, Holmer 2006, 2012, S. Chen
2014, among others), and have also been shown to be useful for modals, which have been
broadly subsumed under adverbials in the Formosan literature. In what follows, I discuss
each criterion and where my analysis differs from the prior literature.
ki’a

nway

baq; thuyay

siki

blaq

hazi’

EPIST. POS

DEON. POS

ABIL

CIRC. NEC

CIRC. POS

EPIST. POS

Single placement

P

P

P

P

P

✕

Clitic attraction

P

P

P

✕

✕

(P)

Voice inflection

✕

✕

P

✕

✕

✕

Topicalization

✕

✕

✕

✕

✕

P

Gram. category

Auxiliary

Verb

Verb taking a full clause

Adverb

(P: yes; ✕: no; ( ); optional)

Table 7.4 Grammatical categories of Atayal modals
Hsiao (2004: 73) shows that the epistemic possibility modal hazi’ has rather free
distribution in the sentence except for the sentence-final position (i.e., it cannot follow the
absolutive-marked argument);214 in this respect, it differs from the epistemic possibility
modal ki’a, which strictly appears in the sentence-initial position:

214

(i)

Among all the positions of hazi’, one that is less accepted is between the verb and the oblique object:
hazi’
musa’ (hazi’) blaq (hazi’) pmhyan (??hazi’) qapu’ (hazi’) qu qmayah
qani.
EPIST.POS FUT
good.AV
plant.LV
persimmon ABS farmed.land this
‘This farm can plant persimmons.’
(B.B.)
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(728)

hazi’

cyux (hazi’) m-’abi’

EPIST.POS PROG.DIST

(hazi’) slaq (hazi’) qu

AV-sleep

farm

‘The dog is probably sleeping in the farm.’
(729)

ki’a

cyux

(*ki’a) m-’abi’

EPIST.POS PROG.DIST

ABS

huzil (*hazi’).
dog

(elicited based on Hsiao 2004: 73)

(*ki’a) …

AV-sleep

‘He may be sleeping (so he can’t come).’
Hsiao however suggests that both modals are “adjunct-like” adverbials, because they contrast
with manner adverbials, which typically display verbal properties (e.g., voice inflection,
aspectual marking, voice restriction on the complement, etc.; see below). S. Chen (2014)
argues that these adverbials are not a homogeneous class, but rather consist of adverbials
realized as an adjunct versus a head, mainly due to their placement in the clause: The
epistemic modal hazi’ is an adjunct, while the epistemic modal ki’a, the deontic modal nway,
and the circumstantial modal siki are all syntactic heads.215
Additional evidence for hazi’ being an adverb comes from its ability to be
topicalized. Topicalization in Atayal moves a topical phrase to the sentence-initial position,
indicated by the marker ga following the topical phrase. This diagnostic draws the same
distinction as does the placement test: Except the modal hazi’ in (730), the other modals
cannot undergo topicalization, illustrated by the epistemic modal ki’a in (731).
(730)

hazi’

ga,

EPIST.POS TOP

ini’=nya’

niq-iy

mami’ qani.

NEG=3SG.ERG

eat-PV.NEG.DEP rice

this

‘Possibly, he didn’t eat this rice.’
(731) *ki’a
EPIST.POS

ga,

cyux=nya’

si-an

t’tu.

TOP

PROG.DIST

put-LV iron.clamp

Intended for ‘Possibly, he is setting the trap (i.e., the iron clamp).’
Assuming that topicalization moves to some sentence external clause initial phrasal position,
and is typically subsumed under wh-movement, we expect that topicalization is only
applicable to a phrasal (non-head) constituent. This is confirmed by the contrast between
215

Pitay (2014) argues for a similar grammatical distinction between adverbs and auxiliaries, hazi’ being an
adverb, and ki’a, nway, and siki being auxiliaries (but see below for arguments against a uniform analysis of the
latter three modals).
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(732)b vs. (732)c-d, where an argument can be topicalized and preposed, compared to the
sentence without topicalization in (732)a,216 but the verb and the aspectual auxiliary cannot
be, since they are syntactically heads. (732) and (733) further show that non-modal (and nonmanner) adverbs are also able to be topicalized. The modal hazi’ therefore patterns like a
phrase, unlike the other modals.
(732)

a.

wal

niq-un ni

Tali’

qu

qulih

qasa.

PFV-PRF

eat-PV

Tali’

ABS

fish

that

ERG

‘Tali’ ate that fish.’
b.

qulih

qasa

ga,

wal

niq-un

ni

Tali’.

fish

that

TOP

PFV-PRF

eat-PV

ERG

Tali’

‘As for that fish, Tali’ ate it.’
c.

* niq-un ga,
eat-PV

d.

TOP

* wal
PFV-PRF

(733)

a.

wal (niq-un) ni

Tali’

qu

qulih qasa.

PFV-PRF

Tali’

ABS

fish

ERG

that

ga,

niq-un ni

Tali’

qu

qulih qasa.

TOP

eat-PV

Tali’

ABS

fish

ERG

lawzi

ga,

bhi-un=nya’

qu

huzil qasa.

again

TOP

hit-PV=3SG.ERG

ABS

dog

that

that

‘Again, he hits that dog.’
b.

kruma’ ga

minsazing ru

mincyugal

s<m>xu’

some

twice

three.times

stamp<AV>

TOP

CONJ

‘Sometimes, they stamp rice two or three times.’
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However, not every argument can be moved. Topicalization of arguments in Atayal observes the socalled ‘subject/absolutive-only’ requirement, as do other A’-extractions such as relativization, cleft-formation
and wh-movement (Keenan 1976; Keenan and Comrie 1977): Only the absolutive-marked argument can be
preposed by the topic marker ga, as shown in (i).
(i) a. qulih qasa ga, wal
niq-un ni
Tali’.
fish that TOP PFV-PRF eat-PV ERG Tali’
‘As for that fish, Tali’ ate it.’
b. * Tali’ ga, wal
niq-un qu qulih qasa.
Tali’ TOP PFV-PRF eat-PV ABS fish
that
Intended for ‘As for Tali’, he ate that fish.’
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The ability modals baq ‘MENT.ABIL’ and thuzyay ‘PHYS.ABIL’ have been observed to
carry the inflection of the sentence just as verbs do in unembedded sentences: They bear
voice inflection, as in (734), can be marked by the past tense -in-, or the future tense p-, as in
(735), and impose a restriction to the actor voice on their complement (i.e., the so-called AVonly restriction), as in (736) (see Yeh and S. Huang 2009a, S. Chen 2014, Pitay 2014 for
Squliq Atayal, and T.-C. Chen 2010, Cheng 2013, C. Wu 2013 for Mayrinax Atayal); each
property is illustrated with the modal baq (MENT.ABIL) in (734)-(736). The fact that the series
of inflectional morphology falls on the ability modals rather than the lexical verb clearly
indicates that the ability modals are the main predicate of the clause (i.e., these are known as
restructuring verbs), with a consequent effect that the lexical verb becomes dependent; see
e.g., T.-C. Chen (2010) for the structure of restructuring verbs in Mayrinax Atayal.
(734)

a.

baq=saku’

tlubuw

hamunika.

MENT.ABIL.AV=1SG.ABS

play.AV harmonica

‘I can play the harmonica.’
b.

baq-un=su’

tlubuw lubuw

qa?

MENT.ABIL-PV=2SG.ERG

play.AV Atayal.mouth.harp

PRT

‘Can you play the Atayal mouth harp?’
(735)

a.

m-<in>baq

m-hkangi’

AV-<E.PST>MENT.ABIL AV-walk

ha.
first

‘He was (once) able to walk.’
b.

p-qbaq=su’

m-tuliq

sasan?

FUT.AV-MENT.ABIL =2SG.ABS

AV-stand.up

tomorrow.morning

‘Will you be able to get up tomorrow morning?’
(736)

a.

baq-un=su’

m-lahang

rang?

MENT.ABIL-PV=2SG.ERG

AV-take.care

orchid

‘Are you able to take care of orchids?’
b. * baq-un=su’
MENT.ABIL-PV=2SG.ERG

klhang-an

rang?

take.care-LV orchid

Intended for ‘Are you able to take care of orchids?’
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None of the other modals bear inflectional morphology, and the lexical verb in their
complement regularly inflects for voice without the AV-only restriction, as exemplified by
the non-actor voice of the lexical verbs in (737) (compare this with (736)). Ability modals
thus differ from the other modals in being lexical verbs.
(737)

a.

ki’a=nya’

kyal-un.

EPIST.POS=3SG.ERG

speak-PV

‘He might have been scolded.’
b.

nway

niq-un

na

DEON.POS

EAT-PV

ERG

Tali’
Tali’

qu

mami.

ABS

rice

‘Tali’ can eat the rice.’
c.

siki

niq-un=nya’

CIRC.NEC

eat-PV=3SG.ERG

qulih
fish

qani.
this

‘He must eat this fish.’
d.

blaq
CIRC.POS

llayq-un=nya’
lift-PV=3SG.ERG

qu
ABS

btunux qasa?
stone

that

‘Can he move that stone?’
The question remains whether the modals which are neither adverbs nor obviously
verbs, i.e., ki’a ‘EPIST.POS’, nway ‘DEON.POS’, siki ‘CIRC.NEC’, and blaq ‘CIRC.POS’, are
analyzable as auxiliaries. While the literature has established that modals that carry voice
morphology are verbs, this is only a one-way correlation: Modals that do not do so could also
be verbs; for instance, some stative verbs carry no overt voice marking.217 Below I show that
the ability to attract clitics serves to delineate mono-clausal structure, and based on this, the
four modals can be further divided into auxiliaries and predicates taking a full clause.
Atayal has two sets of personal pronouns: morphologically free, and bound. The set
of bound pronouns behaves like syntactic clitics, which do not stand alone but must attach to
the first overt c-commanding head such as a verb, a negation, or an auxiliary. For instance,
217

I argue elsewhere that the inflectional morphology of voice and tense is not a necessary component for
head status but only points to the location of a head in the syntactic hierarchy (e.g., immediately below VoiceP)
(S. Chen 2014).
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the bound pronoun maku’ in (738) attaches to the verb, but when the sentence has a negation
scoping over the verb, as in (739), saku’ must attach to the negation.
(738)

ks’ang-un=maku’

qu

Tali’.

scold-PV=1SG.ERG

ABS

Tali’

‘I scolded Tali’.’
(739)

a.

ini’=saku’

kagaw

ngasal=maku’.

NEG=1SG.ABS

sweep.AV.DEP house=1SG.GEN

‘I didn’t sweep my house.’
b. * ini’
NEG

kagaw=saku’

ngasal=maku’.

sweep.AV.DEP=1SG.ABS

house=1SG.GEN

‘I didn’t sweep my house.’
In a complex clause, clitics cannot climb to a subordinated complementizer or a conjunction,
as in (740)-(741); this suggests that the head they attach to must be a clause mate and clitic
attachment is clause-bound.
(740)

a.

k<m>ayal maha [ iyat=saku’

qbaq

say<AV>

MENT.ABIL.AV AV-go

COMP

NEG=1SG.ABS

m-usa’ wah gi ].
PRT

PRT

‘She says, “I can’t go”.’
b. * k<m>ayal maha=saku’ [ iyat
say<AV>

COMP

NEG

qbaq

m-usa’

MENT.ABIL.AV AV-go

wah gi ].
PRT

PRT

‘She says, “I can’t go”.’
(741)

a.

baq

m-tzyaw

MENT.ABIL.AV AV-work

qu

Tali’

ru’

ABS

Tali’

CONJ

[ qbu’-an=naha’ ].
pay-LV=3PL.ERG

‘Tali’ can work so they pay him.’
b. * baq

m-tzyaw

MENT.ABIL.AV AV-work

qu

Tali’

ru’=naha’

ABS

Tali’

CONJ=3PL.ERG

[ qbu’-an ].
pay-LV

‘Tali’ can work so they pay him.’
The modals ki’a ‘EPIST.POS’, nway ‘DEON.POS’, siki ‘CIRC.NEC’, and blaq ‘CIRC.POS’
show a difference in their ability to attract clitics: ki’a and nway necessarily attract clitics, as
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shown in (742)-(743), whereas siki and blaq never do so, as shown in (744)-(745); the clitics
in (744)-(745) must attach to the lexical verb below the modal.218
(742)

a.

ki’a=nya’

wal

EPIST.POS=3SG.ERG PFV-PRF

kyal-un.
speak-PV

‘He probably was scolded.’
b. * ki’a
EPIST.POS

wal=nya’

kyal-un.

PFV-PRF=3SG.ERG

speak-PV

‘He probably was scolded.’
(743)

a.

nway=su’

pmhyan sqani

qapu’.

DEON.POS=2SG.ERG

plant.LV here

persimmon

‘You can plant the persimmons here.’
b. * nway
DEON.POS

pmhyan=su’

sqani

qapu’.

plant.LV=2SG.ERG

here

persimmon

‘You can plant the persimmons here.’
(744)

a.

* siki=nya’
CIRC.NEC=3SG.ERG

suq-un=nya’

qu

cyugal zyuwaw.

finish-PV

ABS

three

work

‘She has to finish these three jobs.’
b.

siki

suq-un=nya’

qu

cyugal zyuwaw.

CIRC.NEC

finish-PV=3SG.ERG

ABS

three

work

‘She has to finish these three jobs.’
(745)

a. * blaq=su’
CIRC.POS=2SG.ABS

m-’abi’=su’ sqa.
AV-sleep

here

‘You can sleep here.’

218

Unlike the circumstantial possibility modal blaq, the homophonous lexical verb blaq ‘like’ obligatorily
attracts bound pronouns when there is no higher auxiliary:
(i) blaq=maku’
tlam-an.
(ii) * blaq
tlam-an(*=maku’).
like.AV=1SG.ERG taste-LV
like.AV taste-LV=1SG.ERG
‘I like to taste it.’
≠ ‘I like to taste it.’ / ‘I can taste it.’
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b.

blaq

m-’abi’=su’

sqa.

CIRC.POS AV-sleep=2SG.ABS

here

‘You can sleep here.’
The epistemic modal adverb hazi’ optionally attracts a clitic when it occurs in the
sentence-initial position (see also Pitay 2014: 26), as in (746).
(746)

hazi’(=nya’)

cyux=nya’

si-an

t’tu.

EPIST.POS

PROG.DIST=3SG.ERG

put-LV

iron.clamp

‘He is probably setting the trap (i.e., the iron clamp).’
This fact is surprising given that hazi’ is an adverb. I suspect that there is a tendency in
Atayal that a word is realized as a head in the initial position; further research on this issue is
needed.
Given that the location of clitics diagnoses a clausal boundary, I propose that the
modals ki’a ‘EPIST.POS’ and nway ‘DEON.POS’ are auxiliaries high up in a mono-clausal
structure, whereas the modals siki ‘CIRC.NEC’ and blaq ‘CIRC.POS’ are matrix verbs in a biclausal structure. The bracketing in (747) represents the proposed structure for the two types
of modals.
(747)

a.

[ ki’a=nya’
EPIST.POS=3SG.ERG

wal

kyal-un ]

PFV-PRF

speak-PV

modal auxiliary

‘He probably was scolded.’
b.

[ siki

[CP

CIRC.NEC

suq-un =nya’

qu

cyugal zyuwaw ]]

modal verb

finish-PV=3SG.ERG ABS three work

‘She has to finish these three jobs.’
The modals siki ‘CIRC.NEC’ and blaq ‘CIRC.POS’ are the only required elements in the
matrix clause (e.g., (744) above). Assuming that every clause has a predicate, I argue that
they are the main predicate of the sentence, taking a full clause as their complement.
Additional support for siki and blaq being predicates is that they can follow the
future/epistemic modal musa’, as in (748) (unlike ki’a ‘EPIST.POS’, which precedes musa’,
and unlike nway ‘DEON.POS’, which is incompatible with musa’; see Section 7.8.1).
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(748)

a.

musa’

siki

s-biq

kinsat

ga

musa’

blaq.

FUT

CIRC.NEC

CV-give

police

TOP

FUT

good.AV

‘You have to hand it in to the police, so you will feel good.’
b.

musa’ blaq
FUT

CIRC.POS

wah-an=su’

mita’.

come-LV=2SG.ERG see.AV

‘You can come in to see him.’
It also has been noted that Atayal modal auxiliaries and verbs obey a restricted
ordering (C. Wu 2013, Pitay 2014); for example, ki’a ‘EPIST.POS’ asymmetrically precedes
the siki ‘CIRC.NEC’, as in (749); it is unclear to me whether the reverse reading in (749)a, in
which siki is interpreted as scoping over kia’, is possible. Based on the data involving clitic
attachment discussed above, I suggest that (749)a has a structure in which ki’a is an auxiliary
in the main clause with siki, which is the predicate and takes a clausal argument. Note that I
tentatively mark the projection of ki’a as CP to reflect that it is higher than TP (see Section 7.
8.1). This structure predicts that if such a sentence has a clitic (which belongs to siki’s
argument), the clitic will attach to siki; I leave this for a future exploration.
(749)

a.

[CP ki’a [TP siki
EPIST.POS

[CP

CIRC.NEC

m-usa’ m-g-hitay

qu

mlikuy.]]]

AV-go

ABS

manc

AV-be-soldier

‘Men might have to serve in the army.’
b. * siki

ki’a

m-usa’

CIRC.NEC EPIST.POS AV-go

mghitay

qu

AV-be-soldier ABS

mlikuy.
man

Intended for ‘Men might have to serve in the army.’ or ‘It has to be possible
that men serve in the army’

(Pitay 2014: 72; original translation in Mandarin)

An issue with modal doubling data such as this is that the reverse ordering could be
ruled out on conceptual grounds (see e.g., Nauze 2008); Cormack and Smith (2002) however
argue based on negation data that epistemic modals may not scope above root modals in
English. 220 Here I provide data based on the relative ordering of modals showing that ki’a is
220

Cormack and Smith (2002) argue that English has two positions for modals, one higher than clausal
negation and the other lower than clausal negation, but this syntactic split corresponds to a distinction between
necessity and possibility modality, rather than an epistemic/root distinction.
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higher than siki, and it is also higher than TP (see also evidence in Section 7.8.1).
Recall that the epistemic modal adverb hazi’, though it has freer distribution than the
other modals (see (728) above), also shows a height restriction. While hazi’ may precede or
follow the circumstantial modal verb siki, as in (750), it can only appear in a position
following the epistemic modal ki’a, as in (751):
(750)

[CP [TP (hazi’)
EPIST.POS

siki

m-wah (hazi’) minxal (hazi’) qu Yumin… ]]

CIRC.NEC AV-come

once

ABS

Yumin

‘Yumin probably has to come once…’
(Pitay 2014: 72; original translation in Mandarin)
(751)

(*hazi’) [CP ki’a
EPIST.POS

[TP (hazi’)

EPIST.POS

PROG.DIST

cyux

(hazi’)

m-’abi’ (hazi’).]]

AV-sleep

‘He might be sleeping.’
Given that hazi’ is an adverb which adjoins to a phrase, and the modal auxiliary ki’a and the
verb siki occupy head positions, the restriction in (751) suggests that hazi’ does not adjoin to
the projection of ki’a or any higher projections. Yet hazi’ is able to adjoin up to the level of
TP, since it can appear in the sentence-initial position, as in (750). It follows that ki’a scopes
above TP. Recall that ki’a always attracts clitics, and thus I suppose that it is a head high up
in CP.
Summarizing this section, I have argued that Atayal modals form three main
grammatical categories, auxiliaries, verbs, and adverbs. Among the modal verbs is a further
distinction between verbs with a full clausal complement: siki ‘CIRC.NEC’ and blaq
‘CIRC.POS’, and verbs with a reduced clausal complement (i.e., restructuring verbs): baq
‘MENT.ABIL’ and thuzyay ‘PHYS.ABIL’. I also discussed data which show a syntactic hierarchy
between modals, an issue which I will return to in Section 7.8.1.

7.6 The temporal perspective of Atayal modals
This section examines the temporal perspective of Atayal modals. Section 7.6.1 is devoted to
epistemic modals, and Section 7.6.2 to non-ability circumstantial modals; ability modals will
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be discussed separately in Section 7.9 because they exhibit a pattern different from the other
circumstantial modals.

7.6.1 Epistemic modals
The two epistemic possibility modals in Atayal behave slightly differently with respect to the
availability of past temporal perspective. I begin with the data showing that the auxiliary ki’a
is preferably interpreted with present T.P. unless it is embedded under past attitude verbs; I
then present a comparison of ki’a with the adverb hazi’.
All the occurrences of ki’a and hazi’ presented in Chapter 6 concern present temporal
perspective: The speaker makes a claim based on his/her knowledge or evidence at the
utterance time. By contrast, the contexts in (753)-(754) are all set up for the prejacent to be
only compatible with a previous epistemic state or evidence at some time in the past; the
context makes it clear that the prejacent is not true at the present time (i.e., no longer
compatible with the speaker’s evidence or knowledge at the utterance time). Note that the
temporal orientation of these examples is either past, present, or future, which is orthogonal
to the availability of past temporal perspective (see Section 7.7 for the discussion of temporal
orientation). The result shows that plain ki’a sentences are consistently rejected in these
contexts. The intended past temporal perspective readings are rendered by embedding ki’a
under an attitude predicate, which is superficially unmarked for the past (with the null nonfuture tense), such as lmnglung saku’ maha ‘I thought/imagined that…’ in (752), and si
maku’ ga ‘I thought that…’ in (753). Notice that in these examples, the sentence-initial
attitude predicate may be omitted, but the speaker does not accept leaving out the sentencefinal maha, which functions as a quotative marker or a complementizer, introducing the
embedded proposition (L. Huang 2008). This shows that the accepted modal sentences are
still embedded even without the attitude predicate.
(752)

Context: When you sat in the office earlier today, your heard water pouring, so it
sounded like it was raining. But you found out later it was the operating sound of
your fan. (adapted from Matthewson 2013a: 363)

(Past T.P., present T.O.)

(l<m>nglung=saku’ maha)

ki’a

cyux

think<AV>=1SG.ABS

EPIST.POS

PROG.DIST AV-rain

COMP

m-qwalax

tanux

la

outside

PRT
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#(maha=saku’),

aw’ baq

QUOT=1SG.ABS

PRT

know.AV

sa hngzyang na rihuki’=maku’ nanak.
LOC sound

fan=1SG.GEN self

GEN

‘I thought that it might be raining outside, but it was actually the sound of my fan.’
(753)

Context: It was very cloudy when I left home to go to school this morning so I
brought my umbrella. But it turns out to be sunny later all day long. My classmate
asks me why I brought my umbrella. I say: (adapted from Matthewson 2013a: 366)
(si=maku’

ga)

ki’a

think=1SG.ERG

TOP

EPIST.POS FUT.AV-rain

ru

p-qwalax

m-<n>aynama’=saku’

kira’

#(maha=saku’)

later.today

QUOT=1SG.ABS

m-aras

CONJ AV-<E.PST>prepare.first=1SG.ABS AV-bring

rruku’.
umbrella.

‘I thought that it might rain today so I brought an umbrella in advance.’
(Past T.P., future T.O.)
(754)

Context: You saw your classmate leaving the class in pouring rain and the next
morning she’s absent from class. You thought she got sick from the rain and you
told the teacher that. Later in the afternoon, she showed up and asked why you said
that. (adapted from Matthewson 2013a: 366)
ki’a=su’

wal

m-nbu’

EPIST.POS=1SG.ABS PRF-PFV AV-sick

na

ini’=su’

aras

OBL

NEG=2SG.ABS

bring.AV.DEP coat

shira’

la #(maha=saku’).

yesterday

PRT

QUOT=1SG.ABS

uwagi’

(Past T.P., past T.O.)

‘I thought that you might have gotten sick yesterday for not bringing a coat.’
The only case in my elicitation data that shows a past temporal perspective of an
unembedded ki’a sentence is (755), in which the context unambiguously situates the
temporal perspective of ki’a in the past; the continuation of the modal sentence, which uses a
negative irrealis/counterfactual marker kana ‘had not…’, also indicates that the speaker
considers the prejacent to be false.
(755)

Context: Your chickens were gone when you came back from hunting. You
suspected that your neighbor Tali’ stole them as you noticed that he cooked chicken
on the same day. It turns out that someone else took your chickens and Tali’ even
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helped to bring them back to you.
kt-an=maku’

squ ryax

look-LV=1SG.ERG

LOC

day

qasa ga,

ki’a

yan balay nqu

that

EPIST.POS

like truly

TOP

wayal=nya’

qriq-un

PFV-PRF=3SG.ERG

steal-PV chicken=1SG.GEN

mlx-iy

ngta’=maku’,

GEN

ga kana=maku’
TOP IRR.NEG=1SG.ERG

balay h<m>ili’.

insist-PV.DEP truly

accuse<AV>

‘How it looked to me at that time, it might have well been the case that he stole my
chickens, but I shouldn’t have accused him.’

(Past T.P., past T.O.)

There are at least two differences between (755) and the above examples which possibly
condition the availability of past temporal perspective. The first one is the stativity of the
prejacent (also noted by Portner 2009: 225 for English might have): The predicate yan ‘like’
embedded under ki’a in (755) carries no voice inflection, which means it patterns like most
stative verbs. The other difference is that the conversational background of ki’a in (755) is
more “objective” (Lyons 1977, Papafragou 2006), understood in terms of “what is evident at
a past time” (via the topicalized adverbial phrase ktan maku’ squ ryax qasa ga ‘it looked to
me at that time’), rather than “what I knew at a past time”. It is also possible that the
topicalized phrase serves to override the present T.P. default and locate the T.P. in the past.
Another example of ki’a having past temporal perspective is given in (756), extracted
from teaching materials edited by my consultant; it has an eventive prejacent, and thus
appears to favor the hypothesis that objective epistemic states can be shifted more easily.
Further research is clearly required to collect more data of these types; for the time being, I
conclude that past T.P. for ki’a in unembedded clauses is less preferred but not impossible.
(756)

Context: A question intended to test students’ understanding of a text that describes
the way Atayal elders used to teach children; elders keep children by their side so
they can be influenced and learn things naturally.
aw’ m-<n>aki’
PRT

AV-<E.PST>live

bih

n-yaya’=naha’

qu

laqi’

side

ERG-mother=3PL.GEN

ABS

child boy

ki’a

psbaq-an na yaya’

uzi

EPIST.POS

teach-LV

also weave<AV> 3PL.N

ERG mother

t<m>inun

mlikuy ga,
TOP

laha’ rwa?
PRT
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‘But boys were beside their mother, so their mother might have also taught them
weaving, right?’

(Past T.P, future T.O.)

Slightly differently from the modal ki’a, the modal hazi’ is more acceptable in
unembedded clauses with past T.P. (757) was first uttered by the speaker with an attitude
verb, but was also accepted without it; note that the complementizer maha is not present.
(757)

Context: When you looked out your window earlier today, the ground was wet, so it
looked like it might have rained. But you found out later that the sprinklers had been
watering the ground. (adapted from Matthewson 2013a: 366)
(si=maku’

ga)

m-<in>qwalax

hazi’

ssawni’,

think=1SG.ERG

OBL

AV-<E.PST>rain

EPIST.POS

earlier.today

aw’ baq sa
PRT

turing

know LOC drop

p-<in>qsya’

na

CAUS-<E.PST>water ERG

squliq.
people

‘(I thought that) it might have been raining, but it turns out to be people’s
sprinkling water.’

(Past T.P., past T.O.)

(758)-(759) are extracted from a storyboard, in which the temporal perspective of hazi’ is
based on Behuy’s epistemic state at a time earlier than the time of his replying. While hazi’
in (758) is embedded, an unembedded hazi’ sentence is volunteered in the context of
(759).221 In contrast to hazi’, a ki’a sentence without the attitude verb is firmly rejected in the
same context, as in (760).
(758)

Context: Behuy is very forgetful. He had missed bringing a coat, an umbrella, and a
hat when the weather changed and ended up looking embarrassed when he arrived
at the office. One day he brought a big backpack, and he looked very neat. The next
day his colleague asks him what he had in his backpack, and he says he packed
everything. His colleague asks, “Why did you bring an umbrella yesterday?” Behuy
replies: (elicited based on ‘Bill vs. the Weather’, Vander Klok 2013b)
m-nglung=saku’

hazi’

musa’ m-qwalax

AV-imagine=1SG.ABS

EPIST.POS

FUT

AV-rain

trang

m-usa’

when

AV-go

221

The acceptance of past temporal perspective for hazi’ in (759) may be attributed to an elided attitude
verb; yet it still forms a contrast with the unacceptability of ki’a in the same contexts, i.e., (760).
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m-tzyaw

pcyawgan.

AV-work

office

‘I thought that it might have rained when I went to the office.’
(Past T.P., future T.O.)
(759)

Context: (continued from (758)) Behuy’s colleague asks him again, “Why did you
bring your coat?” Behuy replies:
hazi’

musa’ m-hlaqi

EPIST.POS FUT

AV-snow

trang m-usa’=ku
when

m-tzyaw pcyawgan.

AV-go=1SG.ABS AV-work

‘It might have snowed when I went to the office.’
(760)

office

(Past T.P., future T.O.)

Context: (the same as above)
# ki’a
EPIST.POS

musa’ m-qwalax trang m-usa’
FUT

AV-rain

when

mtzyaw pcyawgan.

AV-go=1SG.ABS AV-work

‘It might have rained when I went to the office.’

office

(Past T.P., future T.O.)
((758)-(760): M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

Recall that hazi’ can co-occur with ki’a, and in such cases a past temporal perspective
is again only available when the sentence is embedded:
(761)

Context: You and your friend agreed to meet at a store, but you didn’t see him at the
appointed time. You thought he might wait for you at the other door of the store so
you went there but still didn’t find him. When you came home, you got his call. He
says, ‘Why didn’t you wait for me? I was only 15 minutes late!’ You reply:
ki’a=su’

wal

m-naga’ tay

EPIST.POS=2SG.ABS PRF-PFV AV-wait

bzinah hazi’

over side

#(maha=saku’).

EPIST.POS QUOT=1SG.ABS

‘I thought you might have waited at the other side.’

(Past T.P., past TO)

To sum up, the data presented above demonstrate that past temporal perspective of
the epistemic modals ki’a and hazi’ arises when they are embedded under a past attitude
verb, and the two modals differ in the extent to which a past temporal perspective is available
in unembedded environments: Ki’a is much more restricted than hazi’.
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7.6.2 Circumstantial modals
All the circumstantial modals in Atayal are compatible with a present or past temporal
perspective without overt morphological marking. 222 Precisely speaking, they cannot be
marked by any overt temporal or aspectual markings, except for the future modal musa’ (see
Section 7.8.1). (762) and (763)-(765) illustrate a present and past temporal perspective with
the general circumstantial necessity modal siki, respectively. In (762), the relevant
circumstances that prevent Mary from going out hold at the utterance time, whereas in (763)(765), the relevant facts that license the necessity claim hold in the past.
(762)

Context: When Mary was going out to play, all kinds of accidents happened and she
was not able to go out. Finally she’s fully recovered, and her friends come over to
ask if she can come out to play. But she says: (elicited based on ‘Sick Girl’, TFS
Working Group 2011a)
iyat=saku’

qbaq

m-usa’ g<m>naw gi,

NEG=2SG.ABS

MENT.ABIL.AV AV-go

qqawh-un=maku’ miru’

siki

play<AV> because

kwara’ qu

hurry-PV=1SG.ERG read.AV all

ABS

CIRC.NEC

b~brwan=maku’

biru’.

FUT~read.LV=1SG.ERG

book

‘I can’t go to play because I have to hurry to read all the books I should read.’
(Present T.P., future T.O.)
(763)

Context: An elder is recalling the past, “Our past life was very hard. In order to
support the family, I had to make money when I was young.”
siki

m-usa’=saku’

CIRC.NEC AV-go=1SG.ABS

r<m>aw

cikay saypila.

help<AV> some find.money.AV

‘I had to help make money.’
(764)

(Past T.P., future T.O.)

Context: You describe that last year landslides destroyed the only road to your
village, and everyone had to walk.
yaqih tuqi=myan
bad

sa

kawas wayal ru

road=1PL.EXCL.GEN LOC year

past

si

CONJ CIRC.NEC PRT

‘Our road was broken last year so we had to walk.’

222

siki

phkangi’.
walk.AV.DEP

(Past T.P., future T.O.)

The data with circumstantial modals given in Chapter 6 all involve a present temporal perspective.
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(765)

Context: You and a friend went to a formal dinner and your friend had a big sneeze
at the dinner. People looked embarrassed by his act. You said:
a.

m-kgak

nguhuw=nya’.

siki

si

t’as-iy.

AV-itchy

nose=3SG.GEN

CIRC.NEC

PRT

sneeze.AV.DEP

‘His nose was very itchy so he had to sneeze.’
Consultant (B.B.) “It took place. They blamed him and you speak for him.”
b.

m-kkuy’

iyal nguhuw=nya’

ru

siki

si

AV-itchy

very nose=3SG.GEN

CONJ CIRC.NEC PRT

‘His nose was very itchy so he had to sneeze.’ (H.P.)

t’as-iy.
sneeze.AV.DEP
(Past T.P., futue T.O.)

Likewise, the circumstantial possibility modal blaq is compatible with a present or
past temporal perspective. (766) talks about the permission for the addressee to stay here at
the utterance time. In (767), the context describes what could have happened (and actually
happened) at some time in the past; present temporal perspective is not available since the
speaker is no longer allowed to take the road. In (768), the permission for the hearer to
borrow seeds was only granted in the past but not at the present.
(766)

Context: You visit your friend and talk to the extent that you forget the time. Your
friend offers:
blaq

m-’abi’=su’

sqa.

CIRC.POS AV-sleep=2SG.ABS

here

‘You can stay here (if you like).’
(767)

(Present T.P., future T.O.)

Context: You are driving to the road that you usually take but a policeman prevents
you from taking the same road today.
aw’ blaq
PRT

CIRC.POS

wah-an sa

wayal hrwa’, swa’

ini’ baq-iy

go-LV

past

NEG ABLE-PV.DEP

PRT

why

m-usa’=misu

qa

la?

AV-go=1SG.ERG.2SG.ABS

here

PRT

LOC

(Past T.P., future T.O.)

‘But I could go this way before! Why can’t you let me go now?’
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(768)

Context: You used to lend seeds to your neighbour when he needed some, but he
increasingly borrows from you. You decide not to lend to him anymore:
ana=saku’

gal-an

ghap sraral hga

even=1SG.ABS take-LV seed before first.TOP

blaq

qasa

hya’

ga

CIRC.POS

that

EMP

TOP

babaw=nya’

lga

iyat=misu’

above=3SG.GEN

PRT.TOP NEG=1SG.ERG.2SG.ABS

swal-an

la.

promise-LV

PRT

‘Even though you could take seeds from me (lit. it’s good even if you took seeds
from me before), in the future, I will no longer agree.’

(Past T.P., future T.O.)

The nearly minimal pair in (769) and (770) exemplifies a present and past temporal
perspective with the deontic necessity modal nway:
(769)

Context: The chief announces to young people:
kya

qu

baq

m-bing huniq ga,

exist

ABS

MENT.ABIL.AV AV-hold

tree

TOP

nway

DEON.POS AV-go

‘Whoever is able to use a bow can go hunting.’
(770)

m-usa’ q<m>alup.
hunt<AV>

(Present T.P., future T.O.)

Context: Elders talk about the past when the hunting law was not enforced:
sraral ga kya qu

baq

before

MENT.ABIL.AV AV-hold

TOP

exist

ABS

m-bing

huniq ga nway
tree

m-usa’

TOP DEON.POS AV-go

q<m>alup.
hunt<Av>

(Past T.P., future T.O.)

‘In the past, whoever was able to use a bow could go hunting.’
These data show that in the absence of overt marking, all the circumstantial modals
are compatible with a present or past temporal perspective. The availability of past temporal
perspective with circumstantial modals sharply contrasts with the case of epistemic modals
discussed in Section 7.6.1.

7.7 Temporal orientation of Atayal modals
This section shows that Atayal epistemic and circumstantial modals differ in (i) the range of
temporal orientations that they allow, and (ii) the set of temporal operators that they utilize.
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7.7.1 Epistemic modals
The following data show that the epistemic modals ki’a and hazi’ allow for any temporal
orientation, and what determines these temporal orientations replicates the temporal
distinction in sentences without modals. I first discuss aspectually-unmarked prejacents of
ki’a, which exhibit a grammatical distinction between non-future and future temporal
orientations, with the exception of non-actor-voice sentences. I then show that the nonfuture/future grammatical distinction holds for prejacents marked by an overt aspect. Lastly,
I present parallel data with the epistemic modal adverb hazi’.
7.7.1.1 The epistemic modal auxiliary ki’a
Aspectually-unmarked prejacents
Prejacents that are not marked with any aspectual marking, when they are in the actor voice,
allow for a past or present, but not a future, temporal orientation. Consider first unmarked
stative prejacents (which are usually in the actor voice). They are felicitous in a context with
an unambiguously present or past temporal orientation: The possible state of the addressee’s
kid being on his way home in (771) holds concurrently with the utterance time (which is the
time of the evidence), while the state of the speaker’s neighbours having issues in (772)
holds prior to the utterance time.223
(771)

Context: I try to soothe my friend whose child hasn’t yet come home from school at
the usual time:

(Present T.P., present T.O.)

laxiy

knkux.

ki’a

cyux

tuqi

NEG.IMP

scare.AV.DEP

EPIST.POS

exis.DIST road

qu

laqi’=su’

na’.

ABS

child=2SG.GEN still

‘Don’t worry. Your kid might be still on his way (lit. on the street).’
(772)

Context: You sense that your two neighbours do not like each other. You guess:
ki’a

kya

pinszyuwagan=naha’

sraral.

EPIST.POS

exis.AV

thing.happened=3PL.GEN

before

‘There might have been issues between them before (lit. the things that they had
before might have existed).’
223

(Present T.P., past T.O.)

The existence verb cyux in (771) and (784) below is homophonous with the progressive aspect cyux.
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(773)b shows that musa’ is necessary for future temporal orientation. Note that future T.O.
for ki’a is often judged to be degraded; for instance, (773)a is not quite accepted by the
consultant, and the sentences in (775) below were accepted on one occasion but judged to be
bad on another for the same speaker, and simply bad for another speaker. I argue in Chapter
6 that the quantificational strength of the modal ki’a is very weak, a result of which is that it
is often judged not to co-occur with the future marking.
(773)

Context: Your friend’s kid is only sveral months old but he is energetic and acts fast.
You think that he might be smart when he grows up.
a. ?? ki’a

musa’ betunux

EPIST.POS

babaw=nya’

smart.AV

FUT

laqi’ qani.

above=3SG.GEN child this

‘This kid might be smart in the future.’
Consultant’s comment: “Better use hazi’.”
b.

hazi’

*( musa’) betunux

EPIST.POS

babaw=nya’

smart.AV

FUT

laqi’ qani.

above=3SG.GEN child this

‘This kid might be smart in the future.

(Present T.P., future T.O.)
(M.P. Yilan Syanuh)

Unmarked eventive prejacents are only interpreted with a past temporal orientation.
This is shown by the (in)compatibility with temporal adverbs: The unmarked prejacent in
(774) is only compatible with a past time adverb and has a past temporal orientation. Future
temporal orientation requires the presence of the future tense p- or musa’ under the modal
ki’a, as shown in (775). See below for the present temporal orientation of ki’a.
(774)

ki’a

m-qwalax {ssawni’

EPIST.POS AV-rain

/*misuw qani /*kira’}.

earlier.today/ now

this

/ later.today

‘It might have rained earlier.’ / ≠ ‘It might be raining now.’ / ≠ ‘It might rain later.’
(775)

a.

ki’a

p-qwalax

EPIST.POS FUT.AV-rain

{*ssawni’

/ *misuw qani /kira’}.

earlier.today/ *now

this /later.today

≠ ‘It might have rained earlier.’ / ≠ ‘It might be raining now.’ / ‘It might rain
later.’
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b.

ki’a

musa’ m-qwalax

EPIST.POS FUT

{*ssawni’

AV-rain

/*misuw qani/kira’}.

earlier.today/ this

now/later.today

≠ ‘It might have rained earlier.’ / ≠ ‘It might be raining now.’ / ‘It might rain
later.’
(776) and (777) give further examples for past and future temporal orientation respectively,
illustrating with contexts specified for past or future temporal orientation:
(776)

Context: You walk out the house and see that the ground is wet. You say:
ki’a

m-qwalax.

EPIST.POS

AV-rain

‘It might have rained.’
(777)

(Present T.P., past T.O.)

Context: Looking at the cloudy sky:
a. # ki’a

m-qwalax.

EPIST.POS

AV-rain

later.today

Intended for ‘It might rain.’
b.

ki’a

p-qwalax.

EPIST.POS

FUT.AV-rain

‘It might rain.’

(Present T.P., future T.O.)

Present temporal orientation of ki’a with eventive predicates is only available when
the prejacent is marked with the progressive aspect, as shown in (778), yet prejacents marked
with the progressive aspect are also compatible with past temporal orientation (see (780)
below). The unavailability of present temporal orientation with unmarked eventive prejacents
is reminiscent of the lack of present tense interpretations with modal-less eventive sentences;
I suggest an explanation based on this similarity below.
(778)

Context: You hear pattering when you are sitting in front of your laptop. You think:
ki’a
EPIST.POS

#(cyux)
PROG.DIST

‘It might be raining.’

m-qwalax.
AV-rain

(Present T.P, present T.O.)
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Unlike the prejacents with the actor voice presented so far, prejacents with a nonactor voice need no additional marking for future temporal orientation. As shown in (779), it
is felicitous to have an unmarked non-actor-voice sentence embedded under the modal ki’a
when the modal claim is made about a potential future event; see also (756) above for
another example.
(779)

Context: Losing asks Boxi, “Why is he releasing the bull collar?” Boxi’ replies:
baq-aw=ta’.

ki’a=nya’

plton

hazi’.

know-PV.HORT=1PL.INCL

EPIST.POS=3SG.ERG

wander.PV

EPIST.POS

‘Wish we knew. He might let it (the bull) wander around.’ (Present T.P, future T.O.)
(CIP Atayal dictionary, original translation in Mandarin)
We have seen so far that prejacents without an overt aspect allow for past or present,
but not future, temporal orientations; future temporal orientation, if possible for ki’a, requires
the future marking p- or musa’; non-actor-voice sentences however are exceptions to this, as
they allow for a future temporal orientation in addition to a past or present one. These results
are summarized in Table 7.5.

Stative
Eventive

AV
NAV

Past T.O.

Present T.O.

Future T.O.

√

√

*

√

*

*
√

Table 7.5 Temporal orientation of aspectually unmarked prejacents under ki’a
Note that the lack of present temporal orientations for eventive prejacents appears to
be another exception in the table, but I argue that this fact is simply a pragmatic effect which
replicates the lack of present tense readings with unembedded eventive sentences. Recall that
those eventive sentences are not really aspectually unmarked but have a null neutral aspect
(see Chapter 2); the neutral aspect places the initial part of an event inside the reference time,
but this requirement cannot be satisfied when the reference time is the instantaneous
utterance time (see Chapter 5). I assume that eventive prejacents under ki’a take the neutral
aspect, which in turn combines with tense; the fact that ki’a scopes over tense, and the
temporal orientations of the epistemic modals exhibit exactly the same pattern as the
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temporal interpretations of sentences without the modals, will become evident throughout the
rest of this section and Section 7.8.1.
Extending the past/present vs. future grammatical distinction to prejacents with an
overt aspect (i.e., the progressive aspect cyux/nyux and the perfective-perfect aspect wal), we
expect that they are compatible with a past or present temporal orientation without extra
marking. I show below that this expectation is borne out. Data for the future temporal
orientation of aspect-marked prejacents are however unavailable at this point.
Prejacents that contain the progressive aspect cyux/nyux
Prejacents of ki’a that contain the progressive aspect cyux/nyux allow for present temporal
orientations, as already shown in (778)b, as well as past temporal orientations, as in (780).
Both readings do not need additional marking.
(780)

Context: You visited Tali’s family but missed seeing Tali’. The next day you told him
that you came over. Tali’ is surprised, “I didn’t know you came!” You reply:
m-wah=saku’

shira’

ga,

ki’a=su’

cyux

AV-come=1SG.ABS

yesterday

TOP

EPIST.POS=2SG.ABS PROG.DIST AV-farm

‘When I came yesterday, you might have been farming.’

m-qumah.

(Present T.P., past T.O.)

Prejacents that contain the perfective-perfect wal
Prejacents that contains the perfective-perfect aspect wal can describe a potential event that
takes place before the utterance time, and has either a result state (if the event is telic) or
certain relevance to the utterance time. The former type is exemplified in (781), in which the
wal prejacent is more appropriate than the unmarked one given that the result state of losing
his watch holds at the utterance time. The latter case is given in (782), where the event of
eating hornet chrysalises which took plae before the utterance time is a potential cause of
Tali’ having a rash.
(781)

Context: Tali’ said he would lend me his watch but he hasn’t done it. I wonder if he
still has it.
a.

ki’a=nya’

wal

p-gzyuwag-un

EPIST.POS=3SG.ERG PFV-PRF CAUS-lose-PV

‘He might have lost his watch.’

qu tuki=nya’
ABS

watch=3SG.GEN

la.
PRT

(Present T.P., past T.O. with present state)
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b. ?? ki’a=nya’
EPIST.POS=3SG.ERG

p-gzyuwag-un

qu

tuki=nya’.

CAUS-lose-PV

ABS

watch=3SG.GEN

Intended for ‘He might have lost his watch.’
(782)

Context: You see Tali’ has a rash over his body. You think:
ki’a

wal

EPIST.POS PFV-PRF

maniq

tryung,

nma’

m-pulas

eat.AV hornet.chrysalis the.reason.why

AV-have.rash

hi’=nya’.
body=3SG.GEN
‘He might have eaten hornet chrysalises; that’s why he has a rash over his body.’
(Present T.P., past T.O. with present relevance)
Prejacents marked by the perfective-perfect aspect wal can also have a past temporal
orientation with the result state/relevance holding at a past time, as shown in (783); logically,
the event of Tali’ being scolded necessarily precedes that of Tali’ yelling at his brother,
although both events are situated in the past.
(783)

Context: Tali’ yelled at his brother earlier. You guys gossip:
ki’a=nya’

wal

EPIST.POS=3SG.ERG PFV-PRF

kyal-un,

mhananu’ swa’ mlux

speak-PV

how

t’uqu.

why no.reason angry.AV

‘He might have been scolded; that’s why he was angry for no reason.’
(Present T.P., past T.O. with past relevance)
These data suggest that the choice of a present or past temporal orientation is
independent of wal, which only contributes to a result state or current relevance. Recall from
Chapter 3 that wal does not simply describe a past event; instead, the semantics of wal
encodes a temporal interval, the Perfect Time Span (PTS), which is right demarcated by the
reference time, and properly contains the runtime of the described event. When embedded
under the modal ki’a, the right boundary of the PTS can be concurrent with, or prior to, the
time of the temporal perspective, hence yielding a present or a past result state/relevance.
The contrast between a present and past temporal orientation is due to the independent ability
of the reference time for wal to be either present or past.
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Table 7.6 summarizes the temporal orientation of ki’a with prejacents of different
aspectual types of predicate (unavailable data are marked as ?). The table reveals a nonfuture vs. future grammatical distinction, with the exception of non-actor-voice prejacents
that take the null neutral aspect (which are superficially unmarked). These non-actor-voice
prejacents can have a future temporal orientation without the future tense marking p- or
musa’. Another apparent exception is the absence of present temporal orientations with
eventive prejacents marked by the neutral aspect, which I argue are simply replicated effects
of neutral aspect in combination with an instantaneous temporal perspective time; a formal
analysis is presented in Section 7.8.2.

Stative
NEUT
Eventive

AV
NAV

PROG cyux/nyux
PFV wal

Past T.O.

Present T.O.

Future T.O.

√

√

*

√

*

√

√

√

√

(state/current

(state/current

relevance)

relevance)

*
√
?
?

Table 7.6 Temporal orientation of Atayal epistemic modal ki’a
This non-future/future distinction with exceptions exactly parallels the pattern of
temporal interpretations for non-modal claims discussed in Chapter 5. This parallel can be
immediately explained if the temporal orientation of ki’a claims is determined by the nonfuture/future tense in unembedded sentences; further support for this will be presented in
Section 7.8.1. This fact is not surprising as temporal orientation of a modal is essentially a
relation between the time of modal evaluation and the time of the prejacent event, and thus
has the same function as tense.
7.7.1.2 The epistemic modal adverb hazi’
In this section, I briefly discuss the temporal orientation of the epistemic modal adverb hazi’,
which exhibits the same pattern as ki’a does. Firstly, unmarked prejacents in the actor voice
are felicitous in contexts that target a present or past temporal orientation, as in (784)-(785);
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to receive a future temporal orientation, future tense marking is required, as in (786)-(787).
Note that hazi’ has a different position in these sentences (as well as below), since it is an
adverb that can appear in almost every place in the sentence (see, for instance, (728), (729),
(750), and (751) above).
(784)

Context: I try to soothe my friend whose child hasn’t yet come home from school at
the usual time: (adapted from Tonhauser 2011b: 227)
hazi’

cyux

ska

tuqi.

EPIST.POS

exis.DIST

middle

road

‘He might be on his way.’
(785)

(Present T.P., present T.O.)

Context: You ask grandpa, “How many houses were there in our village before?”
kya

hazi’

kbhul

msyaw

ngasal

hya’.

exis.AV

EPIST.POS

hundred

rest

house

EMP

‘There might have been one hundred houses (lit. ‘One hundred houses might have
existed.’)’
(786)

(Present T.P., past T.O.)

Context: Water in this area is not very clean, as a result of which rice is not
growing very well. We are trying to implement a policy for improving water quality.
cyugal kawas babaw=nya’

lga,

three year

PRT.TOP

above=3SG.GEN

pagay=ta’

*(musa’) blaq
FUT

hazi’

inrkyasan

good.AV EPIST.POS growing

sqani la.

rice=1PL.INCL here

PRT

‘Three years later, the growing of our rice might be good.’
(Present T.P., future T.O.)
(787)

Context: When Yupas was born, his late aunt predicted:
a. # hazi’
EPIST.POS

tunux mrhuw Tayal
head

sage

balay

Atayal truly

qu

laqi’

qani.

ABS

child this

‘This kid might be the chief.’
Consultant’s comment: “This means that someone is standing in fornt of you
and you guess that he is the chief.”
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b.

hazi’

musa’ tunux mrhuw Tayal

EPIST.POS FUT

head

sage

‘This kid might be the chief.’

balay

Atayal truly

qu

laqi’

qani.

ABS

child this

(Past T.P., future T.O.) (M.P., Yilan Syanuh)

Likewise, progressive-marked prejacents of hazi’ are compatible with a present or
past temporal orientation, as in (788)-(789), but not a future one unless they are marked with
the future tense, as in (790).
(788)

Context: “Where is Laysa’?”
cyux

hazi’

p’ucya’

PROG.DIST EPIST.POS

Laysa’.

make.tea Laysa’

‘Laysa’ is perhaps making tea.’
(789)

(Present T.P., present T.O.)

Context: Your friend tells you that he saw Tali’ in the mountain yesterday. You ask
him what Tali’ was doing there.
hazi’

cyux=nya’

syan

t’tu’.

EPIST.POS

PROG.DIST=3SG.ERG

put.LV iron.clip

‘He might have been placing the traps.’
(790)

(Present T.P., past T.O.)

Context: I haven’t visited grandpa for a while. I tell my mom I will be going to
grandpa’s place tomorrow morning, and she says he might be still sleeping then.
m-usa’=su’

ki

yutas

AV-go=1SG.ABS LOC

cyux

qlyan

suxan

grandpa daytime tomorrow

m-’abi’

PROG.DIST AV-sleep

ga, *(musa’) hazi’
TOP,

FUT

EPIST.POS

na’ hiya’.
still 3SG.N

(Present T.P., future T.O.)

‘When you go to grandpa’s place tomorrow morning, he might be still be sleeping.’
These data have demonstrated that hazi’ shares a similar configuration of temporal
orientation as with ki’a: Future temporal orientation is overtly marked by future tense, in
contrast to past and present temporal orientations (with expected exceptions).

7.7.2 Circumstantial modals
Unlike the epistemic modals presented above, the circumstantial modals siki, blaq, and nway
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are inherently future oriented, exhibiting a systematic Diversity Condition effect. Consider
the general circumstantial necessity modal siki. (791)a shows that it has a future temporal
orientation, whereas (791)b is a failed attempt at past temporal orientation: When the
perfective-perfect wal follows siki, it only marks an earlier event within a sequence of future
events, as in (792). Futurity of the other circumstantial modals is exemplified in (766)-(770)
above.
(791)

a.

siki

l<m>aqux.

CIRC.NEC

win<AV>

‘He has to win.’
b. * siki

wal

l<m>aqux.

CIRC.NEC PFV-PRF

win<AV>

Intended for ‘He had to win.’ or ‘He should have won.’
(792)

siki

wal

CIRC.NEC PFV-PRF

l<m>aqux balay ga, biq-an qnabu’ na sefu=ta’.
win<AV> truly

TOP

give-LV award

ERG

gov’t=1PL.INCL

‘He has to have won before our government gives an award to him.’
It is worth noting that the future temporal orientation of the circumstantial modals
requires no additional marker of futurity; this is shown by (793)-(794), in which trying to add
future tense under the modal results in ungrammaticality.
(793)

Context: Your friend is suddenly leaving the dining table. You ask her why, and she
says:
siki

{m-utaq

/*p-putaq}=saku’

CIRC.NEC AV-vomit/ FUT.AV-vomit=1SG.ABS

gi wal=saku’

maniq tosat.

b/c

eat.AV eel

‘I have to throw up because I ate eels.’
(794)

PFV-PRF=1SG.ABS

(Present T.P., future T.O.)

Context: Given that you want to be thinner, . . .
blaq
CIRC.POS

(*musa’) spng-un
FUT

cikay qqaniq.

control-PV a.bit

‘You could control your food.’

food
(Present T.P., future T.O.)
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We can conclude that the circumstantial modals in Atayal obligatorily convey futurity, unlike
the epistemic modals, whose future temporal orientation relies on the presence of future
tense, as discussed above.
The scenario with the circumstantial modals aligns with English and many other
languages, but contrasts with some languages where overt future marking is obligatory under
circumstantial modals, such as Gitksan (Tsimshianic) (Matthewson 2013a) (Section 7.3).
While languages with future marking is not overt have led some authors to propose a null
future operator with circumstantial modals, e.g., Kratzer (2011) for English, and Louie
(2015) for Blackfoot (Algonquian), I simply assume that the Atayal circumstantial modals
are inherently future-oriented in line with Condoravdi’s (2002) proposal, in which future
semantics is encoded into modals. As shown by the lexical denotation of the circumstantial
modals laid out in Chapter 6, the circumstantial modals essentially receive the same temporal
semantics as the future (tense/modal) operators p-/Ø and musa’ discussed in Chapter 5.

7.7.3 Summary
I’ve shown in this section that Atayal epistemic modals differ from circumstantial modals in
whether they are compatible with past, present, or future temporal orientations, and whether
they require additional morphology in order to be interpreted with a future temporal
orientation. The details of the two differences are summarized in Table 7.7.
Past T.O.
Epistemic
Circumstantial

Present T.O.

No overt marking
--

--

Future T.O.
Future tense/modals
No overt marking

Table 7.7 Temporal orientation of Atayal modals

7.8 Analysis
7.8.1 Relative scope of modals and temporal operators
The data presented in Sections 7.6 and 7.7 show two distinct temporal patterns for Atayal
epistemic and circumstantial modals. The epistemic modals hardly receive a past temporal
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perspective without a higher attitude verb, and their temporal orientation parallels tense
interpretation in non-modal clauses. By contrast, the circumstantial modals can be freely
interpreted with a past or present temporal perspective without additional grammatical
marking, but are inherently future oriented without a separate marker.
I argue that these two patterns follow from the syntactic position of the two types of
modals in relation to tense: the epistemic modals are situated higher than tense, while the
circumstantial modals are lower than tense, as schematized in (795). Note that I assume that
the epistemic modal adverb hazi’ is also situated above tense as it can adjoin up to TP but not
to the projection of the epistemic auxiliary ki’a (see (750) and (751) above).
(795)

Epistemic modal > Tense > Circumstantial modal > Aspect > VoiceP > VP
ki’a > hazi’
EPIST.POS

siki,

blaq,

nway

CIRC.NEC CIRC.POS DEON.POS

While the relative scope of the null non-future tense (as proposed in Chapter 5) with
respect to ki’a is not straightforwardly revealed, the position of the future operator musa’ in
modal sentences provides crucial evidence for the hierarchy in (795). Musa’ follows ki’a,
and its presence gives rise to a future temporal orientation, as in (796) (repeated from (775)b)
(see Section 7.7.1). Musa’ also gives the future temporal orientation of the epistemic modal
hazi’, but the relative position of musa’ and hazi’ is rather flexible due to hazi’ being an
adverb (see e.g., (786), (787)b, and (790)).
(796)

ki’a

musa’ m-qwalax kira’.

EPIST.POS

FUT

‘It might rain later.’

AV-rain

later.today
(Present T.P., future T.O.)

By contrast, musa’ precedes circumstantial modals, in which case it gives a future
temporal perspective. (797)-(798) demonstrate that in a context where there is no potentiality
of the described event at the utterance time but there is one at some future time, musa’ is
required. If musa’ were to indicate future temporal orientation, it should be absent in (797).
(797)

Context: Your son is going to military school. You are telling him that things are
going to change; he’s going to have to be acting quickly (adapted from Matthewson
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2013a: 385).
musa’=su’

kya

lga,

go.AV=2SG.ABS there

*(musa’) siki

PRT.TOP FUT

CIRC.NEC

‘When you go there, you’ll need to be more agile.’
(798)

m-thlhaylaw cikay.
AV-active

a.bit

(Future T.P., present T.O.)

Context: Although you don’t have money, you will get a job soon, and then you will
have money.
*(musa’)
FUT

blaq

m-bazi=su’

sa

CIRC.POS AV-buy=2SG.ABS LOC

ana nanu’ sawyan=su’.
even what

‘You will be able to buy whatever you like.’

like-LV=1SG.ERG
(Future T.P., future T.O.)

Further support for the syntactic position of epistemic modals as higher than tense
comes from the position of the past tense -in-: It can only attach to a verb under the epistemic
modal ki’a, and as predicted its presence indicates past temporal orientation instead of past
temporal perspective, as given in (799).
(799)

Context: When you go out of your house, you see the ground is wet.
ki’a

m-<in>qwalax ( hazi’)

EPIST.POS AV-<E.PST>rain

EPIST.POS

ssawni’.
earlier.today

‘It might have rained earlier.’

(Present T.P, past T.O.)

Notice that (799) can also have the epistemic modal hazi’, which can be situated at any place
in the sentence as long as it does not precede ki’a. The relative position of hazi’ and -in- is
also flexible, but importantly, the presence of -in- with hazi’ only gives a past temporal
orientation, as it does with ki’a, as in (800); that -in- does not give a past temporal
perspective of hazi’ is also evidenced by the absence of such sentences in contexts of past
temporal perspective (e.g., (759) above).
(800)

Context: You met Tali’ this morning and he was in a good mood, but when you see
him again, he looks sad. You think:
k<in>s’ang=naha’

hazi’

la.

scold<E.PST.PV>=3PL.ERG

EPIST.POS

PRT

‘He might have been scolded.’

(Present T.P, past T.O.)
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As for the relative position of -in- and circumstantial modals, it is unavailable since -in- only
attaches to main verbs and does not occur in circumstantial modal (mono-)clauses due to the
Diversity Condition.
The claim that the future tense musa’ scoping above circumstantial modals gives
future temporal perspective appears to be problematic when considering examples like (801)(802). In these examples, the modal sentences receive a present temporal perspective: The
event of hiding behind the curtains or adding salt is compatible with the circumstances
holding at the utterance time (compare with (797)-(798) above).
(801)

Context: Tali’ and Rimuy run to an old abandoned cabin, and are discussing where
they can hide inside the cabin. The box is too small, the bed is too short, and thus
the only place they can hide is behind the curtain. (elicited based on ‘On the Lam’,
TFS Working Group 2011c)
musa’ siki
EPIST

CIRC.NEC

(Present T.P., future T.O.)

suruw na

pala

qniway

back

cloth

cover window

GEN

tubung ga
TOP

blaq.
good

‘We have to hide behind the curtains.’ (Lit. ‘It is good only if behind the curtain.’)
(802)

Context: Your mom cooked a dish. You taste it and suggest:
musa’ blaq
EPIST

CIRC.POS

twang-an=su’

cikay cimu’?

add-LV=2SG.ERG some salt

‘Can you add a little salt?’

(Present T.P., future T.O.)

Consultant’s comment: “Your tone is softer [than the one without musa’].” 225
I argue that the present temporal perspective in these examples is orthogonal to the
generalization about the scopal relation but simply the present epistemic reading of musa’
(hence musa’ is glossed as EPIST in these examples, see Chapter 5). In other words, musa’ is
ambiguous between a future and an epistemic modal, the latter of which, if it stacks on top of
the circumstantial modal, gives a present temporal perspective, much like the epistemic
modal ki’a in (749)a above. The occurrence of musa’ in contexts of present temporal
perspective is a general feature with almost every circumstantial modal (see Chapter 6).

225

This sort of sentence is often translated using the Mandarin weak epistemic modal yīnggāi ‘should’ or
commented to have a weaker reading (e.g., in (802)).
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Support for this ambiguity also comes from the co-occurrence of the two uses with
the epistemic adverb hazi’. As shown in (803), the epistemic musa’ can co-occur with the
future marking p-. In this case, musa’ doesn’t shift forward the time of the embedded raining
event (giving a future temporal perspective in the past), as the future musa’ would do, but
instead gives a simultaneous reading (i.e., a present temporal perspective that coincides with
the time of the past attitude verb). Notably, it is the future p- that gives the future temporal
orientation of hazi (see Section 7.7.1.2).
(803)

Context: It was very cloudy when I left home to go to school this morning so I
brought my umbrella. But it turned out to be sunny later all the day. My classmate
asks me why I brought my umbrella. I say: (adapted from Matthewson 2013a: 366)
nanu’-yasa-qu

musa’ hazi’

because

EPIST

ru

EPIST.POS

p-qwalax

maha=saku’

FUT.AV-rain

m-<n>aynama’=saku’

CONJ AV-<E.PST>prepare.first=1SG.ABS

QUOT=1SG.ABS

m-aras

rruku’

la.

AV-bring

umbrella

PRT

‘Because I thought that it might rained, so I brought an umbrella in advance.’
(Past T.P., future T.O.)

7.8.2 Deriving the temporal interpretation
I illustrate the temporal interpretations of modals with examples of ki’a ‘EPIST.POS’ and blaq
‘CIRC.POS’; their denotations are repeated below from Chapter 6.
(804)

ki'a

g,c

is only defined if c(f) is an epistemic modal base, and c(h) is an empty

ordering source.
If defined, ki'a

g,c

= λf<s,<st,t>>. λh<s,<st,t>>. λP<i, st>. λt. λw. ∃w' [w' ∈ BESTh(t,w)

(∩f(t,w)) & P(t)(w') = 1]
(805)

blaq

g,c

is only defined if c(f) is a circumstantial modal base.

If defined, blaq

g,c

BESTh(t,w)(∩f(t,w))

= λf<s,<st,t>>. λh<s,<st,t>>. λP<i,st>. λt. λw. ∃w' [w' ∈

& ∃t' [t < t' & P(t')(w') = 1]

The modal flavor of ki’a and blaq depends on their two covert arguments of
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conversational background, whose value is provided by the context of utterance: a modal
base variable f and an ordering source variable h (both denote a function from worlds to sets
of propositions, type <s,<st,t>>). As illustrated in (806), the result of ki’a/blaq combining
with f and h is a function from predicates of times to predicates of times, which will then
combine with a temporal phrase; I will simply assume the type <ist,ist> for modals in the
following illustrative structures.
(806)

Mod
<ist, ist>>
Mod
<<s,<st,t>>,<<s,<st,t>>,<ist,ist>>>

h
f
<s,<st,t>>
<s,<st,t>>

ki’a/hazi’
I take the ki’a sentence in (807) (repeated from (777)b above) for illustration; it has a
present T.P. and a future T.O. Given my proposal that ki’a scopes over both tense and aspect,
the sentence has the structure in (808).
(807)

ki’a

p-qwalax.

EPIST.POS

FUT.AV-rain

‘It might rain.’
(808)

(Epistemic: Present T.P., future T.O.)

ModPEPIST
<s,t>
t*
i

Mod’EPIST
<i,st>
ModEPIST
<ist,ist>
ki’a

TP
<i,st>
TFUT
<ist,ist>
p-

AspP
<i,st>
Asp
<lst,ist>

VoiceP
<l,st>

NEUT
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I repeat in (809) and (810) respectively the lexical entry for the future modal p- from Chapter
6, and the lexical entry for the null neutral aspect from Chapter 2.
(809)

⟦p-⟧g,c = is only defined if c(f) is a circumstantial modal base, and c(h) is a
stereotypical ordering source.
If defined, ⟦p-⟧g,c = λf<s,<st,t>>. λh<s,<st,t>>. λP<i,st> λt. λw. ∀w' [w' ∈ BESTh(t,w)(∩f(t,w))
⟶  ∃t' [t < t' & P(t')(w')]]

(810)

NEUT

g,c

= λP<l,st> λt. λw. ∃w′ ∃e. ∃e′ [I-STAGE{e, e′, w, w′, P} ∧ τ(e) ⊆ t]

I-STAGE{e, e′, w, w′, P} is true iff
(i)

the history of w' is the same as the history of w up to and including τ(e)

(ii)

w' is a reasonable option for e in w

(iii)
(iv)

P

g,c

(e′, w′) = 1

e ≼ e′, where e ≼ e′ iff τ(e)  ≼ τ(e′) and e ~ e′

The semantics of (807) is calculated as below:
(811)

a.

VoiceP

b.

AspP

g,c

g,c

= λe.  λw. rain(e)(w)

= NEUT

g,c

( VoiceP

g,c

)

= λt. λw. ∃w' ∃e ∃e' [I-STAGE{e, e′, w, w′, λe'' λw''. rain(e'')(w'')} & τ(e) ⊆ t]
c.

TP

g,c

g,c

= p-

( AspP

g,c

)

= λt. λw. ∀w' [w' ∈ BESTh(t,w)(∩f(t,w)) ⟶  ∃t' [t < t' & ∃w'' ∃e ∃e' [ISTAGE{e, e', w', w'', λe''. λw'''. rain(e'')(w''')} & τ(e) ⊆ t']]]
d.

Mod'EPIST

g,c

= Modki'a

g,c

( TP

g,c

)

= λt. λw. ∃w' [w' ∈ BESTk(t,w)(∩j(t,w)) & ∀w'' [w'' ∈ BESTh(t,w')(f(t,w')) ⟶  ∃t' [t
< t' & ∃w''' ∃e ∃e' [I-STAGE{e, e', w'', w''', λe''. λw''''. rain(e'')(w'''')} & τ(e)
⊆ t']] = 1]
e.

ModPEPIST

g,c

= Modki'a'

g,c

( t*

g,c

)

= λw. ∃w' [w' ∈ BESTk(t_c,w)(j∩(tc,w)) & ∀w'' [w'' ∈ BESTh(t,w')(f(tc,w')) ⟶  ∃t' [tc
< t' & ∃w''' ∃e ∃e' [I-STAGE{e, e', w'', w''', λe''. λw''''. rain(e'')(w'''')} & τ(e)
⊆ t']] = 1]
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In the last step of the computation from (811)d to (811)e, the evaluation time t is saturated by
an indexical pronoun t*, which denotes the utterance time, as repeated in (812) from
Chapters 4 and 5 (where t* was also used for completing non-modal sentences with the past
tense -in- and the future modals).
(812)

⟦t*⟧g,c = tc (the utterance time provided by the context c)

If the resulting proposition in (811)e is applied to the actual world, it will convey that there is
a world w' among the best epistemic worlds that are evaluated from the actual world and the
utterance time, and for all worlds w'' that are ranked best according to the facts that typically
happen in w', there is a time t' which follows the utterance time and which includes the initial
stage of the raining event. This calculation effectively captures the present T.P. and the
future T.O. of ki’a. Importantly, tense does not indicate temporal perspective but temporal
orientation as it takes scope under ki’a. Moreover, the fact that ki’a is scoped over by an
indexical pronoun provides an explanation why its temporal perspective is generally
restricted to the present.226
Recall that TP in Atayal can also be headed by a non-future pronominal tense
(Chapter 5). (813) (repeated from (778)b above) exemplifies such a case, and has the
structure in (814).
(813)

ki’a

cyux

m-qwalax.

EPIST.POS PROG.DIST AV-rain

‘It might be raining.’

(Epistemic: Present T.P., present T.O.)

226

Nevertheless, past T.P. readings are not impossible (Section 7.6.1). A possible direction is to look at socalled shiftable indexicals (i.e., indexicals which are evaluated with respect to a non-local speech time) (Anand
and Nevins 2004, Santorio 2011, Deal 2017, a.o.).
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(814)

ModPEPIST
<s,t>
t*
i

Mod’EPIST
<i,st>
ModEPIST
<ist,ist>
ki’a

TP
<i,st>
<s,t>

𝜆Ti
Ti
i

AspP
<i,st>

Asp
<lst,ist>

VoiceP
<l,st>

PROG
A potential problem with ths structure is that the non-futue tense is pronominal, as given in
(815), in which the tense variable Ti bears the index i, and its presuppositional feature [NONFUT] restricts the reference time to a non-future time interval, and after it saturates the time
argument of an AspP of type <i,st>, the TP is of type <s,t>. This result is not the right
argument for ki’a, which requires a temporal phrase of type <i,st>.
(815)

a.

⟦Ti⟧g,c = g(i)

b.

⟦NON-FUT⟧g,c = λt: t ≤ tc . t

To create a type <i,st> from <s,t>, I insert into the structure a lambda binder, λTi, which is
co-indexed with, and abstracts over, the non-future time variable Ti, following Heim and
Kratzer (1998: 187), Kusumoto (2005: 319; 344), and Mucha (2015: 129). The new TP of
type <i,st> is thus a correct input for ki’a.
Next I turn to the circumstantial modal blaq. An example is repeated from (766)
above, which has a present T.P. and a future T.O.:
(816)

blaq

spng-un

cikay qqaniq.

CIRC.POS

control-PV a.bit

food

‘You could control your food.’

[Circumstantial: Present T.P., future T.O]
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(817)

TP
<s,t>
T’
i

Ti

ModPCIRC
<i,st>

[NONFUT]

ModCIRC
<ist,ist>
blaq

AspP
<i,st>
Asp
<lst,ist>

VoiceP
<l,st>

NEUT
The semantics of (816) is calculated as below:
(818)

a.

VoiceP

g,c

= λe.  λw. control(e)(w) & agent(you)(e)(w) & theme(your

food)(e)(w)
b.

AspP

g,c

= NEUT

g,c

( VoiceP

g,c

)

= λt. λw. ∃w' ∃e ∃e' [I-STAGE{e, e′, w, w′, λe'' λw''. control(e'')(w'') &
agent(you)(e'')(w'') & theme(your food)(e'')(w'')} & τ(e) ⊆ t]
c.

ModPCIRC

g,c

= ModCIRC

g,c

( AspP

g,c

)

= λt. λw. ∃w' [w' ∈ BESTh(t,w)(∩f(t,w)) & ∃t' [t < t' &  ∃w'' ∃e ∃e' [I-STAGE{e,
e', w', w'', λe''. λw'''. control(e'')(w'') & agent(you)(e'')(w'') & theme(your
food)(e'')(w'')} & τ(e) ⊆ t']] =1]
d.

TP

g,c

= ModCIRC

g,c

( [T'[Ti][NONFUT]]

g,c

)

= λw. ∃w' [w' ∈ BESTh(g(i),w)(∩f(g(i),w)) & ∃t' [g(i) < t' & ∃w'' ∃e ∃e' [ISTAGE{e, e', w', w'', λe''. λw'''. control(e'')(w'') & agent(you)(e'')(w'') &
theme(your food)(e'')(w'')} & τ(e) ⊆ t']] =1], where g(i) ≤ tc
Unlike the case of ki’a presented above, the present temporal perspective of blaq comes from
the non-future tense variable filling the time argument of the modal in the last step of the
calculation, 0d, and its future temporal orientation is attributed to its lexical entry. Similar
calculations with non-future tense referring to a past time will correctly account for the past
T.P. of blaq without additional morphology (e.g., (767) and (768) above).
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7.9 Temporal interpretation of Atayal ability modals
This section discusses the temporal interpretation of ability modals, which exhibit a temporal
pattern distinct from epistemic modals and the other circumstantial modals. The ability
modals, baq and thuzyay, which lexicalize mental and physical conditions respectively
(Chapter 6), are syntactically realized as verbs (Section 7.5). I assume that the syntactic
structure of an ability modal sentence is the one in (819): The ability modals are merged
above VP because they are situated higher than lexical verbs; they are merged below VoiceP
in order to undergo head movement to the voice head, and carry voice marking (Section 7.5).
(819)

[TP Tense [AspP Aspect [VoiceP Voice [ModP ModABIL [VP VP … ]]]]]227
I show in the following that as a result of falling under the scope of both tense and

aspect operators, the temporal perspective of the ability modals is conditioned by both types
of operators (Sections 7.9.1-7.9.2); I also suggest that their temporal orientation is always
present (Section 7.9.3).

7.9.1 Tense marking and temporal perspective
The proposal that tense scopes over ability modals predicts that the ability modals are
compatible with a present or past temporal perspective without extra marking. This is borne
out: When uttered out of the blue, ability modals are interpreted as present abilities (hence a
present temporal perspective), as in (820); plain ability modal claims are also compatible
with a past temporal perspective, as in (821)-(822).
(820)

Context: (out of the blue)
a.

baq=saku’

tlubuw

hamunika.

MENT.ABIL.AV=1SG.ABS

play.AV

harmonica

‘I am able to play the harmonica.’
227

I leave the structure of the prejacent event open but suggest that it could be a VP or a VoiceP, the latter
option of which is based on the fact that the embedded verb is always marked with the actor voice, which can
be considered to be the default voice (see Levin 2015, Erlewine et al. 2017). Support for postulating a smaller
size of the prejacent clause (VP or vP) is that ability modals syntactically pattern like so-called restructuring
verbs such as try, forget, begin, motion verbs, etc. in that their complement exhibits characteristic properties of
infinitival clauses (see T.-C. Chen 2010, Wurmbrand 2004, 2015).
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b.

thuyay=maku

tlubuw

hamunika.

PHYS.ABIL.AV=1SG.ABS

play.AV

harmonica

‘I am able to play the harmonica (with my physical conditions).’
(821)

Context: You describe to your friend that you stopped taking medicine anymore:
(adapted from Davis et al. 2009: 218)
baq-un=maku’

maniq

iyu’

MENT.ABIL-PV=1SG.ERG

eat.AV medicine

aw ga

ini’=saku’

PRT TOP

NEG=1SG.ABS

pq-maniq.
want-eat.AV.DEP
‘I was able to swallow the medicine but I didn’t want to eat.’
Consultant’s comment: “The time is past but the thing didn’t happen.”
(822)

Context: An elder compares his ability at his young age and now.
thyay-un=maku’

m-panga’

PHYS.ABIL-PV=1SG.ERG AV-carry

qutux wqanux srara’ hya’,
one

deer

ga

ini’=saku’

thuzyay

TOP

NEG=1SG.ABS PHYS.ABIL.AV.DEP

before

EMP

misuw

qani hya’

la.

now

this

PRT

EMP

‘I was able to carry a deer before, but I am not able to do it now.’
We also correctly predict that ability modals marked by the overt future musa’ convey a
future temporal perspective:
(823)

ana=saku’

iyat c<in>lubuw

although=1SG.ABS

NEG

lga

play.AV<E.PST>

ga,

mnxal=saku’

m-qbaq

TOP

once=1SG.ABS

AV-learn

musa’=maku’ baq-un

PRT.TOP FUT=1SG.ABS

la.

MENT.ABIL-PV

PRT

‘Although I haven’t played the harmonica, once I learn it, I will be able to play.’
(824)

Context: You used to run marathons but you are sick and cannot do so currently.
Anticipating your recovery, you say:
musa’=saku’ thuzyay

m-ayqzinah

kawas ’niyal

la.

FUT=1SG.ABS PHYS.ABIL.AV

AV-ran

year

PRT

coming

‘I will be able to run next year.’
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Similarly, the ability modals, being lexical verbs, can take the past tense infix -in-, as
in (825), in which the consultant’s comment indicates that the ability to walk held at a past
time and has ceased to hold at the present. It can only be the case that the past tense provides
a past temporal perspective rather than a past temporal orientation, as the sentence does not
mean to describe a past walking event. Recall that the existential quantification of -in- gives
strong cessation effects to stative verbs or telic eventive verbs. The comment in (825) thus
suggests that the ability modals are one of these two types of predicate; I return to this issue
below.
(825)

m-<in>baq

m-hkangi’ ha.

AV-<E.PST>MENT.ABIL

AV-walk

first

‘He has (once) been able to walk.’
Consultant’s comment: “This is used when someone had an accident and cannot
walk anymore; he was able to walk though – not that he was unable since birth.”
Lastly, we also expect that the ability modals, when combined with the epistemic
reading of musa’, can yield a present temporal perspective (cf. (801)-(803)). This is again
borne out: Both examples below are about the present ability of attending the speaker’s party
and lifting the big stone.228
(826)

Context: You wonder if Tali’ will join your party because he doesn’t seem to finish
his homework. Another friend says:
musa’ baq
EPIST

musa’.

MENT.ABIL.AV

go.AV

‘He can go.’
Volunteered translation: 應該能去。(‘He should be able to go.’)
(827)

Context: Referring to a big stone, you want to tell your friend:
musa’=mu

thyay-un.

EPIST=1SG.ERG PHYS.ABIL-PV

‘I can lift the stone.’

228

In a different context, these sentences can have a future reading as well, e.g., ‘He will be able to go’ and
‘I will be able to lift the stone’ (cf. (823)-(824) above).
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7.9.2 Aspectual marking and effects on temporal perspective
Another area in which ability modals differ from all the other modals is that they can be
marked by overt aspectual operators—specifically, the progressive aspect and the perfectiveperfect wal. Below I first show that the aspect scoping above the ability modals modifies the
ability claim, rather than the prejacent event; I then discuss where actuality entailments arise.
The effect of the progressive and the perfective-perfect aspect
Ability modals marked with the progressive aspect give rise to an inchoative interpretation
that the agent has just acquired the ability to perform the described event (and currently
possesses the ability), but not an interpretation in which the agent is able to engage in an
event which is in progress:
(828)

Context: You were babysitting a kid and today you witnessed that he walked by
himself. You report to his mom:
nyuw

baq

m-hkangi’ Tali’ la.

PROG.PROX

MENT.ABIL.AV

AV-walk

Tali’

PRT

‘Tali’ has (just) become able to walk.’
The inchoative effect is what is observed with unembedded stative predicates marked with
the progressive. Together with the cessation effect with the past tense -in- above, this leads
me to propose that ability predicates are statives, and are interpreted as inchoative in the
progressive aspect (in which case they are eventives, see Chapter 2, Section 2.6.2) (but see
Louie (2015) for a different result of aspect-marked ability modals in Blackfoot).
The claim that ability modals are statives predicts that they have an inchoative
reading as well with the perfective-perfect wal; this is what we see in (829).
(829)

Context: Tali’ has been trying very hard to shoot flying squirrels. Finally...
wal

thuyay

PFV-PRF PHYS.ABIL.AV

s<m>bu’

zmagal

shoot<AV> five

yapit

shira’

flying.squirrel yesterday

Tali’ ga, ini’ pqas-iy

ni

yaba’=nya’

Tali’

ERG

father=3SG.GEN still

TOP NEG

happy-PV.DEP

na’.

‘Tali’ was finally able to shot five flying squirrels but his father was still not happy
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with that.’
Consultant’s comment: “Wal thuyay means ‘he already achieved or succeeded it.”
Moreover, while both aspects yield an inchoative reading, how they relate the result state to
the reference time differs: Cyux/nyux asserts a present result state, i.e., with the reference
time included within the result state, but the result state with wal arises as an implicature of a
bounded event placed within an interval ended at the RT (Chapter 3, Section 3.5.4). The
anterior effect of wal is revealed by the consultant’s comment in (829) (i.e., ‘already’).229
Actuality entailments
An important property of ability modals that holds cross-linguistically is that when combined
with perfective (rather than imperfective) aspect they entail the truth of their prejacent. This
is known as an actuality entailment (AE) (Bhatt 1998, 2006, Hacquard 2006, among others).
This can be illustrated by the contrastive use of the English was able to in (830)a-b; only in
(830)b the preceding and following passage show that the prejacent event actually occurs
(Bhatt 2006: 159; 160). The effect of AEs with perfective/imperfective aspect is exemplified
by French in (831).
(830)

a.

In those days, John was able to eat five apples in an hour, but he didn’t.

b.

Last night, a masked assailant attacked me on my way home. I was able to
wrestle him to the ground. #But I didn’t do anything since I am a pacifist.

(831)

a.

Pierre a

pu

prendre le train de 3.50 (#mais il ne l’a pas fait).

Pierre has can.PST.PFV take

the train of 3.50

but he didn’t

‘Pierre managed to take the 3.50 train (#but he didn’t’).’
b.

Marie pouvait

s’enfuir, mais elle ne

Marie could.PST.IPFV escape

but

she

‘Marie could escape, but she didn’t do it.’

(Laca 2012: 175)

s’enfuyait pas.
didn’t

do it.

(Mari and Martin 2007: 152)

229

Wal-marked abilities also commonly receive a reading similar to ‘manage’, ‘finally’, or ‘succeed’
(translated from chénggōng ‘succeed/manage to’, kèfú ‘overcome’, dádào ‘achieve’, zhēnde ‘indeed’ and
zhōngyú ‘finally’ in Mandarin). This appears to support Bhatt’s (1998, 2006) proposal that ability modals are
actually implicative predicates, conventionally implicating that achieving the described event requires an effort,
and have so-called actuality entailments with the perfective; however, not only wal but also other aspects give
rise to actuality entailments in Atayal (see below).
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Atayal ability modals can have AEs, which arise (at least) with the aspectually
unmarked form, the perfective-perfect aspect wal, and potentially the progressive aspect
cyux/nyux. I discuss each in turn. Aspectually unmarked ability sentences are ambiguous
with respect to the presence of AEs. In one reading, the presence of a specific past-time
adverb is not quite acceptable, as in (832), and there are no contradictions when continuing
the ability sentence with an assertion that the prejacent event was not actualized, as shown in
(833) and also by the consultant’s comment in (832).
(832)

thyay-un=nya’

maniq zmagal lingo (?shira’)

ga, ini’ qaniq.

PHYS.ABIL-PV=3SG.ERG

eat.AV five

TOP NEG eat.AV.DEP

apple yesterday

‘He was able to eat five apples at once but he didn’t eat.’
Consultant’s comment: “The sentence doesn’t need a specific time; you can say
thyayun nya’ maniq zmagal lingo hya’ ga, atu’ na ini’ qaniq ‘He was able to eat five
apples at once but he intentionally didn’t eat’.”
(833)

Context: You have gotten a teaching certificate, and are now able to teach, but you
haven’t had a chance to teach yet.
baq=saku’

psbaq

biru’ ga, iyat=saku’

p<in>sbaq

MENT.ABIL.AV=1SG.ABS

teach.AV

book

teach.AV<E.PST>

TOP NEG=1SG.ABS

biru’ na’.
book still
‘I am able to teach, but I haven’t taught yet.’
In the other reading, ability modals are incompatible with the fact that the prejacent event
was not actualized; for example, the sentence in (832) with ‘yesterday’ was elicited on
another occasion and it was rejected:
(834) # thyay-un=nya’
PHYS.ABIL-PV=3SG.ERG

maniq zmagal lingo shira’

ga, ini’

qaniq.

eat.AV five

TOP NEG

eat.AV.DEP

apple yesterday

‘He was able to eat five apples at once yesterday but he didn’t eat.’
To express an unrealized event in the past, the presence of the irrealis marker aki’ is
necessary, as exemplified in (835) (see Section 7.10 for counterfactuality).
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(835)

Context: You were watching a game but the team that you support lost in the end.
balay ga *(aki) thuzyay

l<m>aqux laha’

hya’ ga,

ini’ kzyan

truly

win<AV> 3PL.N

EMP

NEG

TOP IRR

PHYS.ABIL.AV

na

inlungan=myan

qu

zyuwaw la.

GEN

heart=1PL.EXCL.GEN

ABS

thing

TOP

like

PRT

‘In fact, they could have won, but the thing is not like what we thought.’
Ability claims with the aspect wal are also associated with AEs, as evidenced by its
incompatibility with an assertion that the teaching event hasn’t happened:
(836)

wal=saku’

baq

psbaq

PFV-PRF =1SG.ABS MENT.ABIL.AV

p<in>sbaq

biru’ ga (# iyat=saku’

teach.AV book

TOP

NEG=1SG.ABS

biru’).

teach.AV<E.PST> book
‘I’ve become able to teach (#but I haven’t taught yet).’
Consultant’s comment: “No, you have had teaching experience. Wal means that you
didn’t have that ability but you’ve finally acquired it.”
The use of the progressive aspect cyux/nyux appears to entails the truth of its
prejacent event, as already shown in (828): It makes little sense to deny the prejacent event
while it is taken as evidence of uttering the ability claim in the context; follow-up elicitation
is however required.
The distribution of AEs so far is reminiscent of the distribution of unembedded
eventives, specifically, inchoative states: Statives are ambiguous between homogeneous
states (i.e., those denoting predicates of times) and inchoative states (those that denote
predicates of events and co-occur with the neutral aspect), and only inchoative states cooccur with the aspects cyux/nyux and wal (Chapter 2). I suggest the ambiguity is responsible
for the two readings in unmarked ability claims ((832) vs. (834)).
Lastly, with the future marking, no AE is observed (see also (823)):
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(837)

musa’=saku

baq

psbaq

FUT=1SG.ABS MENT.ABIL.AV

cikay na’, gi

biru’ lga

teach.AV book

iyat=saku’

mginngungu’=saku’

PRT.TOP

afraid.AV=1SG.ABS

p<in>sbaq

biru’ balay na’.

a.bit still because NEG=1SG.ABS teach.AV<E.PST> book truly still
‘I will be able to teach but I am still a bit worried because I have not yet really
taught.’
The distribution of AEs with respect to aspectual/temporal marking on the ability
modals is summarized in Table 7.8.
Marking

AE

baq/thuzyay

*/√

PFV-PRF + baq/thuzyay

√

PROG + baq/thuzyay

√

PAST + baq/thuzyay

not tested

FUT + baq/thuzyay

*

Table 7.8 Distribution of actuality entailments in Atayal
A few implications can be drawn from the distribution of AEs in Atayal. First of all, AEs in
Atayal appear to arise independently of (im)perfective aspect: AEs arise with aspectually
unmarked predicates, the progressive cyux/nyux, and the perfective-perfect wal; the presence
of AEs even with the progressive aspect in Atayal would be a puzzle for expanding an
analysis that relies on perfectivity (see Davis et al. 2010 for related discussion of other
languages). 230 For a similar reason, AEs in Atayal are also not subject to a temporal
restriction whereby the prejacent event’s runtime is contained within the time of the temporal
perspective (i.e., the temporal relation expressed by a perfective) (see Louie 2015 for
Blackfoot): In Atayal, ability modals with the progressive aspect have AEs, but the
progressive aspect expresses a temporal relation opposite to a perfective one.
Lastly, the presence of AEs in Atayal does not align with the absence of future
marking (or the presence of a perfective) under the scope of an ability modal, as proposed in
Kratzer (2011) and Matthewson (2012b). Kratzer (2011) proposes that English circumstantial
230

An alternative is that the observed “actuality entailments” are not the same in nature (i.e., some are not
genuine) (see e.g., Louie 2015); further work on this is needed.
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possibility modals can co-occur with prejacents containing a null perfective or prospective
aspect, and only in the case of perfective AEs do arise. Matthewson (2012b) shows that
Gitksan supports the generalization that AEs are only present with non-prospective/future
temporal orientation, in that in this language circumstantial modals obligatorily co-occur
with an overt prospective aspect, and as a result AEs are absent. This proposal, however, is
not applicable to Atayal since both tense and aspect operators including the future modal
scope over ability modals, and the presence of the future modal gives rise to a future T.P.
instead of a future T.O. (see above). Is it possible that the prejacent of an ability modal still
contains a covert prospective marker? The data on co-occurrence of ability modals and
future-time adverbials to be presented in the next section provide a negative answer.
I suggest that a future analysis of Atayal AEs needs to take into account the fact that
(i) ability modals are ambiguous between statives and eventives, and are only interpreted as
eventive with aspectual markers, and (ii) their T.O. is present (i.e., the time of the prejacent is
simultaneous to the time of their T.P., see the next section). Obviously, aspect still plays a
role in conditioning AEs; an analysis utilizing relative scope between the modal and aspect
may also explain why other modals in Atayal, which are not verbs located above aspect, lack
AEs. This is similar to Hacquard’s (2006, 2009) analysis, in which AEs arise with different
types of modals depending on the relative height between the modal and aspect; only modals
that are situated lower than aspect can give rise to AEs. However, since the distribution of
AEs in Atayal is orthogonal to the presence of a perfective aspect, an analysis along these
lines need not rely on the idea that perfective aspect comes with a world argument as argued
by Hacquard.

7.9.3 Are ability modals future-oriented?
In this subsection, I discuss a fact about the temporal orientation of ability modals that has
not yet received much attention: Ability modals in a present temporal perspective are not
compatible with a future time adverb. I show that this fact holds in English and Atayal,
which suggest that the temporal orientation of ability modals is not forward-shifted from the
temporal perspective like with other circumstantial modals.
Ability modals have been classified as dynamic modals, a subtype of circumstantial
modals (Palmer 1990, 2001, Brennan 1993; see Portner 2009). While circumstantial modals
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are known to be future-oriented, i.e., the prejacent event is located in the future of the
temporal perspective (Enç 1996, Condoravdi 2002; see Section 7), the question is whether
ability modals are also future-oriented. Stowell (2004: 624) points out that the temporal
orientation of ability readings of can and could is exceptional compared to most of the
circumstantial modals in that for the ability modality, “a simultaneous reading is natural.”231
It is also noted in (Kenny 1976: 218), Quirk et al. (1985: 223), Palmer (1990: 99), etc. that
while the modal can is ambiguous between ability and other circumstantial readings, as far as
ability readings are concerned, future time adverbs are bad. Some of their examples are given
in (838) and (839).232 As indicated by (839)c, the presence of future time adverbs requires
future marking on the unambiguous ability modal be able to.
(838)

a.

I can speak Russian tomorrow; we have guests coming from Moscow.

b. # 1 can speak Russian next spring; I’m taking a beginner's course this fall.
(Kenny 1976: 218)
(839)

a.

You can borrow my typewriter tomorrow.

Deontic

b. ? You can pass your driving test next time you take it.
c.

Ability

You will be able to pass your driving test next time you take it.
(Quirk et al. 1985: 223)

A similar fact is also observed in Atayal. The only difference is that Atayal ability
modals are unambiguous, and more straightforwardly demonstrate the incompatibility with
future time adverbs: The unmarked ability modal in (840)a is shown to be incompatible with
a future time adverb; the presence of a future time adverb requires future marking on the
modal, as in (840)b.
(840)

a. ?? baq=saku’
ABIL=1SG.ABS

tlubuw

babaw=nya’.

play.AV

above=3SG

‘I am able to play the harmonica in the future.’
Consultant: “This is confusing. You should use musa’ saku’ baq.”

231
232

Palmer (1990: 90) comments that is able to means “can and does” but can “can and will do”.
The judgments are given according to the respective authors.
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b.

musa’=saku’

baq

tlubuw

babaw=nya’.

FUT=1SG.ABS

MENT.ABIL.AV

play.AV above=3SG

‘I will be able to play the harmonica in the future.’
Accepted for context: You haven’t played the harmonica, but you want to claim
that you will be able to play once you learn it.

(Future T.P.)

By contrast, modification by a future time adverb is available with the prejacent of a nonability circumstantial modal, as demonstrated in (841).
(841)

Context: You offended people in another tribe, and plan to apologize to them
tomorrow. You consult elders about what you can do to make them accept your
apology. They suggest:
siki

s-kut=mamu

kacing suxan

ga, musa’ s<m>wayal inlungan=naha’.

bull tomorrow

TOP FUT

promise<AV> heart=3PL.GEN

‘You have to kill a bull tomorrow so they will agree.’

(Present T.P., future T.O.)

CIRC.NEC CV-kill=2PL.GEN

Notice that the context of (841) involves a present temporal perspective—the relevant
circumstances for achieving your goal of making a successful apology hold at the utterance
time—and the future-time adverb modifies the event of you killing a bull. This is different
from the case of the ability modal with a future-time adverb in (840)b, where there is no
present ability in the context, and the future-time adverb evidently modifies the future T.P.,
conveyed by the future marking on the modal.
If ability modals, like the other circumstantial modals, were future-oriented, future
time adverbs should be able to modify the prejacent event. The facts in English and Atayal
therefore suggest that ability modals do not have a future T.O. What is then the temporal
orientation of ability modals? I suggest that the temporal orientation of ability modals is
present, drawing on parallel facts that have been provided for infinitives under the verbs try,
begin, manage, seem, etc. (e.g., Wurmbrand 2001, 2014, Abusch 2004), as in (842).
Wurmbrand (2014) for example argues that these infinitives do not allow a future
interpretation based on similar evidence: that they do not allow temporal modifiers referring
to a future time from the matrix event time, as in (842)a. In this, they contrast with what
Wurmbrand calls future infinitives such as hope, expect, decide, promise, etc., as in (842)b.
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(842)c shows that the reference time of try type of infinitive coincides with the matrix
reference time (both times are in the future). According to Wurmbrand, this type of infinitive
is tenseless and the matrix predicates impose their reference time as the reference time of the
infinitive.
(842)

a.

John tried to go on a trip (*tomorrow).

b.

John decided to go on a trip tomorrow.

c.

John will try to go on a trip tomorrow.

(Wurmbrand 2001: 73; 78)

Many more questions are open regarding the details of the present temporal
orientation, if this idea is on the right track: What kind of present readings does the prejacent
event of ability modals have? Is it tenseless as argued for try-infinitives by Wurmbrand
(2014)? Or, is it like the analysis in Sharvit (2003), in which try-infinitives are understood to
continue as part of the trying event? What data and elicitation tools can be used as evidence
for these proposals? How is the temporal interpretation derived compositionally? I leave
these questions for further research.

7.10 A note on counterfactual readings
The discussion in this chapter has not included one of the readings of might have—
counterfactual readings. Counterfactuality in Atayal is rendered by a set of markers separate
from the modals discussed so far: aki’, kuni ‘would’, kana, kuna ‘would not’.233 There is no
discussion in the literature of what these forms may mean and how they differ from each
other. In this section, I only note several observations about the marker aki’. Some examples
of aki’ for counterfactual readings are given here.
(843)

Context: You were watching a basketball game, and at one point in the first period
the team that you support was leading by 2. At that point, they could have still won

233

I group these markers into two groups, positive and negative, based on the consultant’s comment that
kana is interchangeable with aki’ scoping over the negation ini’ (Su 2004: 147) and that kuna is interchangeable
with kuni ini’. (i) illustrates the case of kana and kuni ini’.
(i) hal-iy
p-thmuq
laqi’ ha, { kana
/kuni ini’} thumuq tuqi la.
go-PV.DEP CAUS-pee.AV child first IRR.NEG /IRR NEG pee.AV
street PRT
‘Let children pee first so they wouldn’t pee on the way.’
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but they lost in the end. (adapted from Matthewson 2013a: 291)
a.

aki’ thuzyay
IRR

PHYS.ABIL.AV

l<m>aqux laha

hya’ ga,

ini’ kzyan

win<AV>

EMP TOP

NEG

3PL.N

inlungan=myan

qu

zyuwaw la.

heart=1PL.EXCL.GEN

ABS

thing

like.LV

na
GEN

PRT

‘They would’ve been able to win, but the thing is not like what we wish.’
b.

aki’ musa’ l<m>aqux lga,
win<AV>

IRR FUT

aw’=naha’

wal

s-laqux la.

PRT.TOP PRT=3PG.ERG PRF.PFV CV-win PRT

‘They would have won, but they lost.’
(844)

Context: Watan is a security guard for this building. Tonight is his shift, and it
happens that there is a fire in one of the residences. As a result, he is on TV. His
friend sees him on TV and utters: (adapted from Arregui 2010: 251)
balay ga
truly

(n-)aki’

TOP E.PST-IRR

musa’

tksyu’.234

go.AV

change.clothes

‘Watan should have changed his clothes.’
(845)

Context: You put fish on the table and when you get back from the kitchen, the fish is
gone! You go to ask your wife:
aki’ cyux
IRR

PROG.DIST

babaw lalan qu

qulih ga

wayal inu’

lpi?

above table

fish

go.PST where

PRT

ABS

TOP

‘The fish should have been on the table. Where did it go?’
(846)

aki’ ghzyaq suxan
IRR

cold.AV tomorrow
lru,

mga,

m-wah

qu

REP.TOP AV-come ABS

wayal=nya’

p-bnah-un

bayhuy kahul
wind
qu

hugal

originate.AV underneath
aki’ s-tl’tu’

PRT.CONJ PFV.PRF=3SG.ERG CAUS-return-PV ABS IRR CV-cold

qasa la.
that

PRT

‘It was said it would have been cold tomorrow, but the wind from the South has
driven away what would make it cold.’

234

In this example, aki’ can co-occur with the past tense -in-; it’s unclear to me whether it’s always the case
or the past tense is only accepted in some conditions.
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(847) shows that aki’ is obligatory for a counterfactual reading: If the speaker knows that a
proposition is no longer true, the use of the epistemic modal ki’a is infelicitous.
(847)

aki’/#ki’a

l<m>aqux laha

lga,

wal=naha’

s-laqux.

IRR/EPIST.POS

win<AV> 3PL.N

PRT.TOP

PFV.PRF=3PL.ERG CV-WIN

Intended for ‘They might have won, but they lost.’
Consultant’s comment: “Ki’a means that you are just guessing.”
The presence of aki’ also makes a difference between ability and the other types of
modals: aki’ is compatible with ability modals, as in (843)a and (848), but it cannot co-occur
with an epistemic modal, as in (849), or a non-ability circumstantial modal, as in (850)-(851).
(848)

aki’=saku’

baq

m-usa’ psbaq

IRR=1SG.ABS MENT.ABIL.AV AV-go

usa’

gi

go.AV.DEP because

biru’ ga

teach.AV book

ini’=saku’

TOP NEG=1SG.ABS

m-<in>nbu’=saku’

sa

ryax wayal qasa.

AV-<E.PST>sick=1SG.ABS

LOC

day

past

that

‘I could have gone teaching, but I didn’t go because I was sick in last two days.’
(849)

aki’ (*ki’a)
IRR

EPIST.POS

l<m>aqux laha

lga,

wal=naha’

s-laqux.

win<AV> 3PL.N

PRT.TOP

PFV.PRF=3PL.ERG CV-WIN

Intended for ‘They might have won, but they lost.’
(850)

Context: Your friend said he would come to move his furniture today, but it’s still
there when you come. You’re not happy that it occupies much of the space in your
living room.
aki’=su’

(*siki)

wal

IRR=1SG.ABS CIRC.NEC PFV.PRF

ras-un

ssawni’

take-PV earlier.today

lrwa!
PRT

‘You should have taken it today!
(851)

Context: Tali’ finished his farming and did have time for other activities, but he just
lazed around:
aki’ (*blaq)
IRR

CIRC.POS

m-usa’ q<m>alup qu

Tali’.

AV-go

Tali’

hunt<AV>

ABS

‘Tali’ could have gone hunting (but he didn’t).’
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That aki’ is compatible with ability modals but not with epistemic modals appears to support
Condoravdi’s (2002) claim that the counterfactual reading of English might have represents
circumstantial modality (Section 7.2), but questions remain about why aki’ and the other
circumstantial modals cannot co-occur.
In addition to unrealized events, as in the data presented above, aki’ is also used for
hypothetical or unlikely events:
(852)

Context: Rimuy is asking people around to help her move. You contemplate by
yourself whether you should go:
hal-ay=maku’

r<m>aw

cikay, aki’=saku’=nya’

go-LV.HORT=1SG.ERG help<AV> a.bit

IRR=1SG.ABS=3SG.ERG

qbw-an.
reward-LV

‘Let me help her. She would reward me.’
(853)

Context: It has not rained for a long time and you really worry about your plants.
You say, “It is good if it rains a bit …”
aki’ m-qyanux pin-muya’=ta’.
IRR

AV-live

NMLZ-plant.AV=1PL.INCL

‘What we planted would live.’
Su (2004) reports that aki’ is also used in the protases of counterfactual (or
subjunctive) conditionals, which use an omissible subordinator maha niy, as in (854)-(855).
Evidence that aki’ is an irrealis/counterfactual/subjunctive marker is that it cannot be used
for conditionals whose apodoses describe events that might happen (epistemic uncertainty)
instead of being false. This type of conditional uses a different subordinator maha iy and the
future markers p-/Ø or musa’ in the apodosis. (856) exemplifies the contrast between aki’
and musa’ (Su 2004: 153, original translation in Mandarin).235
(854)

Context: I don’t have any money so I won’t buy that wild boar.
mha niy kya pila’=maku’

ga, aki’=maku’ bzir-un bzywak qnhyun qasa.

if

TOP IRR=1SG.ERG

exist money=1SG.GEN

buy-PV boar

wild

that

‘If I had money (lit. my money existed), I would buy that wild boar.’
235

Hortative and imperative sentences and sentences with circumstantial modals and motion verbs can also
occur in the apodosis of an indicative conditional (see Su 2004).
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(855)

Context: Tali’ didn’t catch the bus. Father blamed his sister:
maha k<n>al=su’
if

Tali’ ga, aki’ wal

tell<E.PST>=2SG.ABS Tali’

TOP IRR

sa

glgan=nya’

la.

LOC

accompany-LV=3SG.GEN

PRT

rima’

PFV.PRF

mluw

already accompany.AV

‘If you had reminded him, he would have already taken the bus.’
(856)

mha iy ptqux-un=ta’

ga, {musa’/*aki’}=ta’

suq-un

if

TOP FUT/IRR=1PG.INCL

finish-PV mow.AV all

hurry-PV=1PL.INCL

smalit kwara’.

‘If we hurry up, we will finish mowing everything.’
(Su 2004: 153, original translation in Mandarin)
It’s worth pointing out that the protases of aki’ conditionals need not bear past
morphology, as shown above, unlike subjunctive conditionals in English, as in (857). The
protasis of the conditional in (854) for example uses an aspectually unmarked form.
Compared to (854), the past tense -in- in (855) appears to reflect the past time of the event
that was supposed to happen. Given that aspectually unmarked sentences have a null nonfuture tense proposed in this work, can they also express counterfactual conditionals? Much
future work is required to investigate how tense and aspect markers in the two clauses are
utilized for describing past, present, and future events, and how the conditional meanings are
compositionally derived by a possible worlds semantics building upon the proposal in this
work.
(857)

a.

If he were smart, he would be rich. (conveys “he is not smart” and “he is
not rich).

b.

If he had been smart, he would have been rich. (conveys “he was not
smart”—in general or on one particular occasion—and “he was not rich”)
(Iatridou 2000: 232)
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7.11 Summary
This chapter conducted a thorough examination of the temporal interpretation of Atayal
modal sentences against the null hypothesis that extends Condoravdi’s (2002) proposal as
discussed in Chen et al. (2017a) and Rullmann and Matthewson (2018). The null hypothesis
states that modals are not inherently temporal, and their temporal interpretation is fully
determined by temporal operators scoping above and under them. Section 7.5 presented data
showing that Atayal modals are realized as three different grammatical categories—
auxiliaries, verbs, and adverbs—and that these modals are situated at different syntactic
positions along the functional projections above verbs. According to the null hypothesis, the
different syntactic positions of modals have a straightforward consequence for their temporal
interpretation: Depending on the scope of the modal relative to temporal operators, their
temporal perspective and orientation are predicted to be provided by different operators,
either tense or aspect.
I showed in Sections 7.6 and 7.7 that this prediction was exactly how modals in
Atayal behave—they demonstrate a very “transparent” way of expressing temporal meanings
in syntax. Given that the syntactic position of Atayal epistemic modals is higher than tense,
tense scopes under the epistemic modals and provides the temporal orientation. As a result,
their temporal orientation exhibits a non-future vs. future distinction, in direct parallel with
the temporal interpretation of unembedded sentences. Another consequence of the epistemic
modals being higher than all the temporal operators is that they hardly shift temporal
perspective to a time other than the utterance time.
Unlike epistemic modals, circumstantial modals have inherent future orientation,
supporting the Diversity Condition. Since they allow for a present and past T.P. with no overt
marker, and the future modal musa’ (above the modals) is necessarily present for future T.P.,
I argued that their T.P. is determined by tense. Among the circumstantial modals, ability
modals are significantly different in being marked and scoped over by both tense and aspect
markers. I showed that the temporal perspective of the ability modals under the scope of the
tense and aspect markers is highly reminiscent of inchoative stative verbs. Based on the fact
that the ability modals do not scope over any temporal operators, and that they are
incompatible with future-time adverbs, I suggested that their temporal orientation is
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simultaneous with the time of the temporal perspective. These findings are summarized in
Table 7.9.
T.P.

T.O.

Epistemic

(shiftable) temporal index in the modal

tense

Circumstantial

tense

modal entry

Ability

tense; aspect

--

Table 7.9 Temporal interpretation and grammatical marking of Atayal modals
The temporal interpretation of Atayal modals provides strong support for the most
flexible version of the null hypothesis—T.P. is manipulated by the temporal operators
scoping over the modal and T.O. by the temporal operators scoping under the modal, either
tense or aspect. My investigation of Atayal modal-temporal interactions hence leads to the
proposal that modality is independent of temporality (except for a cross-linguistic valid
constraint that circumstantial modals are future-oriented, i.e., the Diversity Condition), and
that adopting a fully compositional approach is feasible except (Rullmann and Matthewson
2018).
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Chapter 8

Concluding Remarks and Future Research

8.1 Summary of this dissertation
The main empirical goal of this dissertation is to characterize and analyze the temporal and
modal systems of Atayal with extensive theory-informed data. Using original fieldwork from
the Squliq dialect of Atayal, I investigate how the temporal interpretation of sentences is
achieved across two domains—sentences with and without modal elements. The range of
topics that this dissertation covers includes the semantics of individual tense/aspect markers
(Chapters 2-4), the existence of a tense category in morphologically tenseless sentences
(Chapter 5), the semantics of modals (Chapter 6), and the extent to which the temporal
interpretation of modal sentences reduces to an independent temporal system (Chapter 7).
This investigation also serves as a case study of testing existing theories of temporal
semantics, with the overarching goal of contributing to shaping the picture of universality
and variation in temporal categories. In understanding the universality of temporal
categories, two types of questions often arise: (a) Is the semantics of a certain temporal
category universal? (b) Is a certain temporal meaning instantiated in every language? (and if
not, how do languages make do without this temporal meaning?)
My investigation relating to the first question was guided by the decompositional
approach advocated in von Fintel and Matthewson (2008): The semantics of aspect and tense
markers is not uniform across languages, but decomposable into a small set of basic semantic
building blocks, which are assembled differently by different languages. My findings not
only corroborate adopting this approach to study viewpoint aspects, following emerging
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cross-linguistic work, but also demonstrate that it can be fruitfully extended to the tense
domain. Theoretical approaches to the meaning of tense often vary—whether tense is
analyzed as pronominal, quantificational, or dyadic predicates has been debated—but there
seems to be little conclusive empirical evidence for any of the analyses. Atayal, however,
presents strong evidence for a quantificational approach; its contrast with English further
suggests that languages vary in the semantics of tense. Given these fruitful results, the first
question can be refined as: What are the semantic building blocks for a certain temporal
category? (Or, what meanings can and cannot be encoded by a certain temporal category?)
Several potential semantic building blocks that emerge from my analysis of the Atayal
temporal markers are modality that removes culminations of telic events, the Perfect Time
Span, and existential quantification (over times or events); these will be discussed below.
My study of Atayal temporal semantics also directly bears on the second question,
since there are morphologically tenseless sentences, and sentences without any overt
aspectual marking (i.e., sentences only marked with voice in Atayal felicitously convey
statements containing temporal/aspectual information). What does it mean to have an aspect
or a tense with poverty in morphology? I approached this question from a purely semantic
perspective. I showed that both aspectual and temporal interpretation in these sentences are
subject to constraints, and these constraints are not reducible to sentences without any aspect
or tense or to pragmatic inferences. I therefore argued for non-equivalence between the
absence of a temporal category in morphology and that in semantics.
In the rest of this section, I first summarize my claims, commenting on their
relevance to these two types of question (Sections 8.1.1 and 8.1.2); this summary may
require the reader to re-visit specific chapters for the formal details. I then discuss my
findings on Atayal modality (Sections 8.1.3 and 8.1.4).

8.1.1 Variation in viewpoint aspect
Sentences containing no overt temporal/aspectual marking in Atayal have long posed puzzles
for understanding their temporal/aspectual meaning. My results from applying diagnostics
for initial and final points of events in relation to the reference time (Smith 1997, Bar-el
2005) to predicates of different lexical aspectual classes shows that the aspectual reading of
these sentences is conditioned by the lexical classes: Achievement events are properly
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included inside the reference time, while activity and accomplishment events begin, but need
not terminate or culminate, within the reference time (i.e., they can continue beyond the
reference time); this contrast is sketched below:
ET
RT
(a) Achievements (and inchoative states236)

ET
RT
(b) Activities and accomplishments

Figure 8.1 The meaning of sentences containing no overt aspect in Atayal
I have argued that these “aspectually-unmarked” sentences containing eventive
predicates in fact carry a null neutral aspect, by which I refer to a viewpoint aspect that
includes the initial point, and at least one internal stage of a situation for durative events, as
defined by Smith (1997) (see also Iatridou et al. 2003, Pancheva 2003). The formal analysis
that I propose is built upon (im)perfectives that similarly do not entail culminations of
accomplishment events in other languages; specifically, I adopt Altshuler’s (2014) analysis
of the Russian imperfective. I propose that the neutral aspect requires only an initial stage of
the event (denoted by a STAGE operator) described by the VP-predicate to be realized in the
actual world; the VP-event can continue in some possible world which shares the same
history up to and including the runtime of the initial stage (i.e., the point at which the VPevent terminates in the actual world).
How does this proposal account for the difference between accomplishments versus
achievements in culmination entailments (Figure 8.1)? A crucial assumption for the
culmination difference to go through is that achievements are sets of atomic events
(Altshuler 2014). As a result of this, an initial stage of an atomic event is trivially the same as
the event itself, and thus the initial stage in the actual world is also the culminated event in
every world. As for durative events, what satisfies the neutral aspect is only an initial stage,
and hence accomplishment events need not culminate, and activity events need not terminate
in the actual world.
236

The diagnostics however only show that the initial change of state of an inchoative state culminates
within the reference time (Chapter 2, Section 2.5.2); it is unclear whether inchoative states lexically consist of
initial changes of state only or initial changes of state plus homogeneous states.
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While this proposal bears similarities to perfective sentences that do not entail
culminations of accomplishments in languages like two Salish languages (Bar-el 2005, Barel et al. 2005) and Thai (Koenig and Muansuwan 2000), I contend that neutral aspect in
Atayal is not such a perfective, based on the empirical grounds that sentences containing no
overt aspect also convey characteristic habitual readings, and that instead sentences
containing the aspect wal are more like perfective sentences in ensuring culminations. The
non-culminating property also cannot be encoded in the lexical predicate below a viewpoint
aspect because wal sentences (which contain these non-culminating predicates) would be
wrongly predicted to terminate without entailing that a culmination has been reached.
Since accomplishment events in the progressive aspect cyux/nyux likewise do not
entail culminations, just like in the neutral aspect, I extend the STAGE operator to cyux/nyux.
This analysis is in essence as what has been proposed for English -ing (Dowty 1979,
Landman 1992, S. Rothstein 2004, Altshuler 2014, among others): Cyux/nyux turns a
predicate of events into a predicate of times and worlds, and asserts that there is an event,
which is a proper stage of the VP-event in some world that is similar enough to the actual
world, and the runtime of the event includes the reference time. A striking fact about
cyux/nyux is that it even co-occurs with predicates of achievements and statives; the resulting
meaning is a result state holding at the reference time.
In a similar fashion to how achievements marked by the progressive in English are
analyzed (e.g., Moens and Steedman 1988, S. Rothstein 2004), I argue that a coercion rule in
Atayal shifts achievements to inchoative states, to which cyux/nyux then applies. The inprogress vs. result-state reading with cyux/nyux, which is conditioned by lexical aspect, is
schematized in Figure 8.2 (in (a), the small box on the left represents a change of state, and
its extension to the right represents the state resulting from the change of state).
RT

RT

ET

ET

(a) Achievements and inchoative states

(b) Activities and accomplishments

Figure 8.2 The meaning of sentences containing the progressive cyux/nyux
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This analysis suggests that not only lexical aspectual distinctions but also pragmatic/interface
rules may condition the meaning of a viewpoint aspect. Consequences of this analysis that I
left open include how languages vary in choosing to coerce achievements into
accomplishments (as in English) or into inchoative states (as in Atayal). Moreover, while the
coercion rule in my analysis is semantic, it could be purely pragmatic in other languages.
The aspect wal ensures culminations of accomplishment events, unlike the neutral
aspect or the progressive aspect. In addition, the event in the scope of wal is consistently
anterior to a reference time, a result of which is that wal is neither a tense morpheme (which
does not relate to an event time directly) nor a perfective aspect (which does not involve a
back-shifted reading). Compared with the English perfect, wal shares the well-known
pragmatic effects—result state and current relevance, but lacks experiential perfect readings
(as well as the repeatability/lifetime effects associated with them), universal perfect readings,
and the co-occurrence restriction with definite past-time adverbials.
Based on the fact that wal is associated with culmination entailments, anteriority, and
a relation between a past eventuality and the current situation (through result state or current
relevance), I propose that wal is a perfect aspect that encodes a perfective component. This
analysis builds upon the Perfect Time Span theory (Iatridou et al. 2003, Pancheva and von
Stechow 2004, Rathert 2014, B. Rothstein 2008, Condoravdi and Deo 2014, Matthewson et
al. 2015, among others), which provides a model of connecting a past event to a reference
time; wal requires that the event described by the predicate be properly included inside a
non-final subinterval of the PTS, as schematized in Figure 8.3 (where t' is the dotted area,
and t is the right edge of the PTS):
PTS
ET
t'

t = RT

Figure 8.3 The semantics of wal
While most of the properties of wal follow directly from the proposed temporal
configuration, I argued that two of them are subject to a pragmatic account instead of being
built into the semantics of wal. The first is the unacceptability of wal in experiential contexts,
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which I argued is due to competition with the past tense -in-. As schematized in Figure
8.4, -in- encodes an existential quantification over past times at which the described event
occurs (represented by the dotted area t'):
t'
…
t = UT
Figure 8.4 The semantics of -inCompared to Figure 8.3, the semantics of -in- crucially differs from that of wal in involving
no interval stretching from the present (i.e., the PTS) (in the case when the utterance time is
the reference time). While both markers assert the existence of a past event, the past
tense -in- does so by quantifying over a time interval unambiguously prior to the reference
time. This explains why -in- is always chosen over wal in experiential contexts: An
experiential perfect interpretation only concerns a past occurrence of the described event, and
uttering a wal form involves the PTS, which would be more informative than required; -in- is
thus chosen over wal in an experiential context in light of Grice’s Quantity maxim.
The unacceptability of wal in certain contexts involving result states can also be
explained by pragmatic competition. Table 8.1 sketches that in contexts favoring a current
(result) state, or cessation of a result state, wal is infelicitous.
Meaning

Competition

Current state cyux/nyux ≽ wal

Example
Context: Can you give her a hand? She’s lost her keys.
{cyux / #wal} pgzyuwagun sawsu’ nya’ la.
Context: Describe how you lost your watch and found

Ceased state

-in- ≽ wal

it: “I’ve lost my watch.”
{mingzyuwaw / #wal m-gzyuwaw} tuki maku’.

Table 8.1 Competition between wal vs. cyux/nyux and -in- regarding result states
The proposed semantics for wal (Figure 8.3) predicts that wal is compatible with either
context. Nevertheless, wal is less precise than the progressive aspect cyux/nyux in contexts
specifying that the result state currently holds: Cyux/nyux asserts that the reference time is
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included inside a result state, while for wal, a result state naturally remains after a change of
state. Grice’s Quantity maxim thus predicts that cyux/nyux is chosen over wal (represented
by “≽” in the table). I suggest that the Quantity maxim also effects the unavailability of wal
for a ceased state. The use of wal co-occurs with the null non-future tense (see below), and a
result state persisting at the utterance time entails a past state; the use of the past tense -inthus implicates that the state ceased at the utterance time (this is essentially the story for the
cessation implicature of -in-, see Chapter 4). If a context explicitly indicates a ceased
state, -in- will be more appropriate than wal due to its cessation implicature.
So far, we have seen three morphemes/forms, each of which differs from current
theories of perfective or imperfective in non-trivial details. We’ve also seen that the proposed
semantics for these morphemes incorporates or builds upon existing theories (e.g., STAGE
operators, coercion rules, the Perfect Time Span theory, the ET/RT/UT temporal relations,
etc.). These two types of finding render direct support for the lack of uniformity in viewpoint
aspects and the decompositional approach discussed above. Moreover, the unique aspectual
reading of sentences without any aspect, which characterizes the neutral aspect, effectively
proves that the existence of an aspectual category is orthogonal to morphological poverty; a
similar conclusion is also reached for the category of tense, which I turn to now.

8.1.2 Variation in tense
As with aspects, my findings in the realm of tense demonstrate that the semantics of tense is
not invariant. The evidence comes from my investigation of the morpheme -in-: It cannot be
analyzed as an aspectual marker but as a past tense. Examining -in- against the predictions of
a pronominal and a quantificational analysis fruitfully shows that -in- behaves like an
existential past tense: -in- exhibits scopal interactions with negation, lacks deictic or
anaphoric uses, and is felicitous discourse-initially.
Moreover, the interactions between -in- and the null non-future tense proposed for
morphologically tenseless sentences (see below) do not follow from what would be expected
for presuppositional alternatives: If -in- were a pronominal tense with a presuppositional
feature, Maximize Presupposition would force it to be always used over the null tense for the
past, and the null tense should have the implicated presupposition that it does not refer to the
past. However, neither of these predictions is borne out: -in- is not obligatorily present for
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the past—it is only present in existential contexts—, and the null tense refers to either a
present or a past time interval.
The findings for -in- hence present strong evidence that languages vary in the
semantics of their tenses, corroborating the current advances in graded/remoteness tenses of
varied nature (Cable 2013, Mucha 2017, Bochnak and Klecha to appear). I also showed that in- in embedded clauses is interpreted as back-shifted with respect to the reference time of
the matrix clause rather than to the utterance time. The fact that -in- is a relative past tense
with existential semantics rather than a perfect aspect presents cross-linguistic evidence for
the distinction between these two types of temporal anteriority operators (Bohnemeyer
2014), and provides a refinement for the definition of relative tense (see Section 8.2.4).
My discussion of the temporal interpretation of sentences without the past tense -inin Atayal also contributes to the issue of whether a tense category universally exists. Whether
tense exists in languages without an inflectional tense paradigm appears to be an endless
debate. Although Atayal similarly possesses morphologically tenseless sentences, a thorough
investigation across lexical and viewpoint aspects reveals that the temporal reference of these
sentences is not without restrictions: It is either restricted to a non-future time interval or
fully unrestricted, depending on voice selection and the presence/absence of an overt aspect.
I showed that this pattern is not reducible to an aspect or mood distinction; I then proposed
that these sentences are not semantically tenseless, but contain a phonologically null
pronominal tense morpheme, which carries a presuppositional feature that is restricted to a
non-future interval, following Matthewson (2006).
The apparent exception to the non-future interpretation is bare non-actor-voice
sentences, which are compatible with past, present, or future interpretations without
additional marking. The future interpretation of bare non-actor-voice sentences however
patterns like other future forms—p- (a prefix attaching to actor-voice predicates and overt
aspect markers) and musa’ (an auxiliary compatible with predicates of every voice). First,
both sets of marking are relative forward shifters, anchoring to the utterance time in main
clauses, and to the reference time of the matrix clause in embedded clauses; in this respect,
they parallel the past tense -in- discussed above. Secondly, non-actor-voice predicates can
undergo C-reduplication, yielding similar imminent futures or certainty of predictions like
the reduplicated p-, p~p-. Based on these similarities, I argued that bare non-actor-voice
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sentences are ambiguous between two tense forms, one with the null non-future tense, and
the other with the null future tense. The former yields a past or present interpretation,
whereas the latter yields a future interpretation.
These new empirical data and analyses hence provide strong support for adopting a
tensed analysis over various tenseless analyses for Atayal. A consequence of this proposal is
that Atayal is a language with both quantificational and pronominal tense.

8.1.3 Variation in modality
The lexical semantics of modals has recently received relatively more attention in formal
research, the result of which provides a testable typology of the lexical semantics of modals
framed by Kratzer’s theory of modality. Along the lines of this formal typology, the
questions about the universality and variation of modal categories can be stated as follows:
(a) How does the lexical semantics of modals vary across languages? (b) Do languages
utilize every space of modality? My investigation of the lexical specification of Atayal
modals again shapes both questions.
Atayal modals provide empirical support for the division between epistemic and
circumstantial modal bases as none of them encodes modality cross-cutting the division.
There are two general-purpose circumstantial modals, and also modals specialized for
subtype(s) of circumstantial modality: Atayal possesses a deontic modal, which supports
deontic being a distinctive category separate from other subtypes of circumstantial modality
(Hacquard 2006). In addition, it also has two modals each denoting a subtype of ability; the
quantificational strength of ability modals is formulated as Kratzer’s (1991/2012) good
possibility. Epistemic modals show different degrees of possibility, but they lack a dual in
the universal domain. These findings are recapitulated in Table 8.2.
Epistemic
Stereotypical
∀	
  
∃	
  

Circumstantial

Empty

Deontic Teleological

--

Bouletic

Empty

Ability

siki

hazi
ki’a

nway

blaq

baq/
thuzyay

Table 8.2 Modality in (Squliq) Atayal under Kratzer’s theory
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The absence of epistemic necessity modals suggests that not every semantic space delineated
by the possible modal flavors and forces is utilized in languages. This implies that languages
may have a gap in their modal force for either epistemic or circumstantial modality, or a gap
in their modal flavor for either existential or universal force.
My investigation of the interactions of modality and temporality sheds light on the
independence between the two domains. The temporal interpretation of Atayal modals leads
to a refinement of the null hypothesis proposed in Chen et al. (2017a), Rullmann and
Matthewson (2018)—temporal perspective is manipulated by any temporal/aspectual
operators scoping over the modal, and temporal orientation by any temporal/aspectual
operators scoping under the modal (plus a felicity/pragmatic condition on the assignment of a
modal base, i.e., the Diversity Condition, Condoravdi 2002; see also Werner 2003, 2006, S.
Kaufman 2005, among others). Two significant facts that motivate this flexible version of the
null hypothesis are (i) the fact that both tense and aspect scope under the epistemic modals,
and provide or have effects on the temporal orientation, and (ii) the fact that both tense and
aspect scope over ability modals, and provide or have effects on the temporal perspective. In
other words, what conditions the temporal interpretation of Atayal modals depends on the
relative scope between the modal and temporal operators; this renders a fully compositional
approach feasible, as demonstrated in this dissertation.

8.2 Theoretical and typological implications
In this section, I discuss some implications of the Atayal temporal and modal interpretations
under my analysis.
Dissociation of non-culmination effects and (im)perfectivity
The presence of non-culmination effects with the neutral aspect in Atayal implies that the
modality component for removing culminations is independent of perfective and
imperfective aspect. Yet, since the same form that encodes the neutral aspect also conveys a
characteristic habitual reading (i.e., sentences without an overt aspect are ambiguous), I
suggest that the episodic reading of the neutral aspect be subsumed under an imperfective
aspect with the habitual reading, in opposition to the perefective-perfect wal. If this
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suggestion is on the right track, the question to be researched is what properties are shared by
the two types of reading.
The existence of the neutral aspect and the correlation with imperfectivity do not
seem to be an isolated case. For instance, Comrie (1976) lists French, Russian, Bulgarian,
Modern Greek, and Georgian as languages having a general imperfective form which
includes a non-progressive, non-habitual reading. Is such a reading akin to the episodic
reading characterized by the neutral aspect? According to Arregui et al. (2014), imperfective
aspects in Romance and Slavic languages can be used to refer to complete events (e.g., the
so-called Narrative Imperfective in French and the Factual Imperfective in Russian), albeit
with a difference in how they relate the complete event to the reference time (see also Grønn
2008). A comparison of Atayal neutral aspect and imperfective aspect cross-linguistically in
the direction of seeking their common core can help shed light on decomposing categories of
imperfectivity.
The semantic building blocks of perfect aspect?
Atayal wal exemplifies a case of realizing properties of both perfective and perfect aspect—
in the same form; due to the perfective component, universal perfect readings are
unavailable. The correlation between the bundled perfective ingredient and the absence of
universal perfect readings provides cross-linguistic evidence that languages vary in how they
combine the perfect with a lower aspectual component (Iatridou et al. 2003, Pancheva 2003,
and Portner 2003). Iatridou et al. and Pancheva show that the perfects in Bulgarian and
English can combine with an unbounded aspectual complement to yield a universal perfect
reading.237 Atayal wal differs from these languages in its inability to select unbounded
eventualities; instead it corresponds to a synthetic version of the perfect in Greek, which
obligatorily selects a perfective participle (see e.g., Giannakidou 2003, Gerö and von
Stechow 2011: 286). Wal hence manifests a unique type of perfect in combination with
underlying aspectual makeup without an additional operator.238
237

Guekguezian (2016) similarly argues that the different readings of the Saisiyat perfect ila can be derived
by selecting a lower bounded (perfective, or neutral) or unbounded (imperfective) aspect marker, although the
lower aspect in Saisiyat may be covert.
238
Pancheva (2003:288) suggests that the Portuguese present perfect only selects for unbounded events,
citing literature which claims that it disallows a resultative and an experiential reading, but necessarily conveys
an iterative reading (Giorgi and Pianesi 1997, Schmitt 2001). It is thus in direct opposition to Greek and Atayal.
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The non-final subinterval of the Perfect Time Span, by which the perfective
ingredient is defined, is unambiguously located in the past. This may explain the cooccurrence of wal with definite past-time adverbials in Atayal, and also provides a possible
avenue for looking at the present perfect puzzle (and the lack thereof) cross-linguistically.
The analysis of wal implies that the Perfect time Span (PTS) is a core component of
the perfect; whether this is the case and what are other core components of the perfect
however are questions that deserve much more cross-linguistic work. Considering that one
typical reading of perfects—an experiential reading—can possibly be attributed to an
existential operator (see below), the function of the PTS is very much restricted; for example,
its function in Atayal is revealed by a result state holding at the reference time (for
achievements and inchoative statives) and current relevance. Yet these two properties are not
directly built into the semantics of the PTS; the question then arises how we can reliably
diagnose the PTS in perfects across languages, or how the theory of the PTS can be
improved to make the right predictions. Many issues revolving around the semantic core of
the perfect are worth much further research.
Existential quantification encoded by a tense or an aspect
An important implication of the proposal for the past tense -in- is that an “experiential”
reading is only the manifestation of an existential temporal operator. While such an
existential temporal operator is encoded in a tense marker in Atayal, it is possible that other
languages encode it in an aspect marker. English is not an ideal example since the perfect
also allows an aspectual, non-experiential, anterior reading. Are there other languages that
have an aspect that only allows an experiential reading but not a result-state reading? What
are the predictions of existential quantification realized by a tense or an aspect? The formal
representation of -in- that signals that it is a tense lies in its inability to further combine with
a tense head; this suggests that a marker which is an “existential aspect” should be able to
combine with a tense.
The existential analysis of -in- also renders an explanation for the cessation
implicature of a (result) state in terms of pragmatic competition between -in- and the
independently motivated pronominal tense in Atayal. This can potentially be extended to
markers across languages with salient cessation/discontinuous effects, such as the
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experiential marker -guo in Mandarin (J.-W. Lin 2007),239 the past tense -ako- in Badiaranke
(Niger-Congo) (Cover 2010), the morpheme -essess in Korean (K.-S. Chung 2012), the
verbal suffix -uŋil in Washo (Bochnak 2016), or the decessive marker in Tlingit (Cable 2017)
(see also Plungian and van der Auwera 2006).
Defining relative tense
The crucial piece of evidence for -in- being a relative tense is that it always backshifts the
time of an embedded clause from the time of the matrix event but not from the utterance
time. To warrant the anchoring to the utterance time of -in- in unembedded clauses, I assume
an indexical tense pronoun t*, implemented in Kusumoto (2005), von Stechow (2009), and
Mucha (2015), which in main clauses gives its evaluation time as the utterance time, whereas
in embedded clauses, t* can be lambda abstracted and locally bound by the matrix reference
time.
Under this analysis, relative tense is “relative” because of the obligatory back-shifting
in embedded clauses, which is attributed to its existential quantification. This nevertheless is
different from Bohnemeyer’s (2014) definition. According to Bohnemeyer, relative tenses
are anaphoric, and relate reference time (topic time in Bohnemeyer’s terms) to some
perspective time determined by context. This definition is intended to cover readings like the
“past-in-the-past” of the English perfect (see also Thomas 2014b for Mbyá Guaraní), once
we understand perspective times as “a generalization over utterance times and anaphorically
traced reference times” (Bohnemeyer 2014: 920).
It is evident that Atayal -in- cannot be anaphoric, and if it relates to a perspective
time, the perspective time cannot be a reference time, as that would lead to productive past
perfect readings in main clauses. Moreover, since existential quantification is potentially a
decomposable component with an aspect, if a language has a marker purely used for the
“past-in-the-past” reading, it could be an existential aspect, without involving a relative
tense.
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The Atayal -in- and its cognates in other Formosan langauges are often described as resembling the
Mandarin verbal marker -guo; however, the question is to what extent their meaning overlaps. As far as I know,
the Atayal -in- at least differs from -guo in the ability to appear at the beginning of a narrative and in contexts
with a salient reference time. These differences might be related to the idea that -guo lexicalizes the
cessation/discontinuous effects (J.-W. Lin 2007).
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More interestingly, Atayal future markers behave as mirror images of -in- in that they
always give rise to a forward-shifting reading in embedded clauses, and they are not able to
co-occur with past-time adverbials or a past tense in main clauses for a past-future reading.
These future markers thus show that the characterization of relative tenses is applicable to
more than a single case in the language. Atayal is thus a system with symmetrical existential
tenses, a system similarly observed for Medumba (Bantu) (Mucha 2015); see also Mucha and
Fominyam (2017) for Awing (Bantu).
Analyses of morphologically tenseless sentences
Recent research on morphologically tenseless languages has shown a recurring non-future
versus future distinction, but languages differ in whether the distinction is present in every
context, and thus analyses also vary in whether the distinction is itself formulated as a
restriction on reference times, or reduced to a general constraint on future expressions.
Atayal presents another possibility that the presence and absence of the non-future/future
distinction is systematic and hence predictable by voice and aspect; this suggests that it is not
an ontologically based constraint on futures that plays the crucial role. Variation in the
available future time reference without marking across languages however is an area that
remains to be further researched.
Mechanism for modals without duals?
The lack of duals for Atayal epistemic possibility modals raises the question of why the use
of Atayal epistemic possibility modals cannot be extended to the necessity domain,
compared to the modals with variable quantificational force in St’át’imcets (Rullmann,
Matthewson, and Davis 2008), Gitksan (Peterson 2010, 2012), and Nez Perce (Deal 2011).
This fact also raises issues for the application of the two formal tools originally
proposed for analyzing variable quantificational force—a pragmatic (strengthening or
weakening) mechanism (von Fintel and Iatridou 2008, Rullmann et al. 2008, Peterson 2010,
Menzies 2013), and a correlation to quantifiers that lack scalar implicatures (Deal 2011).
Under the former approach, which either utilizes an ordering source or some parallel
mechanism to condition the strength of modals, the question is what prevents Atayal
epistemic possibility modals from getting strengthened to be the equivalent of ‘must’.
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Adopting the latter approach to Atayal raises the question of either why lacking a
morphological counterpart is not a sufficient condition for variable strength of modals, or
whether what are duals goes beyond those in a lexical paradigm.
Modal-temporal interactions
An important implication of my analysis of Atayal modal-temporal interactions is that the
availability of past temporal perspective for epistemic modals can be orthogonal to whether
they scope under tense or not. Epistemic modals in Atayal do allow past T.P. (albeit not
preferred in general) but past T.P. is not rendered by tense: Tense scopes under the epistemic
modals and always gives T.O.
The finding that Atayal ability modals have a temporal pattern different from that of
other circumstantial modals and that the distribution of so-called actuality entailments is
similar to that of inchoative states also bears implications for any future work in the areas of
ability modals.

8.3 Implications for future research on tense, aspect, and
modality
I began this investigation by being puzzled by the use of temporal markers in Atayal; yet it
was shown throughout the dissertation that the temporal interpretation relies on a range of
factors that interact with the lexical meaning of temporal operators. These factors include
interactions with lexical aspectual classes, interactions between temporal markers (on the
grounds of syntactic constraints, semantic (in)compatibility, or pragmatic competition),
morphosyntatic constraints, and even general ontological constraints. To name but a few
examples: The meaning of each viewpoint aspect is to a great extent built upon their
interactions with lexical aspect; the cessation implicature with the existential past tense -inis explainable under a pragmatic account on the basis of the entailment relation between the
null non-future tense and -in-; the temporal interpretation in modal contexts heavily depends
on the syntax of modals, which determines their scope in relation to temporal operators.
Therefore, this study represents an exploration of how individual modules bring about the
complexity of a temporal and/or a modal system; the message behind this for any future
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work in the realm of searching for temporal and/or modal meaning is to consider various
interfaces as an adequate explanation for relevant phenomena.
The implication of the modular complexity of a language’s temporal system for
linguistic typology is that the source of cross-linguistic variation could be either found in the
lexical entry of (overt or covert) temporal operators themselves, the lexical aspectual classes,
or pragmatic competition/rules, etc. Looking into a language’s grammar in detail brings me
to a position to identify a variety of issues in which the Atayal data and my analysis bear on
current theories of temporal categories and modality. As discussed in almost every chapter
and in this conclusion, Atayal data and analytic directions not only broaden or narrow the
possibilities a language system can have, but also shed light on the application of existing
analyses. This dissertation thus shows that it is more than feasible for a study of a particular
language to contribute to shaping a typological theory. This point is in particular important
when it comes to endangered and underdocumented languages, where a detailed study is
urgently demanded.
My data collection was most driven by the need to test the predictions of a formal
hypothesis. In the area of temporal categories, for example, the questions I frequently asked
for fieldwork are: What do I expect to see if this marker is an existential tense? If a certain
linguistic form is aspectually neutral, what contexts will it be compatible with? What can an
aspect-induced temporal system look like? Given this hypothesis-driven fieldwork, the tests
developed in this dissertation can be potentially replicated or adapted for investigations on
different languages.
I expect that the data documented in this dissertation are useful to a certain extent for
different groups: researchers, teachers, Atayal learners and native speakers, and others. It is
also my hope that this work inspires more research on related issues in tense, aspect, and
modality.
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